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Preface
Welcome to the preface
Writing a preface is one of the most enjoyable tasks in textbook writing, as you battle
the final deadlines and consider the launch party for your book. This preface explains
how the book works, why it works and to whom the authors are allotting credit (and
blame) for the success of the chapters. In a way, it sets the tone for the book, and if
there's one particular tone the authors would like for the book, it's that soft, chiming
noise that elevators make when they announce they've arrived at a floor.

So this is marketing . . .
Well, actually, this is the preface. Marketing is a bit taller than this. From your perspective, marketing is either a compulsory subject that you have to do or you won't get your
degree, or a potential career choice. Either way, the authors would like to welcome you
to marketing, and to make your time in this subject productive and hopefully enjoyable
(and if not enjoyable, sufficiently productive so you only have to take the course once).

Why this book?
This is the first unashamedly Australian marketing text in the 'Introduction to Marketing' field. Written by two Australians, with an Australian viewpoint on life, the universe and marketing, this text addresses the basic concepts of marketing in a robust
manner. Of course, for international students, this might be a little bit confronting at
first — particularly if there's a set of examples that are unique to Australia's marketing
environment. Consider this then to a be a feature of the book rather than a limitation
— with this 'Introduction to Marketing' text, you get a bonus cultural insight into Australia, and the Australian view of marketing.
From a practical perspective, this book is aimed at addressing a few shortcomings
that the authors perceived were limiting the development of marketing education.
These are as follows:
• The 'everything to everyone' nature of introductory marketing texts. Too many
marketing textbooks attempt to write for the market of undergraduate and postgraduate students. This text has a clear segmentation strategy that targets first-year
students who are typically recently out of high school.
• The 'We've only got one shot at this' attitude towards 'Introduction to Marketing'
courses that tries to teach a full degree of content in a single attempt. When the first
marketing courses were developed, they tended to be the only marketing subject in
a 24-unit degree. With the rise of marketing degrees and marketing specialisations,
there's room to move in marketing education. You don't have to learn everything in
marketing in the first week, since if you want to be a marketer, there are other subjects to take later in your degree.
• The overwhelming desire to dislocate students' shoulders by making them carry an
oversized textbook around all the time. One of the authors has a dislocated shoulder
as a result of an altercation with an 'Introduction to Marketing' text — the authors
learnt the hard way that size does matter when producing a textbook.

Preface
xiv
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• The assumption that every person reading a marketing text will find themselves in
charge of the global strategy of some major multinational firm by the time they get
to the last page of the book. This text is written on the assumption that the people
reading it either go on to study more marketing, or aren't going to be left running
the marketing department with only 'Introduction to Marketing' under their belt.

Why this style?
Marketing is an inherently interesting field in commerce and, as such, should be an
interesting topic of study. The book is written in a unique style that combines the basic
elements of the discipline with practical examples, contemporary practice and the
occasional opinion piece (and a few comments in brackets on the side).
The style is designed to be accessible, readable and approachable for the target
market of high-school leavers in their first year of university. Examples are recent, and
relevant, to the target market. After all, what use is a marketing text that doesn't use
market segmentation?

Key terms
As you read through the text you’ll notice a range of terms set in bold blue type —
these are the key terms that are part of the language of marketing. You may notice that
we’ve highlighted some of the terms in the margin as a means of pointing out the
interesting, the different and the times when a standard word becomes a technical
term. The main point here is that these margin notes are just there as decoration —
what you need to stay focused on are the bold blue terms in the text, because these
are the important terms. Students who think that they can take a short cut and simply
focus on the margin notes will probably find that the short cut will mean taking this
subject twice (assuming that they don’t take the short cut twice). Learning the language of marketing is a difficult task, but it is an essential one where there are no short
cuts, and all the definitions are equally important to know for later use.

Why do the authors ask rhetorical questions in the preface?
They think it relates to the number of roads a man must walk down before he becomes
a man. From memory, it's approximately seven.
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Chapter 1

Philosophy, strategy
and tactics: an
overview of marketing
Chapter outline
This first chapter gives readers an overview of the text and its
purpose before introducing the key components of marketing
itself. Starting with an explicit explanation of the approach of
the text and the assumptions which underpin it, it moves on
to define marketing and review its broad application to a
variety of business and non-business environments. The text
underlines the importance of marketing at all levels of the
organisation, from being a guiding business philosophy, a
strategic tool and a set of tactical-level techniques. Although
marketing plays an important role in the success of many
organisations, it is not infallible. In this introductory chapter
some of the limitations of marketing and the myths that surround its practice are explored. Central to the theory and
practice of marketing are two key models or frameworks.
These are the marketing mix, also known as the five Ps of
marketing, and the theory of exchange. The chapter outlines
these important concepts and their application before giving
an overview of the structure and content of the rest of the
book.

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Explain what
marketing is
Refute some of
the key myths
surrounding marketing
Know the breadth
and variety of the
applications of
marketing
Understand the
different levels of
marketing
Describe the
marketing mix
Understand exchange
theory and its
application to
marketing.
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Introduction
Welcome to an introductory, first-year textbook on marketing. This text isn’t quite
like anything you’ve encountered before simply because this book assumes that
you, as a reader, are an undergraduate student, recently out of high school, and not
a middle-aged, postgraduate MBA student. Why does this matter? Market
segmentation (see chapter 3) tells us how each product should be targeted at a
specific group of people (you and the others in your marketing class), to meet
specific needs (learning marketing). This book is written on the basis of using
marketing (the positioning, targeting and similar strategies from chapter 3), and
teaching marketing.

How to use this book
On the way through this book, you’ll notice a few assumptions have been made by
the authors (we can’t help it, it’s human nature). These are spelt out clearly, so you
know where we’re coming from, and the how this book works.
Our major assumptions are:
• The reader is an undergraduate student. Hopefully, this is you (or your students). The
selection of this target market has given rise to a few positioning strategies, some
of the content focus, and the context for a large portion of the examples. Basically,
the average age of the student we expect to read this book is between 17 and 20,
and this means that everything that happened prior to 1980 is history (they
weren’t born yet), and key issues and major events of the 1980s are of less importance than what happened in the latter part of the 1990s. Where necessary, the
occasional history lesson will occur, but only where it helps make sense of contemporary marketing. This assumption doesn’t mean that the core concepts
covered in the text are not of value or interest to older students, only that the
focus is on the primary target market, first-year, just-out-of-school undergraduates.
• The reader will learn appropriate academic style for their course. This book is deliberately
written in an easy-to-read, informal and accessible style. The examples have been
chosen to be more meaningful to the target market (first-year undergraduate students), and the whole package has been developed to be accessible to this audience. In return, it’s expected that the students themselves learn (and are taught)
to write in the academic style that will suit the target market of their lecturer and
tutors. While this book is informal, your assessment is expected to be written in
more formal style (and without the bracketed commentary — sorry, but that’s what
your target market wants). It’s a type of exchange — we made the book readable
for you and, in return, we’re asking that you make your assignments readable for
your lecturer by writing in the academic style.
• The reader is not going to be immediately responsible for developing the overriding strategic
framework for their organisation. Most introductory marketing textbooks still seem to
believe that the reader will go out and develop the strategic direction of the
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•

•

•

•

organisation. It seems to the authors that most people straight out of university
will not be charged with such an unreasonable task (surely McDonald’s and
The Body Shop have people to do that already). Consequently, the orientation of
the textbook is at the tactical level and shows how to implement marketing to
someone else’s strategy. For those students who are fairly certain that their
destiny is to be sent to develop a strategy for the organisation, we recommend a
good strategy class (and a less stressful job). Everyone else should be able to
use this book to provide a tactical-level viewpoint of how to work with someone
else’s strategy and deliver it with marketing tools. More than anything else, not
everyone’s going to be the boss in their area, so getting used to delivering to
other people’s standards helps make your work life so much more productive.
The reader has never met a marketing mix before in their life. Although everyone who reads
this text will have been on the receiving end of the marketing mix, few if any will
have actually been aware of what it is, what it does and which buttons to press.
Consequently, the marketing mix will be used as the basis to teach the basics of
marketing. (Sidenote: The criticisms of the marketing mix are explored further, as
is the justification for its use in the text. In a nutshell, the mix is criticised as
being a pedagogical teaching tool not a marketing management technique. All
things considered, this is a teaching text, not a marketing management technique,
and the mix does the job for that task.)
Marketing is a part of society, and has a role to play in society. This concept is explored
throughout the book, and charges marketing with a responsibility for ethical
behaviour and a duty of care to society. Rather than just containing a single, easyto-avoid, final chapter on ethics and ‘socially responsible behaviour’, the content
of the book looks to developing an ongoing understanding of how to use the
marketing mix appropriately for social and commercial benefit. Marketing doesn’t
have to be an ethics-free zone, and the increasing power of the consumer movement means that ethical business practice is quickly becoming the key to corporate success. In addition, ethical marketing has a greater propensity to be good
business — since marketing is about meeting the needs of the consumer (within
the constraints of the firm) rather than exploiting them.
Marketing is not universally applicable. The hallmark of a good science discipline is that
it knows when to walk away, and when to stake a claim. This text takes the stand
that there are times and places where marketing just doesn’t cut it. For people
who are recent converts to marketing, or who have dedicated their life to the study
(and teaching) of the discipline, the idea that marketing has limits is a difficult
and challenging concept. Bottom line — marketing is a good business tool, and
can do some interesting things in the fields of social change, but it’s not the universal solution to every business or social problem.
Marketing is not perfect or perfectly persuasive. Marketing is not a universal quick-fix
solution with perfectly guaranteed outcomes. (Darn. This job would be so much
easier if it was.) Think about it this way — if marketing was perfect, we’d be
drinking New Coke, driving Ford Edsells and enjoying the benefits of aerosol
cheese (yes, spray-on cheese). All things considered (and when you’re part of a
society that endorses aerosol cheese, all things have been considered) society
should be grateful for the fact marketing is limited in what it can achieve.

Chapter 1: Philosophy, strategy and tactics: an overview of marketing
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Having set out the assumptions of the book, it’s into the bulk of the content for the
first chapter. Again, most textbooks will wait until chapter 2 (and week 2) before
starting the heavy end of the content. The remainder of this chapter works to outline
the core basics of marketing, and set the parameters for the book.

1
Marketing: the process ofthe
planning and executing tion
conception, pricing, promo goods
and distribution of ideas,hanges
and services to create exc d
that satisfy individual an
organisational objectives.

Value: goods, money or the
symbolic transfer of tangible and
intangible entities and sym
goods, services and ‘ideas’. bolic
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Defining marketing
‘Marketing is the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing,
promotion, and distribution of ideas, goods, and services to create exchanges that
satisfy individual and organizational objectives’ (American Marketing Association,
1985, p. 2). Exchange is the act of swapping something of value with someone by
offering something of value in return. Value can be goods, money or the symbolic
transfer of tangible and intangible entities and symbolic goods, services and ‘ideas’.
This definition of marketing established a series of elements, which are as follows:
• Marketing is a process: marketing is an ongoing strategic element, rather than a one-off
application or tactic. As a process, marketing is ongoing and evolving, and cannot be
applied as an isolated ‘We did the marketing, now what?’ approach (the answer to
that is — ‘Now we do it again’).
• Marketing requires planning: the discipline and application of marketing require forethought, preparation and a plan. This part of the definition also forms the basis for
the necessity to develop marketing plans when engaged in marketing activity, and to
actually have a sense of coordination and control over the activities. If you’re in a
constant state of chaos and flux, and are simply reacting to the marketplace, you’re
not practising marketing. Take a few deep breaths, and start with a marketing plan to
get your control back.
• Marketing is involved from design to delivery: conception, pricing, promotion and distribution of products represent four pillars of marketing insofar as marketing has a role
to play from the creation of the product through to the customer receiving the
product (and beyond). Having a marketing orientation means that the product (see
chapter 7) is designed with an end user in mind (market segmentation, see chapter
3), preferably to meet their needs (see chapter 4), priced so they can afford to buy it
(see chapter 11), promoted (see chapters 9 and 10) so people know what it is and
where they go to buy it (see chapter 8).
• Marketing involves ideas, goods and services: this allows marketing to be applied to more
elements of commercial and non-commercial activity than if marketing was still just
hanging out with physical goods. Marketing was developed as a result of the sales
orientation approach, which in turn was a response to the ‘We build it. You buy it.’
mentality of the post–World War II period. Instead of producing a large amount of
stuff and hoping to unload it on a customer, marketing was developed to find out
what people wanted first, so production was tailored to developing goods that
were in demand. Following the success with physical goods, service providers
(e.g. hairdressers, accountants) decided to adopt the customer-focused approach to
enhance their business dealing. Importantly, services marketing is a relatively recent
(by this we mean in the last 20 years) addition to the marketing portfolio, and many
older marketers may still not recognise it as a legitimate part of the profession.
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• Marketing creates exchanges: exchange theory underpins the entire marketing concept, as
marketing cannot exist without the exchange of value for value. Exchange means that
both the customer and the company receive some benefit from the transaction.
(Exchange theory is explored in depth below.) If you’re not swapping something
(e.g. ideas for time, goods for cash, cash for services), then really, there’s no point for
marketing to be used.
• Marketing satisfies individual and organisational objectives: this element of the definition is
the most misunderstood aspect of marketing. Too many people see marketing as
satisfying either the individual (the customer is always right) or the organisation
(profit at any cost orientation). Unless you’re looking after yourself while dealing
with the customer, it’s just not marketing. Being customer-dominated or neglecting
the customer defeats the whole purpose of marketing, which is to set up mutually
beneficial exchanges for the long term.

The misunderstanding of marketing
Marketing is not a value-neutral tool kit. If it was, then the world of marketing would be
a much easier place to operate, and chances are that more products would succeed.
However, marketing is based on a single fundamental premise — individuals act for
themselves and their priorities are towards the fulfilment of individual goals.
Suffice to say, this is a fairly rigid aspect of the philosophy of marketing given that it
underpins the consumer behaviour models (see chapter 4) and the whole concept of
exchange (this chapter). Marketing’s dependence on individualism stems from the core
definition of the role of the organisation being there to serve the needs of the consumer (within reason). Within the bounded limits of organisational objectives, the primary focus of marketing is developing an understanding of the needs of the individual,
and developing products, goods and services that meet those individual needs. Even
social change marketing, which ostensibly aims to meet the needs of the wider community, does this through focusing on the needs of individuals, and delivering social
change one person at a time.
Where did the individualistic focus of marketing come from? In part, it is derived
from marketing’s roots in capitalism (which requires a brief detour into political theory
to explain). Most contemporary understanding of capitalism sees it as an ideology of
self-development and ‘me first’ orientation where society is designed to support personal achievement ahead of collective gain. Contrast this with the ideology of
socialism, which promotes the good of the collective society ahead of the needs of the
individuals, and you can start to see why marketing and capitalism get on so well.
Simply acknowledging this ideological focus of marketing makes a big difference to
your potential success as a marketer. More marketers are coming to realise that this
isn’t a value-neutral occupation, like many of the science disciplines such as physics or
chemistry. Mixing an acid with a base creates a salt, whether the salt is then available
to be sold to a free market or is automatically owned by the state. Marketing is heavily
influenced by the social structures around it, and the cross-cultural consistency that
can be found in science (chemical reactions aren’t motivated by ideology) can’t be
found in marketing techniques.

Chapter 1: Philosophy, strategy and tactics: an overview of marketing
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global
spe
per ctives

Global marketing orientation: are
we a world of individuals?

Q.1 Is individualism a
universal concept?
Q.2 What difficulties would
you expect to experience
when marketing to people who
have a collectivist mentality?
Are they similar to problems
faced when addressing
individualists?
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Given that the world isn’t flat, just because we can declare ourselves
part of the global village, it doesn’t mean we’re all interchangeable.
Disney might declare it to be a small world after all, but the whole
point of that was the celebration of similarity and difference. From a
marketing perspective, the world has become an easier place to
access due to developments in distribution (see chapter 8),
improved communications and the opening of numerous national
borders.
However, this is going to create some difficulties (as well as
benefits) for contemporary marketing. First, globalisation has
increased the risk that marketers will come to view the world as
one giant capitalist playground. It’s been a long time since
anyone had a Cold War theme running, and the fall of the Berlin
Wall way back in 1989 is far enough away for many people to
forget that socialist and communist nations exist. To be blunt, a
couple of the communist nations aren’t helping the cause by
accepting Coca-Cola and McDonald’s into their countries. It’s
a lot harder to argue the existence of a socialist nation with
Comrade Ronald handing out the people’s hamburger. Coke
only adds life, it doesn’t liberate the workers from oppression
(no matter what the adverts show). The existence of a
McDonald’s in Moscow and Coca-Cola in Beijing could lead
people to believe that capitalism, and the tenets of individuality ahead of collectivism, are universal.
This isn’t necessarily so.
Second, the principle of placing the individual as the
highest priority in life just isn’t a universal cause. Socialist
ideologies and collectivist viewpoints exist within a free market country
(that’s the whole point of free markets — every idea has a voice). Marketing
messages that sell the benefits of individual identification to consumers who
have a collectivist orientation are missing the point. Why would someone who
aspires to be one of a collective identity want to drink something that prides
itself on isolating you from your peers? Collectivist Cola may be a little harder
to sell, but understanding the needs of the market is a key to marketing’s success. Sometimes marketing has to understand its own biases so as to be able
to handle this task. Failure to acknowledge that the marketing philosophy does
have an inherent capitalist motive and a strong pro-individualism streak will
hamper the success of the practitioner trying to deal with people from other
ideological backgrounds.
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Having survived that excursion into the politics of marketing (and you thought it was
all just advertising), the following section outlines a few of the common misunderstandings of marketing.

Why marketing is misunderstood I: contemporary
portrayal of marketing
The difficulty for many people when they first encounter marketing is that it is widely
misunderstood in the general community. Worse yet, marketing has been prone to
being misinterpreted in the mass media. Organisations that rip off customers are
described as having used ‘good marketing’ to defraud the consumer (lack of customer
focus, not meeting the needs of the consumer — quick check of the definition, and no,
they’re not marketers). Organisations such as the late One.Tel were praised for their
‘marketing orientation’ to their customers since they were selling their products at
‘competitive’ prices to meet their customers’ needs.
Nowhere in the marketing textbook will it ever state that a ‘competitive’ price means
selling the product for less than you paid for it. Even basic accounting can point out
that buying high and selling low is getting the wrong end of the stick. At best, One.Tel
had a strong sales orientation, and at worst, it was clueless — in any case, marketing
certainly didn’t come into it. Oddly enough, stupidity is never attributed as a cause of
contemporary business failure, just ‘poor marketing’.
In the business media, marketing is still widely misunderstood, and given that these
are the people who inform the general public as to what’s ‘good’ and ‘bad’ marketing,
you can see it’s going to be an uphill battle.

Why marketing is misunderstood II: myths of marketing

2

One problem for the discipline of marketing is that there are several really good
myths as to the effectiveness and role of marketing. Why have these myths stayed in
circulation? Partly because they sound quite realistic, and partly because the
debunking of the myths requires marketing to give up some of its perceived brilliance. Saying we’re not perfect means we have to remind people of our flaws and
weaknesses, and who really likes dwelling on their own faults? That said, here’s a list
of some of the more common myths of marketing, and the (often painful) truth of
the matter:
• Marketing is a quick fix. Marketing takes time to be effective, it requires a lot of ongoing
effort, and needs to be involved in the whole of the process, not just brought in as a
miracle cure to save a dying product. If only marketing was as fast as believed, we
could prescribe it like medicine. Take two sales promotions and if sales don’t persist, see a marketer.
• Marketing can make people buy anything. We wish. Marketing is about finding the best
fit between the market and the manufacturer, and seeing how that can be leveraged to convince people to buy the product. This is the hardest one for marketing
to rebut, because as soon as you say ‘We’re not that powerful’ someone counters
with ‘Then what’s the value of marketing?’. By the time we’ve defended marketing
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Production orientation: a
business philosophy that
focuses on the product rather
than the consumer, but in this
case, the emphasis is on
efficient manufacturing of the
product.
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again, we’re either sounding all powerful again, or people can’t see the value of
marketing.
• Marketing is just selling. No, that’s the sales orientation. Marketing has a sales component, since the whole point of the operation is to get people to buy the product.
The idea behind marketing isn’t to sell any old junk to the consumer, but to find out
what the consumer wants or needs. Once you know that, the aim is to try to make
something that meets those needs and wants which you can sell at a realistic price
back to those consumers. If you just randomly fling products into the marketplace
and hustle them to unsuspecting shoppers, that’s a sales orientation and nothing to
do with us.
Part of the problem for marketing is that it’s also a fallible area of business.
Accountants tend not to have this sort of problem with spreadsheets because profit
and loss statements aren’t moody, cantankerous and driven by complicated internal
motivations. The accountants might have days like that, but the numbers they work
with stay objectively the same (even if the accountant is in a bad mood).
In marketing, the customer is the key to the success or failure of the marketing campaign, and occasionally, for no predictable reason, they just don’t take to a product or
idea. Worse yet (from a marketing perspective) is that the strangest products, usually
produced with a selling orientation or production orientation, and which completely
fail to use any marketing, suddenly catch the imagination of the public. Next thing we
know, the Hamster Dance is in the Top 20, and every radio station is playing some
rodent-based music. Who in marketing saw that one coming?
Occasionally, the ideals of the production orientation (encapsulated in the phrase
‘build it, and someone will buy it’) do work in the marketplace, and, as such, do represent an alternative view for business in the market (see chapters 7 and 15 for
details). Can you imagine the focus group that would have generated the hamster
dance? How do you seriously create a telemarketing phone survey with questions
along the lines of ‘What is your preferred musical rodent?’, ‘Which of the following is
more appealing to you as a music consumer: Rapping Rat, Dancing Hamster or
Vaulting Vole?’. Most likely, the hamster dance was the fevered outcome of a production orientation decision to make something and see what happened next. Tragically, the existence of a sequel to the Hamster Dance album is purely the fault of the
consumer (stop encouraging these musical vermin and they won’t release Hamster
Dance III).
Some products will succeed without the interference of marketing, whereas others
will simply fail to fire even with the finest marketing help available. Technically
superior products with expensive marketing campaigns may be no match for the consumer’s desire for a product that is complicated, awkward and technically inferior.
Simply put, if a product does meet a need by being overly complicated, marketing
should be able to identify that need and deliver to the consumer. However, most
people tend not to think about products that are complicated (but that demonstrate
the user has a unique set of skills they can flaunt in front of their friends) as being
marketing driven. Most of the time, even the best marketers lapse into the thinking
that if you make it easier, it should sell better, rather than asking what the market really
wants.
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Why marketing is misunderstood III: snake oil is ‘just
marketing’
Snake oil is the term for promises in promotional material that can be politely
described as false claims. The problem for marketing as a discipline has been the
habit of unqualified individuals claiming to be ‘doing marketing’ as they create a veritable sea of snake oil claims in the documents promoting their dodgy products. If
someone offers you a precision-engineered anti-gravity device with true 32-bit dynamic
load lifting, two things should happen — first, you should be laughing at such a ridiculous claim, and second, engineering (after all, it’s precision-engineered) should be
footing the blame for this nonsense.
Instead, people are more likely to blame marketing for the snake oil claims — which
is about as fair as blaming electrical engineering for a flat battery. However, that said,
some people in marketing believe that some degree of exaggeration (mere puffery is
the legal term) is an acceptable part of the business practice — up until you slightly
exaggerate how much you promised to pay them, then smile and say it was ‘just puffery’.
In general, marketing communications should be about delivering messages to the consumer that are accurate and valuable in the consumer’s decision-making process (see
chapter 4). The more that snake oil claims are used, the less people will trust advertising, and the harder everyone’s jobs become (buyers have to research more in future,
and marketers have to use alternatives other than advertising to convince buyers).
In order to reduce the dependence on lying (puffery if you like euphemisms) in
advertising, the following shortlist of snake oil claims and techniques has been put
together. The worst offenders (to avoid using) are as follows:
• Using buzzwords for the sake of buzzwords: which is where you randomly insert interesting
sounding words before or after the name of the product. After all, 32-bit dark chocolate is a much stronger flavour than ordinary 8-bit unencrypted white chocolate, isn’t
it?
• Inserting random outbreaks of mathematical proof: which is normally a warning sign that the
product is from a suspicious background, particularly if the maths and the buzzwords start combining to form new, and utterly meaningless, phrases. Enhanced
crypto-algorithmic compression systems certainly make all the difference to your
aerobic fitness levels (especially when accompanied by a long chain of nouns).
• Using more nouns than adjectives in a sentence: which is where the claims of the product
are backed up by a string of nouns that sound impressive, but mean nothing. It’s
usually a tell-tale sign that the product is relying on hype and false promises when
you can’t understand several of the sentences in the brochure.
• Making claims that go beyond the bounds of reality: which is where your product basically
promises to end global warming once and for all — and it’s a can of fish. The fact
you’re selling canned tuna isn’t the point — what you’re claiming is that, without
your product, the world will quickly turn into an extra-large sized convection oven.
Reality does apply in advertising, and certainly applies to the products being advertised. Keeping the claims within the bounds of the feasible, and preferably the
actual, helps sell more products — even in the soft-drink advertising world where
sipping a Pepsi can cause musicians to suddenly leap onto you (drink Pepsi, be
mugged by Kylie Minogue or Robbie Williams), or the Coca-Cola world where

Snake oil: promises in t can
promotional material tha se
be politely described as fal
claims.

Mere puffery: a degree
of exaggeration in an
advertising promise tha s
clearly never intended tot wa
taken seriously, or as a be
reflection of reality.
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Business to business (B2Bs)
marketing: all transaction
and relationships conducted
between two or more
business organisations fores
the supply of goods, servic
or ideas.

3

Business to consumer
(B2C) marketing:
marketing transactions
and relationships
conducted between
business organisations
trading with individual
people who are consuming
the product or service for
personal or non-business
purposes.
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drinking Coke can help you win the big game (dehydration from cola-induced fluid
loss gets you over the line every time). When couched in terms of surrealism or
humour, these claims are acceptable. If you try to seriously claim something so
impossible (‘Wear these shoes and your hair will grow back’), you’re in the snake oil
trade.
• Claiming revolutionary breakthroughs not supported by medical science, conventional science or high
school science: if you’re trying to claim that your product breaks a known science barrier, please head towards the relevant science journals first. There’s a lot more
money to be made if your breakthrough is validated by the relevant scientific community (if you think an Oscar nomination improves the buying price, try a Nobel
Prize nomination). In the meantime, keep claims within the bounds of known
science. Nothing will work in perpetual motion.
• Using really interesting chemical names: if you’ve ever taken the time to read the back of a
bottle of shampoo (yes, we know, you have to be very bored to do this), you’ll
encounter some of the most extraordinary chemical compounds, including dihydrogen-oxide, which is a complicated way of saying ‘water’ (H2O anyone?). Once
the chemistry lab shopping lists start to appear in the product’s description, chances
are that you’re trying to produce a snake oil compound. (A personal favourite nonsense chemical is hydroproxy, which literally means ‘water substitute’. Apparently, it
can make an 18-year-old’s skin as smooth as . . . an 18-year-old’s skin. Amazing!)
For the most part, snake oil claims are used by the fringe dwellers of the industry
who aren’t technically marketers, given that they’re using a production or selling
orientation, and certainly aren’t meeting the consumer’s needs (as much as they’re
exploiting them). Unfortunately, cosmetics companies aren’t fringe dwellers, and
they’ve been responsible for the sale of snake oil (literally and figuratively) in an
ongoing quest to deliver the maximum number of products to the customer who’s
searching for either eternal youth or a cure for cellulite.

Marketing by any other name: the many
flavours of marketing
Like any major science or arts discipline area, marketing has a range of subdisciplines,
specific applications and genres that cover selected areas of marketing application.
While you can cluster books into ‘fiction’ and ‘non-fiction’, within each broad domain
exist a range of subdomains, and within those domains exist further sub-branches of
the catalogue. In marketing, there are two basic divisions:
• Business to business (B2B) marketing represents all transactions and relationships conducted between two or more business organisations for the supply of
goods, services or ideas.
• Business to consumer (B2C) marketing represents all commercial and noncommercial marketing transactions and relationships conducted between business
organisations trading with individual people who are consuming the products or
services for non-business or personal purposes. This also includes situations where
consumers engage businesses in a marketing relationship (i.e. second-hand or
specialist collectors trading).
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With the advent of the Internet, and the ease with which individuals can use services
like eBay (www.ebay.com) for computer and third-party mediated sales transactions, a
third area of marketing can arise in the form of consumer to consumer marketing:
• Consumer to consumer (C2C) marketing represents those marketing activities
conducted in transactions between individual consumers in non-business and noncommercial trading activities. Consumer to consumer marketing is relatively rare,
given that by the point in time most people begin to use the marketing mix and
marketing tactics, they have decided to engage in business-level transactions,
rather than as a consumer to consumer trader.
In addition to the generic levels of B2B, B2C and C2C (three-letter acronym (TLA)
marketing is a modern phenomenon derived from the discipline’s inherent love of
alliteration), there are a number of other specific marketing genres.

Marketing tactics: specific
instances where the
organisation uses the d
marketing tasks, tools an
techniques to directly
address a customer’s
needs.

Marketing by genre
While the English literature community will probably despair at marketing appropriating
the use of ‘genre’ to describe them, there are more flavours of marketing than even a
Whitman’s Sampler can handle (though we’re not as bad as Bertie Botts’ Every Flavour
Beans). There is a habit in the marketing profession of developing new marketing terms
on the basis of a good, catchy sounding noun and the word ‘marketing’ at the end. In
general though, it will take some time for ‘grunge marketing’ or ‘compost marketing’ to
catch on. Some of the more commonly known marketing genres are listed below.
• Destination marketing is getting people to places, and keeping them there long
enough to enjoy the view, but not so long as to outstay their visa. This is tourism
marketing at its best, as a location is delivered as a product (‘Visit Newcastle, the Jewel
of the East Coast’) and offered as an integrated experience to consumers (‘Longreach:
The Sights, Sounds and Sensations’). Traditionally, there had to be something in the
location, such as the Stockman’s Hall of Fame in Longreach. Now the location itself is
sold as the product. This form of marketing is first up in the list because it’s quite high
profile, and there’s an extensive battle waged on national television between each State
government’s tourism authority to get people to stay home, or go away for their holiday.
• Direct marketing is the selling of goods or services directly to the customer using
catalogues, telephone sales, the Internet or home shopping television channels.
This is usually tied into database marketing, which is where your previous buying
habits and recorded behaviours (i.e. requests for catalogues, etc.) are combined to
produce a profile of the goods and services you’re most likely to be interested in,
and then offers are made to you on that basis. That’s the theory anyway — the
number of times you receive offers for golfing equipment when you’ve never played
a round is indicative that the system is still in development.
• Government/public sector marketing is the all-encompassing term for any
marketing activities of governments but excluding political parties (political parties are under ‘political marketing’). Usually governments are fairly blatant in their
advertising simply because they use an easily recognised government crest and have
a ‘spoken and authorised’ tag at the end of their adverts. As of yet, Pepsi still hasn’t
had a ‘spoken and authorised by B. Spears for Pepsi Co. Incorporated’ label on its
television commercials.

Direct marketing: the
selling of goods or services
directly to the customer
using catalogues, telephone
sales, the Internet or home
shopping television
channels.
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Niche marketing: the or
marketing of a product y
service that meets a ver y
specific (and usually ver
small) set of needs in a
specific segment of the
marketplace.

Permission marketing:
marketing direct to
consumers who intentionally
ask to be informed,
persuaded and on the
receiving end of regular
promotional updates.

Relationship marketing:
where the marketer
develops an ongoing
relationship with their
customer for the mutua
benefit of the consumer l
and the organisation.
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• Internet marketing is all about the marketing activities conducted via the Internet
(see also email, e-commerce, e-marketing, e-nouns and interactive marketing). In
terms of this book, Internet marketing is accepted to be just a part of marketing, like
promotion (see chapters 9 and 10) or pricing (see chapter 11), rather than an isolated incident in the marketing plan. If you’re really interested in the area, read our
book on the subject (Dann, S. and Dann, S., 2004, Strategic Internet Marketing, second
edition, John Wiley & Sons, Brisbane.)
• Niche marketing is where the marketer meets a very specific (and usually very
small) set of needs in a specific segment of the marketplace. It’s a sustainable
option for many people who trade on the Internet, as specialist niches, such as
extreme sports, can be profitably serviced despite many of the products having
limited appeal outside of their niche.
• Non-profit marketing is any form of marketing conducted by groups who are focused
on a non-profit oriented outcome, such as the promotion of a social cause (Red
Cross) or the development of a socially beneficial outcome (museums, art groups).
• Permission marketing is a factor in database and direct mail marketing, and is a new
approach to recruiting customers who voluntarily agree to receive marketing materials.
This style of marketing has grown as a response to the proliferation of junk mail, and the
fact the consumer is getting really ticked off about being hassled by useless marketing
communications messages. Permission marketing basically allows the consumer to take
control of the marketing communications exchange by intentionally asking to be
informed, persuaded and on the receiving end of regular promotional updates.
• Political marketing is the marketing activity of any person, or party, contesting an
election or attempting to persuade a voter on an issue.
• Relationship marketing is where the marketer develops an ongoing relationship
with their customer for the mutual benefit of the consumer and the organisation. It
has to be a mutual benefit, otherwise developing the relationship with an unwilling
customer is stalking, and there are laws against that sort of thing (see also transactional marketing).
• Services marketing is the marketing of intangible products where there is a strong
people presence (see chapter 12) and a limited amount of physical product. Services
are a core component of the modern economy, with an expanding proportion of the
labour force engaged in service-related activities — it’s also usually a second- or
third-year marketing elective subject so it can be studied in greater depth.
• Social marketing is the application of commercial marketing for social change. It’s
used to make a difference to society (e.g. promoting safe sex) without the organisation involved taking a direct benefit (e.g. money). As with services marketing,
social marketing is a complicated subject area, as it deals with the marketing of
ideas, socially beneficial outcomes and unwelcome products. (Who really wants a
marketing campaign to tell them to stop having fun and start behaving themselves?)
• Street-level marketing (SLM) is the marketing activity undertaken by a member
of a niche market for a product they’ve developed for their niche (see also niche
marketing). SLM differs from niche marketing in that niche marketing tends to be
done by outsiders looking into the niche. In contrast, SLM comes from the members
of the niche making products that suit the needs of their niche and using commercial marketing techniques to assist their business activities.
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• Transactional marketing (the opposite of relationship marketing) is based on a
focus on individual transactions (the buy and goodbye attitude). This is usually what
most marketers will be dealing with in the first few years of their careers, and is the
basis for most of this book (although there is an strong shift towards the relationship development aspect of marketing). While brand loyalty and the development of
ongoing purchases by customers are a priority for most organisations, a large slice
of the marketing effort goes into simply convincing people to make the initial purchase (see also relationship marketing).
• Viral marketing is a form of word-of-mouth marketing that creates simple and
catchy messages that are spread through social networks by friends either talking
about the product or sending on the advertising. (All things considered, while viral
marketing is the hottest buzzword of the contemporary industry, it could probably
use a more tasteful definition.) It’s best summed up in the parody t-shirt ‘Viral
marketing doesn’t work: tell everyone you know’ (see figure 1.1), in that the strength
of the genre is the customer’s willingness to do the promotion of the marketing message for the organisation.

Viral marketing: where the
firm’s advertising and
communications are so
innovative and interesting that
they generate spontaneous
discussion and transmission
in the marketplace.

Figure 1.1: Viral marketing
doesn’t work Source:
Image sourced from
www.geekstyle.co.uk/
index.cgi?product+
Viral%20Marketing and
idea sourced from
www.strangecompany.org.

Despite there being more styles and types of marketing in existence than we have
covered in this brief list, they all share a common basis in the core concepts of
marketing. Without this core basis, any subdiscipline or genre just isn’t marketing.
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4

Core concepts of marketing
For most people marketing exists simply as a set of clearly defined tactics and tools
focused primarily on advertising, sales and, occasionally, market research. However, to
fully understand the scope and potential of marketing as a business discipline this
narrow focus needs to be broadened to acknowledge the multilevel and multifaceted
nature of the concept. Marketing can contribute to all levels of the organisation and
help contribute to the strategic future and long-term success of any firm.
Taking this broader perspective it is possible to define ‘marketing’ at three different
levels:
• as a philosophy or way of doing business
• as a strategy or framework for implementing business decisions
• as a series of tactics or techniques.

Philosophy

Client centred: a philosophty
where a balance is soughn’s
between the organisatio
attempts to address the d
needs of the consumer an ies
the objectives and capabilit
of the organisation.

Client dominated: a
situation where the
needs of the client are put
ahead of the needs of the
organisation, even if the
client’s needs are
contrary to the goals of
the organisation, or the
satisfaction of the client’s
needs will harm the
organisation.
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Marketing as a philosophy is a holistic business approach, meaning that it’s not confined
to any specific department or division. Adopting a marketing philosophy means putting
a consideration of your customer’s needs at the centre of all decision-making activities
(but not to the exclusion of common sense or financial reason). By providing a framework for doing business in all areas, and at all levels, the marketing philosophy incorporates itself into the whole of the process, from the design of the product through to
its sale and shipping to the consumer. Along the way, it can be involved with customer
contact staff (see chapter 12) and can even aid behind-the-scenes systems such as
invoicing. Simple client-focused measures, such as making invoices easier to read so the
client can find out how to pay the company, can have a measurable impact on the client’s
perception of the company. However, a client focus should remain tempered by the
organisational goals and objectives — the customer may want the product virtually free
of charge, but the organisational goal of longevity in the marketplace cannot be reached
with below-cost sales (just ask your friends about One.Tel).
While being client centred in decision making is intuitively appealing and makes
good commonsense, the danger for many new marketers is that they adopt the concept with such enthusiasm they end up overlooking the core of the marketing definition and being client dominated. The most important consideration in addressing
the needs of a client is to determine whether these needs are in conflict with the goals
of the business. There isn’t a business that can meet everyone’s needs, nor should it
attempt to address the needs of people outside of its target markets.
Not every potential customer is a client that the organisation would want, or whose
needs it should attempt to address. The myth that the customer is always right has to
be tempered against the knowledge that sometimes the customer is drunk, confused,
recalcitrant or just simply the wrong customer. Mime may be an art form for some
people, but the gentleman calling out ‘Learn the words’ is clearly not suited to the
product. Similarly, many services marketers will find customers that either do not suit
their service, or for whom the service would need to be changed to such an extent that
it would be easier to create a new service. Management reserves the right to refuse entry
for a reason, and marketing should also reserve the right to refuse a customer.
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Possibly then, the hardest part of marketing, in practice, is achieving an effective
balance between the needs of the clients and the needs of the organisation. Ultimately
firms only exist, and can only survive, if they consistently make a profit. Customising
all products and services to be ‘perfect’ for each customer is time consuming, expensive and, in most cases, unprofitable. It is clearly not in the firm’s interests to go out of
business, nor is it in the interests of your clients for you to produce a short-run range
of perfect products — and then cease to exist.
The key to successfully implementing the marketing philosophy within your organisation is to ask how well you can satisfy this customer’s unique needs within the limitations and boundaries of your organisation and its products. Good marketing is about
finding the best match between the organisational objectives, the needs of the customers, and the features of the product.

Wicked Wines

entrepreneurial
focus

Innovation and entrepreneurial marketing are usually associated with new start-up companies; however, large established organisations that take on a marketing orientation, and really get to know and understand the needs of the
customers, can be just as effective in breaking new ground. One organisation that manages a variety of successful
brands aimed at different groups with different needs in the market is the wine company BRL Hardy. With 17 different labels including Hardys, Houghton, Omni and Banrock Station, BRL Hardy’s attention to customers and
market needs has recently resulted in the successful launch of the award-winning Wicked Wines. Unfortunately
for BRL Hardy (and Wicked Wines), awards and critical recognition were not enough to ensure the continued
success of the brand.
Wicked Wines were explicitly aimed at young women and, rather than focusing on the traditional approach
of naming wines after the grapes that constitute their make-up (i.e. chardonnay, shiraz, and so on), Wicked
Wines had only three blends — Lust, Envy and Greed — each with a separate promotional campaign,
distinctive bottling and an image based on fun and lifestyle.
The Wicked Wines product line stood out from the traditional
lines of the parent company through a deliberate positioning
strategy designed to enforce an image of ‘newness and freshQ.1 What are the
ness’. This image was reinforced by the interactive web site,
advantages for BRL Hardy in
merchandise and ‘company history’ that was promoted on the
focusing on a customerweb site. By taking a multilevel marketing approach BRL Hardy
oriented branding strategy?
designed
a strong brand, product and marketing campaign
Are there any disadvantages
focusing on the specific needs of an identified market and
that you can see to the BRL
reached them through a combination of strategic and tactical
strategy?
marketing activities. However, on 1 October 2002 BRL Hardy
Q.2 Given the failure of a
ended
the production of Wicked Wines, citing the failure of the
product that was critically
brand to make organisational sales targets. Did BRL Hardy
acclaimed for its marketing
sell itself short by focusing on the wrong niche? Or was it a
strategy and branding, what
case of the market not being ready for the product on offer?
would you do differently if you
Given
that wine is traditionally sold according to the type of
were to relaunch the Wicked
grape, BRL Hardy may well have taken the wrong
Wines brand?
approach with its three branded product lines.
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Strategy

Strategic marketing
management: involves
implementing quality systems to
help put the marketing philosophy
into practice and provide a
framework for the development of
specific marketing tactics.

At the strategic level, marketing activities involve developing information-gathering
and database systems, monitoring the competitive environment and making decisions
regarding not only what products to develop but also how to present and position
these relative to other firms. The assumption of this text is that most of the readers
will be involved in organisations which are engaged in marketing strategies, and will
be working within these frameworks.
Strategic marketing management involves implementing quality systems to help
put the marketing philosophy into practice and provide a framework for the development of specific marketing tactics. The strategic level of marketing is represented in
the marketing definition through the concept of marketing as a planned process, rather
than an ad-hoc reactionary approach.

Tactics
Marketing tactics are the specific instances where the organisation uses the marketing
tasks, tools and techniques to directly address a customer’s needs. The tactical level is
the highest-profile element of marketing as it uses the more visible specialist tools of
advertising and promotion, along with the less obvious elements such as distribution
and price. It also relies on other functional areas of the organisation such as stock control, warehousing, financing and quality assurance. If getting people excited about
buying the product is the responsibility of the marketing department, then they need
to work with the stock control and logistics staff to ensure the product is available
when and where the advertising has promised. Tactical implementation of marketing
relies on more that just the members of the marketing department delivering on their
promises — success depends on an integrative approach across the whole of the
organisation.
The purpose of marketing tactics is to be the mechanism for implementing the
marketing strategy. To do this requires the use of specific marketing-focused tactics,
which include:
• marketing research tools such as surveys and focus groups (see chapter 6)
• distribution mechanisms and retail outlets (see chapter 8)
• communications activities such as advertising (see chapter 9)
• promotional activities like competitions, publicity generation, public relations and
sponsorships (see chapters 9 and 10)
• pricing events such as discounts or cash backs (see chapter 11)
• the roles of salespeople, contact staff and call centres (see chapter 12).
It is this external and applied area of marketing that is most familiar to consumers
and non-marketers. Tactics involve the final phase activities of getting the right
product or service to the right customers, for the right price, at the right time. Any
basic management book will introduce the idea of the marketing mix — price, product,
promotion and distribution — however, it’s designing the mixes where the talent for
innovation and creativity is best realised.
Marketing, therefore, is more complicated and has more depth to it than many of
the popular perceptions. It is about advertising and it is about selling but these
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elements form only a small part of the overall scope of marketing activities. Much of
the poor press that marketing has received over time is the result, not of marketing activities per se, but of a misunderstanding or misinterpretation of what marketing is all about.

Market versus marketing: narrowly defining the
discipline
One of the first major sources of confusion for anyone studying or practising marketing
will be separating the ‘marketing noun’ from ‘market noun’ terms and ideas. For simplicity, most of the times a reader will encounter a term prefaced with ‘marketing’, it
will usually refer to the discipline of marketing. Having the word ‘market’ preface the
term is usually a safe indication the customer is going to be on the receiving end of
the deal, rather than the discipline. Of course, it wouldn’t be an issue if this was consistent across all of marketing, but, like any good rule, there are a range of exceptions
sitting around to create trouble when you least expect it (though if you expect it during
exams and essays, it tends not to happen).

Marketing research and market research
As noted above, a good rule needs an exception, and the American Marketing Association (AMA) (www.ama.org) has conveniently provided that exception with its definition
of marketing research. Rather than marketing research being the disciplinary oriented
research, as understood in the previous context, the AMA decided to make market
research and marketing research interchangeable. (It is often incorrectly attributed that
the United States is awkward in this respect. It’s much more likely the rest of the world
is simply out of step with the US world view, and will need to come around to their way
of thinking sooner or later.)
To avoid complication, market research/marketing research (US) will be defined here
as market research, which is the systematic gathering of data for business purposes,
either to answer a business question, or to learn more about a target market. (This is
explored in depth in chapter 6.) In contrast, marketing research is the advancement of
the knowledge of marketing theory, practice and application. It tends to be conducted for
academic and research outcomes, rather than as an analysis of a specific target market.

5

The marketing mix
Thankfully, the marketing mix exists without there being a market mix. The marketing
mix was initially described in the 1960s as a shorthand term for the managerial
process of mixing elements of various commercial strategies together into a coherent
form. The marketing mix is the set of factors that the marketing practitioner can
control through their own organisational efforts, which include:
• product
• price
• promotion
• place and
• people.
As a point of note (which is raised again at various times in this book), the marketing
mix is often written as the four Ps of marketing (product, price, promotion and place),

Marketing mix: the factors
(product, price, promotion, place
and people) that marketers can
control.
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whereas this book has elected to go with the modern (and expanded) five Ps of marketing
by introducing the element of people.

Product

Product: the total
bundle of benefits that
the seller offers the
consumer.

The product is the total package of benefits created by an organisation to offer to a
target adopter. Product exists on a spectrum, from purely tangible, physical products
(salt, timber), through to combined tangible/intangible services (hairdressing, car
repairs, legal advice), to intangible practices using tangible components (alternative
lifestyles, subcultures), to the entirely intangible (ideas such as religion or ideology).
Elements of the product can include the product design, packaging, available sizes,
shapes and colours and the range of customer controllable options. Product is discussed in chapter 7.

Place

Place: the distribution a
mechanism used to take
product from the business
to the consumer.

Place is the distribution mechanism used for taking the product from the point of
production to the consumer (and possibly the point of consumption). Distribution for
physical goods is relatively straightforward from the point of view of logistics management, supply chains and similar physical goods handling mechanisms. The complexity
of the distribution concept increases as the product becomes increasingly less tangible, and requires more personal delivery (services), personal display and interaction
(practices), and moves into the conceptual level of idea distribution. These concepts
are examined in greater detail in chapter 8.

Promotion

Promotion: the use of audio
and visual elements of
marketing to send a
message to the marketplace.

Price: the cost to the
consumer incurred by
acquiring and using the
product.

People: represents the role
of the employee and the g
customer in the marketin
exchange process.
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Promotion is the use of the audio and visual communication elements of marketing
for the purpose of getting a message to the marketplace. This can be product information (see chapter 7), branding (see chapter 3) or the development of an ongoing
communication between one or more consumers (see chapters 9 and 10). Promotion
in this book is divided between the theoretical elements, which explore the models of
how and why promotional messages interact with the consumer (see chapter 9), and
the practical, which explore how to use the promotional mix for marketing communications (see chapter 10).

Price
Price is the cost to the consumer incurred by acquiring and using the product, and
includes the financial costs of consumption as well as the non-financial social costs of
time, effort, psyche, risk and social prestige (see chapter 11 for details). Non-financial
costs can be both positive and negative. A product such as instant noodles reduces
the amount of time (non-financial cost) needed to make dinner (effort). Of course, if
the dinner was to impress a partner (social prestige), the use of instant noodles may
create the wrong impression (risk).

People
People represents the role of the employee and the customer in the marketing
exchange process. It includes any person involved in the marketing of the organisation, and not just the sales and front-office staff who deal directly with the
consumer. This element is still a controversial inclusion in the base marketing mix, as
other authors in marketing would regard the role of people as just being part of the
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extended services marketing mix. The decision to add people to the four Ps has been
explained elsewhere in the book, but basically, the modern marketing landscape
involves the role of people in most aspects of marketing (even tangible goods), so it’s
a worthwhile inclusion to help understand contemporary marketing practice. The role
of people in the marketing mix is explored further in chapter 12.

6

Exchange theory
Exchange theory is the idea that transactions involve two (or more) people swapping
something of agreed value. The first time most people encounter exchange is best
described by children’s television star Barney as ‘I love you, you love me’. That’s the
basics of exchange wrapped in a large purple dinosaur suit. In more complicated
terms, exchange is the act of swapping something of value with someone by offering
something of value in return.

Conditions of exchange
In order for exchange to exist, there are several preconditions that have to be met.
These are:
• Two or more parties must participate. You may not exchange with yourself. You may love
you, and you may also love you, but without a purple dinosaur (or equivalent substitute) there’s no exchange.
• Value must be exchanged for value (where value itself is a subjective measure). Value can
be goods, money or the symbolic transfer of tangible and intangible entities and
symbolic goods, services and ‘ideas’ such as support or love. ‘I love you, you pay
me money’ is an exchange, although one based in cynicism more than anything else.
The key to the value swap is that both parties must agree that what’s being swapped
is actually valuable.
• Both parties must want to deal with each other. You’ve got to want to be there in the
exchange, and be willing to exchange. Being jumped on suddenly by a guy in a
purple dinosaur suit doesn’t make ‘I love you, and if you love me, I’ll get off you’ a
voluntary exchange. This prevents coercion from being a part of the exchange process (‘You give me money, I don’t hurt you’ is a value for value swap, it’s just not a
marketing exchange).
• Each party must be free to accept or reject the offer and be free to leave the exchange. Having willingly come to the transaction, you’ve also got to be able to leave if you don’t like the
offer. If this deal just keeps getting worse, you have to be free to walk away from it
(should you decide not to go through with it) for it to be a marketing exchange. No
freedom to leave means no marketing exchange.
• Each party must be able to communicate and deliver. This part of the arrangement is quite
simple — if you’ve promised $50 for the product, you have to have the $50, and the
other party has to have the product. If you’re breaking your side of the deal as a customer, then the marketer is under no obligation to deliver.
Basically, the importance of the preconditions is to eliminate various non-marketing
‘non-exchanges’ such as monopolies, government law enforcement, or coercive financial transactions (a nice way of saying robbery).
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Types of exchange
Exchange theory has three different applications of interest to marketing. These are:
• restricted exchange — transactions that involve only two parties, and result in
clear and direct exchanges of value (cue the Barney sketch)
• generalised exchange — exchanges between multiple parties where the transfer of
value moves between three or more parties and all parties receive indirect rewards
from the exchange (Barney loves you, you love me, I love Barney. We all win.)
• complex exchange — the combination of indirect and direct exchanges where
value moves throughout a complicated system of multiple participation. (Barney’s
love for us inspires us to buy the products he endorses, the success of those products keeps people employed, these people in turn love Barney and their employers
pay the endorsement fees for the products. We all win in the end.)
These three types of exchange are explored in more depth (and with illustrations)
below.

Restricted exchange
Restricted exchange is the most basic form of exchange (as illustrated in figure 1.2).
You sell me a product, and I give you money in exchange for that product. There are
three characteristics:
• there are only two parties to the transaction (if there are more than two, see the next
type of exchange)
• both parties deliberately try to maintain equality between A and B, so direct reward
is given for direct effort (saying ‘I love you’ isn’t a fair swap for a Porsche)
• value is exchanged for value (a slap in the face in exchange for ‘I love you’ certainly
isn’t a value swap).

A

B
Gives to, and receives from

Figure 1.2: Restricted exchange

Effectively, everyone reading this book is familiar with basic exchange simply from
living in a commercial society (and from buying this book — okay, so if this is the
library copy, perhaps from buying something else).

Generalised exchange
Generalised exchange (illustrated in figure 1.3) works on the principle of univocal
reciprocal relationships between at least three actors, where the actors do not benefit each other directly but only indirectly. The method works where A gives to B, who
gives benefit to C, who returns the benefit to A. The benefit from A can be money to
fund B to maintain a street welfare service, which provides food and shelter to C,
which in turn reduces C’s need for criminal activity to support themselves, which
then provides safety and security to A. Generalised exchange is also associated with
agents, where A can hire B to perform a service for C, for which C pays A for the
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privilege of using B’s service. The services industry, mercenaries and external consulting work largely to the principles of generalised exchange.
A gives to B

B gives to C

A

B
and receives from C

C
and receives from A

C gives to A and receives from B

Figure 1.3: Generalised exchange

Complex exchange
Generalised exchange is the one-way street to the two-way street of complex exchange
(illustrated in figure 1.4). Complex exchange operates by a system of mutual relationships between at least three parties, and is usually the basis of distribution channels,
and television viewing. A member of the channel gives benefit to, and gains benefit
from, their immediately linked member. Benefit may also be gained in a similar
manner to that of the generalised exchange, so that A can receive from and give a benefit to C. This type of exchange can occur where A (software maker) sells a product
through B (computer store), who sells to C (customer), who then registers their demographic details with A in exchange for a software update.
A gives to B

B gives to C

A

B
and receives from B

C
and receives from C

A gives to C and receives from C

Figure 1.4: Complex exchange

Meaning of exchange
The final component of exchange is how it functions as a social event (no, not as a
party). The three most common meanings of exchange are:
• utilitarian exchange — the exchange of goods for money where the value (and whole
point of the exchange) comes from the use of the goods (and the money)
• symbolic exchange — the mutual transfer of psychological, social or other intangible
entities between two or more parties. Fashion, politics and religion are three good
areas of intangible, symbolic exchange — for example, the consumer exchanges
actions (voting, prayer or fashion selection) for intangible symbolic benefit (governance, salvation or being hip)
• mixed exchange — the most complex (and common) style where there’s a crossover
between the purely utilitarian (this is, what the product will do for me) and the
intangible social benefits (this is, what the product says about me).
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The different types and meanings of exchange become increasingly important as
marketing attempts to bundle intangible features of quality and lifestyle messages
with inherently tangible goods such as shoes, food and shelter. Efforts to differentiate
products that really have no point of differentiation (it’s a cabbage — it’s not inherently
different to another cabbage) have led to the creation of complicated exchange.
Take the case of beer, which was unbranded, and sold on the basis of making the
person buying it drunk (at varying speeds). Utilitarian exchange would see the transaction described as ‘Pay money for beer to become drunk’. Symbolic exchange would
put it more as ‘Your beer drinking describes you as a friendly person with a laidback
attitude towards life’. Mixed exchange would see it as ‘You just paid $7 for a bottle of
Corona because it indicates your sophisticated nature as a mature consumer of
alcohol, so you can engage in relaxed social interaction with your friends (and still get
drunk)’. The more complicated the message being sent by the exchange (money for
beer), the more likely it is to be part of the mixed exchange. For the most part, mixed
exchange is integrated into branding (see chapter 3), social price (see chapter 11) and
marketing communications (see chapters 9 and 10).

Overview of the book
This book was designed with two things in mind — first, it’s meant to be an introduction
to the basic concepts of marketing, and not the definitive encyclopaedia of marketing
thought. This leads to the second point — it’s also designed to be able to be carried
around without risking shoulder injuries. As far as the content is concerned, the
chapters are designed to be self-contained, and where a concept from another chapter
appears, it’s explained briefly and cross-referenced to the appropriate chapter.
Remember, if a marketing concept keeps cropping up in a variety of chapters, and
seems to be repeated several times (to the point of overload), it’s a fundamental point
of marketing theory (which makes it useful to know for your marketing career, and also
means it’ll probably be on the exam). The book is set out in four modular units, which
are:
• definition and domain
• core marketing elements
• the integrated marketing mix
• marketing in action.
These four parts (and their chapters) are outlined below.

Part 1: Definition and domain
The first part establishes the groundwork for the text, outlining the field of marketing
and a series of key marketing concepts, ideals and philosophies.

Chapter 1: Philosophy, strategy and tactics: an overview of marketing
You’re soaking in it. Chapter 1 is the outline of the definition and domain of marketing,
and introduces the idea that marketing is a multilevel concept that encompasses
elements of business philosophy, strategy and tactics. But you knew that already, since
you’ve read the chapter.
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Chapter 2: The marketing context
Chapter 2 overviews the role of marketing in the organisational context. It emphasises
the need for the integration of marketing into the activities of the firm, the value of
marketing at the strategic level and down through the organisational and operational
levels, and briefly discusses how marketing is influenced by internal and external
events. This chapter brings in more of the tactical and daily operational levels of the
marketing mix, marketing plan and basic concepts, compared to the conceptual
groundwork of chapter 1.

Part 2: Core marketing elements
The second part brings together the applications and fields of marketing in an examination of the contemporary practice of the discipline (in theory and business life),
alongside the core areas of consumer behaviour in B2C marketing, organisational
buying and marketing with B2B, and the lifeblood of informed marketing practice —
market research.

Chapter 3: Contemporary marketing practice: marketing for the twentyfirst century
Chapter 3 brings in the first phase of practical business-oriented marketing and
explores the role of contemporary marketing. It discusses the broad societal influences
that impact on the application of marketing strategies alongside contemporary theoretical and practical developments. Importantly, this chapter introduces the concepts of
market positioning, market segmentation, the contemporary debate regarding ‘segments of one’ and ‘mass customisation’, and the importance of branding.

Chapter 4: Marketing to the consumer: consumer behaviour
This chapter addresses the basics of consumer behaviour, from models of behaviour
and behavioural intentions through to the examination of the basic principles of consumer motivations. It highlights the importance of understanding consumer needs as
the basis of effective marketing, and explores the issues of new product adoption,
changing consumer behaviours and how understanding the mind-set of the consumer
impacts on market research and the marketing mix.

Chapter 5: Marketing to the industry: business to business marketing
This chapter concentrates on demonstrating how marketing is applied in the B2B context, and how it differs from traditional B2C marketing. The chapter explores the role of
B2B for a variety of groups from small, medium or large businesses through to the
applications and potential for non-profit organisations, government departments and
other organisations. Business to business marketing is an expanding element of
marketing theory and practice, and is integrated throughout the text where appropriate
as well as being specifically featured in this chapter.

Chapter 6: Market research
This chapter highlights the fundamental principles of market research, and the core
attributes of a range of common market research techniques. It overviews the times
and places to use market research, and the best array of techniques to use to understand a range of marketing questions. This includes identifying when to use survey,
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interview, observational or other research types, what type of data to collect, and the
pros and cons of these different types (thankfully, there are no statistics to be found).
It also highlights the value of integrating marketing research data into marketing and
business strategy. Specific current issues and practices discussed include database
development, data mining and the ethics of using loyalty reward promotional activities
and technological developments for developing advanced consumer profiles.

Part 3: The integrated marketing mix
Part 3 draws together the elements of the marketing mix as independent chapters,
each cross-referenced to other elements of the marketing mix where appropriate. The
section explores the five elements of the marketing mix, namely product, distribution,
promotion, price and people. The promotional chapters are split between the theory of
marketing communication (chapter 9) and the application of the components of the
promotional mix (chapter 10).

Chapter 7: Product
The marketing mix section begins with chapter 7 and focuses on the role of the
product in the marketing mix. It explores both new product development and innovation adoption, along with techniques for marketing with pre-existing products. It
highlights the importance of product definition, the range of ‘products’ able to form
the focus of a marketing strategy, including social products, services and people, and
what constitutes a ‘new’ product in the development of new product.

Chapter 8: Distribution
Distribution, or the element of place, is discussed in chapter 8, primarily in relation to
how different types of product require different types of distribution channels, the relative benefits of different channels and the implications for the consumer (and their
perception of the total product) of the different types of channel. The chapter includes
a discussion of the role of traditional distribution channels and activities including
basic logistics, transportation and retailing as well as a discussion of the Internet as a
distribution channel for idea products.

Chapter 9: Promotion I: the theory
Chapter 9 is the first of two chapters on promotion. This chapter introduces the basic
theories of marketing communication, including newer models associated primarily with
Internet-based marketing such as one-to-many-to-one communications. The primary
focus of this chapter is to explain how consumers interpret and use marketing communications messages, and the best method for framing the marketing communication.

Chapter 10: Promotion II: the practice
Chapter 10 presents the sequel to the advertising theory content by taking you through
the practical applications of the promotional mix. This chapter in effect is a detailed
investigation of the key elements of the promotional mix and includes: personal
selling, advertising, public relations, Internet-based communications (both mass and
one-to-one), publicity, direct marketing and sales promotions. The chapter is designed
to provide both a detailed discussion of each element, and a cross-comparison highlighting when and what combinations are most effective in common situations, and
which communications theories are most applicable for their use.
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Chapter 11: Price
This chapter introduces basic pricing concepts, strategies and techniques, and explains
how and why they are used in practice. Rather than focusing on economic or accounting
principles (and furthering the book’s aversion to mathematical content) it aims to show
you how to determine pricing tactics, rather than how to determine dollar values. It
includes a discussion of the implications of different pricing strategies in the short and
longer term — for example, the benefits and dangers of using promotional pricing and the
implications of differential pricing online and in traditional outlets. It also acknowledges
and explains the bases of the conflict that tends to exist between the accounting and
marketing sections of the organisation when it comes to establishing pricing strategies.

Chapter 12: People
In recognition of the growth and importance of the services sector, and the fact that
increasingly it is becoming difficult to clearly differentiate between pure products and
services, the book explicitly incorporates ‘people’ as the fifth P. Chapter 12 brings
together an overview of the importance of people in the representation of the firm, and
the concept of people as part of the product. The issues of role stress for service
employees are incorporated into this discussion. It also touches on the interrelationship between the human resource and marketing function in the management of the
organisation, which is people-dependent in its product portfolio.

Part 4: Marketing in action
The final part takes a look at turning the first three parts into an applicable format for
use in the real world. The three chapters explore the integration, implementation and
future of marketing in society.

Chapter 13: The integrated marketing mix: marketing in application
This chapter highlights the interrelationships between the various elements of the
marketing mix and shows how different elements can complement one another to support the overall positioning strategy of the organisation and its products. This is a
chapter that should be read only after section 3 has been completed. The chapter
explores both the internal integration of the elements of the marketing mix and how to
integrate the application of marketing into the whole of the organisation.

Chapter 14: Implementation and control: taking marketing to the marketplace
Chapter 14 recaps the marketing plan, and ties it back in with the preceding chapters
to discuss the key issues involved in the final implementation and control of the
marketing program. It highlights the potential areas for problems involved in determining and obtaining effective levels of resourcing (human and financial) required to
implement the marketing plan, the interrelationships between the marketing plan and
other organisational objectives, and the importance of flexibility in implementation.

Chapter 15: Conclusions, future directions and limitations of marketing
This final summary chapter draws together the key issues highlighted throughout the
book, and reiterates the fact that although it is intuitively appealing, marketing is not
without its limitations. This section places a strong emphasis on the future of
marketing, contemporary ethical developments, and directions for marketing thought
and practice to take in order to maximise the success of the discipline over the coming
decades. It’s also the chapter where you find out that it wasn’t the butler who did it.
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Chapter summary
Chapter 1 provided an overview of the content and structure of the book as well as a
comprehensive introduction to the realm of marketing. After defining marketing and
emphasising the breadth of marketing applications, the text further developed the core
concepts that underpin the theory and practice of marketing. The importance of
exchange was emphasised, with a discussion of the central role that it plays in
marketing theory and the different types of exchange that are possible. The marketing
mix framework was discussed briefly, and this forms the basis of part 3 of the text.
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Review questions
R.1 Name the six elements given for the definition of marketing in this book. Select
any three and give a brief outline of the role that they play.
R.2 Define government marketing and political marketing. Does the fact that
government consists of a dominant political party mean that government/public
sector marketing is the same as political marketing?
R.3 If both niche marketing and street-level marketing have many common features
and are generally designed to appeal to a small segment of the community,
what is the difference between the two?
R.4 ‘If marketing is about being client focused, then the statement “the customer is
always right” has to be true.’ Is this assertion correct or is this a simplification of
the customer/marketing role?
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R.5 In this text, to what do the terms ‘puffery’ and ‘snake oil’ refer? In answering this
question provide examples that would give an indication of their use.
R.6 Name the five Ps of marketing and list them in the order, which, in your opinion, is
from most important to least important. Give your reasons for making this choice.
R.7 Name the three most common meanings of exchange and give examples of each
that you have encountered. As a marketer, which is the most popular means of
exchange for commercial use?
R.8 If road safety is promoted by a government organisation but most of the
marketing work is outsourced to a private company, in which genre of marketing
would the campaign most appropriately fit? Justify your answer.
R.9 How important is it to combine the whole marketing mix when in reality all the
consumer sees is the advertising and the price of the product?
R.10 Using your text as an example outline what approaches have been used to
design a product that meets the need of the consumer group.

Application questions
A.1 Marketing has been broken down into a number of different subsections, each
dealing with a different genre. Is this essential, useful or just plain pretentious?
A.2 What marketing methods can be applied in the situation where a product that
has previously sold well is now floundering in the market? Is it likely that using
one part or some parts of the mix rather than a total marketing approach will
change the situation permanently?
A.3 Is there a significant difference between marketing research and market research
or is it just a case of semantics?
A.4 Name and briefly outline three common forms of exchange. How important is
the role of exchange in the overall marketing concept?
A.5 ‘Is it reasonable to expect all promotional claims to be exact as to the qualities
of the product being promoted? As most people have some inkling that all
advertising is not exactly true, how acceptable are exaggerations and “mere
puffery” statements?’ Discuss this quote, giving examples of advertising that you
believe are either statements of truth or exaggerated to the level of ‘mere puffery’.

Discussion questions
D.1 In looking at the core contents of marketing three different levels have been
identified: philosophy, strategy and tactics. Of the three, is there a dominant
partner or do they each hold equal place?
D.2 As you begin the process of learning about and understanding marketing, which
of the marketing tactics discussed in this chapter do you feel is the most
important?
D.3 If products can succeed without marketing and others fail despite an extensive
marketing program, why do organisations bother to apply such a hit-and-miss
method? Discuss.
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Brands: functional or symbolic
Brand is a complex concept incorporating a range of elements that
can be functional and focused on utilitarian exchange, symbolic
exchange or a combination of both. In all categories there are
examples of brands that highlight functionality over symbolism or
symbolism over functionality. Having made the choice, it is difficult
to move from one to another.
Volvo, for example, has focused on functionality over time as it
has tied its brand and image into the core value of safety. While
Ferrari undoubtedly makes very fast cars, the functional element
of speed is minimised in contrast to the broader lifestyle and
image appeal. Having made the initial decision to focus on functionality, however, recent attempts by Volvo to re-brand as a stylish
vehicle have had mixed success.
In the image-charged cosmetics industry Maybelline, at the
lower end of the pricing ladder, focuses on functionality, such as
the colours and range of different lipsticks, while a product like
Chanel No. 5 incorporates a symbolic element of mystique to its
formulations based on a perception not only of the brand, but also
an idealised image of the founder, Coco Chanel. In spite of regular
‘scientific trials’ to demonstrate a cheap supermarket moisturiser
is as effective as a branded ‘magic ingredient’ style one, millions of
people worldwide still pay a premium for the image associated
with Lancôme, Dior, Chanel, and so on.

The strength of brand is not only what
it says about the product, but what it
says about the user. Personal image and
brand associations are intimately connected. Even those who claim to reject
branding usually do so by ostentatiously
wearing cheap brands and openly and
vocally rejecting more expensive ones —
which in itself demonstrates the power of
brand associations. A refusal to wear
Prada is as strong a statement as the
decision to only wear Prada.

Q.1 Which is more
important in the cosmetics
market, the utilitarian
exchange or the symbolic
exchange? Compare this to
the beer market. Are the
same values important to
both markets?
Q.2 Is brand (and what it
says about you) more
important than functionality
(what it does for you)? Do
you believe the answer to the
question depends on what
the product is? Discuss.
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Chapter 2

The marketing
context
Chapter outline
While the rest of the book examines the role of marketing in
the context of serving the customer, and customer needs,
this chapter emphasises the role of marketing within the
firm, and how the needs of the firm can be met by marketing.
It begins by giving an overview of core business principles
and approaches including a discussion of the role of
marketing in for-profit and not-for-profit organisations.
The focus of this chapter is to show how marketing in its
fullest sense can be used as an integrating force within the
organisation. However, it also acknowledges that in many
organisations marketing is not seen as a core strategic function, but rather as a tactical technique. Consequently, the
chapter looks at the role of marketing across a range of
organisations where the emphasis on the function of
marketing differs.
Marketing does not operate in a vacuum and it is important to consider the environments in which the organisation
operates and the impact that this has on the marketing function. An important role of the marketing section is to identify
and analyse environmental trends in order to respond with
appropriate products and services. Finally, the issue of how
marketing fits in with related business orientations, such as
the sales orientation and the production orientation, is discussed to show that, while the marketing approach is an
important and often critical way of doing business, there are
alternatives which, depending on the circumstance, may be
equally, or even more, appropriate to the needs of the organisation and its clients.

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Describe the role of
marketing in the
organisational context
Explain the importance
of internal marketing
Describe the interaction
between the marketing
function and the
organisation’s publics
Outline trends in the
key marketing
environments
Discuss the cultural
limitations of the
marketing concept
Outline the roles that
marketing can perform
in different types of
organisation
Describe the alternative
business philosophies
Explain the interaction
between tactical
marketing and strategic
objectives.
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Introduction
The previous chapter introduced the importance and the concept of marketing. This
chapter focuses on marketing as a part of the overall activities of the organisation, and
how it integrates with the firm. In order to understand how marketing works in the big
picture of fulfilling objectives and contributing to outcomes (such as profit), it is important to know how the marketing function interacts with other elements of the organisation. In addition, this chapter looks at possible internal barriers to success, both
structural and attitudinal, and how a tactical marketer can work within these constraints.
The role of marketing in assisting profit generation needs to be understood before
examining the details of alternative views of the marketing concept. In addition, a
review of the principles that underpin the operations of different types of organisations
is useful for understanding the potential contribution that marketing can make in
achieving both the financial and non-financial desired outcomes of different organisations. This chapter also examines the role and value of marketing for achieving nonfinancial outcomes in the not-for-profit sector. The use of marketing in this area is a
relatively recent (and often controversial) choice mainly because marketing isn’t
always the most appropriate orientation for an organisation to take in the development and achievement of its objectives. Although marketing is the basis for this textbook, it has been pointed out before that marketing is not the universal cure for all
business situations.

1

Profit: the positive differ
between the cost incurredence
and the revenue earned
the operation of the businfroessm.

Basic business principles
Marketing exists in commercial firms for two reasons. The first is to focus the efforts of
the revenue-generating elements of the business (usually sales) to maximise the
mutual benefit experienced by both the organisation and the customer involved in the
transaction. The second reason is to create profit for the organisation through revenue
exceeding costs. Profit is simply the positive difference between the cost incurred and
the revenue earned from the operation of the business.

Profit orientation
A profit orientation is an inherently neutral objective for an organisation that involves
seeking a financial situation where revenue (usually sales) exceeds costs (production,
salaries, advertising, etc.). Unfortunately, the word ‘profit’ has been tarred by association with greed, excess and a range of negative business activities. Quite often the
media, and society, will use the term as a form of derogatory insult — ‘You’re just
doing this for the profit’ — when discussing the development of new products. Put
bluntly, yes, most organisations will be simply ‘doing it’ for the profit. Running a commercial organisation at a loss was the hallmark of the dotcom era (or was that dotcom
error?) and triggered a wave of bankruptcies and a brief stock market collapse. Similarly, merely masking losses as a capital investment and generating fictional revenue in
accounting statements only serves to discredit auditors and destabilise economic
systems. Profits may be seen as unfashionable. However, given that profit is to a
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business what food is to a person — a way to stay alive — even the most fashionable
person gets hungry. Similarly, businesses need profits to survive in the longer term so
that they can continue to employ their staff, and contribute to the economy.
In marketing terms, there are four roles for profit:
• Covering the costs of the organisation: which is where the pricing of the products (see
chapter 11) is designed to ensure that the profits received as a result of units sold
cover the general operations of the business.
• Covering the cost of a specific product line: which is where price levels for the main product
can be set for profit maximisation to cross-subsidise other elements of the firm. For
example, a cinema may charge different prices for adults, pensioners, students and
children, where the profit margin on one class of tickets (adults) is used to cover the
cost on the discounted lines (pensioners, students and children).
• Recovering development costs: which is where the aim of profit making is to recover the
costs incurred in the development of the new product, or to subsidise research into
other product developments (see chapter 13 for new product pricing tactics).
• Covering marketing costs: which is where the marketing budget is allocated as a percentage of the sales revenue. In this case, pricing becomes an issue of selfsustainability where the marketing department sets a price the customer can accept,
and that allows the department to continue to fund its operations.
In general, the role of profit in the marketing context is to continue to allow the
organisation to survive and operate. While there are a range of management theories
covering the amount of profit to seek (from the survival-level break-even approaches to
the other extreme of massive profit taking), profit in the marketing sense is about the
sustainability of the business.

Not-for-profit orientation
Marketing can be used outside of the profit orientation of the commercial sector. However, just because an organisation fulfils the requirements of the definition of being
‘not-for-profit’ (NFP) this does not mean that it does not have financial objectives.
Not-for-profit organisations cover a wide variety of purposes ranging from charities,
to sporting bodies, arts and cultural organisations, religions and self-help groups. The
factor that binds each of these diverse groups is that their core purpose is not to make
money to be dispersed to various shareholders and investors. Instead, their financial
goals are to make money, which is then reinvested in the organisation and its activities
to ensure that the objectives of the organisation are met and that its clients are able to
access the services and information that it has been set up to provide. In other words,
without enough money to cover its costs, a charity can’t continue to help the underprivileged. Similarly, if a sports club runs at a loss, it will eventually be forced to close
and will not be able to provide sporting facilities to its members.
Not-for-profit organisations can benefit enormously from the use of marketing and
the marketing orientation. However, they do face a number of issues that limit the
extent to which they are able to successfully implement marketing, and these include:
• Resources spent on marketing are wasted. Because money is often very limited in not-forprofit organisations, marketing is often considered to be too expensive and a waste
of scarce resources.

Not-for-profit
organisations:
organisations that exist to
service an ideological or e of
social goal at the expens
focusing on a profit
orientation.
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Social marketing: the
application of commercial
marketing tools for social
change.
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• Marketing is intrusive (and unwelcome) in social causes. Marketing is often seen as intrusive
by NFP groups that are concerned with using market research on personal and health
issues.
• There is a negative view of marketing. As many people in the NFP sector aren’t familiar
with the full definition of marketing (i.e. as defined in chapter 1), marketing is
often perceived negatively as being manipulative and exploitative. Similarly, there
are many people involved in the NFP sector who have limited understanding of
what marketing actually does, and still see it as part of the snake oil trade (see
chapter 1).
• There are ethical concerns regarding the use of marketing tools and techniques. Many NFP marketers find a conflict between the core marketing principles and practices and the
ethical and moral beliefs of their organisation and its workers. For example, many
health clinics do not see the need for a customer orientation in treatment because,
as experts in the field, the health workers know what is best for the clients, even if
the clients don’t want it. Similarly, market segmentation which divides the population into ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’ is seen as unethical for an organisation that
believes it should service everyone (e.g. a religious group).
• There are conflicting target markets. Finally, marketing is often difficult to implement as
many not-for-profits have two distinct markets that they have to appeal to — the
donor market and the client market — and there are often times when the wishes
and needs of each come into conflict. For example, donors may restrict what their
donation can be used for and this may not coincide with the area of greatest need —
or alternatively, donors may request that their money be spent directly on the cause,
and not on the marketing of the organisation.
Despite the opposition that is inherent in many not-for-profit organisations,
increasingly the benefits of marketing are being realised in the not-for-profit sector.
Quite often, the main problem is not that marketing is inappropriate but that it is
misunderstood. The idea of a customer focus is appealing to many not-for-profit
organisations, particularly those that are providing services. Market segmentation
makes delivery of the program or services more targeted and able to reach the
people who most need them, and market research helps the organisation to better
understand the wants and needs of its client base. Taking a marketing orientation is
of particular value in helping to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of implementing programs.
A specific and complex form of marketing that is often used by not-for-profit
organisations is social marketing. Social marketing is the application and
adaptation of commercial marketing tools and techniques to campaigns that are
designed to change attitudes and behaviours. Unlike commercial marketing, social
marketing is used for campaigns and causes that do not directly benefit the
marketer (i.e. there is no direct personal profit), often have long-term and uncertain
outcomes, and involve a considerable effort on the part of the client. Typical social
marketing programs include anti-smoking and drugs initiatives, road-safety
campaigns, healthy-eating programs and various health-check programs such as
those directed at skin cancer. From the perspective of a commercial marketing
textbook, social marketing is a brief excursion into the application of marketing for
outcomes other than monetary gain.
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Despite the differences in application, both commercial marketing and social
marketing share the commonality of having the marketing orientation that emphasises
meeting the needs of the consumer within the confines of the organisation’s goals and
objectives.

Marketing within the organisation I: the marketing
orientation from a business adoption perspective
The marketing orientation can be viewed from two perspectives — business adoption and
consumer. The business adoption perspective looks at the role of the marketing
orientation for driving the strategic direction of the organisation. In contrast, the
consumer perspective is designed to look at the tactical-level implementation of the
marketing orientation. The difference between the two applications relates to the relative
importance of the location of profit. At the strategic level, profit derived from meeting
consumer needs is the central motive. At the tactical level, the focus shifts to meeting
the consumer needs in order to produce the profit. The distinction is subtle yet important
— meeting the needs of the consumer is the key objective (make the consumer happy,
let the consumer buy the product) versus make a profit (reduce cost, increase revenue).

Marketing orientation: business adoption process
Carson, Gilmore and MacLaran (1998) proposed a method of combining the marketing
orientation, the profit orientation and the marketing mix to produce a business directive
that met the needs of the organisation and the consumer. This is illustrated in figure 2.1.

Product

Customer
People

Profit
focus

Communications
(promotions)

Availability
(place)

Price
Figure 2.1: Profit and the
marketing mix Source:
Adapted from Carson, D.,
Gilmore, A. and MacLaran,
P., 1998, ‘Customer or profit
focus: an alternative
perspective’, Journal of
Marketing Practice: Applied
Marketing Science, Vol. 4,
No. 1, pp. 26–39.
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At the centre of the organisational agenda is the profit motive, given that businesses
which operate without profit (or efforts to secure profits) tend not to operate for very
long. In order to achieve this profit motive, the satisfaction of the customer is at the
core of the focus (customer orientation), insofar as satisfying the needs of the customer is a profitable outcome. This is perhaps the most vital aspect of this model —
customer satisfaction must arise from profitable exchanges, which are the meeting of
the needs of the customer and the objectives of the organisation. Put briefly, that’s
marketing (see the definition of marketing in chapter 1).
The second level of the model emphasises the communications aspect of marketing,
which is part of the promotional mix, and places a value on open communication with
the customer. It’s important to recognise that communications means more than just
advertising — it involves a two-way process of exchange of ideas with the consumer,
and can include market research (receiving communication from the consumer) as
much as promotional activities (communication to the consumer).
The outer layer of the model introduces the remaining elements of the marketing
mix (with people added to the original model) as a recognition that the company must
still provide a product at a price the market will bear, and make it available to the
people who want to buy it.

Six-step philosophy of profit-focused marketing orientation
In addition to the model in figure 2.1, Carson, Gilmore and MacLaran (1998) proposed
a six-step philosophy of marketing orientation. These six steps are:
1. Focus the marketing on honesty, frankness and openness in communications. As was pointed
out in chapter 1, and will be illustrated again elsewhere throughout the book, good
marketing is about satisfying the customer’s needs, and not about tricking the
customer. Honesty and integrity in marketing have a greater propensity for sustainable long-term profit compared to the potential gains from short-term dishonesty.
You may be able to fool the customer once, but the damage to the organisation’s
reputation may cost more than the short-term gains.
2. Focus on marketing for profit. Marketing should not be ashamed to admit that the
objective of the marketing process is to make money for the organisation. We’re in
the business of keeping the organisation in business, and to do that, revenue has to
exceed costs, and profits have to be made to keep the organisation alive. The
amount of profit required, however, is subjective. How much profit is too much is a
question that can only be answered within the objectives and ethics of the organisation, and is beyond the scope of this text.
3. Build a marketing message that explicitly recognises that the company is trying to sell something to
the customer, and that the company aims to persuade the customer to buy from it. As part of the
honesty and integrity in marketing from step 1, the organisation should be open
about its desire to sell its product to the market. Rather than trying to disguise the
exchange process (we sell, you buy) for example, through the focus on relationship
building, the organisation should be prepared to step forward and say ‘This is the
product we want to sell to you’.
4. Treat the customer as a player in the game of exchange. Consumers are active participants
in the marketplace, and make decisions and choices to participate in the
exchange process. This step (and the following two) introduce a level of respect
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for the consumer as an active and willing participant in the marketing and
exchange processes.
5. Recognise that the customer has their own agenda and objectives. The customer has a range
of motives and motivations for engaging in the exchange process. These can
range from trying to find the best value for money, or the cheapest prices, to supporting social objectives such as cruelty-free make-up or environmental causes.
Actively recognising that the consumer has reasons for making decisions, and has
their own agenda to pursue, increases the organisation’s level of respect for the
consumer.
6. Explicitly recognise that the customer wants the best for themself, the organisation wants the best for
itself, and both parties are trying to achieve the maximum gain for themselves. The final point in
the philosophy is to explicitly recognise that self-interest is the driving force underpinning the exchange process, and, as such, should be recognised as a legitimate
part of the process. Most consumers don’t buy from a store solely because they feel
a moral obligation to support the philosophy of the store owner. Even the most successful campaigns such as ‘Buy Australian’ need to provide a motive for the consumer that maximises their personal gains.
Perhaps the most important aspects of this philosophy are steps 4 and 5, which portray a position where the customer is respected as an active participant in the process,
rather than a vulnerable target to be exploited. Respecting the consumer as an individual, and as an intelligent participant in the process, allows for a greater level of
intelligent marketing, open communication and improved honesty in the marketing
process.

Marketing orientation: customer focus
For the remainder of the book, the marketing orientation will be examined from the
tactical perspective where the objective of the organisation is to match the needs of
the consumer with the features of the product (or the features with the needs), to
create an exchange that works for the consumer and the organisation. Realistically,
many organisations will find that their products only partially meet the needs of the
consumer, and, as such, should emphasise where their products match the consumers’
needs. This is not to say that the consumer should be misled into believing that the
product offers a complete solution. Rather, the emphasis should be on satisfying the
portion of the needs that can be met with the product.
Figure 2.2 illustrates how the customer focus is a balance between the needs of the
customer and the objectives of the organisation. The role of the marketing mix in the
customer focus is to provide the consumer with a product (determined by the organisation) that matches the consumer’s needs, to a place (where the customer is), at a
price (influenced by market tolerance and organisational costs). Promotion that is primarily driven by organisational objectives (communication of the product to the consumer) and people (customer service or sales staff) is more customer-needs driven
than organisational-objective driven. Organisations with a lesser customer focus tend
towards automated systems. While the whole of the mix is used to address the needs
of the customer, this diagram illustrates how customer needs can have a greater
impact on some aspects.
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Figure 2.2: Customer-focused marketing

Marketing within the organisation II:
integrative marketing
Integrative marketing is the principle of applying the marketing concept, the
marketing mix and the marketing orientation as an integrated system rather than as
an isolated set of individual tools. For example, integrative marketing coordinates the
marketing communications messages with the product design, pricing strategy, distribution plans and feedback from the consumer via the front-line counter staff. Isolationist
marketing creates a product, attempts to sell it, then ‘uses marketing’ (which normally
means advertising) to try to increase sales. In contrast to integrative marketing, isolationist marketing has no opportunity to develop a unified plan, or any degree of
synergy between operational units of the marketing mix (e.g. the pricing of the product
is unlikely to influence the marketing communications message, which in turn won’t
change based on the distribution arrangements).
There are five steps to the integrative marketing process, which are:
• integrating the marketing mix in the organisation
• integrating the customer: meeting the market needs
• integrating the organisation: meeting the market halfway
• integrating the employee: using internal marketing
• integrating the marketplace: responding to non-customer stakeholders.
These steps are outlined in detail below.
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Integrating the marketing mix in the organisation
By recognising that marketing has a fundamental philosophical perspective — that of
placing the consumer at the centre of the decision-making process — the overall
marketing concept can be adopted and adapted by all elements of the organisation.
From a technical and operational point of view the marketing mix, by its nature, is
influenced by different elements of the organisation. Figure 2.3 shows how ‘marketing’
fits within the overall organisation.

Philosophical

Marketing

Operational

Operations

Customer

Human
resources

Finance

Functional areas

Customer
Marketing

Accounting

IT

orientation

Figure 2.3:
Integrative marketing

A clear distinction is made in the diagram between the marketing orientation (the
outer circle, which provides the philosophical and cultural environment of the firm) and
the functional area of marketing (which includes specific tactical issues such as developing promotional campaigns and conducting market research). Each of the functional
areas within the firm has a linkage with at least one element of the marketing mix.
Pricing, for example, is a marketing mix element and the strategic approach to
pricing can be influenced by the marketing department. The final dollar cost, however,
is more likely to be determined by the financial or accounting section of the organisation. However, if the whole of the organisation adopts the marketing orientation as
an guiding principle, the operationalisation of the pricing function can take on a customer orientation. This can be achieved, for example, by ensuring that invoices and
receipts are in a format that is customer-friendly rather than just reflecting the needs
of the firm. In the business to business sector this can include developing compatible
software systems that integrate the financial functions of company and client, whereas
from an individual consumer perspective it may be as simple as clearly stating what
the purchase was, separating tax components from the overall price and ensuring that
the ink on the receipt doesn’t fade before the client can reclaim the expense on tax.
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Integrating the customer: meeting market needs
The second step in integrative marketing is to meet the needs of the market by integrating the customer into the marketing process. The customer can be integrated into
the marketing process in a number of ways, such as:
• Market research — the organisation directly requests information from the marketplace through a range of techniques outlined in chapter 6. Most new product concepts are researched on small portions of the target market as part of the market
research process of ensuring that the product does meet the needs of the market.
• Customer feedback from other mechanisms — the customer volunteers information to the
organisation, either through formal feedback formats such as quality surveys, or
where the customer independently contacts the organisation.
• Service interaction — the customer is integrated into the service encounter as a part
of the process. The interaction in the service encounter leads to two additional
areas of customer integration (co-production and customer feedback), which,
while not unique to services marketing, are easiest to produce in a service
encounter, and are:
– Co-production — the customer is sufficiently integrated into the process of the production of the goods or services that they provide input to the design and
delivery, and provide immediate feedback during the development stage. This is
probably the highest form of customisation available, and is often found in longterm business to business relationships (see chapter 5).
– Customer feedback through listening posts — the service staff receive suggestions, comments and feedback regarding the organisation and its products informally during
the course of the service encounter. (Listening posts are discussed in further
depth in chapter 12.)
While this is a relatively straightforward concept to describe, many marketers have
difficulty in applying it in practice. First, the customer may not wish to be part of the
marketing process — people are under increasing pressure for their time, and being
questioned for a market research survey may not be their ideal way to spend the
evening. Second, for some customers, one of their fundamental needs is not to have to
make the decisions or have to guide the service or production process. Where a consumer wants a standard, off-the-shelf solution, the organisation should be prepared to
provide it.
The main aspect regarding the integration of the consumer is to be mindful of the
needs and wants of the consumer when developing aspects of the marketing
campaign and adjusting the elements of the marketing mix. It’s usually a lot easier to
satisfy the needs of the consumer once you know who they are, what needs they have,
and whether they want you to provide a product for them or are willing to be part of the
production process.

Integrating the organisation: meeting the market halfway
Step 3 on the road to integrative marketing is to remember that the organisation’s
needs (profit) and objectives have to be considered when attempting to address the
needs of the market. One of the most common errors in marketing is to forget the
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duality of the American Marketing Association definition — marketing is about creating exchanges that satisfy individual and organisational objectives (American Marketing Association 1985). Many organisations believe that the essence of marketing is
to be customer focused at the expense of organisational objectives. Unfortunately,
many customers have also come to believe that marketing means the organisation will
do what the individual wants, when and where they want it. This type of situation is
known as customer-dominated, rather than customer-focused, marketing. Customerdominated marketing occurs when the organisational objectives (including profit) are
ignored in the pursuit of following each and every request of the customer. The
problem for many companies is that they frequently face situations where two sets of
customer needs are conflicting, and, without recourse to organisational objectives,
they attempt to satisfy both conflicting sets of needs. In the longer term, all this serves
to do is diminish the performance of the company for both customer sets.
The main reason for the integration of organisational objectives is to prevent the
situation where two conflicting groups both attempt to claim that the organisation
should address their needs. In order to be customer-focused, the organisation must
establish guidelines as to whom their customer is, and what the organisation can (and
will) be prepared to give to the customer. For example, many licensed venues have a
dress code policy that excludes certain people based on what clothing they wear.
Where the organisation has a clear focus on whom the customer is (business people in
the CBD area), a dress code that excludes people in work boots and singlets doesn’t
mean that the organisation isn’t customer-focused. If someone dressed in work boots
and a singlet is refused entry, they are refused entry for not being the right customer,
and not because the organisation isn’t customer-focused. Not every customer is the
right customer for an organisation — some customers will not appreciate the service
that is enjoyed by the majority of the clientele. Adjusting the product to suit an
‘inappropriate customer’ (i.e. one that’s outside of the target market) is most likely to
have a negative impact on the service standards for the main target market. This is
where issues of segmentation (see chapter 3), target market selection (see chapter 3),
and implementation and control of the marketing mix (see chapter 14) come into play.

Integrating the employee: using internal marketing

Customer-dominated
marketing: marketing that
ignores organisational
objectives (including profit)
in the pursuit of following
each and every request of
the customer.

2

In the same way that marketing is employed to communicate with, and satisfy the
needs of, external clients and stakeholders, it can be used to effect internal change.
For an organisation to fully implement and accept a marketing orientation, it has to
have the full support of all employees. Step 4 of the process focuses on educating the
employees to understand what marketing is about and how it can help produce better
outcomes for both company and client.
Despite the idea of marketing being intuitively appealing, in reality it can be perceived as threatening to many subgroups within an organisation. For example, if the
nature of the firm’s business is expert advice, it is often difficult for the experts to
modify their behaviour to take account of client needs and expectations. This is particularly common among traditional professions in the education and social sectors.
However, adapting to client needs does not mean diluting professional assistance or
advice. For example, a lawyer cannot change the law to suit the needs of a client.
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Internal marketing: the
process of using the
marketing mix to deliver
organisational reform to
employees through pricing,
distribution and internal
promotional materials.

3

However, what they can do is ensure that the environment in which they operate is
non-threatening, that careful explanations of processes are given to clients in understandable language and that the practice is open at times that are convenient to the
client group. This may mean opening later in the day and staying open into the
evening (a midday to 9.00 p.m. ‘day’) or on weekends (a Wednesday to Sunday week)
rather than a standard 9.00 to 5.00 Monday to Friday practice.
Internal marketing can help facilitate organisational change by ensuring, first, that
all members of staff understand what is meant by the marketing orientation and how
it can assist in improving efficiency and effectiveness, and second, by openly communicating with employees. Internal marketing is the process of using the whole of
the marketing mix to deliver the product (organisational reform) to the employees
(target market) through pricing (see chapter 11, particularly social price), distribution
(see chapter 8) and internal promotional materials. However, marketing must at all
times recognise the needs and concerns of internal clients in the same way that it
recognises those of external clients. Many attitudinal barriers to organisational change
have their roots in genuine concerns and fears about the process and outcomes of
change. By understanding and addressing these, including the perceived loss of power
and control on the part of experts, the marketing orientation can assist in reducing the
disruption associated with organisational change.
For internal marketing to be successful, however, it requires more than a glossy
newsletter. Cynical use of ‘prizes’ and recognition and reward systems are soon undermined if they do not have the support of those that they are supposedly designed to
benefit. Internal marketing can only succeed if it is based on a true acceptance of the
marketing orientation and respect for internal clients. This respect for staff and
internal stakeholders can then be translated into respect for clients and consumers,
which in turn leads to greater success in the marketplace.

Integrating the marketplace: responding to
non-customer stakeholders
The last step in the integrative marketing process is to integrate the needs of the community into the marketing process. While the objective of most organisations is to
target a small subset of the population (focusing exclusively on their needs and
wants), nobody can produce a product that operates without affecting society in some
manner. For example, a film-maker can have a tightly defined target market for their
film, yet still must be able to produce a product that remains within the acceptable
standards of the broader community.
Marketers must always be aware of the multiple publics beyond the direct
customer with whom they must deal. The three main publics that marketers need to
concern themselves with are:
• the media, including the mainstream presses, television, radio and independent
media vehicles (such as protest web sites, or freelance writers)
• action groups, lobby groups and special interest groups, which can be as diverse as environmental groups such as Greenpeace, labour unions, or loose coalitions of concerned
citizens (e.g. ‘Parents Against Something’ groups)
• the general community.
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The difficulty for marketers when it comes to dealing with the firm’s publics, and
also the environments in which it operates, is that these are uncontrollable factors.
Unlike the marketing mix, which can be designed and controlled by the firm, external
forces can only be monitored and responded to — attempting to take control over the
public is an unethical and impractical solution. The firm can only attempt to influence
each of these publics through consultation and communication.
Given that any one of these groups can successfully prevent a marketing campaign
from succeeding, either through direct action (e.g. Nestlé boycotts) or successfully lobbying the government to ban some or all components of the campaign (prohibition on
tobacco advertising), it is important to address the needs of these groups as part of
the strategic marketing process. Many organisations develop separate media plans to
address the needs of different media outlets (e.g. one plan for radio, and a different
plan for the needs of television and print). This is to ensure that all the targeted media
are fully informed as to the campaign and its objectives prior to launch. Successful
marketers often develop long-term relationships with different players in the media for
two purposes:
• positive publicity can give additional value to the implementation of a campaign —
for example, a company that has a positive working relationship with the media can
gain news and current affairs show exposure highlighting the positive achievements
of the organisation, such as the production of ecologically friendly products
• if the campaign is controversial, early and open communication with the media can
minimise the adverse impact of complaints by community and special interest
groups.
There are many different types of action or special interest groups that can impact
on the effectiveness of marketing campaigns. Some of the most successful have been
the various green or environmental groups who, through specific actions and the publicising of company practices, have directly impacted on a number of marketing-related
areas including labelling of products, production processes and endorsement of particular brands. Consumer organisations and publications such as Choice magazine also
wield considerable influence as independent reporters on different products and companies. A positive report by such organisations on the company’s products or practices
impacts on how potential customers perceive the quality of the goods and the acceptability of the company.
Finally, marketers must always be aware of how their actions are likely to be perceived by the general community. Community standards are constantly evolving and
it is important that marketers keep abreast of what is acceptable (and not acceptable),
in terms of how the company represents its product and also what messages it uses
in its communications. For example, the use of humour in advertising can be a very risky
strategy as delivery can often offend. Similarly, changing societal roles and attitudes
mean that what may have been an acceptable role portrayal, for example of women in
the home, 30 years ago may now be considered stereotyping. (It is always interesting to
review old magazines to see how changes in community standards are reflected in the
advertising of the day.)
Balancing the needs of the organisation with those of the client while simultaneously responding to the pressures of the multiple publics that can impact on the
success of the campaign is critical to overall marketing success.
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Marketing in the real world: dealing with
external forces
Even when working inside the depths of the Hoover corporation, marketing does not
exist in a vacuum. Marketing operates as a social force in many aspects, from persuading consumers to redistribute resources (recreational spending versus saving),
through to portraying social norms (advertising) and socially acceptable behaviours
(social change marketing). As a result, marketing has a significant impact on society
when it is used (either well or badly). However, marketing is also influenced by the
society in which it operates, both by what products are acceptable to society and by
the way in which it can address the needs and wants of the consumer.

4

Marketing environments:s
a complex series of factort
derived from society tha s
influence the effectivenes a
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Marketing environments
Marketing environments are a complex series of factors derived from society that
influence the effectiveness of the marketing mix in a range of ways (Meldrum and
McDonald 2000). While unfortunately vague, the definition does become more manageable when the factors are broken down into five common areas, as follows:
• Social/cultural environments, which represent the influence of fashions, religions, population trends such as baby booms, social issues such as equality, and social movements such as environmentalism. Changing demographic trends, including the age
and distribution of the population, income and education levels, are all tracked
through the national census, which occurs every five years. By constantly monitoring
population trends marketers can identify new markets opening up and estimate the
changing size of existing markets. As well as demographic trends there are many
social trends that marketers need to be aware of, some of which are directly connected to changing demographics. For example, multiculturalism has broadened the
base of religious beliefs in Australia, which in turn impacts on what is considered
acceptable behaviour. All of these factors will influence the application of marketing
practices. For example, the rise in environmentalism has seen changes to the
amount and type of packaging used in the distribution of goods (see chapter 8). It
also influences the pricing of products (see chapter 11) as the perceived value of
prestige pricing is based on the social desirability of a product. Similarly, the portrayal of men and women in advertising is influenced by contemporary social standards (see chapters 9 and 10).
• Competitors, who are the direct and indirect competition for the product. Direct competitors for the company are usually easily identified, since they’re the people selling
the same goods to the same market. Indirect competition is a type of competition
where a substitute product can be used to meet the needs of the consumer — for
example, consumers with a limited budget may consider spending their money on a
holiday or a home entertainment unit. Most electronic goods manufacturers
wouldn’t regard a trip to the beach as a competitor for their CD players, yet the consumer (with limited spending money) will often make choices between disparate
alternatives. Indirect competition also tends to arise as a result of changes in technology. The development of the Internet created a range of direct competition for
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products such as stamps (email replacing letters). The indirect competition from the
Internet was felt by products such as televisions, where people used the time they
had previously spent watching television on using the Internet.
• Technological change, which includes the development of new products, increased
efficiencies in product designs and manufacturing, and shifts in access to information. For the most part, this environment is usually addressed in terms of rapid
changes in technology, for example, the sudden rise of the Internet from obscurity to
commonplace communications medium, or a conflict between two formats of technology (e.g. video formats such as VHS and Betamax), or a product declining from
the market as a result of a new technology (the horse and buggy being replaced by
cars). One aspect to consider, however, is the rise of slow technology changes, where
an innovative product develops for a market niche, then slowly increases in capacity
and performance over a long period of time. When soy products were first introduced to the market, there was little demand for the products, as they were expensive, and often poor quality. However, advances in production technology combined
with increased promotion of defined health benefits (and the development of a
decent flavour) have seen soy products pose a serious threat to the dairy industry.
• Government activity, which covers the wide-ranging impacts of politics, politicians,
general government activities and often the role of the public sector. Politics is a
major influence on marketing with regard to products that attract distinct groups in
society with an active opposition to the product. Lobby groups, such as child
protection groups, can use their influence in the political process to have laws
introduced to control aspects of marketing. These include production standards to
ensure that toys are physically safe and promote suitable behaviour (e.g. banning
toys and games promoting violence), introducing safe packaging such as limiting or
banning the use of plastic bags which may cause suffocation, and introducing
advertising restrictions to avoid exploiting vulnerable young people. Similarly,
government-imposed fair trading laws or legal requirements for product labelling
can have a major impact on the organisation. One other factor that marketers need
to consider is that government fiscal policy will impact on consumer spending,
either through consumer confidence levels, or through interest rate rises (lowering
the available disposable income in society).
• Institutional changes, which represent the changes to the institutions associated with a
market. For example, a geographic region may be characterised by a series of shopping centres and housing estates. The development of a new estate, or the inclusion
of a light industrial area, would be an institutional change for marketers in that
region. Similarly, the changes can be at the microlevel, from the opening of new
shopping centres to banks closing branches, or at the macro level, from changes in
population distributions to the development of access to new services such as
public transport. These changes impact on the levels of competition within a market
in that while improved transport access may increase the movement of goods into
the area, it can also contribute to the movement of people out of the area to shop.
Increasingly, small local shops are finding themselves under pressure from franchised chains. The local convenience store, for example, is under threat in many
areas from increased trading hours on the part of major supermarkets, the diversification of service stations, which now invariably include fast-food and convenience
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stores in the complex as well as petrol and car-related products, and the expansion
of chains such as the Night Owl and 7-11 stores. Despite this competition, however,
if the local store provides a product and service at a price, place and time that is
preferred by customers in the local area, then it is possible to not only survive, but
to thrive.

5
global
perspectives

Common grounds and different environments: the
difficulty of international marketing in the global era

If you think of a city where you can order a Big Mac, buy a bottle of Coca-Cola and pick up a pair of new Nike shoes,
where in the world would it be? Anywhere from Bangkok to Beijing, Buenos Aires or Boston (and that’s only covering
one letter of the alphabet). With the increases in globalisation over the past decades that have resulted in multiculturalism, cultural exchanges and the blending of national characteristics, it
would be easy to believe the world is a homogenous marketplace.
For some global brands, the world might be one market — ‘Just Do It’
and ‘McHappy Meal’ are fairly universal concepts for global marketers to
translate from one culture to another (impulsive footwear and a meal that
brings joy to children). However, there are certain characteristics of the
international environment that remain unaffected by the spread of globalisation. Meldrum and McDonald (2000) have outlined some of these
factors as follows:
• Language: which also includes the variations of dialect between
regions — even in countries that have the same basic language, key
phrases and terms may differ by region. For example, Australia and
New Zealand notionally share the same language (English), yet they
have a range of region-specific phrases (try the term for a swimsuit
— bathers, cossie or togs, depending on your location).
• Tastes and fashions: unlike the Star Trek universe where everyone
from the same culture (or region) wears the same nifty jumpsuit,
tastes and fashions vary from nation to nation. With the advent of
multiculturalism and globalisation, many cultures have access to a range of national cuisines. However, even something as basic as a cup of coffee (if coffee can still be considered basic) has hundreds of variations on a theme.
Combine this with the variations in regional food (e.g. Thai food in Australia, the United States, England and Thailand
usually shares the names in common, though it’s rare for the potency or flavour of the dishes to match).
• Religion: which includes the level of overt religious practice, and the involvement of religion in society, government
and daily life. While a large proportion of Western nations hold religion as a notional aspect of society, many other
countries integrate religious and secular law as is found in some Islamic states, which will inevitably influence both
the types of product that can be made available and the way in which they can be promoted and distributed.
• The physical environment: which includes climate, rainfall and geographic features. Between one coast of the United
States and the other, there’s the full range of climatic options to choose from, including desert, arctic and civilised
environments. Australia and New Zealand range from temperate zones through to subarctic. The impact of the
physical environment is felt in the distribution arm of the marketing mix (see chapter 8), and in the demands of the
market (snowploughs are a low-priority investment for the Northern Territory).
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• Civilised behaviour: which is perhaps the most complicated aspect of globalisation and international marketing. At a
basic level, what one country may regard as a civilised way to run a nation another country may perceive as a gross
breach of human or civil rights. In reverse, the stricter nation may regard the behaviour of the other nation as
uncivilised and barbaric, compared to its own culture. From a marketing
perspective, there are often conflicts between what one nation regards as
Q.1 Which is more
civilised behaviour (dining at home alone) and another regards as civilised
important to a marketer, the
(dining with the family). A company trying to sell individually-prepared
similarity or the difference
microwave meals would require two radically different positioning strategies
between nations?
for these two countries.
Q.2 Find a foreign company
While there is a strong sense of importance placed on recognising the
selling a product in your local
differences, there is also a value in exploring the commonality between the
market. Which of the factors
environments of different nations. Nations with similar physical environments can
listed above would the
often share similar needs and wants based on the environment, despite having
company have needed to
radically different cultural and social conditions. In this way, careful scanning of
address to approach you as
the environment to determine similarities for demand, and differences requiring
a consumer?
customisation of marketing messages, can be a profitable venture for the
international marketer.

Strategic marketing: working within the vision
from up on high
Marketing strategy takes its direction from the overall strategic orientation of the
firm. There are many strategic frameworks and models that are employed at the corporate strategic planning level. Detailed discussion of these is beyond the scope of
this text, and will be addressed in later subjects in a standard marketing or management degree program. What it is important to know at this stage is that at the corporate strategic planning level, the board may make the decision to grow the firm in
any one of a number of ways. Four of the most common ways to do this are through:
• investing heavily in the marketing, sales and promotions functions (market penetration) to
increase the number of current users in the market or to increase usage rates among
the customer base
• developing new products to serve existing markets (new product development) — this can
be achieved by developing complementary products, such as a skin-care range to
use with an existing hair-care range, or by simply modifying existing products and
presenting them as ‘new’
• expanding the distribution of existing products into new markets (market development) —
this can include new market segments or exporting to new geographic markets
• diversifying into totally new areas (diversification) either through strategic alliances with
or takeovers of existing firms or through the development of sub-brands or new
brands to serve new markets with new products.
As a marketer at the operational level, the relative emphasis on and investment in
different elements of the marketing mix will be dependent on the overall strategic

Market penetration: heavily
investing in marketing,
sales and promotions
functions to increase the
number of customers or
usage rates of existing
customers.
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direction of the company. In a market penetration scenario (see chapter 13 for when to
use this in the product life cycle), for example, the main emphasis will be on advertising, sales promotion and pricing. Market research will feature prominently in both
product and market development to determine the needs of the potential customers
and how best to satisfy them. However, whereas in product development the emphasis
will naturally be on the product element of the marketing mix, in market development
it will be more on distribution and promotion.
Marketers at the top levels of the organisation may have an input into determining
the overall direction of the firm; however, for most marketers, the emphasis is not so
much on developing strategy but on implementing someone else’s strategy. In some
fields of marketing, for example public sector marketing, the product is predetermined by the government and so the role of marketing is even more constrained.
Tactical and operational marketers need to learn to operate within these constraints
to develop a marketing-oriented approach to strategy implementation.

6

Organisational-level marketing: tactics from
the coalface
The extent to which operational- and tactical-level marketers will have the freedom to
adopt a truly customer-focused, client-oriented approach to strategy implementation
will depend largely on the overriding culture of the organisation within which they
work. A marketer in a market-oriented firm is likely to be considerably more supported
and better resourced than one working in a production-oriented firm. Extremes of
views prevail as to the use and value of marketing, from the ‘marketing can solve everything’ approach to the ‘only use marketing if absolutely necessary’ perspective. Regardless of the perceived value and importance of marketing in the firm, marketers need to
be able to choose and use the relevant elements of the marketing tool kit to suit the
situation in which they find themselves working.

Being a marketer in a market-oriented firm
This is marketing Nirvana — the firm that ‘gets it’ with marketing, and has a corporate
philosophy of marketing that allows the marketing section to use the full range of
activities and resources needed to do the job. Unfortunately for marketers, these firms
are few and far between. In such a firm, marketing (at all three levels) is adopted across
the board. The philosophy of the organisation is customer-centric, strategies are developed to maximise the mutual benefits of exchange between client and firm, and the
marketing mix elements are resourced to a level that the strategy is not compromised
during the implementation phase.
Ideally in this scenario, the CEO and the board have an appreciation of the importance of balancing organisational and customer needs. The danger sometimes in
‘marketing’-oriented firms is that the CEO may go too far towards satisfying customer
wants at the expense of the firm’s objectives. Where marketing is taken seriously as a
guiding force in the firm, all staff are trained to take a customer-centric view regardless
of whether or not they are in direct contact with clients.
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Being a marketer in a not-so-market-oriented firm
The reality in many firms is that, while a significant portion of staff and senior personnel have an appreciation of the marketing concept, the overall direction of the
firm is focused on the needs of the firm rather than the needs of potential customers.
In such an organisation, the marketing philosophy is not fully integrated into all operational areas. However, customer needs are considered when developing specific strategies for predetermined markets or to meet clear organisational objectives.
From a practical point of view this is usually reflected in a recognition of the importance of market research in developing campaigns, products and strategies, as well as
an explicit recognition of the importance of integrating the different elements of the
marketing mix. Overall, the focus will tend to be in favour of profit or other organisational objectives rather than striving for a balance between the needs of the firm
and the needs of its customers.

Being a marketer in a non-market-oriented firm
The final scenario is the relatively common situation where marketing is seen as purely
a tactical or operational issue. There is no recognition of the value of the customercentric approach in determining corporate direction, and marketing does not have a
direct input into the development of broad-based strategies for the market. Market
research tends to be ignored because the firm’s management works on ‘gut feeling’
and ‘knowing’ what the market needs. This is a common situation in productionoriented firms where it is assumed that the customer will see the light and buy the
superior product. There’s also a strong tendency in the service sector, particularly in
expert-driven service organisations such as medical centres, legal firms and accountants, to regard the service as flawless, and the consumer as the problem when sales
decline.
In these organisations the role of marketing is usually undervalued yet, oddly
enough, marketing tends to be attributed powers that it does not possess. Due to a
combination of ignorance surrounding the whole concept and practice of marketing,
and faith in the snake oil approach, marketing can apparently ‘fix’ anything. Marketing
has its strengths, but it’s no Bob the Builder (‘Can we market it? Yes we can!’) when it
comes to solving longer-term problems with declining sales or poor market share.
Marketing is often confined to the marketing mix only and, even within this, tends to
focus primarily on the promotional aspect. It is usually brought in when there is a
major problem to fix, such as ‘no one will buy our better mousetrap’, or to smooth over
adverse publicity or a scandal, usually generated by ignoring the needs and expectations of the customers.
In such a situation marketing tends to be underfunded and marketing personnel
need to be innovative in how they work to achieve their objectives. Low-budget and
no-budget marketing techniques need to be developed with a strong emphasis on networking, word of mouth and publicity. Internal marketing and the education of other
members of staff towards a strong client focus is also important in this type of
organisation if marketing is ever to fully contribute to the achievement of the firm’s
objectives.
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7

Business from a non-marketing orientation:
is marketing universal?
‘Somebody thought of that, and someone believed it,
And look what it’s done so far.’
‘Rainbow Connection’ by Paul Williams (performed by K. Frog,1979,
The Muppet Movie, Henson Films)

Product orientation: a
business approach that
focuses on developing
better and more complex
products whether or not
there is a real demand for
them.

Production orientation: a
business philosophy that
focuses on the product
and emphasises efficient
manufacturing of the
product.

Sales orientation: a
business philosophy where
the company makes the
product and then focuses
on finding a buyer for the
product.
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Although marketing has been an important part of many organisations for the past four
decades, it evolved as a business philosophy from the earlier sales- and productionoriented approaches. While the different approaches outlined below have dominated at
different times, their existence is not necessarily sequential. Although the development
of a marketing orientation is an evolution from product, production and sales orientations, it is only the historical process that follows a linear path. Actual use of the
orientations can switch between sales, product, production and marketing, depending
on the needs of the organisation. Depending on environmental forces and the nature
of demand, marketing is not always the most appropriate or profitable approach. It is
possible for a firm to move from a marketing orientation to a sales orientation or even
to a product orientation, and for this to be in the best interests of the firm.
• A product orientation is an approach to business that focuses on the development of better and more complex products, without necessarily being concerned
whether or not there is a real demand for them. This is typical of many entrepreneurs and inventors who focus on the technical superiority of the invention
rather than on the ability of the product to meet a consumer need. Often referred to
as the ‘better mousetrap’ approach, the underpinning belief is that if the product is
superior, customers will inevitably see the inherent value and purchase it.
• A production orientation is another business philosophy that focuses on the
product rather than the consumer, but in this case the emphasis is on efficient
manufacturing of the product. Best exemplified by the early Ford approach of
‘you can have it in any colour as long as it’s black’, the production orientation is
most appropriate when there is excessive demand for a product and relatively
scarce suppliers. In times of emergency or shortages of key products, efficient and
cheap production is paramount; however, once the initial demand has been met,
the firm has to change its orientation or risk being left with an excess of unsaleable stock.
• A sales orientation is a business approach where the company makes the product
because it can, and then focuses its efforts on finding a buyer for the product. The
sales orientation was the precursor to the marketing orientation, as technology
allowed organisations to mass-produce products simply because they could. It was
the height of business fashion in the post-World War II period to build things on the
off-chance the public would come and buy. The sales orientation often follows the
production orientation and employs a range of marketing-related tactics to shift the
product from the warehouses and shelves. Many of the negative practices associated
with marketing, such as excessive and exaggerated advertising, heavy-handed, highpressure sales techniques and random price discounting, are all commonly used to
move excessive product in the sales orientation.
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Television marketing, and the need for a
production-oriented marketer

business
practice

The hardest job for a good marketer is to step
back and let a product be developed without
recourse to market research and without listening
to the demands of the marketplace. For most
businesses, this is the equivalent of commercial
suicide — however, for the entertainment
industry, listening to the market can often result
in a bigger, faster and far more embarrassing
disaster than simply ignoring the people.
Contemporary television and cinema often
pre-test ideas, film endings and stories with
select focus groups to ensure a ratings viability. The problem with this method is that it
often interferes with the development of the
story of the film or the product so that it
essentially fails to deliver any product. In
areas of art, creative endeavour and products consumed by the mass audience, the
role of marketing is to create the productviewer match, without recourse to
changing the product.
Television is a source of natural monopoly where 30 minutes (or more) of a viewer’s life can be captured by a
single product. Good marketing here finds the viewers who desire the products, without needing to compromise the
integrity and strength of the product. Poor marketing takes a good product and weakens it until it matches the widest
possible audience, creating something that gives neither value to the creators nor inherent appeal to the adopters.
A casual evening in front of the television can provide sufficient examples of the formulaic, market-targeted massdenominator products that are the result of poor television marketing. It’s a safer bet to let the creative teams build
a product and then recruit the audiences to the product that matches their
television-viewing needs.
Q.1 What are the dangers
In other instances, the misapplication of marketing can be found in the desire to
involved in using market
create products that match the broadest possible market rather than a specific target
research to develop creative
group. In cinema development, there is a propensity to take a film product aimed at a
projects? What are the
specific audience (e.g. teenage males) and ‘broaden the appeal’ by introducing
benefits?
elements for non-members of the original market (e.g. the inclusion of a romantic subQ.2 Do you believe that a
plot for the ‘female audience’). On paper, the theory says that developing the product to
creative project should have
match the needs of both markets should result in greater product success. In reality,
a production, product, sales
these are often conflicting goals where action (things explode) is mixed with character
or marketing orientation?
development (people talk) to the extent that the film fails to satisfy the demands of the
market (a little less conversation, a little more action).
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Tactical marketing: putting vision into practice
The vision, mission and strategic objectives of the organisation are set at the highest
level. Rarely do marketers have a direct input. Instead, it is usually the role of the marketer and the marketing section to put the vision into practice and to develop and
implement a series of programs that turn the mission into reality.

8

Integrating strategy into tactics
The organisational mission and vision are usually suitably vague as to be applicable
and relevant over time. From these broad statements, such as ‘providing quality health
care’ or ‘making shopping fun’, specific objectives are derived. It is these objectives
that marketers must contribute to achieving through the marketing program. If the key
objective of the firm is ‘to be the Number 1 Rating Radio Station in Newcastle’,
achieving this needs to be based on a series of integrated short-term objectives, each
of which contributes to the achievement of the overall objective. This is done by developing a set of tactics at the operational or tactical level. For example, the first thing
that needs to be determined is just how big the task is. How many new listeners are
needed? What do people like or dislike about the station? What would make them
switch over?
Based on this research specific tactical campaigns can be developed. These can be
in the form of encouraging new listeners to sample the station by providing incentives
such as competitions for listeners or rewarding those listening to the station with
random rewards. The station may need to reformat its programs (product redefinition),
upgrade its advertising in other media to create awareness or refocus and reposition
the station to attract a new market altogether.
The emphasis here is on turning the vision into objectives, the objectives into tactics and the tactics into schedules of action.

Short-term tactics versus long-term strategy
One of the dangers of focusing on marketing at the tactical level only, with the
achievement of short-term objectives as the goal, is that in achieving one objective,
other related objectives may be undermined. This is often the result of reactive,
rather than pro-active, strategy development. While firms need to be adaptive so that
they respond to changing environmental conditions, modifications at the tactical level
of implementation need to be governed by the overall strategic positioning of the
company, not by simply matching competitors.
There is no right and wrong in the implementation of specific strategies and tactics,
as the following example will demonstrate, as long as these tactics fall within the
firm’s overall strategic framework. Take an example where there are two companies
competing in the computer retail market. AlphaBits is positioned as a high-quality,
high-service outlet, while BetaTest is positioned as low-cost and low-service. A third
company, Computato, enters the market and, to attract customers, offers introductory
prices at 20 per cent below BetaTest’s current prices. How should the existing companies respond?
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Given that the strategic positioning strategy of BetaTest is based, in part, on price,
then temporary price cuts to match the new rival would be an appropriate response.
However, should AlphaBits adopt the same tactic, the company could seriously
undermine its overall positioning strategy, as price is not one of the factors its customers consider to be important. Slashing prices may result in customers gaining
the perception that quality of service has diminished, as price is often psychologically associated with quality, particularly for services (see chapter 11). Hence the
appropriate response to a competitive threat should not be entirely guided by the
competitor’s actions but rather the overall strategic orientation and positioning of
the organisation.

Resolving mission statement versus end-of-quarter goals
On a very practical day-to-day level, it is easy to fall into the trap of inadvertently
undermining the mission statement of the organisation through short-term tactics.
This is particularly true when individual marketing and salespeople are under pressure
to meet specific end-of-quarter financial goals. It is easier to offer a quick-fix discount,
to shift the last units of products to make up the figures and avoid potential reprimands, than it is to stay true to the overall positioning strategy of the organisation.
The problem with this, as discussed below, is that consumers learn new behaviours
fairly quickly and soon recognise that it is better to delay negotiations until the salesperson is under pressure from their own organisation to close the deal than it is to
move quickly.

Brands, price signalling and quick-fix tactics: serving and protecting the
organisational agenda
Short-term focus on tactical goals can fundamentally undermine the overall organisational agenda and positioning strategy of the firm. One of the most common errors
that companies make in doing this relates to promotional pricing activities. Target,
for example, instituted regular 20 per cent off days for various clothing items such as
20 per cent off children’s clothes, 20 per cent off underwear and 20 per cent off shoes.
In general, the reason for a short pricing promotion such as this is either to clear stock
or to encourage people into the store in the hope that they purchase other, non-pricereduced items.
The unforeseen consequence of this focus on short-term gains in sales, however, has
been an overall change in customer behaviour. Now many customers simply wait for a
regular 20 per cent off day before making their purchases and focus only on pricereduced items. In the longer term what has happened is that the store has effectively
repositioned the pricing of its products to 20 per cent below what it needs to support
the overall objectives and strategy of the organisation. Such price signalling indicates
to customers that the ‘normal’ price of items is excessive, and that the ‘real’ value and
price of the items is 20 per cent less than that on the price tag.
The whole of the retail industry is suffering from this problem as a result of the
twice-yearly sales of major department stores. In particular, potential purchasers of
major items such as whitegoods usually wait for a ‘special’ or ‘sale’ rather than purchasing at full price. Increasingly, consumers only make full-price major purchases if
they are unplanned, for example the washing machine blows up and can’t be fixed so
there is no choice but to buy a new one.
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Integrating tactical plans into strategic plans and
organisational goals
Effective marketing strategy depends on fully integrating the goals of the corporate,
strategic, business and marketing plans of the organisation. While the vision and
mission provide the overall direction of the firm, the position or image it wants to
project and the markets it wishes to service, the operational-level business and
marketing plans put the actions and activities in place to achieve these goals.
Effective communication of the firm’s goals and mission through quality internal
marketing is essential if all elements of the organisation are to work towards the same
goals. The corporate plan sets the overall direction of the company; the strategic plan
focuses on the broad-based approach of how in general terms these are to be achieved,
sets financial and other goals and identifies which markets to work in; while the operational and tactical marketing and business plans design the specific marketing mix to
achieve these objectives. Each plan draws on the one above for direction and overall
goals, which are then operationalised into specific objectives.
In many ways this multilayer process is similar to Russian nesting dolls, where each
level sees a decreasing size of the goals and objectives to be achieved, but at each
stage the plan remains essentially the same (see figure 2.4).

Strategic vision

Strategic direction

Marketing objectives

Sales objectives

Sales pitch

Figure 2.4: Nested objectives

Chapter summary
This chapter focused on marketing from an organisational perspective. In doing so it
addressed issues that marketers commonly face in practice. In particular it emphasised
that, while from a theoretical and textbook point of view marketing should be fully
implemented throughout the organisation and provide the integrating force to ensure
that a customer orientation is followed throughout, in reality many firms do not see
marketing as anything more than a short-term tactical solution to a specific problem.
Marketing as a strategic tool is often neglected in favour of marketing as a set of shortterm promotional and sales objectives.
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Acknowledging the reality of marketing in practice it is important that the varying roles
that marketing can and does play in achieving organisational objectives are recognised.
Even when it cannot be implemented in its fullest sense, marketing can play an important
role in the achievement of organisational objectives. What is important is that the
marketing plan remains flexible enough to respond to environmental change yet at the
same time is sufficiently grounded in organisational culture to work towards the common
goals of the firm.
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Review questions
R.1 How important is the profit factor in an organisation that professes to have a
marketing orientation?
R.2 In terms of marketing, briefly outline the four roles of profit within an
organisation.
R.3 If an organisation comes within the category of ‘not-for-profit’, how can you
justify the need for it to run at a profit?
R.4 Briefly outline the differences between the business adoption perspective of
marketing and the consumer perspective.
R.5 In your opinion, how does the definition of a ‘marketing orientation’ vary from
the more popularly accepted view of marketing?
R.6 Define ‘integrative marketing’ and give examples of how you see it in operation
within a company.
R.7 Is there a clear difference between the definitions of ‘marketing orientation’ and
‘functional area of marketing’?
R.8 Is the customer the only public that the marketer needs to be aware of and
respond to?
R.9 In an organisation that doesn’t have a marketing orientation, are there methods
that you can use to be successful as a marketer? If there are, give some
examples.
R.10 What is the difference between long-term strategies and short-term strategies?
Give some examples to illustrate your answer.
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Application questions
A.1 What are the main points for and against the use of social marketing in notfor-profit organisations? Is it in fact a misnomer to refer to marketing, which is
generally profit-oriented, in not-for-profit terms?
A.2 If an organisation is purely profit-driven, is it preferable to dispense with
marketing activities, which could be seen as an added cost, or is it even more
essential that marketing be applied throughout the organisation? Use the sixstep philosophy of marketing as a point of reference in answering this question.
A.3 What are the main problems encountered when attempting to use internal
marketing to effect internal change within organisations?
A.4 The marketing environment is a complex series of factors that impact on the
effectiveness of the marketing mix. Briefly outline the five common areas into
which they are divided and give some examples of how they apply in the
marketplace.
A.5 Customer orientation is a major factor in marketing but often the desires of the
customer are not compatible with the needs of the organisation. There are many
examples of customer-oriented organisations failing because of insufficient
profit, apparently caused by adopting a marketing orientation. Is this a true
reflection of marketing? Illustrate your answer with recent examples from the
marketplace.

Discussion questions
D.1 ‘In terms of a marketing orientation, it is important to remember that profit
generation is one of the most essential items for the accounts and sales
departments and that the marketing department should concentrate on what it
knows best.’ Discuss.
D.2 ‘In many organisations strategic planning is seen as a necessary part of the
management and organisational process. While the vision and mission
statements may sound admirable, they are basically only window dressing and
do not need to be developed further for action to take place.’ Do you agree with
this statement? Give your reasons for its validity or otherwise.
D.3 Outline the three main publics that the marketer needs to be concerned with
and assess their importance to the organisation. Compare this with the
importance of the direct customer. Is one more important or relevant than
the others?
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Not-for-profit marketing: applying marketing for reasons
other than money (in a diverse range of organisations
The not-for-profit sector is often overlooked, yet organisations within this sector represent a diverse, and often high-profile, range of activities and objectives. What they
all have in common is that they operate for reasons other than generating a profit to
disperse to investors and shareholders. In Australia, the not-for-profit sector employs
600 000 people and spends around $26 billion per annum. As a major contributor to
the economy, the not-for-profit sector clearly can benefit from the effective use of a
variety of business techniques including marketing. Due to the diversity of organisations
and objectives involved, the use and acceptance of marketing has been varied.
The largest part of the not-for-profit sector is in education and research. Universities and schools have adopted marketing techniques with increasing sophistication
over the past two decades as the sector has expanded significantly. If you reflect on
your decision to undertake further study, think about the range of marketing materials
that were available from different institutions, all of which were after your ‘business’.
The objectives of educational institutions when employing marketing are not only
financial. They also include the need to fill quotas, ensure that the best quality students are attracted to one university ahead of another, and maintain an ongoing
supply of new researchers to assist in the development of the disciplines that the university offers for study.
Community services form another large part of the not-for-profit sector. In this case marketing has,
overall, been less well accepted as it is often perceived as a cost that uses money that could better be
spent on other, more ‘worthy’ activities such as service delivery to client groups.
However, despite initial concerns there are many high-profile examples of effective marketing in the
community services sector, such as World Vision’s 24-hour famine and the Salvation Army’s Red Shield
Appeal. (Marketing in the community services sector is often directed only at fundraising activities.) Marketing expenditure in community services is justified if marketing can be demonstrated to provide a greater
return than the cost of investment.
A third important subgroup within the not-for-profit sector, and one that is often not recognised as such,
is sporting organisations. High-profile operations such as the Australian Football League, Soccer Australia
and the Australian Cricket Board fall within this definition — despite the large amounts of money that the
sports attract. The marketing objectives of major sporting organisations tend to be directed at raising
money to cover the costs of running the organisation and also to reinvest in development activities. This
includes the direct and indirect funding of initiatives such as local sporting competitions and school-based
sports programs, all of which are designed, first, to maximise health benefits to children by encouraging an
active lifestyle and second, to provide the players for the next generation of elite spectator sport.
The fourth major group of not-for-profit organisations that is increasing its use of marketing is arts and
cultural groups. For these bodies the main purpose and objectives of the marketing plan are to increase
interest in the arts, increase attendance numbers at exhibitions and performances, and educate the public
to improve appreciation of the arts as an important part of society.

Q.1 ‘Not-for-profits often
have scarce financial
resources and therefore see
marketing as an expense that
they cannot afford.’ Develop an
argument that could be used
to persuade a local community
service group that marketing is
not only appropriate to their
organisation but also that it
could bring them increased
benefits.
Q.2 Choose an organisation
from one of the four categories
above (i.e. education,
community service, sport or
arts) and outline the major
objectives that marketing
could help them to achieve.
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Chapter 3

Contemporary marketing
practice: marketing for
the twenty-first century
Chapter outline
This chapter covers a lot of material designed to give you a
good understanding of the key features of, and influences on,
marketing practice in the twenty-first century. Starting with a
discussion of how the characteristics of different generational
groups are influencing the way in which marketing has developed in Australia and New Zealand, the chapter then goes on
to explore some of the key social influences on marketing practice. These influences include globalisation, multiculturalism,
and changing social structures and expectations.
The chapter then moves on to an overview of some of the
critical strategic tools that marketing employs. As the purpose
of this text is to give a grounding in tactical marketing
techniques, rather than higher-level strategy, the focus is on
presenting the core concepts and models underpinning these
strategies and how they are applied. The specific strategic
tools discussed here are market segmentation and target
marketing, positioning and branding.

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Discuss the different
generational labels that
are applied to
consumer groups
Explain the major
influences on
marketing and
consumer behaviour
Apply the product life
cycle model
Understand the
importance of market
segmentation
Describe the key bases
of, and approaches to,
market segmentation
Explain what is meant
by positioning
Apply the tool of
perceptual mapping
Discuss the importance
of branding
Explain the
components of
successful branding
strategies.
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Introduction

Brands: identifying markers,
usually a name or a logo, that a
consumer could use to recognise
a product, company or service

Contemporary marketing practice is based on the implementation of the key strategic marketing tools of segmentation, branding and positioning and applying them
in the context of the changing role and behaviour of consumers. Consumers in the
twenty-first century are better educated and more sophisticated than in the past.
Subject to the influence of significant social and economic change through the
second half of the twentieth century, contemporary consumers do not fit neatly into
any given category. As a result a myriad of subgroups and segments has been identified and described, ranging from the broad-based generational categories of Baby
Boomers, Generation X, Generation Y and beyond to specific niche markets identified for the sale of specific brands and branded goods. Although marketers in the
twenty-first century have to deal with the accumulated influences of the past, the
core strategies and tactics underpinning segmentation, positioning and branding
remain consistent.

Marketing in the twenty-first century
Marketing in the twenty-first century is just like marketing in the twentieth century,
only with more buttons and a longer wait until the change of the millennium. While
the calendar may have rolled over into a new millennium, marketing faces the same
types of challenges that were faced in the past. The customer is still the central focus
of the marketing orientation, and the customer still has this habit of changing, being
born and growing old, while all through this having a changing lifestyle.

1

The changing consumer
The consumer has changed from the ‘glory’ days of marketing in the 1950s, when you
could sell just about anything because just about anything was better than having just
been in a world war. The children of this generation, known as the Baby Boomers, are
now hitting the magic 50–64 age bracket, and consequently, there are a lot of people
who aren’t Baby Boomers who are active in the marketplace. This hasn’t sat very well
with many marketers (who also happen to be Baby Boomers) insofar as the ‘me’ generation hasn’t always been able to come to terms with the needs and motivations of
Generation X, Generation Y and Echo-Boomers. Basically, any generation that had a
series of catchphrases along the lines of ‘Hope I die before I get old’ and ‘Never trust
anyone over 30’ lacked a certain sense of forward thinking.
The contemporary consumer market consists of three relatively diverse generations
— the Baby Boomers (born between 1946 and 1964), Generation X (born between 1961
and 1981) and Generation Everyone Else (born after 1981 — technically EchoBoomers, also know as Generation Y and briefly named Clan Nintendo). Don’t you just
feel proud to be a label?
The different generational labels tend to be fairly fluid in application, with labels
appearing every time the New York Times bestseller list identifies a new ‘definitive’ guide
to the youth generation.
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global
perspectives

Labelling generations

Personally, Douglas Coupland has a lot to answer for — his 1992 book, Generation
X, left a permanent ink marker stain on the marketing industry’s collective mind-set.
For a fiction writer, computer industry commentator and part-time member of Generation X (born in 1961, he’s either a very late Boomer or a very early Generation
Xer), Coupland did more to encapsulate this generation for marketing purposes
than most of the major research firms around the world.
The only problem for marketing is that Coupland is a fiction writer, and he wrote
a story, based on the name of a band from the 1970s (which in turn was taken
from the title of a novel from the 1960s), about three fictional ‘slackers’ who were
20-something, which became the basis of the corporate marketing world view of a
generation of people.
In contrast, the Baby Boomer generation was influenced by, and influenced, a
series of revolutions in social behaviour. They were born at the end of a war, and
lived through a period of constant threat (the Cold War, and wars including conflicts in Vietnam and Korea). They had also been researched heavily by sociologists, marketers and social commentators (most of whom happened to also be Baby Boomers) and are defined more
by Madison Avenue (the collective term for the US advertising industry, not the band) and advertising than fiction writers.
The children of the Baby Boomers have been split into two categories — Generation X and Generation Y. Generation X children were influenced by the results of a largely successful social revolution by their parents. By the time most
Generation Xers were at school, their parents were both working, and Generation X was the first generation to make
the ‘latch-key kid’ acceptable. Consequently, this generation is often characterised as independent and aloof (it comes
from letting yourself in, making dinner for yourself and wondering if your parents are working back late at the office).
Generation Yers are often the younger siblings of Generation X or are the children of Baby Boomers who had children
later in life.
Generation Y hasn’t had a Douglas Coupland (yet) to give it a defining set of characteristics, although it is characterised by having grown up with technology, computers and the Internet. This is the generation that the authors of this text
expect to be reading the book (with a big hello to the last of the Generation X readers). As far as the marketing trade
press is concerned, Generation Y is represented by a group of people who are no longer
brand loyal to their parent’s brand preferences (when has any generation been like that?),
Q.1 Do the generational
are adept with contemporary technology, are fashion conscious and are a diverse cultural
labels mean anything to you?
blend who have grown up to experience wider diversity than their parents. Then again, these
Do you identify with a
characteristics could just as easily have been used to describe Boomers and Generation X.
particular generation based on
As a result, the value of the generational labels is becoming less apparent each decade,
when you were born?
as the rapid fragmentation of social structures, the increases in mass-market customisation,
Q.2 How different are Baby
and the development of viable global lifestyle niches replace broad-sweeping market segment
Boomers from Generation X
labels. However, most generations will be stuck with a label in order to succinctly describe
and Generation Y? Can
them in the media and marketing reports, or in a fictional novel written by someone from the
products be targeted to all
previous generational label.
three generations?
Source: www.babybusters.org/othergen.htm; www.businessweek.com/1999/99_07/
b3616001.htm; coupland.homepage.dk.
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There have been several notable recent changes in the consumer marketplace that
have come from consumers rather than external factors. These changes are:
• the decline of brand loyalty
• consumer power and consumer movements
• individual wealth and collective wealth
• time, and the demands on the consumer’s time.

Brand loyalty: the
situation where the
consumer will only buy
specific branded product,a
and will avoid or delay
purchasing if the branded
product is not available.

Brand switching: the
situation where a brand
loyal customer makes a
semi-permanent shift
from their current brand
to a new brand.

The decline of brand loyalty
Over the past few decades, one commonly acknowledged issue for marketing has been
the steady decline in the strength of brand loyalty. The original idea behind brand
loyalty was that once a customer chose a particular brand, they were with that brand
for life. Unfortunately, this also meant that many companies believed that once you
won the customers, that was the last time you needed to worry about them, since they
were brand loyal, and you had them for life. Increasing competition in most marketplaces has led to the rise in brand switching, where customers no longer feel compelled to stay with the one provider for the duration of their purchasing life span. For
example, changing banks used to be a relatively unheard of phenomenon, since the
bank manager knew the customer, and many banks had several generations of the
same family banking at the same branch. However, as more banks, and non-bank
financial services, started to enter the market, they lowered the financial and social
costs of brand switching (see chapter 11 for details on the social cost).
Similarly, advances in technology, and in distribution capacity (see chapter 8), have
increased the diversity in the marketplace — previously, physical location had a major
impact on brand loyalty, as you would deal almost exclusively with the locally-based
service providers. Improvements in distribution and logistics have opened up markets
to increasing competition, with Internet-based services being the most obvious case of
global competition. The increased range of choice and alternatives, and the effort
expended by all arms of marketing to encourage brand switching, has created a reduction in the expectation of brand loyalty by industry, and aided the rise in the power of
the consumer.

Consumer power and consumer movements
The rise in competition in the marketplace, combined with the acceptability of
brand switching, have in part contributed to the rise of the power of the consumer. In
turn, the increased power of the consumer has led to brand switching being socially
acceptable. This circular logic works as illustrated in figure 3.1.
Starting from any point in the diagram, it can be seen that as marketing competition
increases (i.e. more brands, more choice), brand switching becomes encouraged by the
marketing communications messages of the marketers — special offers are given to
customers who leave or return to an existing provider (this was particularly the case in
the Optus/Telstra battle — rewards for loyalty were nil, yet if you swapped carriers several times, you could win prizes). Once the market itself establishes that brand
switching is both an expected and an acceptable behaviour, the rate of switching is
likely to increase.
All this tends to swing the power balance away from the organisations and back to
the consumer for a brief period of time. If market switching becomes too fierce, and
price wars (see chapter 11) occur, this usually results in the loss of several smaller
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organisations, leaving a natural oligarchy of larger competitors. Once an oligarchy or
duopoly (or worse, monopoly) forms in the market, the power of the consumer
decreases dramatically. However, in the current marketing environments, a duopoly
situation is usually seen by many potential businesses as an opportunity to break into
the market. Strangely enough, a monopoly is seen as a market that’s impossible to
enter — two well-financed opponents are regarded as easier to tackle than one.
Brand
switching
Increased brand
switching messages

Marketing
competition

Increased likelihood
of switching

Consumer
power

Increased market
demand for choice

Consumer
movements

Increased
feeling of power

Figure 3.1: Consumer power, consumer movements and marketing

Individual wealth and collective wealth
Even though newspapers regularly report popular predictions of doom and gloom and
an ever-declining standard of living, the reality is that for the majority of people
entering the twenty-first century things have never been better. Starvation, lack of
clean water and wars on home territory are not a major concern for Australia and New
Zealand. The war against disease is increasingly being won. Admittedly, there is no
cure or vaccine for AIDS yet, but there is for a number of common killers from the first
half of the twentieth century such as measles, smallpox, flu and polio.
On a societal level we are in a period of high wealth with basic necessities being
met, a social security safety net being provided by government and a wider range of
choice than could ever have been imagined a hundred years ago. Unemployment may
seem to be higher now than in the past, but this is associated with the increased
number of people looking for work. Remember, until the late 1960s, there was a legal
requirement that married women had to resign from full-time employment in the
public sector in Australia, which included teachers, ABC journalists, public hospital
nurses and clerks. The marriage bar was also common (although not enforced by law)
in the private sector.
Realistically, how low were unemployment rates in the 1950s if any married woman
was prevented from holding a job? The legal removal of a large portion of the population from the employment statistics created a body of hidden unemployed, which
artificially suppressed the jobless figures. In addition, the indigenous population of
Australia wasn’t even included in the census or population figures, let alone the
employment statistics, until the 1970s. These factors together give a false view of past
as the ‘good old days of full employment’. While official unemployment rates remain
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moderately high, a higher proportion of the population than ever before is in the workforce and working for some sort of financial return.
Today, changing expectations and values mean that all members of society are able
to contribute to the wealth generation of the nation. Although there are clearly segments of poverty and disadvantage in society, overall, individual wealth and societal
wealth continues to grow. The movement of women into the workforce has not only
increased the spending power of women, but also of men. Instead of men being
expected to shoulder the burden of paying not only for their own needs, but also those
of a wife and any children, the load is now being shared. This is freeing up disposable
income for both parents and increasing the overall amount of money being spent in
the economy. Changing interest rates and exchange rates may have short-term impacts
on certain types of purchases and particular spending patterns; however, in the greater
scheme of things, these trends are of relatively minor importance when the overall picture of average wealth and disposable income is taken into consideration.

Time, and the demands on the consumer’s time
Possibly the most significant change in the consumer in recent years has been the
demands on the consumer’s time as a result of new technology. For example, prior to
cable television, there were only five television channels to watch in an evening. With
the expansion of cable television, the range of alternatives has reached over 50 channels. Increased choice also increases the likelihood of needing to either time-shift
(tape-record) a program due to a conflict (ever noticed how often the two shows you
watch in a week are on at the same time?) or set aside more television watching time.
Mobile phone technology has decreased the number of times and places people
can’t be reached, and has altered perceptions of time. Instead of waiting until
someone is at work, or has come home, before calling them, mobile phones allow
people to be contacted instantly. Mobile phone technology has also contributed to the
recently developed perception of instant access to people and information. Whereas
previously people accepted that they’d have to wait until a person was in range of a
landline to be contacted, now they expect to be able to reach their friends instantly,
either by text message or voice. Similarly, the Internet has reduced the acceptable
length of time you should wait for a response to a letter to a friend from several days
down to several hours (or several minutes if using instant messaging). The impact of
these changing perceptions of time are explored in depth below.
In general, consumers have increased the amount of demands on their time, and
reduced their overall patience with delays. This has led to consumers seriously
decreasing their perception of what constitutes an ‘acceptable wait’. The idea of taking
six hours to prepare a meal seems bizarre when microwaves mean that a meal can go
from frozen to on the table in under five minutes. (See also the Entrepreneurial Focus
‘Fast slow food’ in chapter 11.)

2

The market environment
There have been numerous changes in the market environment that have had significant impacts on the practice of marketing, and on the consumer. The three most influential impacts (from the perspective of the book) are globalisation, multiculturalism
and the shift in social structures.
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Globalisation
Regardless of whether your personal views are that globalisation is a good or a bad
thing, the fact is that it is a major social and economic force in the world today and as
such is impacting significantly on the marketing of goods and services worldwide. Globalisation refers to the increasing interconnectedness of countries worldwide and is
being driven by two major forces: improved technology (particularly communications
technology) and the freer movement of goods, services and ideas. Increasingly, countries are removing protectionist barriers that prevent the easy movement of imports,
thus allowing consumers a greater variety of goods to choose from than ever before.
From a marketing viewpoint the trend towards globalisation has increased the availability of products, in many cases has decreased the cost of products, such as
clothing, as cheap imports become available, and has increased competition in the
local market.

Multiculturalism
Multiculturalism has had a particularly strong influence on the availability of products in Australia and New Zealand over the past two decades. Although both countries have traditionally been the targets of migration, much of this has been from
Commonwealth countries. Further, migrants traditionally have assimilated into the
local culture and taken on the food, customs and behaviours of the dominant
society. Since the 1970s, there has been a gradual broadening of the variety of countries from which migrants are drawn, with a greater proportion now coming from
various Asian countries and Eastern Europe. Accompanying this trend has been a
conscious policy to encourage migrant groups to retain key customs and cultural
activities. From a marketing point of view this trend is most clearly seen in the
supermarket where the array of food items now available in terms of fresh food, condiments and staples such as tofu reflects the diversity of cultures and tastes that
now make up society. In addition, the multicultural approach has opened up new
markets for other formerly culturally specific products such as music and entertainment, books and magazines, clothing, and so on.

Globalisation: the
increasing
interconnectedness of
countries worldwide.

Multiculturalism: the
acceptance of multiple
ethnic, religious and social
subgroup cultural values
into a society to form a
hybrid culture where all of
the independent cultures
can function together and
contribute to a shared
culture.

Changing social structures
As discussed in chapter 2 in relation to the social environment, the social structure
of Australia and New Zealand has been transformed over the past two or three
decades. In addition to the key trend of the changing role of women in the
workplace, fundamental shifts have occurred in relation to household and family
structures. The traditional family life cycle of child–young single adult–married
couple–married couple with children–empty nester–retiree is no longer the norm.
The rising incidence of divorce, combined with the number of children born to
unmarried couples, has seen a dramatic rise in the number of single-parent
households. Conversely, parents with children are finding their children stay home
for longer, or return back to the family home following the divorce or break-up of
their own families. Extended families are no longer common and so one of the
biggest growth markets is in fact the older single person living alone. All of these
changes have combined to influence lifestyles, housing and demand for different
types and sizes of standard household products such as washing machines, fridges,
and so on.
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Time
Perhaps the most remarkable phenomenon in the change of market conditions for
marketing has been the radical altering of the perception of time. With the outbreak
of a range of instant access technologies, 24-hour services and the relaxation of labour
laws (to allow trading on Saturday afternoons, Sundays and after 5.00 p.m. on weekdays) there has been a fundamental shift in the consumer’s reaction to time issues in
marketing.

Technology and 24×7 access
Technology has had one of the biggest impacts on the nature of when, and where,
consumers expect services to be available. When getting cash out meant lining up in
a bank, during bank opening hours, this was seen as perfectly acceptable by consumers. If you wanted cash on Sunday, you went to the bank on Friday afternoon
(before it closed at 3.00 p.m.). Since the widespread adoption and use of the ATM, and
the subsequent spread of EFTPOS networks, getting cash out occurs just about wherever (and possibly whenever) a purchase is made.
This particular shift has changed two expectations in the market. First, consumers
expect to be able to access their money at any point in time (a reasonable request),
and second, people carry less cash since they feel secure in knowing that they have a
wide range of options from where to withdraw money. When the EFTPOS networks fail
(which they do, every December, usually around lunchtime in the week before
Christmas) few people are carrying sufficient cash to compensate for the loss of the
technology.
The expectation of access to money on a 24×7 basis has also stimulated demand
for services such as online banking, since the consumer is no longer tied to the operating hours dictated by the banks (though nothing is more irritating than the online
banks being shut for ‘servicing’ on a public holiday). Given the previous power the
banks exerted over the marketplace (you accessed your money on their terms and
their preferred times), this particular act of consumer power has led to the rise of
other 24-hour services. One of the least remembered factors of the 1980s marketplace is the fact that few petrol stations opened on a Sunday, let alone operated on
the 24×7 concept. The idea that a petrol station would be open after 5.00 p.m. on a
Friday was strange enough, since a limited range of petrol stations would be available between 9.00 a.m. and 12 noon on Saturday morning. After that, you had to
either find a coin-operated petrol station or simply avoid driving again until Monday.
The rise of the 24-hour petrol station, with the accompanying services of a miniretail store and (depending on the size and location) a food court (or at least a
McDonald’s or pizza place), has shifted the notion of acceptable operating hours,
and reasonable demand for services. Being able to buy milk at 2.00 a.m. wasn’t previously regarded as a reasonable idea (go back to sleep and wait for morning), let
alone a reason to increase supermarket opening hours. Once the laws governing
opening hours are relaxed, more services will become available around the clock as
consumers become used to being able to shop at diverse times and level out
demand around a 24-hour period.
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Time to market I: speed of development
Time to market here has two meanings: first, the time it takes for a product to go from
being a prototype to being available to the market; and second, the time it takes for
a product to go from manufacturing to reaching the retail shelves (or end consumer).
In terms of product development (see chapter 7), technology has also assisted the
speed at which a product can go from idea to market release — possibly, sometimes at
the detriment of quality, and certainly at the benefit of competition in the marketplace.
Computer-assisted modelling can speed up the prototyping of manufactured goods,
particularly in large-scale operations, which previously required significant time and
capital expenditure in creating physical prototypes. Even in something as basic as
printing (for example, this book), the time saved by being able to remain in a digital
format from creation of ideas (as the author types) to sending the materials to the
printing press (as this page becomes reality) means a shorter lead time for the production of books. Prior to this technological breakthrough, authors would write by
hand and transfer the physical papers to the editor, who had duplicates typed (or
copied) for editing, and then returned the physical manuscript to the authors, who
either re-wrote or retyped the manuscript from scratch. Once a final manuscript was
agreed upon, producing the laid-out copy itself (prior to desktop publishing) meant a
long period of physical labour. With the widespread adoption of computer technologies in the publishing industry, the time lost in physically moving copy from person
to person was greatly reduced, which in turn led to an expectation of faster printing
times, and shorter print life cycles. For example, if it takes 18 months to lay out and
print copies of a text, the publisher is less inclined to want a new book every
18 months. If it takes only six months to lay out and print the same number of books,
it becomes more feasible to issue regular updates.
In software terms, the lack of a physical state can also dramatically alter the lead times
in the industry. For example, as the development of computer technologies that
increased the speed at which complicated machine code could be compiled decreased,
the expected length of production time, the gaps between product issues, rapidly
decreased. Take the case of Microsoft (no, not the anti-trust one), which has released
each major operating system with increasingly shorter delivery times — WindowsNT
(four versions), Windows95 (two versions), Windows98 (two releases) and Windows2000
(a.k.a. Windows Millennium Edition), which was barely cold on the shelves before WindowsXP was launched. All things considered, Microsoft was able to release five different
operating systems in less than five years (even conceding that Windows95 to Windows98
and WindowsNT to Windows2K were incremental releases, that’s a lot of products being
put onto the market). In comparison, Apple went from 1984 to 2002 with only 10 full operating systems (all bar the OSX were really incremental developments). Consequently,
Microsoft has found that the greatest competitors for WindowsXP happen to be
Windows98 or Windows2000. (Being a near monopoly doesn’t automatically mean
people will buy your products. It just means there’s not much else in the market — for
most users, you’re either buying Microsoft or not buying anything).

Time to market: the time it takes
for a product to go from being a
prototype to being available to
the market; the time it takes for
a product to go from
manufacturing to the retail
shelves (or end consumer).

Time to market II: speed of shipping
Enhanced shipping technologies have sped up the distribution channels and rapidly
accelerated the international distribution of goods and services (see chapter 8). Basically, when getting goods from one side of the country to the other involved pack animals,
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nobody was even able to be in that much of a hurry to go anywhere. When the same
distance can be covered by air in a matter of hours, suddenly overnight courier services
can realistically promise to get materials from shop floor to the customer’s door in the
same day. Whether it’s a sane idea to actually teach the consumer to expect their goods
to arrive from Perth on the same day they ordered them in Melbourne is a different story.
The Internet is a bigger nuisance than a blessing in this respect. With a broadband
connection to the Internet, a consumer can acquire the latest single from their
favourite artist in a matter of minutes (a few more minutes on dial up). Within
moments of completing a digital recording of an album track, it can be uploaded to the
Internet, globally available, and, in under an hour, in the possession of the consumer.
It’s just not possible to do the same thing with physical goods (i.e. the CD single of the
same track), yet the consumer is rapidly coming to expect much faster physical goods
production and distribution. (Television shows such as Star Trek and their replicator
technology aren’t helping either. We just can’t digitise a cup of coffee and email it.
Anyone who just said ‘yet’ is to be reminded that Star Trek isn’t a documentary.)
One often overlooked factor in the increasing application of technology in the distribution channel is the use of modelling and information management computer
systems that can identify inefficiencies in channel systems or map opportunities for
faster distribution. For example, shipping two packages from Los Angeles to Hobart
(one urgent, one less urgent) would initially appear to have the same basic flow
through the channels (Los Angeles to Auckland to Sydney to Hobart). However, a computerised ordering system that tracks airline capacities can determine optimum international shipping loads for moving goods. The express package may be best sent from
Los Angeles to London to Melbourne to Hobart, whereas the less urgent goods could
take the scenic route with a stopover in Hawaii. Prior to these modelling systems, distributors needed to guess how best to move their goods from the manufacturer’s warehouse to the end recipient. With the electronic integration of distribution systems, it’s
possible to find efficient short cuts that save significant time in the channel.

3
Product life cycle (PLC): a
mathematical portrayal of
how a typical product
moves through a
marketplace from
introduction to eventual
removal from the market.

The declining product life cycle
Unfortunately, the massive increase in the speed at which a product can go from idea
to the marketplace has had a detrimental effect on the length of time it stays around in
the market. The product life cycle (PLC) is a mathematical portrayal of how a typical
product moves through a marketplace from introduction to eventual removal from the
market. Figure 3.2 illustrates a classic PLC curve.
As with many of the models in this book, this is a teaching tool designed to demonstrate the application of a typical event in the marketplace. Consequently, your mileage
will vary when you try to apply this concept to the products you work with. For example,
if you’re dealing with staples such as milk or bread, the product is in maturity, and has
no plans to shift to the decline phase any time soon. In contrast, programmers offering
Millennium Bug solutions are already on the far side of the decline phase. Although the
PLC gets a more comprehensive work-out in chapter 13, the basics are introduced here.
The model describes five stages of a product’s role in the marketplace, which are:
• Introduction: which is when the product first enters the marketplace (check this
against the innovators in chapter 4 and the really new product concept in chapter 7).
• Growth: which is the stage when the product has made it successfully into the mainstream and experiences a strong surge in purchases as it gains mass appeal in the
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target market (this is comparable to the early adopter/early majority in chapter 4). At
this point the market consists of one to four competitors (the product originator,
and a couple of ‘me-too’ producers).
• Maturity: which is where the product has been in the market for an extended period, and
is faced with a wide range of competitors and alternative product solutions. In particular, this is the point where minor product changes appear on the original offering.
• Saturation: which is the point of crossover between maturity and decline where the
market is experiencing the most number of product alternatives in the largest
number of retail distribution channels to the point that the consumer has a harder
time avoiding the product than finding it.
• Decline: which is the end of the product’s value to the marketplace. For example, few
people see a role for analogue mobile phones. Products in the decline phase may
have to be abandoned (e.g. technical support for Windows95) or redeveloped for a
new target market as a new product (e.g. vinyl albums and turntable supplies, which
are in decline in the consumer market, become new products in the DJ marketplace).
Growth

Maturity

Saturation

Decline

Sales

Introduction

Time
Figure 3.2: Typical product life cycle

In the current market environment, many products that have an 18-month stay in
the PLC are regarded as ‘classics’ and enduring products — a large portion of the
products introduced to consumers are expected to be either superseded or withdrawn over the course of 12 months. This is particularly the case in the hightechnology markets, where technical specifications for computers, mobile phones and
hand-held devices continue to advance at speeds beyond the needs of the market.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the relative product life cycles of some products over a 12-month
period. The yellow graph represents a high-technology product, such as a new video
game, where there is an immediate sharp purchase rate that spawns no subsequent
repurchases (e.g. once you own the game, that’s it — you don’t have to buy a second
copy unless you break the first). In contrast, the green graph represents a product with
a strong market for secondary sales, and is most likely to be a consumable good
(i.e. you’re going to need to refill or restock the product). In between these two extremes
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on the blue graph are products with variable demands, such as fashion items that move
through the market in waves (as one group declares them to be ‘in and hip’, another
group regards them as ‘so five minutes ago’). If the three PLCs represented are seen as
recently released movies, the yellow graph indicates a movie with no inherent ability to
inspire people to watch it a second or third time (any Mighty Ducks movie), whereas the
green graph represents a film people are willing to see repeatedly (Titanic). The blue
graph represents a film such as Blair Witch Project, which began with limited distribution
but had increasing success and wider distribution as word of mouth spread.
Introduction

Relative sales

Introduction

Introduction

Growth

Maturity

Growth

Growth

Saturation

Maturity

Decline

Saturation

Maturity

Saturation

Decline

Decline

Time (12 months)
Figure 3.3: The accelerated product life cycle

The problem (and opportunities) being experienced by twenty-first century
marketing is the speed at which products move from growth to decline, simply as a
result of either natural attrition or overly effective global distribution. Take the case of
the Lord of the Rings trilogy. These films were all released into global markets within the
same month, and experienced a strong initial surge of viewing followed by a relatively
strong repeat purchase. However, under older distribution mechanisms, these films
would have had a staggered release (Boxing Day in Australia, Easter in Europe and Independence Day in the United States), which would have created an artificially extended
life cycle (as sales flagged in Australia, the revival in Europe may have reignited interest
in Australia). Similar problems with effective distribution have beset new products such
as the Xbox and GameCube — near simultaneous global distribution drives demand
peaks up at the same time across global markets. In effect, all the major markets move
through the PLC at the same time, which creates higher total sales (from the manufacturer’s perspective) in the introduction and growth stages, but contributes to an earlier
maturation and sharper decline (you’ve already tapped into all the available markets,
and can’t offload surplus US stock into Europe, or European surpluses into Asia–Pacific).
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Segmentation

4

One of the fundamental tools of marketing strategy is market segmentation. Relatively early in the history of marketing practice it was recognised that not all people are
the same or have the same needs. Consequently, it is more effective to develop a
specialised product to appeal very strongly to part of the market than to develop a
general product and hope that near enough is good enough for enough people for the
firm to make a profit.
There are many reasons why a firm may choose to segment the market but in the
end it all comes down to the same core issue — it’s almost impossible to be all things
to all people. However, there are three key reasons for segmenting a market:
1. Segmentation allows marketers to develop individual, customised marketing mixes
to groups with specific marketing needs.
2. Firms are able to focus their resources and abilities and play to their strengths by
focusing on a particular market or markets.
3. Firms become more profitable as they become more effective competitors in the
marketplace by having a focused marketing campaign.

Bases of segmentation

Market segmentation: the
practice of dividing a
heterogeneous market into a
series of homogeneous
submarkets.

5

Markets can be divided or segmented according to any one, or a combination, of a
number of variables. There is no one best way of dividing up a market — it all
depends on what you are selling and what your customers are looking for. The four
broad categories of variables used for segmentation are geography, demography, lifestyle and behaviour.

Geographic segmentation
As the name implies, geographic segmentation means dividing the market on the
basis of where your customers are. Simple yet effective, it is common for organisations
to develop separate marketing mixes based on physical location. This is particularly
true for the product element of the marketing mix — heavy winter coats may be just
the thing for Melbourne but not for Cairns. An effective retailer therefore would look at
its clothing range and ensure that, based on geography, different lines are sent to different outlets. Another industry where product mixes often vary according to geographic location, although the reasons for this are not entirely clear, is the fast-food
industry. How often have you been on an interstate holiday to find that your favourite
fast-food outlet has a special burger or new chicken nuggets with the footnote ‘Not
available in NSW’?
At the extreme end of geographic segmentation is export. The development of a
separate marketing mix to appeal to a different country is standard practice and
impacts on all elements of the mix. Electrical appliances need to be modified to suit
different voltages, pricing will vary according to the ability of different markets to pay,
promotion needs to be country-specific not only in terms of language and settings but
also celebrity endorsers, local in-jokes, and so on, and finally distribution will be
dependent on the channels available. In many countries direct marketing channels
predominate while in others the department store is supreme.
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Demographic segmentation
As discussed in chapter 2 in relation to the social environment, demographics describe
the broad characteristics of a population and include variables such as age, sex,
income, household size, education levels, and so on. Demographic variables are objective and relatively easy to measure. The major source of demographic data is the
national census, which is undertaken regularly to measure this sort of information
and to provide an overview of the population for national planning purposes. Marketers take advantage of this wealth of data to develop their own, less ambitious plans.
Demographic segmentation is common among marketers. On a simple level the
age/sex base for segmentation is particularly common. Clothing is usually aimed at a
particular age and, with the exception of a few items like basic t-shirts, at males or
females. Income and social class are also commonly used, as in ‘up-market restaurant’ and ‘discount department store’. Family life cycle is another common demographic variable, as is evident in medical insurance where different plans are
recommended according to whether you are a young single, part of a family group or
an older couple.
Although demographic variables are not a perfect base on which to segment the
market — no marketer would claim that all 18-year-olds have identical needs, tastes or
ability to purchase — this is the most commonly used approach to market segmentation. The reason for this is that demographic statistics are commonly available and
objectively measured so that it is relatively easy to work out key strategic information
like the overall size of the market and market share.

Lifestyle (psychographic) segmentation

Lifestyle segmentation/
psychographic
segmentation: the
practice of dividing a
market according to
activities, interests and
opinions.

Although demographic segmentation is easier, lifestyle segmentation is more effective.
Lifestyle segmentation, also referred to as psychographic segmentation, acknowledges that not all people with the same demographic profile have the same interests and, more importantly, not all people with the same interests have the same
demographic profile. If you are into birdwatching, you need quality binoculars regardless of whether you are 20, 40, 60 or 80 (perhaps slightly stronger lenses might be an
option for the 80+ market). Lifestyle segmentation is based on an analysis of activities,
interests and opinions. These variables can be combined to form a tightly defined
group that may have specialist needs and therefore require specialised products.
Despite the advantages of developing strategies based on lifestyle or psychographic variables, one of the problems with this method is the difficulty in measuring ‘lifestyle’. Variables are subjective, require extensive market research to define
and confirm, and often do not have reliable and valid measures. Lifestyle segmentation is frequently combined with demographic variables to produce targeted
marketing campaigns. For example, Pepsi Max is explicitly targeted at 18–29-year-old
males (demographic) who are active and ‘motivated by the pursuit of the ultimate
adrenalin rush’ (psychographic). Contrast this with another product in the same
company’s mix, Diet 7-Up, which is aimed at the 25–39-year-old mainly female
market (demographic) who are ‘concerned about feeling good and leading a balanced and healthy lifestyle’ (psychographic) (www.pepsimax.com.au). This combines
the benefits of the easy measurability of demographics (the size of the 18–29-yearold male market is relatively easy to define) with the subjective elements of relating
to activity and motivation.
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Behavioural segmentation
Behavioural segmentation divides the market on the basis of attitudes towards,
knowledge of and use of a particular product. Although the following list is not
exhaustive, it gives an indication of the types of categories of behaviour that can be
used to segment the market.
• User status: markets can be segmented, and separate campaigns designed, on the
basis of whether the targets are current users, potential users or ex-users. Telstra’s
campaign ‘They’re coming back to Telstra’ focused on ex-customers who tried alternative service providers but were dissatisfied with their offerings.
• Usage rate: this refers to the amount of product used or the frequency of use. Users
are usually divided into heavy, medium and light users. The main element of the
marketing mix that is usually adjusted here is price, with discounts being given to
heavy users.
• Loyalty status: this is based on the ongoing commitment that a customer displays
towards a brand in terms of both attitude and usage. Loyalty-based programs are
common in a variety of industries and are designed to reinforce these positive
behaviours by rewarding loyal customers by developing separate marketing mixes to
appeal specifically to these customers. Often this will involve modifications to price
(through discounts), special offer collector’s items not available to the general
public (product) and specialised promotions such as invitations to events or a
members-only free magazine.
• Benefits sought: not all potential consumers seek the same benefits from the same
basic product. For some people the main benefit in acquiring a car is simply to get
from one location to the next conveniently and safely; for others a car is a status
symbol; while for another group it may represent a lifestyle or image they want to
portray to the world. Advertising campaigns worldwide recognise this and it is a relatively simple exercise to categorise advertising according to what benefit is being
portrayed. Shampoo commercials, for example, focus on whether the product will
result in shiny hair, healthy hair, thick or straight hair, while toothpaste commercials
worry about fresh breath, tooth whitening or dental health.

Behavioural segmentation:
dividing the market on thes,
basis of attitudes towarda
knowledge of and use of
particular product.

Approaches to segmentation
As well as deciding on the bases of segmentation, marketers need also to determine
what broad approach they will take from the three basic alternatives — undifferentiated, concentrated or multiple segmentation. When determining which type of segmentation to use, marketers need to take the following into consideration.
First, they need to define what their ‘market’ is. A market is the total population of
potential buyers for a product, which is not necessarily the same as the total population. For example, the market for glasses is those people who have less than perfect
vision and who need assistance in improving their capacity to see. This is not everyone
in the population and within this market there are many market segments based on
need, age, and so on. There are both business markets and consumer markets but for
the purposes of this discussion the focus will be on consumer markets only.
Second, having determined who makes up the market, the characteristics of the
market need to be analysed to find out whether or not segmentation is a worthwhile

Market: the total popula
of potential buyers for ation
product, which is not
necessarily the same as the
total population.
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Multiple segmentation: the
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mix, for different
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in a target market.

strategy. If all the market has a common need, it may not be necessary to further divide
the market. If the needs of the market are substantially similar, or if there is little room
to vary the nature of the product, then further segmentation would not yield sufficient
additional profits to make the process of segmentation worthwhile.
Third, the resources of the firm need to be considered. Multiple segmentation strategies are more expensive to design and implement than concentrated or undifferentiated strategies. If a company is relatively small or in a start-up phase, with limited
resources, then multiple segmentation would not be viable.
Finally, the stage of the product life cycle is important. In general, at the beginning
of the life cycle either an undifferentiated or a concentrated strategy is most appropriate as there is insufficient knowledge or interest in the market to justify multiple
segmentation. At the growth and maturity stages, however, as competition increases,
undifferentiated marketing gives way to multiple segmentation and concentrated segmentation as the preferred approaches.
The characteristics of each of the core approaches to market segmentation are outlined below.

Undifferentiated segmentation

Mass marketing
(undifferentiated segmentation):
the use of undifferentiated
marketing strategies, which
regard the entire market as a
single group to address with a
single message.

Undifferentiated segmentation strategies treat all members of the market as being
substantially the same. Consequently, in an undifferentiated approach the firm creates
a single marketing mix and tries to appeal to the whole of the market. Using this
approach marketers focus on the similarities that exist between users and their needs.
Undifferentiated marketing is also sometimes referred to as mass marketing and
has the advantage of being relatively cheap to implement, leading, it is argued, to
lower prices for the consumer.
Given the sophistication of contemporary marketing and business practices it is difficult to find many good examples of undifferentiated marketing. One example that is
commonly used is plain tap water from the local council or government authority,
which is delivered in the same way using the same pricing structures to all domestic
consumers. Even here there is evidence of segmentation for the overall product, however, as different strategies are in place for domestic as opposed to industrial users.

Niche marketing (differen
marketing or concentratedtiated
segmentation): where the
marketer meets a very specific
(and usually very small
needs in a specific segme)ntsetofof
the marketplace.

Concentrated segmentation
Concentrated segmentation is an approach that analyses the total market and then
focuses the firm’s activities to develop a single marketing mix that is directed
towards a particular group within the market. Also sometimes referred to as niche
marketing or differentiated marketing, concentrated segmentation allows the firm
to specialise and develop a reputation within a particular field. For example, Hot
Tuna has focused specifically on the surf lifestyle market rather than trying to make
clothes for all people in a demographic segment including their business suits,
shoes and formal ball gowns. Concentrated segmentation differs from undifferentiated marketing in that, although both have only one marketing mix, concentrated
segmentation focuses on the differences in the market rather than the similarities.
The major potential disadvantage for firms adopting the concentrated segmentation
approach is that they are taking a risk by putting all their eggs in one basket. If there
is a significant decline in the sector in which they have focused, then the whole of
the company’s future is at risk.
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Multiple segmentation
Risk is spread more evenly when a firm adopts a multiple segmentation approach. As
the name implies, multiple segmentation focuses on a number of segments, each of
which has its own defined marketing mix. The benefit of multiple segmentation is that
it allows for a better matching of offerings to customer needs. Note that not all
elements of the mix need be changed for multiple segmentation to occur. The same
product may be marketed to multiple segments using different communications media
or pricing policies.
Multiple segmentation is very common and examples can be found in most major
companies. Dairy Farmers, for example, uses multiple segmentation in the milk market
by developing a range of different milk formulations including skim milk, full cream
milk, extra cream milk and flavoured milk. The main disadvantage with multiple segmentation is the cost. It is far more expensive to develop a range of marketing mixes
than to use a single mix in terms of the costs of product, promotion, inventory and
administration.

Segments of one: the mass customisation argument
Undifferentiated, concentrated and multiple segmentation strategies are the core,
traditional strategies used in market segmentation. Increasingly, however, marketers
are talking about mass customisation and the notion of segments of one. This phenomenon has been largely driven by technological advances that make it possible to
track the personal preferences and buying habits of individual consumers and store
this data in a useable format. Dell has used this model in developing customised computers to meet individual customer needs. Again, when considering the use of mass
customisation, as opposed to one of the more traditional segmentation approaches,
keep in mind that not all of the marketing mix need be modified. It could be that the
main focus of the customisation occurs not in the production side, which can get very
expensive, but in the communications and promotion element.

Selecting a target market
Regardless of which general strategy of segmentation is selected there are four key
attributes that the market segments, or target markets, must have. They must be:
• Measurable: the target market must be able to be measured according to some key
criteria so that the overall size of the market can be calculated — hence, the popularity of demographics as a basis for segmentation.
• Accessible: it’s no good knowing there’s a great focused market out there if you can’t
reach it either in terms of telling it about your product (promotion) or delivering the
product (distribution).
• Responsive: a well-defined accessible market is only an effective target market if it is
sufficiently different in one or more key aspects. Basically, you need to be fairly certain that the members of the target segment will react differently to your product
offering (when compared with the overall market), and that they will also respond
positively to your offer.
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• Profitable: finally, the market must have the substance and buying power to be profitable. Traditionally, this criterion has been referred to as the market being substantial
or large enough to generate a profit. However, with the rise of customisation and the
segment of one this needs to be focused simply on profitability, irrespective of the
objective number of customers in the market.
Choosing a target market is a strategic function, decisions about which are usually
taken at the upper levels of the organisation. As an entry-level marketer your role is
to serve these markets and to monitor them for changes. For example, it will be the
staff on the ground who will first notice whether or not the target market is still
responding positively to the offer. Similarly, they will know whether or not the message
is getting out there and reaching the right people.

6
Positioning: how the
consumer perceives the
product, service or
organisation relative to other
providers in the marketplace.

Positioning
Related to the concept of segmentation, which is the first point where marketers admit
that they can’t be all things to all people, is that of positioning. Positioning refers to
how the consumer perceives the product, service or organisation relative to other providers in the marketplace. There are usually several profitable ‘positions’ that a firm
could take in any given market. For maximum effectiveness (and efficiency) the firm
only needs to choose one, thereby implicitly rejecting customers who might have been
attracted to the other potential positions.
There are two important things to remember about positioning:
• Positioning is a relative rather than an absolute concept. How customers perceive your
product will be based on some comparison with existing products that serve a
similar need.
• The position a product holds is determined by consumer perceptions. While the firm may have a
desired position, its actual position is based on how it is perceived in reality.
Effective positioning is critical for marketing success, as the espoused positioning
strategy of the firm underpins and provides the focus for integration for all other
marketing activities. Once a position is determined, each element of the marketing
mix must be designed to reflect that position.

Positioning and perceptual mapping
Although determining the preferred market position of a product is usually an activity
undertaken at the upper levels of the organisation, and not always by marketers, it is
useful for all marketers to have a broad understanding of the process and possibilities
involved in choosing a positioning strategy. Selecting a position involves three steps:
1. identifying a possible set of competitive advantages
2. selecting the appropriate competitive advantage
3. effectively communicating and delivering this position.
The hardest step in this process from a strategic perspective is step 2, selecting
the appropriate competitive advantage on which to base the future of the product.
Most organisations have several competitive advantages they could choose from,
not all of which may be compatible. By choosing one competitive advantage over
another the firm risks losing the market that may have been attracted to the
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competitive advantage that was rejected. As a result, this is a decision that is
usually undertaken by the CEO or at the board level (and is rarely left as the
responsibility of the junior marketer).
Difficult though it is to do, an effective positioning strategy relies on the company
keeping its positioning strategy simple and focused so that it can be easily communicated and delivered. For marketers, the key step in this process is step 3, implementing the positioning strategy.
A popular tool used by marketers to analyse where the product or brand is positioned in the mind of the consumer is the perceptual map. The map uses two key
attributes of importance to the positioning strategy as its axes and the product and its
competitors are plotted on the map according to the data collected.
Figure 3.4 demonstrates the use of a perceptual map for a one-week holiday based
on the four key criteria of comfort (basic through to luxury) and activity (action through
to relaxation).

7

Luxury
Sports tour

Cruise
Education tour

Island resort

Relaxation

Perceptual map: a tool that
takes two key attributes
of importance to the uses
positioning strategy and p to
them as the axes of a ma
plot the company’s and its
competitors’ products.

Action
Country motel

National park
camping

International
trekking

Caravan tour

Backpacking

Basic
Figure 3.4: Perceptual map for a one-week holiday

The globes represent where consumers perceive both the firm and its competitors to
be according to these four key attributes. This information is derived from market
research (see chapter 6). While often the attributes chosen have a positive or negative
dimension such as ‘effective/ineffective’, more meaningful maps can be created on less
judgmental criteria such as ‘family friendly/adult friendly’ or ‘action/relaxation’.
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The positioning statement
Once the positioning strategy has been determined by the organisation (and most
likely, by your boss) it is the role of the marketer to communicate and deliver this
position to the customer. This requires the marketing section to come up with a
clear and distinct positioning statement that will guide the actions and activities of
the marketing personnel. There are many ways of stating a product’s position, and
succinct positioning statements often form the slogan or tag line for a particular
product or service. QUT, for example, is the ‘University for the real world’. Coca-Cola
argues that ‘Coke adds life’, whereas Pepsi is always ‘The choice of the new (next)
generation’.
Determining a succinct phrase to sum up the overall positioning strategy of the
firm is harder than it looks. One approach that helps to really clarify the position of a
product is as follows:
To [our target market] Brand X is the [product] of choice that [competitive advantage].
A sample positioning statement generated by filling in the blanks would be:
To health-conscious workers, Mount Franklin is the bottled water of choice that keeps
you hydrated at work.

By undertaking such an exercise marketers can clarify and communicate who their
target market(s) is, who their competitors are and how their product is different from,
and superior to, the competition. In the above example, changing the perception of the
product from ‘bottled water’ to ‘soft drink’ could substantially change the focus of the
statement to something like:
To health-conscious workers, Mount Franklin is the soft drink of choice with no sugar
or artificial preservatives.

8

Branding
Branding is closely associated with the areas of positioning (this chapter), product
(see chapter 7) and promotion (see chapters 9 and 10). Brands are identifying markers,
usually a name or a logo, that a consumer could use to recognise a product, company
or service. The value of the brand is that it gives the consumer a mental short cut that
allows them to quickly associate a positive (or negative) experience with a visual
stimulus. Branding is about the creation and maintenance of the consumer’s mental
associations with the company’s brands. (It’s also about poking cows with a red-hot
iron. Poking consumers with the irons tends to lead to legal action.)
One of the key parts of the whole branding concept is to keep it closely associated
with the market segmentation and product positioning tactics outlined above. A strong
brand, and good brand recognition, is only valuable in terms of how many people use
this information as the basis for their decision to buy your products. You may have the
coolest logo, the best jingle and award-winning slogans, but without the money from
the consumers, being the Number 1 known brand in the market will only make you the
most memorable failure.
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business
practice

Global brands versus local brands: Oil of ‘Who’lan?
One challenge facing the tactical marketer dealing with a global product range is whether to
settle on a global brand or break the product down into individual regional brands, with
either a unified (or differentiated) branding strategy. Some of the most obvious global
brands are McDonald’s (the red and yellow with the golden arches), Nike (the swoosh),
Coca-Cola (red and white packaging with a white ribbon device) and Amnesty International (white candle wrapped in barbed wire).
However, several other global organisations have split their brands into regional variations, with identical products being given different brand names and promotional strategies. In the United States, Burger King is moving progressively more towards the ‘BK’
logo and imagery in an attempt to position the brand against the dominant fast-food
players in that market. Meanwhile, Burger King in Australia has stayed with the full title,
or operates under the Hungry Jacks brand. Pepsi runs a series of different cola brands
depending on the regional marketplace, and table 3.1 outlines its product/brand
matchings.
Table 3.1: Pepsi product ranges
Product description

British brand

US brand

Australian brand

Caffeinated cola, with sugar

Pepsi

Pepsi

Pepsi

Caffeinated cola, without sugar

Diet Pepsi,
Pepsi Max

Diet Pepsi,
Pepsi One

Diet Pepsi,
Pepsi Max

Caffeinated lemonade
(non-caramelised cola)

—

Mountain Dew

—

Lemonade

Mountain Dew

—

Mountain Dew

Source: Based on the author’s cola drinking habits in foreign countries.

What makes the Pepsi brand split lean towards the bizarre is that the US Mountain Dew holds
the same market position as the Australian Pepsi Max. Both are targeting extreme sports, and
sponsor the relevant local extreme games and associated lifestyles. Even the advertising is shared
between the two brands (with a little bit of post-production work allowing for a Mountain Dew commercial in the United States to have the Pepsi Max logo in the other nations).
Finally, the most confusing of the global brand shuffles comes from the moisturising creams
owned and manufactured by Proctor & Gamble. The same product, using almost identical packaging, is known variously as
• Oil of Olay (in the United States, Australia, Thailand), and also referred to previously as Oil of
Ulay
• Oil of Olaz (in Germany, Austria, Netherlands)
• Oil of Ulan (the old Australian branding).
Since the advent of the Internet, separate international brands have become more problematic
for marketers as global access to product information can reveal the different brands to the different
consumers. In particular, if the use of multiple brands for the same product has been used as the
basis for different pricing strategies (see chapter 11), this may adversely impact on the higher-priced
brands as consumers lose any sense of prestige pricing being associated with the product.

Q.1 Should marketers
select specific brands for
each target market or
national market? If so, why?
If not, what impact does a
single global brand have on
positioning strategies for
each market?
Q.2 Can global marketers
split the world into separate
and isolated target markets
for market segmentation,
product positioning and
branding? What are some of
the issues associated with
this approach?
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The scope of branding

Commodities: products
with very little difference
between the tangible
nature of the products or
very low consumer
perception of the
difference.

Brands can cover a very wide range of things, from locations (City of Angels, Los
Angeles) through to consumer products (Pepsi, Coke), luxury goods (Gucci), people
(Madonna), television shows (Friends) and companies (BMW) among others. If you can
immediately draw an association between a name (Tolkien) and a product (Lord of the
Rings), or between a name (Schweppes) and a slogan (Schweppervesence), then
chances are, you’ve encountered a strong brand.
However, brands aren’t about generic products — for example, ‘fax’ isn’t a brand, it’s
a product genre. Similarly, commodities, which are products with very little difference
between the tangible nature of the products or very low consumer perception of the
difference, tend not to be associated with brands. For instance, different fruits tend to
be basically the same product, whether it’s an orange from Perth or an orange from
Blackburn Valley. Not much changes between picking and product positioning that
stops it being an orange and makes it a pear.
Increasingly, however, commodities marketers are trying to develop branded offerings in areas of undifferentiated products — petrol is chemically the same wherever
you buy it. Branding a high-octane petrol ‘Optimax’, ‘Australia’s chemical acceleration
choice’ or ‘Ultra unleaded’ does nothing to alter the composition of the fuel, but it can
influence the consumer’s perception of the product (and almost justify an extra five
cents a litre on the price tag). However, in the absence of a preferred commodity provider, the customer is quite happy to accept an alternative commodity provider with
the same product. You may prefer Shell petrol, but if the last petrol station for 200 km
isn’t a Shell outlet (and the tank’s nearing empty), you’re quite content with whoever’s
running the petrol station.

9

Successful branding
What makes a successful brand is the addition of a value to the product from the
associated brand name. ‘Ultramax’ may not make the car go further or faster, but if
it provides peace of mind to the consumer, then the branded petrol has achieved a
value-added function. Similarly, a successful brand will imply qualities about the
organisation, the product and the potential product experiences on the basis of the
consumer’s perception of the brand. The branding of food and drinks is often a
useful place to see a demonstration of implied meaning concerning the product’s
capacity. Naming a range of chilli sauces ‘Grievous Bodily Harm Sauce’, ‘Death
Sauce’, ‘After-Death Sauce’ and ‘You’re a Madman for Even Holding the Bottle
Sauce’ (putting it in Spanish makes it sound much more sophisticated) implies the
increasing strength of the product. Of course, should the product fail to deliver, no
amount of branding will rescue the situation. If the Madman Sauce is less potent
than the Death Sauce, then the credibility of the brand is lost across all of the
products.
In order to develop a strong brand, a tactical marketer needs to consider the
following points:
• Unique identifiers: a brand should be an instant message about the organisation, what
it stands for and what it isn’t (as much as what it is) about for the consumer. Where
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confusion exists in the marketplace between similar brand identities, a strong tactical approach is to improve your own brand identity through increasing the unique
nature of the identifiers. If you’re in the chicken end of the fast-food market, most
other people in competition with you will be using some form of chicken mascot or
logo. For a change, try using something that eats chickens, such as a fox, for a logo.
(It would make a nice change from the continuing class traitor cannibal chickens
that endorse the slaughter of their brethren. Think about it. How many cows endorse
hamburger chains?)
• Sustainable competitive advantage: which involves actually delivering something that
nobody else in the market does, or doing something better than anyone else. You
might have the best logo, but if the rival companies beat you on service standards,
your corporate symbol might as well be a warning sign rather than a brand. Brands
are only as strong as the company’s performance on their corporate promises. A
great performance by a product is more likely to develop an enduring fondness for
the brand in the mind of the consumer than a multimillion dollar advertising campaign for a product that just doesn’t deliver the goods.
• Brand sustainability: which is the extent to which the brand can be secured against
competitors, and against brand dilution (the fate worse than death for brands). Sustainability requires constant trade mark defence, and the investment in time and
money to maintain the strength of the brand. One problem with a powerful brand is
when the brand name slips into common usage to describe the actions associated
with the product category. If someone says ‘I’ll just Reebok (walk) this across the
hallway’, that’s not a triumph of marketing over language, it’s a disaster for Reebok.
If you think the example is far-fetched, people were cheerfully using the term
‘xeroxing’ interchangeably with photocopying until Xerox spent a lot of effort into
recapturing its brand. The term ‘biro’ being used interchangeably with the word ‘pen’
was a mistake on the behalf of the Biro company, which lost its brand name. Similarly, when the brand ‘Napster’ became the shorthand way to describe downloading
a file from a file-sharing program (‘I’ll just napster the latest S-Club-7 track’), the
original strength of the brand was lost. In addition, when brands become part of the
common language, they also cease being able to be protected by trade marks and
registered designs. When you next order a drink at a restaurant, you’re quite likely to
be offered a choice of soft drink or a coke, as the word ‘coke’ is slowly slipping into
common usage as the term for a caffeinated cola beverage. (If it does become a
common use term, expect the Pepsi Cola Coke soft drink to be on the market soon
afterwards.)

Components of branding
As noted above, the most important aspect of branding is the need to associate it
closely with product positioning and market segmentation. There are two components
to a brand — brand positioning and brand personality.

Brand positioning
Brand positioning is the statement of what the brand does, who (or what) its primary competitors are and what market need(s) it addresses. Sound complex? It’s
basically the same as product positioning above. A careful selection of a brand

Brand positioning: the
statement of what the
brand does, and who (or
what) its primary
competitors are, and what
market need(s) it
addresses.
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position can eliminate competitors to the market. If a brand is positioned as a luxury
high-end product such as Ferrari, then it’s not going to be competing against Suzuki
or Holden.
Similarly, brand positioning in mature markets (such as chocolate) allows a marketer
to pick and choose their opponents. If you want the brand position as the family
chocolate bar, be ready to go head to head with Cadbury. However, if you want the position as the student’s exam study supplement, you’d set the brand against Viking Bars
(better pack an extra gram of legal mental stimulants into the caffeine, guarana, ginseng and sugar).

Brand personality

Brand personality: the
consumer’s impression of
the brand as a sum of
personal experience,
marketing
communications messages
and the company itself.

Brand personality is the impression the consumer has of the brand as a sum of personal experience (see chapter 4), marketing communications messages (see chapters 9
and 10) and the company itself. The best way to consider brand personality is not as
what owning a Ferrari says about you as a person, but what being a Ferrari says about
the product itself. While this may seem slightly odd, what a product says about itself
(simply by being itself) consists of three more easily understood subcomponents.
These elements are:
• Sensual appeal: which is a lot less exciting than it sounds, since it’s the look and
feel of the product. This is the tangible and visible element of the product design
— how does the appeal of 20 g of solid chocolate change based on whether it’s
wrapped in silver foil, red foil or gold foil? Similarly, why does a fridge with
square edges actually differ in appeal to a round-edged fridge? How does
painting the fridge black make it any more or less of a fridge than one that’s
white? (Or translucent — iFridge anyone?). If the look and feel of a brand can be
described in a string of single adjectives (sporty, comfy, sexy, relaxed, etc), then
the brand has a strong sensual personality (that said, it’s still not as interesting
as it sounds).
• Rational appeal: which is the objective performance of the product on key criteria (and
is still not as exciting as sensual appeal sounds). A product with fabulous sensual
appeal won’t get very far if it fails to deliver as promised (if the sports car looks like
a fish and handles like a cow, it’s not going to sell very well). Included in the rational
appeal is the value for money associated with the price of the product (see chapter
11), the features of the product (see chapter 7) and the expectations established by
the advertising (see chapters 9 and 10).
• Emotional appeal: which is the emotional responses created by the brand, and which
exists as psychological reactions. More detail on emotional responses occurs in
chapter 4. In short, this is the most powerful effect that can be created by the brand,
and is the basis of brand loyalty. If people fall in love with your brand and your products, two things can be noted. First, these people need to get out more, and second,
you have a brand with a very strong emotional personality.
In general, despite brand loyalty being less valued by both consumers and marketers, developing a strong brand has remained a high priority for marketing. This is
due to several reasons, as a powerful brand communicates a series of messages about
the company, the product and the expected outcomes from owning or using the
product.
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Chapter summary
This chapter introduced key strategic models that are used in marketing practice from
the point of view of a tactical marketer. Usually, tactical marketers are given the parameters of which segments to work within, how the product is to be positioned and what
the basic branding is as set parameters within which to work. Nevertheless, it is important to understand what these terms mean and, in general terms, how they are applied
within the marketing organisation. One area that is particularly important for tacticallevel marketers to understand is branding, and how the firm’s branding strategy can be
leveraged to maximise day-to-day marketing effectiveness.
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Review questions
R.1 Briefly outline the characteristics of brand loyalty. How does brand loyalty differ
from brand switching?
R.2 What are the major factors that have changed the market environment?
R.3 What three factors need to be taken into account when segmenting a market?
R.4 Outline the factors that have helped the change in the nature of the consumer
in the last few decades.
R.5 Harry Potter has seen the introduction of a representation of the ‘cool male
child’ as one who wears glasses. Which type of market segmentation strategy
would you use to sell clear glass spectacles as a fashion accessory to
children?
R.6 When selecting your target market what are the four key attributes that market
segments must have? Name and give a brief outline of each.
R.7 How useful is perceptual mapping in comparing a company’s previous
marketing campaigns and in assessing the competitive advantages of rivals?
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R.8 ‘Globalisation is often a source of animosity and outrage because of the
changes that occur in other societies.’ How does this position relate to what you
have learnt about marketing and globalisation in this chapter?
R.9 ‘What makes a successful brand is the addition of a value to the product from
the associated brand name.’ Give examples of brands that do this. Why are they
successful?
R.10 What are the two factors to consider when developing a positioning strategy?
How do these factors influence the creation of a positioning statement?

Application questions
A.1 The product life cycle charts the movement of a product through its growth to
its final removal from the market. What changes in the external environment
have impacted on the shortening of the PLC?
A.2 Despite the importance of market segmentation, there are a considerable
number of products that intentionally overlap different market segments. In
some cases the overlap is entirely unintentional. If you are marketing a new
computer game that traditionally is targeted at 14–17-year-old males, but has
considerable appeal to older users (55+ retired males and females), how do you
resolve this in terms of marketing segmentation?
A.3 Lucozade was once a drink advertised to aid convalescence in the sick, the very
young or the very old. More recently, it has been rebranded as a health drink
targeting mainly young and active sports people. In your opinion how effective
is rebranding from an old image to a new and more modern approach?
A.4 In Australia, multiculturalism is an everyday part of life, with many products that
would once have been considered exotic now on sale in local supermarkets.
Does this make the marketer’s job easier or harder when attempting to market a
new product that is ethnically based?
A.5 If in your first job as a marketer you are employed by a builder to investigate the
needs of a new retirement village that is being built, what segmentation tools
would you employ?

Discussion questions
D.1 Although time remains constant in today’s society, it is increasingly taking on
the quality of an endangered species. How are consumers and producers
dealing with this changed perception?
D.2 It is generally recognised that branding is important to the overall image of
the company, particularly when both the brand and the product are easily
recognised and associated with each other. Is a clever logo always a recipe for
success or is there more to it than that?
D.3 The ethics of marketing are a much discussed and much misunderstood issue.
With the challenges of globalisation, multiculturalism and changing social
structures facing the marketer at the beginning of the twenty-first century, is it
the marketer’s responsibility to respond to market needs or engineer new needs
for the market to respond to?
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Mass customisation: the Dell experience
The advent of the Internet, combined with advances in manufacturing technology, has meant that the dream of customising products to meet the exact needs of consumers is now a reality for
certain goods and in certain sectors. In the past, fully customised
products were the domain of the wealthy and the elite; however,
new business models have resulted in a democracy of goods
where such luxuries are available to anyone.
One of the main proponents of customised goods and the concept of the segment of one is Dell. Using the model of mass customisation in which the component parts for the computer are
mass produced, thus maintaining economies of scale, but assembled according to individual needs and desires, Dell is able to
deliver custom-made products at an affordable price. From a customer’s perspective the distinguishing feature about Dell is the
company’s ability to deliver, cost-effectively, the exact computer
design that they are after. However, from a business and operations perspective, the model has delivered more benefits than
simply increasing the variety of product options available. Much of

Dell’s manufacturing up to the point of final assembly is outsourced, reducing the need to keep inventory. The resultant cost
savings can then be passed on to the final consumer. Further, by
changing the model from making the product first and then selling,
to the customer ordering and purchasing first and then making the
product, wastage is decreased and the actual time from order to
delivery is generally significantly reduced.
While not all products
are necessarily suited to
Q.1 Is Dell’s approach a
this approach and business
response to customer-driven
model, Dell’s demonstration
needs, or is the customisation
that customisation can be
option more beneficial to the
affordable in the manufaccompany?
turing as well as the serQ.2 What are the business
vices sector provides a new
implications of producing
way of doing business, and
customised products for each
creates new expectations on
consumer? How will this
the part of the buying public.
impact on after-sales services
such as technical support help
lines and warranty provisions?
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Chapter 4

Marketing to the
consumer: consumer
behaviour
Chapter outline
This chapter explores individual consumer behaviour and
outlines the key models that attempt to explain why consumers behave the way they do. Although many theorists
have developed models of consumer behaviour, this chapter
focuses on three fundamental models: Belk’s simplified
model of innovation adoption; the consumer decisionmaking process; and Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. In discussing these models each element is analysed in detail,
highlighting not only the concepts and content of the
element, but also how it can be used in practice to help
direct marketing activities.
Particular emphasis is placed on the importance of situational and psychological factors in influencing the consumer’s final purchase decision. Although at a theoretical
level some of these concepts can be quite complex, it is
critical for marketers to understand them if they are to
design effective marketing campaigns. The chapter concludes
with a detailed discussion of the various motivations that
underpin consumer purchasing decisions. Within the context
of this discussion, examples are given to demonstrate how
the theoretical underpinnings of consumer behaviour and
consumer behaviour models are used in the development of
specific campaigns.

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Understand the value
of models in explaining
consumer behaviour
Know the key elements
of Belk’s model of
consumer behaviour
Understand how
situation influences
consumer buying
behaviour
Know the steps in the
consumer decisionmaking process
Understand the major
influences on
consumer behaviour
Explain how these
influences impact on
tactical marketing
activities.
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Introduction
Satisfying consumer needs and wants is at the core of marketing theory and practice.
However, before marketers can satisfy these needs, they first must understand how
and why consumers behave the way they do. As this is a field of ongoing research,
there is no definitive approach or model that fully explains consumer behaviour. This
is because consumers are individuals and although certain generalisations can be
made, ultimately consumers are often emotional, irrational and simply won’t behave
in the way the model anticipates.
The variety of influences and the different impacts that they have on individuals
make the study of consumer behaviour one of the most interesting areas of marketing.
A wide range of elements needs to be considered by the marketer, from the relatively
well understood factors of external influences, through to the difficult area of psychological motivation. From a practical point of view, taking this understanding and using
it to design a marketing campaign that appeals to all the right motivations and succeeds in winning the loyalty of the consumer is one of the most challenging aspects of
contemporary marketing.
After reading this chapter you should develop a far greater appreciation of the different tactics used by marketers to appeal to different aspects of the consumer
decision-making process. You should also gain a greater understanding of your own
motivations in buying different brands and products, not to mention which tactics and
influences are most effective in getting you to purchase.

1

Consumer behaviour: a model citizen
Consumer behaviour is a complicated area of models, assumptions and theories and
a large amount of good luck as researchers and practitioners attempt to secondguess individual consumers. On a regular basis, marketing research is brought to
bear on a question of understanding why consumers will (or won’t) buy a product,
wear a fashion or follow a trend. Part of the difficulty encountered in marketing to
the individual, and to social groups, is the unpredictability of the consumer — when
compared to the precision of a mathematical model. By and large this is an unfair
comparison for the model to have to deal with, as few consumer behaviour models
have ever been allowed to include a random ‘just felt like it’ element in determining
behaviour. Even where the model allows for a margin of error, this tends to remove
the individuals who act outside of the planned model rather than introduce a new
element of ‘chance’.
The purpose of models of consumer behaviour is not to be 100 per cent accurate,
or to comprehensively predict human behaviour — first, it would remove the fun of
individualism, and second, it would be quite disconcerting to be constantly secondguessed by a flowchart. Instead, these models are relatively accurate methods of forecasting predictable behaviours, and exploring components of behaviour. As you read
through these sections, you may find yourself agreeing and disagreeing with parts of
the models. If you compare your experiences with other readers of the text, you will
most likely find that across a five-stage model, it would average out that all five stages
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of the model have agreement from at least one member of the group, with some stages
having greater agreement. This, after all, is the purpose of a generic model of behaviour — to attempt to describe a general sense of behaviour, rather than picking off
individual actions one by one.

Broad model of consumer behaviour (Belk)

2

There are a range of models to describe consumer behaviour, from specific purpose
models exploring the adoption of various products, to broad descriptions of how the
consumer’s mind works. One of the most well known, most frequently cited and most
commonly used models is Belk’s (1975) model of consumer behaviour (see figure 4.1).

Situation

Person

Behaviour

Product
Figure 4.1: Belk’s simplified model of innovation adoption Source: Adapted from
Belk, R. W., 1975, ‘Situational variables and consumer behavior’, Journal of Consumer Research,
Vol. 2, December, p. 158.

Belk’s model asserts that any given behaviour is the result of a combination of a
situational influence, which leads to a need for a product and which impacts on a
person, the nature of the product that impacts on the person and the internal motivations of the person. In other words, the situation that you are in (standing at a bus
stop, feeling cold and hungry), will impact on the type of product you desire (warm
food), which is tempered by your personality and nature (likes: soup; dislikes:
pumpkin), which will create the ultimate behaviour (buy some soup to eat on the
bus, unless it’s pumpkin soup). As with all models, this is a simplification of the real
world, where other mitigating factors come into play. In order to better replicate
reality, more details are added to the elements of the model, and these are explored
later in the chapter.

3

Situation
Situation is the external influence on a decision process. This form of external influence on the consumer includes both the place where the decision happens and the
context in which the behaviour will occur. This is a complicated and often confusing
area of consumer behaviour, and students are advised that feeling confused about
four situations versus five situational influences is understandable, and quite
common. Consequently, you may want to take extra care studying this part of the
textbook.

Situational influences: factors
impacting the consumer’s behaviour
particular to a time and place that
are not a part of the product or a
recurring part of the person.
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In overview:
• Situation is broadly grouped into four categories:
– communications situation
– purchase situation
– usage situation
– disposal situation.
• Situational influences, which impact on the four situations, are grouped into five
categories:
– physical surroundings
– social surroundings
– temporal perspective
– task definitions
– antecedent states.
The differences between the situation and the situational influences are examined
below.

Four types of situation

Communications situation:
the situation and
environmental condition
under which the consumes r
first receives the information.

Purchase situation: the
context in which the
consumer actually buys
the product.

Usage situation: the
situation where the product
will be consumed, which
includes a wide range of
factors such as personal
expectations, social pressures
and social rituals.

The four types of situation that are commonly referred to in consumer behaviour are as
follows:
• Communications situation: this is the situation and environmental conditions
under which the consumer first receives the information. Hearing about a great band
when out at the pub with your mates has a different influence on your intention to
hear the band play live than having the same band practising in the flat upstairs.
Similarly, advertising messages are influenced by the context in which they are
heard — an advert for a new car has that extra poignancy when standing at a bus
stop in the rain. The influence of communications situations is re-examined in
chapter 10.
• Purchase situation: this is the context in which the consumer actually buys the
product. There are a wide range of influences on purchase situation, such as time
available to make the purchase, the queues in the store or the local weather conditions. Shopping for a quick snack between lectures on a rainy day impacts on the
desire to travel long distances to get to a preferred outdoor café when the nearest
coffee machine will provide an inferior, but more convenient, coffee product (or
coffee substitute, if the machine is particularly bad). Purchase situation recurs as a
part of planning the distribution arm of the marketing mix in chapter 8.
• Usage situation: this is the situation where the product will be consumed, and
contains a wide range of complicating factors, not least of which are personal
expectations, social pressures and social rituals. Given that the basic core product
of food is consumed during a dinner, the context of the dinner dictates many of the
conditions of the nature of the food. Having dinner with friends, parents, a
potential partner or by yourself in front of the television dictates the quality of the
food, the nature of the drinks most likely to be served and the extent to which cutlery is necessary. Usage situation influences both distribution decisions (see
chapter 8) and the product itself (see chapter 7). How and where a product will be
used will also impact on the marketing messages used to promote it (see chapters
9 and 10).
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• Disposal situation: this is the relatively recent concern of how to get rid of the used
product, or replace the previous product with a new product. Recycling, and a strengthening environmental movement, has created a need for environmentally friendly disposal situations rather than simply carving a new landfill hole for discarded products.
Disposal situation influences the development and design of the product (see chapter
8), the shipping and packaging issues of distribution (see chapter 9) and the overall
impact of the product (see chapter 15) on society and the environment.

Disposal situation: the
relatively recent concern of
how to get rid of the used
product, or replace the
previous product with a
new product.

Five situational influences
Situational influences are those factors particular (and peculiar) to a time and place
that are not a part of the product (e.g. features) or a recurring part of the person
(e.g. personality trait) and that have a demonstrable and systematic effect on the consumer’s behaviour (Neal, Quester and Hawkins 2002). The five situational influences
have been classified in order to assist marketers in understanding broader situations
relevant to a consumer’s behaviour and their purchase situation. These broad categories interact with each other so that elements from each of the five influences interact
with any given purchase situation. The five elements are:
1. Physical surroundings: this includes the geographical location, sounds, aroma,
décor, weather conditions and any element of the shop design. Many of these
aspects are beyond the control of the marketer, such as weather conditions,
although weather forecasts can be used as predictive measures of whether to order
extra hot food, or extra cold drinks, based on the expected temperature for the day.
2. Social surroundings: this is the other people present in the purchase situation or
environment, including peers, friends, family, shop staff or random strangers. Many
goods have social meanings that affect the context in which a consumer is willing
to purchase them — for example, buying the weekly groceries with your flatmates
presents a different social context from food shopping with a parent prone to commenting on your diet choices. (Numerous instant-food manufacturers have played
on this parental role as dietary adviser, mostly by using their products to deflect the
attentions of the parent who asks after the health of their child — Lean Cuisine
seems to lead the charge here.) The role of people in the marketing mix is examined
in detail in chapter 12.
3. Temporal perspective: this is the influence of time, either in the form of how much
time is available to complete the task at hand, or as the time of the day or the
season of the year. Time in marketing produces some unexpected problems for the
distribution of goods. How soon is too soon to start placing Easter eggs in a store
after Christmas? (Pop culture answer: 48 hours, or so it seems.) Similarly, at what
point does the parameter regarding a breakfast, lunch or dinner menu change context? A 24-hour food retailer at a well-known casino will offer its dinner menu until
6.00 a.m., after which time the breakfast menu takes priority. What significance does
5.55 a.m. have for the availability of a dinner menu compared to 10 minutes later?
Arbitrary decisions on product availability are part of the distribution mix (see
chapter 8), and decisions made to modify the product offering based on the season
are a part of the product mix (see chapter 7). Arbitrary temporal perspective also
brings about the odd situation of having winter clothing removed from sale during
the coldest part of winter to ‘make way for summer stock’, rather than reacting to
the market conditions of the physical surroundings.
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4. Task definitions: these are the intentions and motivations behind the selection of a
specific product or service. The reason for the purchase event is one of the most significant impacts on the behaviour, as it impacts on the usage situation and the social
surroundings in which the product will be consumed. While most people are willing
to cut corners and save on products bought for themselves, the same toaster bought
as a gift for a friend’s wedding tends to be more expensive, so you don’t appear to
be cheap. The fact that the friend, buying for themselves, would have purchased the
cheaper toaster never seems to come into it — nor does the fact that the friend would
probably have preferred the cheaper model. Task definitions place a significant role
in problem recognition and information search (see figure 4.2 below).
5. Antecedent states: these are the momentary and passing moods (e.g. anxiety or
happiness) and conditions (hangover, cash in hand, illness) that affect a person,
rather than any long-term or permanent influence. Anyone who has ever attempted
to go Christmas shopping either with a hangover or with a headache will appreciate
the impact the antecedent state will have on responses to product stimuli (bright
white blinking Christmas lights bring pain), crowded shopping areas (noise) and the
relentlessly cheerful ambient music (Christmas carols). In contrast, without the
headache, the same scenario is prone to give people a sense of Christmas cheer.
The value of the situational influence is to recognise that there are some aspects of
consumer behaviour that are beyond the control of the marketer. The best laid out
store with the right prices and the optimum settings for creating a welcoming shopping environment will have little impact on a consumer wanting a box of aspirin in a
hurry (though a store that offered Saturday morning hangover silent shopping with
complimentary aspirins might be onto something). For the most part, understanding
situational influences and the impact they will most likely have on your customer and
their response to your product is the main value of this area of research.

Product
Product represents the marketer’s offering to the consumer, and influences the consumer’s behaviour quite directly — without a product, there will be no purchase behaviour (it seems fairly obvious, but if you don’t offer the consumer some form of needs
solution as a product, they’re not going to buy it, no matter how many awards the advertising campaign wins). The product itself is influenced quite heavily by situational influences. As mentioned above, situational influences can create product needs (i.e. rain
drives the need for umbrellas), influence product choices (wine selection by task definition — as a gift, for private drinking, for a BYO restaurant, for fine dining) and product
selection (time pressures, purchase situations, social surroundings). Product in the Belk
model also includes elements of the rest of the marketing mix, such as price (see chapter
11), as it represents the total package offered to the consumer.

Person
Person is one of the singularly most complicated aspects of the Belk model, as it represents the internal pressures on an individual. These pressures range from the personality traits of the individual, through to their responses to situational pressures,
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product stimuli, social pressures and the ‘black box’ of their internal thought processes. All up, this is a complicated area to predict, and much of the research in the
area reports a low level of prediction reliability (a one in three chance of being right is
regarded as somewhere between acceptable and uncanny, depending on which bit of
the personality is being second-guessed). The most important aspect of recognising
the complexity of the person element is that it reminds the marketer that they are
dealing with a complicated and unpredictable element in the decision process. The
fact that all of the influences on a person in their consumption behaviour are also present in the actions of marketers, sales personnel and other actors in service provision
is also not lost on marketing (see chapter 12).

Behaviour
Behaviour has four main outcomes that reflect varying degrees of certainty towards
the product. These four outcomes are:
• Purchase and repeat purchase: occurs where the consumer has a very positive response
to the product, as it meets the situational needs and the consumer’s internal
motivations. This is the optimal situation for a marketer as the consumer is buying
the product with the intention of a repeat purchase. Continued purchase and
repeat purchase can form the foundation for relationship marketing and brand
loyalty.
• Trial purchase: occurs when the consumer is not fully sure whether the product will do
what they want it to do, but is willing to give it a go to see what happens. This is the
most common response to encountering a new product. This is a relatively strong
position for a marketer, as their product is being tried out and being giving the benefit of the doubt. Of course, if the product fails to meet the customer’s needs, the
marketer can’t complain, since their product offering was given a fair hearing.
• Continued information search: occurs when a consumer goes to make a purchase, finds
that none of the currently available product offerings actually meets their needs and
is not at the point of conceding to a lesser product option. (Temporal influence has
a massive impact here — with a deadline approaching, many consumers will
attempt a satisficing purchase that is exemplified by the ‘near enough is good
enough’ attitude. Birthday cards seem to top the list of satisficing products bought
when time pressures override continued product search.)
• Product rejection: the worst-case scenario for the marketer — either the product
was found lacking in the first place and was never tried, or, worse still, the
product was tried, experienced and rejected. Marketers in this situation who find
their product being rejected by their target market should listen to the target
market to find out why the product failed to meet their needs, rather than
passing harsh judgment on the intelligence of the consumer. You may believe
the consumer is stupid for not appreciating your product, but they’re not going
to really care about your opinion of them, nor are they going to buy your product
if you display that sort of attitude. Ultimately, if your product is constantly
rejected, you have to listen to the consumer and make the changes they need
before they will use it.

Satisficing: purchasing a
product or service that isenough
exemplified by the ‘near
is good enough’ attitude.
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The consumer decision process

4

The consumer decision process model outlines the processes used by a model consumer to go from having a need or want through to the point of purchase and
beyond. The model is designed to be relatively linear in terms of moving from step to
step, though it is recognised at the outset that some steps may be repeated several
times until the consumer reaches a point of satisfaction. The model is illustrated in
figure 4.2.
Problem
recognition

Information
search

Evaluation/
selection

Store
choice

Post
purchase

Figure 4.2: The consumer decision process Source: Adapted from Neal, C., Quester, P.
and Hawkins, D.,2002, Consumer Behaviour: Implications for Marketing Strategy, third edition,
McGraw-Hill/Irwin, Sydney, p. 2.

The elements of the model (which are explored in depth below) are defined as follows:
1. Problem recognition: the consumer feels a need, want or runs out of a particular
product that they had previously used.
2. Information search: the consumer begins the processes of gathering information from
external and internal sources as to how to solve the problem.
3. Evaluation and selection: at this point in the process, the consumer evaluates the information they have gathered against the problem they have, and, barring the need for
more information, starts to form a series of alternative options.
4. Store choice: this is the decision point in the process where alternatives have been
selected and the consumer begins the task of finding a distribution outlet for the
product they have selected. This phase includes the actual point of purchase, once
an outlet for the product has been found and accessed.
5. Post purchase: this is the usage and analysis phase where the customer finds out
whether the product solves the problem that was recognised in step 1. Of course,
it’s also likely that the product will generate a fresh round of problem recognition as
the consumer finds their new product needs an accessory, extra software or another
component. Even the repeat purchase of a basic commodity such as breakfast
cereal may spark a need to purchase supplements such as milk or sugar.

Problem recognition
Problem recognition can be triggered by several factors, such as out-of-stock errors,
perceived needs, social pressures and marketing messages. All these factors can be
intertwined to create powerful problem recognition states as the consumer notices a
difference between their current state and their desired state.

Out-of-stock error: 404 — breakfast not found
Out-of-stock errors are the most basic form of problem recognition and highlight the
easiest observation of the difference between actual state and desired state. Oddly
enough, this form of problem recognition is most commonly taught to people as the
nursery rhyme ‘Old Mother Hubbard’, where finding the cupboard to be bare is the
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difference between the desired state (a bone for the dog) and the actual state (the bare
cupboard). In this instance, problem recognition is quite straightforward, and usually
leads to a repurchase behaviour to solve the need.

Perceived needs
Part of problem recognition is the consumer’s own sense of disquiet with their current
surroundings, situation and actual state. While hard to quantify in a research questionnaire friendly format, people often feel a range of needs based on psychological influences, antecedent states or intrinsic desires. Psychological influences include feelings
of boredom and cravings for change, excitement or stimulus. Antecedent states
include needs based on factors such as hunger, thirst, headaches or the desire to be
well when feeling sick. Intrinsic desires occur when the consumer first encounters a
product for which they have not felt any need until they saw the product. At that
moment, the lack of the product creates an immediate need in the person’s life.
(Although with lava lamps, pet rocks and the slinky, it’s often hard to figure out why it
was so vital to have one. Pokémon figures and Spice Girls CDs are much easier to
explain in terms of intrinsic desire.)

Psychological influences: the
d
internalised motivations an
nce
ue
infl
t
tha
ses
ces
mental pro
end purchase decisions.

Social pressures
Social pressures occur when problem recognition is triggered by another person, either
by direct statement, implied action or the need to be one of the gang. Direct statements are the least subtle of the social pressures, which are usually in the form of
‘Why don’t you get yourself a <insert product/brand here>?’. Strangely enough, social
pressure statements are frequently associated with hairdressing services and employment. In addition, direct statements can come in the form of product recommendations, particularly for experience-based products like music, movies and television.
Most people will have one or more sets of friends who frequently have a ‘must-see/
must-hear/must-watch/must-own’ product that they recommend heavily.
Implied action statements come from a social purchase situation where a group of
individuals are all purchasing the same product, and people will often order an inferior
product to fit with the group, or buy a drink they feel they don’t need, so as to fit with
the group.
Needs based on social pressures to fit in with the group are the most subtle of
needs, as the consumer will often find themselves buying products that are similar
to their friends’ choices in clothing brands, drinks, food and music, particularly if any
deviancy from the group’s choices tends to result in negative feedback. It takes a
specific type of consumer to be the Britney Spears fan in a group of friends who predominantly listen to Metallica (brave or stupid is an acceptable answer to what type of
person). Belonging by purchasing is also a constructed marketing message used to
create needs.

Marketing messages
The most blatant of the needs creation messages is the overt marketing campaign.
There’s something about a marketing campaign message that says ‘Don’t wait to be
told you need Palmolive gold’ to promote soap sales on the basis of implied social
stigma (and stench) that creates a need recognition. If you don’t want your friends
throwing soap bars at you, buy our product. One of the criticisms of marketing is that
it creates unnecessary needs and wants by showing how a product (soap) can take an

Wants: secondary desire that
can be lived without, butswh
are sought after for additionalich
levels of comfort and satisfaction.
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actual state (socially condemned smell) to a desired state (socially condoned smell).
When taken to the level of luxury goods, such as designer label branded clothing, it
can create a situation where the need for the image state associated with the product
overrides the utility need for clothing. In short, rather than buying the cheap shoes
that keep your feet dry, you buy the expensive shoes that show you’re a fast-thinking
streetwise fashion-conscious person (most likely also one with damp feet and a credit
card bill). The real irony is when marketing messages tell you that spending twice the
price for half the product makes you a streetwise savvy character (those sorts of campaigns are rewards in themselves to run). Chapters 9 and 10 give a comprehensive
guide to the creation of wants and perceived needs through marketing messages.

Information search
Information search occurs once a problem has been recognised, and the consumer
decides to start figuring out how to solve it. Solutions to the problem can be derived
internally from memory and prior experience or externally from a range of sources
including marketing messages, friends, family and sales information. Internal search is
predominantly out of the reach of the marketer as it is based on prior experience and
knowledge (some of which may have come from marketing messages). External information is far more readily controlled by the marketer, and offers a range of alternative
methods to present a product solution to the consumer. Types of external information
can include:
• the opinions, attitudes, behaviours and feelings of friends, relatives and neighbours
• professional information from a range of marketing and non-marketing sources such
as reviews, product information, web sites, books, magazines and lifestyle television
programs
• direct experiences with the product through either trial adoption, product demonstrations or personal inspection
• marketing-generated information presented through marketing communications
(see chapters 9 and 10) or salespeople (see chapter 12).
While marketing information has largely been confined to the directly created
marketing messages of the fourth bullet point, some recently developed marketing
strategies are pushing the boundaries between marketing message and opinions of
friends, or professional information. The growth of viral marketing techniques (see
chapters 1 and 9), which create messages for the purpose of people discussing the
product, product concept or marketing message with their friends, blurs the line
between personal information sources and marketer-created sources.
Similarly, a fine line exists between the professional information of a lifestyle program such as Changing Rooms, Backyard Blitz or Our House, and a marketing-created infomercial. As more paid product placements, sponsor’s messages and donated products
move into these programs, the line between marketing messages and the unsponsored
independent content of the show is increasingly blurred.
From the marketing perspective, information search is only half the battle for the
mind of the consumer — not only must the marketer know what information the
consumer needs or wants to know, they also need to know how the consumer uses
the information for evaluation and selection of a product.
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Evaluation and selection
Evaluation is the process of analysing the available information, and filtering it
through a series of internal evaluative criteria. Whereas information is the raw data,
evaluation is the processing of the information required to determine the specific outcome (solve a problem, continue the research, give up). As with most things involving
the human mind, there is no comprehensive checklist of all possible evaluative criteria
that can be used to assess whether a product solution meets a felt need. Some of the
more common criteria include:
• tangible elements such as product features (see chapter 7), product performance
and actual financial cost (see chapter 11)
• intangible elements such as brand image (see chapters 9 and 10), prestige, associated imagery, and personal taste and style.
The number and type of evaluative criteria used to assess a product solution vary by
consumer and by product, with high-involvement products tending to have larger criteria sets than lower-involvement products. (Involvement is raised again in chapter 7.)
For example, selecting a movie may invoke the criteria illustrated in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Evaluative criteria
Criteria

Perceptions
Tomb Raider

Romeo & Juliet

Titanic

Action film

1

2

3

Good reviews

3

1

1

Strong plot

3

1

2

Good date film

3

2

1

No short, overrated
male lead

1

3

3

Involvement: the extent to
which a consumer is
interested in a product,
combined with the extent to
which the product (or
product choice) is relevant to
the consumer.

Note: 1 = good, 2 = average, 3 = poor.
Source: Based on the author’s movie-watching habits.

Once the criteria are assessed, evaluation and selection are performed by giving a
weighting to each factor — for example, a cinema patron may seek a light entertainment action film to meet their need for entertainment, rather than a deeper thoughtprovoking film that meets other needs. In the former case, the action criterion has
the strongest rating of the three choices. Other patrons may use a combination of
factors, such as professional reviews (professional information), strength of the plot
(product feature) and whether it is an appropriate film for a date (usage situation).
Evaluative criteria can be influenced by marketing, as marketing messages can be
tailored to educate and train consumers on how to make choices regarding
products. For example, the makers of Sprite educate consumers to select their drink
according to taste, whereas the makers of Coca-Cola push the party line of selecting
a drink based on what other people will think of you for drinking that product. (The
fact that Sprite and Coca-Cola are owned by the same company is pushing at the
boundaries of irony.)
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Selection is the second to last step in the purchase end game. Once the consumer
has evaluated their alternatives and ranked them into a working order, selection is the
process of choosing the preferred alternative. Of course, the final step is actually
acquiring the preferred alternative, which requires the store selection process. Selection is the one part of the process that is least able to be influenced directly by the
marketer — although careful management of the supply chain and logistics is vital to
ensure that your products are available where your target market is likely to be found.

Store choice
Store choice means selecting the point of purchase, and is governed by the distribution element of the marketing mix. It also can influence product choice. Where store
choice is limited or restricted, the lack of the product in the store may require the consumer to either forgo the purchase or seek a substitute solution. Consequently, store
choice has one of three sequences in the decision process:
1. Brand/product first, store second: the consumer decides on the product solution first and
then searches for the product from store to store until either all store options are
exhausted or the product is purchased. Where this is the most common approach to
a product, tactical marketing dictates that the advertising should be a pull strategy,
which incites the consumer to ask the retailer for the product.
2. Outlet first, store second: the consumer goes to their favourite store first, and then
seeks product alternatives from within that store (favourite also means where
there are no other store alternatives). In a situation where the consumer is brand
loyal to a store, the marketer needs to create push campaigns through the distribution mix to get their product to the consumer through the consumer’s preferred outlet.
3. Simultaneous outlet and product selection: the consumer has a range of stores and products to select from, and balances both factors against each other. In this situation,
the consumer can either buy the most optimum product solution from the optimal
store, or trade off a better store experience for a slightly lesser product experience,
or vice versa. From the marketing perspective of the product vendor, the emphasis
can be on either a pull strategy that encourages the consumer to demand the
product from their favourite store, or on a push strategy to ensure that one or more
of the consumer’s store alternatives stocks the product.
Store selection is not limited to the offline bricks and mortar retail environment.
This section of the process refers to any point of purchase for a good or service, or
any point of adoption for an idea.

Post purchase
Post-purchase behaviour is one of the most important, and often overlooked, aspects
of the purchase decision process. Assuming that the product is not a one-off event
(referendum, wisdom teeth removal, inoculation injection), the medium- and longterm success of the product will be dependent on post-purchase decisions. Post purchase offers one of four outcomes — repurchase, renewed problem solving, re-trial or
rejection.
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Repurchase
The core business of an ordinary marketing campaign is to get the customer to buy the
product once — a good campaign gets the second purchase, and a great campaign
builds repeat purchases and brand loyalty. (Brand loyalty has been discussed before in
chapter 3, and is covered again in chapter 7.) To achieve repurchase, the product needs
to deliver on the promises made by the marketing messages, and solve the need felt by
the consumer.

The ethics of partial solution
The aim of a good product is to meet the needs of the market, and to satisfy those needs to the best of the ability of
the product designer. The question that quickly arises is whether there is such a thing as too much satisfaction. Microsoft now contends that its new products face more competition from its older products than from any other source (this
could also be a case for arguing it has a monopoly), as its existing products continue to meet the needs of its target markets.
Consequently, there is a reasonably strong, and rational, case to
argue that presenting a permanent solution to a need will result in a short
range of successes, and a completely flat market for repurchasing. For a
business, this may be a suboptimal solution to
its own need to stay in business, and logically,
Q.1 Discuss the conflict
and pragmatically, it should present products
between a consumer’s right to
that balance its need for longevity with meeting
a best-fit needs solution and
the market’s needs. Planned obsolescence, or
the organisation’s right to
the intentional creation of products with short life
longevity.
spans, has been criticised by many for creating
Q.2 Is it ethical to
unnecessary waste, and for being manipulative of
intentionally create a product
the marketplace. Why should users with operational products be forced to buy a new product to
that will only meet a need for a
meet the need of the manufacturer to sell more products? Conversely, why should the manufacshort period of time?
turer be forced to intentionally threaten its organisational longevity by producing perfect solutions
that will reduce repurchase?

In order to encourage repurchase, marketers need to influence several factors, which
include:
• Supply and distribution: part of the repurchase experience is also the continued availability of the product, which requires a well-coordinated distribution strategy and
well-organised distribution channels. Product switching often occurs when a preferred brand becomes unavailable, and the need cannot be delayed. Many new
products suffer from inconsistent supply lines, which either prevent repurchase
(out of stock) or create product switching to satisfice the need in the absence of
the preferred choices. Tactical marketing through the use of the distribution
channel (see chapter 8), pricing mechanisms (see chapter 11) and coordination with
warehousing, production schedules and logistics management systems in the organisation can assist in controlling this factor.
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Cognitive dissonance: feelinnty
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of self-doubt and uncer a
that immediately follow
purchase.

• Reducing cognitive dissonance: cognitive dissonance is the feelings of self-doubt and
uncertainty immediately following a purchase. It tends to be dependent on the size
of the purchase, the cost of the product and the impact the decision has made on
your life. The cognitive dissonance experienced by purchasing a Snickers bar will be
relatively small — unless the purchase just broke the diet you’d been on for at least
36 hours (this time). In contrast, buying an expensive product like a new car, or a
complicated product like a new computer, will create a range of self-doubt, confusion and potentially negative emotions. Following a major purchase, most users
will seek out additional information to support their purchase choice (either to justify it to themselves, or to their friends) and pay closer attention to related products
and marketing messages. Marketing can assist in lowering cognitive dissonance by
providing supportive materials to a new purchaser, even something as simple as a
thank-you letter from the manufacturer/retailer addressed directly to the new owner.
Other after-sales functions include everything from courtesy calls for home-installed
products, to help lines (though why sugar substitutes require help lines is a mystery), through to the creation of exclusive clubs for members/owners of the product.

Renewed problem solving (and repurchase)

Credence products: intan
service products that aregible
sufficiently specialised tha
is difficult for the consumetrit
to determine the quality
the product, even after it ofhas
been bought and used.

Quite frequently, buying one product will create a need for an additional product,
thus triggering a fresh set of needs, wants and purchase decisions. Buying a computer means buying software to use on the computer. Similarly, buying a few new
pieces of furniture usually triggers a cascade effect of redecorating as the rest of the
house (which was fine the day before) suddenly seems so shabby in comparison to the
factory new products.
In addition, acquiring a service product such as gym membership will usually
require the purchase of supporting equipment (shoes, towel, gym wear), which tends
to lead into the purchase of support information (Muscle and Fitness magazine), which
leads to further supporting purchases to continue meeting the needs created by the
new situations encountered at the gym.
Tactical marketing in this context can be done by providing product line extensions
to support and assist common secondary needs, or by creating product package bundles. Harvey Norman will bundle a range of software and accessories with its computer
products to assist the consumer with their initial renewed problem solving. In contrast,
Holden offers a range of merchandise such as key chains and t-shirts to supplement
the Holden ownership experience. The fascinating part of this type of work for marketers is to determine what products become ‘must-have needs’ after the purchase
of the initial item, particularly one that is prone to creating cognitive dissonance.
Consumers who are prone to cognitive dissonance also are prone to finding that the
new purchase has created a need for them to own the shoes, the shirt, the hat and the
fan club membership (with bonus action figure) for their newly acquired sports car.

Repurchase and re-trial
The third alternative following a purchase is a repurchase for the purpose of an
extended trial period, rather than a complete adoption. Credence products, such as
services like hairdressing or massages or legal advice, will often require several trial
purchases before the consumer is able to determine whether or not their needs are
being met. Similarly, music often has the extended re-trial period, as a song can either
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grow on the listener or be condemned to the realm of instant channel changing after
repeated trial listens. Re-trial also assists in reducing cognitive dissonance on subsequent trial adoptions, as the user becomes increasingly familiar with the product.
Credence products are intangible service products that are sufficiently specialised
that it is difficult for the consumer to determine the quality of the product, even after
it has been bought and used (see also chapter 7).

Rejection
The final alternative in the purchase situation is to decide that the product did not
meet the specific needs, or an alternative set of needs, and try another product. Rejection of a product is a legitimate outcome from purchase decisions, and should be
respected by tactical marketers. There are some customers for whom the product will
never meet their needs, and once they have made the rejection decision, they should
be left alone. Attempting to use high-pressure techniques or coercive tactics on these
consumers is a waste of resources, and a fast ticket to alienating the marketplace.

Influences on consumer behaviour

5

Consumer behaviour does not exist in a vacuum (excluding Hoover sales pitches), nor
does it work in the clean, structured guidelines of the diagrams and models presented
in this chapter. Instead, a range of factors, some of which are directly visible, measurable and can be affected by marketing campaigns, influence the decisions made by
consumers. Other factors are beyond the reach of marketing, yet have a significant and
lasting impact on consumer behaviour.
The major areas of influence on consumer behaviour are:
• Economic influences: which are the economic realities of the purchase decision,
such as the amount of available money to spend on a product, the cost of the
product in terms of initial purchase price, or ongoing repayments, and the degree to
which this purchase decision requires an economic trade-off against other desired
purchases. It can also represent the broad state of the economy, such as the impact
of a recession on consumer confidence and available spending money.
• Demographic influences: which are the influences on the market arising from
objective characteristics such as age, gender, nationality, geographic location,
income, literacy level and physical household structure. Some of these factors recur
in the social influences, although in the current context they exhibit a more descriptive role and influence. For example, a family of five will have a need for a minimum
of five seats for a single car trip to anywhere, compared to the needs for a single
person or couple. Similarly, getting a single seat table at a restaurant is often harder
than getting a table for four, based on the restaurant’s assumption that its target
demographic is family sized (and evenly numbered). Demographic influence is commonly derived from secondary marketing research data, and is based on assumptions of commonality of needs across similar groups.
• Psychological influences: which are the internalised motivations and mental processes
that influence end-purchase decisions. The realm of the psychological influence in
marketing has drawn heavily from psychology, and sociology, and has a range of
subareas that marketers attempt to influence or exploit. These areas include
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Lifestyle: the combination
of attitudes, learning,
behaviour and the way a
person lives that is both the
end result of behaviour
and the creator of needs
and wants.

consumer motivations and perceptions, how they learn about products, what attitudes they hold and the type of lifestyle they lead. These factors are examined in
greater detail below.
• Social influences: which are the pressures exerted by society, friends, family and
peers on the individual’s decisions and behaviour. This form of influence is usually
regarded as the most visible influence on the individual, as it is an external influence delivered by someone to the consumer. Fashion stands out as the leading
example of an external set of influences, convincing people that they need to wear
several inches of cork on the soles of their shoes so that their friends will still like
them. As with psychological influences, social influences form a major part of the
consumer behaviour marketing tool kit, and are examined in depth below.
• Situational influences: which are, as defined previously, those influences based on the
time and place of a situation that are not a part of the product or the person being
influenced. Given that this is the second time situational influences are examined in
this chapter, it’s a safe bet that situational influence is a major aspect that needs to
be addressed in dealing with consumer behaviour.
Of these five influences, psychological, social and situational have the most value to
marketing, and have been the subject of the greatest amount of effort by marketing
researchers. The key factor to remember in dealing with influences on consumer
behaviour is that all these factors work in conjunction with one another, and must be
dealt with as a combined whole. While it’s easiest to teach students about each factor
individually, in the real world circumstance of marketing, all these factors interplay and
overlap.

Psychological influences
Psychological influences are the internalised processes that combine to form an individual’s personality, their motivations, dreams, desires and how they view the world. It
is an area of marketing that borrows heavily from other disciplines, and is realistically
an inexact science at the best of times. However, the value of the work in this area is to
bring about a general understanding of the types of issues and impacts that are felt in
the individual’s day-to-day decision making, and where marketing can be used to influence these decisions for certain outcomes. These outcomes can range from commercial gain by motivating product choice and purchase (‘Drink coke’) to social gain by
influencing personal behaviours for the benefit of society (‘Don’t drink and drive’). In
general, marketing works within five main areas of psychological influence:
• Motivation: which is the creation point of needs and wants and problem recognition.
• Perception: which is the filter mechanism for how somebody views their world, sorts
out the information they receive, and deals with both marketing and non-marketing
messages.
• Learning: which is the means by which the processed perceptions are stored, recalled
or totally lost in a person’s mind.
• Attitudes and beliefs: attitudes are a point of view held about a product, person or idea.
They are usually positive and/or negative evaluations, and are based on experiences
and beliefs. Beliefs are long-term opinions about an issue, idea or product that can
shape attitudes, but may not actually involve liking or disliking something.
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• Lifestyles: which are a combination of attitudes, learning, behaviour and the way a
person lives their lifestyle (yes, it’s a self-recursive definition). Lifestyles are both the
end results of behaviour and the creators of needs and wants, and, as such, are a
cyclical process.

Motivation
Motivations are split between needs, which are primary basic forces that have to be
addressed, and wants, which are secondary desires that can be lived without, but that
are sought after for additional levels of comfort and satisfaction. The most famous and
cited research into needs is Maslow’s (1968) hierarchy of needs.
Maslow worked on the principle that there are five levels of needs, which go from
basic survival needs through to complicated spiritual motivations, and which supposedly apply in a logical progression from survival to self-realisation. These are shown in
table 4.2.

ce
Needs: a primary basic for
is
felt when the consumer
deprived of something lter).
important (e.g. food, she

Table 4.2: Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
Physical/physiological

Basic survival needs of air, water, food and sleep, which can
override other motives until satisfied.

Safety

Security, sense of familiarity and the acquisition of shelter are
invoked after the physical needs have been satisfied.

Belongingness

The need for support, clanning and a social structure.

Esteem

The desire for personal status, recognition and having an active
and healthy ego.

Self-actualisation

This is the desire towards self-fulfilment, and higher-level desires
of ambitions, pursuit of dreams and status.

Source: Maslow, A. H., 1968, Toward a Psychology of Being, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York.

These motivations are subject to a wide amount of dispute and qualification. There
are numerous examples of people placing self-actualisation and fulfilment of a spiritual need ahead of physical/physiological needs, for instance during religious fasting.
Similarly, the prime motivation of safety can be overridden by the higher needs of
esteem or self-actualisation in adventure tourism. Even belongingness, esteem and
self-actualisation can conflict as people find their personal need for self-achievement
is at odds with their desire to be a member of a social group. It’s difficult to define
yourself as an individual in a group of people all defining their individuality in the
same way. (This is often called a subculture, where individuality is defined by uniforms
and tribal marking, often sold and packaged by a marketing agency.)

Perception
Perception is the way the individual sees the world, and how they sort incoming information in their mind. It governs the entry of information into the mind of the consumer, and is subject to three main influences — exposure, attention and
interpretation. Exposure is simply an encounter with a message, stimulus or source of
information. It’s fairly difficult for people to actually perceive a message that they do
not encounter, which is why advertising (see chapters 9 and 10) and distribution (see
chapter 8) play an important part in this process. Attention is the level to which the
message is received, and the extent to which the consumer is focused on the message
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itself, rather than any other factor. Interpretation is the process of turning the stimuli
into a message, and turning the message into a meaningful piece of information to the
consumer. Interpretation is the last mile between the message creation by the marketer and the understanding of the message by the consumer. It’s the hardest mile,
and the point where the marketer has to hope the initial message was clear enough to
be understood.

global
perspectives

The ‘global’ consumer and country
of origin effects

As communications technology improves and international travel becomes more commonplace and affordable, a new
consumer trend is emerging — the growth of the ‘global consumer culture’. Whereas in the past the limitations of communications and travel meant that certain products and brands were limited in distribution to key geographic areas, the
growth of multinational corporations means that there are now many global brands, equally recognisable throughout
the world. Despite their global availability, however, many brands still gain a distinct level of credibility based on the
characteristics associated with their country of origin.
The international availability of brands is giving rise to a new type of
consumer — one who is determined to project a cosmopolitan image
while seeking high quality. These consumers judge the quality of the
product on the reputation not only of the brand, but also the country
from which the brand originates. These are the people who choose a
German car due to its perceived higher engineering standards, and
French perfumes and Swiss watches as much because of the country
of origin of the brand as for the brand or product itself. Global consumers place importance on public displays of their internationally
branded products to portray an aura of sophistication, so that they are
more likely to buy an internationally branded fashion item than a
household cleaner.
Country of origin effects have been the
basis of a large number of international
Q.1 Give some examples of
marketing studies. While increased inforproducts where you believe
mation about and experience of a particular
the country of origin effect is
product will ultimately supersede the
likely to be very strong.
country of origin effect, in the absence of
Q.2 Country of origin effects
these cues consumers will fall back on
tend to be enduring in the
what they ‘know’ about the country and its
mind of the consumer.
reputation as a key input into the conSuggest ways in which firms
sumer decision-making process.
can capitalise on this tendency
Source: Based on information contained in Jan-Benedict, E. M., Steenkanmp, F. and
for the purposes of improving
Wedel, M., 1999, ‘A cross-national investigation into the individual and national
their international success
cultural antecedents of consumer innovativeness’, Journal of Marketing, Vol. 63, No. 2,
rate.
pp. 55–73; and Piron, F., 2000, ‘Consumers’ perceptions of the country of origin effect
on purchasing intentions of (in)conspicuous products’, Journal of Consumer Marketing,
Vol. 17, No. 4, pp. 308–21.
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Learning
Learning is the method by which the processed perceptions are stored, recalled or
totally lost in a person’s mind. It represents a change in the state of content of the
long-term memory. Interestingly enough, learning is not always a conscious or voluntary event — which could explain why answers to exam questions seem to leave faster
than annoying advertising jingles, or the lyrics to Kylie Minogue songs.
From a marketing point of view, learning is best done as a method of creating short
cuts to solving problems, and the more the consumer learns to use the marketer’s
product, the faster the decision process becomes, which in turn results in greater
brand loyalty.

Attitudes and beliefs
Attitudes are a point of view held about a product, person or idea, and tend to involve
positive and/or negative evaluations. They represent a combination of motivations,
perceptions, emotional responses and thought processes, which remain relatively constant over time in response to a given stimulus. Attitudes are slow to change, although
they can be changed through reconditioning by marketing messages (see chapters 9
and 10) or through experience.
Beliefs are sets of opinions about something that can shape attitudes, but may not
actually involve liking or disliking something. They are a component of attitudes, and
often take the form of generic responses, ‘I believe that drinking is bad for your health’,
rather than being product or brand specific, ‘Drinking rum is a bad idea’. Belief components are difficult to change, and often represent a long-held ideal or mind-set that
has been passed down from a previous generation.

Lifestyles
Lifestyles are a combination of attitudes, learning, behaviour and the way a person
lives, and are both the end results of behaviour and the creator of needs and wants
(making it a cyclical process). The creation and maintenance of a lifestyle is determined by a wide range of factors, which are illustrated in table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Lifestyle in overview
Lifestyle determinants

•
•
•
•
•

Demographics
Motives
Emotions
Household
Experience

•
•
•
•

Social class
Personality
Values
Culture

Lifestyle

How the lifestyle is lived through:
• Activities
• Interests
• Likes/dislikes
• Attitudes
• Consumption
• Expectations
• Feelings

Impacts on purchases and
consumption

• How
• What
• Where

• When
• Why
• With whom
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Lifestyle is one of the key areas for tactical marketing to use in the development of
marketing messages, and for targeting marketing-generated products. Although many
marketing campaigns are now attempting to position just about any type of product
as a lifestyle accessory, lifestyle is a major determinant of the consumption of high
social influence goods (see chapter 7).

Social influences
Social influences represent the largest external pressure on the individual’s behaviour
as they exert pressure for compliance with social norms, or provide a benchmark for
creating deviance from social expectation. The punk revolution (each cycle of it, from
the Sex Pistols to Greenday and beyond) relies heavily on social influence and pressure in order to define itself against the current social norms. Similarly, Schoolies
Week originated as a social rebellion against the expectation that high school students
should immediately move into being respectable, employed citizens the day after
leaving school. (Although the modern Schoolies Week seems to be a social compliance
mechanism to ensure everyone rebels in the same time-honoured manner — see
www.schooliesweek.com.au — thanking the corporate sponsors may have taken the
edge off the rebellion.)
In addition, social pressure shapes behaviours in situational influences, and
impacts heavily on purchase and consumption situations. Tactical marketing can
play to social pressure-based situations in marketing messages where products are
demonstrated to be used by everyone (use or be a loser), or where the purchase of
a product can set you (and everyone else who buys it) out from the crowd. (It takes
a lot of nerve to run both campaigns on the same product — see the earlier
example of Coca-Cola and Sprite for the same company running messages directly
against itself.)

Family

Peer group: the people the
consumer feels are their
equals.

Family influence is created directly during the household life cycle when the child is
living with their parents. It then can continue directly (overt pressure exerted by
family), or indirectly (actions taken to ‘not be like my parents’). Where it becomes
entertaining is when the social pressure exerted by the parents on their children starts
to replicate the pressure they previously had exerted on them by their parents (and
that they would have complained about as children). Family influence includes the
social pressures placed by the children on their parents, by parents on their children,
and by siblings and partners on each other. Any children’s advertising campaign based
on showing how a product can make a young girl immune to ‘how gross her brother’s
behaviour is’ can be said to be squarely aimed at family pressures.

Reference group pressure

ups
Aspirant group: the socials gro
the
that the consumer wishefor whyich
were a member of, and
they aspire to be like.

Reference group pressure is most commonly known as peer pressure, and exists as
the influences that a peer group or aspirant group can exert on the individual’s
decisions and behaviour. Reference group pressure has the strongest marketing
value in its use in campaigns involving celebrity endorsement, where the marketing
message implies that consumption of a product will make the buyer more like the
endorser.
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There are three types of referent group influence of specific value to the marketing
manager:
• Informational influence: which is where the consumer turns to their peer group for information, recommendations and advice regarding products. This is one of the
strongest forms of endorsement for a brand or product, and is the subject of viral
marketing campaigns. Getting a product that has been recommended by a friend has
the advantage of conformity with the friend, plus shared product experience, and an
immediate support base for the product if anything goes wrong.
• Normative influence: which is where the pressure is exerted in terms of reward or
punishment by the peer group for the individual’s actions or behaviour. Normative
pressure can be exerted overtly, such as receiving praise from friends for buying the
same product, or being laughed at for believing that watermelon prints are this seasons ‘new black’. Alternatively, normative pressure can exist internally, where the
consumer changes their behaviour because they think that their friends will react
badly to their possible decision.
• Identification influence: which exists where the consumer uses the group’s values and
attitudes to guide their behaviour, and dresses, thinks and acts in accordance
with how they perceive the group would behave. This can also occur where a
person is not a member of the group (aspirant influence) but mimics the group
behaviour because they aspire to being a member. A lot of products can be sold
to people prone to aspirant group influence, from sporting jerseys through to
hairstyling products, simply because someone famous endorses the product, or
because they feel the product makes them look like a part of a special group.

Motivation marketing: using consumer
behaviour in action

6

All marketers agree that understanding the consumer is vital to the success of any
marketing campaign — but beyond simply understanding the consumer is knowing
what to do with that knowledge. In the broadest sense, marketers should be able to
target products or promotional messages to trigger specific elements of the consumer
decision process, or to impact on certain influences.

Appealing to needs
Playing off the basic Maslow hierarchy offers five points of positioning for a
marketing message or product to determine which need is best met by the product.
If the product fails to meet any of the five needs, go back to the design process and
start again.

Physical/physiological
Tactical marketing at the physiological level means pitching a product as a mechanism
for maintaining life, preserving life, meeting a core physical need or alleviating that
need. At this most basic level of needs, the sophistication of the marketing message
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varies between the ‘Eat food. Survive’ statements of the obvious and complicated messages such as ‘Eat a healthy diet of seven serves of vegetables and fruit so you will live
for a longer period of time’.
Physiological-based messages often form the core of social marketing and government marketing messages, which pitch survival information regarding health, drugs
and preventable accidents. Commercial products such as The Barnacle, a device used
to allow people engaged in rock fishing to secure themselves to the rocks, are also
pitched at this base level of ‘Use this product and live’. Further examples of physiological marketing are examined in table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Physiological marketing
Product

Tactics

Goods

Food

• Emphasising health orientation, longevity
• Using positive enforcing messages.

Services

Search and rescue

• Supporting the service so it saves lives,
potentially yours
• Positive, feel good, needs solution.

Ideas

Speed kills

• Pitching the idea at the survival level — do this
and die; don’t do this and live
• Using comparative messages of the alternative
outcomes.

Safety
The next level up from the physiological is safety-based products or messages, which are
usually dominated by messages and products that attempt to influence psychological
influences. Safety-level messages are usually the core campaign pitch of the makers of
any family car (and Volvo), who push their product’s capacity to protect from injury.
Unlike physiological needs, safety needs products can be lived without for extended
periods of time — no one has died from a lack of a Volvo in their life (although a
sudden and unexpected appearance of a Volvo in a person’s life may have the opposite
effect).
However, many Volvos have been sold on the basis that they address the need for
safety in a potentially dangerous scenario. Products such as tyres are sold on the
basis of how they can be used to improve safety (if it only saves you once a year, try
not to need it twice). In effect, any product that can be shown to the consumer to
reduce the risk of physical injury, increase security and stability, and create a comfortable secure surrounding can be pitched at the safety need motivation.
Marketing messages pitched at addressing safety needs are also the dominant mainstay of political marketing, as negative political campaigning attempts to arouse feelings of fear (safety level motivation) and sooth these feelings by offering a political
party promise. Strangely enough, tax reform (or the lack of tax reform), government
spending cuts (and government spending) and individual politicians have all been
pitched as fear inducements at the safety motivation level. Table 4.5 outlines examples
of safety needs-based marketing.
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Table 4.5: Safety needs marketing
Product

Tactics

Goods

Car

• Demonstrating minimal damage in a crash-test
dummy demonstration
• Relating personal accounts of survival.

Services

Self-defence training

• Relating personal stories of confidence,
empowerment and self-development.

Ideas

Government policy —
superannuation

• Demonstrating a secure economic future
• Portraying healthy, active and fun retirements.

Belongingness
This is the most common, and most criticised, motivation activated by marketing communications. The sense of belonging is predominantly communicated as a component
of the extended product (see chapter 7 for detail) where issues of lifestyle are associated with a physical product. Pitching a message at the need for belonging can be as
simple as demonstrating a desired social group or a celebrity using the product, or can
be implied through the wording of a marketing message. Less subtle approaches
include encouraging users of the product to chastise non-users (‘You still haven’t
switched brands?’), or making derogatory comments (‘She still uses the more expensive product, but we know better’).
The criticism of this mechanism is aimed squarely at the social messages that imply
that unless a product is owned, there is something wrong with the individual who
doesn’t own the product. Social rejection messages are criticised for inciting
unnecessary purchases, and for creating false images and expectations. Similarly, referent group messages concerning looks, appearance, fashion and body shape have
been attributed with causing eating disorders, low self-esteem, and poor self-image
and body image. All this just to sell a pair of shoes?
The danger with these forms of marketing message is that they can be misinterpreted by the consumer, or used as a defining marker point for how not to be a member
of a group. Of course, Generation X was the first major group that marketers decided
to blame for the failure of their social pressure marketing message. The ‘cynical cool’
of Gen-X were supposed to be immune to the marketer’s social pressure, choosing
their own way to wear identical fashions and drink the same cola brand. Generation Y,
and the unfortunately branded Clan Nintendo, were also supposedly immune to
having anything to do with Maslow’s social needs motivation.
The reality of the markets is that blatant social pressure messages such as ‘Without
these shoes, you’re a loser’, whether phrased positively or negatively, are more
likely to be rejected by the consumer, irrespective of their year of birth. Increasing
sophistication in the minds of the consumer and increased education regarding
marketing messages and tactics have reduced the impact of blatant messages.
However, it has not removed the basic need for belonging or clanning. If anything, the
Internet and widespread community-oriented communications tools such as SMS and
chat rooms have increased the demand for social belonging. Given that people can
now clan by similar interests, marketers can adapt to this to show how their social
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pressure products can assist the clanning behaviour. After all, if you want to use an
instant chat service with a friend, you’ll both need the same instant message product,
won’t you? Table 4.6 covers some of the possible uses of belongingness needs in
marketing.
Table 4.6: Belongingness needs marketing
Product

Tactics

Goods

Sport shoes

• Using celebrity endorsement
• Demonstrating lifestyle scenarios where
people like you are wearing your brand.

Services

Slimming clinics

• Showing clients who are feeling happier,
healthier and more confident
• Demonstrating images of an improved social
life.

Ideas

Fashion — single-strap
tops are attractive and
desirable

• Portraying fashion changes with other
products, and as natural parts of the world,
i.e. having models promoting phones wearing
the fashion.

Esteem
Esteem-based marketing develops campaigns that emphasise the role of the product,
service or idea in enhancing the personal status and social recognition of the individual. Campaign slogans such as ‘You ought to be congratulated’ for using margarine,
and which tie having an active and healthy ego to the use of a specific brand or
product, are pitched in the esteem need. Soft-drink marketing seems to have a fascination with tying esteem to cola, or, worse yet, to bottled water. Since the products are
relatively interchangeable (water isn’t known for easy product differentiation), much of
the emphasis in marketing has been on the development of strong brand identity, and
tying these brands to messages of social acceptance (or rebellion). By creating these
identification messages, marketers can pitch their product as being a method for
social identification (‘If you’re cool, you drink H2GO’) or personal status (‘Drinking
Mount Franklin stands you apart from the crowd’), whereas luxury water drinks
position themselves by exclusivity (‘Drinking Perrier says you’re part of high society’ —
despite the fact it’s sold in Woolworths).
Tactics for using esteem-based marketing include prestige pricing, which is the art
of charging a much higher price for a product simply so the purchaser can brag about
having paid more for the product (nobody is entirely sure why it works — just that it
seems to be a really good way to sell watches, pens and sports cars). Marketing messages can also be based around ego boosts from product use fantasies (‘Drink Milo,
score the winning goal’), or from a predicted sense of wellbeing and respect (buy the
right loaf of bread and ‘Good on you Mum, Tip Top’s the one’). Table 4.7 overviews how
esteem needs can be integrated into marketing tactics.
Closely related to the ego-boosting sales pitch is the self-actualisation approach,
where a product is designed to help you live your dreams (rather than just feel good
about yourself).
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Table 4.7: Esteem-needs marketing
Product

Tactics

Goods

Hair colouring

• Promoting messages of independence and
individuality
• Using slogans such as ‘Because you’re worth it’.

Services

Casinos

• Displaying images of people feeling good and
having fun
• Showing people winning money and earning the
respect of their peers
• Using images of people living their fantasy.

Ideas

Acceptance of
disabilities

• Using images that emphasise what you can do,
not what you can’t
• Taking the ‘Just like you’ approach.

Self-actualisation
Self-actualisation based marketing involves pitching goods, services and ideas at the
human desire for self-fulfilment, and at the higher level desires of ambitions, pursuit
of dreams and status. While this style of marketing campaign has previously been
dominated by luxury cars and high-end fashion, lifestyle adventure holidays have
become a recent adopter of the method. Many holiday firms offer adventure or exploration holidays pitched at self-fulfilment. Other products, such as whisky or cigars, are
using self-actualisation campaigns to promote the products as part of life-goal
achievements. For the most part, this style of campaign offers an extended product
solution statement such as ‘Live your dreams’ or statements of achievement and
refinement as part of the marketing message.
Self-actualisation campaigns often rely heavily on peer and social pressures as a
method of defining their product. For instance, for self-actualisation and self-discovery,
the product needs to play the opposite to the accepted social role — if the social pressure
for conformity in wristwatches is high, a self-actualisation wristwatch needs to stand out
from the crowded market by demonstrating non-conformance (the hands go anticlockwise). Table 4.8 explores applications of self-actualisation needs for marketing purposes.
Table 4.8: Self-actualisation needs marketing
Product

Tactics

Goods

Sports car

• Using slogans such as ‘Get your priorities wrong’
and ‘Make your father proud (or jealous)’, which
emphasise fulfilment of status symbols and
luxuries ahead of basic needs.

Services

Adventure holidays

• Using slogans such as ‘Live your wildest
dreams’.

Ideas

Improved self-image
for young women

• Taking a ‘Girls can do anything’ approach
• Demonstrating positive role models in a ‘Girl
genius’ campaign
• Using cameo appearances of role models.
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Chapter summary
This chapter discussed some of the more important concepts and models that underpin
our understanding of consumer behaviour on an individual level. Although organisations
direct their marketing towards larger groups or segments in society, these groups are
made up of individuals, each of whom has their own personal, unique history and
response to the marketing campaign. Understanding in broad terms what motivations are
important to individuals helps marketers direct their activities towards segments with
similar personal needs. Having an appreciation of the complexity of influences, and how
these personal, and external, influences interact to motivate the consumer is essential in
the development of a marketing strategy. This chapter focused on the consumer market
and the behaviour of individuals within that market. The next chapter takes the concept
of consumer behaviour and applies it to organisations in the B2B marketing environment.
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Review questions
R.1 Name and briefly outline the four types of situations that are commonly referred
to in consumer behaviour.
R.2 Of what benefit to the marketer is a knowledge and understanding of the five
situational influences? Illustrate your response with reference to the situational
influences.
R.3 Out-of-stock errors, problem recognition and perceived need are all elements of
what process? Give examples of each of these that you have encountered and
how they have been met.
R.4 Cognitive dissonance is an important factor in post-purchase behaviour. Define
cognitive dissonance and its importance relative to price considerations, and
suggest methods for minimising this behaviour.
R.5 Demographic, social and economic situations all influence consumer behaviour.
What is the relative importance of this information in developing a marketing
campaign?
R.6 How can marketing make use of the conflict between the social pressures for
conformity and the internal need for individuality?
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R.7 In terms of Maslow’s hierarchy, what are the basic needs? Give an example of
each of these as they relate to Australian society.
R.8 ‘Safety-level messages are only appropriate for social marketing campaigns such
as seatbelt use’. Discuss, giving relevant examples.
R.9 What are the three main factors that influence the way in which individuals
perceive the world? What methods can marketers use to promote their products
(goods, services or ideas) in terms of these perceptions?
R.10 How important are the intangible elements of a product when promoting it to
consumers? Illustrate your answer with examples from current campaigns.

Application questions
A.1 Select a product that you have purchased recently and analyse the evaluation
and selection process you undertook. What processes were involved? How could
you, as a marketer, have played a greater role in influencing these processes?
A.2 Consumers have a variety of reasons for purchasing from a specific store. In
terms of the marketing of specific products, how important is this choice in the
marketing mix? What type of strategy or campaign would be most appropriate to
ensure your product sells?
A.3 The purchase of a product will often lead the consumer to needing other
complementary products. Organisations sometimes use this need to give a range
of products as a package. What is the term that refers to this? Give examples where
it has been used successfully and suggest examples where it could be used.
A.4 Customer behaviour is motivated and influenced by any number of factors. How
important is it to attempt to recognise, classify and forecast likely outcomes?
Use the five situational influences listed in the text and apply them to products
you and your peers have bought or have had bought for you.
A.5 Is the use of belongingness needs an appropriate marketing tool? How does your
answer differ if the imagery that promotes the need does so by positive persuasion
(‘Use this product to become this type of person’) or in a negative and derogatory
sense (‘If you don’t use this product, then there is something wrong with you’)?

Discussion questions
D.1 Select a lifestyle program on television and analyse the show in terms of the
role of marketing within its content and the stated objective of providing
professional information. Support your analysis with reference to the marketing
information within this chapter.
D.2 ‘Maslow’s hierarchy of needs — outdated, irrelevant or essential to the current
marketer?’ Discuss using examples to show your understanding of both the
marketing process and Maslow’s hierarchy.
D.3 Whether the influence is family, friends or peer group pressure, social influences
are a major factor in marketing campaigns. Analyse a current marketing
campaign and identify the target group and social influences the marketer is
appealing to.
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How atmospherics influences consumer behaviour
Situational variables are a very important influence on the way in which consumers react to a product, parAtmospherics: the physical
ticularly when the product involved has an intangible, and difficult to objectively measure, service element.
properties of a selling
One particular aspect of the buying situation that has been studied extensively by marketers is atmosenvironment, including
pherics, which is the physical properties of the selling environment. In the service sector, the environelements such as colour,
ment in which the service is delivered is referred to as the servicescape.
music, temperature and
Consumers often react unconsciously to environmental stimuli; however, an understanding of typical
crowding.
reactions to certain colours, smells and sounds can help the marketer to design a more pleasing buying
environment.
Servicescape: the physical
One area that has been studied extensively in this context is the influence of music on consumer behavenvironment of the service
iour. Tempo, familiarity and sound levels have all been demonstrated objectively to have a significant
encounter.
impact on the purchasing patterns of shoppers. Typically these studies have found that slower tempo music
encourages people to stay longer and purchase more. This is true for both supermarkets and restaurants.
From a consumer management perspective then, if the store is crowded and you want to move people
through more quickly, or if you own a café where high turnover is essential for profitability, you would be
well advised to play fast, up-tempo music.
The style of music impacts on mood, with familiar music encouraging consumers to stay longer. Bar
patrons have been found to spend nearly 50 per cent more on drinks in environments where the music is
quiet and slow, and restaurant patrons will stay up to 25 per cent longer. Similarly, if the music is soft rather
than loud, there is a tendency for greater staff and customer interaction, thus increasing the time spent in,
and the quality of, the interaction.
A recent Australian study found that the key ‘persuaders’ were as follows:
• Fast music makes people aroused because the brain becomes more active and people do things at a
quicker pace. It draws people’s attention to the store.
• Slower, softer music makes people linger longer around supermarket shelves or order more food
and coffee at restaurants and cafés.
• Classical music played in bottle shops encourages shoppers to buy more expensive wine.
The actual music to make a positive impact also varies between target markets, with the same
study finding the following matches:
• Young adults: college rock such as Beck, Belle and Sebastian, Built to Spill, PJ Harvey or dance
music such as Chemical Brothers, Fatboy Slim.
Q.1 Based on your personal
• Adults: 80s hits such as George Michael, John Mellencamp, Madonna, U2.
experiences, how accurate do
• Mature adults: love songs such as Elton John, Amy Grant, Rod Stewart.
you think the findings reported
• Children: Sesame Street, The Wiggles.
in this case are?
Source: Based on information contained in Blackwell, R. D, Miniard, P. W. and Englel,
Q.2 Is it ethical for
J. F., 2001, Consumer Behavior, ninth edition, Harcourt, Fort Worth; Oakes, S., 2000, ‘The
marketers to manipulate the
influence of the musicscape within service environments’, Journal of Services Marketing,
consumer’s subconscious
Vol. 14, No. 7, pp. 539–56; Smith, P. and Burns, D. J., 1996, ‘Atmospherics and retail
responses in this way? Why or
environments: the case of the “power aisle”’, International Journal of Retail and Distribution
why not?
Management, Vol. 24, No. 1, pp. 7–14; and Toy, N., 2001, ‘Bop till you shop: how music can
manipulate your spending habits’, Daily Telegraph (Sydney), 7 July, p. 7.
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Chapter 5

Marketing to the
industry: business to
business marketing
Chapter outline
After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Define what constitutes
business to business
(B2B) marketing
Explain the
characteristics of B2B
marketing
Know the assumptions
that underpin B2B
marketing
Understand how the
B2B customer differs
from a personal
consumer
Define the
characteristics of the
B2B transaction
Explain the differences
and similarities
between business and
individual consumer
purchasing behaviour.

This chapter highlights the role of marketing between businesses, and although the main focus of this book is on the
individual consumer, without effective business to business
(B2B) marketing strategies the manufacturer’s goods would
never make it from manufacture to the end consumer. B2B
encompasses a range of activities from the sale of raw materials to manufacturers through to the provision of services
and the day-to-day supplies essential for the effective
organisation of any office. As well as profit-oriented ‘businesses’, the B2B field also includes the marketing transactions and relationships that develop between suppliers,
such as consultants, and government organisations, as well
as those that exist between not-for-profits, sporting bodies,
professional associations and the manufacturers and service
providers that support their activities and functions.
B2B differs from consumer buying in a number of ways,
including the numbers of players involved, the value of the
transactions, the length of supply channels, the different
demand structures and the higher levels of collaboration and
interdependence that exist between businesses. Further, the
process of decision making, while having some similarities
to consumer decision making, is more formalised and objective than that employed by individuals for their own personal
purchases.
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Introduction
Without business to business marketing, firms could not operate and goods would
never reach the final consumer. Much of the work in the B2B field concentrates on the
development of relationships within, and the management of, the organisations that
make up the distribution channel (these institutions are discussed in more detail in
chapter 8). The relationship approach to marketing has its foundation in the B2B
sector and this is one of the major contributions of B2B to the marketing discipline.
This chapter explores the breadth and range of activities that make up B2B marketing,
concentrating specifically on those areas where B2B differs from the more commonly
studied consumer marketing management with a particular focus on buying motivations and behaviours.

Definition and domain
Business to business marketing represents one of the largest parts of commercial and
not-for-profit marketing. For every product that appears on the shelf at a retail store,
there has been a series of B2B transactions that have assisted the process of taking the
product from an idea through to manufacturing, delivery and marketing promotion
before it reaches the end consumer. While the business to consumer market ultimately
generates the sales and consumption of the products that drive the individual markets,
without the B2B infrastructure to support it, there would be nothing for the customer
to consume in the first place.

What is business to business marketing?
Business to business (B2B) marketing is the process of marketing, selling and delivering products, services or ideas from one business to another business. In effect, any
commercial transaction that occurs between two organisations where neither is a consumer or family unit is a form of B2B. Using a broad definition of B2B such as this
allows for recognition that this form of marketing is not limited to exchanges between
big businesses (i.e. companies the size of Starbucks or Nike), as it can occur between
two self-employed individuals (commercial services between an accountant and a
lawyer), small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) including franchises (Eagle Boys
Pizza stores and their suppliers), not-for-profit organisations (Red Nose Day organisers
and plastic nose manufacturers), and government bodies (the Department of Housing
and building contractors).
Many aspects of B2B marketing may not be recognised at first glance. While the
supply arrangement made between a café and a coffee provider is a classic B2B
transaction, the arrangement developed between the café and the band that plays
on Friday nights is every bit as much a B2B relationship. Similarly, the Internet has
created a range of business to business transaction relationships between small
businesses and individual professionals, through delivery services such as MP3.com,
idea commerce broker Zazzle.com (www.zazzle.com/welcome/first_time_visitors/
default.asp) and the merchandising services of Cafepress (www.cafepress.com).

1
Business to business (B2B)
marketing: all transaction
and relationships conductesd
between two or more
business organisations for
the supply of goods, services
or ideas.

Idea commerce: a form
of e-commerce that
e
specialises in the exchangsic
mu
of intangibles such as
or cultural goods such as
art and literature.
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global
spe
per ctives

International B2B on the Internet

One of the many things the Internet was supposed to do was create a global marketplace of buyers and sellers of ideas
and services that reduced the need for the middle of the supply chain. In theory, business to consumer and business
to business transactions were supposed to happen directly, and without the intervening supply lines. In contrast, what
the Internet proved was that there was a significant value for individuals and SME players involved in dealing with B2B
services who assisted in idea commerce transactions. In other words, the attempts to cut out the middleperson in the
transaction increased the complexity of the
exchange, and demonstrated the very reason
why the middleperson was included in the
process in the first place.
MP3.com was first designed as a central
clearing house for unsigned musicians to
upload and host their music at a single site,
and to create a unique B2B transaction
option — musicians leased their music to
MP3.com to provide content for the site and,
in return, MP3.com provided storage and
distribution for the content.
Zazzle.com (www.zazzle.com/welcome/
first_time_visitors/default.asp) touts itself
as an idea commerce broker by providing
hosting and printing facilities for digital art.
Artists enter into non-exclusive arrangements whereby they receive commission
on the sale of their work (12 per cent)
through the site.
Similarly, Cafepress (www.cafepress.com) offers a hosting and manufacturing service for merchandising products such as shirts, mousepads, mugs
and printing onto a range of other small promotional goods. This service
specifically targets web site owners who wish to sell merchandise without
wanting to invest in a stockpile of physical goods. In addition, Cafepress
gained an initial critical mass of clients by a targeted campaign aimed
directly at MP3.com artists.
One of the critical components of the three services is their ability to provide a global B2B distribution channel for individuals and SME operators
who would not ordinarily have access to such a wide-ranging market. The
emphasis in the B2B commerce conducted by these three organisations is to
deliver a combined brokerage and distribution service for idea-based products (art, music, design) to a global audience through a global medium at a
minimum cost to the business partners.
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Q.1 Does the ease of
access to the Internet
reduce the need for B2B
relationships? Can
manufacturers simply deal
directly with the public?
Q.2 Outline the role of the
broker in marketing. Does
the Internet make the role of
the broker easier or harder
than in the offline world?
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Characteristics of B2B marketing
B2B has a series of features that make it distinctive from the business to consumer
marketing explored in chapter 4. It is noted that the range of B2B transactions that can
exist (let alone the ones that do exist that we didn’t think of at the time of writing)
means that this is one of the broadest areas of marketing, and consequently, not all of
the characteristics listed will necessarily apply to each B2B transaction. In general
terms, B2B is characterised by the following:
• Closer relationships and shorter supply channels: which is where the distance between
buyers and sellers of B2B products is significantly shorter than in B2C. For example,
Intel manufactures chips that are shipped directly to Toshiba, based on Toshiba’s
standards and designs, which gives them a one-step supply chain. The consumer
who then buys this Toshiba laptop from a retailer such as Harvey Norman will find
themselves several supply-chain steps away from Intel (see figure 5.1)

Intel

Toshiba

International
shipping

Retail distribution
warehousing

Wholesale
buyers

Warehousing

Harvey Norman
retail store

Courier
company

End consumer

2

B2B products: those types
of products that are
exchanged in business to
business transactions.

Figure 5.1: Steps in the supply chain

• Different demand structures: which occur in B2B relationships, particularly those based
on the supply of manufacturing equipment, or components for a consumer product.
For example, soft-drink bottlers have a clear one-to-one ratio between the soft
drinks consumed by the public and the number of bottles required for the
product. However, Coca-Cola will not increase its purchasing volume of bottles if
the bottlers lower their prices. In contrast, consumers are more likely to increase
their consumption when offered a lower price. (Demand structures are examined in
depth below.)
• Direct purchasing: which is where B2B commerce can be conducted directly between
two organisations without an intermediary such as a retailer or supplier. This is not
a constant factor in B2B commerce, as extended supply chains and brokerage functions are more common.
• Fewer buyers: which represents that paradox of B2B commerce. While the size of B2B
transactions may be greater than B2C commerce, there are substantially fewer B2B
buyers in any given marketplace. Of course, the advantage in B2B commerce is that
an organisation may only need one buyer in order to be profitable — a manufacturer
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that specialises in producing high-performance cooling systems for car engines may
only need to have an exclusive supply arrangement with the Holden HSV manufacturing plants in order to have a successful business. In fact, many SMEs engaged in
B2B are better off having a limited range of customers that they service well, rather
than a broad spectrum of customers (which may cause demand to exceed supply
and compromise the ability to deliver the promised quality of product to all customers). A farm that specialises in producing organically fed chickens would be
more successful if it limited its sales to a small range of restaurants than if it
attempted to service retailers, private buyers and restaurants from its limited
resources. For one thing, it’s nearly impossible to develop a faster growth process
for organic chickens, and second, mature chickens are notoriously difficult to massproduce in high quantity at short notice.
• Greater collaboration and interdependence: which is where B2B buyers and sellers
become sufficiently interrelated that neither can succeed without the other
partner. This is usually seen in the manufacturing industry where specialised proprietary parts are required for equipment, and, in order to produce to these specifications, both the buyer and the seller must work together to develop the
production process. At the end of the process, neither party can comfortably leave
the relationship without high cost (the buyer will need to set up a new manufacturer; and the manufacturer has a range of equipment tailored to a specific product
that can only be sold to one buyer). In Australia, one of the less well known, but
vital, interdependent B2B relationships existed between Ansett, Virgin Blue and
Gate Gourmet Catering, which provided in-flight food for the two airlines. As the
company was sufficiently interrelated with Ansett (providing branded food), when
Ansett suffered financial difficulties and suspended its operations, the catering service was forced to close down.
• Greater propensity towards the development of longer-term relationships: which is based on the
propensity of B2B relationships to involve high levels of collaboration and interdependence, along with consistent demand and future planning. While consumers can
be relatively fickle in their brand loyalty, and tend to use price fluctuations as a reason
to brand shift, B2B transactions tend towards long-term stability. Businesses with
capital equipment investments that are designed to be depreciated over 10 to 15
years will also engage the manufacturer of the equipment to provide support services
over the life span of the product. Longer-term relationships also occur where interdependency between two B2B organisations (through just-in-time production)
results in longer-term mutual gains than could be found in short-term transactions.
• Larger buyers: which is indicative of the types of businesses that are engaged in B2B
commerce. (Much of the B2B research and writing tends to focus around larger businesses, such as multinational corporations like Nike and Microsoft, rather than
smaller businesses.) However, the basic principle remains that B2B purchasing
tends to be at a larger scale than B2C purchases — due largely to the fact that B2B
purchases are usually aimed at ultimately delivering smaller B2C transactions to a
wider range of consumers. The local corner store will buy 500 units of the Sunday
paper if it has reason to believe that it can sell enough copies of them. The consumer only needs one copy of the paper (or two if there’s a puppy in the house) for
their weekend reading.
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• Multiple buyer influences: which represents the range of pressures exerted on the B2B
purchase decision. Often an organisation will have a dedicated purchasing department that takes recommendations from a support division, which puts the whole
process out to tender and recruits the lowest-cost provider. At the end of the chain
will be the actual product user, who may or may not be getting the products that
they really wanted to use in the business (see ‘Purchase decision making’ below).
• Professional purchasing: which is an extension of the multiple buyer influence in that
purchase decisions are often made via routinised procedures, by staff who are
removed from any emotional involvement with the process. This point is not consistent across B2B research insofar as that half of the research promotes B2B purchasing as a rational and reasoned process, and the other half emphasises the value
of personal relationships, friendships and emotional involvement in the process. It
appears that the B2B process is largely based on rationality, but in the case of two
equal offers, an emotional involvement (i.e. you’re friends with the sales representative of one company, but don’t know the other salesperson) will sway the final
decision.
• Propensity for geographic clustering: which is the habit of certain types of business and
industry to build similar manufacturing, retail or professional services in the same
geographic area. If the terms ‘Magic mile of motors’ or ‘Silicon Valley’ mean anything to you, you’ve encountered a geographic cluster. One of the most surprising
factors in this form of commercial clustering is the propensity of restaurants and
cafés to cluster together in retail precincts. It is increasingly uncommon to find a
successful restaurant or coffee shop that isn’t flanked by two or three competitors.
(Reasons for retail clustering are examined in chapter 8.)
• Reciprocity: which is where the B2B transaction becomes a circular process. One
company will sell raw materials or component parts to another company, only to
then buy that other company’s product in return — for example, a computer hardware manufacturer might sell its component pieces to Apple, and then buy Apple
computers to use in its offices. This aspect of B2B only really applies where it’s
reasonable to show a link between the product sold (shoe leather) and the
product bought (work boots). Consequently, it is not a consistent factor of B2B
commerce. It does provide a distinguishing feature for B2B compared to B2C —
most shops that sell food to the consumer then don’t expect to be invited around
for dinner.
• Value addition services: which incrementally add value to a product through a
series of steps, but do not create a final product. Value addition can come in the
form of refinements to a raw product (smelting), development of a component part
(i.e. circuit board printing), quality assurance (product testing), or product reviews
(computer benchmarking conducted by independent authorities). This is illustrated in figure 5.2.
Refinement
to a raw
product

Development
of a component
part

Quality
assurance

Tender: the process of
attaining a contract to supply
goods or services through
open competitive process. an

Product
reviews

Figure 5.2: Value addition process
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This list of characteristics of B2B transactions is not exhaustive, nor was it ever
meant to be a comprehensive overview. Instead, these are some of the key features and
factors of B2B commerce that can be used to separate B2B transactions from B2C
transactions. In addition, there are a series of key assumptions that underpin the
research and thinking about B2B marketing.

3

Key assumptions of B2B
The most common assumptions made about B2B commerce are that:
• the organisations exist as rational purchasing entities
• the organisational buying is based on predictive purchasing
• there is a role for the development on ongoing relationships.

The organisation as an entity

Relationship marketing:
where the marketer
develops an ongoing
relationship with their l
customer for the mutua d
benefit of the consumer an
the organisation.

One habit of the B2B research community is to treat a business as a purchasing
entity, and give it human characteristics. Quite often (if not subconsciously) B2B
authors will describe characteristics of the organisation as if the company itself was
a rational, living creature. Realistically, while organisations do exist as entities for
purchasing (i.e. Nike buys the shoe leather, not Lance in purchasing), at the end of
the process it still remains a transaction between two people (Lance in Nike purchasing, Robyn in Shoe Leather Inc. sales) and personal selling plays an important
role here.
Much of the B2B research also assumes an inherent rationality in the behaviour
of the organisation, assuming that as a collective unit it will exercise rationality in
purchase decision making. Of course, this conflicts with the idea that personal
selling and emotional involvement are keys to developing long-term B2B business
relationships. To resolve this conflict, this book will assume that decisions made on
behalf of an organisation are based on a reasoned decision (derived from logic and
organisational objectives), and that the role of personal selling and emotional
involvement is limited to influencing the development of the longer-term arrangements as part of relationship marketing. Relationship marketing is the approach to
marketing that attempts to identify, establish, maintain and enhance (and when
necessary also to terminate) relationships with customers and other stakeholders
for the mutual profit and success of all parties involved through mutual exchange
and transaction.

Organisational buying based on prediction
The second key assumption of the B2B research is the notion that business purchasing
is based on longer-term objectives, and, as such, is determined by forecasts and
market predictions (demand estimates, predicted fashion seasons). In contrast, consumers are seen as purchasing only in response to stimuli (out-of-stock errors, hunger,
price discounts). Consequently, B2B is seen as reacting less to individual stimuli
(i.e. price discounting) for high-volume purchases and more towards expected market
behaviours. If a heatwave is predicted for summer, Coca-Cola will deploy an increased
number of cold-drink machines, which in turn raises demand for its cola supplies,
drink-machine manufacture and servicing, and soft-drink contents for the extra
machines. In contrast, should the drink-machine manufacturer offer a two-for-one deal
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or a promotional bundle (buy one coke machine, get a chips dispenser for free), it is
unlikely that Coca-Cola would increase its machine acquisitions on the basis of this
offer alone. The major impact for tactical marketing at this level is the need to understand the buyer’s motives, and be aware of market factors that influence their
decisions. In this form of B2B marketing, it’s more important to know what will trigger
a manufacturer’s purchase decision for six month’s time, than what price or product
bundle can be offered to sway their current purchasing.
Impulse purchasing for B2B transactions, therefore, is virtually unheard of.
Although it is possible to exert a certain amount of influence over the timing of a
regular purchase as a result of price discounting or other promotional techniques,
the decision to purchase the items in the first place is based on a predicted demand
for the product over time. The decision to influence the timing of purchase or to
stimulate short-term sales can be due to any one of a number of reasons on the
part of the seller. For example, it might be that the seller has overstocked an item
and simply wishes to move some on to create more storage space in its
warehouses.

B2B and relationship marketing
The third assumption of the B2B research is the importance and value of relationship
marketing to the B2B sector. Relationship marketing is the approach to marketing that
attempts to identify, establish, maintain and enhance (and when necessary also to terminate) relationships with customers and other stakeholders for the mutual profit and
success of all parties involved through mutual exchange and transaction. It moves
beyond the individual transaction (buy and goodbye) approach of conventional consumer behaviour-oriented marketing into developing longer-term, ongoing series of
transactions between buyer and supplier.
Relationship marketing has a valuable role in the B2B sector, given that some
aspects of the B2B process rely on heavy interdependence between the buyer and
seller of goods. This is particularly the case in areas which are prone to requiring
specialist skills, unique items or specific manufacturing processes. However, small and
medium B2B enterprises may also find that one-off transaction-based marketing suits
their needs equally as well as longer-term relationship marketing. Manufacturers and
distributors of fad-oriented products would be best off considering short-term transactions (would you really want the 10-year rights to manufacture and distribute a fad
like the Furby?). Despite the fact that a lot of B2B research and writing concentrates on
the development of long-term relationships, this does not preclude the use of one-off
and short-term transactions.

Three-letter acronyms
The final element of B2B marketing to appreciate is the sector’s love of the use of the
three-letter acronym (TLA). Given that a lot of the research in this field grew out of
examining the relationships and business transaction of the US military-industrial
complex, it may have some bearing on the propensity of the research to try to rely on
so many shorthand phrases. At the last count, this chapter uses seven TLA terms
(excluding company names), two of which do not appear outside of B2B marketing.
Part of the challenge of reading the chapter will be to find and collect the whole set
(they’re the B2B equivalent of Pokémon).
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The business to business consumer

4

One of the joys of B2B marketing is the wide range of customer types involved in the
sector. Given that anyone from a solo operator providing specialist skills (guitar
player in a café) through to the multinationals (Starbucks) can engage in this form of
commerce, the needs and demands of the different customer groups are quite
diverse. In order to assist B2B marketers to develop appropriate strategies, there
are several distinct categories of B2B consumers. As with most things in marketing,
nothing is ever absolute or finite — depending on what role the business is playing
in the transaction, it can be any number of these categories at the same time (within
reason — multinational companies aren’t governments, despite what some people
seem to think). The following section gives a broad overview of a few different types
of B2B consumers that are found in the marketplace.

Original equipment manufacturers
Original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs):
those companies that
compile stand-alone
operational equipment
from a range of component
parts.

Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are those companies that compile
stand-alone operational equipment from a range of component parts. OEM suppliers are most commonly involved in the automotive, computing or electrical
equipment industries, as the majority of these products need to be assembled at a
central plant from a range of subcomponents. These types of organisations have a
higher level of demand for ongoing relationship marketing style transactions as they
usually require a variety of customised components from a series of manufacturers.
Tactical marketers dealing with OEM companies will be best served by developing
ongoing close relationships with these groups — and working within their organisations to develop compatible products for their needs. OEMs are used in industries such as information technology where, for example, Microsoft provides
interested parties with a list of approved suppliers including Compaq, Dell and
Fujitsu, who are able to design company-specific information systems using
Microsoft platforms (www.microsoft.com). 3M also acts as an OEM for a variety of
industries including the automotive industry where, for example, it creates unique,
high-quality trims and designs for car trimmings designed to meet the needs of
niche markets (www.3m.com).

Product users
B2B product users are those commercial bodies that purchase end-user goods from
another business for consumption within the firm. The words ‘business consumer’
would probably sum up this category in a nutshell — this represents any B2B
situation where a product is purchased (paper) for use in the company (photocopying), which does not result in a saleable product outcome. It’s the domain of
office supplies, consumable goods and catering industries. In tactical marketing
terms, it represents an ideal opportunity to expand a consumer-oriented product
(food, drinks, personal services such as massages) into a service for the personnel of
the organisation.
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Government bodies
While government to business (and vice versa) transactions are straining the edges
of the strictest definition of B2B, they still represent a sizeable proportion of the
marketplace, and bring with them a special set of requirements and business challenges. In general, government to business commercial transactions can be covered
by other categories (i.e. when the Department of Defence is purchasing office supplies, it is a product user). There are a few unique circumstances where commercial
exchanges between government and business require their own subclassification
(e.g. the Department of Health accrediting a food product as safe for human consumption and sale).

Types of government bodies
One of the difficulties faced by B2B marketers when dealing with the government is the
variety of institutions, and significantly varying objectives, that are covered by the
general classification ‘public sector’. Unlike the private sector where, regardless of
industry, product or country, all participants share a common goal of making a profit
(preferably large) there is no similar binding objective for governments. The range of
government institutions that exists varies considerably and includes:
• traditional public service departments whose role and objectives are focused on
policy development and implementation
• commercialised business units within departments that are expected to recover
either some or all of the costs associated with delivering their service
• corporatised organisations that are expected to fully compete with private sector
providers but at the same time are restricted to varying degrees as to how they can
operate and what services they must provide.

Business to government restrictions
Government business exchanges are subject to greater regulation than private arrangements due primarily to the fact that it is the taxpayer’s money that is being spent or
risked in each venture. Also, as the market becomes deregulated and governments are
no longer the sole provider of essential services such as power over which they previously held a monopoly, certain restrictions are put in place to ensure that, even if it is
not profitable, basic services are maintained to all people regardless of where they
live. In other words, there are certain community service obligations that government
bodies must meet, and which impact on their ability to make a profit, that private providers do not have to concern themselves with.
When dealing with government as a commercial supplier it is essential that marketers find out exactly what is permissible in terms of developing relationships, and
what is not, as well as understanding the restrictions under which the government
organisation operates. For example, because public servants represent the public,
and to avoid allegations of corruption, there are stronger limits as to what they can
accept in terms of gifts, which are common in the process of developing business
relationships. Further, because governments must be seen to be impartial and to
select the best candidate on merit through an open process of tendering for contracts,
it can be argued that relationship marketing and development is of limited use and
application in this context. Due to the complexity of the structure and functions of the

Tendering: the process of
applying for work via a
competitive tender.
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public sector and the different organisations that it comprises, B2B marketers need to
ensure that they carefully research and monitor the specific requirements and restrictions of the government organisation with which they intend to become involved prior
to making any approaches.

Institutional users: original service providers

Original service providers
(OSPs): businesses that ed
are predominantly focus
on providing services to
other businesses.

B2B is not entirely focused around the movement of physical goods. Much like consumer marketing, ideas and services are also a part of the product portfolio for the
B2B sector. This presents the widest range of B2B opportunities for small- and
medium-sized operators who wish to enter the B2B market, given that specialist services (quality assurance, accounting) can be provided at lower overhead costs than
mass production of component parts. For the purposes of this book, businesses that
are predominantly focused on providing services to other businesses are classified
under the general category of original service providers (OSPs), which distinguishes
them from the OEM category. Within the OSP genre, there are a range of service
groups that are distinctive in their own right. These are:
• education providers
• non-profit organisations
• services-oriented small businesses
• sports associations
• entertainment providers
• arts providers.

Education providers
At the top of the OSP list are the education service providers of schools, universities,
colleges and anywhere else where a set of skills are been taught to a paying customer
in a mass-produced environment. It is important here to distinguish between smaller
idea service operators (private tuition) and larger corporate education providers
(Sarina Russo). This sector is interesting from the tactical marketing perspective as it
offers a range of B2B products (particularly at the tertiary and vocational training
levels), and also requires a range of professional support services (e.g. marketing,
auditing, accreditation). As a service, the marketing of this sector is particularly complex because the education product is at the far end of the intangibility spectrum,
making it particularly difficult to define and communicate the benefits of purchase to
the B2B customer.

Non-profit organisations
Not-for-profit organisations such as charity groups and social causes also operate at
the B2B level either by providing services to business, or needing business services.
Not-for-profit (NFP) groups are those organisations that exist to service an ideological or social goal at the expense of focusing on a profit orientation. (Students interested in not-for-profit marketing are advised to read Kotler and Andreasen (1996).) In
this context, organisations can often operate as industry collectives (e.g. Egg Marketing Board, Coffee Growers Association), which represent the interests of a business
sector, either to other buyers or to the government. Other B2B non-profit groups
include professional associations, such as the Australian Marketing Institute (AMI), or
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lobby groups such as Federation of Commercial Television Stations (FACTS), which
represent the wishes of an industry sector to the government.

Services-oriented small businesses
SME enterprises in the B2B sector are often based around the provision of professional services to larger organisations, either by way of outsourcing or providing
subcontracted services. Services in this area include the provision of outsourced
marketing and promotion through advertising agencies, marketing companies and
public relations agents. In terms of tactical marketing, the services-oriented B2B
sector is probably the most diverse, with the prevalence of solo service providers
offering everything from physical services (house cleaning, car repairs) through to personal services (medicine, physiotherapy) and idea services (private tuition).

Sports associations
One often-forgotten class of B2B consumer is the sports clubs and associations that
operate both on a full-time and part-time basis. Any commercial dealings between
associations such as the Australian Football League (AFL), the Australian or New Zealand Soccer Federations (ASF or NZSF) and clubs such as Richmond, Auckland Warriors or Queensland Reds are classed as B2B. All these organisations require B2B
services, ranging from travel arrangements for players, through to the negotiations of
sponsorship deals and televisions broadcast rights. Within any sport such B2B transactions are conducted on a series of levels from the negotiation of national contracts
through to developing relationships with local suppliers. Individual sporting organisations operate in a highly complex environment dependent on successful B2B transactions with governments (which often provide funding and facilities), local businesses
for sponsorships, and national or state regulatory bodies (which provide financial and
services support). In addition, volunteers provide numerous B2B services at low or no
cost, including medical treatment and supplies, legal services, financial services and
administrative support.

Entertainment providers
In a similar vein to sports associations are the entertainment providers, particularly
service businesses such as Michael Edgley International, which conduct B2B transactions in tour venue bookings, equipment transportation and set-up, and media
and advertising purchasing. Cinemas have an extended B2B distribution network
between content providers (Universal Studio), distribution networks (United Pictures)
and the cinema chain (Hoyts-Greater Union). Video stores also face a similar B2B
arrangement for the provision of videotapes and DVDs for retail to the public.

Arts providers
One often-neglected area of B2B marketing is the artistic community and their B2B
dealings. For the purpose of this book, arts providers are defined as a person, or a
group of people, engaged in the production of primarily visual-based artistic works for
commercial gain. This is to restrict the operation to the commercial artist sector, where
artists are working on commissioned works, or artistic works for sale (or resale). Given
that the average commercial artist will have a series of ongoing relationships with art
galleries, arts supply stores, agents/managers and the occasional financial advisor,
this is an area of B2B with significant transaction volume.
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SME

Starr Art and Design
Starr, the artist whose work features on the cover of this text and throughout the book,
is a one-person art and design business that, nevertheless, has to engage in multiple
B2B transactions to succeed (www.starrartanddesign.com). The complex interrelationships at the B2B level that exist, even for a small business, are evident when
reviewing the B2B processes involved in the single example of commissioning the
cover design.
One of the authors initially purchased one of Starr’s paintings through a coffee shop
that was operating as a distribution outlet (B2B relationship 1 is that which exists
between Starr’s business and the coffee shop). As a result, the authors followed up
and visited Starr’s studio where they saw paintings that were suitable for the cover
design. The authors spoke to the publisher, John Wiley & Sons (B2B relationship 2)
about the possibility of commissioning a
unique painting from Starr for the cover.
Q.1 Are single-person
Wiley then negotiated with Starr (B2B
companies businesses or
relationship 3) to create an artwork to be
consumers? Does Starr’s role
sold to Wiley. Wiley then sold the painting
as a consumer overlap with
to the authors. Finally, Starr purchased
her role as a B2B provider?
the materials to create the artwork (B2B
Discuss.
relationship 4). Thus, for one simple
Q.2 What other cases of
transaction a minimum of four B2B relationships can be identified.
solo operator B2B can you
On a day-to-day basis the running of the studio and business inevitably
think of? Pick one and map
also involves many other B2B relationships including those that exist between
out the range of B2B
Starr and her manager, the media, the art galleries that show her work, the
relationships you believe the
ISP that hosts her web site, and so on. For a single-person operator, Starr has
individual will have to contend
a range of B2B relationships, as well as her business to consumer relationwith in their business.
ships (and her painting work) to contend with in her daily life.

Industrial distributors
Industrial distributors are the intermediaries of the B2B supply chains as they buy
from one set of businesses to on-sell to another. They range in type and nature from
stores such as Officeworks, which provides goods to both B2C and B2B customers,
through to specific brokerage firms and wholesalers.

Commercial resellers
Commercial resellers are those businesses that have the express purpose of selling
goods to consumers, and that have a series of B2B relationships in order to maintain
their B2C supply lines. They include:
• Major retailers, which include department stores, supermarkets and chain stores.
Crazy Clark’s, Myer Grace Brothers and Target are among the major retail B2B
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buyers. Stores of this size often take the precaution of acquiring as many other
supply lines as is economically viable. For instance, a major supermarket chain may
purchase a stakeholder in a fresh produce shipping company, and buy a share of a
produce market to ensure its supply of fresh fruit and vegetables. (The crossover
between B2B and distribution is discussed in depth in chapter 8.)
• Franchise operators, which include any small business operated under the banner of a
collective brand name that is either individually owned or managed apart from the
central company. For example, Eagle Boys Pizza is a network of franchise-owned
stores all of which have to buy their raw ingredients through a series of B2B
relationships with local suppliers. One of the tactical advantages to the franchisees is that they can take advantage of the local market — that is, stores in
Sydney and Brisbane can buy from their most convenient supplier, rather than
being dependent on a national supply chain that may not be based in the same
state as the franchisee.
• Goods-oriented small businesses, which are the independent goods-oriented retail outlets that are not part of a collective retail chain or operated as a franchise. These
independent buyers often face major difficulties in B2B commerce when dealing
with suppliers, as many suppliers will give preferential treatment to the larger
chain-store clients. One tactical marketing suggestion to note is that while a
small, independent store may not seem like a worthwhile customer to pursue for
an ongoing supplier relationship, most major franchises began with a single shop.
The suppliers that regarded the single McDonald’s store in the early 1950s as not
worth the effort would have regretted their decision. Similarly, a tactical marketer
who deals with a series of small, independent stores in a single market can look
to develop a producer/seller-driven marketing collective. The provision of a
collective service (which groups the consistent small buyers together to share
stock orders) allows for the development of economies of scale for the seller, and
is a valuable relationship marketing tool (anyone leaving the collective to join
another buyer loses the benefit of the collective purchasing power with the
existing supplier).
The main aspect of the different types of B2B buyers to be aware of is that while
there are a wide range of roles, labels and needs, at the end of the day, it’s still
marketing from one group of people (sellers) to another group of people (buyers), and
all of the rules of good B2C marketing still apply (i.e. having a product that meets customers needs at a reasonable price, etc).

Characteristics of the business to business
transaction

5

There are two significant differences between consumer-oriented marketing and B2B
marketing. The first difference is in the type and nature of B2B products, and
although some parallels can be drawn between B2B and B2C products, for the most
part B2B products are component parts of products sold to the consumer. Second, as
B2B products differ significantly from consumer products, so too does the nature of
the types of demand for these products. These two factors are examined below.
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Types of products
There are eight main categories of B2B products that cover different types of goods
and services available in the B2B marketplace. These are:
• raw materials
• manufactured materials
• component parts
• capital equipment
• accessory equipment
• facilitating services/equipment support services
• commercial service products
• skills-based products.

Raw materials
Raw materials are the sort of products that are taken in their raw form and only
processed to the point that they can be transported for processing into either manufactured materials or component parts. This usually includes natural gas, crude oil,
coal and unprocessed timber from logging operations. These products are unrefined
goods used for the basis of all other products, and sit at the top of any distribution
channel (see chapter 8).

Manufactured materials
Manufactured materials represent the first level of value addition to raw products
as a business converts the raw elements into useable products (i.e. refining ore into
steel). This type of product differs from component parts as the manufactured material still requires further refinement to be used as a component part for a final
product. These products include materials such as sheet metal, cut timber or
unprinted materials.

Component parts
Component parts are the elements of a final consumer (or B2B) product that can be
integrated into the end product without further refinement. These products often rely
heavily on well-established, long-term relationships between the component part
manufacturers (which assemble their products from OEM and manufactured goods)
and the component part purchasers (which require specifically designed components). These types of products can also be universal goods, such as nails, screws,
cases or consumables such as glues and fabric dyes.

Capital equipment
Capital equipment and capital expenditure items are the large-scale investment
purchases in equipment required for manufacturing or providing the core business service. For example, a newspaper company would regard its printing presses as capital
equipment and the custom-designed buildings to house them as capital expenditure
items. These products are usually highly expensive, and require significant financial
investment (and a whole subsection of accountancy) along with subsidiary equipment, servicing contracts and skilled operators. All up, these items are usually infrequent purchases for an organisation, and are the B2B equivalent of the consumer’s
high-involvement goods.
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Accessory equipment
Accessory equipment is the minor equipment (this is a subjective term for items compared to the capital equipment) required for the operation of the business, but that
does not directly contribute to the final manufactured product. It includes equipment
such as photocopiers, computers, faxes and office items like furniture and storage
devices. While capital equipment is usually the largest expense in the establishment
of a business, accessory equipment is purchased more frequently and is subject to
shorter life expectancies (e.g. computers have a depreciation cycle of three years,
whereas printing presses have a cycle of 15 to 20 years).

Facilitating services/equipment support services
Facilitating services are those B2B service products that assist the organisation
without providing a direct input into the final outcome. They can include functions
such as quality assurance, market research (see chapter 6) or distribution channel
management (see chapter 8). Equipment support services are those B2B service
functions that are focused on providing support staff to maintain, repair, upgrade and
train operators for capital or support machinery. These service functions are frequently
provided by the same organisations that produced the capital or support equipment.

Commercial service products
Commercial service products are those B2B services that form part of the core business of the organisation (e.g. billing, financing and loans) but are outsourced to a
specialist company. One of the largest providers of this form of B2B service is
G.E. Financing, which controls a large proportion of the world’s credit card services,
such as the entire Coles Myer chain in Australia, and most of the loyalty credit cards
(e.g. Shell MasterCard). These organisations have developed their specialist services to
the point of providing massive economies of scale for the production of relatively consistent service (e.g. credit card billing) for a wide range of businesses (which would
otherwise have to develop an in-house service at a much higher cost).

Skills-based products
Skills-based products represent those B2B products that are based on the provision
of a specific set of desired skills or competencies, which either contribute directly to
a product outcome or are used in the development of the original product. For
example, while an architect subcontracted to a building project does not contribute a
physical component to the final product, their skills are required to make the initial
design. Similarly, professional B2B services such as quantity surveying, quality assurance and product research, development and testing are all skills that contribute to
the final outcome either directly (product changes) or indirectly by validating a product
claim (i.e. confirming a product design is waterproof to a specific depth).

Types of demand
Demand for products in B2B also uses a different approach to consumer demand. This
is largely because the B2C companies tend to be the aggregate of the consumer
demand (since the consumers buy the end products, they have to buy enough components to supply the end users), so the type and nature of their demand for goods
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from B2C companies has a series of unique characteristics. (There are other causes of
demand in B2B, but for simplicity at this stage, we’ll just cover demand derived from
consumer goods.) There are two forms of demand most commonly in operation in
B2B markets — derived demand and joint demand.

Derived demand

Derived demand: deman
for B2B products that is d
based on demand for the
end-user consumer goods.

Derived demand is the principle that demand for B2B products is based on demand
for the end-user consumer goods. The closer the B2B company is to the market, the
easier it is for it to predict its derived demand — for example, manufacturers of softdrink bottles know that there is a one-to-one ratio between the number of bottles
sold and the number of bottles needed to replace the stock sold. However, the further you move away from the consumer, the more difficult it becomes to predict the
derived demand. How can the number of soft drinks that are predicted to be sold over
a summer be used to predict demand for soft-drink machine servicing and manufacturing? Is there a directly visible relationship?
This is the problem facing B2B companies that are many steps removed from the
end product, as swings in demand create a condition referred to as volatility. Volatility
is the effective range of movement in demand for a B2B product used in the process of
developing a B2C product. For example, an increase in the demand for McDonald’s
McHappy meals increases the demand for all the component parts in the meal — the
burger component, potatoes for the chips, pre-mix for the soft drink, packaging and the
plastic children’s toy. For the most part, McDonald’s can inform its B2B partners of its
predicted derived demand on the basis of the relationship between units needed
(component parts) and units sold (McHappy meals). However, for the manufacturer of
the toys, a rise of 10 per cent in demand may require the addition of two more
machines per operating plant to cope with the demand. Assuming a standard market
demand of 10 of these machines a year, if the 10 per cent rise in McHappy meals
requires another six machines to be built and sold (along with any replacement
machines), this represents a 60 per cent jump in demand for the machine manufacturer. That rise in demand is then spread back through the channel to the component
manufacture, manufactured goods and OEM providers.

Joint demand

Joint demand: demand for
products that are used
together.

Joint demand is based on products that are used together, and which have parallel
demand in that one can’t be used without the other. This represents a disturbingly
large proportion of the high-technology industry sector — if no games exist to play on
a PlayStation, Xbox or GameCube, why would anyone buy one? However, unless the
gaming console is going to sell, why should a developer invest time and money in providing content for the game system? This is the B2B equivalent of the chicken and the
egg. Which comes first — market demand for products to support a system, or the
system to use the products on?
Unfortunately, a large portion of joint demand is based on wait-and-see behaviour
by commercial buyers (‘Why should we support it if other companies haven’t signed
up?’) and the marketplace (‘What’s the point if there’s nothing to use with it?’). Getting
the critical mass of end users is the most crucial aspect of joint demand. Tactical marketers involved in these types of products should endeavour to work with their competitor companies (i.e. rival content providers for the same product, say, companies
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providing games for the Xbox or GameCube) to develop a sufficiently large market to
make the consumers and organisational buyers believe the product is worth purchasing. What this does not suggest is that the marketer should engage in collusion,
price fixing or any other form of anti-competitive practice. It’s merely a suggestion for
competitor organisations faced with a joint-demand product (e.g. a third-party console) to agree to increase the overall size of the initial pie (the number of consoles
sold), before trying to compete for each other’s slices (the number of games sold for
the console).

Business to business purchases
As a consequence of the different nature of B2B demand, and the different types of
products, B2B purchasing also differs from consumer purchasing. One of the things to
note from consumer purchasing behaviour is that much of the mental processes that
the consumer uses for higher-involvement products will also be used by professional purchasers in B2B purchasing. For example, it would be reasonable to
assume that a professional purchaser would engage in search behaviours for their
company, research alternatives and develop multiple purchase options on a product.
However, unlike household or individual purchasing, B2B purchasing is also subject to
greater limitations in product selection, the number of influences on the purchase process and the actual mechanics of purchasing. These details are explored below.

Buying behaviour
Buying behaviour in the B2B sector consists of four different types of purchasing
arrangements. These are:
• New task, where a new product purchase is commissioned, either by purchasing a
standard existing product (raw materials, manufactured materials) or by
co-developing a new product (e.g. customised component parts, OEM equipment).
• Straight rebuy, where an existing order is repurchased, and is usually the core of
any ongoing long-term B2B relationship.
• Modified rebuy, where minor modifications (upgrades, minor design changes, different colour schemes) are made to the product for the subsequent shipments. This
may occur as a result of changes in the OEM’s supply of manufactured and raw materials, or as a result of changes in market demand. If the modifications require major
adjustments to the product, then they must be treated as developing a new task. For
instance, reordering the latest model PC for the company would be a modified rebuy
(ordering a Pentium 4 instead of a Pentium 3), whereas ordering a series of trucks to
replace minivans in a corporate fleet is a new task purchase.
• Systems buying, the purchase of a comprehensive solution of products, processes
and capital equipment to solve a specific corporate need. These purchases are
usually complicated arrangements of capital equipment (or support equipment) that
are packaged as part of a customised solution to assist the company to perform a
specific function. For instance, a desktop publishing company could engage in
systems buying to purchase a coordinated network of several computers, multiple
printers, a server and a link to its electronic printing press.
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Purchase decision making
Like consumer decision making, consistent patterns of purchase behaviour have developed in the B2B sector. Although the key stages are similar between the B2B purchase process and individual purchasing, the degree to which the process is
formalised, accountable and relies on multiple inputs differentiates B2B decision
making. Essentially, the process of B2B purchase decision making is as follows:
• Problem recognition: B2B purchases are planned and anticipated.
• Determination of product characteristics and specifications: B2B product specifications tend to
be technically defined and systematically determined using cost-benefit analysis.
• Information search: B2B uses a formalised, large-scale approach covering local,
national and international suppliers.
• Evaluation of alternatives: this is based on a formal analysis of competing bids and suppliers involving a number of people within the buying centre.
• Purchase decision: once a decision to purchase is made, it is up to the buyers to determine the fine detail of ordering processes, timing, frequency of delivery, and so on.
• Post-purchase evaluation: a formal file and record of the procedure is kept to ensure that
suppliers are meeting their obligations. Satisfaction with the process is more formally measured than it is for consumers who, not being accountable to anyone but
themselves for their satisfaction with the outcomes, tend to react on more emotional bases.

6

Just-in-time ( JIT) delivery: a
form of delivery where both
raw materials and finished
products are provided when
they are needed, rather than
forcing suppliers to hold
excess stocks.

Differences in purchase decision making between B2C and B2B
As outlined above, while there are similarities between B2C and B2B purchase
decision processes there are also key differences. Although on a step-by-step basis
numerous minor differences exist, there are four major differences that are worth
noting, as follows:
• Stricter standards: this refers to the extent to which the performance of a product is
critical to the success of a business. While an individual will usually discard a failed
product (e.g. spoilt milk on the cereal) without much thought, businesses tend to
incur much larger problems from failed products (e.g. spoilt milk processed into a
batch of bread). Similarly, there are often government-mandated minimum standards of product quality for certain tasks and functions, either in terms of product
composition (minimum and maximum components) or product performance (must
have a breaking strain of set amount).
• Purchase procedures: these are the protocols and requirements that the organisation
will have set up that must be met before a product can be bought. This extends to
the point of having review procedures, financial cost assessments of buying products in bulk (warehousing costs), on the basis of just-in-time (JIT) delivery (opportunity cost, potential for out-of-stock problems) or cash flow management (can the
organisation afford to sink this amount of money into warehoused stock?). Extended
evaluations, product testing and review processes, and quality assurance systems
are also a factor in purchase procedures.
• Preferred supplier arrangements: these are the longer-term relationships between a
series of partner companies that provide equivalent products. For example, a university will have a series of preferred supplier relationships for products such as office
supplies, textbooks and computer equipment. Most householders may have preferred
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stores to shop at, but few get locked into legally binding contractual relationships to
shop only at their preferred supplier supermarkets. Many larger corporations establish preferred supplier arrangements to reduce the complexity of the purchase
decision. This also includes the ability of B2B customers and producers to create
automated systems, including online ordering, to expedite the process of reordering.
• Tenders, contracts and quotes: these are the document and paper trails that are generated during the B2B purchasing process. Because B2B often involves purchases
being made by people other than those paying the bill, the processes for purchasing
are more formalised than those associated with consumer buying. Most B2B purchases are derived from an extended series of negotiated quotes, contractual obligations and the occasional tendering process. In contrast, most B2C purchases (short
of high-involvement, high-price purchases such as cars or houses) do not require
three quotes or a degree of exchange arrangement beyond swapping cash for goods.

Participants in the B2B purchase decision process
There are several distinct roles in the B2B purchase decision process, from the person
who first identifies a need, through to the people who actually acquire the product,
those who use it, and those who end up signing the cheques that pay for it. These
people form groups within the organisation that are referred to as the buying centre.
Dwyer and Tanner (1999) outline six roles that influence the B2B decision process:
• Initiators are the people who recognise the need for a purchase. These may include
automated systems that report low stock, or electronic systems that automatically
reorder supplies when stocks reach a preset point.
• Gatekeepers are those members of the organisation who can filter the incoming information from the potential sellers, or filter the flow of information inside the company. These people can have a significant impact on the final decision by removing
access to alternative information sources that may have swayed the decision.
• Influencers are members of the company who are invited to give recommendations
regarding the product alternatives. For example, an employee with a background in
computing may be asked to recommend a computer vendor, even if their current job
doesn’t involve computers. These are the more informal aspects of the purchase
processes.
• Users are the people who will ultimately use the product. Oddly enough, these are
usually the people with the least input into the process. (When was the last time you
were asked as a student which textbook you would like to use for a subject?)
• Deciders are the people with the ultimate authority to approve or reject the purchase
decision. When they give their approval to a purchase, their orders are carried out by
the buyers/purchasing agents.
• Purchasing agents/buyers are those members of the organisation responsible for
ordering, paying for and confirming the delivery of the product.
In general, there are usually several people involved in any one B2B transaction,
which increases the length of time required for a purchase, and decreases the responsiveness to market demands. In any given organisation, however, a single person can
play multiple roles in the buyer centre. Common overlaps in roles occur, for example,
with users and influencers, or with deciders and buyers. The smaller the firm, the more
likely it is that individuals will fulfil multiple roles. In small businesses often the owner
operator is a single-person buying centre fulfilling all five roles themselves.
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Role of relationship marketing vs. transaction
orientation
B2B in many ways is more risky for an organisation to commit to than B2C marketing.
Larger volumes of product, and higher costs of transactions, mean that it is not unusual in the B2B area for a firm to have only one or two customers. If the contract islost,
therefore, the whole business collapses. It is this particular characteristic of the B2B
sector that provided the catalyst for the development of the relationship marketing
approach. Recognising the importance of keeping individual clients satisfied not only
because of the value of single transactions, but their overall value to the firm over
time, has resulted in a strong focus away from transactional approaches in B2B
marketing in favour of the relationship marketing approach.
Intimately understanding the needs of the organisation and developing close
relationships with members of the firm is essential. This is often achieved as effectively in informal environments, such as in corporate boxes and at dinners and
theatre events, as it is through systematic market research. However, relationship
marketing, developing close ties with individuals and rewarding loyal customers
come at a price. Corporate entertaining is extremely expensive with events typically
costing thousands of dollars. To be effective, relationship development activities must
be conducted with a specific outcome in mind. In the enthusiasm for relationship
marketing some firms are in danger of losing sight of the fact that the objective of
building the relationship is to make the sale, or keep the client buying. Successful
exchanges and transactions are the basis of organisational success and, as such, must
always form part of the relationship building and maintenance approach. Relationship
marketing should be considered as a variation on traditional transaction-oriented
marketing approaches. A successful relationship, in a marketing sense, is one where a
series of transactions is linked over time through the development of mutually beneficial and productive interactions between marketer and client.

Chapter summary
In this chapter we not only introduced the importance and characteristics of B2B, but
also acknowledged the variety and range of organisations involved in this sector. While
there are many similarities between B2B and B2C marketing, there are sufficient differences to make this a focused field of study that you may wish to pursue in the longer
term. One area where there are significant differences in the B2B sector is in the process of actually making the purchase decision. Due to the fact that business buyers are
answerable to their managers, shareholders and the public, the purchasing process in
B2B is more formalised, transparent and accountable than is the case for individual
buyers.
B2B marketing, although not the major focus of this text, is very important in the
greater scheme of marketing activity. More transactions of higher volume and value
occur B2B than B2C. Further examples and instances of B2B marketing are used
throughout the text but in particular are highlighted within the context of the distribution element of the marketing mix in chapter 8.
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Review questions
R.1 Name two original service providers (OSPs) and briefly outline their distinctive
features.
R.2 What are the six service groups that are named in this text? Give examples of
each group.
R.3 What are the steps that small businesses can take to compete against large
companies in the B2B market?
R.4 Choose two types of product dealt with by B2B and briefly outline their
characteristics in terms of B2B rather than B2C.
R.5 Define the characteristics of the two types of demand most commonly found in
B2B operations.
R.6 Outline the processes of B2B purchasing.
R.7 Name and explain the four different types of purchasing arrangements found in
B2B.
R.8 What roles do the following play in the B2B decision-making process:
gatekeepers, influencers and purchasing agents/buyers?
R.9 How important is buyer motivation in predicting future behaviours and
influencing business purchasing decisions?
R.10 The three-letter acronym is a basic fact of life in the field of B2B. What are the
full names of the following: TLA, OEM, OSP, NFP and FACTS?
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Application questions
A.1 The term ‘not-for-profit organisation’ covers a relatively diverse group of
organisations. Define the term and give reasons why these groups may
develop.
A.2 The number of B2B functions that occur prior to a product arriving in a retail
outlet can be vast. Outline the steps that are needed prior to a pair of Levi Jeans
being purchased by the consumer.
A.3 Is there a major difference between the B2C and B2B purchase decision-making
process? Justify your answer by reference to this chapter.
A.4 Give examples of the three major groups of commercial resellers and some of
the major advantages and disadvantages in establishing B2B relationships with
them.
A.5 Fewer buyers, greater propensity towards long-term relationship development
and multiple buyer influences are all characteristic of B2B marketing. Do they
apply to the Starr case study on page 130? If not, why not?

Discussion questions
D.1 If B2Bs exist as rational entities whose decisions are based on fact, is there a
place for developing personal relationships between members of the different
organisations?
D.2 ‘B2B interactions are many and complex, particularly in the area of purchasing.
Combine this factor with the vast array of organisations and the diversity of size,
and there really are no common factors with B2C that can be identified and
acted upon.’ Is this a true statement? Justify your answer.
D.3 Relationship marketing is recognised as an integral part of B2B activities. How
effective is this approach as a general rule? Does it apply equally to both profit
and non-profit organisations?
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B2B for not-for-profits: the case of the
Australian Marketing Institute
One not-for-profit organisation that, as marketers, you should all become familiar with is the Australian
Marketing Institute, or the AMI (www.ami.org.au). The peak body for representing marketers at a professional level, the AMI engages in hundreds of B2B transactions on a monthly basis. The key objectives of the AMI are to further the marketing profession and to
provide professional development activities for members. It does
this primarily through its publications and by holding conferences,
seminars and other professional development events.
As a national body that is run on a primarily voluntary basis, the
AMI faces many of the problems of limited resources that other
not-for-profit organisations face. For a typical event, such as a
conference, to take place, the following transactions must be
undertaken. First, the conference organising committee, which is
volunteer-based, must liaise with a professional conference organiser who will be responsible for the day-to-day management of the conference. Next, printers and
designers must be employed to create the brochures and other advertising material for the conference.
Web site administration is outsourced and so web-based communications and email campaigns must
be designed separately. Speakers need to be approached and their needs determined, and, once this
has been done, airfares, accommodation and audiovisual equipment must be
booked. A conference venue must be booked and all the minor details of timing,
Q.1 What are the main
catering, and so on must be negotiated within the context of limited budgets.
operating constraints and
Throughout the process sponsors must be sourced and their needs determined and
differences between an NFP
met. Finally, potential delegates need to be approached, registrations made and payorganisation such as the AMI
ments taken (necessitating another round of relationships relating to financial services
and a commercial B2B
and banking). After the conference, the process continues with the employment of
organisation?
auditors to ensure that the conference has been a financial success and that all
Q.2 Do volunteer-based
money can be accounted for.
organisations operate as
In addition to these relationships and B2B transactions, numerous additional daily
consumers or as business to
transactions occur between the AMI and its various clients, suppliers and stakeholders,
business clients? Discuss.
including universities, the media and consultants.
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Chapter 6

Market research

Chapter outline
Good decisions are based on quality information. This
chapter gives an overview of the key issues in the collection
and analysis of market research data to assist in effective
marketing decision making. Market research is a systematic
activity within the organisation and is ongoing. The focus
in this chapter is on the implementation and tactical level
of market research rather than on the organisation-wide
strategic role. Consequently, it strongly emphasises the
‘how to’ element of market research.
Understanding the processes of market research, the different options in terms of data collection and what you can
actually do with the data once it is collected is essential for
any marketing professional. In practice, most larger organisations contract out the market research function to
specialist market research firms. Even if you are not directly
responsible for designing the market research program or
collecting the data, you will need to know whether or not
what is proposed is feasible and appropriate. The chapter
ends with an overview of how to develop a market research
brief and what to look for in a commissioned piece of market
research.

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Outline the process
and purpose of market
research
Discuss how to define
the parameters of
market research,
including the setting of
research questions and
research objectives
Explain how to conduct
market research
Design a basic market
research methodology
Recognise the
processes associated
with implementing
market research
Discuss how to report
market research results
Give an overview of the
methods used to
evaluate a market
research proposal.
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Introduction
Market research: the
systematic gathering of
data for business purposes,
either to answer a
business question, or to
learn more about a target
market.

Marketing information sysdtem
(MIS): a systematic metho atiofon,
collecting marketing inform
including market research, sales
reports and competitor ed to
information, which is us .
inform business decisions

Market research is an ongoing process of information acquisition, discovery and analysis
within an organisation. Like any marketing activity there is no one ‘best’ way of conducting
market research. Different situations require different data and different approaches to collecting it. The aim of this chapter is to give you a good understanding of the process and
components of market research so that you can effectively critique market research proposals and predict with a reasonable degree of accuracy whether or not the questionnaire
or proposal will provide the information you need to solve a particular problem.
Strategically, the effectiveness of the overall marketing information system (MIS),
which feeds into the decision-making process, forms one of the bases of the firm’s
competitive advantage over its rivals. This chapter focuses specifically on the contributions of the market research element of the organisation. Market research activities, such as surveys, can be administered through any element or unit of the firm.
However, for quality and consistency, the overall development of the research program,
and its analysis and dissemination, should be housed in the marketing department.
Many organisations do not have the resources to conduct full-scale market research
themselves. Consequently, it is not unusual for them to outsource the process to
specialist market research firms that will deal with the detailed design of the research,
conduct the actual research and either present the data for analysis or, alternatively,
analyse the data and present a final report. Even when the marketer is not responsible
for the actual conduct of the research it is essential that they are aware of the models
and concepts that underpin good market research.

1

The market research process and purpose
While some elements of the market research process are ongoing, for example the collection and collation of relevant financial data, the focus of this chapter is on the role
and process of specific market research projects. This chapter discusses the tactical level
of market research most commonly undertaken by individual marketers and units within
the organisation rather than the strategic role of the marketing information system.
There are three steps in the design and conduct of a market research project, each
of which consists of a series of substeps (see table 6.1). The three steps are:
• defining the parameters
• conducting the research
• reporting the outcomes.
Table 6.1: Steps in the market research process
Steps

Required action

1. Defining the parameters

• Determine the problem
• Specify the question.

2. Conducting the research

• Determine the type of data needed
• Design the research methodology
• Implement the research methodology.

3. Reporting the outcomes

• Analyse the data
• Report the findings.
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Defining the parameters

2

The first step in a market research campaign is to clearly define the parameters. One of
the temptations that all market researchers find hard to avoid is including ‘nice to
know’ questions in with the ‘need to know’ ones. Consequently, many surveys are not
completed because they are too long and look too intimidating. Similarly, a fiveminute phone survey is more likely to be answered than a 30-minute one (and will be
far more comfortable for the interview subject). Focus is an essential component of
research design, although this cannot be achieved without spending time to understand and research what it is that the organisation needs to find out.

Determining the problem
All problems manifest themselves as symptoms, and the key challenge for marketers is
to clearly recognise each and differentiate between the two. A problem is the underlying factor that is creating both the symptoms and the negative situations that need
addressing. In contrast, a symptom is the visible and observable outcome of a
problem, and may be evident through declining sales or falling profits. A common
mistake made by both management and marketers is to confuse symptoms with problems. For example, monthly reports may indicate that the number of sales in a particular region has been steadily dropping over the past 18 months. While this is likely
to be a ‘problem’ for the company, this isn’t the problem that needs to be researched,
but rather a symptom of the underlying problem. Symptoms of underlying problems
take time to manifest and are often discovered during formal review processes.
The problem, however, is not failure to meet the specified objectives but rather the
reasons behind this failure. Why did sales decline? What factors have influenced sales?
Were the growth targets unrealistic? These are the questions that need to be answered
to understand where the problem exists.
To understand the potential variables that may need to be researched, a situation
analysis should be undertaken. A situation analysis, as the name implies, is an
investigation of the current situation in which the firm finds itself. It consists of a
review of internal and external factors that may impinge on the problem area and help
to guide the marketer’s decisions. Sometimes the problem can be resolved at this early
stage of analysis. For example, this preliminary analysis may reveal that the reason for
the sudden decline in sales in a particular region for a chain of hardware stores is due
to a change in the local regulations governing trading hours, which has opened up a
wider range of competition. If this is the case, there is clearly no need to conduct a
full-scale survey into the problem. In many cases, however, the answer is not so clear
and marketers must proceed to the next stage of the research process.

Specifying the question
Having undertaken this initial analysis, the next step is to formulate a specific
research question or questions that need to be answered. This is an important
phase of the process, as the outcome of this element will determine the content and
approach of the rest of the project. Research questions can take several forms from

Situation analysis: an t
investigation of the currenm
situation in which the fir
finds itself.

Research question: a
statement of the research to
be undertaken, formed the
manner of a question thaint can
be answered after collecting,
analysing and interpreting
the requisite market research.
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the primarily descriptive (‘Who bought the product?’) to those that determine cause
and effect relationships (‘Did the change in packaging increase sales to teenage
males?’).

Descriptive-style questions

Explanatory (research):
describes a type of research
that tries to understand
and explain an issue,
rather than count the
number of times the issue
occurred.

Hypotheses: statements
that the researcher
attempts to either prove or
disprove through the
evidence gathered in the
market research process
(singular = hypothesis).

Descriptive-style questions answer relatively straightforward questions, and form the
basis of most commercial marketing research. Knowing who buys the product, how
much they spend and where they spend it is enough for most businesses to be able to
operate effectively. Common types of research questions in this genre are:
• ‘What’ questions: for example, ‘What are three main magazine titles you buy?’, ‘What is
your preferred brand of peanut butter?’ and ‘What is the postcode of your residential
address?’. ‘What’ questions are used to help categorise respondents and define the
parameters of the analysis of the survey.
• ‘Where’ questions: for example, ‘Where do you usually buy clothes?’, ‘Where did you
spend your last holiday’ and ‘Where do you attend university?’. ‘Where’ questions
provide descriptive answers and again are often used to categorise subgroups for
analysis.
• ‘Who’ questions: for example, ‘Who is the main purchaser of groceries in this household?’, ‘Which sporting personality do you most admire?’ and ‘Who will you vote for
in the next election?’. ‘Who’ questions can be used for descriptive purposes, to categorise people into groups and also, in the case of the last question, to determine
voting or purchasing trends.
• ‘How many’ questions: for example, ‘How often do you shop in this shopping centre?’,
‘How often do you exercise in an average week?’ and ‘How many alcoholic drinks do
you consume in an average week?’. ‘How many’ questions are usually directed at
measuring some sort of behaviour, either a general social behaviour such as eating
out, drinking or undertaking exercise, or, most commonly in market research, a
buying behaviour to determine the frequency and magnitude of purchases of a particular product or brand.
The ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’ and ‘how many’ questions are descriptive, meaning that
they simply report the amount, location or frequency of an event or activity being
measured. Bar graphs, pie charts, frequencies and percentage signs are the best way
to turn the data into readable and useful information.

Explanatory-style questions: cause and effect to answer ‘Why is it so?’
Explanatory questions are the type of research questions that ask whether there is any
specific reason ‘why’ or ‘how’ consumers are using the product. For example, a ‘why’
style research question would ask ‘What motivates teenage males to watch action
films?’. This type of research is explanatory, which means that it tries to understand
and explain an issue, rather than count the number of times the issue occurred. As a
consequence, these are more complex questions to research because of the nature of
the questions being asked (and the answers given to the complicated questions are
unlikely to be simple) and the nature of the data to be analysed.
For the purposes of this style of market research it is usual to phrase questions in
the form of a hypothesis. Hypotheses are statements that the researcher attempts to
either prove or disprove through the evidence gathered in the market research process.
The nature of the hypothesis will determine the types of questions to be asked and the
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types of data that need to be gathered. The examples in table 6.2 illustrate both the
concept and style of a hypothesis and how this influences the types of questions that
need to be asked.
Table 6.2: Sample hypotheses and questions
Hypothesis

Questions

1. The more that children are exposed to
television advertising for junk food, the
less healthy their diet will be.

•
•
•
•
•

How old are you?
Do you eat any of the following?
How much television do you watch?
Have you seen any adverts for product X?
Why do you eat product X?

2. People living in wealthy suburbs will vote • What is the postcode of your main
Liberal in the next election.
residence?
• What is your current level of income?
• Who do you intend voting for at the next
election?
3. Teenagers are strongly influenced by US •
trends in their choice of clothing.
•
•
•
•

What brands of clothing do you buy?
Where do you buy these brands?
How did you find out about these brands?
Who else wears these brands?
Why did you buy these brands?

From these examples it is clear that obtaining information and data for an apparently ‘simple’ question will often involve collecting a variety of different data from a
range of a number of different questions types. The definition of the question and
the wording of the hypothesis are both critical in the conduct of effective market
research.

Conducting the research
Before designing the research methodology and conducting the actual research,
market researchers need to determine what type of data is needed to answer both the
research questions and the hypotheses posed. Understanding the qualities and limitations of different types of data is fundamental to effective research. Using the wrong
type of data will, at best, result in misleading outcomes, and at worst, result in no outcome and a lot of wasted money.

Determining the types of data needed

3
Data: the raw and analys sed
elements of the statistic y
without the benefit of an the
interpretation; can be intics or
form of numbers, statis ents.
lists of qualitative statem

There is a vast array of data and information available to marketers as they try to better
understand what their customers want, what is happening in the organisation and how
their competitors are performing. Any given research question can be answered in
many different ways and generates a variety of types of data. Fundamental to good
market research is an understanding of the different types of data available, and the
‘how and when’ of using each type.
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Information: data that ha
been processed through s
both analysis and
interpretation and is
presented as a useable
answer to a research
question.

Population: in marketing
terms, represents the total
number of people of
interest to the researcher.

The quality of the data collected is important as it forms the foundation of the information on which decisions are based. Data, in itself, is insufficient to answer a question (even on Star Trek). It must be converted into information through analysis and
statistical manipulation (a charming, yet accurate term for the process). This is a
critical point for decision makers to understand — data without analysis is meaningless, but data that has been analysed and put in context becomes information. Information is a valuable commodity, both for the answer it can give to a question and for
the extent to which it can be traded for money or other information.
For example, the fact that 30 per cent of your clients earn more than $50 000 a year
is a piece of data that has no real contribution to make to the development of
marketing strategies. However, knowing that while 30 per cent of your customers are in
this income bracket, only 20 per cent of the target population falls into this group and
only 10 per cent of your competitors’ customers earn this much is important. Based on
this information assumptions can be made about the perceived quality and value of
your product (see chapter 7) in relation to the competition, which in turn impacts on
your overall positioning strategy (see chapters 3 and 13), pricing policies (see chapter
11) and promotional activities (see chapters 9 and 10).
There are four basic types of data that marketers can access when developing their
plans and strategies:
• primary quantitative data: which is the results of commissioned surveys regardless
of method of collection and experiments
• primary qualitative data: which is the results of commissioned interviews and
focus groups
• secondary quantitative data: which includes any statistical reports collected for
other purposes
• secondary qualitative data: which is the opinions, attitudes and non-statistical
trends published in, or broadcast over, any of the media.
Each type has distinct characteristics and is effective in answering particular sorts of
questions or solving specific problems, and they are examined in more detail below
(see table 6.3). The different types of data are not interchangeable, and if a particular
question requires a specific type of data, it should be answered using the appropriate
type of data. Trying to use the wrong data to solve a problem is at best limiting and
most likely will result in suboptimal outcomes, or complete failure. A square peg and a
round hole mean it’s time to buy a round peg and not a bigger hammer to force the
wrong peg into the wrong hole.

Quantitative data

Quantitative data: data
that can be reduced to a
numerical format.

Quantitative data is the data that most people are familiar with and refers to any data
that can be reduced to a numerical format. Data such as age, income level, number of
purchases, sales, profits and so on is easy to recognise as simple quantitative data.
In addition to these pieces of data (which are naturally numerical terms) there are
other sources of coded data that translate feelings, attitudes and concepts and
reduce these to simple numbers. This is very common in surveys and questionnaires,
where scales of, say, 1 to 5 are used to measure attitudes. Questionnaires are a
common source of primary quantitative data and are used to address a variety of
issues including customer satisfaction, attitudes and behaviours of market segments,
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and customer needs. Questionnaires will commonly ask you to rate your satisfaction
with a service or liking of a product on a scale from 1 to 5. Another technique is the use
of the Likert scale, which puts forward a proposition and then asks the respondent
to agree or disagree according to a 5- or 7-point scale. (See figure 6.1 for examples of
scaling on questionnaires.)

CONSUMER PROFILE
Please answer each question giving your first and most accurate response,
where 1 = Strongly disagree and 5 = Strongly agree. There are no right or
wrong responses.
SD

SA

I would only be interested in a new product if other
members of my community would approve of its use

1 2 3 4 5

I would wait until I knew how my friends thought about a
new product before I considered trying it

1 2 3 4 5

The most important thing in determining whether I would
try a new product is how I believe my friends will react to
me using it

1 2 3 4 5

I would not buy a new product if I thought it would make
me less popular among my peers

1 2 3 4 5

It is important to me that my friends approve of the
products that I use

1 2 3 4 5

It is important to me that my friends approve of the
products that I buy

1 2 3 4 5

I am interested in advertising and promotion

1 2 3 4 5

I am interested in a career in marketing

1 2 3 4 5

I have no desire whatsoever to answer any more
questions

1 2 3 4 5

Figure 6.1: Survey items Source: Dann, S., 1999, ‘Normative outcomes: psychographic
teaching tool’, paper presented to Marketing Academy of Queensland Conference,
University of the Sunshine Coast, 15–16 December.

The advantages of using quantitative data are based largely on the fact that it is
possible to conduct objective statistical tests on the data that can ‘prove’ a hypothesis or proposition (although ‘prove’ in this context means ‘doesn’t actually disprove
it’ — there’s only certainty when you can disprove a relationship between two things).
Although the details of these tests are beyond the scope of this book and are something to be addressed in market research courses, it is important to know at this stage
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Replication: the method
repeating the same surveofys
every week, month or yea
so that changes can be r
effectively tracked to
discern significant trends
over time.

that there are a variety of tests available to marketers that allow them to use quantitative data to determine things such as:
• whether there are significant differences between the attitudes and behaviours of
different segments of the market
• whether changes over time are tied to specific trends
• whether these trends themselves are significant.
A second advantage of quantitative research is the issue of replication both over
time and in different situations.
Quantitative approaches are most valuable in situations where the questions being
asked are ‘what’ and ‘how many’ types of questions. If you are interested in finding out
whether or not the casually noted trend for the over 50s to increase their consumption
of soy-based products is actually true, then a quantitative approach is needed to
measure current sales and consumption levels with those of previous months or years.
If, however, you want to understand the motivation behind this move to a new product
category, then a qualitative approach is more valuable.

Qualitative data

Qualitative data: data
that cannot (or should
not) be reduced to a
number.

Qualitative data refers to any type of data that cannot (or should not) be reduced to
a number. It is most appropriate when the questions being asked are ‘why’ and
‘how’. The main strength of qualitative data is that it provides researchers with a
greater depth of information and understanding, particularly when dealing with complex issues. It’s a lot easier to explain in words how you feel about a product, or why
you like the flavour of Diet Coke versus Pepsi Max, than to assign a numerical value.
(Very few people naturally answer the question ‘How are you?’ with ‘4’.)
Qualitative methods allow the participants to explain their feelings and attitudes
towards the product, company or issue without being constrained by the content of
a rigid questionnaire. This is particularly useful in the early stages of the research process to help define the nature of the problem and the scope for further questioning,
and also means that the data is not restricted to the imagination of the survey creator
in what questions they choose to ask.
Despite the advantages of using qualitative data, however, it has two key weaknesses compared to quantitative data. First, qualitative studies are difficult to replicate and second, they cannot be analysed objectively using standardised statistical
tests. Some researchers have attempted to overcome this through the use of coding
and various computer-generated analyses. However, it is important that in doing this
they are not simply converting a qualitative source into a quantitative outcome and
thus missing the whole point (and the benefits) of undertaking the research in the first
instance.
When conducting qualitative studies the skill of the researcher in picking up cues
and correctly interpreting them is paramount. It is important to correctly interpret the
non-verbal cues of tone of voice and body language, as it is not necessarily what is
said that is most important but how it is said. A transcript of an interview that simply
states a respondent’s comment of ‘Oh, I love working here’ and leaves out the details
of the tone of voice (sarcastic tone versus happy tone) and body language (rolled eyes
and shrugs versus clasped hands and smiles) misses on accuracy, and loses the depth
of the method.
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Primary vs. secondary data
A second common classification of data is into the categories primary and secondary
data. Primary data is any data that is collected to answer a specific research question.
This includes the use of surveys, focus groups, interviews and so on and will be discussed in detail later in the chapter. Secondary data, on the other hand, is data that
has been collected for any purpose other than the research at hand. Common sources
of secondary data include industry reports, the various reports of the Australian
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) (www.abs.gov.au), journals and other publicly available
information. Secondary data can also include the results of previous market research
and pertinent company records, such as sales reports.
The value of primary data is that it is unique (this is also its weakness). It is collected for a specific purpose, is usually confidential to the organisation and is tailored
to answering a specific question. It is also more relevant as it is collected purely for the
purpose of solving a particular problem or answering a specific question. Its major disadvantage, however, is that it is relatively expensive to collect, analyse and interpret,
and is often the unique answer to a specific question (this becomes a weakness when
the company starts needing to ask different questions).
Secondary data, on the other hand, is a lot cheaper to acquire (somewhere between
free and expensive, depending on where you shop) but has the disadvantage of being
publicly available — given that you can access it, so can your competitors. The other
major weakness of secondary data is that it is not focused on the specific issue or
problem at hand. Offset against this, however, is the fact that many questions or issues
facing an organisation can be effectively answered by a sound analysis of secondary
data. Trying to pre-test a selection of music to use in an advertising campaign targeted
at mainstream youth buyers can be easily done by comparing the advertising tracks to
the current Top 40 charts. Similarly, publicly accessible information concerning fashion
(news and magazine review columns) can be used to determine the look of the models
for the billboard advertising. Using secondary data here will be faster, cheaper and
more effective than collecting a set of primary data to answer these questions.
As a general rule, marketers should exhaust the full range of options of secondary data
sources before attempting primary research. Unfortunately, many marketing departments
see the survey (in its many forms and guises) as the first choice method for data collection whenever a problem arises. Ideally, the survey should be seen as the data source of
last resort once other, cheaper, less intrusive options have been exhausted.
Currently, there are difficulties in collecting good-quality primary data because of
low response rates and high levels of respondent fatigue. What this refers to is the
fact that, as more people have taken a marketing orientation within their organisation, clients are under increasing pressure to fill in feedback forms and surveys.
Worse yet, more people are being contacted by phone or email for their opinions on
just about any subject, topic, brand or political decision. This is having a snowball
effect as the accumulated impact of the overuse of this method has been to irritate
consumers to the point of no return (and no returned surveys). Many customers no
longer participate in such research or, if they do, expect a strong incentive such as cash
or goods for their time. People now see their time spent in market research activities
as a commodity to trade for a reward, rather than as a free service they will donate to
an organisation.

Primary data: data that is
collected to answer a .
specific research question

Secondary data: data tha
has been collected for any t
purpose other than the
research at hand.
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Secondary data collection is unobtrusive and does not, therefore, suffer from this
problem. In recent times, due to improved technology and record keeping, the quality
of secondary data has improved significantly. One extremely valuable source of secondary data is the scanner data collected by supermarkets. Using this data it is possible
to track buying trends, responses to promotions and so on without having to question
consumers directly. When this data is combined with a loyalty program, through which
consumers identify themselves and key demographic attributes such as age, sex and
household size, it is possible to gain very high quality information upon which
decisions can be based without imposing on the consumer.
Loyalty promotional schemes such as Fly Buys (www.flybuys.com.au) (see figure 6.2)
can run unobtrusive performance experiments by offering Fly Buys rewards for sales
promotions, such as a 100 points for buying a Mars bar and 660 ml Coca-Cola product.
Data from the promotion can be integrated easily into the Fly Buys research, without
having to question potential purchasers directly as to whether they feel a bundle drink
and chocolate bar would be a valuable product line addition at a service station.

Figure 6.2: Fly Buys rewards program and incentives Source: www.flybuys.com.au/bonusoffers/fly_web_bon_pa_001.asp?
participant_tmp=-2, accessed 25 November 2002. Reproduced with permission of Loyalty Pacific Pty Ltd (Fly Buys).
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global
spe
per ctives

Researching the
international market

Effective marketing decision making is dependent upon quality information. At no
time is this more important than when a firm decides to enter the international
market. The risk associated with setting up international operations is great, particularly when the company is going into a country with which it is unfamiliar and
in which it has few strong networks. What are the key market research tasks that
a firm embarking on an international strategy should undertake and how does the
culture of the country the firm is entering impact on the effectiveness of these techniques?
Secondary data. The advent and adoption of the Internet has made the task of finding out about other countries,
their potential as trade partners and the regulations that surround them much quicker and easier than in the past. Most
governments now have well constructed web sites that clearly set out what potential opportunities exist and what their
specific trade regulations are. The US government, for example, gives a comprehensive guide to the social, economic
and political conditions of countries worldwide at www.state.gov/countries. Similarly, the Australian government through
its Austrade site (www.austrade.gov.au) gives detailed information on the commercial and trade opportunities available
to exporters and importers. While these sites give excellent broad-based secondary information about potential opportunities and the analysis of the overall market, the final decision as to how to enter the market will depend on the
reaction of potential consumers to your product based on primary research.
Primary research, qualitative. Cross-cultural research is difficult to perform as the techniques must be applied in a
way that is appropriate to the norms of the society you wish to enter. For example, whereas significant barriers to conducting personal interviews on a one-on-one basis have been reported in Saudi Arabia, in South Korea the use of the
focus group has been problematic. Appropriate venues for interviewing also vary considerably, with Malaysian respondents, for example, being very comfortable with personal interviews conducted in the home, but resisting similar interviews being conducted in the office environment. In a number of Asian cultures, the use of focus groups is difficult as
the prevailing societal norms do not encourage open disagreement in a group setting.
Primary research, quantitative. One of the main sources of problems in the use of surveys in cross-cultural research is
that of translation. What seems a simple and clear question to the researcher may be irrelevant or confusing when translated into another language. Further, an understanding of how people in a given country typically respond to scales is
important. For example, when using a 1–10 scale of satisfaction Latin American respondents
typically score at the upper end with a ‘7’ or ‘8’, in reality, reflecting a fairly poor opinion of the
Q.1 This case highlights two
product. On the other hand, respondents in the United Kingdom typically rank satisfaction lower
useful sources of secondary
than average with the ‘8’ previously awarded in Latin America translating to ‘5’ or ‘6’ at most.
data that export marketers can
Experience in the international market has taught that many potential problems can be overaccess. What other sources of
come through the use of local research companies, which can guide marketers in terms of what
secondary data would be
is locally appropriate and how to ask questions in a way that will elicit the information required.
useful to an exporter?
Translations should be undertaken by multiple translators and, in the case of surveys, the ideal
Q.2 Briefly outline the steps
situation is for the original paper to be translated into the relevant language and then back again
you would take in conducting
by an independent translator to ensure consistency. The translation-retranslation approach can
market research into a new
save a lot of time, money and confusion by preventing problems before they occur.
international market.
Source: Based on information contained in McGorry, S. Y., 2000, ‘Measurement in a crosscultural environment: survey translation issues’, Qualitative Market Research: An International
Journal, Vol. 3, No. 2, pp. 74–81; Tims, B. J. and Judd, V. C., 2001, ‘International marketing and electronic
government sources: a collaborative research strategy workshop’, Reference Services Review, Vol. 29, No. 2,
pp. 157–64; and Zimmerman, A. S. and Szenberg, M., 2000, ‘Implementing international qualitative research:
techniques and obstacles’, Qualitative Market Research: An International Journal, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 158–64.
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Combining data types
The type of data required to solve a problem or make a decision is dependent on
the actual question being asked. As stated above, ‘what’ and ‘how many’ questions
are best answered using quantitative data, whereas ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions need
qualitative data. Further, a decision needs to be made as to whether to undertake original research (primary data collection) or to rely on existing research already available
through alternate sources (secondary data collection).
Table 6.3 combines the four types of data into a matrix that clusters similar sources
of data according to type.
Table 6.3: Types of data available to marketers
Primary

Secondary

Quantitative

Mail-out questionnaires
Phone surveys
Web-based questionnaires

ABS reports
Industry reports
Published research e.g. TV ratings,
political polls

Qualitative

Open-ended survey questions
Interviews
Focus groups

Business magazines
Journals
Television and radio programs
Web sites
Trade/professional associations

Designing the research methodology

4

Once you have decided which type of data is most suited to answering your question, the next step is to decide how you are going to collect it. First, determine
whether the research question can be answered using secondary data alone. This is
most suited to general questions regarding broad-based consumer trends that can be
answered through the effective collection, collation and analysis of secondary data.
However, most product, brand or organisation-specific questions will require some
degree of primary data collection.
Second, once the decision has been made to collect primary data, marketers again
have a range of options available to them, depending on the type of information
sought and the budget available to the organisation. Each method of data collection
has a range of distinct advantages and disadvantages, and although there are many
variations within the four basic types of primary research methodology, these are the
generally accepted types:
• Surveys: usually printed or web-based self-administered sets of questions requiring
written (or electronically entered) responses.
• Interviews (group or one-on-one): involve human interaction as the researcher collects data from questions asked directly to the research participants.
• Observation: the researcher watches the consumers behaving in a natural environment, or in a controlled lab setting.
• Experimentation: two or more groups are subjected to an experiment where one
critical factor is changed between each group.
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Surveys or questionnaires
Surveys or questionnaires are a common source of primary quantitative data and are
used to address a variety of issues including customer satisfaction, attitudes and
behaviours of market segments, and customer needs. It is unusual, if not impossible,
to find a consumer in a modern marketing-oriented society who has not filled in a
survey at some point in their life. In fact, one of the major problems facing marketers
collecting data via surveys is that many people have filled in too many and now see
surveys as being intrusive and time-consuming (although how this research into attitudes towards surveys was conducted has remained a point of interest — could a long
survey about attitudes towards surveys bias the result?)
Surveys can be administered in a variety of different ways according to the needs
and resources of the organisation; however, regardless of the method of distribution,
all surveys have common characteristics and benefits.
They yield mostly quantitative data and consequently achieve all the benefits of
using quantitative data as outlined previously. The format of surveys varies but most
require a simple tick the box or circle the answer type of approach. This style of question is referred to as a closed-ended question. Closed-ended questions are those that
have a limited range of responses that the participant must choose from. Often, these
responses are already pre-coded to assist the marketer in generating quantitative
results. Examples of closed-ended questions are given in figure 6.3.

The following is a list of statements that reflect your opinion of the use of the
image of Princess Diana in road-safety campaigns. Please remember that we
are only interested in your opinion, there are no right or wrong answers to the
questions. Please circle only ONE response for each question.
I find the use of Princess Diana’s image in road-safety campaigns to be
objectionable
1
2
3
very offensive
1
2
3
very unethical
1
2
3
a very ineffective tool
1
2
3
not very manipulative
1
2
3
a very unfair method of persuasion
1
2
3
very exploitative of the readers
1
2
3
not very appropriate
1
2
3
not very persuasive
1
2
3

not at all objectionable
4
5
not at all offensive
4
5
not at all unethical
4
5
a very effective tool
4
5
very manipulative
4
5
not at all unfair
4
5
not at all exploitative of the readers
4
5
very appropriate
4
5
very persuasive
4
5

Figure 6.3: Examples of
closed-ended questions
Source: Dann, S. and
Dann, S., 2000, ‘The
appropriateness and value
of using Princess Diana’s
image in road safety seat
belt campaigns’, in
G. Payne (ed.), An Era of
Celebrity and Spectacle: The
Global Rhetorical Phenomenon
of the Death of Diana, Princess
of Wales, Centre for Ethics
in Political and Health
Communication, Boston,
pp. 298–315.
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Although most of the data generated by a survey is quantitative, there is potential to
also collect limited qualitative data. This is achieved through the use of open-ended
questions. Open-ended questions are often found at the end of the survey or at the
end of a section of a survey and ask questions like ‘How can the organisation
improve on its customer service?’ or ‘Why do you think this brand has been so successful?’ or ‘What feedback could you provide about this survey?’. Figure 6.4 shows
examples of open-ended and closed-ended questions.

Figure 6.4: Examples of open-ended and closed-ended questions
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Survey administration
Surveys can be administered in three key ways:
1. self-completion via mail out, Internet or personal distribution and collection
2. third-party completion, as occurs with phone surveys
3. personally administered through a questionnaire administered in a face-to-face interview.
It is important to differentiate between the personal interview, as a qualitative
method, and the personally administered survey. The interview, as discussed in the
next section, is open ended and relatively unstructured, whereas the personally administered survey consists of a trained interviewer asking the same set of standardised
questions, usually with limited response options, to all participants.
Personally administered surveys are appropriate in circumstances where it may
be difficult to get an adequate response rate due to the characteristics of the sample
group. For example, if you are interested in the television program preferences of a
five-year-old, it is unrealistic to expect them to fill out a standardised questionnaire.
The only way to effectively gather this information is to ask a sample of five-year-olds
the same basic questions, for example ‘Who is your favourite cartoon character?’, ‘Do
you watch cartoons everyday?’, and so on. Similarly, due to physical limitations
surveys involving the elderly or infirm are more appropriately carried out face to face.
Other common situations where face-to-face administration of surveys is undertaken is
in shopping centres — a method commonly referred to as the mall intercept interview — or where a participant is required to trial a product before answering a series
of set questions.
In a comparison of the relative benefits of different forms of survey administration
McColl-Kennedy and Kiel found the following results, outlined in table 6.4.

Sample group: a small
subgroup of the overall
population of interest to
the marketer.

Table 6.4: Comparison of survey administration methods
Basis of comparison

Self-completion

Telephone

Personal interview

Cost per completed
survey

Low

Moderate

High

Ability to prove

Little

Some

High

Opportunity to bias

None

Some due to voice
inflection

Significant due to
voice and facial
expression

Anonymity of
respondent

Complete

Some

Little due to face-toface contact

Source: Adapted with permission from McColl-Kennedy, J. R. and Kiel, G. C., 2000,
Marketing: A Strategic Approach, Nelson ITP, Melbourne, p. 185.

Survey delivery
While telephone and personally administered surveys are self-explanatory in terms of
the medium used, self-completion surveys can be distributed and collected in a variety
of ways including (but not limited to):
• mailing out
• personal delivery and collection
• location-based administration
• using the Internet.
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Valid: a description that ch
indicates that the researestion
actually answers the quaddress.
that it was designed to

Reliable: a measure that
indicates that the research
method can be used multiple
times in different
circumstances, or over tim
and will perform with a hige,h
level of consistency.

Mail-out surveys
Mail-out surveys are used when researchers are working from a distinct database, for
example a database of existing customers. The main benefits of mail-out surveys are
that they are anonymous, can be completed in the respondent’s own time, can reach
large numbers of targeted respondents relatively cheaply and can cover a geographically dispersed base.
The main problem with mail-out surveys, however, is their low response rate. Currently, average response rates are down as low as 5 per cent for a direct response
from a commercial mail out. In contrast, 10–20 per cent is generally accepted as a successful response for a non-critical or non-controversial topic on a broad population.
A carefully selected and targeted population, using a range of incentives (see below),
should attract a return rate of 30 or 40 per cent. In general, these are broadly accepted
‘rules of thumb’, rather than the result of any specific research or finding from industry
experience.
Low response rates are a concern for researchers for two reasons. First, when
dealing with quantitative data it is necessary to have certain minimum numbers of
responses to work with to ensure that the statistical tests that are being carried out are
valid. This is a matter based on mathematical issues and it is not necessary to go into
detail here, only to note that, in general, the more responses that the researcher is
working with, the more valid and reliable the outcomes will be.
The second problem with low response rates is that those who do send in a survey
may not be representative of the sample you are targeting. Customer satisfaction
surveys, for example, are often only filled out when people are either exceptionally
happy with a service or exceptionally unhappy and wish to complain. The majority of
satisfied customers feel no motivation to give feedback unless something out of the
ordinary occurs. No news may be good news, but it does create a biased response rate
in market research.
Increasing response rates to surveys is a major issue for researchers. Techniques
that have been used effectively in the past include the following:
• Personalised letters: if respondents feel that they personally are being asked for their
views rather than just being part of an anonymous mail group, they are more likely
to respond.
• Explanation of the purpose of the survey: respondents are more likely to become involved
in a survey that interests them, or which seeks to gain a better understanding of an
issue of concern to them.
• Explanation of the subsequent use of the survey data: as consumers become increasingly
concerned about privacy issues, it is important to let respondents know what precisely the data will be used for, who will have access to it and what will happen to
the surveys once the project is complete.
• Short and simple layout: the ‘cleaner’ the survey, the easier it is to fill in. Simple,
visually attractive surveys are more likely to be filled in and returned than long,
complex, difficult-to-decipher ones. Significant time and resources should be
devoted to layout and visual appeal both to increase the response rate and as a part
of the integrated marketing communications of the organisation. Market research
surveys from the company should use the same colours, logos and corporate
imagery as its advertising.
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• Preparatory and follow-up phone calls: to increase interest in the survey some researchers
ring key personnel to discuss the survey and project with them prior to sending out
the questionnaire. For example, in the case of business to business satisfaction
surveys it is useful to discuss the proposed survey of product users with the acquisitions manager in charge of purchasing the items. Securing organisational support
for the survey being conducted can increase response rates and lower entry barriers
to the organisation. Once the surveys have been sent, it is also common to do
some follow-up phone calls to non-respondents to encourage them to return the
survey. This is particularly common where the response rate has been relatively low
and insufficient data has been provided for valid statistical tests to be carried out.
However, in the case of an anonymous survey, respondents cannot be told directly
that their survey has not been returned, as this does reduce any feelings of
anonymity — if the survey was anonymous, how did the research company know the
survey wasn’t received? In a situation such as this, the follow-up call should be to
discuss the ease of use of the survey, or whether the respondent has had any problems in finishing or returning the survey. This way the respondent feels that the
anonymity has been maintained, and if they have not returned the survey, they are
more likely to do so after the prompting from the phone call.
• Pre-paid envelopes: surprisingly, many researchers send mail-out surveys without
including a pre-paid envelope for return purposes. By doing this they are expecting
the respondent to incur not only a time but also a financial cost when answering the
survey, as well as relying on the respondent to fill out the survey return address
correctly.
• Incentives: incentives can be offered to all who return the survey in the form of products, vouchers, cash, the opportunity to win a prize, and so on. (Offering the respondent the chance to spend money on company products by being included in a
corporate database is not an incentive — in fact, it breaches the Market Research
Society of Australia’s guidelines for good marketing research regarding the separation of market research and database generation — see the Contemporary Issues
Case Study at the end of the chapter.)
Some studies have also considered issues such as the colour of the envelope, the
use of different-coloured inks, and so on. However, findings have been inconclusive
and difficult to replicate. The main motivation behind these studies has been to
identify ways in which the organisation can ensure that its survey stands out and
catches the eye of the potential respondent. Hot pink fluorescent paper may get the
attention of the respondent, but could make it quite hard to fill out the survey, and
would be a most cruel and unusual punishment for the data entry team.
Personal delivery and collection
Personal delivery and collection of surveys is undertaken when:
• the sample group is tightly defined and easily accessible in a single venue, or
• the survey requires high response rates for validity purposes, or
• the survey is too complex, for example requiring the demonstration of products, to
be administered in an alternative way.
While the major advantage of this method of delivery is that it significantly increases
valid response rates, problems of interviewer bias and the increased cost of delivery
are both reasons why it is a less common method than the standard mail-out survey.
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The situation where personal delivery and collection of the survey is quick, simple
and cheap that you will become most familiar with over the next few years is the subject and teaching evaluations that are undertaken regularly in all universities and colleges. The results of these surveys are used for marketing purposes such as product
development, in that the content and delivery of subjects is often modified to reflect
the needs of the consumer group (students). Other marketing uses of these surveys
include the use of results on promotional and recruitment materials, ‘Our teaching
staff consistently rank in the top 20 per cent of ratings’ or ‘90 per cent of our students
are very satisfied with their learning experience at our institution’.
In reality, it is unusual to have a ‘captive’ sample as occurs in a classroom situation. It
does, however, occur at events like conferences, trade shows and similar occasions where
a number of people voluntarily come together at a central venue for a common purpose.
Personal delivery and collection of surveys is also used by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics although, in this case, the situation is different in that the response is often
mandatory such as occurs with the Census. Although technically this is not market
research per se, the ABS provides one of the richest sources of secondary data available to market researchers.
The most common commercial situations where personal delivery and collection of
surveys occurs are in what is termed the mall intercept interview. Mall intercept interviews are where a person with a clipboard intercepts people to ask questions in a
shopping centre or other high-pedestrian traffic area. Quite often these interviews are
undertaken as part of product-testing market research and will usually involve showing
respondents a new product and even getting them to trial it and compare it with other
competing products (blind taste tests).

Concept testing new products with old customers
Does market research always provide the right answers? While marketers are happy to acknowledge the
limitations of various market research tools and techniques, what about consumers? Do they know what
they want? Do they understand the questions being asked?
Nowhere is the problem of limited consumer knowledge more evident than in the field of new product and
service development. Entrepreneurs often have difficulty in getting products to market simply because the
market has not yet evolved enough or been sufficiently educated to fully appreciate the benefits of the new
product. Financiers require solid information on which to make their investment decisions. This information,
in turn, is based on market research, so how can consumers contribute at this early stage of product development when the new product doesn’t yet exist?
A key technique used in the market research of new products is the concept test. A product concept
is a clear and concise statement of the characteristics of a potential product. Concept tests measure the
likely acceptance of this product in the market using a combination of quantitative and qualitative techniques, most commonly a combination of focus groups and questionnaires that rate product concepts on a
set of key criteria. Concept tests are useful in taking an innovation, such as a new technology in food dehydration that makes it possible to store and use a variety of foods, and determining the likely success of different applications, such as ‘just add water’ cheese, meat products or toffee.
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Concept tests are valuable as an early, exploratory stage tool to
Exploratory (research):
gauge the likely impact of a new product. However, they are often inefdescribes a type of research
fective in predicting final success rates, largely due to the limitations
undertaken when the
of the respondents. Famous examples of products that have failed
marketer is aware of the
the product concept and market research test include the fax
general problem area but
machine and the VCR. When a new product is only slightly different
not the specific problem; the
from existing products, respondents have a point of reference with
purpose is to investigate
which to compare the product. If it is a totally new concept, such as
general trends and refine
email or the fax machine, the average potential user may not
the research question prior
to undertaking more
understand what the product is and so will reject it. Alternatively,
directed research studies.
they may think the idea is so radical that it is not believable and
could not be feasibly produced and so reject it on
those grounds. Although market research for new products needs to be used
Q.1 What are the limitations
with caution, it still has a significant role to play in the final design and
of using market research for
decision-making processes of the organisation.
new products?
Source: Based on information contained in Duke, C. R., 1994,
Q.2 Write a product concept
‘Understanding
customer abilities in product concept tests’, Journal of
for a new product idea that you
Product and Brand Management, Vol. 3, No. 1, pp. 48–57; Nijssen, E. J.
have. What sorts of questions
and Frambach, R. T., 1998, ‘Market research companies and new
would you ask as part of your
product development tools’, Journal of Product and Brand Management,
product concept testing
Vol. 7, No. 4, pp. 305–18; and Trott, P., 2001, ‘The role of market
research in the development of discontinuous new products’, European
process?
Journal of Innovation Management, Vol. 4, No. 3, pp. 117–25.

Although the response rates of personally delivered and collected questionnaires
are very high, the presence of the survey administrator may bias results in one of two
ways. First, if the respondent feels under pressure to fill in a survey, which they
wouldn’t bother with normally, they are likely to be fairly negative in their responses or
to not take the process seriously and just fill in anything to get it over with. The other
problem that occurs is that there is potential for interviewer bias, particularly in the
mall intercept interview, which results in respondents giving the answers that they
think the interviewer wants rather than what they are actually feeling. This becomes
increasingly common where the survey relates to a controversial topic (election issues)
or potentially embarrassing questions (sexual health, under-age drinking).
Location-based administration
Location-based administration of surveys occurs in situations where the survey is
left at the location of service delivery or product use and it is up to the client or user
to fill in and return the survey voluntarily. Situations where this is common include
department stores, hotel rooms and mid-range restaurants. Alternatively, it is common
to find this style of survey in the packaging of physical products asking for feedback on
the performance of the product and where it was purchased, and it often masquerades
as a product registration form.
These surveys are useful for providing feedback to the organisation on its service
delivery. However, because they are administered in a way that does not put any particular ‘pressure’ on the individual to respond, the responses gained tend to come
from a biased sample — those people who have something to say. It is more common
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for those who have had an exceptional experience, at either end of the spectrum from
excellent to awful, than for those who have had an adequate or satisfactory service
experience to fill in the questionnaire.
Knowing this, market researchers using this style of administration need to take the
bias factor into consideration when evaluating the response. This type of survey is of
most value in identifying systemic flaws in the service delivery process — for example,
if several respondents have the same complaint, then it is likely that there is a genuine
problem in the delivery of the service. Similarly, if a customer service representative is
constantly singled out for praise in the feedback form, this would be a good time to
see about signing this employee to a longer-term contract, and potentially training
other staff in their style.
Internet surveys
Online surveys are those market research functions carried out by web page or emailbased surveys (see figure 6.5). There are many advantages to the online administration
of surveys for both the respondent and the researcher.
Survey 123T

Directions: Rate your emotions according to the way
the advertising made you feel
Stimulated
1
Excited
1

2

2

3

3

1. Overall, what is your impression of this ad?

4

Relaxed
5

4

Calm
5

Frenzied
1

2

3

4

Sluggish
5

Aggressive
1

2

3

4

Passive
5

4

Unaroused
5

Aroused
1

2

3

Disliked it
very much
1

2

3

4

Liked it
very much
5

2. To what degree did you feel positively towards this ad?
Not at
all positive
1

2

3

4

Very
positive
5

3. Overall, how well did you like this commercial?
Did not
like it at all
1

2

3

4

Liked it
very much
5

Figure 6.5: Internet survey items

Validity: the extent to
which an instrument can
be determined to actually
address the research
question it was developed
to answer.

From the respondent’s perspective online surveys tend to be shorter, easier to complete and relatively cost-free in that they take less time and can be returned automatically. Internet-based surveys also retain the benefits of mail-out surveys in terms of
anonymity and time and location independence, as the respondent can fill out the
survey from home, whenever they come across it. Online surveys still retain an
element of novelty for many users and, consequently, are more likely to be filled in.
For the researcher the benefits of using the Internet as a medium of survey delivery
and administration are numerous and include:
• Increased response rates, which mean that researchers have more data to work with
leading to greater levels of reliability and validity.
• The option of automatic data entry whereby results can be entered directly into a database for analysis. This reduces any human error in terms of data inputting and saves
a lot of time and money.
• Cheaper administration in that the organisation saves on both printing and mailing
costs.
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The nature of the Internet means that surveys can be administered to a large
number of people simultaneously, across a wide geographical area, and can be filled
in at any time that is convenient to the respondent. Unlike mail surveys, which
involve simple one-way communication, it is possible for online surveys to contain an
element of interactivity and customisation, which has two implications:
• First, there is the potential to clarify or get further information on a question that
may be complex or ambiguous.
• Second, unlike written surveys where confusion can occur as a result of filter questions, the online survey will send the respondent straight to the next relevant section.
Filter questions are those such as:
Do you purchase Brand X?

Yes
No

If No, proceed to question 10, section C.
In the online environment the response ‘No’ will result in the next question automatically being question 10, section C, without the respondent having to take
responsibility for finding it.
Despite the many advantages of using Internet-based surveys there are two key limitations to this method of delivery. First, although regular use of the Internet is
becoming more common, it is still not a medium that is used by the whole of the
population and, therefore, relying on Internet-based surveys automatically limits
who the researcher can contact. Related to this is the fact that those who are regular
users of the Internet do not necessarily represent the ‘average’ person in their demographic.
Second, as the Internet is a search-based medium, potential respondents are
unlikely to just come across the survey. It is necessary to either target the sample
through the use of email with an embedded link to the survey in much the same way
that a mail-out survey taps into a database or link the survey to the type of site likely
to be visited by the target sample.

Filter questions: an
element of a market
research survey that
guides the respondent to
answer questions relevant
to their experience.

Interviews
Interviews are qualitative discussions between the researcher and one or more respondents. It is important to distinguish between the interview, which is a qualitative
market research tool, and the personally administered questionnaire, which remains a
quantitative tool. Although in an interview the researcher will usually develop a series
of questions that form the basis of the structure of the research, these questions are
open ended, opinion based and require in-depth answers that cannot be reduced to a
single number.
Interviews can take one of two forms. They can be undertaken either as part of a
focus group or in a one-on-one interview.
Focus groups
Focus groups are one of the most common qualitative methods used in market
research and are basically a structured discussion between six and 12 people on a particular issue that is led by a trained moderator.
Focus groups are popular with market researchers because they provide greater
depth of data than questionnaires, are flexible and are relatively quick to commission
and analyse. Unlike surveys, which take time to return, input and analyse, focus groups
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can bring forward preliminary themes relatively quickly before detailed analyses are
undertaken. Further, the analysis can start as soon as the focus group finishes. Another
benefit for companies is that, in most market research facilities, they are able to
observe the progress of the focus group as it is being conducted by watching through
a one-way mirror.
The success of a focus group is largely dependent on the skill of the moderator, who
must be able to draw all participants into the discussion and ensure that no single
person dominates or intimidates others with their opinions, while at the same time
keeping the conversation flowing smoothly. Moderators must keep the session on
track, and ensure that all the key questions required by the client are covered, making
sure that they do not betray any bias towards one product over another or favour a particular opinion or stance. Without a skilled moderator it is very easy to abuse the focus
group process and twist it into a predetermined outcome — which is not the purpose
of conducting the market research.
Focus groups are normally conducted face to face and are recorded either by
simply taping responses or by videotaping the group process. Filming the group for
later analysis has benefits in that it is possible to note body language changes
depending on questions and responses. Body language, tone of voice, eye contact
with other members of the group and so on all contribute to a deeper understanding
of how individuals are reacting to a particular proposition.
Increasingly, researchers are experimenting with online administration of focus
groups. The benefits of conducting a focus group online are the fact that it is not
necessary to transport all people to one spot to discuss the issue and that all comments are automatically transcribed as people type in their responses. Thus, record
keeping is easier and, from the participant’s point of view, the questions are in front of
them and are less open to misinterpretation. Also, it is easier to be open about sensitive issues or argue against another person’s point of view if you are not physically
close to the rest of the group. Although there is a degree of interaction through this
medium, many of the interactive benefits of the face-to-face focus group (mentioned
above) are lost in the online environment, which is less intimate that the traditional
approach.
While to the casual observer focus groups may seem informal and lacking in a
rigorous research design, this is not the case at all for a professionally run group.
Before conducting a group researchers must address the following issues:
• What size should the focus group be and how long should it take? Focus groups range in size
from six to 12 people and can last anywhere from an hour through to three or four
hours. The size and length of the focus group session will depend on the complexity
of the issue being discussed.
• What type of respondents should be included? Who should be part of the focus group and
how should they be recruited? Generally speaking, it is important that all members
of a particular focus group are as similar as possible on key selection criteria to
ensure an open discussion of issues and to minimise extreme views that might lead
to arguments rather than discussion. Participants are usually chosen according to
demographic variables such as age, sex, income, profession and so on, although it is
also possible to choose according to attitudes or lifestyle. For example, a client may
be interested in knowing how active sportspeople like triathletes are likely to
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respond to a new range of sports drinks. Recruiting suitable participants is a difficult
task and one that is usually best left to the market research company, which keeps
databases of profiles of potential participants.
• What research design and protocol should be used? Before commencing the study the
researchers, in conjunction with the sponsoring organisation, must decide on the
list of topics to be discussed and the priority, if any, of these topics. Focus groups
can be conducted in any environment. From the researchers point of view it is easier
to conduct the study in a specially designed facility that incorporates viewing areas,
recording equipment and so on. However, these environments, no matter how well
designed they are, can still be intimidating to the participant. An alternative is to
conduct the interviews in an environment that is more comfortable for the participant, for example in their home or at a local community centre.
• Who should moderate? As discussed previously, a skilled moderator is essential to the
success and validity of any focus group study. New marketers and those working
within tight budgets such as those in the volunteer or community sector or in small
business sometimes give in to the temptation to save money by moderating their
own focus groups. At the end of the day this is often a false economy as the quality
of data and information gathered is likely to be poor and will not contribute substantially to effective decision making.
One-on-one interviews
An alternative to the focus group is the one-on-one depth interview. Depth interviews are one-on-one interviews between the researcher and members of the
sample population and usually range in length from a minimum of 30 minutes
through to an hour and a half. They follow a semi-structured format, which means
that the interviewer usually has between three and eight key points or questions
that they want to cover, but will be able to ask further, more detailed probing questions according to the respondent’s answers. For example, the researcher may have
formed the hypothesis that the declining sales in the retail sector are due to the
price increases caused by the declining value of the Australian dollar. If they were
using a questionnaire and quantitative approach to research, an appropriate
question might be:
Which of the following factors do you believe is contributing to declining
sales in the retail sector? (You may tick more than one response)
declining quality
declining value of the dollar
cheap imports
Internet sales
price increases
low consumer confidence
the GST
poor advertising
In the context of a depth interview, however, the researcher is seeking the respondent’s views and then analysing them to see to what extent they support the original
research hypothesis. A better way of asking the same question would be along the
lines of ‘What do you think are the main factors contributing to the decline in retail
sales in the last financial year?’. The response could be something along the lines of
‘Problems with the economy’. At this point the real value of qualitative techniques is
realised as the interviewer can then probe further, asking questions like ‘What
aspects of the economy are you referring to in particular?’ or ‘Are you referring to the
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domestic economy only or the global economy?’. For the research to be valid and
unbiased it is important to avoid focused questions that ask for a direct opinion on
the hypothesis, at least in the initial stages of the interview. It would therefore be
inappropriate to open the questioning with ‘Do you think that the decline in sales in
the retail sector is because of the price rises associated with the decline of the Australian dollar?’.
One of the major benefits of undertaking qualitative research is that the respondent
may have a view previously not considered by the researcher and that opens up a
whole new field of inquiry and potential explanations. In the above example, a respondent may attribute the decline in retail sales to an emerging trend among young
people to be anti-materialistic, an explanation that had not been considered by the
original research designers.
Depth interviews are usually undertaken in one of three situations:
• When the research is being conducted into a highly specialised area, where the sample size is
too small for other techniques to be validly used. If you are interested in surveying
the views of a small, specialist group of people, there may not be enough respondents for a survey to be able to produce any valid statistical response.
• When issues of commercial confidentiality are important. It would be inappropriate to hold a
focus group of competing business owners asking them what techniques they used
to gain market share.
• When the purpose of the interviews may be to access the knowledge and experience of acknowledged
experts in the field. In such cases a one-on-one conversation will yield higher-quality
information than other techniques, as it is possible to customise questions to suit
both the interviewer and the interviewee.
Limitations of intrusive research techniques
Both the survey and interview methods of conducting market research are inherently
intrusive as the subject of the study is well aware that they are being studied or
asked their opinion. Consequently, there is always an element of potential bias, either
as a result of the way in which questions are asked or because of the way in which
responses are recorded. Researchers use a number of methods of minimise this bias,
such as using indirect rather than direct questions to discern respondents’ underlying
motivations. Direct questions are ones that ask things like ‘Why do you drink Pepsi
Max?’ or ‘Who influences you most in your choice of music?’. The problem with direct
questions is that many respondents will give an answer that puts them in the best
possible light rather than tapping into their underlying motivations. Indirect questions such as ‘What type of person normally drinks Pepsi Max?’ and ‘Whose opinion do
you think teenagers take most notice of when choosing a new CD?’ are used to overcome some of these biases.
Triangulation
Triangulation is a research method that uses multiple techniques from qualitative
and quantitative research to measure the same phenomena. This allows researchers
to combine the benefits of both types of research into the one study, so as to compensate for the weakness in the various techniques.
For many researchers the ‘ideal’ primary market research process is the qualitative–
quantitative–qualitative structure. In such a scenario, the researcher undertakes some
exploratory qualitative research, usually through focus groups. From the results of the
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first round of data, a detailed questionnaire is designed and administered to a larger
group of people. Once the findings are analysed, the researcher undertakes a final
qualitative confirmatory research stage. At this point, the findings of the research are
discussed with additional focus groups to see whether the members of the target
group believe them to be accurate reflections of the situation. Alternatively, a more
common method is to conduct a series of interviews with industry experts to determine the extent to which the findings are consistent with their experiences. Either way,
the results are subjected to human validation, either by people who are the target
market or by people who work with the target market.
A lot of time and effort goes into making sure that the questions being asked in
survey and interview research are clear, unambiguous and unbiased. Multiple
pilot tests of survey questions are undertaken before sending out a questionnaire,
whichagain adds to the time and expense involved. One way of overcoming the dual
problems of interviewer and respondent bias is to use an unobtrusive research method
such as observation.

Confirmatory research: a
type of research performed
as a validation of
quantitative research
findings by using
qualitative techniques to
ensure that the analysis of
the statistics was a
representative portrayal of
the respondents’ reactions.

Observation
Observation-based techniques are, as the name implies, market research activities
that are based on analysing the observed, rather than reported, behaviour of
consumers. In both survey and interview research, respondents are asked to report on
things like how often they use a product, what they think of a brand or how likely they
are to purchase a new product. One of the disadvantages of self-reporting of this type
is that most people don’t know or don’t remember what they have done in the past.
Few people could accurately tell a researcher how many litres of soft drink they consumed last year or how much they spent on entertainment. Similarly, while respondents may believe in a survey situation that they would be happy to pay a premium to
purchase a customised CD, very few pay the extra cost when the opportunity is offered
to them. What sounds good in theory, and conceptually, usually tends to falter when
money finally has to change hands.
Observation removes these elements of uncertainty as the researcher literally
observes what the consumer does, rather than measuring what they say they would do,
or think they have done. These techniques are either carried out manually (watch and
learn) or through the use of technology (record and learn).
Manual approaches to observational market research encompass all of those techniques that require a researcher to actually watch or observe consumers in the consumption situation. Examples of manual observation include:
• watching the reactions of consumers to a new advertising display and counting the
number of people who stop to look at it, as well as how long they spend looking at it
• tracking consumers in a supermarket to determine in what order they purchase
products, to assist in the design of the layout of the supermarket
• taping users of software to determine how easily they are able to locate specific
features
• sending trained staff to pose as customers in a rival organisation, such as another
hotel, to observe the service standards and processes used.
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Advances in technology have improved the effectiveness of observational techniques, particularly when it comes to the actual purchasing behaviour of consumers.
The amount of data collected as part of the day-to-day operations of firms has resulted
in the development of significant databases that can be used to analyse buying trends.
Scanner data, for example, is providing a wealth of information for those in the fastmoving consumer goods area by providing actual sales figures of new products. By
combining the sales information gained through the scanner with demographic and
other information stored on loyalty cards and similar programs, researchers are able to
test a range of hypotheses regarding consumer purchasing patterns. Firms can determine the extent to which they are reaching their preferred target market and even
identify new, previously untargeted segments, which have emerged naturally and can
be more specifically targeted to gain a larger market share.
Through the use of cookies and web site user registrations, the Internet is providing
another strong source of observational data. Users can be observed in terms of the
number of times they visit a site, when they visit, how long they stay online and what
pages or services they access. Depending on the initial registration data, it is possible
to develop a detailed profile of users.
Peoplemeters are another common observational technology that has been used
for a number of years in various forms to track media usage by households. Again,
the advantage of using the peoplemeter is that it records what the household is
actually watching on television rather than relying on individuals to remember to
manually fill out a booklet on a daily basis. One of the ‘problems’ first encountered
with the peoplemeter was the lack of consistency between the television diary and
the television watching habits — what was discovered was that many respondents
were filling in the diary to show how fashionable they were by watching ‘the right
shows’, whereas the peoplemeter revealed what people were actually watching. Even
though the peoplemeter was a direct observation technology, it did not influence
how the respondents behaved, as they still watched their favourite shows (and
some of them continued to maintain publicly that they had watched the high-rating
fashionable shows).
With the use of technology, observational techniques have become less intrusive
and more objective. One of the problems with people relying on personal observation
is that, even if they are very skilled researchers, the reporting process is subject to
human error and misinterpretation. Problems of researcher bias are minimised when
the observation process is carried out technologically.
Despite the advantages that observational techniques present, they bring with them
a few problems. First, the amount of data that is generated, particularly by electronically collected observational data, is massive and well beyond the needs of most
market research problems. Second, the amount of data is also often too large even to
be analysed by the average firm. As a result, a lot of good quality data that could be
used to improve the effectiveness of the decision-making process is never converted
into useful information. The final concern is that of privacy, as consumers are increasingly aware of observational techniques and their potential use and misuse. Privacy
regulations are becoming tighter, significantly reducing the ability of market
researchers to use observational techniques to their full advantage (not that this is
necessarily a bad thing for society).
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Experiments
A final approach to market research is the experiment. Experiments involve manipulating one or more marketing variables and measuring the results on the subject of
interest, be it sales, brand image or the perception of the consumer. This type of
research seeks to measure and understand causal relationships. Gathering the data to
measure these relationships can be undertaken using surveys and observational techniques to collect the data. Experiments differ from the normal use of these methods in
that the hypothesis that is being tested is artificially generated by the researcher, who
is making a specific, planned change in the environment.
Experimentation in market research traditionally has had an image of being of
limited practical value and conducted in artificial surroundings so that the results are
difficult to generalise. Increasingly, with improvements in technology and collation of
data as outlined in the observational methods above, real-life situations can be set up
effectively for the purpose of carrying out experiments. Of course, real-life experiments
carry with them a range of ethical concerns — not least of which is the fact that the
unwitting human guinea pigs in the marketing experiments may not actually want to
be furthering the cause of science as they do their weekly shopping.
Despite the negative image, a number of common market research techniques can
be classified under the general heading of experiments. One of the most often used
experiments in marketing research is the pre-testing of advertising. Evaluated
through formalised questionnaires or focus group approaches, target audiences are
shown several executions of an advertisement and asked to rate them. There are
many ways that this can be undertaken to simulate real-life situations. For example,
to test the relative breakthrough of different advertising executions the researcher
may place the test advertisements in a mock-up magazine and then test participants
for recall. Similar placements can be made in television or radio advertising to determine the effectiveness of different wording and approaches to a particular advertising message.
Field experiments, those market research experiments conducted in real life, are
becoming more reliable and easier to administer as monitoring of actual buying
behaviour becomes available through scanner data. It is a relatively simply matter
for the marketer to vary one element of the marketing mix in a controlled retail
environment and then measure the actual impact on sales. Fly Buys (mentioned
above) can be used to determine whether a bundling of a product as a two-for-one
special or as a product package (snack and drink) is most effective. Similarly, broad
purchasing data from selected retail outlets can be used to compare the impact of a
pricing change — a 20 cent discount at Woolworths, normal price at Coles and a
10 cent discount at Bi-Lo can be reviewed across the scanner data collected from all
three chains. Consequently, elements of the marketing mix such as price can be
tested in experimental formats.
A second use of experiment formats and in-store data collection is for different
types of sales promotion activity. For example, coffee manufacturers offer a variety of
sales promotion incentives to consumers. By measuring the base line average sales
of coffee in a particular supermarket or chain of supermarkets marketers can determine normal buying patterns. They can then introduce a series of different incentives
to purchase, such as a competition that requires proof of purchase, tokens to collect
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to trade for a specific product, an additional ‘free’ 150 grams of coffee, a price discount or a free gift with purchase. By introducing each of these for a limited time
period and measuring the actual impact on sales, marketers can determine the relative importance to the consumer of each type of promotion. It may be that consumers will stock up on coffee (which has a relatively long shelf life) at times when
there is a price discount. Alternatively, sales may peak if a free gift is involved. By
varying only one element of the mix, measuring outcomes and comparing this with
the baseline data marketers are able to better refine their promotional activities to
achieve maximum results.
One of the most interesting events for a professional marketer to watch for is the
pre-promotional stock clearance sale. Pepsi and Coke usually flag their impending
sales promotions by significant price reductions (which encourage stockpile purchasing), to clear non-promotional stock prior to the launch of their proof of purchase
sales promotion campaign.
Experiments are valuable in that they allow marketers to measure the actual
impact of a specific change to a controllable variable. It is important, however, that if
experiments are being undertaken in real life rather than laboratory conditions, the
marketers are aware of any changes in the broader environment that may impact on
consumers’ behaviour (a heatwave will spike drink sales upwards more effectively
than a two-for-one offer). In particular, it is important to closely monitor competitor
reactions to the changes being tested, as these can directly impact on consumers’
reactions — dropping the price as an experiment in one retail outlet may drive a
competing outlet to drop its prices to retain its customers, thus cancelling out the
experiment.

5

Sampling unit: the subset
of the population actually
used for the market
research data collection.

Implementing the research methodology
Having determined the research question to be answered, the type of data needed to
answer it and the most appropriate method of data collection, the next step is to actually implement the research methodology. Oddly enough, this is the bit a lot of
marketing research campaigns tend to forget. The critical decisions to be made at this
point relate to who is going to be on the receiving end of the research, and what type
of sample will be used to capture these people.
While marketers may be interested in the reaction of young adults to a new sports
drink, clearly it is unrealistic to ask every person in this population for their opinion of
the product. Consequently, a smaller subgroup, or sample, which is considered in
some way representative, will be surveyed and the results generalised to the overall
population (the preferred method for market research, television ratings and writers of
opinion polls everywhere).
There are three steps to determining a sample for a market research:
• Defining the sampling unit: who do you want to survey/interview?
• Determining the sample size: how many people should be surveyed/interviewed?
• Determining the sampling plan: how should these people be chosen?

Defining the sampling unit
Like the definition of the problem, the decision as to whom to sample (the sampling
unit) is critical to the value of the final research. For any purchase decision a number
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of people will have an influence, ranging from the final user to the decision maker or
the financier. In family decision making, although parents are usually the final decision
makers and financiers, all members of the household will have an influence over purchasing patterns (particularly the youngest child screaming and crying at the supermarket). In many situations the final user or consumer of the product is not
necessarily the sampling unit of interest if you want to understand how a purchase
decision was made. For example, parents are usually the decision makers when it
comes to choosing schools for their children. Marketers, therefore, need to know more
about what motivates the parents in this decision rather than surveying the actual
users of the educational service provided by the school (the students) about their level
of satisfaction and so on.

Determining the sample size
Having decided who to interview or survey the next question is ‘How many people
need to be involved in the research to make sure that the findings are valid?’. The
sample size will vary according to the size of the population of interest and the type
of research being undertaken. In general, the more respondents involved in the
study, the better the quality of the data will be, particularly for surveys and questionnaires that require relatively large numbers of respondents. This is because
many statistical techniques require a minimum number of cases (often around 100)
to be valid. If you are interested in comparing groups within your sample on some
key criteria — for example, you may be interested in knowing how different age
groups respond to a new product idea — then each of these subgroups must contain
sufficient numbers of people to carry out the tests. As either the required precision
on the information or the number of different subgroups increases, so does the
overall sample size.
There are a number of statistical methods that are used to determine both sample
size and the representativeness of the sample; however, these are beyond the scope of
this text and should be addressed in further courses you may undertake specifically in
the field of market research.
Qualitative methods, because they are not reliant on statistical tests and because
they provide a greater depth of data, require smaller numbers of respondents.
Although there is no formula to determine exact numbers of participants, a general
rule of thumb for focus group research is to conduct a minimum of two focus groups
with each subpopulation of interest. For example, to test the relevance of a new
anti-smoking campaign to teenagers you may decide to hold sessions with the
following cohorts: 13–15-year-old males who smoke, 13–15-year-old males who don’t
smoke, 13–15-year-old females who smoke and 13–15-year-old females who don’t
smoke. This would give you a study with eight different focus groups (two focus groups
for each cohort). Typically, a qualitative research study involving focus groups would
consist of between four and eight sessions in total.

Determining the sampling plan
The third step is to determine how the sample is to be chosen. There are two basic
types of sample — a probability sample and a non-probability sample. In a probability
sample each member of the population has a known probability of being selected.
For example, if there is a lucky door prize at a charity lunch with 200 guests, each guest
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has a 1 in 200 chance of having their name selected. A non-probability sample, on the
other hand, is one in which the probability that any given person will be selected to
take part in the study is not known. There is no predictable chance or percentage likelihood of being chosen for a mall intercept interview in the local shopping centre,
given that the sampling is based on who happens to walk past the interviewer. Within
each broad classification of sampling plan there are different types of sample — the
most common are highlighted in figure 6.6.

Simple random sample
Probability sample

Cluster sampling
Stratified sampling
Quota sample

Non-probability sample

Convenience sample
Judgment sample

Figure 6.6: Sampling plans

In a simple random sample every element of the population has a known and equal
chance of being selected. This can be achieved by implementing a structured system of
selection such as choosing every seventh entry in a telephone directory. For large
populations this can be a very time-consuming process. Alternative methods of
selecting participants in a probability sample are cluster and stratified sampling. In a
cluster sample the population is divided into mutually exclusive blocks or areas
(usually based on geographic locations) and a random sample is drawn from random
samples of these blocks. Stratified sampling is similar in that the overall population
is divided into strata based on some key criterion, such as age or income, and a
random selection of potential respondents is chosen from each stratum.
The three most common types of non-probability sample are:
• Quota samples, which rely on the researcher predetermining a set of subgroups
from which they wish to take a sample. Approaches are made to potential respondents until the quota is filled. This is achieved by asking a filter question such as
‘How old are you?’ or ‘Have you painted your house in the past 12 months?’ to determine eligibility before continuing with the questioning.
• Convenience samples, which, as the name implies, consist of the easiest to reach
members of the population such as friends, work colleagues and university students.
• Judgment samples, where potential participants are chosen according to the expert
judgment of the researcher.
Non-probability samples are common in qualitative research, particularly in
choosing individuals suitable to participate in depth interviews. Non-probability
samples are not necessarily representative of the population but they are valid in
research depending on the outcomes that are desired.
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Reporting the outcomes

6

The final step in the process is to analyse the results and report on the outcomes.
This is where all the work and decisions made in the earlier steps come together.
The importance of taking time in the initial stages of the research is highlighted at
this point. Any data that is missing or questions that have been left out cannot be
put in at this late stage. It is not unusual for those in the early stages of their market
research career to get to this point and suddenly realise that they do not have all the
information that they need to answer the original research question. Worse still, they
may have asked the right questions, but in the wrong way, so that it is difficult to turn
the data into useful information.

Analysing the data
Proper analysis of data can become very technical and complex. Specialist market
researchers have strong statistical skills and are able to conduct a range of tests that
can demonstrate significant relationships between variables, differences between subgroups and forecast likely outcomes of changing various elements in the marketing
environment. Although again the specifics of these tests are beyond the scope of this
book, as a general rule the more complex the questions, the more complex the
analysis of the data and, inevitably, the more complicated the statistical output in
order to answer the questions.
In many cases, marketers are not looking for complex causal relationships. Rather,
they are more interested in descriptive statistics that simply address the ‘who’,
‘what’, ‘where’ and ‘how many’ type of questions. This is valuable for profiling market
segments, knowing what typical purchasing patterns are, and, for the most part, satisfies the curiosity of the marketing manager. A good pie chart supported by some bar
graphs is often more value than any complicated series of statistical models and flow
charts — particularly for answering straightforward research questions.
When determining what information you need, it is also important to be aware that
there are different types of quantitative data and that each has its limitations. There
are four key types of data that you are likely to encounter:
• Nominal data (also sometimes called categorical data) refers to data that has
been coded into descriptive categories. A typical survey may classify sex according
to 1 = male and 2 = female or income groups as <$10 000 = 1, $10 000–20 000 = 2,
and so on. This type of data is limited in that it can only be used to describe a group
or as the basis of separating out a subgroup for further analysis. It cannot be subjected to most statistical tests, even simple ones like determining averages (means).
It is only possible to say that the sample consists of 55 per cent males and 45 per
cent females, not that the average sex of the sample is 1.45 (transgender respondents would be 1.5 anyway).
• Ordinal data refers to data that shows where a value stands in comparison to an
order of values. One easy way to remember ordinal data is that it refers to the order
in which values are ranked relative to one another, such as first, second, third. The
important thing to remember about ordinal data is that it is relative rather than
absolute, which limits how it can be used and interpreted. Just because one person
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rates a statement with a 3 and another rates it with a 6, it doesn’t necessarily mean
that the second person agrees twice as much, only that they agree more strongly.
Despite this, by common usage, it is acceptable to use ordinal data to generate averages (e.g. an average agreement of 5.8) and to conduct a variety of tests to determine significant difference between groups. For example, common analyses in
market research test for significant attitude differences between males and females
or across different age groups.
• Interval data not only indicates the order of the values, but also does so in units of
equal value. Interval data includes data such as age, which exists on a continuum
and is measured in the common units of one year. This type of data can be analysed
using a wide range of methods as the difference between one point and another is
consistent. Ten dollars is exactly one tenth of $100 and will be under all circumstances (even with the Australian dollar’s habit of falling at the drop of a hat).
• Ratio data is different in that it assigns absolute rather than relative values. Zero, in
ratio data, refers to an absolute value as occurs in weight rather than a relative
measure as occurs when applying concepts like the Consumer Price Index. For
example, weight and height are ratio data — while you can have 1/10 of the weight,
when the weight equals zero, there’s nothing there to weigh.
A good survey should consist of the right mix of these different types of data to
allow the researcher to conduct the relevant tests to answer the questions being asked.
A final key concept that all marketers who are involved in market research need to
be aware of is the difference between correlation and causation. Correlation refers to
the phenomenon whereby as one variable changes it has a consistent impact on
another variable. Although this may be the case, it does not mean that the change in
one causes the change in the other. Causation can only be claimed if there is a proven
link between the two variables and their changes. Many marketers have made poor
decisions by basing their decision making on assumptions of causation when, in fact,
what has been reported is simply a correlation.
Contentious areas of marketing that are subject to considerable debate in relation
to correlation and causation are the ethical issues of advertising to children, incorporating ‘irresponsible’ actions in advertising and advertising substances such as
tobacco and alcohol. For example, one school of thought strongly supports the notion
that seeing advertising causes children to want and consume junk-food products and
ultimately results in unhealthy children. The alternative view is that while there may be
a correlation between an increase in advertising of such products and their consumption, there is no causal relationship as there are a number of other factors involved
such as time pressures on parents or the increased availability of snack foods.
Testing for these types of relationships is an example of how types of data are
critical to conducting the right tests. Nominal data cannot be used as the basis for correlations or developing causal relationships. For example, it is illogical to say that the
more you own a blue car, the more female you are. Nor does it make sense to say that
owning a blue car will result in the respondent becoming female (otherwise, this could
create some nasty surprises with car prize giveaways, giving the new owner more than
they bargained for). Using interval data, however, it is possible to test to see whether
the younger a person is, the more often they go to the movies, although again it would
be illogical to try to prove that age causes movie attendance.
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Marketers who have commissioned research should be very wary of results that
claim they have found a causal link between variables. Proving causation is extremely
difficult and in all cases requires significant and complex analysis of the data. It is not
possible to prove simply by showing changes in averages.

Reporting the findings
The final stage in the process is reporting the findings. Market research findings have
several audiences within the organisation, each of which requires a different
approach. For those in the marketing area, a detailed report of the analyses is required,
and should be accompanied by the appropriate marketing information systems outputs.
In contrast, board or managerial-level reports should focus on the key findings and implications, and leave the process out of the picture. How the data was gathered should be
entrusted to the marketer to understand and appreciate. What the data means as information, and what this information means for strategy, tactics and actions is what the
board, management or executive structure want to know from the research.
Regardless of the final audience the report should be kept focused and convey the
key issues as identified in the initial discussions and design of the research project.
The best way to do this is to constantly refer back to the initial research questions and
hypotheses and focus the reporting of results on these. At this point, there is a temptation to report all the ‘interesting’ findings. To keep the report manageable and relevant, only those findings that contribute to solving the initial research problem or
assist in better marketing decision making for the relevant markets should be
included.
The actual format and detail of the report should be determined as part of the
initial negotiations. Whereas some marketers simply want the results of the research
or even the data that they themselves will analyse, others require a full analysis and
interpretation of results to the extent of making recommendations regarding further
marketing activities. Regardless of the detail required, it is essential that the data provided is of good quality and is relevant to the needs of the commissioning organisation. Any analyses undertaken should be unbiased and report objectively on what
has been found rather than trying to second-guess what the client wants to hear —
simply put, tell it like it is, not how you think it should be. If the marketing research
says the new product is a failure, telling the client how wonderful the new product is
can only result in a bad outcome for the client (and a worse outcome for you as the
client’s malpractice lawsuit comes to visit). Honesty and integrity in market research is
ultimately more valuable in the long run, as it can mean a company can be there for
the long run, rather than making misguided decisions based on research that was
changed to give a favourable, and wrong, answer to the question.

Evaluating a market research proposal

7

Most marketing officers will not be responsible for the conduct of their own market
research. For major studies, most organisations will commission a specialist market
research firm, given that these specialists will have a high level of technical skills in
both the development of the research and the analysis of the data.
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However, at times it is difficult for even experienced marketing staff to be able to
effectively evaluate the quality of the research undertaken. There are certain key criteria that can be used to evaluate market research proposals to ensure that the company is getting the best value from its market research consultants.
Developing a quality relationship with a market research provider is a two-way
process. The first step is for the sponsoring organisation to develop a clear brief of
what it is looking for. The brief should be short and contain the following elements:
• background on the company and the products/services it provides
• research objectives — what does the company want to find out?
• time frame for the research
• reporting format and requirements
• confidentiality and intellectual property issues.
Based on the brief and, if necessary, meetings to clarify specific points or issues, the
market research company should then prepare a proposal that covers:
• a restatement of the background information to ensure that there have been no misinterpretations as to the nature of the project and issues
• the objectives and specification of the research problem as it is understood by the
researchers
• a statement of proposed methodology including sampling methods, research
approach and preferred techniques, e.g. questionnaire vs. focus groups
• fees and payment conditions
• time lines
• company details including reference to the skills of the personnel involved
• a summary of the benefits able to be delivered to the client.
Proposals that are vague, do not give a clear idea of how the research is to be
undertaken or that do not justify the choice of approach should be rejected. It is
important at this early stage to ensure that both researchers and the sponsoring
organisation are clear as to what can and cannot be achieved within the budget and
time frame, and how the results will be able to contribute to the marketing decisionmaking process.

Chapter summary
This chapter introduced the key concepts that underpin market research. It discussed
the importance of understanding different types of data, including qualitative and
quantitative and primary and secondary, and highlighted when each is most relevant.
Primary research is very common in the marketing profession as it provides detailed
product and brand-specific information. The chapter also covered the key types of
primary data collection that are commonly used by researchers and again focused not
only on what they are, but when they are most effective. Effective market research is
essential to quality decision making in all areas of marketing endeavour. In particular,
primary market research is undertaken to assist in developing strategies and refining
the marketing mix presented to the public. The next section of the text focuses on the
various elements of the marketing mix and how they are positioned on the basis of the
outcomes of the market research process.
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blind taste tests, p. 160
categorical data, p. 173
causal relationships, p. 169
causation, p. 174
closed-ended questions, p. 155
cluster sample, p. 172
confirmatory research, p. 167
convenience samples, p. 172
correlation, p. 174
data, p. 147
depth interviews, p. 165
descriptive, p. 146
descriptive statistics, p. 173
direct questions, p. 166
experimentation, p. 154
experiments, p. 169
explanatory (research), p. 146
exploratory (research), p. 161
field experiments, p. 169
filter questions, p. 163
focus groups, p. 163
hypotheses, p. 146
indirect questions, p. 166
information, p. 148
interval data, p. 174
interviews, p. 154
judgment samples, p. 172
Likert scale, p. 149

location-based administration,
p. 161
mail-out surveys, p. 158
mall intercept interview, p. 157
market research, p. 144
marketing information system
(MIS), p. 144
nominal data, p. 173
non-probability sample, p. 172
observation, p. 154
observation-based techniques,
p. 167
online surveys, p. 162
open-ended questions, p. 156
ordinal data, p. 173
peoplemeters, p. 168
personal delivery, p. 159
personally administered surveys,
p. 157
pilot tests, p. 167
population, p. 148
primary data, p. 151
primary qualitative data, p. 148
primary quantitative data, p. 148
probability sample, p. 171
problem, p. 145
product concept, p. 160
qualitative data, p. 150
quantitative data, p. 148

questionnaires, p. 148
quota samples, p. 172
ratio data, p. 174
reliable, p. 158
replication, p. 150
research question, p. 145
respondent fatigue, p. 151
response rates, p. 151
sample group, p. 157
sampling unit, p. 170
scanner data, p. 152
secondary data, p. 151
secondary qualitative data, p. 148
secondary quantitative data,
p. 148
semi-structured format, p. 165
simple random sample, p. 172
situation analysis, p. 145
statistical manipulation, p. 148
stockpile purchasing, p. 170
stratified sampling, p. 172
surveys, p. 154
symptom, p. 145
triangulation, p. 166
valid, p. 158
validity, p. 162
variables, p. 145

Review questions
R.1 Outline the steps in designing a market research project and briefly describe the
stages involved.
R.2 What are the methods that can be used to increase the response rate for mailout surveys?
R.3 Identify the four basic classifications of data and give examples of where they
would be most likely used.
R.4 Define ‘quantitative data’ and outline the advantages and disadvantages of
using it in market research projects.
R.5 ‘As a general rule, qualitative data is expensive and unreliable as it depends too
much on objectivity and too little on numerical validity.’ Discuss.
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R.6 ‘Response rate’ and ‘respondent fatigue’ are two terms that are increasingly
being encountered by market researchers. Define the terms and suggest
methods that can be used to counter the problem they relate to.
R.7 Define the four types of data available to researchers and give examples of each
and where or how they can be obtained.
R.8 In what category of sample would a mall intercept interview be placed? Outline
some of the advantages and disadvantages of this method of sampling.
R.9 Intrusive research techniques inherently carry an elemental of bias. How can
this bias best be minimised?
R.10 There are a variety of broad classifications of sampling plan. Give examples of
the most common types and briefly outline their characteristics.

Application questions
A.1 What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of using an Internet-based
survey? In answering this question use surveys you have located on the Internet
to support your arguments.
A.2 ‘A hypothesis is a statement of fact that a researcher attempts to prove or
disprove.’ Develop three hypotheses that would examine what impact television
advertising has on university students.
A.3 Quantitative data can be more accurately measured while qualitative requires
a greater degree of interpretation. In your opinion, what type of research
questions would be more appropriate to each type of data collection? Support
your answer by reference to your readings.
A.4 How appropriate is it to use university students as samples for research? Support
your answer in terms of selection, sample size and relevance and validity.
A.5 ‘Market research in the age of technology has a significantly larger information
base from which to work. This increased information has made the market
researcher’s task a great deal easier.’ Find four different web sites with secondary
market research data. Does the availability of this data assist or diminish the
role of market research firms?

Discussion questions
D.1 ‘Data can be loosely divided into two major categories: primary and secondary.
The value of primary data far outweighs the problems encountered in obtaining
it.’ Is this a true statement or a sweeping generalisation? Provide evidence for
your answer.
D.2 Which of the following two statements do you more readily identify with? Justify
your answer with reference to the text and literature in the area. (a) ‘The time
and preparation involved prior to undertaking a market research project will
determine the ultimate value of the final outcomes.’ (b) ‘While preparation is
important prior to undertaking a market research project there are any number
of earlier studies in similar areas that can be replicated easily.’
D.3 ‘When determining the target for market research it is essential that the end
user be consulted. While it is true that others may have input into the
purchasing and use of products and services, in the final analysis the user is
still the one that counts.’ Discuss with reference to products aimed at infants,
under-fives and adolescents.
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Market research, databasing and
protecting the consumer’s privacy
4. Companies that both conduct market
The implementation of changes to the Priresearch and collect information for datavacy Act from December 2001 has forced all
base generation should use different
companies to review their marketing
business names for each activity.
research practices. Consumers are increas5. Collectors of database information
ingly well educated as to what happens to
should not identify themselves as being
their details whenever they fill in a compemembers of the MRSA.
tition form, join a loyalty scheme or go to a
6. No information given by a respondent in
conference. Over time, the perceived
market research can be passed on to the
unethical use of mailing lists gathered as part
commissioning organisation, which could
of market research has had a detrimental
identify the respondent.
effect on the standing of the industry in the
7. The consent of the market research
eyes of the consumer.
respondent must be sought prior to
The Market Research Society of Australia
passing any details on to the commis(MRSA) (www.mrsa. com.au) clearly dissioning organisation.
tinguishes between the use of information
8. At the beginning of any collection of inforcollected from respondents for market
mation for a database the interviewer
research purposes and the collection of permust make this explicit and let the respondent know that their
sonal information to prepare databases for the purposes of direct
contact information may be used for direct marketing or related
marketing activities or to facilitate communication for some other
purposes.
purposes. While the collection of personal information to be used
9. Respondents must be asked to consent to the collection
in the development of databases is a legitimate marketing activity,
and use of their personal information on a database.
to engage in ‘dugging’ — databasing under the guise of market
(www.mrsa.com.au)
research — is not.
The main point for market researchers to
To clarify the distinction between the two
Q.1 If the information given
be aware of is that market research is a disactivities, the MRSA has published nine policy
is useful for both market
tinct activity that should not be bundled in
guidelines as follows:
research and database
with other information-gathering activities. It
1. Information collected for market research purcollation, why should firms
is unethical to use market research inapproposes must be carried out separately from
distinguish between the two
priately to generate databases or to end an
that collected for database generation.
activities when collecting data?
apparent ‘survey’ with a sales pitch for your
2. In general, if respondents can’t be assured of
Q.2 Give some examples of
product. To maintain the integrity and profesanonymity, then the data collection process is
the types of personal data that
sionalism of the market research industry,
not market research.
are likely to be collected as
which provides the information on which stra3. When collecting information for database
part of a market research
tegic marketers make their decisions, it is
generation the use of words such as ‘survey’
study that would be valuable
essential that consumers’ privacy is protected
or ‘research’, which imply that the information
to a direct marketer in building
and that they are not misused in the research
is for market research purposes, must be
a database.
process.
avoided.
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Chapter 7

Product

Chapter outline
This chapter explains the component of the marketing concept known as product. ‘Product’ is often misunderstood as
to mean only a physical good, such as a computer or a pair
of shoes. In this chapter and throughout the text, the use of
the term ‘product’ is broadened to include not only physical
goods, but also intangible services such as accountancy and
education, and conceptual products such as ideas and
behaviours (e.g. road-safety or anti-smoking messages).
Product is a complex concept in marketing, but no campaign
can be completely effective unless marketers have a clear
understanding of the full product that they are offering. One
model that is used to understand the whole product is the
multilevel product concept, which is examined in detail in
this chapter. Products also vary in complexity, which in turn
impacts on the overall consumer decision-making process. A
number of different categorisations of product exist. The
chapter discusses the influence of both product type and
innovation on consumer behaviour, and then examines the
process of new product development. New products are the
lifeblood of any organisation, and an understanding of how
they are designed and developed in response to consumer
needs is important for all marketers.

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Understand what is
meant by the term
‘product’
Explain the concept of
the product continuum
Apply the multilevel
product concept
Distinguish between
different types of
products
Explain how
innovation impacts
on consumers’
understanding of
the product
Describe the new
product development
process.
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Introduction

1

A good product is the key to marketing success. While all elements of the marketing
mix must work together for the overall success of a company, the product is essential
for the marketing mix to be able to be used. Within marketing, the term product is
used to refer to not only tangible goods like shoes or computers, but also intangible
products like services and ideas. In this chapter we explore the meaning of product
in the marketing mix, outline different types of products and how the product categories impact on the behaviour of consumers, and finally discuss the process of new
product development. As discussed in chapter 3 (and chapter 13), the product life
cycle is shortening all the time. This, in turn, leads to demand for a continual supply
of new and innovative products into the marketplace. Companies that ignore this
trend and focus only on their existing products are likely to suffer from major problems as customers switch brands to the new and improved versions of the existing
product ranges.

Definition and domain of the product
Product: the total bund
of benefits that the sellerle
offers the consumer.

s;
Goods: mainly physical object
vice
can have an associated serend
or idea function, but dep y.
on having some tangibilit

Product is the total bundle of benefits that the seller offers the consumer (McCollKennedy and Kiel 2000). In this regard, a product can be just about anything that can
be sold, and ranges from the obvious tangible goods in the stores through to factors
such as destinations, people, political parties, events and ideas. The product is the
most important aspect of the marketing mix, with every other aspect of the mix
depending on there being a product to price, package, distribute or promote. Consequently, this is the first chapter of the marketing mix section, and will refer (and be
referred to) in subsequent sections of the textbook. (B2B products were previously
examined in chapter 5.)
For most tactical marketers, their work will begin with an existing product and will
most likely involve efforts to increase sales or take the product to a new market. Tactical marketers are also likely to be working on products that are part of the company’s
overall product portfolio. A product portfolio is a collection of products that the
organisation currently sells to the marketplace and that delivers outcomes for shortand long-term corporate objectives. In other words, tactical marketing deals primarily
with existing products, given that most companies would see a decision to create a
new product as being a strategic, rather than a tactical, issue.

2
Services: involve intangible
events occurring to someone or
something in return for money
(or something else of value).

The product continuum: goods, services and ideas
The product continuum represents the extent to which a product is best described as a
good, a service or an idea.
• Goods are predominantly physical objects which can have an associated service or
idea function, but which depend on having some form of tangible element.
• Services involve intangible events occurring to someone or something in return
for money (or something else of value), and may involve the consumption of
various tangible goods (i.e. restaurant service).
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• Ideas are absolutely intangible concepts that are experienced without the need
for a supporting tangible product. Ideas can be transmitted using tangible goods
as a delivery medium (e.g. ideas in a book, where the book is the physical good
and distribution mechanism).
Suffice to say, product is a complicated area, and one with a limited range of absolute definitions. However, to alleviate the complication of whether a good is purely
tangible, or a service purely intangible, products are measured against a continuum
of primarily tangible to primarily intangible, as illustrated in figure 7.1.

Salt

Ideas: absolutely intangib
concepts that are experiencleed
without the need for a
supporting tangible product.

Soft drink

e
nt
Ta
do

Dentist
Teaching
appointment

Figure 7.1: The product continuum

At the tangible end of the scale, salt provides the ultimate in physical products with
limited service or image components (few salt makers offer roadside service or warranty arrangements). Heading towards the centre, products such as soft drinks begin to
combine physical products (carbonated fluids) with social meanings and intangible
factors. Exactly what a Pepsi Max or a Jolt Cola says about you as person is a factor in
the purchase of the soft drink. In the centre, fast food offers both physical products
such as burgers and drinks (and optional fries) and the convenience of the service provided by the fast-food outlet making the food and cleaning up after you. Beyond the
product-service midpoint are service-dominated products, such as dentistry, which
performs a service to a set of physical objects. At the furthest end of the spectrum is
the absolutely intangible service of teaching (this is probably why teachers usually
advise students to take their advice with a grain of salt — it adds something tangible
to the service).
Working at either end of the spectrum presents unique
challenges. With little or nothing to differentiate suppliers at the tangible end of the spectrum (beyond
meeting basic quality standards) price becomes the
main point of differentiation. However, because price is
easily copied by competitors (changing a price tag is
easier than making a new product), marketers try to add
intangible value to their basic commodity products. For
example, sugar is chemically the same regardless of who supplies it — however,
branding can be introduced to help differentiate this essentially identical product (see
figure 7.2). A brief review of the supermarket shelves will find identical physical goods

Figure 7.2: Adding
intangibility to sugar
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with brands focusing on non-product related attributes, such as the fact that the company is Australian owned, to attract a higher share of the market. The power of branding
is also highly visible in the bottled water market, where identical products (water
encased in plastic) can be sold for a varying range in price based on intangible features
such as country of origin (France versus Australia), international reputation (store brand
versus Mount Franklin) or slogan-driven branding (H2GO ‘Can’t Keep Still Water’).
At the same time, those at the purely intangible end of the
spectrum try to add tangibility so that consumers don’t forget
that they used the service, or as a way of helping consumers
to judge the quality of an essentially intangible product. The
advice you receive from a guidance officer or course counsellor is purely intangible, but few clients would leave the
service without a tangible reminder in the form of brochures,
folders and a detailed written plan of action (see figure 7.3).
Increasingly, the trend is for companies to try to shift their
products away from the extremes and to the centre where there
is a good mix of the tangible (to assist in evaluating product
quality) and the intangible (image and extras that help add to
hard copy benefits and differentiate between different brands).
Figure 7.3: Tangible
reminders of a service
encounter

Physical and tangible goods
Physical and tangible goods are the most commonly recognised aspect of product
marketing, since they are readily visible and usually integral to everyone’s lives (and
given that the book you’re currently reading is a physical product, you can’t even
escape from them here). This chapter is primarily focused around the marketing issues
of physical goods.

Service goods

istic of
Intangibility: a characterno
t be
can
y
services in that the
or
rd
hea
n,
touched, tasted, see
nce
ma
for
observed before per
occurs.

Inseparability: the simult
consumption and productianoneouofs
services that requires the
consumer/recipient and the
service delivery mechanis
be in close proximity durinmg tothe
service.

Services are a fairly complicated area of marketing, and services marketing is often
taught as a separate specialist area of research in the later years of a marketing degree.
From a tactical marketing perspective, there are a series of factors that separate service
products from physical goods. These are:
• Intangibility: service products are performances that have none of the physical
characteristics of goods in that they cannot be touched, tasted, seen, heard or
observed before the performance occurs. Once the service has begun, these factors
occur during the delivery process — e.g. you can’t taste the food before you’ve
ordered it and had it delivered.
• Inseparability: the simultaneous consumption and production of services requires
the consumer/recipient and the service delivery mechanism to be in close proximity during the service. In certain circumstances, it is possible for the service
encounter to be separated — that is, where a service is performed on goods. When
you put your car in for servicing, you can leave the car and continue without it. Most
dentists don’t offer the option of merely leaving your teeth behind, and virtually all
medical service providers prefer you to stay in your body during the service
encounter. Inseparability creates a range of problems and opportunities in the distribution of service products (given that you can’t ship a haircut in box to a person, the
person has to come to the service).
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• Perishability: services cannot be stored, stockpiled or used once the service
opportunity has passed, which is related to inseparability. Given that the service
needs to occur with the customer present (for the most part), services that are not
consumed at the time are lost, and can’t be recovered for future use. In contrast to
physical elements of the service, or physical goods, vacancies and idle time can’t be
stored for use during peak periods. Nor can the consumer pre-buy in bulk to save
time and effort and then keep the service in the cupboard to take out and use as
appropriate (storing a year’s supply of your newly delivered haircuts isn’t a feasible
option). The principles of demand management also feature in distribution (see
chapter 8).
• Inconsistency: no two service encounters will be identical due to the human influence of the service, and there is a high level of variability between the consumer,
the service provider and the service environment. A production line of manufactured goods is quality controlled, mass-produced and designed to deliver a consistent, if not identical, product each time. The problem facing service products is the
large number of uncontrollable variables in the production of the services — even if
the staff are consistently delivering the same service, the customer, who shares a
major role in the service, can perceive the same product in different ways based on
their own situation. A casual conversation with a shopkeeper may enhance service
quality perceptions (friendly staff) or detract (wasted my valuable time), depending
on how much time the consumer had available to them. Similarly, the fallibility of
the staff can also create an inconsistent service as the staff may be unwell or having
a bad day outside of work. All these factors lead to the inconsistency of human provided service.

Perishability: the fact tha
services cannot be stored, t
stockpiled or used once the
service opportunity has passed.

Inconsistency: the fact thatll no
two service encounters wi be
identical due to human el of
influence and the high lev
variability between the vider
consumer, the service pro ent.
and the service environm

Idea products
Idea products step up another level of intangibility from services. These products are
designed to get the consumer to either feel or think (emotional response or cognitive response) rather than actually buy anything (behavioural response). They
range from fashions through to political and religious belief, and back across into
sports, arts and entertainment marketing. When listening to a piece of music, is it a
service (recording), physical good (CD) or idea (emotional response)? For the most
part, idea products can occur in association with goods and services as part of the
multilevel product concept. What defines an idea as a separate product is that the
idea product is ‘sold’ to the consumer on their acceptance and adoption of the idea.
No purchases are required for the idea as a product to be accepted. In contrast,
ideas that are used to position other products ultimately desire a purchase response
from the consumer (i.e. the idea of a BMW as a luxury ultimately points to a ‘Buy a
BMW’ campaign).

The multilevel product concept

3

The multilevel product concept assumes that the product is a combination of the
core benefits to be received, the actual physical product or service event, and an
extended level of associated benefits. These are illustrated in figure 7.4 from the
theory perspective (left-hand side) and applied to a specific purchase (a car).
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Augmented

Status

Actual

Make

Core

Transport
Model
Service

Core products: the central
sets of benefits that the et
consumer is buying to me
their needs.

Actual product: the
physical good or intangible
service that delivers the
core product.

Augmented product: the
bonus component of the
product consisting of any
additional benefits.

Theory

Example

Figure 7.4: The multilevel product concept

The three levels are as follows:
• The core products are the central sets of benefits that the consumer is buying to
meet their needs. When buying a car, the core value of the product is the transport it
provides to the owner.
• The actual product is the physical good or intangible service that delivers the core
product. This is represented in the physical features of the good, or the performance
components of the service, and the concepts involved in the idea product. Actual car
products include the make (Suzuki), model (Swift), colour (red) and features (airconditioning, car radio, hatchback).
• The augmented product is the bonus component of the product consisting of any
additional benefits such as prestige or implied social meanings that arise from
owning the product. On cars, this can include 24-hour road-side assistance,
100 000 km warranty and the social prestige associated with driving a red Suzuki
Swift versus that of driving a red Porsche 921.

Core product
The core product is the central benefit that the consumer is buying to solve their
needs — if the consumer is feeling hungry, satisfaction of that hunger is the core benefit of any food purchased. The fact that the food could range from survival rations to
five-star à la carte dining does not stop it solving this core function. Tactically, marketers should examine which sets of needs their core product solves, and focus on
communicating this information to consumers. One important factor to remember is
that the core product represents a benefit, not a feature, of the product. The difference
is that a feature is an element of the core product installed by the manufacturer (or
provider of the service) whereas the benefit is the needs solution that consumer
derives from it. In the case of the car purchase, the core benefit is normally ‘transportation’, the benefit is convenience of transportation, and the features are things such
as fuel economy, having four wheels and the size of engine.

Actual product
The actual product represents the features of the product, such as the packaging,
styling, model, colour and manufacturer/producer-provided components. From the
tactical perspective, these are the elements most easily modified to meet consumer
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demand, and best represent quick-fix solutions to market needs. The purpose of
marketing at the actual product level is to prevent the production orientation attitudes
of ‘Any colour you like, so long as it’s black’ (particularly where there is no need for a
product to be monochromatic). Production orientation is where the organisation
makes a good or service that it believes the customer needs, without bothering to consult with the end consumer. In the car example, the car itself — its size, make, colour,
model and so on — represents the actual product.
It is worth noting that tinkering with the actual product will not resolve problems
inherent in the core product. If the core product does not meet a market need,
changing the colours, repackaging the product or changing the logo will not address
the basic failure to create a product that people want. Similarly, some elements of
the actual product that can be changed should often be left alone — constant
changes to logos, packaging and product shapes simply serve to confuse the consumer. Coca-Cola has lasted for a remarkably long time with an ‘outdated’ colour
scheme that could have been changed from the classic red into a range of different
colours. However, by staying with a consistent colour, and mostly consistent logo
(there have been slight modifications to maintain a contemporary look) the company
has established one of the most well known product logos. When Coca-Cola did
change its actual product (taste) it led to a series of sales disasters that eventually
forced a rethink of the product design. Consistency with product features also assists
the development of promotion campaigns (see chapters 9 and 10) and distribution
(see chapter 8).

Augmented product
The augmented product is the most intangible part of the multilevel product in that
it represents the extension of the product beyond the physical good or actual service into the areas of social meaning and social pressure. This is the domain of integrated marketing communications (IMC) (see chapters 9 and 10), the social pressures
and social meanings associated with a product (see chapter 4), and the extended service features of a product such as a warranty. Relating back to the car example, the
augmented product is usually represented by warranties, free servicing after a certain
length of time (usually very short), help lines, and so on. The value of augmenting a
product is most felt in markets where the core and actual product features are relatively similar, and the intangible social benefits differentiate the products. In many
respects, the augmentation of a product can provide a sufficient competitive advantage to relatively common products such as clothing, shoes or drinks.

Putting it all together
An approach to consider when developing a tactical marketing campaign around a
product is to identify the primary needs solution/benefit the consumer gets from
using it. Too often, marketers will focus on the features of their products at the
expense of matching these features to a set of needs. You can make a product bigger,
faster, stronger, more fuel efficient, safer and with a range of added features and have
it beaten in the marketplace by an older product that presents a core product to an
established need — for example, a classic car (such as a Ford Mustang Shelby GT500
— the feature car in Nicolas Cage’s movie Gone in Sixty Seconds (for those not familiar
with the movie, www.goneinsixtyseconds.com should provide enough background))
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would be a more coveted possession than a modern car (Mercedes A-Class), which is
objectively superior (see figure 7.5). What this indicates is that the classic car has a
stronger actual product value to its target market than the newer model.

Independence

Economy

Speed

Airbags

Power Transport

CD Transport
player

Rugged design
Image

Fuel economy
Pride

Safety
Warranty

Shelby Mustang

Mercedes A-Class

Figure 7.5: Shelby Mustang versus Mercedes A-Class

As long as your product addresses a felt need in a target market, it can continue to
succeed against objectively superior products that do not fully meet that need. The differences between the A-Class and the Mustang are based around the sets of needs that
each vehicle addresses. In this example, the Mustang is seen to have a greater propensity to satisfy self-actualisation needs, whereas the A-Class is more appealing to safety
needs (see chapter 4 for the different types of needs).

4

Types of products
Because of the diversity of ideas, services and goods that are in existence in any given
marketplace, a series of classification systems have been developed to group products
into meaningful categories for discussion and research. For the purpose of this book, a
series of these approaches will be used to examine different aspects of product theory
and practice. Products can be defined and grouped by:
• target market, which is where products are described in terms of their end users
• level of involvement, which classifies the product by the extent to which the average
user will think about the purchase of the product
• product familiarity and newness, which is how well the consumer knows the product, how
long they have known it and how new it is to their market.
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Type of product by target market
The first, and most obvious, method of defining product groups is to discuss them in
terms of their target markets. The first level of distinction is between those products
targeted at B2B transactions and those intended for B2C commerce.

Business to business products
As illustrated in chapter 5, there are eight main forms of B2B product, which were
explained in detail on pages 132–3). To briefly recap, the eight product types are as
follows:
• Raw materials are the sorts of products such as iron ore that are taken in their raw
form and are only refined to the point that they can be transported for processing
into either manufactured materials or component parts.
• Manufactured materials represent the first level of value addition to raw products as a
business converts raw elements into useable products (i.e. refining ore into steel).
• Component parts are the elements of a final consumer (or B2B) product that can be
integrated into the end product without further refinement (e.g. circuit boards).
• Capital equipment and capital expenditure items are the large-scale investment purchases
in equipment required for manufacturing or providing the core business service
(e.g. printing presses).
• Accessory equipment is the minor equipment required for the operation of the business,
but that does not directly contribute to the final manufactured product (e.g. photocopiers).
• Facilitating services are those B2B service products that assist the organisation without providing a direct input into the final outcome (e.g. cleaning services, photocopy repairs).
• Commercial service products are those B2B services that form part of the core business of
the organisation (e.g. billing, financing and loans) but that are outsourced to a
specialist company.
• Skills-based products represent those B2B products that are based on the provision of
a specific set of desired skills or competencies that either contribute directly to a
product outcome or are used in the development of the original product.

Business to consumer products
Business to consumer products are the products with which the majority of people are
most familiar. They represent all those products in department stores, supermarkets and
other retail outlets that are designed for, and distributed to, the final user. These can be
classified in a number of ways depending on their physical characteristics, consumer attitudes towards the product or the consumer’s involvement in the purchase. Products can
fit into more than one category according to how the consumer uses or perceives them.
Major categories of consumer goods include:
• Fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs) are products that have a very high turnover,
generally are fairly cheap to buy and involve relatively little thought or risk in the
purchase. The main types of goods that fall into this category are groceries.
• Convenience products are the types of goods that are purchased regularly, with little
thought and usually at low cost. Most convenience products fall into the category of
habitual purchase decisions where consumers are so familiar with the product that
they do no real information search across brands. Rather, they tend to stick with the
same brand and are only prompted to buy when they run out of their current supply.
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Involvement: the extent to
which a consumer is
interested in a product
combined with the extent
to which the product (or
product choice) is relevant
to the consumer.

There are three subcategories of convenience goods — staple products, impulse
purchases and emergency purchases.
– Staple products are those products — which usually also fall into the category of
fast-moving consumer goods — that are considered as essential for everyday
living, such as bread, milk and eggs.
– Impulse purchases are purchases that involve no thought other than to respond
instinctively to a stimulus — i.e. a Mars bar or low-cost magazine at a supermarket checkout.
– Emergency purchases are the types of purchase made when the need for the
product is strong, and time to shop around is limited. Examples of this type of
product are things like painkillers when you have a headache, an umbrella when
caught in a sudden storm or a new pair of pantyhose when you realise that you
have laddered them on the way to an important meeting.
Shopping products are the types of products that are purchased less frequently, are
usually more expensive, and involve a degree of comparison shopping, such as perfume, clothing or electrical goods. When shopping for goods, consumers will often
have a reasonable idea of which brand they want to purchase, or where they want to
purchase it from, but will take more care and pay more attention to this type of purchase when compared with convenience goods.
Specialty products are the types of products that are highly specialised, sparsely
distributed and actively sought after by specific target groups such as a specialist
clothing for cycling, or a puncture repair kit.
Unsought products are the type of product that consumers either have no awareness of or do not realise that they need. Consequently, consumers do not seek out
information about the product; rather, the product needs to be ‘sold’ to the consumer. Examples of this type of product include insurance, funerals or any really new
product that the potential buyer hasn’t realised that they need (yet).
Experience products are those types of products, specifically services, which can
only be judged after they have been experienced. Experience products include entertainment, education, sport and any other intangible service experience.
Credence products are intangible service products that are sufficiently specialised that
it is difficult for the consumer to determine the quality of the product, even after it has
been bought and used. Examples of this type of product are things like legal or medical
services. The client can’t realistically determine whether the five years they spent in jail
was a good outcome based on quality legal representation (they should have got a lot
longer) or a bad outcome based on poor service (they shouldn’t have gone to jail).

Type of product by involvement: how much do you care
about the product?
Involvement in the product is the extent to which a consumer actively thinks about
the product decision. As with a large portion of this chapter, involvement first appeared
in chapter 4, where it was discussed in terms of the consumer decision process. The role
of involvement in product definition is to group products of a similar thought process
and level of involvement. The value of this approach for the tactical marketer is to
ensure that their products have a relatively consistent level of involvement with similar
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products in the marketplace. For example, a high-involvement snack-food bar is often a
bad idea, as fast-moving consumer goods are traditionally low-involvement products.
Similarly, taking a traditionally high-involvement product (computers) and creating a
low-involvement version often fails to deliver market success, as people expect to have
to think hard about the decision, and find themselves uncomfortable with the lowerinvolvement product. The optimum tactical approach is to position the product either at
the same involvement level with similar products in the marketplace or within a very
narrow band of increased or reduced complexity.
An increase in product complexity (by modification of the actual product) can
increase the extended product’s effectiveness (you must be at least this smart to use
it) by changing social meanings of the product. This applies to the reduction of complexity of a product to lower the level of involvement, usually through removing
product features (light editions of software minus advanced features) or through simplifying complex services (AOL: The Internet Made Easy).

High-involvement products (serious thought)
High-involvement products (HIPs) are those products that require the consumer to
think hard about the product, are often complicated to use and have a range of
features, benefits, advantages and disadvantages that cannot be processed quickly
or instinctively. This category of products usually has many of the following features:
• High financial cost, which is where the product involves a significant financial commitment for the consumer (e.g. cars, houses, luxury goods) (financial price reappears in
chapter 11).
• High social cost, which is where a large amount of pride and social reputation is
involved in the purchase (e.g. adopting a new fashion statement against the trend of
your peers — what colour is this season’s ‘new black’?) (social price returns for further examination in chapter 11).
• Higher levels of complexity, which indicates that the use of the product is going to present some degree of difficulty for the consumer, and will often require the commitment of large amounts of time and effort (e.g. computers).
• High level of commitment (or ongoing commitment), which is where the product will require
a long-term commitment as part of the purchase (e.g. a 20-year mortgage is part of
buying a house). Similarly, buying a pet also incurs recurring expenses, time costs
and longer-term commitment than buying an Xbox or GameCube.
• Uncertain outcomes, which imply that the result of the product is uncertain, and
unknown. This is particularly common in services marketing where the service outcome is unknown, and cannot be guaranteed. Professional services, such as lawyers,
doctors or vets, cannot guarantee service outcomes, and their services are usually
high-involvement processes for the consumer.
• Tend towards being irreversible or irrevocable decisions, which is where the product cannot be
easily undone (haircut) or quickly disposed of or replaced should something go
wrong (house), or results in a permanent state change for the consumer (tattoo).
• Requires a lot of thought and effort during the information search, evaluation and selection phases of the decision process.
• Potential to cause a lot of cognitive dissonance, which is where the consumer experiences
significant amounts of uncertainty regarding whether the product does in fact meet
their needs.
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Tactical marketers need to examine consumer perceptions of their high-involvement
products to determine whether the consumers see the increased involvement level as
part of the extended product, and actually draw benefit from it. There has been a propensity for complicated products to be simplified with each revision of the product
design with the intention of making the goods ‘more accessible’ to ‘the common
person’. Quite often this is coupled with price reductions and IMC campaigns that
imply how easy the product is to use, and how everyone else now uses it.
The danger with this approach is that the core target market (the ones buying the
product) may be alienated by the loss of the high-involvement feature, while the new
market may not see any value in the core product offering. Complexity is a saleable
feature of the actual product, and the social message sent by the complexity (implied
cleverness and learning) is often highly valued in the marketplace. However, with certain products such as new technology (VCR), the initial high involvement is as a result
of a lack of familiarity with the product. Over time, the product matures into becoming
a medium-to-low-involvement good as the technology become commonplace. A lot of
people still can’t set the clock on the VCR, or comprehend how the timer function
works, but they would no longer regard the VCR as a high-involvement product — it’s
more of a medium-involvement good.

Medium-involvement products (think first)
Medium-involvement products (MIPs) are those product types that require a
reasonable amount of thought to decide between competing alternatives. The level
of product complexity can be equal to a high-involvement product, but the consumer
has had sufficient experience with the product (or similar types) to be able to understand the product more easily.
These types of products often have several of the following features:
• Familiarity, which is where the consumer has had some degree of previous experience
with the product, or a related type of product. Most innovative products move from
high involvement to medium involvement once the product is established in the
marketplace and consumers are familiar with what the product does, what the
features are and what the general public feels about people who use this sort of
product — for example, Internet access used to be a high-involvement innovative
product.
• Lower social and financial cost, which is where the medium-involvement product involves
less risk to the consumer in terms of money and pride if anything goes wrong — for
example, owning a VCR where the manufacturer goes out of business is less embarrassing than owning a Betamax (where the whole product standard goes out of business).
• Can be the repurchase of a product. Where the first purchase of the product was high
involvement, subsequent repeat purchases may move into medium involvement.
Having got a first tattoo, getting a second tattoo requires less involvement in the
purchase.
• More crowded marketplace of competing alternatives, which is where a range of roughly equal
product solutions exist, and the consumer must invest a range of time and effort
into evaluating similar alternatives — for example, buying a used car presents a
large array of alternative purchase possibilities from private sales and car yards to
buying online.
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• Less permanency, which represents the lower financial and social investment in the
product, so that the product can be replaced or substituted more easily than a highinvolvement product — for example, a new suit that doesn’t quite fit or look right
can be replaced more easily than a door in a house that’s just not quite wide
enough.
• Brand preference, but not full brand loyalty, which is where the consumer has begun to
establish a preference for a brand, but does not have a full brand loyalty and will
still evaluate competing alternatives — for example, when out for a drink with
friends, you ask for your brand preference first (VB or Pepsi Max), but will accept a
second or third preference choice (Heineken or Diet Coke).
• Greater price sensitivity, which is where the medium-involvement product is more
prone to having a consumer change brands or products based on movements in
price — for example, consumers will buy the corn chips that are on sale, rather than
their preferred (but more expensive) usual brand. This is largely because these
forms of products are usually in highly competitive markets of multiple competing
solutions, and where price often plays a useful part in determining product quality
(see chapter 11).
Medium-involvement products present a difficult area for the tactical marketer. For
many consumers, these are the sorts of products that they need to think seriously
about, and that require a range of information to use for their decision (creating an
extended information search — see chapter 4), but that exist in a competitive market
of similar product alternatives. Consequently, many marketers concentrate their efforts
on persuasive campaigns to demonstrate how their product differs from the competitors’. Where your product is most likely to be a medium-involvement product, it can be
positioned slightly above the market in terms of implied complexity (the smarter alternative), or slightly below the market in ease (making life easier) without moving the
product from one involvement category to another. However, the key to the success of
this level of involvement is to provide both persuasive messages and product information to the consumer. This is where a product web site can offer a range of technical
and comparative information that the consumer needs for their decision, and leaves
the persuasive message to the rest of the IMC strategy.

Low-involvement products (don’t think)
Low-involvement products (LIPs) are those common purchases that do not require
more than routine thought to remember where they are in the store, and whether
you have any left in the cupboard at home. This is the domain of the repeat purchase,
brand loyalty and mental short cuts.
These types of products often have several of the following features:
• Low overall cost, which indicates that the social and financial prices are below the consumer’s attention threshold, so that purchasing the product doesn’t invoke any concerns regarding how much it costs to buy, or what society thinks of users of this type
of product. How often have friends commented on your selection of kitchen paper?
How many times have you agonised over spending 50 cents on stamp?
• Brand loyalty, which involves a significant reduction in the amount of thought
required for purchasing a product. Once a consumer establishes a loyalty to a brand,
they can use this as a mental short cut for repurchasing, and in purchasing comparable products. For example, having established a brand loyalty to Sony portable
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music products (Walkman, Discman, Minidisc player), the consumer can use their
preference in the brand for acquiring related products such as blank media
(minidiscs, tapes, CDs).
• Minimal thought process, which is relatively self-explanatory — the less involvement
required by the product, the less you have to think about it and the more automated
you become in the purchasing process — this often occurs when you find a small
product (Viking bar, packet of chips) in the shopping bag at home, but can’t
remember picking it up at the shops.
• Repeat purchases, which is where a medium-involvement product proves satisfactory in
meeting a need, and is purchased as part of restocking.
• Recurring purchasing, which is where a purchase is made on a scheduled basis. Certain
household consumer goods are purchased on a cyclical basis (i.e. restock a week’s
supply of coffee on Monday). Similarly, purchases such as petrol often become
based on a time of the week (e.g. fill up every Friday for the weekend).
Tactical marketing often aspires to turn high- and medium-involvement products into
low-involvement goods dependent on brand loyalty as a method of securing long-term
repeat sales. The value of this process is to reduce the amount of effort required by the
consumer for buying your product. The downside to the process is when this approach
reduces the entire product category to low-involvement goods, as this increases the difficulty of convincing consumers to switch brand, or to pay attention to new variations of
the product. Once the product is low involvement, further updates to the product are
often lost on the consumer, or radical restructures move the new version of the product
too far from existing versions and back into the high-involvement category.

No-involvement products/impulse purchases (quick response)
At the lowest level of involvement are no-involvement products, also known by the
term impulse purchases (this is also a class of product, so if you’re feeling a sense of
deja vu, it’s from reading the other definition of impulse purchases a few pages ago).
Impulse purchases are those small, low-cost products that are bought on the spur of
the moment without any preplanning or intention. If you’ve ever grabbed a product off
the shelf in the line at the checkout, then you’ve been an impulse shopper. Anyone
who walks into a store planning to buy these small goods is moving into the low-tomedium-involvement area.
Impulse purchases usually have one or more of the following features:
• Low cost/trivial cost, which is a price sufficiently low as to not be considered part of the
purchasing process. Most fast-food places try to price their fries and drinks into the
trivial cost area so that consumers will add them to their original meal plan on
impulse.
• Physically small, or quick to consume, which is where the product must be able to be
simply carried away with the consumer, or the service experienced on the spot. An
impulse purchase should not require home delivery (any large purchase bought on a
whim can usually be attributed to an emotional response — see below). However,
just to complicate proceedings, if an existing major purchase is under way (such as
a pre-planned purchase of furniture), impulse purchasing can occur as additional
unplanned items are added to the existing pre-planned order. If the phrase ‘Oh, and
a pair of those while we’re at it’ (or equivalent) are words you are familiar with,
chances are you’ve been impulse shopping.
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• Disposable, which indicates the low value placed on the impulse purchase as a longterm asset in the household purchase. Theoretically, items such as PEZ dispensers,
trading cards and small plastic figures from McDonald’s are all under the disposable
impulse purchase category. Just try not to reconcile that with the price people will
pay for these items on eBay (www.ebay.com).
• You get fries with it — in the fast-food market, the impulse purchase of drinks, side
orders and desserts is often actively encouraged by the counter staff who suggest
one or more additional products to complement the main purchase. McDonald’s has
a contingency script for people who just order fries, drinks and dessert — staff ask if
you’d like a hamburger with your order.
Tactical use of the impulse purchase strategy is to reduce fast-moving consumer
goods from low involvement to impulse through creative use of in-store distribution
strategies (see chapter 8) or through price positioning (see chapter 11) and IMC (see
chapters 9 and 10). In order to succeed as an impulse purchase, production costs must
remain low, and pricing strategies must be based around high-volume sales of the
fast-moving consumer good. Impulse purchasing is a lot harder to achieve with capital
items or whitegoods (I’ll just grab a quick fridge from the checkout).

Emotional-involvement products (response from the heart)
Emotional-involvement products (EIPs) are those forms of product that can create an
immediate emotion-driven purchase response and are usually considered to be
medium- or high-involvement goods. The problem with dealing with purchasing
behaviours as a defining point for products is that consumers frequently refuse to
behave according to, or worse, behave in direct contrast to, any logical model. The EIP
purchase decisions occur when the usual rules of high-medium-low involvement move
to the side as the words ‘I love it, I’ll take it’ take over.
Many technically high-involvement goods (cars, houses, relationships) are often
determined on emotional responses based on the internal feelings of the consumer,
rather than rational information searches (as espoused in chapter 4). Unlike innovations which tend to get a ‘Hey, wow, cool, what does it do?’ type of response, EIP is
more prone to ‘It’s so perfect’, ‘I love it’ and ‘Where has this been all my life?’.
Although irrational purchase decisions are relatively common consumer behaviours,
the prevalence of these types of decisions should not be relied on as the basis for
selling complicated products. Some customers will want to think seriously about
spending their life savings on a house, just as others will be quite happy to buy it on
the spot. Knowing the customer is the key to deciding when to push for an emotional
response.
The tactical advantage to be drawn from this approach for marketers is to accept
that high involvement can be sold quickly and on a whim, and to recognise when the
product has a propensity to cause this type of response. Most importantly, instruct
sales staff to take the sale when the customer says ‘I love it. I’ll take it’. (It’s often wondered how many sales are lost after the customer grew tired of waiting for the end of
the sales pitch — see chapter 12.)
Marketing for an EIP response is a difficult, yet financially rewarding, activity for the
tactical marketer. Emotional responses to products can be triggered by the actual
product (styling, features) and the extended product (e.g. social prestige gain). However, the core product must still meet a felt need (or create one) before the emotional
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response will have any chance of creating a sale. Other situational factors, such as
music (evocative memories), scents (pheromonal responses) and marketing-created
messages (advertising cues) can assist in developing these responses, but depend on
the product meeting that basic need.

5

Product types and innovations: how familiar is the
market with your product?
For the most part of a tactical marketer’s career they will not be directly responsible for
decisions for expanding or reducing a product portfolio. They will mainly be in the situation of dealing with an existing portfolio to new or existing markets. The tactics required
for introducing a new product to a market are quite different from maintaining or gaining
market share in an existing market. There are five major classifications of the products
based on how familiar the consumer is with the product and these are:
• really new products (discontinuous innovation adoption)
• quite new products (dynamically continuous innovation adoption)
• new and improved products (continuous innovation adoption)
• continuing products (the less things change, the more they stay the same)
• classic products (something old, something new).

Really new products (discontinuous innovation adoption)

Really new product (RN
the sort of innovation thaP)t :is
ground shaking, revolutio
and extremely likely to failnainry
the marketplace.

Really new product (RNP) is a term used to describe the sort of innovation that is
ground-shaking, revolutionary and extremely likely to fail in the marketplace. The
RNP is a tough job for the tactical marketer as they have to introduce the product to
the market, and then demonstrate (either by education or persuasion) that this
product meets a set of needs. An additional complication to the task (as if explaining
a new idea in an advertising sound byte isn’t difficult enough), is that the tactical
marketing of new products may also require the creation of new needs and wants.
The RNP is a very subjective label as it depends on the consumer who is being targeted by the organisation, and whether they’ve met this sort of product before or not.
One crucial point to consider is that when a firm moves from its initial target market
into a wider range of markets, the new markets will be treating the product as an RNP,
whereas the existing market will see it as a familiar concept. Consequently, the
marketing tactics will need to differ between the markets (the new markets will need
greater education and information messages, whereas the current market can get by
mostly on persuasion).
Aggarwal, Cha and Wilemon (1998) define the features of the RNP to include:
• The tendency to create a new product category (as no existing product category adequately
describes the innovation). By its very nature, the RNP will be unlike anything else on
the market, or anything that has come before it. Consequently, a large portion of the
marketing associated with the RNP is in demonstrating that the core product meets
a need in the marketplace, and in modifications to the actual and extended product
on the basis of product use in the market. When the first computers were introduced, they were brought in as business machines for accounting and number
crunching. As the technology progressed, the computer’s core product (do calculations faster than a human can) created actual products of graphic art, videos,
games, music and other functions.
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• The development of a new technology, which is usually incompatible with existing behaviours, products or knowledge. Each time a really new product is developed, it generates an entirely new range of behaviours and support products designed to service
the new technology. When the VCR was first introduced, it required a new range of
technologies (video cassette tapes) and new behaviours (recording programs to
watch later, watching pre-recorded programs).
• The propensity to set the standards. One of the advantages of the RNP is that it gets to be
the first to set the standards for the market. The disadvantage is that these standards are usually the lowest standard the product will have — simply because any
competitor will be able to look at the first mover (the company first to the market
with the RNP) and determine how to improve upon it to create a higher-quality quite
new product to compete with it.
• The fact that it will never be an easy prospect for the consumer to adopt. The buyer will be
dealing with a new idea that brings with it added complexity and a steep learning
curve. The RNP is a high-risk area for the consumer as the product may not live up
to expectations (voice recognition technology), may be quickly superseded by a
competing standard (DVD over VHS), or may simply be too expensive to maintain on
an ongoing basis (satellite Internet access).
The tactical marketing approach to the RNP is to try to gain as large a share of the
initial adopter market as possible, and rely on that market momentum to assist in the
push into the mainstream. The approach relies on the tactical marketer implying a
long-term commitment to the RNP (whether it exists or not at this stage) so the consumer feels a sense of confidence (and less concern that they will lose money or social
prestige over the new idea). A key is also to listen to the market either through direct
market research (see chapter 6) or through sales personnel (see chapter 12) in order to
appreciate what consumers perceive to be the core product of the new technology.

Quite new products (dynamically continuous innovation adoption)
The quite new product (QNP) is the type of product that is a significant modification
and improvement to an existing product, but not such a radical departure from the
original as to make it a new product. It is also known as a dynamically continuous
innovation because it significantly extends the range of previous innovation without
becoming something totally new in itself.
These types of products are the second generation of the RNP, and as such often
modify the initial offering in the light of new manufacturing processes, economies of
scale and the rise in competition in the market. At this stage, these are still significant
developments — for example, the black and white television was an RNP, the colour
television was a QNP and the digital television with multiple camera angle channels
also qualified as a QNP. To be a QNP, there must be an existing product, and the QNP
must either develop a new feature set (colour) or provide a new behaviour (remote
control). Otherwise, it’s an improved product (see below).
The features of the QNP include:
• The refinement of the existing product category, which can include the development of subcategories and classifications based on target markets (e.g. business, home office and personal computing packages). As there is an existing market base to work with, it can also
be presented as part of a product solution — rather than simply selling the QNP on its
own, it can have additional products bundled with it. For example, a second-generation
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Economies of scale:
reductions in the cost per
unit of production that
occur as a larger number
of objects are produced.

video-gaming platform should be able to run the previous generation software so that
it will have a range of existing games immediately available to supplement it.
• The enhancement of a new technology, which occurs when the company uses market feedback to develop new features or fix existing problems that only occur in full use (and
could not be predicted in field testing or research and development labs). Software
manufacturers have cornered the market in developing QNP fixes, where the problems of the RNP software are repaired and resold to the market as an updated version.
• The establishment of competing standards, which is where the competition in the marketplace creates a range of ‘standards’ based on the individual organisation’s proprietary software, hardware or patents.
• A reduction in the total cost of adoption — the QNP is a substantially cheaper acquisition
than the RNP in terms of financial costs and social costs (see chapter 11). By the
point at which it has reached a second generation, the QNP has attained a level of
market acceptance and acquired a set of social meanings, all of which reduce the
uncertainly for the potential buyer. Now you know what people will think of you for
owning this product, and you can decide whether that makes you want the product
more or less. The financial price of the product is usually reduced, both as a result of
pricing policies (see chapter 11) and developments in production based around
economies of scale and volume of sales.
From a tactical point of view, the QNP differs from the RNP in that there is usually
greater competition in the market — if the change is not too significant, it won’t take
long for similar products to enter. Promotional activities are less information oriented,
as consumers already understand the basic product category, and are more persuasive
in tone. Pricing is more flexible. Although there are clearly cost implications involved
in the research and development of a QNP, these are not as great as for an RNP.
Consequently, the tactical marketer usually has some room to move regarding price
within the overall aims of the organisation’s goals.

New and improved products (continuous innovation adoption)
Improved products are those updates and developments that make a minor modification to the product, but not one that significantly alters its nature or requires the
development of new behaviours. While many IMC campaigns will push the line ‘new
and improved product’, these particular classifications assume that ‘new’ means the
RNP or QNP category, and improved means this classification. While technically you
can have new and improved formulae (the new formula may deliver improved outcomes to the previous product solution), for the most part it’s an either/or statement.
Features of the improved product include:
• Subtle customisation of the product category, which includes the development of integrated
ranges of product for a highly specialised need within a particular market segment.
For example, most shampoos and conditioners come in a range of slightly different
formulations to suit oily, dry, normal, straight, wavy, coloured or permed hair. Along
with these are the additional products such as gels, which are similarly customised.
• Limited development of the actual product, which can include redesigning the packaging or
casing, and which may involve a rebranding strategy to prepare the market for the
entry of a QNP. For example, the Sony PlayStation was redesigned into a smaller
product and rebranded as the PS One during the lead-in to the release of the Sony
PlayStation2 (PS2).
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• Superficial changes to the extended product, which is where the product offers extended service options to well-established products such as extended warranties.
• Changes to the brand — while most changes to brand do little to impact on the actual
product, altering an established brand (logo change) can create a change in the
social meaning. This becomes particularly apparent when a minor company’s
product is bought by a larger company, which proceeds to merge the small product’s
brand into the larger conglomerate. Many customers who felt brand loyalty to the
smaller brand will often seek an alternative product solution as they feel that
‘their’ product has ceased to exist.
For minor variations, tactical marketers need to focus on a key decision — do you let
the market know explicitly that the product has changed or do you just continue on as
normal? Consumers can become cynical if every time they buy some detergent it is once
again boasting of a ‘new and improved’ formula. Alternatively, they can become suspicious — what was wrong with the last formula? Similarly, packaging changes are clear
to the customer, so do you really need to do anything more to promote the change?
If the decision is made to focus on the modification for marketing and promotional
purposes, then it is important to highlight a change that is likely to be valued by the
customer. Changes in the size of packaging can be portrayed as being more convenient, changes in taste can be promoted as being ‘low salt’, and so on.

Continuing products (the less things change, the more they stay the same)
At the other end of the spectrum to RNP products are continuing products, which are
stable products that are not subject to radical reinvention, upgrades or significant
changes in product use. For example, salt hasn’t seen much in the way of research and
development (salt-reduced salt, diet salt, salt max and chicken salt) since seawater
was boiled dry in a tin. For a lot of tactical marketers, these types of products will be
the bulk of their work as they attempt to maintain their market share, or slowly expand
the size of their overall market.
Features of the continuing product include:
• Stable market conditions, which is where the product, and its competitors, are relatively
well established and tend to stay the same. These markets often form an oligopoly,
which is where three to four competitors control the majority of the market space
(see also monopoly and duopoly markets).
• Established brands, which is where the market is controlled by a limited number of
players who have been producing their products for a period of years, and there are
a range of well-known and roughly equal product alternatives.
• Potentially high switching costs, which is where the consumer has invested sufficient
time, effort and resources into the continued use of the product that they are
unlikely to switch to an alternative product.
• Product use innovation, which is where existing users are encouraged to use the product
to meet different needs, and thereby consume larger quantities of the product. The
makers of Mars and Snickers advocated putting the chocolate bars in the freezer,
forming one of the strangest product use innovation campaigns. What difference this
was supposed to make to the product use was unknown, although Kit Kat users could
rightly say they’d seen it all before. More obvious applications of the product use innovation occur in the laundry detergent market, where products such as Napisan go from
being sold as dedicated nappy wash to be being sold as general washing powder.
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Tactical marketing in the continuing product market represents an interesting conundrum — you want your continuing product to be a low-involvement repeat purchase
decision for your customers, yet you want the consumers of the rival brand to have
medium-level involvement so that they consider your product offering. Similarly, tactical marketers need to be careful to preserve any profitable existing market of continuing product users as they advance into new markets.
There is often a temptation to modify the product offering during its innovation phase
in the new markets, which then reduces the value of the product to the existing market.
One problem that tends to arise is that marketers can lose sight of their core business
and the value of their current target market. Assumptions of unquestioning loyalty to their
brand overlook the fact that the loyalty is based on the core product and not the corporate
logo. This mistake can be compounded by believing that changes to the core product will
not impact on the current market. How often have you had a favourite TV show (The XFiles) suddenly change direction from what you liked (monsters and mysteries) to being
much the same as other mainstream shows (Friends meets Ally McBeal in the FBI) that you
didn’t like in the first place? Balancing the decision to abandon the core market that
brought initial success by moving into a new market needs to be considered carefully, and
to be part of a deliberate strategy, rather than the result of ill-considered product changes.

Classic products (something old, something new)

Idea recycling: the process
of taking an existing
concept and reworking it to
the point that it appears
new to a new market, yet
retains most of the
features of the original.

The classic product represents those products that have been through a product life
cycle once, and are re-introduced as innovations to a new target market. The phenomenon of idea recycling is not even new (although it would add to the irony if it was)
given that the most blatant repackaging of an old idea into a new project was the 1896
Olympic Games.
For the purpose of this section, the classic product is any product that is re-released
without major modifications to the original design. This excludes remakes of classic
movies (Gone in 60 Seconds), cover versions of songs (‘Smooth Criminal’ — Alien Ant
Farm), or conversions of television shows into movies (Mission Impossible, Lost in Space).
While the children’s toy market is notorious for bringing back products every few years
to target a new generation of buyers (how many lives does the slinky have?), the movie
industry seems the worse offender. Even Coke, with the Classic Coke and the revival of
1950s Coke merchandise, has modernised the product enough (changed product materials, modernised quality) to avoid the idea recycling tag.
Features of the classic product include:
• The word ‘Classic’ in the name, which indicates a degree of pride by the organisation that
they’re recycling their ideas and product catalogue.
• Deja vu, which is where the market has seen this product before, and recalls how they
used to be the target market, not their children. If you’ve ever owned a toy that your
parents keep borrowing to play with, or music that they reminisce about, then you’ve
encountered a ‘classic product’.
• The word ‘remastered’ anywhere in the product description — the twentieth-anniversary re-releases
of ET, Star Wars and Close Encounters of the Third Kind all featured the ‘digitally remastered’
logo to indicate that age had wearied the original product. If it includes the words
‘updated for a modern audience’, then you’re probably dealing with a QNP version.
• The word ‘retrostyling’, which is a fairly good reason to believe that this product design
came out of the archive, and not fresh off the drawing board.
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Idea recycling is quite often a viable way to rebuild flagging sales in a current target
market by removing the mature product and re-releasing it into a new target market as
a ‘classic product’. The fact that yo-yos, slinkies, Smurfs, the Beatles and Elvis have
been icons for a series of generations of ‘youth’ markets indicates that the approach is
quite economically viable, and sufficiently well accepted in the marketplace. It just
happens to make you feel very old when your favourite toy from childhood reappears
on the shelf as a ‘classic product’ (although it’s much worse when it features as a ‘vintage product’ — that tends to dent your self-image dramatically).

business
practice

New and improved classic products? The revival industry

When the remastered and updated Star
Wars films were released in the late
1990s, it sparked the beginning of one of
the most visible periods of reviving existing
ideas and reselling them to a new generation of consumers. Even new films, such
as Shrek, were filled with cover versions of
recycled music — the title theme ‘I’m a
Believer’ goes close to being older than
members of Smashmouth who performed
the track, and certainly was older than the
bulk of the target market for the film. Consequently, when the Monkees’ classic
track was revised, few of the intended
target market recognised it as a recycled
product. (It probably made their parents
feel old though.)
However, nostalgia ain’t what it used to
be, as the recycling sentiment has turned into a commercial strategy for risk-averse companies wanting to recapture
market share without having to take the risk on new product development. While the movie industry is the worst
offender for recycling plots, characters and ideas in a wholesale format — Ocean’s Eleven
should be described as a cover version of a movie — the automotive and fashion industries
Q.1 Is idea recycling a good
are bringing back their original ideas from decades ago. Of course, the irony of ‘bringing back
idea? Should marketing be
an original idea’ is usually lost as the company recycles ideas from the previous decade. The
forward thinking in developing
fact that the Volkswagen Beetle made a return to the marketplace with a marketing campaign
news ideas, or backwards
designed to cheerfully remind people that this idea of a car was 40 years old shows a degree
focused in reviving old
of pride in the revival industry.
concepts?
The biggest practical and tactical value to the idea recycling is the ability to repackage and
Q.2 What aspects of
resell the consumer’s memories of the past as products for today. Consumers are finding comcontemporary advertising can
fort in familiarity, and recognising symbols from their past (even when the television shows
you recognise as being idea
based on the ’70s feature products from the ’80s) helps them associate the memory of their
recycling? Give examples.
past with the expected benefits of the new product.
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Tactical decisions for product marketing
There are two broad areas in tactical product marketing that need emphasis. The first
is the importance of understanding the difference between product features and
product benefits, and the impact this has on the marketing tactics to be used to promote a product. The second is to understand the new product development process
(NPD), and how it can both influence and be influenced by tactical marketing.

Features vs. benefits
An important point for tactical product marketing is to distinguish between product
features and product benefits. Features are installed into the product at the time of production (either service delivery or manufacturer) whereas benefits are experienced by the
consumer. Marketing cannot create a product benefit per se, it can only create a range
of core, actual and extended product features than can be used to derive a benefit.

global
perspectives

New market, new product? Global
dimensions of product portfolios

There are two basic approaches to marketing to other countries. The first is to
treat each market as substantially different and, therefore, develop a new
marketing mix for each, which is referred to as international marketing. Often
marketers are faced with a situation where the product from their country of
origin can’t be sold internationally due to different regulations. In other cases, the
promotions may be considered culturally inappropriate, or even illegal. The
second approach is to focus on the common interests between nations and their
consumers and develop a worldwide marketing strategy that is fundamentally
similar in every country (global marketing).
Some of the best proponents of the global marketing approach are international
fast-food franchises. McDonald’s, in particular, is renowned for its international
consistency of menus, venues and service. But how consistent is the product portfolio? Many tourists, while relieved to find that the basic menu remains the same
wherever they are (the Big Mac is always available along with fries and other key items), have
their image of McDonald’s as the world’s most consistent food outlet damaged by the local menu
variations. To accommodate local tastes and social expectations, McDonald’s modifies its
menus to meet local demand. Many European McDonald’s, for example, serve alcohol — something that would never be considered in Australia or New Zealand. Others serve fresh salads or
spicy sauces on the burgers. KFC also adapts its products for local consumption with satay
sauce being the sauce of choice in Indonesia and Malaysia. Other international franchises that
have succeeded use a consistent global image and core product range, but allow for local variations. For example, The Body Shop has a core product set supplemented by products like perfumes, which are modified to suit the local market. Above all, international marketing requires
decisions to be made on the basis of the international market being served, rather than what is
less effort for the organisation to control from its home country.
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The second issue for tactical marketing is to remember that features stay constant
on the product across different target markets, and that these consistent features can
form the basis for different benefits based on the response of the target adopters. One
problem of contemporary marketing has been the need felt by companies to exert
greater control over the benefits received by their product. This tends to occur where
an organisation has created an extended (and complicated) array of interrelationships
between a range of products, and require the consumer to acquire all of the parts of
the set in order for the business to succeed.
For example, Herax Electronics may produce a new wireless digital video camera
that is compatible with a Herax digital VCR and television. At the strategic level, the
company may decide to reduce the sale price of the camera to below the production
costs in order to saturate the market and gain a first mover advantage. The strategic
decision is based on the idea that Herax will recoup its losses on the camera on the
range of additional accessories (tripods, lenses) and consumable goods (tapes). The
risk with this strategy is that consumers may develop a unique product use innovation
that removes the need to rely on the Herax-produced consumable goods. Without
these sales, Herax will lose millions of dollars on its product range as the consumable
goods were supposed to fund the underpriced camera. In this situation, many companies would attempt to prevent the widespread adoption of this use innovation.
The problem for tactical marketers is that the strategic pricing decision that causes the
organisation to lose money on each camera is not the fault of the consumer. If a market
exists for people who can use this underpriced product for something other than what
the company intended, this isn’t a problem for the consumer. It represents an oversight
by the organisation in its strategic thinking. In this situation, the tactical marketer needs
to find a method of either adapting the company’s supporting product range to better
meet the target need, or seek a change in the loss-inducing pricing strategy.
Limiting product use innovation by end-user agreements, court cases and aggressive legal notices serves only to damage the brand of the organisation, and potentially
alienate the primary target market. For example, in the initial roll out of DVD players, it
was discovered that most players were easily modified to play multiple regions. Companies producing the DVD players initially responded aggressively to anyone who produced accessories or services that removed the region code limitation — until it was
discovered that the slow roll out of the DVD technology was based on negative consumer reaction to region coding. While the coding continues to exist, less emphasis is
placed on enforcing the encoding in the individual consumer DVD players. For the
most part, tactical marketers are unlikely to be able to prevent product use innovation
(this is usually handled by the lawyers). Instead, you’re more likely to be asked to
develop a range of use innovations to increase the consumption of the product.

From idea to shelf: the process of new product
development

6

New products saturate the market every year but relatively few actually succeed. What
seems like a good idea at the time often fails when the consumer is actually asked to
part with cash to own the new product. Estimates of product failure vary, with most
commentators putting the figure as high as 70 to 80 per cent. New product failures can
be extremely expensive for the company not only in terms of lost investments in
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research and development (R and D) but also in terms of reputation. Failed products
can adversely impact on the existing reputation of the company as consumers start to
feel that the organisation has ‘lost the plot’.

What is new product development?
New product development is the formal process that organisations go through in the
design and development of additions to their product ranges. New products are basically any product that is new for the company and its product line. The ‘newer’ the
product, usually the greater the risk and the more likely it is to fail. While the new
product development process is a strategic or corporate level function, it is important
for tactical marketers to understand the process so that they can make a contribution
to the process where appropriate.
New product development can occur as a result of a formalised process that is
designed specifically to generate and develop new product ideas or it can occur as a
result of more informal processes in the company. Larger companies may have new
product development committees or even sections of the company whose role it is to
develop new product ideas. More commonly, new products are developed less formally
as new ideas emerge from the staff throughout the company. Some innovation-driven
companies, like 3M, are famous for their willingness to source and investigate new
product ideas from all elements of the organisation, not just the R and D department.

The role of tactical marketing in NPD
Tactical marketers contribute to the success of the product development process
through their closer and more involved knowledge of the market and consumer
reactions. Tactical marketers are a source of new product ideas, which often emerge in
the course of conversations with clients. They can also act as a filter by testing the
reaction of clients to new product ideas while they are still at the concept stage and
before they have consumed too many company resources.
Another way that tactical marketing is used in relation to the new product development
process is in the development and promotion of ‘special offers’ as a way of conducting
market research. Potential new menu items such as new toppings for ice-cream are tested
over a limited period, and are usually tied to some other promotions to encourage sampling. Whether or not the final product makes it to the standard menu will depend in part
on the success of the limited trial. Twisties similarly market tested the likely success of its
new ‘hot’ and ‘sweet’ flavours by tying the limited time distribution of the product with a
phone-in voting process — ‘You decide which flavour we keep’ (though a lack of a number
to call for ‘Neither’ didn’t give a complete voting process).

The value of NPD to tactical marketing
New product development assists in the design of a tactical marketing campaign by
offering the marketer a point of differentiation on which to focus the overall campaign.
A new feature or ingredient added to the product can give the tactical marketer something specific to promote to show that their product is superior to their competitors’ —
‘Now with added active ingredient Hydroproxy’ (or the name of a similar impressivesounding chemical compound) — even if the consumer doesn’t fully understand how
this new ingredient is going to improve product performance.
New products can help the tactical marketer to move into new market segments. A
small change to a product, for example in terms of packaging, can lead to a whole new
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marketing mix to support the change. Tim Tams as a two-biscuit snack pack rather than
a full packet of biscuits required changes to not only the product but also its pricing (relevant to two not 20 biscuits), positioning (a snack-food indulgence positioned up against
chocolate bars and other sweet treats) and distribution (at checkouts, service stations
and in vending machines). Consumers of the snack pack are unlikely to be the traditional
family purchasers of the full packet of biscuits.

The five steps of NPD
The formal model of new product development consists of five stages and is represented diagrammatically in figure 7.6. The five stages of the model are:
1. Idea generation: this is the first step in the process where new ideas are collected and
generated through a combination of activities such as market research, listening to
staff, focusing on competitors, talking to customers or researching overseas markets.
2. Screening: while there is no limit to the type of ideas that can be generated, at the
next stage of the process they are screened to ensure that they are consistent with
the overall objectives of the company, fit in with other products, reflect market
trends, and so on. At this stage the screening is more qualitative than quantitative and
does not involve major financial calculations.
3. Idea evaluation: the products that have survived through to phase three of the process
are now subject to more formal evaluation through a combination of market
research and financial estimates. Product concept testing with consumers is usually
carried out at this stage. In concept testing, potential consumers are given a
description of the product, and its benefits, and asked to evaluate how likely they
would be to actually purchase the product if it were real.
4. Development: very few products make it through to development phase, which is the stage
when the R and D department becomes most involved and develops prototypes of the
product for further market testing. In the development stage, final cost estimates are
made, plans are developed for the distribution and sale of the new product and,
in some cases, trial marketing mixes are test marketed in discrete locations.
5. Commercialisation: this is the final stage of the process and involves the release of the
product onto the market.
This is an ideal model of new product development. In reality, many companies go
through a less formalised process. Further, it is rarely sequential in practice with one
stage being fully completed before moving on to the next. Instead, two or more stages,
for example screening and idea evaluation, may take place simultaneously. Also, this
formalised step-by-step process focuses primarily on the development of new tangible
products. Services tend to be more flexible in that, as each service encounter is different anyway, new services tend to develop more in an evolutionary manner in
response to the demands of clients than in a formalised process.

Idea generation

Screening

Idea evaluation

Development

Commercialisation
Figure 7.6: New product
development process

Concept testing: where given a
potential consumers are ct, and
description of the produ
its benefits, and asked towould
evaluate how likely they the
be to actually purchase
product if it were real.

Chapter summary
After reading this chapter, you should now have a good understanding of the complexity of the product element of the marketing mix. Although intuitively it would seem
that defining the product is a simple process, by the time you take into account all
three levels of the multilevel product model, and link this to where the product stands
on the product continuum, it becomes very complicated.
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Without a thorough understanding of the
product it is impossible to develop an integrated
and successful marketing mix. The product is the
element that all other aspects are based on. As
well as understanding the product in general
terms, it is also important to understand that
there are many different types of product, each of
which requires different levels of commitment in
the decision-making processes of the consumer.
How the consumer reacts to the type of product
you sell (is it an impulse purchase or a highinvolvement product?), will determine how much
emphasis is placed on other elements of the
marketing mix, and also what types of strategies
and tactics are employed. Understanding how
consumers respond to both your product and
marketing mix is also essential in the new product
development process. New ideas are often generated by customer dissatisfaction or defection to
competitor products that meet consumers’ needs
better.
This is the first of the chapters that focus
specifically on an element of the marketing mix.
The next chapters will show how to link all the
elements together to provide a consistent and
coherent approach to the development of your
marketing mix.

Review questions
R.1 Outline the concept of the product continuum with examples to demonstrate
your knowledge of the model.
R.2 Define the factors that separate service products from tangible goods. Is there a
clear separation between the two?
R.3 Using a fashionable brand of sports shoes demonstrate your knowledge of the
multilevel product concept.
R.4 Name and outline the main features of three types of consumer goods, giving
examples of each type of product to which they can be applied.
R.5 Product involvement varies depending on the type of product being purchased.
Select one of the levels of involvement and outline the phases a buyer might go
through before purchasing a product.
R.6 Production types and innovations are divided into five classifications. What are
they and where would the following fit into this typology: DVD players, video
recorders and digital cameras?
R.7 Product features and product benefits may seem at first glance to be
interchangeable. Is it possible for the marketer to provide both?
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R.8 Outline the steps involved in the new product development process. Is it
essential that these steps are followed sequentially?
R.9 There are eight main forms of B2B product. What are they and how, as a general
rule, do they differ from business to consumer products?
R.10 What are some of the benefits and drawbacks of basing your campaign on the
classic product image?

Application questions
A.1 ‘The concept of the product continuum is all very well but when it comes down
to it if you can see it and touch it, it is a tangible product, and if you can’t, it is
an intangible product.’ Discuss this statement in terms of marketing theory.
A.2 As a tactical marketer you are employed by an organisation to sell its products.
The main thing to keep in mind is that the product is the important point, how
it is used is up to the consumer and is of little importance to either the firm or
the marketer. Would this be a reasonable approach on which to base a
marketing campaign?
A.3 ‘The types of product by involvement concept is highly overrated and has little
to do with actually marketing. Plain commonsense would tell you that if its
expensive, you think about the purchase more than you do if it is cheap.’ Is this
a defensible statement?
A.4 ‘Innovation is the lifeblood of society or it is designed to increase big
businesses profits. These are two extreme points on a continuum of opinion
regarding continuous innovation adoption that has probably been around since
cave-dwellers decided to try building a house.’ Do you agree with this
statement? Justify your answer.
A.5 Is there is a moral issue involved in continually finding ways to develop the RNP
or the QNP to entice high spending at a time when much of the world is
enveloped in poverty? What are the benefits of the continued development
of products? What are the negative consequences? Can this statement be
countermanded in terms of the benefits to society of the changes that have
taken place as a result of new technologies?

Discussion questions
D.1 Physical tangible goods sold business to customer have very few complications.
The provision of items of clothing, foodstuffs and even houses has the same
basic premise — a physical object that someone wants. If only it were that
simple. What are the factors that impact on what should be a simple logistics
problem?
D.2 Although there are many methods and models available to the marketer, as a
general rule, is it useful to use the multilevel product concept for all products
both tangible and intangible and throughout the price spectrum? Discuss.
D.3 ‘Every five years I buy a new car [repeat purchase]. This year I intend to buy a
luxury car, which will be more expensive [high involvement] but I know that when
I see the “right” car it will definitely call to me [emotional involvement].’ Discuss
whether this type of consumer is ‘a marketing nightmare’ or just another
application of product involvement levels. Does knowing how consumers choose
their car help or hinder the marketer in trying to sell them a specific car?
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From LIPs to HIPs: changing products
by changing involvement levels
Whereas the ideal for most marketers is to turn their initial, highinvolvement product into one
that has such strong acceptance
and brand loyalty from their consumer base that it becomes a
low-involvement, or routine, purchase, some marketers are
moving in the opposite direction.
One industry that has turned
a former relatively low-involvement purchase into one of the
most complex of high-involvement purchases is the sports
shoe market. A generation ago,
sports shoes were pretty much
standard — a white pair of sandshoes (just ask your parents).
Occasionally, specialist products
were required but these were
limited to football boots and golf shoes. For all
other activities the white sandshoe was the
all-purpose solution.
With the aerobics boom in the late 1970s
Reebok came out with the first specialist
sports shoes. Consumers who previously
coped with a ‘one pair of shoes does everything’ approach suddenly found that they
needed a pair of shoes for walking, another for

Q.1 What are the benefits
for the marketer of moving a
low-involvement purchase up
to the level of a medium-tohigh-involvement purchase?
Q.2 Give some examples as
to how marketers have been
able to achieve this through
changes in the marketing mix.

jogging, a third for aerobics, a
fourth for basketball, and so on.
In the decades since, the market
has become increasingly specialised with a number of major
manufacturers competing for the
ever-fragmenting sports shoe
market. Near enough is no
longer good enough when it
comes to style and fit, leading to
the establishment of specialist
chains, like the Athlete’s Foot,
which employ trained staff to fit
the right shoe for the sport or
leisure activity.
Shoes aren’t the only industry
to take a low-involvement
product and increase its perceived complexity to the point
where consumers are actually
going through a reasonably involved decisionmaking process. Other areas where this trend is
evident include bottled water (tap water is no
longer good enough, and the array of branded
waters increases every year), vitamins and
health supplements, and basic food items like
eggs (vegetarian, free range, omega plus) and
bread (white, brown, wholemeal, linseed, Turkish,
bake at home, and so on).
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Chapter 8

Distribution

Chapter outline
After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Understand the
range of activities
encompassed by
distribution
Explain the total
distribution concept
Identify the different
levels of distribution
Describe the functions
of the distribution
channel
Understand the
importance of
managing channel
conflict
Describe the different
institutions involved
in the distribution
channel
Explain how distribution
impacts on other
elements of the
marketing mix
Know the key issues
involved in logistics
management
Understand the
different modes of
transportation.

This chapter focuses on the third element of the marketing
mix, commonly known as ‘place’, or alternatively referred to
as distribution. The chapter defines key elements of distribution, including the evolution and development of the total
distribution concept, and describes a number of the key
institutions and processes involved in the management of
the process. As with most of marketing, the number and type
of institutions involved in the process will depend on the
appropriate level of distribution for the product and consumer. While this changes from product to product, this
chapter overviews the broader issues that are used to determine the specific, and appropriate, levels of distribution.
The latter part of the chapter overviews the channel
members, who can be categorised into three major groupings:
wholesalers, retailers and agents. Each of these channel
members is discussed in detail, particularly with reference to
their impact on the rest of the marketing mix. In addition to
examining the traditional methods of distribution, the chapter
also overviews the new technologies that are making direct
distribution of information-based products via the Internet a
reality. The introduction of new technology is also improving
both the effectiveness and efficiency of the management of
logistics, since information is able to be shared more easily
between different distribution channel members through
electronic data interchange and just-in-time (JIT) management techniques. The chapter ends with a discussion of logistics and how to choose the best methods of transporting
products according to different product characteristics.
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Introduction
Distribution can be a complex area of the marketing mix to manage and, as usual,
there’s no ‘best’ way to manage the process. Depending on the nature of the product,
the resources of the firm and the needs of the customer, there are a range of different
levels of distribution that can be used to get the product to the market or the
consumer. It can either pass through the ‘zero-level’ channel, which is fresh from the
producer to the consumer, or it can wind its way through multiple levels of channels
involving a range of different people and institutions. Basically, the complexity of the
distribution function is related to the number of different players in the distribution
channel — paradoxically, in the first instance, the more people who are involved,
the less complicated the channel becomes. However, at a certain point (which differs
between each product), an increase in the number of people increases the complexity
of the process. Part of the aim of this chapter is to assist you in understanding some
of the issues that help determine the optimum distribution mechanism. In order to
do that, it’s necessary to know the definitions and roles of the different players that
may be included in the distribution channel, their functions, and the issues and
implications involved in the management of this process.

Definition and domain of distribution
and place

Distribution: the movemntentof
of a product from the poi r
production to the consumen).
(and point of consumptio

1

Tactical distribution is the movement of a product from the point of production to the
consumer (and point of consumption). Unfortunately for distribution, it’s regarded as
the less glamorous end of the marketing mix and is often overlooked in favour of the
higher profile aspects of promotion, or the easily measured element of price. As the
ugly duckling of the mix, distribution’s inevitable transformation into the swan occurs
in its ability to get the product to the consumer where and when the consumer needs
it. In standard goods production, this can be a complicated passage through multiple
stops, from creator through shipping and transport agents to wholesaler, retailer and,
eventually, the consumer. In contrast, the distribution of services occurs while the
consumer is present at the point of production, and the delivery of ideas occurs almost
parallel with the promotion of the idea. This diverse range of delivery options and
speeds from near-instant delivery after production to complicated multiple-level
channels is the domain of the third ‘P’ — place, which is also known as distribution.
(It has been a habit of certain marketing lecturers to refer to the five Ps as price,
product, promotion, distribution and people. It is recommended that you use the term
‘place’ in exams and assessments when asked about the five Ps of marketing.).
Place is the all-encompassing term that covers any marketing distribution mechanism, from the shopfront through to the supply channels, which is used for taking the
marketing offer (product) from creation to consumption. For the purpose of this book,
place will be used as the broader term to cover any issue involved in the movement of
the product from creation to consumption, whereas distribution will be narrowly linked
to the issues of channels and channel management.
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2

Total distribution concep
integrated approach to t: an
distribution that views
process as an overall systhe
designed to get goods frotem
m the
manufacturer to the consu
in the most effective and mer
efficient way.
Logistics: the process of getting
a product from the
manufacturer to the endysical
buyer; applies to both ph
and service products.

The total distribution concept
Distribution as an element of the marketing mix has been analysed and described from
a number of perspectives, with three having particular importance. These are:
1. The institutional approach to describing the distribution function, which involves identifying and describing the key institutions in the distribution processes, such as
retailers, wholesalers and agents, and developing a model of the movement of goods
according to these institutions. The institutional approach to distribution models is
the simplest and most commonly used from both a theory and practice perspective.
The institutional approach acknowledges that many marketing functions, such as
promoting goods to the next level in the distribution system, cross over institutional
boundaries and are not the sole concern of a single channel member.
2. The key function approach, which describes the distribution processes according to the
functions being performed by different people and institutions in the overall distribution channel.
3. The total distribution concept, which combines the different elements of the institutional approach and the functional approach with other marketing distribution
functions such as logistics.
From a managerial point of view, the total distribution concept assists in understanding
total costs of distribution, and has obvious implications for developing strategies and
tactics. However, like most holistic concepts, there’s no point trying to understand the
sum of all of the parts without knowing about each of the parts separately. Consequently,
it’s important to understand the institutions typically involved in the distribution system,
the roles that they play, and the common behaviours or functions within the distribution
system. Once you know the extent of what can happen at each step of the process, you can
begin to appreciate the value in consolidating functions and institutions into the more simplified total distribution concept.

Channels
Channels are an essential part of the marketing mix as they involve the process of getting products to the consumers. Channels of distribution refer to all those processes
and people involved in the timely and efficient distribution of products. Channel
members include:
• institutions such as warehouses that store products until they are needed by the
consumers
• firms that deliver the goods
• retailers who sell the goods to the ultimate consumer.
The appropriate use and selection of channels will make a considerable difference to
the consumer in terms of both availability and cost, which in turn will benefit both the
original producer and those members of the channel system.
Choosing an effective channel strategy requires marketers to make decisions on
issues such as:
• delivery times, which includes the length of time in transit for a product, and how
quickly a product can be moved through the channels to meet a demand
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• delivery schedules and whether to use a regular schedule (e.g. monthly magazines shipping every last Tuesday of the month), just-in-time delivery (car parts to a car manufacturer based on the number of cars being made — see below for details) or to
deliver on an as-needed basis (fresh pizza to consumers after they order it)
• warehousing, which relates to the issues of storing the products, and who takes
responsibility for the storage (manufacturer, buyer or a third-party warehousing
company)
• costs, such as the total cost of shipping, warehousing and delivery — these factors
have to be incorporated into the total price of the end product (see chapter 11)
• which institutions and individuals to deal with in the channel — there are a range of channel
members who can be involved in the distribution of goods, and these are examined
below.
The role of distribution in the total marketing mix tends to be hidden until such
time as it is not effective and then it becomes a major problem for those involved. If
you have never had to think about the distribution of goods that you have purchased,
then the marketer has got it right. If, on the other hand, you have experienced delays
and frustration in making your purchase because the item is out of stock or hasn’t yet
arrived at the advertised outlet, someone somewhere along the line has got it wrong.
As is the case with any negative marketing experience, you won’t remember all the
times the product was available but will remember the one time it wasn’t. So while the
distribution part of the mix tends to be the silent partner, it is not one to be glossed
over and neglected.
A consequence of the low visibility of distribution, and the strong negative impact it
has when it goes wrong, is that it relies heavily on the development of effective
channel relationships based on trust. As a general rule, effective distribution channels operate on the basis of long-term rather than short-term relationships in which
each member gets to know and understand the needs of the others, and becomes
interdependent on the others doing their jobs.

Channel theory
Channel theory is a very complex area of marketing, and as with most of the material
covered in this text, there are specialist subjects available to those who wish to study
it further. For the purpose of this book, channel theory can be simplified into a set of
models surrounding the provision of products at the right place and the right time.
(For those wanting to find out more about the complicated aspects of channel theory,
we recommend relationship marketing courses.)
Historically, channel theory first emerged over 200 years ago, when there was a major
change in the production of goods. Individual producers moved away from performing
everything (from origin to distribution of products) and more towards specialisation in
different aspects of the process. Since that time, specialisation has been the mainstay
of channel theory where channel specialists (e.g. retailers, distributors) perform
specific distribution tasks more efficiently than one person from an organisation trying
to perform all the tasks involved in getting the products from producer to consumers.
From a tactical perspective, the first major decision an organisation has to make
with regard to the use of channels is whether it will manage the process itself or
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Transaction cost analysis: a
method of examining the cost
of controlling the distribution
or outsourcing it, based on
the relative efficiencies and
economic advantages
provided by both options.

outsource this part of the mix to others. There are two factors to consider when
making this decision:
1. The level of desired control over the product and its placement: once the movement of products
is outside of the organisation, the amount of control over the movement is diminished. At each point where another player in the channel is introduced, the amount
of control is reduced — for example, if a perfume manufacturer wants to distribute
its product at exclusive venues, the more widely it makes the product available
(i.e. selling bulk to wholesalers who resell it to whoever wants to buy it), the less
likely it will achieve that end.
2. The cost of retaining control in terms of both time and money: specialisation of various functions enables economies of scale to come into play. When the cost of retaining
complete control from manufacturing to distribution reaches a level greater than
that which can be obtained by using an outside distributor, it is time to rethink the
process. Tactical marketers should team up with the accounting and finance departments to look at the return on investment of exclusive control of the distribution
channel. If, ultimately, relaxing control of the channel will result in harm to the
brand equity, then the cheaper external supplier is a false economy.
Whether to retain full control over the distribution channel or to outsource is an
economic decision based on transaction cost analysis, which states that firms should
look to the most efficient, and therefore most economical, arrangements. However, as
part of the analysis, care should be taken to examine the impact of the distribution on
the whole of the mix.

Nature of channels
Tangible goods (refrigerators and food products) and intangible goods (message services
and emails) all need to be available to the customers when and where they want them
(within reason). The nature of the channel is that it’s the mechanism for the efficient flow
of the materials, goods and services that are the lifeblood of the overall marketing mix. No
matter how attractive the product, how inviting the price, and how well the promotional
people get this message to the market, if the distribution doesn’t put the product where
it can be reached by the potential purchaser, then no exchange is going to take place.
The scope of channels is wide and quite able to cope with diverse roles — for
example, it can be as simple as growing your own vegies and selling them to the
people next door. Alternatively, it can cope with the complexity of the processes
involved in turning raw materials (iron ore) into finished products (washing machines)
and getting them to retailers (David Jones) and to the end consumer (you).

Channel structure
The prime (and only) purpose of marketing channels is to ensure that the product gets
from the producer to the consumer in an efficient manner. Obviously, sending your
home-grown vegetables to the local store so your next-door neighbour can purchase
them isn’t an efficient distribution channel. Equally, if you produce three and a half
tonnes of carrots a year, the next-door neighbour would have to be a cannery (or a
rabbit farm) for you not to require some form of structured distribution channel.
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The number and variations of these products, by virtue of the breadth of the description of channels, is extremely diverse. As a result, there are many and varied channel
structures to meet these needs. However, one thing is consistent — the more consumers that an individual producer has to deal with directly, the more complicated the
task becomes — as illustrated in figure 8.1.

Producer 1

Producer 2

Producer 3

Producer 4

Consumer 1

Consumer 2

Consumer 3

Consumer 4

Figure 8.1: Four manufacturers dealing directly with four consumers

Figure 8.1 illustrates the potential difficulties encountered by producers getting their
goods to the consumer. As is evident by the rather complex interaction of would-be
sellers attempting to reach each of the potential buyers, there are an excessive number
of contacts — for example, a local electrical store wanting to buy products from Sony,
Akai, Sharp and Samsung would have to visit four different outlets. Figure 8.1 demonstrates the different interactions required (16) between four different stores all wanting
the same variety of goods. In comparison, figure 8.2 illustrates the impact of using a
wholesaler to rationalise the purchasing process.

Producer 1

Producer 2

Producer 3

Producer 4

Consumer 3

Consumer 4

Wholesaler/
intermediary

Consumer 1

Consumer 2

Figure 8.2: Four manufacturers dealing through an intermediary with four consumers
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By using specialist groups within the channel many of the initial problems of distribution are solved. Although figures 8.1 and 8.2 are fairly simplistic (this is an introductory text after all), there are often several layers of distribution to contend with, and
consider, when planning a channel structure.

3
4

Multiple level of distribution channels
For the most part, this chapter has a relatively clear B2C focus in the discussion of distribution channels, concentrating on how products get to the final consumer. B2B channels use fairly similar principles, but have a few differentiating features (see chapter 5
for an overview of the differences between B2C and B2B). In this particular section of the
text, the multiple levels of the distribution channels bring in both B2B and B2C theory.
The number of channel levels involved will depend on the nature of the product
or service, the nature and location of the market, and the ease with which the
product can be transported and stored. Figure 8.3 illustrates the various levels of the
distribution channel.

Producer

Consumer

Producer

Producer

Producer

Broker

Retailer

onsumer

Wholesaler

Retailer

onsumer

Wholesaler

Retailer

Consumer

Figure 8.3: Various levels of the distribution channel

In interpreting the diagram, the key is to count the number of intermediaries
between the original producer and the consumer. (Basically count the boxes, not the
arrows between the boxes. When you come across this diagram in other texts, some of
them will prefer you to count the arrows instead of the boxes. We prefer the boxes.) It
is also important to remember that the actual composition of the channel and the
specific intermediaries will vary within each of the models outlined below.

Zero-level distribution channels (producer/consumer)
Zero-level distribution channels are where the distribution is direct from producer to
consumer with no intermediaries involved. Examples are a craftsperson who sells their
wares at a local craft market or an owner of a number of chickens who just has too
many eggs for personal use and sells to a neighbour. On a larger commercial scale,
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organisations like Avon and Franklin Mint also sell their products directly to the public,
either through face-to-face personal selling or through catalogue selling. As the producer is moving their product directly to the consumer there are no (zero level) intermediaries between the buyer and the producer.

One-level distribution channels (producer/retailer/consumer)
One-level distribution channels are where a retail outlet is used as the interface
between the producer and the buying public. At this level, the intermediary (retailer)
purchases directly from the producer and then sells to the end purchaser. This is
usually the domain of the larger retailers who can deal with large amounts of stock, for
example major supermarket chains like Coles and Woolworths purchasing directly
from the suppliers. This approach can also be used where a producer is attempting to
create an exclusive distribution, and establishes direct relationships with the retailer,
in order to maintain control of the availability of the product.

Two-level distribution channels (producer/distributor/retailer/ consumer)
Two-level distribution channels typically consist of the manufacturer, a wholesaler to
store goods or an agent to facilitate movement, a retailer and the final consumer. Examples of two-level channels occur when smaller, independent stores that are not part of a
franchise or major chain require stock. The wholesaler deals directly with major companies and purchases goods in large enough quantities to satisfy the supplier. These bulk
buys are then distributed in smaller bundles to supply the needs of the purchasing
retailers. Wholesalers are also responsible for storage and delivery of goods to the
retailer. Part of the value of the wholesaler is that they free up the manufacturer to concentrate on production of goods and the retailer to concentrate on sales, rather than
having to concern themselves with the storage and movement of goods.

Three-level distribution channels (producer/distributor/wholesaler/retailer/
consumer)
Three-level distribution channels are where a producer uses an agent or distributor to
coordinate dealings with multiple wholesalers. The movement into a third distribution
channel usually occurs when an agent or broker enters the picture to take responsibility for acting as a negotiator between producers and wholesalers. Unlike wholesalers, agents are not responsible for the actual purchase of goods, but tend to have a
facilitating role in the overall process. Examples of these are auctioneers or manufacturers’ agents who are part of the distribution channel but do not own the product on
its way to the end user.

Beyond three levels
In Australia and New Zealand there is rarely a need to use more than three channel
levels, unless the company is engaged in export marketing, where local knowledge of
the overseas markets requires more intermediaries. For example, when Australian and
New Zealand universities are marketing their education product to places like India
and China, they will require additional channel members as the process of distribution
is often quite different to the domestic market. In such cases the universities make
extensive use of local and international agents to assist in organising trade fairs, facilitating introductions and ensuring that the university’s staff have the best possible
access to the local market of potential consumers.
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Channel roles and behaviour

5

The institutions and individuals that make up the distribution channel play a number
of roles, each of which is designed to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the
overall process of getting products from the manufacturer to the final user.
The detailed functions of different channel players such as warehouses are given in
the following section.
Beyond the functions that are typically associated with the different distribution
institutions are some general behaviours within the distribution channel that must
be understood if the most effective distribution channel is to be designed. Of most
importance here is understanding and managing conflict between the different players
and the different levels of the distribution systems.
When multiple players are involved in an interaction, particularly a commercial one,
each must ensure that they achieve the best possible outcomes for themselves, while
still meeting the needs of the other parties. Channel conflicts come about because different members of the channel tend to have different ideas about how things should be
done to achieve their individual objectives. There are two types of conflict that marketers
should be aware of when deciding how to manage their role in the distribution process:
• Vertical conflicts occur between organisations at different levels of the channel. For
example, there may be conflicts between the producer and the retailer, particularly
when it comes to issues relating to the marketing of the product to the final consumer — for instance, a producer may regard their product positioning to be as a
luxury good, whereas the retailer sees it as commodity. Sony had to deal with vertical conflict with its desire to position the PlayStation®2 as ‘a home entertainment
solution’ when retailers (and customers) considered it a game.
• Horizontal conflicts occur between institutions at the same level in the channel, for
example between two or more wholesalers or retailers. Conflicts in the distribution
process are most likely to occur when the institutions all operate independently and
without a common sense of purpose. For example, two retail outlets from the same
company can potentially compete against each other, rather than collaborating for
the benefit of the whole chain. As more companies approach distribution as an integrated system through the total distribution concept, however, conflicts will be
reduced.

6

Channel players
Channel players are the key institutions that can be clearly identified as important
elements of the distribution channel. These players are often referred to as intermediaries and include all those groups, organisations or individuals that come between the
original manufacturer and the end consumer. Although, as discussed, there is inevitably some overlap between the functions of different channel players, there are a
number of specific intermediaries, including:
• wholesalers
• retailers
• agents.
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Wholesalers
The role of the wholesaler is to act as an intermediary between the producer and the
market. In doing this they take responsibility for a range of functions that free up both
the manufacturer and the retailer to concentrate on their own areas of expertise. Typically, the wholesaler buys goods in bulk from manufacturers and is then responsible
for storing the goods and distributing them in convenient lot sizes to the retailers.
During this process wholesalers need to be aware of market needs and fluctuations in
supply and demand, and be able to meet these through a variety of products from different manufacturers.
Some of the problems that need to be solved during the products’ movement
through the channels include managing the numbers of products from their initial
mass production into units that can be used by other members of the channel. Car
production is on a mass basis, but the movement of cars to distributors brings the
numbers down to a manageable level in a specific geographic area. From there the distributors pass smaller numbers to car retailers, who in turn move the product on to the
individual consumer.
In supplying these functions wholesalers take on a major risk factor and expedite the
overall process, rather than each individual retailer dealing with individual manufacturers. The wholesaler therefore serves as an intermediary cutting down on individual
transactions and streamlining the whole process.
Some major retailers are attempting to eliminate wholesalers from the channel as
larger organisations provide their own transport and storage facilities. The idea that
this will necessarily see major reductions in the cost of the services is probably mistaken. Whether the organisation decides to take on responsibility for the wholesaler
functions or outsource them, they still need to be done. As mentioned earlier, it is a
constant balance between the needs for keeping costs down while retaining sufficient
control to manage the process.

Retailing 101: domain of retailers
Retailers is the broad term that covers all those organisations and individuals that are
involved in the final sale to the consumer. Within this broad term, there are many subcategories of retailing, all of which have evolved in response to the perceived needs of
customers. Consequently, retailing has become a major issue for marketing — selecting
the right retail outlet is a critical factor for the success of a product. For example, a company selling whitegoods would not choose to distribute through convenience stores.
Similarly, clothing retailers would be wary about distributing brand label goods through
retail outlets such as Coles and Woolworths. Where you can buy a product also influences people’s impression of the product itself (an issue covered in chapter 10).
Many products have failed through poor retail outlet selection. A product may have
received a lot of publicity, and generated a strong market demand, but unless consumers can buy the product via a convenient retail outlet (for that type of product),
sales will be lost as potential customers lose interest in searching for the product.
Quite often, the consumer will buy an alternative substitute brand or product to satisfy
the need that the marketer created, but failed to solve, through poor distribution choices.
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Retail clustering: where a
series of retail outlets offering
competing solutions locate
themselves as a cluster of
stores, rather than placing
themselves in a geographically
isolated area or away from
rival competitors.

Bricks and mortar: an
industry slang term for
retail outlets with physical
locations.

try
Clicks and mortar: an industha
res
slang term for retail sto d a t
have an online (clicks) ance.
physical (mortar) presen

Retailers are also critical from a promotional point of view — manufacturers using
either a push or a pull strategy need the explicit cooperation of the retailers who form
the final link between the manufacturers and the customer. In-store promotions (see
chapters 9, 10 and 12), including personal selling and sampling, and point-of-purchase
displays, are all examples of how retailers are intimately involved with the communications strategy of the manufacturer. Similarly, the decision to conveniently place products on easily accessible shelves and to advertise specific specials on targeted brands
also demonstrates the strong link between promotional and distribution strategies.
Retail outlet selection is also vital for delivering a successful ‘pull strategy’ campaign given that customers associate different types of retailers with particular types of
product. For example, a mass media advertising campaign for a new snack food would
result in potential customers asking for the product in supermarkets and convenience
stores. If the product were only available through health-food stores and beauty
salons, the market demand would not be met by this strategy. Understanding where
the customer expects to see your product is a vital aspect of distribution strategy.
Related to customers’ perceptions as to which types of shops will stock different
product categories is the rise of clusters of similar retail outlets. The fact that ‘The Magic
Mile of Motors’ is a phrase that indicates a cluster of car retailers (rather than one very
long car yard) signifies clustering is a relatively common phenomenon. Retail clustering
is where a series of retail outlets offering competing solutions (e.g. restaurants) locate
themselves as a cluster of stores, rather than placing themselves in a geographically isolated area or away from rival competitors. Not all retail outlets take this approach,
although it’s relatively common for fast-food outlets, petrol stations, restaurants, car
yards, real estate agents and fashion stores. Convenience stores and tax accountants still
seem to have sufficient self-confidence not to need to travel (or retail) in packs.
The convenience of having several similar outlets located in the same physical area
allows the consumer the opportunity to take advantage of economies of scale in
reverse — numerous competing alternatives in the one location reduces the costs for
the consumer. It also has benefits for the clustering retailers, as the area acquires a
reputation for providing a range of services (i.e. a restaurant strip offers a collection of
alternative ways of satisfying hunger). Similarly, the retail outlets can work together for
economies of scale in advertising and other promotional materials. While this
approach is most commonly used for factory outlets (which tend to cluster together
and work as a coordinated unit even if they are selling competing merchandise from
different brands), it is also evident in the clustering of car yards (often the result of
local council regulations) and restaurants (e.g. meal discount voucher books for an
entire street of restaurants). In such situations there are greater benefits to co-locating
and cooperating rather than competing, in terms of attracting customers to the area.

Retailing 102: types of retailers
Retailing covers a broad area and refers to any outlets or methods by which the final
consumer can access products. Examples of retail institutions come under two general
categories: those that have physical retail outlets (bricks and mortar) and those that
operate on direct selling, catalogue ranges, TV home selling channels and the Internet
(clicks and mortar).
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Bricks and mortar
The range of outlets that are in this category include:
• corner stores
• supermarkets
• hypermarkets
• department stores
• category killers
• shopping centres
• specialty stores
• 24-hour convenience stores
• factory direct outlets
• central business districts.
Corner stores
Corner stores provide a range of products from staple groceries through to personal
care and in some cases bank and postal facilities for the immediate geographic area.
The term is derived from the fact the stores were once physically located on the corner
of the street, and frequently only served a very small clientele. The original value of
corner store retailers has disappeared over time, as personal transportation has
become more readily available. A shopping expedition literally was an expedition in
the days prior to freely available private and public transport. Going shopping to the
local market area was a major undertaking, carefully planned, and usually arranged in
advance. If you arrived home without the milk or shampoo, the local corner store was
a convenient place to make a purchase.
Supermarkets
Supermarkets offer a range of fast-moving consumer goods, usually food and
household products, in a single, convenient location. As with the corner store, personal transportation had a major impact on supermarkets, as they needed to offer
additional functions such as parking spaces, and could offer a greater range of larger
products. Currently, supermarkets provide a range of products that cover most of the
basic needs for day-to-day living, and, to a lesser degree, they also provide
recreation goods (gardening supplies, toys), along with a range of other items seen
as being a likely part of the weekly shopping requirements (household items,
cooking implements).
Hypermarkets
Hypermarkets are an extension of the supermarket concept, and provide product
solutions ranging from basic foodstuffs through to quite specialised goods, for
example electrical and whitegoods. The hypermarket concept is based on providing
anything (and virtually everything) that a home-owner might need or want under the
one roof. It’s possible to buy everything from building supplies (doors, paint) through
to car accessories, electrical goods (TV, VCR, computers) and kitchens (stoves, refrigerators) and still pick up the groceries at the same time.
Department stores
Department stores group their retail offerings through a range of departments operating within the same store under the same organisation, even if the departments
occasionally appear to be independent stores. For example, Myer/Grace Brothers and
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David Jones both operate specialist departments in different areas of their stores, for
example books, children’s clothes, whitegoods. Myer/Grace Brothers also runs
specialist branded stores within the Myer locations (Myer Miss Shop, Harris Technologies), which are part of the overall department store, but have separate branding strategies (see chapter 3).
Category killers
Category killers are stores that specialise in one particular product cateory and only
retail products within that category. For example, Toys “R” Us only provides toys and
entertainment products for children. Similarly, stores such as Ikea (home furnishings) and Bunnings (home improvements) specialise in a particular product
category, buy in bulk and offer a large range of goods at relatively low prices. The
term ‘category killer’ refers to the fact that the introduction of these large-scale
specialist stores tended to close the niches previously occupied by small, specialist
retail outlets.
Shopping centres
Shopping centres are specific-purpose, large-scale shopping locations built around
a core series of department stores and augmented by a range of specialty shops and
smaller retail outlets. These smaller specialty stores complement the services that
are offered by the larger stores. The logic behind the large store augmented by
specialist stores is to create an ‘enhanced shopping experience’ whereby the consumer has a range of products, services and, more recently, food and entertainment
options.
There has been a major growth in the provision of professional services such as hairdressers, beauticians, doctors, dentists and even accountants being available in shopping centres. This approach to developing all-inclusive shopping hubs has also been
enhanced by the incorporation of multiplex cinema complexes and restaurant strips to
add entertainment and dining to the one-stop shopping experience.
As with most forms of large-scale retailing, the development of the shopping centre
has been tied to the ease of access to public and private transportation in Australia
and New Zealand. These centres have predominantly been built in suburban regions,
mainly due to the physical size required (for example, the Chadstone shopping centre
in Victoria practically has its own postcode, and is larger than several university campuses). It is also becoming more common for public transport centres (particularly bus
terminals) to be located at these mega-complexes, providing convenient access to the
centre, and a focal point for moving people.
Specialty stores
Specialty stores are almost a reaction to the larger, multipurpose stores and have
emerged in response to, as the name suggests, the specialist needs of particular
groups. These stores are most commonly found inside the major retail shopping
centres. Most of these stores have specific market segments, and focus their product
range entirely on servicing these segments. For example, the Electronics Boutique
(EB) focuses exclusively on the electronic gaming market with a product range of hardware, software and games; Dick Smith stores focus on electronics; and Lenard’s Poultry
stores focus on raw poultry products. Similarly, Table Eight focuses on delivering a
specific range of women’s fashions to a set target market. The breadth of the specialty
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store category is such that the product ranges encompass everything from clothing
(Just Jeans) to home wares (Robins Kitchens).
24-hour convenience stores
24-hour convenience stores are a group of retailers that offer similar services to the
convenience/corner stores. The demand for these types of retailers has emerged in
response to the changing face of the population, and working hours. For example,
there has been a proliferation of single, working households where the conventional
buying behaviours of a weekly visit to the supermarket have been replaced by a tendency to purchase as needed. (This also extends to couples where both partners work
and who just drop in on the way home to pick up a few things rather than face queues
in the supermarket.) The rise of the 24-hour society has also in part been developed by
access to non-business hour services (e.g. 24-hour access to cash ATMs and online
banking) and increasing time pressures on consumers who are no longer all working
standard nine-to-five days. The success of the 24-hour stores has seen the rise in 24hour trading by the larger supermarkets (where permitted by labour laws). In addition,
the 24-hour store has become a meeting place for locals, and has become a social hub
much like the old-style corner stores.
Factory direct outlets
Factory direct outlets have become increasingly popular in recent years with manufacturers selling certain items from their stock directly to the public at wholesale-style
outlets (and wholesale-style prices). Interestingly, the factory direct outlets tend to
engage in geographic clustering behaviour, such as Harbour Town on the Queensland
Gold Coast. In Melbourne, the factory outlet method of sales reached a point where
consumers were being offered full day trips to visit and purchase from the outlets.
Basically, these stores effectively work as zero-level distribution strategies for manufacturers that either have excess stock or factory seconds.
Central business districts
Central business districts (CBDs) are areas in major towns or cities that contain both
retail and commercial outlets. The heyday of the central business district was prior to
the widespread ownership of individual transport, where the CBD was the coordinating
hub for business and transport. Again, access to personal transport and suburban
shopping centres altered the dynamics of the CBD, and its popularity diminished. The
CBD is currently undergoing another transformation as a shopping precinct with the
movement towards inner city accommodation.

Clicks and mortar
Clicks and mortar is the term used for retailers that maintain an active online and
offline retail presence (the term is derived from bricks and mortar, which is used to
described conventional retail outlets). While many believed that the Internet and
e-commerce were the answers to retailers’ dreams, the reality of e-commerce has
proven much harsher (or those dreams were more like nightmares). The logistical difficulties of supplying e-commerce are often more difficult online than those experienced
by traditional outlets. While the Internet is a useful addition, and, in some cases, a
good showcase for a variety of products, the problems encountered by retailers operating in this environment are much the same as for the traditional bricks and mortar
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world (getting goods from A to B is still a logistics job, whether A sells them in-store
or online).
One disadvantage that clicks and mortars retailers face is their propensity to deal
with international trading issues. Stores in this situation deal not only with local legal
requirements, but also those of the countries that they are selling into, and the
extended logistics chain (three or more levels of distribution).
A major decision that needs to be made before beginning an online venture is
whether the product will be offered in local currency ($A) or in a more universal currency ($US) and whether shipping costs are calculated in local currency or international currency. The most difficult aspect for clicks and mortar retailers is ensuring
safe delivery of their products. What may at first sight appear to be a bargain can very
rapidly change its status when the cost of delivery and customs duty is added (see
chapter 11).
In addition, the use of intermediaries (international shipping agents, distributors
based in target countries) expands the length of the channels used for traditional
clicks and mortar. In fact, the only place where the distribution levels tend to be
reduced happens to be in the provision of information products, where direct delivery
via the Internet is possible. In terms of physical items for both local and overseas
sales, all the usual storage and distribution links are still needed prior to closing the
transaction.

Non-store channels
Non-store channels are any form of retailing that does not rely on a physical shop
front, office or distribution location. There are two relatively well known forms of nonstore selling, as follows:
• Catalogues are printed materials that outline a range of product offerings and
include a self-service ordering system to allow the customer to order directly from
the company. There are two major categories of catalogues — those distributed by
bricks and mortar-based stores and those that sell directly to the public only
through the catalogue. The value of catalogues for store-based operations is that
they can expand their operations into rural regions without needing to develop shop
frontage. The second group (which only sell through catalogues) offer savings on
items or carry a wider range of items, simply because they do not have the added
expense of retail outlets. That said, both groups rely on extensive wholesaling and
distribution channels to maintain their operations.
• Television shopping includes both infomercial-type programs and shopping channels that are devoted to online shopping. Organisations that sell direct to the
public through this method have a substantial outlay for promotion but the promotion also serves as a pseudo shopfront — for example, the Home Shopping
Network has a dual effect of promoting the product at the same time as offering a
shop front.

Agents
The final broad category of intermediary is agents. Agent intermediaries are those
members of the channel who facilitate the selling process without actually buying the
goods themselves. In contrast, many wholesalers buy the goods for resale, rather than
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acting as agents. As would be expected, there are many types of agent populating the
distribution channel, each with a specific function and focus. The major types of agent
that a marketer may choose to employ are as follows:
• Manufacturers’ agents sell similar products for non-competing producers on a
commission basis. Consequently, their role is in the selling of the product and they
have little, if any, influence over the pricing or promotion of the items that they sell.
Manufacturers’ agents are most commonly used when the expense of employing a
company salesperson would be greater than the likely benefits.
• Import/export agents are manufacturers’ agents that specialise in international
trade and are particularly valuable as an initial introduction to a new overseas
market as they have the local knowledge that the producer lacks.
• Brokers are agents that bring buyers and sellers together in a temporary relationship when there is a specific contract to be negotiated. Brokers are independent of
both the buyer and the seller and, like agents, earn a commission that is usually
paid by the party that initially employed them.
• Selling agents differ from manufacturers’ agents in that they perform a stronger
marketing role than simply the selling function and are involved in the development
of pricing and promotional strategies as well.
• Auction companies provide a venue where buyers and sellers can come together to
transact business in a competitive environment. Although traditionally auctions
have been held in physical locations where potential buyers can inspect the goods
available, increasingly they are being held online in a virtual environment. Auctions
are very common in commodities and primary industries.

Market exposure
The success of the product and the image it presents will be determined largely on
the basis of its method of distribution and the level of market exposure that it receives.
The decision as to which level of market exposure to use is heavily dependent on an
understanding of consumer behaviour and consumer attitudes towards the product and
product class. Marketers need to be very clear about the type of image they wish to
present before making decisions on the distribution channels. Errors at this stage of the
process can negate careful planning in terms of promotion and price if the place is in
contrast to the overall marketing message.

Selective distribution
Selective distribution limits the number of places where a product is available. This is
a particularly popular method for distributing prestige products. Limiting the number
and type of outlets where the product is available sends a message to the potential
purchaser that this is a ‘special’ product. Special departments within department
stores, such as the Royal Doulton shop within David Jones, and exclusive boutique
stores are examples of this type of outlet.
Selective stores are also used to promote particular offers or products — for
example, a limited edition DVD in a metallic case that is available only at selected

Selective distribution: a
technique that limits thea
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stores. Tactical marketers electing to use this approach need to ensure that the
buyers know the product is limited, which stores have the product and where the
stores are located. Similarly, phrases such as ‘while stocks last’ or ‘limited time only’
imply the producer has only a limited supply of the goods for sale. Even McDonald’s,
famous for the size of its operations, uses the limited offer approach on special promotional food items — how a chicken burger is a limited edition remains to be seen,
but scarcity of availability (‘City stores only for a limited time’) can often drive
demand for a product.

Exclusive distribution

Geographic exclusivity: the
rights to sell products that
are limited to one dealer
within a set geographic area.

7

Packaging: any material ct
used to secure the produ
against damage, spoilageon
or loss between producti
and consumption.

Exclusive distribution is a technique where a distributor uses a limited, often single, distribution outlet for its product. This approach is often used for luxury goods and
prestige products, combined with prestige pricing, to enhance the social value of the
product. For example, Ferrari will have only one distribution point for its products,
which channels the market to the one point (and greatly reduces the cost of storing
and preserving the luxury item). Similarly, companies may elect to distribute their
products by giving exclusive rights to the product to specific stores through either
franchise arrangements or producer-ownership of sales outlets. Examples of this
include stores such as the Louis Vuitton exclusive designer stores and products such
as those from The Body Shop line, which are available only through the self-named
outlets. That said, geographic exclusivity still applies to e-commerce, because some
sites will ship only to a limited geographic area (e.g. the United States) or will refer
purchase enquiries from a global site to the nearest exclusive distribution point.
The final form of exclusivity is geographic exclusivity, which is where the rights to
sell products are limited to one dealer within a set geographic area — for example,
there may be an exclusive right to sell an artist’s paintings for the Brisbane area, and
separate contracts for the Sydney and Melbourne markets. Alternatively, a company
could be the exclusive supplier for the Australia and New Zealand markets. Geographic
exclusivity is being significantly undercut by the global availability of products ordered
over the Internet.

Tactical decisions in distribution
Tactical decisions in distribution focus on the fine detail of where the potential customer is most likely to look for the product, rather than the bigger issues of channel
conflict and relationship management. One element of the tactical decision-making
process is to determine the level of exposure; however, consumer attitudes and the
consistency of the marketing mix all combine to determine the optimal distribution
tactics for a specific brand, product or service. There are three distinct areas of tactical
decision making that are of relevance to marketers:
• how distribution decisions are influenced by the consumer’s purchase situation
• the impact of packaging from both a practical, logistics perspective and an image
and positioning perspective
• the choice of the appropriate type of channel network.
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global
perspectives

The globalisation of the distribution
channel

Global distribution of goods is one of the oldest aspects of commerce.
Between the trading fleets of ancient empires, famous individual entrepreneur exporter-explorers such as Marco Polo and the more recent
international air courier services, global movements of goods and services are a relatively common event for business. With the widespread
access to the Internet in the developed world, global product distribution
has become an issue for the consumer — in more ways than one.
For the average purchaser of a product, the distribution channel is
the invisible hand that guides the product to the point where you meet
it. When you move that same person to the Internet, they suddenly find
themselves with greater responsibility for bringing the product to them
(few people see sense in flying out to meet the product). Internet
marketing and e-commerce have created a range of part-time
importers, who are usually unaware of the intricacies of distribution.
In addition, those consumers engaging in their own e-commerce
through services such as eBay are finding themselves in the position
of being amateur exporters. It’s one thing to buy or sell a china
figurine at the local second-hand store (zero level). It’s a whole different process to sell over the Internet through a broker such as
eBay, where you (the consumer of eBay’s auction service) find yourself as the
producer at the top of the distribution process. The creation of these global secondary
markets has introduced an opportunity for the invention of intermediary services that take the
distribution hassle out of the eBay selling process.
Finally, Internet commerce has contributed to the impact of purchase situation and packaging on product choice. Given that the consumer now has to factor their own distribution
costs into the purchase, will it be worth a premium for a larger package (status, shipping
safety) or should they take a cheaper, smaller (less padded and more risky) option on the shipping? Similarly, the product may be more accessible online (from a dozen web site alternatives)
but the distribution time (six to eight weeks) or distribution cost (five times the price of the
product) may make buying from a harder-to-access local alternative (with no visible or apparent
additional distribution cost) a better alternative.

Q.1 Should distribution
become a more high-profile
element of the marketing mix
now that services such as
eBay are creating part-time
retailers?
Q.2 Does the Internet help
or hinder distribution
strategies?

Distribution and purchase situation
Purchase situation is a major determinant of a successful distribution strategy for a
product (see chapter 4 for details of purchase situations). In a brief recap, purchase
situation is the context in which the consumer actually buys the product, and there
are a wide range of influences on purchase situation, from the amount of time available to make the purchase to the environment of the store, and even the weather.
The importance of understanding the impact of the purchase situation is to determine
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whether an inferior (a subjective term meaning ‘The competitor whose market I’m targeting’) product with a better distribution mechanism will have higher sales than your
(superior) product. For example, the average university campus (and even the superior
ones) will have a range of vending machines distributed across the campus — usually
in convenient locations to access between lectures. If you were in charge of distributing a new cola drink targeted at students (‘GPA Cola — Lift Your Grade’), an understanding of student purchase situational requirements with regard to soft drinks would
be vital. If the dominant use of soft drinks in the market is for a quick refreshment
between lectures, then convenience and location are the priority for the distribution —
GPA Cola would need to place vending machines in the major lecture theatres. Alternatively, if the drink was perceived as a health supplement to aid late night study, distribution should be predominantly through retail outlets (health stores, supermarkets)
and 24-hour convenience stores.
In a similar vein, mobile product locations for services are becoming increasingly
common as service providers move to meet the customer, rather than expect the customer to find them. Services such as the Lube Mobile (mobile mechanics that perform
minor car servicing) and, more recently, Suncorp-Metway Home Loans (mobile home
loan arrangements) have determined that the purchase situation (and location) for
these services is based more on convenience than other factors. Hence, by bringing
the service to the consumer, it becomes more convenient, and while altering the distribution channel, it improves the saleability of the product.

Packaging and shipping
Packaging is relatively self-evident — it relates to any material used to secure the
product against damage, spoilage or loss between production and consumption. While
product packaging was originally designed to ensure the safe delivery of the goods, it
has developed an increasingly important role in the firm’s IMC. It has become a very
specialised area of marketing with the need to provide functional protection for the
item being sold, while producing easily shipped packages that assist the logistics of
distribution. Packaging that is light, easy to handle and adequately protects its product
makes the logistics function a great deal easier. That said, the functionality and rigour
of the packaging must be able to cope with any reasonably expected problems that
might arise during normal shipping processes such as stacking cartons of products (a
series of products with spikes on the tops of the boxes will not make distribution
easy).
One of the criticisms of marketing is that the packaging of many products, such as
perfumes and cosmetics, is excessive, wasteful and adds unnecessarily to the final cost
to the consumer. However, one thing that must be borne in mind is that many of these
products are fragile and oddly shaped (until Lego bricks make a comeback as perfume
containers). In the overall scheme of things, it is cheaper, safer and easier to transport
products in packaging that is
• consistently sized,
• easy to stack and store, and
• larger than the product (obviously) and with packaging material to protect the
product than to risk damage to a significant portion of shipment.
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Breakages that cost the company in lost goods will ultimately be recovered by factoring these losses into the price of the product. In the end, the cost will be borne by
the consumer, so it’s often less expensive to add the multiple layers of protective packaging than to absorb breakage costs.
The second element relates to the branding and image that the organisation portrays through the use of its packaging. The message that the customer receives via the
packaging is an important promotional tool (see chapter 10), particularly with regard
to maintaining a consistent image. IMC issues arising from product packaging include:
• the quality of the materials used in the packaging
• colours
• imagery
• visual cues (brand identifiers).
As with prestige pricing, distribution channels (see chapter 8) carry with them a set
of pre-established messages so that products available through selective or exclusive distribution channels bring with them a set of expectations in relation to quality
and price.

Channelling networks
The choice of channelling networks has an impact on the overall level of control that
the company has on the delivery, distribution and display of its products to the consumer. Many organisations face the problem of losing control of their products
through the extension of the distribution channel beyond a single level. While the
importance of ensuring consistency and accessibility (across the overall marketing
mix) is emphasised throughout the book, the problems facing most marketing organisations is the loss of control that occurs as the distribution system extends. Some of
these problems can be overcome through the effective use and implementation of vertical and horizontal marketing systems. However, depending on the channel method
used, some loss of control will occur.

Vertical marketing systems
Vertical marketing systems occur when organisations within the marketing channels
group together to provide an integrated approach from producer to final consumer.
Members of the group usually consist of producers, wholesaler and distributors, and
one member of the group holds a position of greater power than the others and tends
to be able to ensure cooperation from all the players. Contractual vertical marketing
systems allow smaller organisations to have contractual agreements to support each
other and gain the advantages of economies of scale that are open to larger organisations. Examples of this type of system include Green Spot chemists and Mitre 10
hardware stores.
Franchise operations are systems whereby the originator of an idea, service or
product licenses the use of the product, service or idea to business owners, but
maintains control through strict guidelines. (Franchises are a complicated structure
with multiple levels, dedicated textbooks and their own professional associations.
We’re just concentrating on the absolute basic principles.) This form of vertical
marketing gives benefits to both the originator of the idea (control over the operations) and the franchisee (ownership of a successful business concept). Franchisers
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license the right to use the company name and business model, and also provide
the franchisees with the benefits of mass buying, bulk advertising and larger distribution channels than would be possible for each independent operator. There are
many examples of franchised operations worldwide in a variety of service operations
that take advantage of this system including The Body Shop, McDonald’s, Jim’s
Mowing and Dymocks bookshops.

Horizontal networks:
networks of groups that
combine their expertise
to form strategic
alliances across a single
level of the distribution
channel.

8

Horizontal networks
Horizontal networks are formed when groups combine their expertise to form strategic alliances across a single level of the distribution channel. The emphasis of this
form of collaboration usually is on cooperative promotions, with the creation of
marketing boards (The Egg Marketing Board) or trade associations (Coffee Growers
Association). While such a network is often used with the introduction of a new
product, it has a greater value in dealing with mature markets facing a decline phase.
For example, Australian lamb producers collaborated to increase the total demand for
lamb in the Australian market, rather than each fighting for an increased share of a
smaller market. Similarly, the Dairy Associations of Australia and New Zealand have
pushed a wide range of promotional messages regarding the importance of dairy products to combat the decreased market share resulting from concerns about cholesterol
and fat from dairy products. The main risk in this approach is to maintain a balance
between expanding the whole of the market and engaging in anti-competitive practices
such as price fixing. Horizontal channels that work to expand a market are both financially viable and beneficial, whereas those used to create a closed market (or engage in
price fixing) usually end up with legal action and losses.

Logistics
Some see logistics as a subset of the distribution system, concerned with getting the
product to the consumers, when and where the consumers expect it. Alternatively,
others see logistics as the science of managing the whole distribution channel. (It
depends on who you ask — and whether they work in logistics or not.) In many
respects, it’s the most obvious part of the distribution process and suffers from being
the least glamorous element. (Working in advertising is seen as glamorous; working in
logistics is seen as truck driving. Truck driving just doesn’t have the glamour it
deserves any more.)
Logistics management is defined by The US Council of Logistics Management as:
‘that part of the supply chain process that plans, implements, and controls the
efficient, effective flow and storage of goods, services and related information from
the point of origin to the point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements’ (Pelton, Strutton and Lumpkin 2002).

One of the most important elements of marketing is the last mile (which is always
the hardest mile), where the marketer has to get the product from the producer into
the hands of the retailer. Mistakes at this point have led to the loss of many potential
customers, and disaster stories often outweigh the success stories. For example, Apple
Computing, developer of many flavours of Macintosh computers, has been notoriously
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poor at the last mile — the company can create enormous demand for its products,
then have 18-month waiting lists for computers. Eighteen months may be acceptable
for some products (like elective surgery), but in an industry where products have a sixmonth shelf life, Apple’s inability to deliver has frequently thwarted any attempts to be
a dominant player in the computer market.
The principle is quite simple — once demand for the product has been created, the
customer will be going into the store to satisfy that demand. Ideally, they’ll satisfy their
demand by buying your product — if it’s available. If they find out that it’s already sold
out (or far worse, hasn’t arrived yet and won’t be coming out for another month), the
consumer may turn to a competitor’s product to satisfy the demand you created.
Remember, the consumer will seek a solution to satisfy their needs, and if you assisted
them in identifying those needs, that doesn’t guarantee they’ll wait for you to get
around to delivering a product to them to satisfy those needs.

Logistics issues in physical goods and distribution
Balancing the needs of customers with the needs of the organisation to ensure a consistent yet affordable supply of goods and services increases the complexity of distribution (both in theory and in practice). Marketing-oriented organisations need to
maintain a customer focus and are driven, to a large extent, by what customers want.
That said, the bottom line often dictates that consumers can’t get exactly what they
want, simply because the company can’t afford to deliver it to them. For the success of
the business, and the long-term viability of the needs solution, the organisation needs
to ensure that products are available when and where they are required and at an
appropriate cost. In order to do that, tactical marketers are advised to consider the
following issues:
• just-in-time (JIT) delivery
• electronic data interchange (IDC)
• cost factors
• convenience factors.

Just-in-time delivery
Just-in-time (JIT) delivery systems provide both raw materials and finished products
when they are needed, rather than forcing suppliers to hold excess stocks. The rise of
JIT delivery is directly linked to improvements in information technology, and
market projections. Any organisation using this particular style of operation needs to
be extremely well organised and have a strong relationship with its suppliers based on
trust and shared information. For example, JIT delivery for a car factory production line
depends heavily on the parts manufacturers delivering the goods as needed to the car
manufacturer, which has to keep its suppliers fully informed as to market demand and
expected fluctuations. If a major part supplier (an engine manufacturer) loses the use
of a production plant (damaged in a fire), the impact on the whole of the chain is substantial. With a limited supply of engines, the car manufacture will reduce output,
which decreases the need for it to order seats, windscreens and other parts. In JIT
delivery, the organisation can reduce its shipments quickly and avoid stockpiling parts.
Otherwise, the car manufacturer would find itself with a stockpile of parts and the
opportunity to make some of the finest engineless cars on the market.

Just-in-time ( JIT) delivery:ha
form of delivery where boted
raw materials and finish en
products are provided whthan
they are needed, rather
forcing suppliers to hold
excess stocks.
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The purpose of JIT at the retail level is to allow retailers to hold a minimal supply of
stock at their stores, knowing that they can call in additional stock as needed. As trust
is an important factor in the process (you need to be able to rely on your delivery
partner having stock, and getting stock to you just in time), relationship building
between the groups is essential. As a general rule, JIT tends to lend itself to longerterm B2B relationships based around long-term contracts, fewer suppliers and coordination between participants to reduce costs to a minimum.
Specialisation is an important factor in the JIT process in that suppliers need to be
able to provide specific items, at short notice, in a form that is both useable and
readily accessible for the producer (or retailer). Computerised inventories and electronic data interchange (see below), combined with a predictable demand (and
supply), make this an effective and efficient system.
That said, many critics of the process see it as the movement of the storage and supply
role from the retailer to another organisation, which increases the costs of shipping as
more items are being moved in smaller units, which loses the economies of scale. Overall,
the principles of specialisation are being used to provide retailers with items they need
when they need them, rather than having to maintain stocks of future sales items.

Electronic data interchange

Electronic data interchange
(EDI): the use of computerised
stock control, which links
checkout scanners to
computerised inventory control
systems, which in turn are
linked to computerised and
automated ordering systems.

Electronic data interchange (EDI) is the use of computerised stock control, which links
checkout scanners (or equivalent ordering systems) to computerised inventory control
systems, which in turn are linked to computerised and automated ordering systems.
EDI is the core technology that allows a process such as JIT to operate — without upto-date stock levels, the producers and retailers wouldn’t know when to order to prevent themselves from running out of their limited stock.
The greatest value of EDI is the ability to enable stores to keep a check on the sales
of goods, which are tied to automatic reordering, and to allow for sales tracking to
create predictive orders. For example, a pizza chain using an EDI system will be able to
predict when to pre-order a larger amount of pizza components (Friday nights, major
sporting events). The amount of information that is gained in this manner ensures a
consistent and reliable check is made on stock and is relayed to suppliers. The use of
such systems reduces order costs (digital transmission reduces paperwork) and eliminates human error from the reordering process (it does, however, introduce computer
error, which is a much faster and more efficient form of error).

Cost factors
Cost factors in logistics are based around creating efficiencies in the channel through
one of three ways. These are:
1. reducing the number of unnecessary movements of goods
2. reducing capital investment in unnecessary stockpiles of goods
3. reducing costs associated with reordering, out-of-stock errors and ordering through
EDI.
As goods and services move through the distribution channel, each step they pass
through incurs additional costs to be covered by the end user. Logistics is one of the
few areas where cost can be minimised, either through the use of JIT delivery (which
reduces capital investment in stock) or through efficiencies in the ordering and
delivery process enabled by EDI.
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In addition, transportation methods also influence the total cost of the product to the
end user. Having the source of production closer to the retailers may cut transportation
costs but could also incur higher production costs. Similarly, a location that meets the
needs of the producer (located near the source of raw materials) may incur significant
shipping costs to get to the retailer. Cost savings in logistics requires a careful balance
between the needs of the consumer, the capacity of the organisation and the cost of
delivery to ensure that customers not only get what they want, where they want it, but
also at a price that is appropriate (see chapter 11 on pricing and total cost).

Transportation: the physi
movement of goods betwecal
the producer/supplier anden
the retailer/purchaser.

Convenience factors
The final issue for logistics is to factor in the cost (or revenue) to be gained by providing
convenience in location. Convenience is worth a quantifiable dollar amount, in absolute
or in relative terms, where the time saved by the purchaser is worth more than the excess
cost. For example, distributing products via convenient locations, such as the Night Owl
or 7-Eleven convenience store chains, will involve a financial cost to the consumer. This
usually takes the form of an additional 20 to 50 per cent markup on the price that consumers would normally pay for a product at the supermarket. However, many consumers
regard the additional cost as being less than the total cost for them of the time, inconvenience and forward planning involved in pre-purchasing the product. (For a more
detailed discussion of this concept, see the total price concept in chapter 11.)

Transportation
Transportation is the physical movement of goods between locations (e.g. from supplier to retailer) and is a critical factor in the marketing of any product. It has three
main influences:
• the actual movement of the goods
• where the goods will be produced
• how available they will be to potential consumers.
The effectiveness of transportation modes, and developments such as computer
tracking and improvements in shipping efficiencies, have created additional economies of scale in product transportation from central points (producer/wholesaler) to
distribution outlets (wholesaler/distributor). The goods themselves will also dictate
the cost and method of transportation. For example, shipping tropical fruit (mangos)
from Queensland to a Southeast Asian destination may be cheaper by ship, but the
length of time it takes will cause most of the product to spoil. Similarly, the size of the
products will often make a slower method of transportation cheaper (e.g. large items
such as farm machinery) but the urgency of the need they’re filling will dictate the
extent to which the consumer is prepared to accept the additional cost.

Types of transportation
Transporting goods is largely dependent on the nature of the goods. Methods of transport range from pipelines (liquids/gases) to shipping tankers (liquids, solids and to a
lesser extent gases) and everything in between (pack animals, human porters, carrier
pigeons) depending on the product being shipped and the location being accessed.
In some cases, there is a need to use more than one form of transport when moving
goods from producers to consumers. The following list outlines seven of the more
common methods of getting products from A to B.

9
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Intermodal transportation
the term used when more :
than one method of
transport is required to
take the product from its
originator through to the
final user.

• Road: transporting goods by road is probably the most visible method of distribution, and includes everything from small vehicle couriers through to semitrailers
and major road trains. The advantage of moving goods by road is that, for the most
part, the goods can be delivered directly from the producer to the end user without
needing to involve other forms of transport. For goods being moved within a geographic location (e.g. around Sydney), there’s probably a roadway linking the starting
point (the producer) to the end point (the retailer). The costs for road-based shipping are usually reasonable, with a range of alternative providers available
(e.g. trucking companies, couriers, Australia Post).
• Rail: the use of rail is still popular in certain industrial sectors but has lessened in
overall popularity. Unlike road transport, rail transport is confined to the route that
the rail tracks take (a train can’t take a sudden left turn at a level crossing, head
along the roads for a while, and then go back onto the tracks just to bypass a congested train station). For the most part, using rail transport requires double and
treble handling of the goods. Double handling is where a set of goods is loaded
onto one form of transport, then moved to a second (or more) form of transport. For
example, a shipment of pineapples is moved from the farm (point of origin) by semitrailer to the rail transport, which then delivers it either directly to the Golden Circle
cannery (built beside a railroad) or to a rail depot, where it is reloaded to another
set of trucks to be moved by road to its final destination.
• Sea: seaborne shipping is one of the oldest forms of distribution and was once the
most widely used. Contemporary seafaring transportation relies on bulk carrier container ships, or bulk oil freighters. The process is slow and cumbersome, and is
used for products with low urgency, or no viable air travel alternative (shipping oil
by plane isn’t a good idea). The movement of large pieces of machinery and equipment, both household and commercial, can be achieved at a relatively economic
cost by sea transport. As with rail, seaborne transport requires double handling to
get the goods to and from the port (having a container ship deliver to the warehouse isn’t always practical, especially when the warehouse is a fair distance
inland).
• Air: air travel is both the fastest and the costliest method of transportation. It tends
to be used for smaller items and those that have a limited shelf life or that deteriorate during the delivery stage. For example, the recent increase in the sale of flowers,
particularly Australian wildflowers, to overseas markets is an example of a product
that needs to use the more expensive airfreight mode. However, the trade-off for the
speed of delivery (the additional price) can often be passed onto the consumer, who
will pay the premium for speed and product freshness. As with rail and sea transport, double handling is required for getting the goods to and from the airport
(either that or increased research into targeted parachute delivery).
• Intermodal transportation: intermodal transportation is the term used when more than
one method of transport is required to take the product from its originator through
to the final user. Technically, it’s a nicer term for double handling, and generally
encompasses those products that are shipped by the most effective (or efficient)
mechanisms for the terrain they’re facing — for example, a shipment of parts from
New Zealand to Australia can be first carried by boat, then distributed by road, rail
and air to the respective destinations within Australia.
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• Pipelines: although one of the less common methods of transportation, pipelines are
a popular method of moving gaseous or liquid products. The nature of the product
dictates the suitability of the pipeline method, with few products having the right
characteristics to make this form of transport usable — attempts in the United States
to create large-scale intra-city pipelines for postal delivery proved too expensive (but
they did create an interesting urban transport system for the city’s rat population).
• Electronic delivery: increasingly, direct electronic delivery of products is possible
through the Internet, EDI and other interactive media. The nature of the distribution channel limits the use of this method to electronic products (or services),
and it lends itself most easily to information-based products. It’s just impossible to
digitise sheep (or other tangible goods) for delivery via download (and, once again,
we remind readers that teleportation is from science fiction). Information-based
products are any products such as music, software or data that can be digitised and
delivered directly through an electronic network.

Economies of scale
Economies of scale are reductions in the cost per unit of production that occur as a larger
number of objects are produced. While a product prototype may cost several thousand
dollars for a single object, the end product may be able to be produced for a fraction of
the cost (per unit). As a general rule, the larger the number of items made, the cheaper
they are to produce (within reason — there are limits to the economies of scale). In terms
of transportation, smaller numbers of movements, combined with large numbers of items,
tend to attract discount rates creating a cheaper cost for the organisation. That said, the
cost reductions may not compensate for the cost outlay required for warehousing and
storing the larger stock purchase. As noted above, just-in-time delivery may actually prove
more economically viable than the efficiencies gained from the economies of scale.
There are two factors to be considered in economies of scale (this assumes that the
economies of scale are being sought, and are most appropriate for the distribution
strategy): warehousing and forward buying.
Storage is an essential but difficult part of the overall process decisions with regard to:
• the location of the warehouse
• the stock to be kept on hand
• overall distribution and movement.
All these factors need to be balanced to achieve satisfactory outcomes for the
wholesaler and their channel partners. In addition, accurate information on the materials and their whereabouts needs to be kept and communicated to the channel
members during this process.
Forward buying requires the channel member to store the product over time and
take the risk that the price of the goods will actually rise. Raw materials that are seasonal, for example grains and other agricultural products, require a longer, more permanent storage period, and while they can be purchased at lower rates during peak
supply periods, they incur significant costs in storage and preservation.
Wholesalers also have the unenviable tasks of trying to predict future needs and
determining what inventory needs to be kept on hand, as opposed to what needs to
use the area as a staging post on its journey to the retailers. At this point there is also
the problem of redistributing goods into manageable lots rather than in the amounts
purchased in bulk by the wholesaler.
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business
practice

Don’t go there: times to leave a distribution location alone
One distribution question that is often overlooked in commercial marketing is the ethical considerations associated
with not delivering to a specific region. There are numerous reasons for an organisation to refuse to ship to an area,
such as:
• prohibitive distribution costs: where the price of the product is overwhelmed by the
costs of shipping the product to the destination
• dangerous conditions: some regions are difficult to include in a distribution run, either
because of social or political unrest (the polite way to describe war or other armed
conflict), or due to high levels of criminal activity (e.g. hijacking, bandits)
• insufficient infrastructure: where a lack of basic (or complex) amenities such as running water, electricity or telephone lines reduce the effectiveness of the product or
service — if the town lacks fresh water, providing computers and Internet access
isn’t as valuable as water filters.
However, the ethical problem that can arise for a business is whether it should
ship products to expensive locations that either need the products (commercially
provided medical supplies, survival gear) or vital services (telecommunications).
The question of cost becomes one of cross-subsidisation from services that can
afford the premium, to lower the average cost to the distant markets. Ethically, providing this cross-subsidisation is also a difficult proposition — why should one
market (with high access barriers based on cost) benefit at the expense of the
more convenient target market? Do consumers who are in markets that are conQ.1 Are commercial
veniently located have an obligation to
providers of ‘essential’
support the markets that are harder to
services such as food, medical
access, or should the consumers in the
supplies, electricity or
difficult to access markets be responsible
telecommunications obliged to
for their own costs?
deliver to difficult markets?
For non-commercial operations, particularly government-owned services,
Q.2 Should the cost of
or services with community obligations (e.g. electricity, water or telecommunidistribution to a market be
cations), there are often regulations forcing them to provide their services to
borne by the target market, or
these areas. From a marketing perspective, market segmentation, logistics
costs and other factors would often suggest that leaving these markets alone is
averaged across all of the
the most commercially viable outcome. The question for marketing pracmarkets? What impact would
titioners is whether the commercial reality (high cost) outweighs the social benyour answer have for the
efit that they could provide with their products and services in these hard to
products listed in Question 1?
service communities.

Chapter summary
This chapter discussed some of the key issues and elements of the complex area
of distribution management. Although it is a less glamorous and less popular area
of marketing than the more high-profile marketing mix element of promotion, the
distribution function is intimately involved in all elements of the marketing mix.
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Without effective distribution, consumers can’t buy a product, regardless of how much they know about it
and want it. The element of distribution involves not only understanding the role of the marketer in
the producing organisation, but also
knowing the variety of potential outside organisations that are likely to
get involved in the distribution
channel and process. The roles,
functions and relative power of these
alternate organisations vary considerably according to the type of
product and the producer. Increasingly, producers are attempting to
maintain greater control over the
distribution function by forming vertical and horizontal networks and
developing their own distribution
channels from producer to final consumer. The more control that the originating organisation has, the greater
the consistency of the marketing mix,
as all elements are able to be
designed to work together with a
common objective.
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Review questions
R.1 What is the role of channels in the distribution process? Give examples of the
types of channels that exist and the role that they play.
R.2 What are some of the reasons why manufacturers have moved away from being
both manufacturer and distributor?
R.3 What is the primary reason for conflict between channel members and what
types of conflict are most likely to emerge?
R.4 Outline the specific roles that wholesalers and agents play within the
distribution channel. How does this differ from the retailer’s role?
R.5 What does the term ‘real clustering’ mean and why does this type of clustering
occur?
R.6 Compare and contrast the role of corner stores, category killers and shopping
centres in terms of retail distribution.
R.7 Under what general heading would the following be placed: brokers, auction
companies and selling agents? Briefly outline the role that they play in the
distribution process.
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R.8 In terms of distribution, how important is the packaging that is used and what
role(s) does it play?
R.9 What do the letters EDI stand for? What is the importance of EDI in the overall
distribution process?
R.10 Name three major types of transportation, including one that uses double
handling, and outline the advantages that they have for specific goods. Give
examples of the goods that could best be moved using each method.

Application questions
A.1 What are the advantages and disadvantages of growing an organisation using
franchising, for both the originator of the idea and the franchisee, in terms of
the distribution part of the marketing mix?
A.2 In your opinion, are the logistical issues concerning the distribution of both
physical and intellectual goods just a matter of commonsense? Demonstrate
your point of view with relevant examples.
A.3 Give examples of three types of retail outlets from small to large and outline the
benefits in using this mode of selling.
A.4 Give a brief description of the role of channels and the members most
commonly involved in the channel process.
A.5 The central business district was once a major player in the distribution process.
Is this still true today? Justify your answer in terms of changing distribution
patterns.

Discussion questions
D.1 ‘In terms of the professional marketer, distribution is really not an essential part
of marketing. It is much more suited to administrative sections of organisations
rather than the marketing department.’ Discuss this statement in the light of the
overall marketing mix and specifically the distribution component.
D.2 ‘Organisations that control all levels of distribution not only retain greater
control over the process but also are much more likely to manage distribution
more economically.’ Using one of the major retail distribution points that
have been discussed outline the benefits and problems associated with this
view.
D.3 (a) ‘With a greater number of products, distribution outlets and modes of
logistics today we face far fewer problems than in the past.’ (b) ‘With a greater
number of products, distribution outlets and modes of logistics today we face
far greater problems than in the past.’ Which of these statements is true, or
does the truth lie somewhere in between? Discuss.
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A three-step guide to distribution
While distribution is a complicated process, there are a few basic
physical goods), road safety (requiring products within four hours of
approaches that a tactical marketer can consider. Mols (1998) outordering when it’s a six-hour drive from supplier to consumer) or prelines a remarkably succinct approach to establishing a workable
sent a financially unsustainable commitment (delivered anywhere in
distribution framework. This three-step routine is as follows:
15 minutes or it’s free — from a pizza store based in the CBD to
Step 1: Ask the customer what they would like. This first phase
customers in the outer suburbs — with or without peak-hour traffic).
requires a bit of market research (see chapter 6), an underFundamental business considerations (cost, feasibility, commonstanding of consumer motives (see chapter 4) and an involvement
sense) should override the wishful thinking of the customer, or the
with the front counter staff (see chapter 12) who know the cusoverly optimistic projections of colleagues. If the product takes 15
tomer. The questions to ask the customer are:
minutes to cook, that time has to be factored into the delivery time.
• ‘Where do you want the product?’ If
Similarly, if the product has a
you’re dealing with a B2B customer,
specific or limited range of disdo they want the product shipped to
tribution mechanisms (e.g. gas
a warehouse in bulk, or to each
in pipelines), no amount of
store separately?
firmly written memos to engi• ‘Do you want us to deliver to you, or
neering will enable the product
will you collect from us?’ From a
to be delivered by post (gas in
consumer perspective, sometimes
envelopes). When calculating the
the customer wants home delivery,
feasibility of a distribution channel, conother times they want to come to the
sult with the product designers as well
store to inspect the goods before
as the logistics department.
purchase. Knowing the standard preference of your target
Step 3: Does anybody have a better idea? Just because the conmarket will determine where you need to put the product.
sumer first thought of the idea doesn’t mean that the idea is per• ‘How often do you want us to deliver?’ Does the customer want
fect. This stage of the process is where ideas are gradually refined
a constant stream of just-in-time deliveries so as to avoid stockand costed, and the best match between the consumer’s requests
piling? Or does the customer want a periodic bulk shipment of
and the organisation’s capacity is then presented back to the consupplies once a month (whether they need the goods or not)?
sumer. The bulk of this chapter is taken up with theories and
• ‘What features do you need? What features do you want, that,
examples of how to develop distribution mechanisms. Given that
at a pinch, you could live without? What
you, as the marketer, have studied distribution,
features are you willing to pay extra for?’
you’re
far more likely to be able to develop a
Q.1 Is the client’s demand
These three questions provide the opporworkable
distribution system than your client —
for a specific delivery system
tunity to get to the heart of the distribution
however,
just
be sure to match your system to
more or less important than
needs of your target market. This information
their
needs,
otherwise
you defeat the whole
the financial cost of
should be used in step 3 below.
point of step 1.
implementing this system?
Step 2: How can you do what the customer has
Bonus step 4: Ask the consumer if your revised
Q.2 Who should bear the
requested? This is one of the tactical-level condesign meets their needs. If yes, continue and
ultimate responsibility for
siderations that will separate the good marketers
implement the processes. If no, examine
deciding on the best distribution
from the characters in Dilbert® cartoons. Basically,
whether you can deliver effectively to the cusprocess — the company
once the suggestions for delivery preferences are
tomer — there’s no point taking on a customer
producing the product or the
received from the customer, eliminate ideas that
whom you can’t reach through a distribution
client ordering it?
breach known laws of physics (email delivery of
channel.
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Chapter 9

Promotion I: the theory

Chapter outline
When talking about ‘marketing’, people often focus almost
exclusively on the promotions aspect of the discipline. This
is because marketing communications such as advertising
are the external visible face of marketing practice. Over the
next two chapters we discuss the field of marketing communications in detail from both a theoretical and a tactical
perspective.
This chapter focuses on the key models and theories
that underpin marketing communications practices. The
marketing communications process is strongly linked with
the consumer decision-making process, as each stage of consumer decision making requires a different communications
approach or emphasis. Regardless of the intent of the communications message, it is important to understand the key
elements of how communication works. In this chapter, the
general model of communications is introduced with a particular emphasis on the importance of understanding the
shared field of experience that needs to exist between marketer and consumer to ensure effective communication takes
place. Once this basic model is understood it is possible to
focus on alternative models of communications and applications of communication theories. Finally, the chapter gives
an overview of the key models of communication types
including one-to-one communications, one-to-many communications and the emerging field of one-to-many-to-one
communications that are particularly relevant for online
communications.

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Understand the
interaction between
marketing
communications and
consumer behaviour
Outline the purpose
of marketing
communications
Know the key models
of communications
types
Know the different
communications
models
Explain how the
communications
process works, and
the elements of the
communications
models
Understand how
celebrity endorsement
influences buyer
behaviour.
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Introduction
Marketing communications is divided into two sections in this book — the general
theory of communication, and the specific tactical applications of the promotional
mix. This chapter focuses on the first element and examines the ‘how’, ‘why’ and ‘what
to do with it’ of the theories of human communications. Although there are many different theories that explain various aspects of marketing communications, the
emphasis in this chapter is on the theory and models that best describe the impact of
promotional messages. Chapter 10 explains how to make use of this knowledge in
terms of specific tactics using elements of the promotional mix.

Theory of promotion and communication
After the product, marketing communications is the next most important aspect of the
marketing mix. While the lack of an obvious product may not always hinder the development of a promotional campaign, the lack of a promotional and communications campaign will hinder a product. Thomas Edison was alleged to have proposed the idea that
if you build a better mousetrap, then the world will beat a path to your door (remembering
that Edison was the premier developer of new product ideas of his generation). The
problem with Edison’s outlook on life is that it relies on people automatically knowing
you’ve just developed a new product. An inferior mousetrap with a good promotional
campaign can go further than the perfect mouse catcher that nobody ever hears about.
Ironically, this is often cited as the great criticism of marketing — that marketing communications cause people to buy inferior products instead of the technically superior
alternatives. It’s hardly fair for marketing if the creators of the superior alternative forget
to inform the marketplace of the benefits (or even existence) of the superior product.
Instead, it serves as a reminder that the public can only work with the information that is
presented to them, and failing to present this information in an understandable and
usable format is the fault of the individual marketer, and not the discipline.

1

Marketing communications and consumer behaviour
The whole point of marketing communications is to talk to the consumer, and let the
consumer know that the product exists, is what they’re looking for and is what they
want to buy to meet their needs. Consequently, consumer behaviour and marketing
communications are very heavily intertwined (this is a positive feature of the discipline, not an inability to create two separate streams of ideas). As a result, some of the
information from chapter 4 will make a repeat appearance in chapters 9 and 10,
starting with the model of consumer decision making (see figure 9.1).
Problem
recognition

Information
search

Evaluation/
selection

Store
choice

Post
purchase

Figure 9.1: The consumer decision process Source: Neal, C., Quester, P. and Hawkins, D.,
2002, Consumer Behaviour: Implications for Marketing Strategy, third edition, McGraw-Hill/Irwin,
Sydney, p. 2.
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Problem recognition
Marketing communications in the problem recognition phase can assist the consumer in
recognising that there is a difference between their actual and desired states, either by
showing a better product solution or a new product. Ethical debate concerning the ‘creation of demand’ versus the demonstration of a product alternative has been ongoing in
this area of marketing. The overall outcome is to argue that marketing cannot create a
demand where no inherent desire exists (it doesn’t matter what the product is, if you don’t
want it, you won’t buy it). What good marketers recognise is that there are a variety of
product solutions to any perceived problem — the desired state of peer acceptance (being
just like your friends) can be facilitated by any one of a number of tangible or intangible
products including clothing, music and hairstyles. In a more general sense, marketing
messages tailored to trigger the problem recognition reaction offer a marketer the
opportunity to address a current problem or to generate interest in the product.

Information search
As noted in chapter 4, information search can be derived from marketer-created information, which is the responsibility of the promotional mix, or an internal search of
prior knowledge or experiences over which the marketer has only an indirect influence.
Marketing communications at this stage of the decision process are informational, persuasive and frequently educational (see ‘The purpose of marketing communications’
below for details). In the information search phase, the consumer may actively seek
marketing messages, either by looking at advertising for products, contacting sales
staff or visiting organisational web sites.

Promotional mix: a seven
piece tool kit of marketingcommunications
techniques that can be
used to relay the
marketing message.

Evaluation/selection
Evaluation is out of the direct reach of marketing communications, as it is an internal
thought process (and thus far, tests of the psychic advertising network have failed to
produce results). The persuasiveness of the marketing message and consumers’ longterm memory and recall of the marketing communications play a role at this point in
the decision-making process. Consequently, issues of recall, message clarity and message interpretation all have a role to play here in the ultimate choice of the product.

Store choice
The store choice step of the process is influenced by both the communications message
and the promotional mix elements of personal selling and point-of-sale display (see
chapter 10). Where a product is relying on a limited distribution channel (see chapter 8),
promotional messages need to include information concerning retail outlet locations or a
list of store locations for a specific retail chain. Where the product is more universal (such
as Coke or Pepsi), the store choice is less important, and is unlikely to feature as part of
the promotional campaign. If store choice is a significant factor as to whether a product is
likely to be bought (i.e. limited retail distribution, or exclusive distribution arrangements),
then the communications message needs to explain where the product is available to the
consumer, as much as it needs to explain how the product meets the consumer’s needs.

Post purchase
Post-purchase marketing communications exist as a means of encouraging repeat purchase, reducing cognitive dissonance and developing ongoing relationships between
consumers and companies. While the majority of post-purchase specific marketing messages are directly targeted — through registration, courtesy follow-up calls or sales visits
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— it is still possible to use a mass-market campaign for this purpose. Whenever an advert
promotes a statement such as ‘Millions of Australians have switched to [Product Name
Here]’ you can be certain that this campaign is targeted at reinforcing the wavering views
of the current adopters. By using social pressure (see chapter 4), it is possible to create
a dual campaign that reinforces the post-purchase decisions (‘Millions have made the
same decision as you, therefore you can’t be wrong’ — something you should never mention to One.Tel customers) and creates a social pressure message for non-users (‘Why
aren’t you like the rest of us and using this product?’).
Most marketing communications messages are aimed at demonstrating a need,
providing a persuasive reason to use a particular product to meet that need, and
reinforcing the product choice. On a few occasions, the messages are aimed outside of
the consumer decision-making process, and these are usually apologies or product
recall messages.

The purpose of marketing communications

2

Marketing communications exist for the purpose of communicating a message from the
sponsor to the product’s target audience. Along the way, the message can be intercepted
by people outside of the target audience, or it can miss the audience entirely. If you’ve
ever sat and stared at an advert and wondered what the product was, what the ad was
trying to say and why it was trying to say it, there’s a strong chance you weren’t the target
market. If you happen to figure out that it’s a product you usually buy, chances are the
marketer has dropped the ball and failed to address the message to you. Sony’s campaign
for the PlayStation was famous for reaching out to the target audience with a recognisable
set of logo and symbols (the four logos from the PlayStation controller), but its campaign
for the PlayStation2 (PS2) had less success. The use of esoteric advertising and the
slogan ‘The Third Place’ was designed to be ‘provocative and thought-provoking’ (which
is industry shorthand for confusing and baffling to the target audience). By the time a lot
of potential purchasers of the PlayStation2 had figured out it was a Sony advert, they’d
spent more time trying to work out why it was such a bizarre advert than on whether the
PS2 had a place in their life (of course, the Xbox just tells potential customers that they’re
whining puppies or crying babies — at this rate, the Nintendo GameCube just needs to
be polite and straightforward to the market to win this promotional showdown).
Overall, the role of marketing communications has six functional purposes:
• informing the consumer
• persuading the consumer
• educating the consumer
• encouraging and supporting the consumer
• discouraging the consumer
• entertaining the consumer.

Informing the consumer
Marketing communications are the only marketer-controlled avenues available to
the producer to get product information to the marketplace (excluding information
attached to the product, such as instructions). Consequently, the primary role of communications is to inform the consumer of the existence of the product and deliver a
range of information such as product features, pricing and distribution outlets.
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Persuading the consumer
Persuading a consumer to buy your product is the difficult task faced by the
marketing communicator — largely because the consumer knows that you’re trying
to do it, and that the reputation of marketing as a persuasive technique is often
greater than its ability to actually change someone’s mind. The purpose of persuasive
campaigns is relatively straightforward — take a consumer, and give them a very good
reason to buy your product and an even better reason to explain the purchase to the
people around them. (It’s incredibly easy to buy a product with the rationale ‘I felt like
it’ until you have to justify the purchase to someone else. Then you need a really good
excuse, and the marketer who provides that excuse helps sell their products just that
little bit more.)
Persuasion in this context does not actually mean lying to the consumer. One of the
most misunderstood ideas in marketing is to promise the consumer more than the
product can deliver. This is wrong for three reasons: first, it’s bad business; second, it’s
ethically wrong; and third, it’s often illegal. In the modern age of lawyers, Trade Practices
Acts and current affairs shows in need of stories about dodgy businesspeople, ripping
off the customer is a very short-term way of doing business, and good way to ruin
longer-term business credibility in any market. Even if you get away with it once, longterm success depends on repeat business, and the consumer you cheated once won’t
come back for a second go. Ethically, promising the consumer a range of features and
product outcomes that cannot occur, or do not exist, is dishonest. While many people
will be put under pressure to ‘get results’ even if it means lying to the customer, just
remember that five nights a week, there are at least two television current affairs shows
looking for investigative reporting scandals.
Good persuasion is about matching the needs of the consumer with the features of
the product, and demonstrating how these needs and features are compatible. A consumer who is told up-front that the product will meet three of their five needs is reasonably likely to buy the product (and seek an alternative solution to the remaining
two needs). In contrast, a sales pitch that claims the product solves all five needs
(when it clearly doesn’t solve two of them) will be less likely to make a deal, because it
casts doubts on the credibility of the rest of the claims. Honesty in marketing communications is far more persuasive than many people realise — simply because
honest communications and up-front declarations of what the product can and can’t
do increase the credibility of the product and the brand.

Educating the consumer
Educational messages are those marketing communications that are both informational in content and aim to teach a behaviour or deliver a non-persuasive message.
Educational campaigns used to be the prerogative of government marketing and social
marketing, with the road-safety campaigns being the most obvious example. The idea
of the educational marketing message is to convey socially beneficial information in a
marketing communication. More recently, product collectives have launched educational campaigns — for example, the Dairy Association espouses the benefits of
consuming dairy products. These societal marketing messages are educational in
nature as they teach consumers about a health issue (incidentally creating or identifying a need) and demonstrate a solution (product class solution — i.e. consume dairy
for calcium, rather than drink trim milk to stay slim).
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Deciding who should be educated about what
Market segmentation, target marketing and focused messages
for different groups are accepted as fundamental principles of
marketing practice. When resources are limited, success is
often based on developing a clear and focused message for a
tightly defined niche market. What happens then, if the message
is literally a matter of life and death? Should the same rules that
apply to educational messages, particularly those relating to
health issues, also apply to commercial products? Is it better to
attempt to reach all people with a generic communication
campaign or a specific market segment with a clearly targeted
message?
This is one of the dilemmas facing social marketers who have
been charged with developing messages aimed at changing behaviours as diverse as minimising harm through drug taking, safe sex
practices, road safety and sun safety. The most accessible and
responsive market segments tend to be those that are already at a
relatively low risk. Messages targeting this group are likely to be
effective in reducing a low-risk population to a virtually no-risk population. Those most at risk,
conversely, tend to be those
Q.1 In your opinion, should
who are least likely to
marketers who are responsible
respond positively to the
for education-style messages,
message, no matter how
such as anti-drug taking
much effort has gone into its
messages, use a generic,
development. If success is
undifferentiated approach to
measured in terms of changed
reach all people or a targeted
behaviour, the rational marapproach? Why? Justify your
keter will focus on those most likely to respond, leaving those
answer.
hard to reach, needy segments alone.
Q.2 Find examples of
The challenge for education-focused marketers is to balance the needs of
targeted vs. generic
both groups with social and governmental pressure to ‘do something’. Is it etheducation-style marketing
ical or appropriate to spend tens of thousands of dollars communicating to a
communications for class
group that is already engaging in a dangerous behaviour and trying to get them
discussion. How effective is
to stop when the same amount could feasibly prevent a more responsive audieach of these examples?
ence from ever reaching the stage where they need active care or intervention?

Educational messages also include advertising that explains a company’s position
on an issue such as wood chipping, logging or the environment. McDonald’s frequently
devotes marketing communication messages to explain its corporate position on key
issues such as the environment. Other organisations such as the Austereo Radio
Group run print media advertising in trade journals and business papers to educate
potential consumers as to the benefits associated with using radio advertising.
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Encouraging and supporting the consumer
Marketing messages can be tailored to be supportive for the consumer, and quite often
can be phrased in terms of ‘Congratulations [Target Market], with your help [Company
Name] has become one of the leading brands in [Regional Market]’. If this sounds
cynical, try replacing the words in [square brackets] with the words [Australia], [Big
Kev] and your local region and see whether it sounds familiar. Other encouragement
messages include advertising that displays the product being used in familiar surroundings or by a credible endorser.
These messages are often run after an event, such as a fundraising drive, or a major
sports event, where the results of the event (money raised, numbers of people
attending) are revealed as a way of encouraging future attendance and participation.
Encouragement messages focus on delivering positive social pressure messages of
reinforcement and a sense of community.

Discouraging the consumer
At the opposite end of the spectrum from encouragement campaigns are the negative
messages of de-marketing and communications designed to discourage the consumer. While the most recognisable form of discouragement marketing is visible
around any election, negative political advertising doesn’t hold the monopoly on
advertising messages designed to reduce or restrict consumer actions. De-marketing
is the process whereby marketing communications are used to convince consumers
to use less of a popular service, where that service is experiencing demand above
the level it can possibly support. Public transport authorities frequently use this
method, along with organisers of multi-day popular events (who are often successful
to the point that nobody shows up on the first day of the event for fear of the crowds).
A large portion of road-safety and health campaigns have been focused around discouraging consumers from performing a certain behaviour (speeding, drink driving,
smoking) through the use of negative messages. Some have taken less subtle
approaches to the matter, such as the infamous Australian ‘If you drink and drive,
you’re a bloody idiot’ campaign, whereas others prefer a more tactful approach of
‘Speed kills’ or ‘Don’t roll over in your sleep’. For the most part, discouraging
marketing messages are designed to inform consumers that they don’t actually have
the need they think they have, or, if they do, that it’s not as urgent as they thought it
was and they can wait for a while before acting on it.

De-marketing: the process of
reducing demand for a ting
product by using marke
techniques to persuade duct.
people not to use the pro

Entertaining the consumer
Marketing messages can be interesting, fun and enjoyable. The purpose of entertaining the customer is to get a positive response from the company’s advert and
then hope that translates into sales at the store. While this seems like a very roundabout and unscientific method of handling promotion, consider the reverse — if you
alienate and annoy customers with unpleasant, boring or offensive advertising,
you’re going to lose them as customers. Of course, as always seems to be the case in
marketing, some of the most effective adverts gained their foothold in the mind of
the consumer through being irritating. That said, this isn’t a sure-fire method of success, as consumers may remember your brand for the wrong reason (e.g. I’ll never
buy anything from the people who use the sound of fingernails running down the
blackboard in their advert).
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As a general rule, if you entertain people, you are more likely to gain them as customers, and increase the extent to which they like advertising across the board. The
only danger inherent in focusing on the entertainment value is when the brand is
obscured by the commercial. Some of the most entertaining adverts ever created
(judged by awards and the frequency of their appearance on Australia’s Funniest Television
Commercials) often failed to generate any sales for the product. People remembered the
enjoyment from the advert, but forgot to buy the product.
One other upside to positive, enjoyable advertising is that it can lead to viral
marketing (and if you feel like this section is alternating from good cop to bad cop and
back again, you’re right). The beauty of a viral marketing campaign is that this is where
people have so much fun with your content, they want to share it with their friends and
family (see below for more on viral marketing, and revisit chapter 1).

3

Models of communications types
One area for tactical marketers to consider is the type of communication that they can
expect to engage in to deliver their marketing message to the end user. There are three
major forms of communications that marketers need to be able to understand at a
conceptual level, in order to select the right tactical tool for use in the situation. These
three models are:
• One-to-one communications, which are direct interactions between individuals across
a medium, either by phone, email, mail or personal contact.
• One-to-many communications, which are the broadcast-style communications where
a single person or organisation transmits a message to a large group of recipients. The
most recognised version of this model is television and radio broadcasting, along with
outdoor advertising and print publications.
• One-to-many-to-one communications, where both the sender and receiver of the message can interact with the message, and each other. This is the model that best describes
communication on the Internet, and was developed to explain the operation of electronic
communication in bulletin boards, chat groups and similar interactive environments.

One-to-one communications
Figure 9.2: One-to-one
(non-interactive)
communications Source:
Adapted from Figure 2 in
Hoffman, D. L. and Novak,
T. P., 1996, ‘Marketing in
hypermedia computermediated environments:
conceptual foundations’,
Journal of Marketing, Vol. 60,
No. 3, July, pp. 50–68,
published by the American
Marketing Association.

One-to-one communications are relatively straightforward, and are illustrated in figure
9.2. This style of communication exists as a one-way message from sender (F) to
receiver (C), and is commonly found in marketing communications such as direct mail
(coupons, mail-out offers), direct response advertising (‘Call now, our operators are
standing by’) and other non-person-based response mechanisms (web sites, fax-back
forms). The key to this approach is that the content of the message is delivered
through the medium to the end user in a one-on-one format (e.g. personalised messages) with no immediate interaction between the message sender and receiver.

F
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The second method of one-to-one communication is interactive exchange between
individuals, which is illustrated in figure 9.3. This model of communications involves
interaction across a communications medium (telephone, face-to-face conversation)
between actors who can interact and respond to each other’s messages. Uses of oneto-one interactive communications in tactical marketing include telemarketing (see
chapter 10), personal selling (see chapters 10 and 12) and the role of the salesperson
(see chapter 12). The basic difference between the two models is simply whether the
person receiving the message can immediately interact with the message sender in the
one-to-one communication.

F

Content
Figure 9.3: One-to-one
(interactive)
communications Source:
Hoffman, D. L. and Novak,
T. P., 1996, ‘Marketing in
hypermedia computermediated environments:
conceptual foundations’,
Journal of Marketing, Vol. 60,
No. 3, July, pp. 50–68.

Medium

F

Content

One-to-many communications
One-to-many communications are the domain of the mass broadcast messages of
television, print, radio and outdoor advertising. Unlike one-to-one advertising, there is
no opportunity to develop personally targeted messages for delivery to the receiver.
Instead, these communications are designed to address a broad range of people from
the same target market (see figure 9.4).

C
C

F

Content

C

Medium

C
C

Figure 9.4: Broadcast
model Source: Hoffman, D. L.
and Novak, T. P., 1996,
‘Marketing in hypermedia
computer-mediated
environments: conceptual
foundations’, Journal of
Marketing, Vol. 60, No. 3,
July, pp. 50–68.
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The broadcast model is the most common and cost-effective method of delivering
marketing communications as it allows for the economies of scale provided by delivering the one consistent message to a wider audience. Unlike interactive one-to-one
communications, there are no avenues for direct contact and reaction from the
receiver to the sender. In addition, the nature of the one-to-many broadcast approach
is to create a message strategy that can meet the basic requirements for a large group
of people. Common marketing communications techniques using one-to-many broadcasting include television and radio advertising, print media advertising, outdoor
advertising and any given form of non-personalised, non-interactive message delivery
medium.

One-to-many-to-one communications
The final communications model was developed to describe the circumstances under
which mass communications broadcasting and personalised one-to-one communications can coexist and interact. As illustrated by figure 9.5, one-to-many-to-one communications allow for messages to be sent to the broader target market and also to
the individual.

F
F
Content

F

Content

Medium

C

C

Content

C

Content

F

C

Figure 9.5: One-to-many-to-one communications Source: Hoffman, D. L. and Novak, T. P.,
1996, ‘Marketing in hypermedia computer-mediated environments: conceptual
foundations’, Journal of Marketing, Vol. 60, No. 3, July, pp. 50–68.
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Although this model was originally designed to describe the interaction of people in
online environments such as newsgroups, web site chat boards and electronic discussion
forums, it can also be used to explore any situation where a public broadcast is directed
at answering the needs of an individual while addressing a group at the same time. For
example, a product sales seminar that includes questions from the audience allows the
salesperson to personally target a message to the questioner and still deliver a broader
message to the wider group. Similarly, this model effectively describes the talkback radio
model where the broadcast medium can be used for a one-to-one interactive exchange.
Tactical marketing can take advantage of the one-to-many-to-one exchange through
the design of online promotions to address individual users in public forums or to
deliver broadcast answers to individual questions. In addition, any forum where a
broadcast-style of event (one-to-many) can incorporate directed personal responses
(one-to-one) in a manner viewable by more than the immediate recipient can make use
of the model.

4

Communications models
There are a wide range of models, diagrams, flow charts and illustrations that purport
to explain how communications work, and don’t work, and what happens along the
way. As with the models of consumer behaviour, these are not perfect representations
of how the world works. This chapter examines two models of communications — a
broad-level overview of how the communications process works, and a more microlevel examination of how celebrity endorsement operates in society and for the benefit
of marketing. While this may appear to go from the sublime (or subliminal) to the ridiculous, there are two reasons for the selection of the models. First, for those interested in further models of communications theory there are a range of marketing
textbooks in the advertising and promotion fields that can give an overview of alternative communications models. Second, the technique of celebrity endorsement is
one of the most widely recognised techniques in marketing communications, and is
often used at the tactical marketing level. This is not to say that celebrity endorsement
is the be all and end all of marketing communications campaigns (there are many
other methods that may be more or less effective for a specific campaign). However,
given the relatively high profile of this method (both within the industry and the
media), plus the relative familiarity most students would have with the technique, it is
used as an example of some of the promotional techniques that students can learn in
their ‘Advertising and promotion’ or ‘Integrated marketing communications’ classes
later in their marketing studies.

5

General model of the communications process
The general model of the communications process examines the movement of an idea
(the marketing message) from the sender (marketer), through encoding (content creation), into the communications channel (promotional mix, see chapter 10), where it is
decoded (viewed, watched, (mis)understood) by the receiver (the consumer, see
chapter 4). The process is illustrated in figure 9.6.

Encoding: the process of
converting an idea into a
series of message
components.
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Figure 9.6: Model of the communications process Source: Belch, G. E. and Belch, M. A.,
2001, Introduction to Advertising and Promotion: An Integrated Marketing Communications Perspective,
fifth edition, McGraw-Hill/Irwin, Sydney.

Noise: any form of
interference between the
original idea and the
reception of that idea by
the target audience.

Field of experience: the totalanlife
experience of the receiver, resd
the degree of overlap it shad the
between the consumer an
message creator.

Each of the steps in the process occurs under the broad influence of three factors:
• Noise: this is any form of interference between the sending of the original idea and
the receipt of that idea by the target audience. It can literally be just noise — when
the communications message from an advert is interrupted by conversation,
background distractions or other interference. Other forms of noise include factors
such as a billboard message being obscured from view, a bus sign passing too
quickly to catch a full look at the advert, or changing the channel midway into (or
out of) an advert. It may also include competing (and confusing) messages from the
competition’s promotional messages.
• Field of experience: this is the total life experience of the receiver, and the degree
of overlap it shares between the consumer and the message creator (this is explored
in depth below). This is both the field of experience of the marketer and the consumer,
and the shared field of experience, which is where these two worlds intersect.
• Response/feedback loop: this is the ultimate benchmark measure of the success or failure
of the message. Responses can be as simple as product purchase, returning a
survey or phoning an operator (they’re waiting now) to place an order. Complicated
responses include spreading the marketing message (viral marketing) or acting on
the idea and instructions of a message (voting, recycling, following a fashion). Feedback is the direct interpretation of these responses in a manner useable (and
useful) to the marketer. It can be in the form of sales figures, market research or listening post data. It can also be in the form of protests, legal action and complaints,
if the marketing message has the wrong impact in the marketplace.

Sender
The sender is the creator of the message, and is usually either the advertising agency
or the organisation’s marketing department. Tactical marketing often requires the
selection of the message sender — should the message be the responsibility of the
company or an external agency? The value of the sender is important in creating the
shared field of experience between the sender and the receiver. As a tactical marketer,
one of the critical factors to be determined in selecting the sender is the overlap
between the target market and the carrier of the message.
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Encoding
Encoding is the process of converting an idea into a series of message components.
Message components include:
• the audio and visual components of advertising
• the selection of symbols, logos and brand marks
• the use of colour, movement and lighting
• the selection and meaning of verbal components
• the creation of non-verbal messages.
The encoding process also includes the selection of the promotional mix, and is
covered in more depth in chapter 10. This is the point in the process where market
research can be brought to bear, both from the perspective of providing useful information regarding the consumer and in the role of pre-testing the advertising concept
(see chapter 6).

Channel
The channel is the meeting of the advertising message and the consumer — it’s the
means of getting the advertising message to the consumer. It can be influenced by
the marketing message, the selection of the promotional mix, the type and nature of
the product (idea, service, goods) and the consumer. For the most part, the message is
more important than the medium, although there’s a reasonably famous phrase to
indicate that both are inseparable. McLuhan’s statement that ‘The medium is the
message’ can be taken to mean that the manner in which you deliver a message to a
consumer is as important as the message itself. A note tied to a rock through the front
window of your business carries with it a certain set of messages as to the nature of
the content of the note. This is much more effective than hearing the words ‘YOU’VE
GOT MAIL’ (although a rock thrown through the window that says ‘YOU’VE GOT MAIL’
as it lands would be unnerving).

Decoding
Decoding is the process where the consumer takes the marketing message and works
out how it will help them with their problem recognition, information search or postpurchase support. As a result, the process can differ significantly from person to
person, depending on what they are using the process for, and what information they
need from it. Advertising messages that are targeted at the problem recognition phase
of consumer decision making offer information that demonstrates a difference
between current state and desired state. Interestingly enough, if the consumer has
already determined that there is a problem, the same advert that created the problem
recognition can be used to solve the problem.
For example, in the encoding stage, the basic message for an advertisement could
be to convey that OCMAX shoes, with the product features of comfort, support and
sporting performance, are now $149.99 at leading stores, as opposed to $199.99,
which they cost when they were first released. This advert, which shows a new pair of
sports shoes with cushioned soles, can be used to create a problem state (‘My shoes
aren’t as comfortable as the advertised shoes’) or be used to solve a problem state
(‘My running shoes make my feet hurt’). The owner of a new pair of these shoes may
look at the advert and feel a level of increased satisfaction with their purchase — or
point to the advert and proudly proclaim ownership of the product shown on screen.
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Decoding is largely outside of the control of the marketer, although the careful use of
pre-testing and market research can indicate to the company the extent to which the
test subjects (representing the consumers) are accurately interpreting the message.
In the OCMAX case, the consumers took what information they wanted from the
advertisement to meet their own needs for information, product choice or product
reinforcement.

Receiver
The receiver is the consumer of the advertising content, and may or may not be the
target audience for the message (chapter 4 covers the internal processes of the consumer). It’s important to remember that a marketing message is a public communication, and even the most directly targeted message can fall into the hands of
someone outside of the target market. Keep this in mind when designing marketing
messages — a message that may be absolutely acceptable to the target audience may
not be socially acceptable to the wider public. Marketing does not exist in a vacuum,
and as such marketers must act with one eye on the target market and the other on the
dominant social values of the day.

Field of experience
As stated above, field of experience relates to the life experience of the message sender
and receiver, and overlaps to create the shared field of experience. Shared field of experience allows for communication between people as they can draw on familiar understandings and commonly shared meanings for words, symbols and events. If you’ve ever told
a story about an incident that you found amusing, only to get no response (or a blank
stare), and had to use the words ‘I guess you had to be there’ to explain it away, you’ve
met a situation where there was insufficient shared field of experience.
From a tactical perspective, there are some occasions when deliberately invoking
a shared field gap is useful — particularly for selling products that address belongingness needs (see chapter 4). The message needs to imply that ownership of the
product will create that shared experience, and allow the user to become one of the
group of people who understand the message. If you ever see an advertisement with
the line ‘It’s a [Subgroup] thing, you wouldn’t understand’, chances are you’re looking
at an advert designed to enforce a shared field gap.
In contrast, however, while the gap is a useable marketing tool, it must be used
intentionally, rather than as a result of a genuine lack of shared understanding.
Watching any advertising designed by a government department to depict how ‘the
kids’ speak in ‘modern language’ is quite often painful (to the extreme, dude). Also,
lack of shared experiences can often create unintentional insult, as the sender may use
imagery to attempt to close the gap, only to discover than the commercial exploitation
of the image is intensely insulting to the target market. Thus far, most religious icons
have been used to endorse everything from skiing holidays (weeping Madonna,
Thredbo) to hamburgers (Confucianism and McDonald’s), and any number of products
are endorsed by Nordic gods (Oden and motorcycle gangs). It’s not entirely clear
whether this counts as celebrity endorsement, or is simply tacky exploitation of
religious icons for commercial gain. (For one thing, it’s hard to get confirmation from a
Greek god, or their management, as to whether they’ve been properly paid for
endorsing a video game.)
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global
perspectives

Sharing fields of experience across cultures

Language is the common element that binds individual cultures. As the
foundation of culture, variations in understanding can occur not only
between cultures with very different languages, but also among cultures with the same language but different shared experiences and
understanding of terms.
International marketing is full of incidents where slogans, branding
and other communications successful in the country of origin have
fallen down when exported, simply because there is no shared field of
experience between the marketer and their new target market.
Famous cases of problem translations include the following:
• Coca-Cola’s initial entry into the Chinese market was limited when it
was discovered that signage for the product literally translated into
‘Bite the wax tadpole’.
• In Taiwan, Pepsi’s slogan ‘Come alive with the Pepsi Generation’
translated into ‘Pepsi will bring your ancestors back from the dead’.
Source: Reproduced with the permission of
• In Italy, Schweppes Tonic Water translated into Schweppes Toilet
Alta Vista Company. All rights reserved.
Water.
• Advertising for Australia’s XXXX beer often causes concern and/or
amusement to US visitors, as XXXX is a leading brand of condom in the United States.
In general, the biggest problems arise when a slogan relies on a pun or a play on words. Often a witty slogan in one
language is meaningless in another, in the same way that jokes often fail to translate. For example, translating the familiar English joke ‘Two peanuts were walking into a bar when one was assaulted’ into other
languages results in the following combinations:
Q.1 Language is one area
• ‘Two peanuts were walking into a bar when one was attacked.’
where the shared field of
• ‘Two peanuts were walking into a bar when one was set upon by ruffians.’
experience may differ between
• ‘Two peanuts were walking into a bar when one was mugged.’
countries. Give examples that
• ‘Two peanuts were walking into a bar when one was struck.’
you have researched of how
All of which are nonsensical and certainly don’t portray the original wit intended.
other aspects of
The key to success in communicating with different cultural groups, both internationally and
communication have failed
in cultural segments within the local market, is quality market research. In particular, extensive
internationally due to a lack of
test marketing of slogans, symbols and brand images is critical if the wrong message isn’t to
a shared field of experience.
be portrayed. For example, it is doubtful that Eagle Boys Pizza Express is consciously tarQ.2 This mini-case focuses
geting the homosexual market through its use of the corporate pink triangles, although the use
on problems of translation.
of pink triangles in other circumstances is clearly meant to indicate a gay-friendly environment.
Give some examples of
If you are interested in how your product, slogan or other promotional materials translate into
successful multinational
other languages a useful Internet-based tool is the Babel fish translator (babelfish.altavista.com).
communications. Why do you
Although not failsafe, the translator will help you to find out whether or not your communications
believe that these campaigns,
make initial sense in another language, make no sense or are likely to offend.
slogans, brands or images
Source: www.relojournal.com/sept96/tadpole.htm; and Ricks, D. A., 1999, Blunders in
International Business, third edition, Blackwell Publishers, Malden, Mass.

have succeeded?
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How marketing communications work
Once the communication has reached the receiver, the cognitive response model in figure
9.7 describes what happens next in the mind of the consumer. The process described by
the model demonstrates how marketing communications messages influence the consumer’s intention to purchase the product. The model covers the thought process from
reception to action, tracing the progress from marketing communications back to consumer behaviour. The individual components of the model are explored below.
Product/message
thoughts

Exposure to
advertising

Brand
attitudes

Source-oriented
thoughts

Ad-execution
thoughts

Purchase
intention

Attitude towards
advertisement

Figure 9.7: Cognitive response model Source: Belch, G. E. and Belch, M. A., 2001,
Introduction to Advertising and Promotion: An Integrated Marketing Communications Perspective, fifth
edition, McGraw-Hill/Irwin, Sydney, p. 160.

• Exposure to advertising: any form of exposure to the advertising message, either intentionally, through active information search or passively, by simply being in the same
place as the advertising, counts as exposure. Tactical marketers need to keep in
mind that people remember and react to adverts that they encounter by passive
exposure, so that careless billboard placements or inappropriate use of advertising
can have a detrimental effect for the product and brand. Merely being seen is not
enough — being seen in a positive light is the most critical factor.
• Product/message thoughts: the initial reactions to the content of the marketing message
— the idea, product, service or offer being communicated to the consumer (see
chapter 7).
• Source-oriented thoughts: thoughts in response to the source of the advertising; associated with issues of credibility, attractiveness and power. A strong offer of a value
made by a source with suspect credibility will often be rejected in favour of a lowervalue offer made by a more credible source. Low-credibility sources and high-value
offers are often associated with an initial ‘too good to be true’ reaction, or a suspicion of fraud.
• Ad-execution thoughts: the consumer’s reactions to how the information was presented
in the marketing communications. The problem for marketing communicators is
when ad-execution thoughts outweigh and overrule product message thoughts. This
is fairly common with adverts that are confusing (Sony PS2 adverts frequently result
in the question ‘Where is the third place anyway?’), or adverts that create a positive
response to the content (The ‘Wassup?’ ads are for Budweiser) without consumers
remembering the product or brand at the same time.
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• Brand attitudes: the combined impact of the marketing message for the product, the
product offer, the source of the message and the organisation’s brand image.
• Attitude towards advertisement: how the consumer feels towards the marketing communication. Ultimately, marketers want people to have a positive feeling towards the
advertising, but, most realistically, marketing communicators will settle for a neutral
response. Unfortunately, with the expansion of advertising and commercial marketing
messages to just about every forum possible, it’s increasingly hard to get consumers
to the point of wishing no specific harm towards marketing communications, let
alone making them feel pleased to see an advert. However, where marketing can get
people to have a pleasurable experience with advertising messages, it increases the
chance of the marketing communication becoming a viral marketing campaign.
• Purchase intention: the intention to attempt to purchase the product (if the price is
right, the product is available and the consumer can find it before solving their
needs with an alternative product solution), which brings the circle back into the
domain of consumer behaviour (see chapter 4).

Source-oriented thoughts: source factors
The source of the message is a key factor in the success of a marketing communications campaign, and has to be carefully selected to fit with the rest of the organisation. There are three key factors that impact on the effectiveness of the message
source:
• Credibility is a combination of perceived expertise and trustworthiness. Expertise
is the degree to which a person is believed to be knowledgeable about the subject
matter that they are presenting. Actual knowledge is immaterial, as numerous actors
who have played high-profile television doctors are often perceived as being more
credible endorsers of medical products than genuine (but far less famous) medical
practitioners. Trustworthiness is the extent to which the recipient of the communication believes that the person delivering the message is acting in the best interests
of the recipient, and is not acting for personal gain. As odd as it seems, many of the
most successful product endorsers are those people who have positions of opinion
leadership (such as talkback radio hosts) and to whom people are accustomed to
looking for information on how and what to think about an issue. The fact that the
endorser is being paid to recommend a product to the viewer rarely seems to automatically trigger the ‘this is not in your best interests’ function in people’s minds.
• Attractiveness is a combination of similarity and likeability. Similarity is the extent
to which the receiver of the message identifies with the sender, and believes that
they are like them, or can be like them. This interacts quite strongly with the belongingness need, and tactical marketers can emphasise the relationship between similarity, belongingness and ownership of the product. Likeability is the extent to
which the receiver feels positively towards the endorser, and actually likes the
person who is promoting the product. As usual, the more you like the person, the
more you’re supposed to like the brand. The flip side is that if you really don’t like
the brand, you’ll start to dislike the person promoting the brand (cola war loyalties
and musical preferences do count here — many fans of Britney Spears were probably quite upset when she turned to the dark side of the cola and signed with Pepsi).

Credibility: the inherent
believability of a statement,
or a person, which is a
combination of perceived
expertise and
trustworthiness.
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• Power is the extent to which the consumer believes the endorser has the power to
enforce their recommendations. It divides into three subfunctions of perceived control, concern and scrutiny, which effectively asks whether the endorser can enforce
their recommendation, would care if their recommendation wasn’t followed, or would
be able to tell if the consumer followed their instructions. Again, this is a perception,
and may or may not hold true in reality, as the consumer may believe the endorser
to have greater interest in them than is possible, or may actually feel that the
endorser can directly reward or influence the consumer’s life. If you buy Napisan products only because you believe that the Napisan people will knock on your door one
day and barge their way into your house (and a trespass lawsuit) just so they can find
out whether you use Napisan or not, then you really do respect the power of Napisan.
While these three factors apply to all marketing communications, they have the
greatest impact when used in conjunction with celebrity product endorsement.

6
Product endorsement: ons
a marketing communicati
mechanism designed to appeal
to belongingness needs byth a
associating a product wi r
social pressure group, pee
icon or celebrity figure.

A specific model of communication: endorsement theory
Product endorsement is a marketing communications mechanism designed to appeal
to belongingness needs by associating a product with a social pressure group, peer
icon or celebrity figure. There are three main types of product endorsement:
• Celebrity endorsement, where a product is endorsed by someone famous, largely
because the person is famous, and because people might buy the product simply
because the famous person recommended it.
• ‘Every person’ endorsement, where ordinary people are used to endorse a product
(this is sometimes confused with product testimonials, which are a separate issue
examined below).
• Owner endorsement, where the manufacturer of the product personally endorses
their brand, product or advertising. If you’ve ever liked a product so much you’ve
thought about buying the company, or if you’d be happy to stand behind the
product you sell, you will be familiar with this approach.
Celebrity endorsement by high-profile sports stars or musicians is frequently the
most recognised and remembered aspect of product endorsement. Some people are
virtually synonymous with product endorsement to the extent that social critic Jello
Biafra once asked ‘Has anyone ever seen Tiger Woods’ hair?’ given the number of times
Tiger has been pictured in a corporate sponsor’s hat (Biafra 2001). Similarly, other
famous sports stars are verging on being more famous for endorsing products than for
their original sporting prowess. (If you can name three products that Michael Jordan
endorses, but can’t name his jersey number, you’ll understand.)
However, an increasing array of ‘every person’ endorsers has been used as a counterbalance to the unattainable status level of the superstar. (Not everyone who drinks
Pepsi can be Kylie Minogue. For one thing, most people are taller than her, and 50 per
cent of the population have a slight gender disadvantage.) Consequently, ‘ordinary
heroes’ and lower-level celebrity endorsement have become a popular mechanism for
promoting products that aren’t suited to celebrity endorsement. While this represents
a revival of the technique for commercial marketing, many social marketing products
are endorsed by ordinary ‘users’ of the cause — for example, cancer survivors are used
to endorse cancer fundraising.
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The theory of celebrity
Celebrity endorsement relies on two important factors — the existence of a celebrity
with social meaning, and the capacity to transfer that meaning from person to product.
Not every cultural group has the same approach to conferring status and celebrity onto
people, and this status is often non-transferable. Figure 9.8 illustrates the three-stage
process of moving the meaning from the celebrity to the end consumer.
Culture

Endorsement
brity

Objec
Perso
Context

Celebrit

Consumption

Product

Produc

Consumer

FIGURE 9.8

Role 1
3
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Figure 9.8: Celebrity endorsement Source: McCracken, G., 1989, ‘Who is the celebrity
endorser? Cultural foundations of the endorsement process’, Journal of Consumer Research,
Vol. 16, p. 315.

In a nutshell, this model simply says that society confers a set of characteristics on
the celebrity, e.g. Steve Waugh has the characteristics of reliability. The endorsement
of a product by that celebrity (Waugh) is supposed to imply that these characteristics
exist in the product (e.g. a product endorsed by Waugh is reliable). In the event that
the product associate is a prestige association (Kylie Minogue has the characteristics
of being glamorous, Kylie is seen drinking Pepsi), then the association is transferred
from the product to the user (drink Pepsi, be as glamorous as Kylie). The three steps
expand as follows:
• Step 1: Create the celebrity. The celebrity must have some form of social meaning, from
their main role in society (sportsperson, musician, film star, etc.), and this role must
have clearly defined attributes, pre-existing products or context. For example, an
actor known mostly for action movies will be associated with action and adventure
products. Similarly, a sports figure known for controversial antics on (and off) the
playing field will be best suited to products looking for a rebellious positioning
strategy. Tactically, any plans to use a celebrity must be based on matching the
existing meaning for the person to the proposed position for the product.
• Step 2: Confer the meaning from the person to the product. This is the complicated part of the
process, since it relies heavily on the consumer making the association between
what they know about the endorser and what they think about the product. The
closer the match between the product’s position and the endorser, the greater the
likelihood of success (see below for how and why this works). When a tennis player
endorses a deodorant, it makes logical sense due to their strenuous on-court activities. When the same tennis player endorses a barbecue steak sauce, the link is not
terribly obvious, or even possible to make without having to think hard about it (and
even then the doubt lingers). Moving the meaning from the endorser to the product
is easier when the match between product and personality is straightforward.
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• Step 3: Confer the meaning from the product to the consumer. This step doesn’t always work.
People can buy products endorsed by celebrities simply for the features of the product
— or even in spite of the product associations. (How does Pepsi Max, the extreme
sports drink, handle being tied in with the image of the Spice Girls? More importantly,
how does the extreme sports lifestyle drinker handle the new association with their
favourite product?) One of the factors to consider in the tactical deployment of
endorsements is what message the product currently sends to the users (roughness,
ruggedness, toughness) compared to what message the endorser will send to the consumers (softness, kindness). This has been part of the problem for Diet Coke, which
has been both a sports action drink (‘every person’ endorsed by a group of males
surfing sand dunes) and a feminine diet drink (endorsed by Mills & Boon). Compare
this with the straightforward Pepsi Max advert using four ‘every person’ extreme sports
people, and the fact that Pepsi Max continues to endorse extreme sports events (despite effectively being a diet drink due to its sugar-free nature).

When to use it
Product endorsement has four main tactical uses:
• To create an instant product position, which is used when a product is new to the market,
or is relatively unknown within the target market. The role of the endorser is to
transfer implied product attributes to the endorsed brand or product. For example,
prior to the launch of Microsoft’s Xbox the product was endorsed by WWE wrestling
stars, and was the chief product sponsor for a major WWE event. The Xbox sponsored ‘Team Extreme’ to give the product the instant position of being ‘an extreme
product’, and to tie in the Xbox’s message position of being an extreme gaming
system. (It was also about the last time the ‘Team Extreme’ Hardy Boys held the tag
team titles. Coincidence or sponsor’s push?)
• To generate goodwill, which is where the product is endorsed by a popular figure to create
a sense of goodwill towards the organisation and the brand. Prior to the first collapse
of Ansett, the airline used a series of high-profile celebrities to show that these famous
people (including sports and media stars) were supporting Ansett. Being absolutely
with Ansett didn’t actually help as much as was hoped — it appears that the creditors
may not have felt so kindly towards the airline. Goodwill generation is also a tactic to
use to counter negative publicity, or to support a product or brand that has had a major
crisis or public loss of face. However, sometimes this form of endorsement message
can be purely coincidental, as was the case with Ansett’s pre-prepared ‘Am I with
Ansett? Absolutely’ campaign featuring cricketing legend Mark Taylor (former Australian captain) and singer Vanessa Amorosi, among others. It was coincidence that
the campaign began to run a matter of days after the company’s public relations crisis
created by the grounding of several of the its aircraft for safety reasons.
• To generate product identity, which is where the endorser is used to create the identity
of the product through their interaction with the product, rather than through the
endorser’s reputation. This can occur when a ‘celebrity’ is created during the
advertising campaign as a recurring character is developed over a series of advertising messages (Dougie the Pizza Boy, Louie the Fly, the Budweiser Frogs, Big
Kev). This mechanism is relatively high risk in nature as the product may be
overshadowed by the brand identity — which becomes evident when the product
endorser starts having their own product lines (Big Kev dolls, Big Kev action
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figures, Big Kev clothing and a Big Kev music CD). As a marketing tactic it is frequently used where a product is competing in a fairly mature or homogenous
market and where there is relatively little objective difference in the price and
product offerings of the competitors.
• To associate the product with the target market, which is where the marketer uses the celebrity’s
endorsement to show that the product is appropriate for a target market that identifies
with the endorser. This is increasingly common with clothing and cola endorsements
where music or sports stars, admired by the target audience, are seen wearing or consuming the product. This approach is best used when trying to move a product between
generations — Pepsi’s perennial ‘The Choice of the New Generation’ and ‘Generation
Next’ positioning strategies require it to frequently dis-endorse a target market and
endorse a new generation of users. This tactic can be applied on a consistent basis by
moving relatively regularly between popular music stars and sports performers.

Why does it work for some products and not others?
One of the most common questions that will be asked of a tactical marketing campaign that uses a celebrity endorser is why it didn’t succeed as much as was hoped,
or didn’t work at all. One of the most frequent problems faced with celebrity
endorsement is the overuse of the celebrity, either by message burnout or message
confusion. Message burnout occurs when the celebrity becomes overexposed by dominating the advertising medium, the front covers of every magazine with ‘Weekly’, ‘Day’
or ‘Idea’ in the title (this was known affectionately as the Diana effect). For celebrity
icon Princess Diana, there was no apparent level of message burnout based on the
degree to which she could be seen on the front covers of magazines. However, during
her life she was not commonly associated with product endorsement.
In contrast, television shows such as the multiple Survivor series, the recurring Big
Brother series and the infinite array of other ‘reality TV’ shows generate a constant
stream of short-run, high-burn celebrities. Major sporting events such as the Olympic
Games also generate instant hero and celebrity icons with short-lived, high-burn rate
campaigns (if you felt like you were being stalked by Ian Thorpe’s smile after the 2000
Olympics, you’ll know the high-burn campaigns) that can continue as credible
endorsement campaigns long after the sporting celebrity has retired from competition.
(Lisa Curry-Kenny is arguably a more successful celebrity endorser for Uncle Toby’s
than she was as an international swimmer.)
Message confusion is a difficult factor for marketing managers to control and address
in the use of their celebrities. Many high-profile celebrities hold multiple product
endorsements, with the Spice Girls being the most blatant of the recent high-profile
product endorsers. The management of the Spice Girls allowed the band’s images and
music to endorse a total of 50 products ranging from Vespa scooters through to an array
of Sony products (PlayStation, games and walkmans), Pepsi products and several fashion
lines (excluding any Spice Girl merchandise, which is sold under a separate contract).
The difficulty for the tactical manager is to determine whether their product should be
associated with a high-profile, multiple-product endorser — and risk being lost in the
mix — or whether they should use a dedicated endorser with a lower profile. Do you
want to take your chances being one of the 30 different baseball caps worn by Steve
Waugh during his pre-match interview, or would you prefer to be the only product
endorsed by a less famous member of the cricket team?

Message burnout: a
situation where the celebrity
becomes overexposed by ing
dominating the advertis has
medium and as a resulting
limited value for endors
the message.
Message confusion: a
situation where the message
being portrayed in the
advertising is misinterpreted
by the consumer due to
being similar to other it
competing messages.
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Selecting the endorser
The decision as to who should endorse the product should be made on the basis of
who has the best fit for the target market, the best fit for the product and best
matches the message strategy for the organisation. Endorser best fit is determined
by:
• The endorser’s relevance to the product and the target market: which is the extent to which the
celebrity is relevant to the target market, and to the product. Having Britney Spears
endorse house and contents insurance doesn’t match with either the target market
or the product. A more sensible endorsement for the target market for insurance
products would be someone considered trustworthy with a wide range of the population, such as Ray Martin.
• Shared characteristics between the product and the celebrity: the product and the celebrity
must have something in common for a message transfer to occur. As McCracken’s
celebrity endorsement model in figure 9.8 illustrates, celebrities have certain meanings and associations. If the product is devoid of meaning (new product), then it will
derive and develop meaning associated with the celebrity used to endorse it. If there
is no readily explainable, or visible, association between the product and the
endorser, the association will fail. If a new hair-styling product were promoted by
Angry Anderson (Rose Tattoo, Channel 9 specials) and Peter Garrett (Midnight Oil,
Green movement), consumers would have difficulty making the link between a pair
of bald musicians and the features of the product. In contrast, a hair gel endorsed by
any member of any 1980’s band (Bon Jovi in particular) would have a much greater
chance of success. The product characteristics need to be at least relatively easy to
associate with the celebrity for meaning to be transferred from celebrity to product
(step 2 in McCracken’s model).
• The celebrity’s status in the target market: which is the extent to which the endorser is
in fact a celebrity in the target market. This creates an interesting set of opportunities for a tactical marketer to use high-profile members of the target market
to assist their message — for example, Harry Kewell may be relatively well known
generally as an Australian soccer star, but for a specific product endorsement
within the Australian soccer market, players from the Socceroos such as Kevin
Muscat (goal scorer in the 2001 Australia vs. Uruguay World Cup Qualifier) or
Craig Moore (defender, same game) may be the most appropriate for endorsing a
specific product (football boots). As part of this, celebrities taken from within a
target market who endorse products for that market (soccer players endorsing
soccer boots for other soccer players) are more likely to have meaning and credibility for that market.
• The celebrity’s meaning for the target market: which is the meaning the celebrity has
within the target market, and the extent to which this meaning is shared between
the marketer and the target market (see shared field of experience discussed
above). One of the worst tactical mistakes to make is to pick a celebrity who has a
distinct, but inappropriate, meaning for the target market. Using Jason Akermanis
to endorse an AFL product in a region other than that occupied by Brisbane Lions
fans will not bring about a positive reaction to the product. Similarly, using a
controversial celebrity can potentially backfire if the target market misreads the
celebrity (and thus the product) as either stupid or offensive, rather than daring
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or radical. A decision to use Mark ‘Chopper’ Reid to endorse sunglasses to show
the daring and radical edge for the company basically backfired when the target
market wondered why a convicted felon was supposed to inspire them to wear the
product. (Was it a case of buy this product or he comes to visit?)
• The endorser’s credibility in the target market: which is the extent to which the product
endorser has the credibility of trustworthiness, expertise and likeability in the target
market. The problem with using ‘Chopper’ Reid to endorse anything other than hand
guns, violence and fast cars is his limited likeability and even more limited trustworthiness in the eyes of most target markets. Endorsers’ credibility often runs short
where the endorsee is selected for their fame ahead of their known association
with the brand or product — Karrie Webb (professional golfer) is the perfect
endorser for golf products because of her expertise in the sport, but Sarah-Marie
(losing contestant in ‘Big Brother’ Series 1) has no credibility with a golf club.
Similarly, Karrie Webb and rabbit ears should not be combined, despite the fact that
Sarah-Marie can increase the sale of furry prosthetics quite dramatically.

Every person product endorsement versus testimonials
Product endorsement and product testimonials are a closely related concept, although
they’re more cousins than siblings. Product testimonials are statements (scripted or
real) from ordinary users of the product who relate a product use experience to the
company that produced the product. These are often seen in movie promotion commercials on television, where theatre patrons are interviewed after leaving a film,
describing how great the film was, how it was the cinematic experience of the decade
(and they never mention the film title). The fundamental difference between the ‘every
person’ endorsement and the testimonial is the emphasis on the message content. In
the ‘every person’ endorsement, the message content is the transfer of meaning from
the actor-endorser to the product. The content of the testimonial is the delivery of a
product experience message from a user, and there is no transfer of meaning from the
endorser to the product.

Chapter summary
This chapter overviewed the key models of communication theory including models of
the communication process and communications types. It also linked the importance
and practice of communications with the simplified consumer decision-making model
to highlight the different needs of marketing communications at different stages of the
consumer decision-making process. Further, the chapter highlighted a specific,
common marketing practice, that of celebrity endorsement, to demonstrate how this
particular technique can be used to increase the credibility of the marketing message.
Integrating consumer behaviour and information needs with the communications
process is essential to a successful marketing strategy. Depending on the needs of
the consumer, the content of the message could be aimed at information dissemination, education or persuasion. In the next chapter, we focus on developing the
marketing communications strategy using the specific tools or components of the
promotional mix to operationalise the message.
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Review questions
R.1 Name and outline the components comprising the general model of the
communications process.
R.2 To ensure that the message a marketer is sending is received correctly, how
important is a ‘shared field of experience’?
R.3 The source of an advertising message is a key factor in the success of marketing.
Name and briefly describe three of them.
R.4 At times advertising agencies produce advertisements that make an immediate
impact on the viewer. Is this always an advantage to the product producers or
can it be a disadvantage? Briefly explain your answer.
R.5 In the discipline of marketing, everyday words or terms are often used in a
different way. The understanding of the word ‘noise’ in this context is one of
them. Explain the concept of noise and give examples of the types of noise that
may need to be counteracted by marketers.
R.6 In the cognitive response model, there are a series of thought processes that
take place between exposure to the marketing message and the consumer’s
decision to purchase the product. Name and briefly outline two thought
processes that you consider to hold the most importance.
R.7 The use of the marketing communications mechanism of celebrity endorsement
is widespread. How effective do you believe this is, and what points should you
consider when making this choice?
R.8 Name the three key models of communications types and give examples of the
most appropriate medium for their use.
R.9 Name the six functions of marketing communications. If you were preparing
an anti-drugs campaign, which aspects would you emphasise in order of
importance? Justify why you selected them in this order for the first and
second selection.
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R.10 In your opinion, how effective is television advertising? Select an advert that you
like or dislike but definitely remember. What methods have the marketers used
to attract your attention and how effective is their method from the seller’s point
of view?

Application questions
A.1 ‘Marketing messages have had a major effect in successfully increasing
consumer expectations and desires for material goods and services.’ Discuss
this statement in terms of marketing communications.
A.2 ‘Humour, when used successfully, can cut across social, age and language
barriers.’ In your opinion is this statement both true and valid? Defend your
argument in terms of the models of communications that you have studied in
this chapter.
A.3 If marketing can’t make you want something you don’t need or have no real
desire for, is it valid to spend taxpayers’ dollars promoting anti-social
behaviours/campaigns? If it is, then who should be targeted? Refer to the Ethics
and Marketing vignette on page 250 in preparing your response.
A.4 How effective is advertising? How many ads can you remember? More
importantly, how many ads and their products can you remember? Discuss and
analyse your own responses to ads that are designed to meet your needs as
their target market.
A.5 How important are ‘endorsers’ to the promotion of products? Is it just the lazy
way out or are there genuine reasons to choose specific identities to endorse
products?

Discussion questions
D.1 Discussion about the amount of violence in television programs tends to state
that children are not adversely affected. If this is true, why do the same experts
state that advertising campaigns encourage children to be materialistic? In your
opinion, is this contradiction true or false? Justify your answer.
D.2 In the communications models, how important are the methods used to
communicate the message? Discuss, giving your opinion of the pros and cons
of the three models outlined in this chapter.
D.3 ‘In the real world, the budget will determine the method of communication
used. Too much emphasis is placed on theories when really it is money that
counts.’ How would you counteract this argument in terms of the models of
communication types?
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Viral marketing and the Internet
One of the biggest buzzwords of the modern promotions tool kit is
the viral marketing campaign. The advent of widespread access to
the Internet and our love for sharing jokes with friends have created a situation where an entertaining advertisement may be
passed around a group of friends, and, if passed around far
enough, may become an Internet viral meme.
One of the better-known non-commercial viral memes that has
permeated the Internet culture is the musical adaptation of the
1980s video game ‘Zero Wing’, most commonly known as ‘All Your
Base’ (AYB). Zero Wing was notorious for the badly translated
(and unintentionally funny) subtitles to the opening story. Several
of the key phrases such as ‘Move Zig for Great Justice’ and ‘All
Your Base are belong to us’ were used in Internet parody artwork.
In 2000, the artwork was combined with a
musical remix of the original soundtrack to the
game and turned into a short Internet-based
video clip. This clip then proceeded to find a
place in the hearts and minds of many
Internet users, and became an ‘overnight sensation’ (over the course of 18 months). From a
marketing perspective, there would be a
temptation to develop an ‘all your brand name
are belong to us’ campaign to tap into the
phenomena (though this would probably be
derided for being a cheap ‘cash-in’ attempt).
The success of the meme is based on four
ideas that can be replicated by tactical
marketers wishing to develop viral marketing
campaigns:
1. Keep it quick and easy: the AYB file was
small, easy to email and quick to download — something most viral campaigns
seem to miss. Downloadable television
commercials from sites such as
Adcritic.com offer advertising content from
around the world for downloading and
viewing. These files tend to be quite large,
and take a lot longer than the length of the
advert to download.
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2. Let go of the reins: the AYB phenomenon was successful in
part because it could be accessed by anyone, and anyone
could join in simply by adding the key words to their web site.
Nobody had to pay royalties, or fear legal action for distributing
the AYB file. Similarly, the Budweiser web site (www.
budweiser.com) offers the company’s commercials as free
downloads. Oddly enough, some advertising agencies and
their clients actively prevent their commercials from being distributed across the Internet. Nothing will kill a potential viral
marketing success faster than the negative publicity created by
legal actions — remember, these people are sharing your
adverts with their friends for free for your benefit. Shouldn’t
they be rewarded, not punished?
3. Be entertaining: AYB struck a chord with
the target market by being catchy (key
phrases appeared across a range of
popular culture sites) and entertaining.
Budweiser has mastered this technique
with its talking frogs and the ‘Wassup?’
commercial series. If you attempt to deliberately construct a viral meme, make it relevant and entertaining to your target
market. No artificial meme will survive
failing the basic test of being entertaining,
no matter how much money is invested in
the promotion.
4. Don’t push the advert, let the advert be
pushed by the fans: the developers of the
AYB music and video did not publicly
announce it would be distributed by a viral
marketing campaign, and then proceed to
push the message via a classic broadcast
model (see figure on the left). Instead,
they supported the conditions for the viral
meme’s success, much in the same way
that Budweiser makes it easier for people
to share its commercials across the
Internet, rather than actively thwarting viral
meme attempts.
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Commercially, the most successful artificial meme released onto the Internet was
the ‘Wassup?’ slogan from the Budweiser
marketing group. Of significance for wouldbe viral marketers is that this campaign did
little more than take a minor meme and
associate a branded product with it. The
‘Wassup?’ content was originally a short
feature film, which was re-shot to include
product placement of Budweiser and the key
phrases ‘Watching the game, having a brew’
and ‘True, true’. How it became incredibly successful is also attributed to the hands-off
approach Budweiser took once the meme
spread into parodies. (There are about 50

Q.1 Does the need to step
back from controlling the
distribution of the advertising
message during a viral marketing
campaign present a threat or
opportunity to the tactical
marketer? What are some of the
threats or opportunities that you
can identify?
Q.2 Is the marketing message
or the reaction of the audience
more important in creating a viral
marketing success? Discuss.

Budweiser commercials, ranging from Jaws and
Star Wars to political events such as the 2000
Cuban refugee crisis — with varying degrees of
skill involved. Seeing a badly animated Fidel
Castro saying ‘Wassup?’ is unsettling.) Once the
meme spread into television, radio and books, all
Budweiser had to do was continue its original
message strategy of associating the logo with the
term, and viral marketing handled the promotion of
the meme into the consciousness of the general
public.
Source: AYBABTU: The Official Site
(www.planettribes.com/allyourbase/); and
Budweiser advertising (www.budweiser.com/
fun/index.html).
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Chapter 10

Promotion II: the practice

Chapter outline
After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Outline the practical
application of
marketing
communications
Discuss how the
marketing message
integrates with the
whole of the marketing
mix
Give an overview of the
elements in the
promotional mix
Explain the steps
involved in the process
of creating a
promotional message
Explore the role of
creativity in marketing
communications.

Marketing communications are the most visible element of
the marketing mix. It is through effective communication
that potential consumers find out about products, services
and firms. Without effective communication, no product or
company can succeed. In this chapter we examine how the
marketing message is developed through the use of the
integrated marketing communications (IMC) model.
IMC is a marketing promotions approach that ties together
all elements of an organisation’s communications strategies
into a consistent and integrated whole. Before discussing
how IMC is used in practice, an overview of the theory of this
approach to communications is given. One of the practical
problems of marketing is that the communications and other
elements of the marketing mix do not always support one
another — consequently, this chapter highlights the two-way
impact of marketing communications and the different
elements of the marketing mix.
The main focus of this chapter is on developing an understanding of the key elements of the promotional mix, how
they impact on one another and how to manage the process
to minimise contradictions. As promotions, and in particular
advertising, is the area that generates the highest levels of
public debate in relation to marketing, the issue of creativity
in message design and execution is paramount. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of creativity in message development and an overview of the various media through which
communications are channelled.
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Introduction
Chapter 9 outlined the basic models of how marketing communications work, and
what processes occur between the time the marketer develops the communications
message and when the consumer buys their product. This chapter examines the
various tools and techniques of the promotional mix, and the role of integrated
marketing communications in tactical marketing.
Communications is a very diverse field and includes any interface that the organisation has with its clients and the public. This includes all written, electronic or personal interactions. Often, in the development of the promotional plan, only a limited
range of tools are employed, with some of the most important, in particular the people
representing the firm, being forgotten (see chapter 12). Promotional tools include
mass communications such as advertising and publicity, as well as interpersonal communications such as interactions with sales staff and written communications
including direct mail and Internet-based communications. In addition, incidental materials such as business cards, letterheads and even the on-road behaviour of staff
driving identifiable company cars affect the image of the firm. All of these have a role
to play in the integrated marketing communications process.

1

The practical role of marketing communications
Marketing communications are at the front end of the marketing mix and it is this
aspect of marketing that is most commonly encountered and recognised by the ordinary consumer. Many consumers do not understand the role that marketing plays in
pricing, distribution and even the development of the product. However, most will
recognise marketing communications as a part of, if not the whole of, marketing.
In tactical marketing, the role of marketing communications is to deliver on the six
functional purposes (outlined in chapter 9) by using the promotional mix, and by
managing the brand, product and corporate reputation through integrated marketing
communications.

Integrated marketing communications
Integrated marketing communications (IMC) is a marketing promotions approach
that uses a comprehensive plan of image and message strategies to present a consistent message across a range of communications methods, to provide consistency
and clarity to maximise effectiveness. The purpose of IMC is to maintain a level of
consistency across the formal and informal communications processes that occur
between the company and the consumer. Many marketers find it difficult to integrate
the organisation’s promotional mix with other factors, such as corporate policies,
public reputation and organisational spokespeople, to create and control a single unified message to the public. An organisation selling environmentally friendly products,
for example, needs to ensure that it acts in an environmentally friendly manner —
such as using recycled materials in promotional campaigns. Something that is often
overlooked by organisations is the disparity between what they say in promotional
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messages and what they do as an organisation. A fast-food chain that spends millions
of dollars creating a reputation for being a family friendly environment for dining will
waste the entire campaign if it has a habit of sacking pregnant staff members (not to
mention the industrial relations problems it will incur).

The theory of IMC
The theoretical underpinning behind IMC is very similar to that of celebrity endorsement. It views the role of the manufacturer and seller of the product as being the
endorser of the brand. As such the brand and product will acquire some of the attributes and meanings associated with the organisation. In return, the organisation will
also receive a reciprocal exchange by gaining a reputation from its products.
Part of the problem for IMC, and tactical marketing, is managing this unofficial
endorsement process. One major issue in the ‘unofficial endorsement’ process is the
need for representatives of the organisation, not just the paid endorsers, to visibly use
and consume its own products — for example, Kylie Minogue and Lisa Curry-Kenny
each endorse their own line of clothing by wearing it. Similarly, the manufacturers of
recycled paper need to use their own product in their organisation and for their organisation’s promotional materials. Also, consider the alternative — what does it say
about Coca-Cola if the staff there drink Pepsi? In this way, consistency between the
company’s message strategy and the company’s actions are crucial for the long-term
success of the promotion strategy.
Also, the organisation’s actions need to match the content of the message, to
avoid consumer cognitive dissonance (see chapter 4) between what the marketing
message says and how the organisation responds. Where a gap exists between the
message and the organisation, the consumer will have to develop their own rationalisation as to why the gap exists, and how to close it. If the message says a store is ‘a
friendly fun place to relax and shop’ and the customer has recently had a stressful
encounter with the sales staff, the experience (negative) will outweigh the positive
message. As illustrated in chapter 4, personal experience is a strong part of determining reactions to marketing messages, so the tactical marketer needs to ensure
that the consumer’s experience matches the anticipated experience created by the
message.

The practice of IMC
IMC is relatively straightforward to apply in practice insofar as many of the aspects of
the process are either ‘commonsense’ applications of logic (if we promise cheap
prices, maintain cheap prices), or require coordination between marketing and another
department (find out where the company can deliver to, and only promise to deliver to
that area). Techniques to ensure the success of IMC in practice include:
• Adopt the policy espoused in the marketing message: The Body Shop promotes environmental issues and opposition to animal testing as part of its promotional materials
to sell its products. Unfortunately, part of the raw ingredients used in one of the
company’s product lines was tested on animals, which ran contrary to its espoused
policies. While the company defended the charge saying that ‘It wasn’t strictly one of
our products’, it was still a contrast between the message being promoted and the
company’s actual practice. In contrast, BP’s corporate practice of researching and
developing energy efficiencies in its organisations, including the use of solar panels
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on petrol stations, runs almost in opposition to the organisation’s established reputation as a petrol provider. As a result, BP has recently embarked on a repositioning
strategy to introduce a new line of logos (green and yellow sunflowers) to identify its
energy efficient service stations. For BP, the practice of energy efficiency was part of
the organisation’s IMC campaign to improve its image, and also proved to be beneficial to the corporate bottom line by reducing energy costs.
Match the advertising design with the product in the box: as obvious as this seems, nothing
creates cognitive dissonance faster than the difference between the picture on the
package and the product in your hands. While legally the organisation can simply
place a small-sized asterisked statement on the box saying ‘*Product illustration
may differ from actual product’, creating a false impression on the box generates a
negative attitude towards the company.
Create internal consistency on documentation: ensure all corporate communications, from
the sales team’s business cards through to the fax letterhead and the advertising
copy, contain the same corporate logo and the correct fax number, telephone
number, email address and web site address. This is the most common error made
in IMC — the temptation to ‘just use up the last of the old letterheads/business
cards’ when a new corporate logo is introduced. One of the quickest ways to look
unprofessional in marketing is to have your sales staff write the new corporate contact details onto their old business cards. The money saved by using the old cards,
with the wrong details and wrong logo, is a false economy if it hurts the company’s
reputation. Related to this is the need to ensure that this consistency is carried
across all facets of the organisation that the consumer will encounter.
Examine everything that the consumer will encounter: one of the most important factors of
IMC is to consider what the consumer will encounter through their normal interaction with the company. This means acting like the consumer or getting someone
to do a hidden shopper test. One of the key things that this will do for IMC is
actually reveal where the organisation is exposed to the customer — for example,
while management might regard an open plan office as the ideal work environment, the customer may not wish to see all of the desk employees hard at work (or
on the phone) when they come in to conduct their business. There is nothing more
frustrating for a customer standing in a queue than to see half a dozen staff
members in the background of the office and only one or two staff serving. Placing
a small wall containing the corporate logo between the customer and the behindthe-scenes staff (remembering to point the logo at the customer) reduces this
exposure, decreases customer frustration (as far as customers know, there are only
two staff serving — and not six staff ignoring them), and reinforces brand identity
(the consumer gets to stare at the logo while standing in line). Other, oftenforgotten areas of tactical integration include ensuring that invoices, receipts and
other documentation (warranties, instructions, etc.) all use the corporate logo.
Keep in mind that the product, packaging, receipt and instructions will very quickly
part company with each other once the consumer gets their product home or in
the office.
Remember that all staff in the organisation are part of the IMC process: everyone from the latenight cleaning staff through to the owner, their personal assistant and the sales crew
out on the road are all part of the IMC process. Chapter 12 addresses the role of
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people in IMC, although it is worth noting here that the human face of the company
has a more important impact on the consumer’s opinion of the brand than the
company’s impersonal marketing messages. Even little things like answering the
telephone with a consistent technique are important — for example, try saying
‘[Business Name], [Section Name], [Person’s Name]’ as a method for external calls
(i.e. ‘Mooax Industries, Sales Department, Tom speaking’) and dropping the business name for internal calls. Compare this with ‘Hello’ or ‘Yeah, what?’.
More examples of integrating the message can be found in figure 10.1.

Does the company practise what it preaches? (Adopt the policy espoused
in the marketing message)
Does the product look like the picture on the box? (Match the advertising
design with the product in the box)
Does every piece of company documentation have the same logo,
telephone number and web address? (Create internal consistency on
documentation)
Is the organisation consistent with logos, colours, designs and images
across everything that the consumer is likely to receive from the
company? (Examine everything that the consumer will encounter)
Are all members of the organisation aware that they represent the
organisation? Are they all trained in the same organisational
communication practices? (Remember that all staff in the organisation
are part of the IMC process)

Figure 10.1: IMC in practice: the IMC checklist

The chief value of developing and controlling an integrated message is to reduce the
workload of the primary marketing messages delivered through the promotional mix. If
the organisation delivers the same visual cues in all interactions as it does in the promotional mix, it will reinforce the messages sent through the mix. This will reduce the
level of noise (see chapter 9, figure 9.6) and reduce the likelihood of an incorrect
interpretation of the messages, which in turn will increase the effectiveness of the advertising, save the organisation time and money, and reduce the workload of the marketing
division (particularly the PR section’s disaster management systems — see below).

Tying marketing message tactics to the marketing mix
One of the key issues in IMC is the need to recognise and exploit the impact that the
rest of the marketing mix has on the marketing message. While the dominant driving
force of the message will be derived from the marketing messages themselves, the
price, the channels of distribution, the extended product and the product use situations all have an impact on the message sent to the consumer.

Pricing and the IMC message: what it costs tells you what it’s worth
The price of a product is often used as an indicator of the quality and the value of the
purchase (see chapter 4). Consequently, tactical marketing can exploit the price of the
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product in e-marketing messages, both by emphasising established price stereotypes
and maintaining a message consistency with the cost of the product. While chapter 11
examines pricing strategies in depth, one of the pricing techniques that requires the
use of IMC for success is prestige pricing. In order to justify the price of the product,
it is necessary to create an image to support the high cost (dark backgrounds, highgloss paper and the hint of diamonds helps — see figure 10.2), placing the advertising
in high-gloss magazines, printed on expensive paper and charging ludicrous cover
prices ($25 for a magazine full of expensive advertising for overpriced products and
content that informs you that you probably still aren’t rich enough to buy the products
being reviewed). However, when you combine the high price (perceived quality) with
the advertising copy (traditional designs used by luxury goods) and the placement of
the advertisement among similar luxury goods, the total package presents an air of
exclusivity that can tap into self-actualisation needs (see chapter 4).
The reverse effect is also true — low-cost products often need to use advertising
methods that appear to be ‘cheap’ in nature (if not in price tag) to maintain their
appearance as a cheaper alternative product. Low-cost products often make use of
‘loud’ advertising styles with all caps, large font and overzealous messages — such as
that found in figure 10.3.

Figure 10.2: Prestige price advertising

Prestige pricing: setting a
the price of a product at as
deliberately high level so y
to imply quality, exclusivit
and desirability as a status
symbol.

Figure 10.3: Low-cost advertising
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Promoting a discount, plain-wrap product using the same technique as a high-cost
product would create significant confusion, as the visual cues in the marketing message says expensive, but the product price says cheap (see figure 10.4). By using the
visual cues associated with high cost and high quality, the product’s lower price and
advertising copy create a sense of disquiet in the mind
of the reader. Potentially, this can result in one of two
outcomes:
1. An extraordinarily strong positive response to the
advertising copy and the product — after reading the
advert and thinking through the disparity between
the price of the product and the advertising copy
message, some readers will experience a very strong
positive reaction to the advert. This is because they
have invested extra effort in understanding why the
brand and product have taken this approach to the
advertising — perhaps the irony of a cheap brand
being sold using traditional expensive product advertising appeals to their sense of humour.
2. An extraordinarily negative response to the advertising copy, brand and product — the consumer
feels very annoyed at the advertising for having
occupied their time and thoughts for something
that seems to them not to have been worth the
effort. Responses such as ‘Are they trying to be
clever?’ or ‘Is that supposed to be funny?’ are clear
indications that the message has not delivered the
intended outcome to the receiver (due to a lack of
shared field of experience, or excess noise in the
decoding process).
The primary gap in the shared field of experience here
is the misunderstanding of the IMC message sent by
the cost of the product — and the subsequent expectations that are generated by this price in terms of
expected product quality and message styles.
Figure 10.4: Low-cost,
high-prestige price
advertising

Channels and the IMC message: what it says depends on where you buy
it from
As with prestige pricing, distribution channels (see chapter 8) carry with them a set
of pre-established messages. Buying from a supermarket, specialty store, department
store or mail order catalogue sends a certain message about the product quality, the
expected price or the implied nature of the consumer. Combined with the distribution channel message is the messages created by the product packaging and the
method of delivery. If a brown paper parcel arrives in the mailbox, it sends a different
message from a plastic shopping bag carried home from the store, which in turn differs from the message sent by a courier vehicle arriving with a large white box with a
gold ribbon. (Readers are left to their own devices to determine what was in the
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three packages.) The impact of distribution selection on the image of the product
was discussed in depth in chapter 8, and should be reviewed in the light of the need
for IMC explained in this chapter.

The extended product and the IMC message: what it says depends on
what you bought it for
As outlined in chapter 7, there are three levels of product — core, actual and augmented. One of the elements of the augmented product is the brand image, and the
association that can be made between the use of the product and the consumer. Softdrink manufacturers spend a lot of effort and message space on developing associations between the type of person who drinks their brand and what it says about them
as people. Fashion labels and fashion trends are also a key part of the extended
product, and these trends and influences can be generated and maintained through
careful control of marketing messages. In order for the extended product to exist to be
consumed, it must be at least supported by the marketing messages sent by the company — if the product acquires a macho image (through association with the product
users), styling fluffy rabbits and soft pastel colours on the brand logo and imagery will
not support the actual or augmented product (unless you’ve got some macho fluffy
rabbit fans).

Product use and the IMC message: what it says depends on when,
where and how you use it
As mentioned in chapter 4 on consumer behaviour and chapter 7 on product, how
and where a product is used says a lot about the product — and the sorts of acceptable messages that can be used to promote it. If your product is a public good it
can, and should, be promoted as widely and as openly as possible. If, however,
you’re dealing with a private good that is only used away from the general view of society,
messages that promote it must be either subtle in nature or privately delivered (see
chapter 7). Private goods don’t always need the subtle touch, since the category also
covers things used in the privacy of the home, but with little or no social stigma,
such as toothbrushes (promoted using faceless dentists named Rob), dishwashing
detergent (which you can be soaking in and not notice) and laundry powder
(Napisan is noted for its subtle touch in this regard). However, what is useful to
understand about the private product category is the level to which the private
product can cause social discomfort among the target market, so you can work out
when to be subtle and discrete with direct mail, and when to break out the billboards and television commercials.
A useful tactic for the marketer to use in the development of their promotional
mix and marketing messages is to engage in observational research (see chapter 6)
to determine how the product is used in public. (Stay out of private use
observational research — it tends to result in stalking charges and restraining
orders. It’s called private for a reason.) By observing the uses of the product in
natural situations, the marketer can develop effective messages to support this
style of public consumption of their product and tap into belongingness needs (see
chapter 4). For example, if the observation research indicates that the product
(orange juice) is most often consumed in a group environment, the advertising copy
should display people in groups of friends consuming their fruit juice together. In

Public good: a good that is
used in general view of
society.

Private good: a good tha
used only away from thet is
general view of society.
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contrast, if the observation research reports the product is most likely to be
consumed individually, the message should focus on an individual consumer
drinking the orange juice. Knowing the accepted and current behaviours of the
product users allows for more rapid development of advertising copy that supports
existing behaviour. (Of course, knowing what people are doing with the product may
also lead to a need for creating advertising that changes this behaviour to better fit
with what the producer of the product would like.) In addition to the consumption
situation, the tactical marketer needs to adjust their promotional techniques to best
fit the communications situation under which the consumer will encounter the
marketing message.

2
Communications
situation: the situation
and environmental
conditions under which
the consumer first receives
the information.

Tying marketing message tactics to communications
situations
The communications situation, first raised in chapter 4 on consumer behaviour, refers
to the situational and environmental conditions under which the consumer first
receives the product information. This is a difficult aspect for the marketer to fully control, given the wide range of situational and environmental issues that can be encountered in daily life. However, certain key factors can be observed, measured and tinkered
with to improve the match between the communications situation and the marketing
message. These factors include the following:
• Match the message content to seasonal variables: this can be as simple as including a pair
of rabbit ears on a logo near Easter or adding a Christmas hat to the brand name
during November and December. Tying sales material to seasonal events (summer
sale, winter sale, pre-Christmas sales, post-Christmas sale) also allows for
imagery association, as summer sales tend to feature images of the sun or the
beach whereas winter sales feature snowfall (even when advertising in tropical
climates).
• Match the message length to the expected time available to read the message: the location of the
message and the conditions under which it will be encountered determine the
amount of information that can be placed in the copy. Outdoors advertising on highways needs to be brief and minimalist, whereas advertising copy inside a train carriage can afford to be longer and more detailed. Understanding the conditions under
which the message will be encountered also assists with the pre-test of the advert
(see chapter 6). If you’re expecting the message to be read during a peak-hour rush
for the train, test it during similar conditions.
• Give privacy to potentially embarrassing private goods: if the message is for a product most
commonly identified as a very private good (i.e. one that makes the target market
embarrassed about needing to buy it), make the initial public message brief and
easy to digest in a single furtive glance. Of course, some techniques are slightly
contradictory in this regard — using billboards in public places to advertise embarrassing private goods isn’t subtle in the slightest, but it does afford the opportunity
to display contact details for more information (a short URL or easily remembered
phone number is useful here). Alternatively, the subtle message can be delivered
through portable printed media (magazines, newspapers) that can be discretely
accessed for the initial contact information. The worst approach for private goods is
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unsolicited direct mail, which creates a range of problems if it is opened by anyone
other than the named recipient (and frequently it will be opened by a spouse,
partner, child, or secretary).
The purpose of examining the likely communications situation is to identify
whether there are any factors in that situation which will inhibit the success of the
message, or which can be used to enhance the message. For example, if the communications situation is likely to involve encountering the message in a captive area
(inside public transport), then the inhibitor will be the consumer’s ambient feelings
(tired from a day at work) plus any environmental factors (crowded train, noise). The
message opportunity in this situation is to create a visually appealing advertisement
that entertains the consumer or provides relief from boredom on their train journey. As
noted, communications situations are heavily influenced by the selection of promotional mix elements.

3

Promotional activities: the promotional mix
The application of marketing communications is through the delivery of the marketing
message across a range of different marketing-controlled mechanisms. These are commonly referred to as the promotional mix, which represents seven different marketing
communications techniques that can be used to relay the marketing message. These
seven mechanisms are outlined below.
1. Advertising is any form of non-personal communication paid for by an identified, or
identifiable, sponsor and targeted towards persuading or informing members of a
particular market segment.
2. Direct marketing activities offer products and services to market segments in one or
more media at a more personalised level.
3. Personal selling is the hand-to-hand combat of marketing promotion where personal
communications techniques are used to sell a product to an individual in a personalised, face-to-face environment.
4. Point of sale/point of purchase are in-store displays, including a range of promotional
elements such as posters, signs, displays and materials, designed to influence the
consumer’s choice at the point of purchase.
5. Publicity is any form of non-personal mass promotional activity that is not paid for
by the organisation.
6. Sales promotions are marketing activities conducted to stimulate short-term growth in
sales through techniques such as coupons, prize promotions and competitions, and
free samples.
7. Public relations is the deliberate, planned and sustained effort to institute and maintain an understanding between an organisation and any group with which the company needs to communicate, such as governments, citizen groups or the media.
As may be evident, this is not a comprehensive list of media types, but instead highlights the different styles of promotional techniques — for instance, the radio may be
the medium for delivering an advertising message or publicity or a public relations
campaign. Similarly, the telephone can be used for direct marketing or personal
selling. It is important to separate the medium of the delivery from the promotional
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mix element, as the mix elements are independent of the medium of distribution —
for example, advertising is not automatically based on television, and not all
marketing messages on television are going to take the form of advertising.

Advertising
nAdvertising: any form of no
d
pai
on
personal communicati
for by an identified, or d
identifiable, sponsor, an ing
targeted towards persuada
or informing members ofnt.
particular market segme

Advertising is any form of non-personal paid communications technique from a
clearly identified (or identifiable) sponsor, usually in a one-to-many broadcast situation. There are many different types of advertising styles and methods, most of which
are defined by their association with a distribution medium. For instance, most people
would be familiar with billboard advertising (outdoors), television commercials
(broadcast) or product placements in movies and television (broadcast).
There are four types of advertising:
• Overt advertisements are those marketing messages that are blatantly obvious as being
advertising, exist in the gaps between the content in television and radio broadcasts, and occupy just about any given spare surface in newspapers, magazines and
other printed materials.
• Sponsorship involves a person or an event receiving funding from a sponsor in
exchange for the sponsor gaining exposure at the event, broadcast or public appearance of the person. This form of advertising is tied directly to the endorsement
theories raised in chapter 9, as the sponsor attempts to associate their product with
the sponsored person or event. Sponsorship is a good method for reaching target
markets — if your potential customers are fans of a certain sport (AFL, NRL, ice
hockey), associating your brand with their favourite sport gives both product awareness and product endorsement.
• Product placement is the subtle, and almost omnipresent, paid placement of corporate
logos, images and products in films and television. For example, Apple Computing
pays copious amounts of money to have an Apple computer frequently save the
world against aliens in films, just as Coca-Cola, Pepsi, Nike and many other brands
hand over money for their brands to be associated with leading characters or to
appear in the background of critical scenes in the movie. The tactical value of the
product placement is to create a social message concerning the product — that it
is a natural part of an accepted everyday life or situation. What usually gives the
product placement away is how clearly the character can just ‘randomly’ pick up the
product and have the product logo pointed straight at the camera.
• Advertorials are the grey area between editorial content and advertising copy whereby
a paid placement in a printed medium is accompanied by a positive review article or
slightly re-written press release. In addition, advertorials include pre-made segments of news content based on a marketing-generated story (this includes broadcasting film trailers during the evening news), live reads of advertising messages
during radio programs, and the infamous 15-minute long late-night television advertising ‘shows’. The advertorial is a difficult area for marketing in terms of the balance
between ethical marketing, effectiveness and editorial content. One of the most
common criticisms of the power of modern marketing is the tendency for editorial
content of news media not to be critical of major advertising sponsors — similarly, a
radio announcer who promotes ‘my friends at [Company Name]’ is most likely to be
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referring to a paid product placement. The emphasis for the tactical marketer is to
clearly define the boundary between the paid placement (advertising) and the content of the television show — particularly in television shows such as Good Morning
Australia, which are part product placement and part chat show and just happen to
interview people with products to sell (it’s Playschool for adults, there’s a bear in
there, a chair as well, some people with sales promotions and a product to sell).
For the most part, advertising is more commonly defined by the medium of delivery
than it is by any particular style, and, as such, is the broadest of the promotional mix
elements.

Direct marketing activities
Direct marketing activities are the personalised sales pitches that are delivered
directly to the consumer, either via telephone, email or mail, and have the capacity for
an immediate direct response. When direct marketing is used appropriately it has a
relatively high success rate in that it offers a potentially useful product to a narrowly
selected target market that has previous expressed a need for a product of this type
and nature. If done incorrectly, direct marketing is better known as spam (email), junk
mail (postal) or annoying (telemarketing). There are five types of direct marketing techniques that can be used by the tactical marketer, as follows:
1. Direct mail, where the marketing message is sent by post, addressed directly to the
target recipient, and contains a personalised offer (often tied with a sales promotion). Direct mail is the by-product of database marketing.
2. Direct email, where the consumer has consented to join an email mailing list or has
registered their details with an online organisation in order to receive email-based
offers. Unlike database marketing, which is generated by the actions of the consumer in purchasing products or engaging in contact with the organisation, direct
email marketing is a pro-active step by the consumer to opt to receive messages
from the organisation. This is an incredibly powerful marketing technique as the
consumer has actively requested to receive marketing messages, product information or access to sales promotions. A word of caution — this only applies when
the consumer has volunteered to receive the information. Unsolicited email only
serves to annoy and alienate the consumer, harm the brand and ultimately
endanger the job security of the marketer who decided to spam the customer.
(When the company has to incur the costs of the wrath of the consumer and the
company’s Internet service provider, any thoughts of how ‘cheap’ the unsolicited
email campaign was supposed to be will quickly evaporate.)
3. Telemarketing, where the offer is made directly to the consumer by phone call. Cold
calling — that is, where the customer is phoned without having any prior interaction with the organisation — has a relatively low success rate for most products.
The best tactical application of telemarketing is to use it as a sales support mechanism to follow up leads generated by customer inquiries or to follow up a direct
mail-out campaign. Most customers who receive a directly targeted mail message
will be more positively disposed towards receiving a phone call from that organisation, especially if the letter indicates that the call is likely to occur.

Direct marketing activities:
offering products and
services to market
segments in one or more
media at a more
personalised level.

Database marketing: a
direct marketing technique
that uses computerised
databases of consumers’
prior behaviours to generate
lists of potential respondents
to a direct mail campaign.
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business
practice

Telemarketing in action, and action against telemarketing

Telemarketing has a poor public reputation due to the misuse of the techniques for the short-term gain of individual
companies. In theory, specifically targeted phone calls to interested customers should be the fastest way to generate
new sales or gain valuable marketing insights and data. The reality of the situation is that the general public is rapidly
growing tired of being interrupted during their meals, television shows and daily business by phone calls from random
strangers trying to sell aluminium cladding or asking for an opinion on a brand of toothpaste.
Anti-telemarketing instructions have appeared on the
Internet and are the subject of several email joke messages as to how to deal with cold calls, telemarketing and
unwanted sales pitches. Figure 10.5 indicates a step-bystep guide to diffusing unsolicited telemarketing market
research.
So what on earth is a marketing textbook doing promoting an anti-telemarketing script? Quite simply, the
artist who created the script has a series of valid criticisms of unsolicited telemarketing phone calls, from which
the following advice has been developed:
1. Treat the telephone as a private space. Unlike the
mailbox, which people feel more empowered to filter,
unsolicited phone calls to sell unwanted products feel
like an invasion of the individual’s privacy due to the
more intimate nature of the medium.
2. Solicit telemarketing interaction. Use the telemarketing
medium to pursue customers who have requested
contact with the organisation, either by emails, phone
calls, personal interaction or written requests. Generate a database of customers who prefer to deal on the telephone, and guard this list against overuse — call only when necessary, and when relevant to the request and
wishes of the organisation.
3. Do some preliminary background filtering. Nothing is more annoying than being offered aluminium cladding for a
brick house or special membership and discount offers to a service that isn’t in the local area, state or country (cold
calling an Australian phone number to sell a US product that doesn’t ship overseas seems an odd way to do business). Because this is a targeted medium for selling, it will be possible to run preliminary checks to filter out those
members of the targeted phone list who do not meet the basic sales criteria.
4. If you must call, consider what the target market may be doing when you call. One of the most common complaints
is the barrage of telemarketing calls during the 6.00 p.m. to 7.30 p.m. timeslot as marketers believe this is when
their target market is most likely to be home. This is true. Many people will be home having dinner, or attempting to
catch the daily news, and will not welcome an unsolicited phone call. Consider the alternatives faced by the consumer — would they rather answer questions to a stranger on the phone or eat their dinner?
5. Respect silent numbers and requests for removal. Limit or do not use random number dialling for sales calls. Telemarketing is a direct marketing technique, which means that it is about delivering targeted messages to a specific
target market — and there is no such thing as a random target market. Marketing research can use random calling
to solicit certain types of samples, although most market research will require specific targeted samples. It is increasingly rare that randomly calling someone will be the most appropriate technique for data collection or a sales pitch.
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In addition, outbound telemarketing
should log the numbers contacted so
that requests for removal (‘Do not call
us again’) are honoured simply
because these are requests indicating
that this person is not your target customer, and it is a waste of time and
money to call.
In general, outbound telemarketing
has a valuable tactical role to play as a
supplemental sales technique to add a
human touch to otherwise impersonal
marketing messages. Where an organisation or individual has requested
contact, one-to-one interactive communications (see chapter 9, figure 9.6)
are the most effective way of talking to
the consumer. In a similar vein, using
interactive communications to follow
up sales leads or as a follow up to
direct one-to-one non-interactive communications (see chapter 9, figure 9.5)
can reveal useful information regarding
the effectiveness of the first contact.
However, telemarketing as a tactic
requires that it be used only where
appropriate for the marketing campaign, and as little as possible, in order
to maximise its effectiveness for the
company and to minimise the inconvenience to the consumer.

Q.1 Outline the ways in
which you think telemarketing
can be used to increase sales.
Q.2 How do you believe the
effectiveness of telemarketing
can be improved? Is it a case
of improving the targeting
of the messages to the
consumers or improving the
reputation of the method with
the general public?

Figure 10.5: EGBG counterscript to unsolicited telemarketing
Source: www.xs4all.nl/~egbg/counterscript.html.  2003 concept,
text, design:EGBG.nl martijn engelbregt.
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4. Catalogue marketing, a variation on direct mail marketing, where the customer
receives a product catalogue as a result of requesting subscription to the catalogue
service, or having previously ordered products from the organisation. A limited
range of unsolicited catalogue sales are used as a secondary supplement to personal sales campaigns (e.g. Avon sales staff can leave a catalogue at houses where
they did not personally speak to the householder). As with direct email, this is a
very strong sales technique, as the consumer has requested the catalogue service so
that they have access to product and ordering information when it suits them.
5. SMS and new messaging technologies, where instant messaging systems such as SMS,
wireless application protocol (WAP) and short-range FM radio broadcasts are used
to deliver advertising content to selected audiences. The inherent danger with
these new technologies is the exploitation of the ability to contact the consumer
— irrespective of whether the consumer wants to be contacted. Several technology futurists warn of an impending future where mobile phones receive a constant barrage of SMS advertising messages whenever customers walk past a shop
or outdoor advertisement with an imbedded broadcast system. However, much
like any other form of direct marketing, subscription-based SMS marketing can be
a valuable addition to the marketing tool kit, and can reach a much more tightly
defined target market. Several nightclubs have begun experimenting with SMS
announcements to regular patrons to announce short queues, the start times of
bands or drinks discounts — all as a value-added service that the consumer volunteers to join.
Guinness used the SMS medium very effectively in conjunction with one of its
sales promotions involving a competition. The competition required the consumer
to complete a crossword with the option of ringing a help line to get clues or
answers, which were sent to the consumer via SMS. The effectiveness of the campaign was due in large part to the voluntary nature of the interaction and the fact
that the company was offering something of value to the consumer in the messaging context. This started a relationship with the consumer that could then be
developed via direct marketing in the SMS medium.
The strength of direct marketing comes from the capacity to deliver timely information to people who want it, and who have willingly requested to be contacted by
the company. The weakness for tactical marketers is the high level of message
burnout felt by consumers who constantly have to throw out junk mail and misdirected targeted mail messages.

Personal selling
Personal selling: a person
communications techniquale
where products are
sold to individuals in a
personalised, face-to-face
environment.

Personal selling is the direct one-to-one interaction between the consumer and the
salesperson. It uses the techniques outlined in chapter 9, figure 9.6, in that it is a oneto-one interactive event, although it can also be one-to-many-to-one (see figure 9.8)
where the sales pitch is given to a crowd of people. For the most part, personal selling
is very easy for the tactical marketer to identify — if the consumer is interacting with a
member of the organisation, either face to face, or by email or phone, then personal
selling is taking place. Personal interactions and personal selling in marketing is
covered in more depth in chapter 12.
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Point of sale/point of purchase
Point of sale (POS)/point of purchase (POP) displays are in-store promotional displays and are the last part of the promotional mix the consumer will encounter prior to
the selecting their product. They can range from being as basic as placing promotional
posters around a display of products through to complicated in-store displays. Tactically, in-store displays are a valuable last line of influence on the undecided consumer,
given that these displays can occupy key retail positions (e.g. at the end of the aisle in
supermarkets).
In-store displays can also be tied into sale promotions (see below) as special-purpose in-store displays can be created to reinforce sale promotions, competitions or
promotional offers (packaging decisions were discussed in chapter 8). The tactical
advantage of the point-of-sale display is that the unique display can be used to distinguish between products in highly competitive markets or through associating
sales promotions (competitions) with disposable and easily replaced point-of-sale
displays.

Point of sale (POS)/point of
purchase (POP) displays:ed to
in-store displays design choice
influence the consumer’s.
at the point of purchase

Publicity
Publicity is any form of mass promotional activity that is not paid for by the organisation and that occurs through news coverage of events, positive product reviews
and unpaid, unsolicited editorial comments. The key criterion for publicity is it is not
paid for by the organisation. Any form of paid publicity is part of the domain of advertising or public relations. However, publicity can be generated as a result of advertising
where the advertising itself becomes a source of attention in the media.
It must be acknowledged that all publicity is not good publicity, and that while many
people will argue that it’s more important to be known than what you’re known for, this
adage only applies to being famous for the sake of being famous. Companies need to
remember that the success of a promotional campaign relies on the use of IMC, and
this includes ensuring that any publicity received by the organisation is consistent
with its marketing messages. If the company’s marketing message is promoting environmentally friendly products, having the company headline national current affairs
programs for three straight nights over environmental destruction is certainly publicity
— but negative publicity that is devastating for the effectiveness of the organisation
and its promotional message.

Sales promotions
Sales promotions are short-term promotional events designed to drive quick sales by
adding short-lived bonus features to the product offer. The chief advantage of the sales
promotion comes from the short-term sales boost that can be gained by consumers
taking advantage of the limited product offer — for example, product coupons that can
be redeemed for CDs, clothing or other logo-branded objects can drive a quick
upswing in sales as consumers stockpile the product to get access to the coupons.
The downside of the sales promotion is that many non-brand loyal consumers will
move from one sales promotion to another, awaiting the special offer, price discount

Publicity: any form of nonpersonal, mass promotional
activity that is not paid for
by the organisation.

Sales promotions:
marketing activities
conducted to stimulate
short-term growth in sales.
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or bundled bonus feature before purchasing the brand. Developing this sort of habit
(or addiction) in the marketplace creates long-term problems for the organisation as
consumers come to expect certain brands and promotions to occur. (Is it really not
summer until Kit Kat runs its seasonal promotions involving frozen Kit Kats and a
red and white animated cat?)
Some common methods of sales promotion include:
• Competitions, prizes and give-aways, which can include straight sweepstakes competitions where prizes are awarded by lucky draw or sending in proof of purchase
(usually barcodes).
• Redeemable coupons, which are parts of the product packaging that are removed and
traded for goods or prizes. Pepsi is (in)famous for once offering a Harrier jump jet for
what it believed was an impossibly high number of coupons, which someone managed to collect and then later successfully sue Pepsi for a cash equivalent prize
(Ricks 1999). Coupons should also be given a relatively high level of security against
forgery or duplication. This became evident during the ill-fated Coca-Cola music
auction, which used a short barcode number on the 600 ml products that could be
exchanged for points in an electronic auction. The problem for Coca-Cola was the
relative speed with which the encryption used to create the valid bidding codes was
broken, and the ease with which multiple ‘valid’ codes could be generated from a
single legitimate code.
• Cash rebates, which is where sending proof of purchase (barcodes/receipts) to the
manufacturer will result in a cash or cheque rebate. However, this does not include
money-back guarantees, which are a separate form of sales incentive and are more
associated with risk reduction and pricing.
• Two-for-one offers, which offer product bundles of multiple items of the same unit for
the same cost as a single unit. This category also includes promotions such as
loyalty cards, which entitle the consumer to a free product after a certain number of
product purchases (e.g. on the fifth or tenth product purchase). However, a standard
event such as ‘Two-for-one Tuesday’ is part of pricing strategy and demand management, and is not a sales promotion.
• Bundled product offers, which is where compatible products are offered together for a
limited time. For example, small samples of biscuits may be bundled with jars of
coffee, or two types of dairy products (milk and yoghurt) or a snack food and a drink
(Coke and Mars bar) may be bundled together.
• Promotional objects, which include bundling toys, game cards or other non-product
related materials with the product. For example, during a movie promotional tie-in,
Coca-Cola can offer glassware featuring the promoted product (e.g. Harry Potter)
and the Coca-Cola logo. Sponsors of any of the numerous Pokémon-style cartoon
series can give away ‘free’ trading cards in the packaging of their primary products
(e.g. corn chips).
From the tactical perspective, the best use of the sales promotion is to coordinate it
with a sponsorship arrangement and in-store display to maximise the value of all three
facets. For example, choosing to sponsor a major music concert might include offering
commemorative promotional objects, coupons for discounts on music CDs associated
with the concert and a proof-of-purchase competition to win tickets to the sponsored
events.
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Public relations
Public relations (PR) are deliberate, planned and sustained efforts to institute and
maintain an understanding between a company and any group that the company
needs to communicate with on a regular basis, including governments, citizen groups
and the media. PR is often associated with disaster recovery (or spin doctors) to
rescue the corporate reputation from an unfortunate incident. From a tactical perspective, the use of pro-active PR can enhance the brand and corporate image in the eyes
of potential clients through the use of the media. By selecting key targets in the media
(i.e. appropriate trade journals or public news broadcasts) a company can issue press
releases regarding its positive achievements or research breakthroughs, or can establish a corporate position on a key social, environmental or political viewpoint. Tactically, PR is also more than simply targeting the occasional press release to a friendly
journalist — it includes all public interaction in the media, from offering review copies
of products to journalists through to successfully handling those infamous current
affairs doorstop interviews. PR also involves negotiations between the organisation
and key pressure groups, for example environmental groups such as Greenpeace or
groups lobbying governments for changes in policy and regulations.

Public relations (PR): the
deliberate, planned and te and
sustained effort to instituing
maintain an understand and
between an organisation
any group with which thenicate.
company needs to commu
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Making the marketing message: the process
of putting the message to the marketplace
Delivering the message to the marketplace requires the marketer to consider the first
three steps of the communication process in further detail (see figure 10.6, returning
for an encore performance from chapter 9). The reason the model is starring in the
sequel chapter is for ease of reference in the exploration of the practical side of the
model (in chapter 9 it was used to outline the theory, this time it’s here for the purposes of explaining how to put the theory into practice).
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Figure 10.6: Model of the communication process Source: Belch, G. E. and Belch, M. A.,
2001, Introduction to Advertising and Promotion: An Integrated Marketing Communications Perspective,
fifth edition, McGraw-Hill/Irwin, Sydney.
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From the tactical marketing perspective, only the first three steps of the process can
be influenced or controlled by the marketer. Consequently, this section examines the
practical techniques associated with developing a marketing message for delivery to
the consumer, from sender through encoding to message distribution.

Source/sender I: planning the process
Objectives: statements of
direction and intent for the
business.

Objectives are a necessary aspect of all forms of planning as they provide both guidance for developing the campaign and a unit of measure to determine whether or not
the campaign has been successful. For the tactical marketer, most of their involvement
and work with objectives will come in the form of implementing someone else’s
(usually the boss’s) plans.

Types of objectives
There are three levels of objectives that influence tactical marketing and the development of the promotional messages. Marketing communication is the planned process
of turning an existing marketing objective into a promotional objective, and using
these objectives to develop sales- or communications-objective driven campaigns. As
illustrated in figure 10.7, these objectives range from broad statements of goals
through to narrower strategies and, finally, tightly defined tactics in order to convert a
marketing objective into a useful marketing message.
Marketing plan

Marketing objectives

Promotional objectives

Communications objectives

Advertising
Figure 10.7: The funnel process from marketing plan to marketing messages
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The three levels are as follows:
• Marketing objectives are set in the marketing plan, and form the core foundation
for the business’s marketing direction. They outline what the marketing plan is supposed to achieve within a given time frame (this was previously mentioned in
chapter 2, and will be examined again in chapter 14). The marketing objectives form
the direction for the marketing mix, and will shape the directives below it in the food
chain (promotional and communications objectives). A marketing objective would
usually look something like this: ‘To increase the commitment of target consumers
[Generation-X males] to the organisation’s product line [Hits of the 80s CDs] by 15 per
cent [using sales figure] by Quarter 3.’
• Promotional objectives (also known as IMC objectives) are the specific tasks for
how and what the promotional mix will achieve over a set period of time. These
objectives are closely related to the rest of the mix, and need to be developed with
the whole of the mix in mind to achieve maximum impact (see chapters 13 and 14).
These take the form of either communications objectives or sales objectives.
• Communications objectives and sales objectives are statements of the direct
impact that the marketing message is supposed to achieve. A typical communications objective would look something like this: ‘To create or improve unprompted
brand recall of the 80s Classic Hits Album series by 20 per cent in the Generation-X
male market by Quarter 2.’ These objectives are measured by the extent to which the
target market remembers and understands the message. Sales objectives are based
on the extent to which the promotional campaign encourages and creates sales in a
set time period. A sale objective would usually look something like this: ‘To increase
sales of the 80s Classic Hits Album series by 20 per cent within six months of the promotional campaign.’
For most tactical marketers, the closest they will come to setting an objective will be
at the communications or sales level, and even then, these are most likely to be set by
the managerial level above the tactical marketer. The majority of tactical marketing in
IMC consists of receiving instructions to increase sales by 10 per cent (or a similar
number) by the third quarter (or equivalent date) — and that’s as much information as
you’ll receive.

Source/sender II: tactical creativity and message
development

Marketing objectives: these
objectives form the core foundation
for the business’s marketing
direction and outline what the
marketing plan is supposed to
achieve within a given time frame.

Promotional objectives: the
specific tasks for how andx
what the promotional mi
will achieve over a set n
period of time (also know
as IMC objectives).
Communications objective
objectives that are designeds: to
guide the development of
promotional copy by produthe
cing
a set of messages or ideas tha
should be communicated to t
the target market.

Sales objectives: objectives
based on the extent to which
the promotional campaign
encourages and creates sales
in a set time period.

5

Tactical creativity is the art and science of turning commercial sales or communications objectives into advertising content. This element of the marketing process is
one that is typically associated with the marketing profession — all marketers in
television shows or movies spend the majority of their time coming up with creative
messages and selling them to the board of directors. While creativity in message
design and content is essential, effective creativity requires that the process integrates
with the marketing and communications objectives of the organisation.

Creativity and communications objectives
The priority for the creative teams working on a communications objective is to
inform and educate the consumer. Communications objectives require the transfer of
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important marketing information (style, quality, price or similar attributes) from the
sender to the target audience. This style of promotional message is best aimed at
the following phases of the decision process:
• the information search phase (see chapter 9, figure 9.1), as this is where the consumer
needs the most amount of objective information (price, features, functions, etc.)
• the store choice phase, insofar as products with limited distribution need to inform the
buyer where they can find the product (and sometimes where they can find the
store).
Unlike sales objectives, the emphasis is on education and information content in
the message, and these tend to need more room to work than persuasive content. As
a result, messages driven by communications objectives tend to rely on the promotional mix elements of advertising (usually print), direct marketing, some personal
selling, publicity and public relations. All these functions in the marketing mix can
be used as information sources for the consumer, and, as the complexity of the message to be communicated increases, the more likely it is that the mix element used
will involve a printed communication. For example, explaining the difference
between one brand of beer and a new brand of beer pretty much requires key words
of taste, flavour and alcohol content. Explaining the difference between using lowand high-phosphate washing detergents for their impact on the environment
requires more detail. Educating the consumer on how (not why, just how) to use a
new product such as WindowsXP will probably require more than a few key words
and newspaper adverts (try a shelf of user manuals, several newspaper columns and
dedicated talkback radio segments — as was used during the Windows95 and
Windows98 roll outs).

Creativity and sales objectives
Sales objectives require a different tactical approach than that used for communications elements, as the emphasis is on encouraging consumers to change their
behaviour (either switch brand, buy the new product or buy the product again). Consequently, sales objectives need to develop persuasive messages that target the
following phases of the consumer decision process:
• The problem recognition phase, by persuading the target market that the lack of this
product in their lives/cupboards/driveways is detrimental to their overall lifestyle or
wellbeing.
• The information search phase, to the extent that the search for information involves
needs such as belongingness (‘What is this season’s fashionable accessory?’) or selfactualisation (‘What can I drink that defines me as me?’) — messages can be both
informative and persuasive towards the target market (‘Your friends will respect you
and it costs only $9.95 not to be a loser’).
• The evaluation and selection phases, by leaving persuasive messages in the memory of the
target adopters. As mentioned in chapter 4 and again in chapter 9, marketing cannot
have a direct impact on the mind of the consumer at this point — rather, it relies on
recall and memories of the persuasive messages encountered during problem recognition and information search.
• The store choice phase, where the message persuades the target market to acquire the
product from one (or more) specified outlets (limited distribution) or the company’s
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preferred range of delivery options (e.g. Pizza Hut offering a discount for a pick-up
rather than home-delivered pizza). Alternatively, this persuasion may come from the
store itself, offering specials, promotions or other persuasive means of getting the
target market to the store to buy your product. Symbiotic relationships between
high-demand products and retail stores can lead to a situation where stores will copromote your product as it is to their advantage for your customers to come to their
store.
• Cognitive dissonance phase (post purchase), by persuading purchasers that they made the
right decision in buying the product, and that they will continue to make the right
decision and be satisfying their needs by buying the product again. One area for tactical marketing to focus on for short-term achievement of sales objectives is to
encourage additional use of a product, either through product use innovation or by
increasing the consumption of the existing product (see chapter 7 for product use
innovation).
With such a broad area of the consumer decision-making process to work with,
sales objectives most commonly use the techniques of advertising, limited direct
marketing (usually person to person), personal selling, point of sale/point of purchase and sales promotions. Publicity and PR are usually not used as part of a campaign driven by sales objectives as these are seen as predominantly informative
elements of the mix.

Creativity in general: six tenets of promotion
In addition to specific tactics to address sales or communications objectives, there are
six general tenets of good marketing communications. Aitchison and French-Blake
(1999) developed these six core tenets of promotional messages as advice on pitching
an idea to the target market for the maximum impact, recall and effectiveness.
The six tenets are as follows:
1. Promotional messages should be about empowerment. Positive promotion that offers the
consumer information on how the product, idea, service or web site will improve
their life will have greater success than negative messages. One of the issues to
consider in arguing against developing negative, or attack, advertising is that you
are paying for the media space, so why mention your opposition and give them a
free ride? The greater the emphasis placed on selling a positive message that
addresses a consumer’s need, or demonstrates how the features of the product
can bring benefit to the consumer, the more likely it is that the product will
succeed.
2. Promotional messages can signpost social change. Promotional messages featuring
people demonstrate the contemporary social values of their time, from the hairstyles and clothing through to assumptions of gender roles and acceptable social
behaviour. However, marketing can also signpost and bring about social change
through portraying social messages in advertising content. Given that marketing
messages can be targeted at belongingness needs to sell toothpaste, soap and
cat food, the portrayal of society in these messages can also sell social roles and
society’s values.
3. Promotional messages can send news. Promotion can be about spreading a message
rather than persuading a target audience to perform an action. Promotion occasionally loses sight of the need to simply inform the public without the need to put in a
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persuasive element. While this is predominantly seen as a PR or publicity function,
promotional messages can take a break from persuasive messaging to simply
inform and instruct (though this is probably best done with communications objectives rather than sales objectives).
4. Promotional messages can support and encourage. The most value to be gained from a good
promotional campaign is not in the value of creating a new customer but in the
value of reaffirming the brand loyalty of an existing customer. This style of promotional message is targeted towards reinforcing product and brand choice in the
post-purchase cognitive dissonance phases.
5. Promotional messages can be used to share experiences. This style of communications message delivers a shared message of experience of the product, and demonstrates how
the product can be used to achieve an increase in the shared field of experience
(see chapter 9, figure 9.2).
6. Promotional messages can be used to answer a dream. This approach to promotional messages aims the content and message execution at the needs level of the consumer’s
psyche. If the promotional messages used by the organisation can tap into this
level of dreams, needs and wants (for the target market), and show how its products can aid the realisation of these dreams, it stands a much stronger chance of
success. However, this approach has an inherent danger of creating much stronger
cognitive dissonance when a product promises to fulfil a dream — and then falls
a long way short of the mark.
The best tactical application of these six tenets is to look at how they can be used to
enhance the promotional objectives — for example, if the objective is to communicate
the release of a new product update, then the third promotional tenet is the most
appropriate approach to consider. Similarly, sales objectives can be enhanced through
encouraging repeat purchase by using messages associated with the fourth tenet. In
this regard, these tenets work as broad guidelines to assist the development of tactics
for specific promotional messages.

Encoding: creating the promotional copy
Encoding is the process of converting an idea into a series of message components.
The process is the complicated task of turning the broad guidelines, set objectives and
specific communications tasks into the message components. These message components include the following:
• The use of audio for advertising, which includes dialogue, and song and music selection for television and radio. This also includes the development of service scripts
for telemarketers and any pre-rehearsed sales pitch for sales staff.
• The use of visual components, which includes the font, placement of the product in the
copy and the impact of the combination of all the elements in the viewer’s eye.
• The use of different types of appeals, which includes the decision to develop humour-based
appeals, emotional appeals or rational appeals.
• The selection of symbols, logos and brand marks in the advertising copy to demonstrate
branding of the product, or to create associations between the product and the logo.
Leaving giant black tick marks on a billboard now says ‘Nike’, whereas previously the
brand required the logo and company name to be in parallel.
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• The selection and meaning of verbal components, to ensure that what the message says is
what the sender means and what the receiver is most likely to interpret. (See the
Global Perspectives vignette in chapter 9 for what happens when this goes wrong.)
• The use of colour, which is related to the medium, product costs and the meanings associated between the colour and the product. Using green and gold colouring (or black and
white colouring) implies either Australia (or New Zealand) in certain contexts. Colours
also have multiple meanings across different nationalities, so the selection of white,
black or purple can imply death (depending where you are in the world).
• The use of movement, either actual or implied in the advertising copy. Blurring the
edges of an image of a car in a still copy in a newspaper can give the impression of
speed and movement.
• The use of lighting, such as what type of lighting to use for television advertising (bright
lighting for a positive product, darker sets for products used at night, etc.) or the
use/impact of illumination for outdoor displays (will the advert be visible at night, or
will the advert change at night due to back lighting?).
• The creation of non-verbal messages through subtle cues such as body language, the personal space between the actors in the advertising copy, and the amount of white
space in advertising copy. The placement of people and objects in an advertisement can convey an image of prestige and leadership (a person alone), intimacy
(two people close together) or fun and activity (clustered groups). How the people
in the advertisement appear in relation to one another then conveys an image of
exclusivity or accessibility for the product or service being promoted.

Message channel: distributing the message through
medium selection and the promotional mix
The final phase for the tactical marketer to consider is the selection of the distribution
medium for the message. While this is presented here as the final step in the process,
the message channel has a significant impact on the type of message that will be sent
(e.g. the length and style of message by available media space) and the message content
(there’s no value in visual images for radio adverts). Consequently, in an ideal marketing
environment, the message would be developed for the medium, and access to the
medium would then be acquired by the organisation. In reality, budget and time constraints will force the marketer to select the medium that the company can afford (and
hopefully this medium will be the medium of first choice for the target market). Consequently, tactical marketers need to place a priority order on the medium of choice for
contacting the target market, and develop content that is balanced between the needs
of the organisation (the costs of using the medium) and the effectiveness of the selected
medium (the rate of use by the target market). If your target market doesn’t read the local
newspaper classifieds, then there’s absolutely no point in advertising there — even if it
is cheaper than advertising in a medium actually used by the desired customers.
As with all of the promotional mix, there are a range of ways to reach the target
market, and with the increasing breadth of marketing distribution mechanisms, just
about everything from airline cutlery through to the sides of personal cars is apparently fair game for a marketing message. Table 10.1 illustrates the available categories
of promotional media.
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Table 10.1: Categories of promotional media

l Medium

Unprompted recall: the
extent to which the
consumer can remember
the product and
the marketing
communications message
without prompting or cues.

Communications model

Best suits

Broadcast (includes television
and radio)

One-to-many

Advertising
Publicity
Public relations

Internet (includes wireless
Internet, the Web and
email)

One-to-many-to-one

Advertising
Direct marketing activities
Personal selling
Point of sale/point of
purchase
Sales promotions

In-store (includes any
promotional activity
conducted inside a retail
environment)

One-to-many

Advertising
Point of sale/point of
purchase
Sales promotions

Outdoors (includes billboards,
bus sidings, mobile
billboards, skywriting, etc.)

One-to-many

Advertising

Personal communications
(includes any point where
two people talk in a
marketing-related
conversation)

One-to-one

Direct marketing activities
Personal selling
Public relations

Print I (includes newspapers,
magazines, newsletters or
other printed material with a
distribution list)

One-to-many

Advertising
Public relations
Sales promotions

Print II (includes any printed
material that is directly
addressed such as letters,
catalogues or related items)

One-to-one

Advertising
Public relations
Direct marketing activities
Sales promotions

Guerrilla/gimmick promotions
(any non-standard or nontraditional method of
promotion not covered
above)

One-to-many

Advertising
Publicity generation
Sales promotion

Feedback/response: evaluating the marketing message
The last stage for tactical marketers involves assessing and evaluating the promotional
message, which takes three forms:
• follow-up market research (see chapter 6)
• direct response feedback
• assessment of marketing and promotional objectives (see chapter 14).
Follow-up market research examines the level of unprompted recall, which is the
extent to which the consumer can remember the product and the marketing
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communications message without prompting or cues. In addition, unaided recall is
useful for determining issues of message clarity, in that it measures the extent to
which the consumer can recall the message content but not the brand or the
product. If you can sing the jingle, explain the images and the messages, but can’t
remember the name of the product (or where to buy it), you’ll appreciate the need
for greater message clarity.
Direct response feedback occurs in response to promotional message stimuli, and
can be as basic as an increase in the number of telephone calls or web site visits the
company receives, or it can be an increase in sales. This form of response measurement
requires benchmarking prior to the promotional campaign being implemented, so that
changes in responses can be observed (you can’t tell whether the advert generated
more calls if you don’t know how many calls you averaged prior to running the advert).
The final part of the feedback mechanism comes at the strategic level (and is discussed in more depth in chapter 14), measuring the extent to which the campaign satisfied strategic issues, met tactical goals and satisfied communications, promotional
and marketing objectives.

global
perspectives

Roadblocking: a global product
launch for BMW

At the tail end of the 1990s, several global
marketing stunts were performed as the multinational corporations attempted to leverage their
global reputations. One of the most ambitious
projects in global advertising was an attempt by
BMW to have a simultaneous product launch
across the world. Using a technique known affectionately as the ‘roadblock’, BMW’s media
teams attempted to purchase one minute of television time across the world’s advertising networks for a multiple nation parallel media launch.
Quite simply, BMW succeeded in acquiring
the media space and developing the one-minute
advert for release in a series of nations. Even the
complicated task of translating the advertising
into a series of different languages was handled
without a hitch.
The only flaw in the entire process was well beyond the control of even BMW’s
marketing teams — the proposed launch time for the advertising placed it on air in Australia and New Zealand at around 3.00 a.m. While there are many factors that can be
controlled in global marketing, not even BMW could wake up a nation long enough to
watch its advert as part of a multiple nation parallel media launch. Consequently, the
most ambitious plan in contemporary marketing fell just short of a truly global release.

Q.1 Did BMW need to include all
countries in its global media launch?
What would be some of the
implications for the international
reputation of the brand if the company
were to exclude a specific country?
Q.2 Is roadblocking a technique
best suited to delivering an advertising
message or generating publicity?
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Chapter summary
This chapter built on the theory of communications outlined in chapter 9, and demonstrated their practical application. It examined the practical application of marketing
communications for business. Included in this have been examples of practical solutions to common IMC problems, such as PR crisis management. The chapter also demonstrated the integration of IMC into the rest of the marketing mix. Issues of price
influencing advertising copy and design were discussed, along with issues of how
product quality and distribution all form part of the integrated marketing communications package. Finally, individual elements of the promotional mix were discussed,
including matching media types to their respective promotional mix element, and
marketing theory.
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Review questions
R.1 Name and evaluate three of the techniques involved in IMC, giving examples of
organisations that have used the practice.
R.2 Outline the component parts of prestige pricing and give examples where it is
appropriate to use it.
R.3 Name the seven mechanisms of the promotional mix. Briefly define two of them.
R.4 Direct marketing is a promotional tool used by many organisations. Is it useful
to use email for this purpose? Justify your answer.
R.5 If you are going to use telemarketing as a direct marketing technique, what are
some of the practices to avoid?
R.6 What is the difference between a sales objective and a communications
objective? Can the same approach be used to deliver both messages?
R.7 There are six core tenets of promotional messages, from answering a dream to
sending basic information. How important is finding the right form of
promotional message? In your answer give an example of an effective use of one
of these forms being used in a current campaign.
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R.8 How can sales promotions be used most effectively in promoting the primary
product? Name some of the more successful ones you have come across.
R.9 Is value for money directly related to the actual product or to the perception
that the buyer and others have of that product?
R.10 How important is the selection of the medium in the promotional message in
terms of targeting specific groups? Give examples to illustrate your answer.

Application questions
A.1 While it is important for organisations to present a consistent image, is it also
important for people to recognise the specific part of a large organisation that is
dealing with an issue? How much of a problem is this generic branding for
subsections of a total organisation, particularly government departments? Is it
appropriate to allow each department and subsection to develop its own logo?
A.2 In developing visual images for promotional material do consumers have any
general expectations with regards to the match between the cost of an item and
the type of promotional material used? Justify your answer with examples.
A.3 Compare and contrast the roles of overt advertising, product placement and
advertorials in terms of both advertising effect and ethical responsibility.
A.4 ‘Sure you need to plan but communications, originality and flare are the
lifeblood of marketing. Too many people get bogged down in the process — it’s
all objective planning evaluation — too much talk and not enough getting on
with it.’ Discuss this statement in relation to making the marketing message and
putting the message in the marketplace.
A.5 Demonstrate your understanding of encoding and distribution by collecting a
series of advertisements from different media and evaluating them in terms of
both encoding and message channels. In your opinion, where have they failed or
achieved their objectives?

Discussion questions
D.1 How important is the integrated marketing mix to organisations? Choose an
organisation and examine it in the light of the theory and practice of IMC.
D.2 Is there any one part of the seven promotional mechanisms that is better than
the others for using in all promotional campaigns? If yes, which part is it and
why? If no, why not?
D.3 Is there really a difference between branding cattle and branding in the
marketing mix? The brand on cattle tells you who the owner is and you know
their reputation for quality or otherwise. Does the brand of product you buy tell
others the same thing about you? Truth or myth? Analyse in the light of the
extended product and the marketing message.
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Is all publicity good publicity?
programs make more mileage out of doors being slammed in
One of the common misunderstandings in marketing is the notion
the face of their camera crews than they do from an open and
that any publicity is good publicity. While name recognition is often
honest interview during a
seen as the be-all and end-all of
crisis.
marketing’s use of publicity, being
• Remember that IMC includes
remembered for the wrong
the recovery from negative pubreasons can only harm the shortlicity. Do not expect to solve a
and long-term success of the
negative PR encounter by
company. In recent times, many
pouring more money into the
companies have deliberately creadvertising of your products.
ated controversial advertising in
Solve the problem, and then
order to attract publicity and
make the public aware of the
media exposure for the organproblem and your solution
isation and the product.
through your advertising and
In the late 1990s, Windsor
public relations.
Smith shoes attempted to gen• Be prepared in advance. No
erate publicity for its shoes by
company is perfect, and few
using deliberately provocative
companies can predict (and preadvertising featuring implied
vent) every possible PR disaster
sexual content. In effect, while the
that might happen to them. Conadvertising did gain national exposequently, every company
sure from the billboard campaign,
should have an actively mainit was subject to negative publicity,
tained PR disaster recovery
and was often the subject of
plan, including details of which
mockery and derision. Although
staff members will be responsible for handling media inquiries, and
the campaign is remembered (and featured here), it is as an
contact details for relevant journalists. For example, a child-care
example of how not to do business, and how to damage an estabcentre should have a staff member assigned (and trained) to
lished brand through a short-sighted attempt to grab publicity. Not
handle questions regarding health scares, epidemics or other
all publicity is good publicity.
likely PR crises the organisation is going to face in daily business.
For some companies, bad publicity seems to find them despite
The key to handling a PR crisis is to work with
their best efforts to avoid it. When faced with a
the
media to gain their support, and their
publicity crisis, either through a planned event
Q.1 Which is more
cooperation,
in handling the situation. Hostility
(producing deliberately controversial materials)
important — short-term
towards the media will only result in the media
or by accident (a PR disaster), there are a few
publicity exposure or longbeing
unlikely to run your side of the story, and
steps that companies can follow to minimise the
term objectives?
damaging
the corporate reputation. It is better to
damage:
Q.2 What are the main
take
short-term
damage (e.g. loss of sales due to
• Cooperate with the media. Very few organreasons why an organisation
the withdrawal of the products involved in the
isations under scrutiny from the media stop to
should have a PR disaster
crisis)
and work to actively solve the problem than
consider how quickly they can divert attention
management plan?
to attempt to ignore it and hope it will all go away.
from the problem to the solution. Current affairs
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Chapter 11

Price

Chapter outline
After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Explain the role of price
in the marketing mix
Discuss the key
principles that underpin
pricing policies
Understand the total
price concept
Know how social price
impacts on the
perceived overall cost
of a product
Explain how price
setting varies in
different contexts
Know the variety of
tactics available to
assist marketers in
arriving at a final price
for products.

Price, a critical element of the firm’s marketing mix, is often
set by the finance or accounting division of the firm without
a significant input from the marketers. This is a mistake as
price can be a very effective strategic tool that can be used to
reinforce promotional messages, imply quality or encourage
trial and purchase. In this chapter we address the role of
pricing as a tactical element of the marketing mix. First, price
is defined and the role of price in the marketing mix is
discussed before a detailed examination of the variety of
pricing policies is undertaken. Different policies are needed
for different types of product, competitive conditions and at
different stages of the product’s life cycle. Once the general
approaches to pricing have been outlined, the influence of
non-financial elements of cost on the final price is discussed.
Referred to as the total price concept, this is an important
area for not-for-profit and government marketers, as well as
commercial marketers, to understand. Next, the chapter outlines key price-setting techniques in different situations
before closing with a discussion and demonstration of the
different markup options available to the firm.
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Introduction
As this is a textbook on marketing, we will not be devoting a large portion of the
chapter to introductory economic theories on demand curves and price. Instead,
the chapter concentrates on the marketing applications of price. Similarly, the focus of
the chapter is not on learning formulae to make decisions on specific pricing levels,
but rather to discuss more broadly the key principles underpinning the role of price in
the marketing mix.
Price is the only element of the marketing mix that competitors can copy exactly
without any legal restrictions. At a tactical level, inexperienced marketers often use
price cuts as a way of gaining customer attention. The usual response of competitors is
to match the price cuts, and even reduce the price further. While consumers may benefit in the short term, unrealistically low pricing policies ultimately undermine the
profits of the firm and its commercial survival. Going broke is neither in the interests of
the company nor the customer as fewer firms with reduced competition have less
incentive to determine and satisfy customer needs.
Price is used in marketing to ensure the profitability of the firm and also to send a
message to the market about the firm and its products. In the mind of the consumer
a high price can denote high quality, and a low entry price can encourage trial of new
products. The decision to price independently of competitors allows the firm to determine and reinforce its market positioning through the other elements of the marketing
mix. This chapter examines these issues and more in detail and demonstrates the
importance of involving the marketing division, as well as the finance division, in the
final pricing decision.

Principles of pricing: what does price do
in the marketing mix?

r
Price: the cost to the consudme
us
an
incurred by acquiring the ing
the product and includes tion as
financial costs of consumpl social
well as the non-financia , risk
costs of time, effort, psyche
and social prestige.

1

Price is the externally observable, and directly measurable, indicator of the value of a
firm’s products and services. Effective pricing directly impacts on profitability and
ensures the longevity of the firm through its contribution to revenue and profits.
Although there are clearly financial and strategic parameters around which the pricing
decision must be made, the policies and tactics of pricing should be generated from
the marketing division. Determining the appropriate pricing policy, such as prestige
pricing, price skimming or loss-leader pricing, is dependent upon the integration of all
elements of the marketing mix to achieve specific marketing objectives and to support
a clear positioning strategy.

The role of price
Price has two distinct roles in marketing. First, it impacts directly on the profits and
operational success of the business, and can be crudely equated to how much more
the consumer will pay above what it costs to make the product. Second, and with
more sophistication, price is the total value a consumer is willing to exchange for a
product. The total value is usually expressed in monetary terms ($9.99 + GST)
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Total price concept: an idea
that includes both the
financial cost and nonmonetary factors such as
time, effort, pride and
social prestige in the cost of
a product.

2

although it can be expressed as a promise (‘Vote for me and I’ll reform taxes’) or in
terms of bartering (‘You scratch my back, I’ll fix the election’). For the most part,
price is fairly consistently explored in marketing as the monetary value a consumer
is willing to spend to acquire the product. The total price concept expands price
beyond the financial aspects and into non-financial aspects such as pride or reputation costs (explored in depth below). However, this section of the chapter focuses
on the monetary aspects of price, such as price setting, and the role of price for the
consumer.

Pricing policies
Many tactical marketers will find themselves facing limited control over the pricing
structure of their organisation, as many of the decisions regarding price setting are
made at the strategic level. While an individual McDonald’s franchise may believe that
raising the price of a Big Mac and lowering the cost of fries could be the optimal solution for its store, the strategic organisation of the firm doesn’t necessarily provide this
degree of freedom. From a tactical perspective, pricing strategies can be used to
inform the decisions on other factors of the marketing mix. Common pricing techniques include:
• prestige pricing
• price skimming
• penetration pricing
• loss-leader pricing
• value-based pricing
• cost-based pricing.
These are explored in greater detail below.

Prestige pricing

Prestige pricing: setting the
price of a product at a as to
deliberately high level so and
imply quality, exclusivity bol.
desirability as a status sym

Prestige pricing involves setting the price for a product at a deliberately high level
so as to imply quality, exclusivity and desirability as a status symbol. This technique
was first mentioned in the book as part of IMC tactics (see chapter 10). When using
prestige pricing, tactical marketers should consider the following points:
• Reduce the number of distribution channels. Given that this pricing strategy implies prestige, the channels of distribution should be limited to high-priced stores and exclusive retail arrangements (see chapter 8). It’s hard to maintain a prestige price when
your product is sold at a discount store.
• Expand the extended product with service arrangements. Introducing warranties, guarantees
and after-sales service arrangements into the extended product can also support the
prestige value of the product as implied by the price. In addition, the extended
product will also support the total value of the product by increasing the perceived
benefits of the product. For example, a jewellery store that uses prestige pricing on
engagement and wedding rings can offer an extended warranty cleaning service on
five-year anniversaries. This supports the implied value being created by the high
price.
• Create a premium label to support the prestige price. This involves creating a premium
category (gold-level membership) that implies additional benefits with the
additional cost.
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The most tactical value of the prestige pricing strategy derives from a product
manufactured in limited numbers or a service with limited capacity. A gym that
offers a limited number of premium-priced memberships can limit the demand on
the service while still covering its operational costs. With a reputation for a highquality service (limited waiting times for equipment, less crowded than
competitors), the high demand for the limited number of memberships will ensure
the price can remain high. The disadvantage to prestige pricing is that it requires
the differential treatment of premium price-paying customers from standard
customers, otherwise the prestige value is lost. If the same gym that charges a
premium price then offers a range of discount memberships and overcrowds the
gym, the value of the prestige membership is diminished, and the opportunity to
price at this level is lost.

Price skimming
Price skimming is one of two common tactics used to introduce a new product to the
market. This approach is commonly used in the sale of new technologies, such as
games consoles or mobile phones, where the initial asking price for the product is significantly higher than the ‘stable’ market price it will reach a few months after being
released. This tactic is closely related to the quite new product (see chapter 7) and
innovation adoption theory (see chapters 4 and 7).
The tactical value of the approach can be summarised as:
• Development cost recovery: which is a form of profit taking where the profits from the
inflated price of the new product can be used to pay for the costs incurred in
research and development, and for the pre-sale promotional expenses. Both the
Microsoft Xbox and the Nintendo GameCube had extensive pre-publicity, which
incurred significant costs prior to the companies being able to sell the products to
start gaining revenue.
• Exploiting the innovator’s high price tolerance: which is a slightly more cynical approach to
consumer behaviour that recognises the innovators in a market are willing to pay a
higher price for a product so they can be among the first to own it. Being able to
afford the skimming premium price tag is also part of the prestige of owning an early
product.
• Profit taking: which is a basic approach to setting the price as high as the market will
bear for as long as the market will bear in order to maximise initial profits, only then
reducing the price to boost flagging sales.
The disadvantage to a system such as price skimming is when it’s applied to a
product that needs a critical mass of users and market share to be an effective product.
Digital television in Australia was introduced using a price skimming approach, which
hampered the widespread adoption of the technology. Without a wide roll out of
digital televisions, there was no economic incentive for broadcasters to provide digital
services, and when the services weren’t available, the digital television product lost its
core product advantage.

Penetration pricing
Penetration pricing is the reverse approach to price skimming in that the marketer
sets a low introductory price for the product in the hope of alleviating adoption risk
(see risk perception in social price below) and gain a widespread trial adoption.

Price skimming: setting thell
highest price a market wi
bear when a product is r
introduced so as to recove nal
development and promotiole.
costs as quickly as possib

Penetration pricing: settin
a low introductory price forg
the product in the hope
alleviating adoption risk.of
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Price war: where
competitors in a market
reduce their prices to
match their opponents;
often results in situations
where the firms sell their
products below cost price.

It’s quite commonly used as a method of pricing new fast-moving consumer goods,
particularly in highly competitive markets where established brand loyalties dominate the sector. For example, a cola company attempting to take on Pepsi and
Coca-Cola can enter the marketplace with a heavily discounted ‘Introductory trial
offer’ price of 50 cents per can, compared to the $1 price of the major competitors.
Tactical uses of penetration pricing can be summarised as follows:
• Stimulating initial interest in a new product, where an introductory price is used to overcome initial adoption risks (see the use of pricing as a risk reducer below) and to
stimulate an initial sales drive of trial adoption. By clearly marking the product and
packaging as being an introductory offer, the tactical marketer can avoid a consumer
backlash when they raise the price back to the standard market rate.
• Breaking a monopoly or duopoly structure, where one or two established players control
the majority of the market share, and the new player in the market needs to break
the brand loyalty of consumers. Penetration pricing in these markets often results in
a price war, where competitors in a market reduce their prices to match their
opponents, and often results in situations where the firms sell their products
below cost price. Penetration pricing is a short-term, high-impact tactic that can be
costly to an organisation if it is forced to continue the low prices for an extended
period.
• Gaining a wide market base for a product, where a base unit is introduced at a low price
(often below cost) so as to drive demand for another product. A mobile phone company could give away expensive mobile phones for token prices ($5 for a $699
phone) in an effort to secure a wide market share for the use of its telecommunication service.
The biggest disadvantage to the penetration pricing strategy is the risk of losing the
consumer once the total price rises to a standard (and sustainable) level. It’s important
to calculate the total value of the product to the consumer, and to test the value at the
standard market price (‘Is my soft drink worth $2?’) before attempting to introduce it at
a penetration price (50 cents per can). Some marketers who use penetration pricing
discover that the consumers only finds the product’s value to be worth the penetration price, and not the intended full price of the product.

Loss-leader pricing

Loss-leader pricing: a retailing
tactic that involves reducing
the price of one or more
product lines in a store to a
discounted rate to encourage
the consumer to purchase at
that particular outlet.

Loss-leader pricing is done at the store level rather than by the individual product
manufacturer — for example, Coles may decide to discount its range of Coca-Cola
drinks to the wholesale price in order to encourage Coke buyers to shop at Coles for
the whole of their weekly shopping. Tactical applications of the loss-leader technique
include:
• Stimulating short-term sales: the use of loss-leader pricing will bring additional consumers to the retail store in pursuit of the bargain. With careful loss-leader pricing,
the retail store can still profit from the sales so long as it takes care not to lose
money on each transaction.
• Promotional objectives: loss-leaders can be used to raise awareness for the retail brand,
or to imply a retail IMC message of being a low price alternative.
The major downside to the loss-leader method is that it relies on the consumer purchasing products other than the discounted lines. If the store is only able to sell its
discounted loss-leader products, the objective of the pricing strategy fails, and the
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store loses money. For example, if Diet Coke is heavily discounted in one supermarket chain (Safeway-Woolworths), consumers who usually shop at another store
(Coles) may decide to drop into Safeways to pick up only the Diet Coke. Similarly,
stores that depend on radical pricing (offering ten $1 fridges) may find that their promotional fridges sell quickly, but the consumers who came for the bargain fridges fail
to find anything else of interest to them in the store.

Value-based pricing
Value-based pricing is where the total package of the production costs plus the
expected consumer benefits are calculated as part of the pricing process. In this
approach the tactical marketer is posing the question ‘What is this product worth to
the consumer?’ and developing the price based on that answer. A rope is worth
roughly $5 when you walk past it in a store. When you’re stuck five metres down the
side of the mountain, you’re prepared to pay significantly more than $5 for that same
rope. In a less extreme example, value-based pricing can be used in areas of limited
resources and high demand (tickets to a concert, drinks at that concert) or where the
consumer is prepared to negotiate an end price. This is a harder area to deploy in tactical marketing, although its common uses are as follows:
• Haggling: which is where the consumer and the producer negotiate a price. Haggling is either perceived as a great sport for the consumer or an irritation. The difficulty is in deciding whether to engage in haggling given that some consumers will
simply want a price tag on the product, whereas others will attempt to strike a deal.
• Second-hand markets: which is where the value of the goods is uncertain or involves
emotional involvement (see chapter 4). How much is a second copy of your favourite
childhood book worth? eBay is a prime example of how products with objectively
low value (second-hand plastic toys) can be sold for inflated prices when the consumer has an emotional attachment to the product (replacing a lost childhood
treasure).
• Customised products or services: commissioned works, artistic ventures and customised
products are an avenue to use value-based pricing in negotiating a deal. For
example, hiring a photographer for a wedding will involve more negotiation and
price tolerance to capture the special day ‘just right’ than it would for hiring a photographer to take a series of photos of a house for sale.
• Limited product alternatives: this element of value-based pricing is also related in part to
the second-hand market in that a consumer faced with a limited alternative to fulfil
a need will tolerate value-based price setting more readily. If you only need one
more item to complete a set, you’re willing to spend more on the last piece than you
would spend on the first piece. Similarly, when the airconditioning breaks down on
the hottest day of summer, you’re prepared to pay just about any price for the
repairs.
The primary disadvantage of value-based pricing is the complexity of the technique
compared to other methods. It also involves a much greater understanding and knowledge of the consumer, and how the consumer will react, than most other price-setting
techniques. It’s predominantly valuable for a tactical marketer who has a wide range of
discretion in the control of their prices, and who works fairly closely with the individual
consumer.

Value-based pricing: where
the total package of the
production costs plus the s
expected consumer benefit
are calculated as part of
the pricing process.
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Cost-based pricing

Cost-based pricing: price
setting that involves
calculating the actual
financial cost of creating
the product and then e
adding a fixed percentag
premium.

3

Cost-based pricing is a method of price setting that involves calculating the actual
financial cost of creating the product and then adding a fixed percentage premium.
For example, the manufacturer of a computer may estimate its computer to have cost
$800 in components, $200 in labour and $50 for shipping and handling plus 10 per
cent for administrative overheads (and profit). As a result, the product weighs in at
$1155 before tax. This style of pricing is often used in B2B raw materials, where the
costs of production are relatively easy to calculate (e.g. coal costs $60 per tonne, so an
order for 10 000 tonnes would cost $60 × 10 000 plus, say, 15 per cent for administration costs). Cost-based pricing is the easiest method for physical goods pricing, but
it is by no means the best method.
The tactical value of cost-based pricing is as follows:
• One-off price discounting, where a retail store holds a sale based on clearing excess
stock on a cost plus administrative charge basis. This method is occasionally used in
whitegoods and electrical retailing, and is best used sporadically so as to reduce the
consumer’s tendency to wait for the next sales period before buying — that is, if a
store has a habit of cost plus 20 per cent sales in early March, consumers will hold
off buying in January and February to take advantage of the March sale.
• Simple products, where there are limited social messages associated with the product
(i.e. raw materials), and where price isn’t used as a quality indicator. For example,
smaller retailers may work to a cost-plus markup tactic when they add a mandatory
amount (i.e. 10, 15 or 20 per cent) to the cost of the products as their pricing.
The biggest disadvantage of the cost-plus method is that it fails to use price as
anything other than a mechanism to cover costs. As a result, it fails to address the
total price concept, and misses the opportunity to use price as part of the organisation’s IMC (see chapter 9).

Total price concept
The total price concept refers to the idea that the cost of acquiring a product includes
both the financial cost and non-monetary factors such as time, effort, pride and social
prestige (see figure 11.1, where P is the total price, Pm is the monetary or financial
component, and Pi represents the set of social prices associated with the transaction).

n

P = pm +

∑ pi

i =1

Monetary price: the value
of the product in local
currency terms.

Figure 11.1: The compensatory price formulation Source: Fine, S., 1990, Social Marketing,
Allyn & Bacon, Sydney, p. 331.

Total price is equated to the sum of the monetary cost and the social price.
Monetary price is the value of the product in local currency terms (including any
form of tradeable denomination — such as rewards points or negotiable currency).
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Social price is measured in terms of time, effort, lifestyle and psyche to create a
non-monetary aspect of the price.
One common criticism of the total price concept is the emphasis the model places
on additivity, which is an assumption that can only hold if each of the subcategories of
price is independent. In other words, the model examines the impact of the four subcategories of price as a single item — whereas in reality, the social prices are interdependent and can influence each other. Putting a lot of effort into the use of the
product (canvas and paints) may also cost a large amount of time (painting), impact
on the user’s lifestyle by reducing their available free time (painting instead of
watching television), but ultimately result in an outcome of greater psychic satisfaction
(hanging their own painting on the wall).

Non-monetary cost: social price

Social price: the nonmonetary aspects of the ct,
cost of acquiring a produ e,
measured in terms of tim .
effort, lifestyle and psyche

4

The value of recognising social price is to improve the tactical marketer’s ability to
address the product offering to the target market. For example, a low-cost product
that may take longer to use will be more desired by ‘time-rich, cash-poor’ market segments. In contrast, a high-priced service (monetary price) that requires an extended
time commitment (time price) may not suit the intended affluent target market (corporate executives) who can pay the fiscal price, but can’t spare the hours (‘lack of
weekends’ syndrome).
Similarly, many products with an economically sound price often find difficultly in
gaining market acceptance as the producers fail to factor in the social cost of their
products. One of the most unlikely problems to face a marketer is how to price a free
product or free service so that the market will use it. If you’ve ever wondered how you
could get a service or product to the point you couldn’t give it away, part of the factor
could be the social price associated with using the service, such as embarrassment
(free public prostate cancer test), inconvenience (free three-day seminar on time management) or the effort required (free Ansett Airline ticket — some pre-flight training
and maintenance skills required). The four major categories of social price are
explored in greater detail below.

Time
Time is the measure of how many other consumption activities have been foregone,
and is expressed in terms of the benefits gained or opportunities lost by using the
product. Related to this is the notion of opportunity cost, which is the opportunity
or outcome forsaken in order to pursue the chosen behaviour. In this respect, time
may actually equal money where the opportunity foregone was the chance to earn
money (e.g. a one-day seminar on improving sales is a high time cost for a commission-based salesperson). Similarly, money can be used to purchase time in the
form of services — it’s possible to sell time (service delivery) to people who can
afford to buy the services. McDonald’s has made its fortune by providing low-cost,
high-speed services, which include the added value of reducing the time required for
dinner. The success of the McDonald’s franchise in providing this service has led to
the development of the Boston Market food chain, which offers ‘fast slow food’ in the
form of a ‘home-cooked’ style meal (roast dinners) with the high turnover concept of
McDonald’s.

Time: the measure of how
many other consumption
activities have been
foregone; expressed in
terms of the benefits gai
or opportunities lost by ned
using the product.
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Fast slow food: Boston Market brings home-cooked
style to the fast-food category
When the words ‘fast food’ are mentioned, McDonald’s usually
springs to mind, along with thoughts of drive-throughs, hamburgers and roast lamb. Roast lamb? If the McDonald’s-owned
Boston Market restaurant chain has its way, lamb roasts and
slow-cooked home meals will soon join the ranks of the hamburger and fries as a fast-food alternative.
The concept behind the Boston Market chain is to create
the slow-cooked, home-style food consumers would usually
have to spend a long time preparing in the kitchen (and longer
washing up) and make it available in a casual dining atmosphere. The slow-cooked, fast-food concept trades on the consumer’s desire to buy time, as well as dinner, by going for a
take-out meal. Instead of providing the usual fare associated
with fast-food chains, the Boston Market concept is tailored to
provide time savings for consumers desiring a full meal and
dessert to take out with the same service speed and efficiencies associated with a McDonald’s
at less than the price associated with standard restaurant meals.
Boston Market is attempting to position itself as a high-speed dinner delivery service. In
doing so, it will also have to compete against the parent company of McDonald’s, along with the
other high-speed food industry players. The question from a marketing perspective is whether
the promise of slow-cooked food at high speed is enough to drive people away from the drivethrough window and up to the dinner table.
Source: www.bostonmarket.com; and Ryan, R., 2002, ‘McDonald’s opens first Boston
Market outlet’, B&T Weekly (online at www.bandt.com.au/articles/27/0c00ad27.asp).

entrepreneurial
focus

Q.1 What are the benefits
being offered by Boston
Market? How do these differ
from its competitors?
Q.2 Describe how
McDonald’s and Boston
Market address different
aspects of Fine’s total price
concept.

Effort

Effort: the amount of
energy and personal
activity the consumer
needs to put into the final
outcome of the product.

Effort is the amount of energy and personal activity the consumer needs to put into the
final outcome of the product. This is particularly high in areas of self-service goods such
as IKEA furniture or any product where the words ‘some assembly required’ and an allen
key are involved. It seems a reasonable rule of thumb that if a product comes with its
own tool kit as part of the packaging, the consumer is in for considerable effort.
An interesting problem for the tactical marketer is to strike a balance between the
demands of consumers who want low-effort, low-time products (pre-assembled) and
those consumers who derive intrinsic value from the high-involvement, high-effort
goods. Much like time, this factor can be used to lower the price of the product (reduce
the effort), or increase the value of the product (increase the effort) depending on the
needs of the target market. A fast-food place that offers the option of constructing your
own customised hamburger massively increases the effort required for dinner, yet can
position this as ‘customisation’ and turn it into a feature of the service. Similarly, high
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levels of effort can also result in a changed social meaning for the product where the
consumer gains social standing for being able to master the product or expend the
effort — if it didn’t then MENSA puzzles, Nintendo GameCubes and the Microsoft
Xbox would have a limited market life.

Lifestyle
Lifestyle costs are those costs incurred when the purchase or use of the product
results in a significant change in some aspect of the individual’s personal habits or
lifestyle. This is a difficult aspect for most tactical marketers to calculate in the total
price of the product — is the change in lifestyle being offered by the product actually a
cost to the user or is it the benefit being sought? Does a labour-saving device that
halves the amount of effort required to do a job help or hinder the employee (if it
halves the time, will it halve the workforce?).
There are two ways to approach lifestyle pricing in the total price concept. There are
the intentional changes to the consumer’s lifestyle that can be factored (as a cost, or
bundled as a benefit) and the unintended consequences. It’s unfair (and unrealistic) to
expect a marketer to be able to cost the unexpected consequences of a product (however, it’s not always a defence in court) where the changes wrought to the lifestyle created unexpected social costs. While this sounds complicated, consider the impact of
Internet access and email on people’s lifestyles. With easy access to communications
technologies, people who were traditionally less likely to write letters were able to
communicate with friends and family around the world. A twofold impact occurred —
the expected impact of an increase in communications, and the unexpected impact of
an increase in long-distance phone calls as people who communicated in email
decided to augment their text relationships with phone calls. The change to lifestyle
involving time on the computer (and Internet access time) increases at the expense of
‘traditional’ face-to-face meetings in pubs, clubs and cafés.

Lifestyle costs: costs
incurred when the
purchase or use of the
product results in a
significant change in som
aspect of the individual’s e
personal habits or lifestyle.

Psyche
Psyche costs are usually related to the perceived social risk and represent the
potential loss of self-esteem, privacy or pride, or any aspect of the product purchase
that could adversely impact on the individual’s self-esteem. Often referred to as the
psychic cost of a product, they represent the internal reaction to a product. (Ironically,
people who feel uncomfortable about their friends knowing they consult telephone
horoscopes incur double psychic costs.) Within psyche costs are several subcomponents based on perceived risk, which is the consumer’s assessment of a negative outcome, how likely it is to occur to them and whether it will be too unbearable. In
marketing terms, perceived risk tends to gravitate towards product use outcomes such
as the risk of being embarrassed by friends knowing you use a certain product (Preparation H) or owning something unfashionable (Bob the Builder albums or The
Wiggle’s Dorothy the Dinosaur Adult Costume Kit).
The main areas of perceived risk that can be controlled through tactical marketing
and optimal pricing are as follows:
• Psychological risk: which is the degree to which buying and using a product presents
a mental risk (frustration, embarrassment, confusion) to the user, and includes the
likelihood of suffering cognitive dissonance (see chapter 4 for cognitive dissonance).
These are internalised feelings that concern the individual’s own mental wellbeing,

Psychic cost: the potentialy
loss of self-esteem, privac
or pride, or any aspect of
the product purchase
which could adversely l’s
impact on the individua
self-esteem.
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and aren’t dependent on anyone else around them. If you’ve ever put a product back
on the shelf thinking ‘That’s just too complicated’ or ‘There’s no way I’ll understand
this’, you’ve experienced a sensation of this type of risk.
• Social risk: which is the risk to the individual’s reputation among their family,
friends and peers. Social risk requires other people to be present, and for them to at
least appear to react to the product or its use. Risk of embarrassment in front of
others is a social risk, whereas feeling embarrassed on your own is a psychological
risk (that includes blushing in private at the thought of using a product).
• Functional risk: which includes all the risks associated with actually using a
product, from the risk that the product won’t meet the need at all to the risk that its
use will create subsequent needs. If you’ve ever been concerned about buying a
product because you think you’ll probably need to buy another product to go with it
to make it work properly, you’re encountering functional risk. This type of risk comes
into play when you have limited experience with a product, or you’re trying out a new
product. The white chocolate Kit Kat is a case of functional risk in that you’re not
sure it’ll have the same satisfaction as the milk chocolate Kit Kat, and if it doesn’t
satisfy the chocolate craving, you’ll need to buy (and eat) another chocolate bar.
• Physical risk: which represents the inherent danger of personal harm associated with
the use or ownership of a product. Given that a ham sandwich and a bottle of vodka
can both be potentially fatal, physical risk is a matter of proportional risk and likely
outcomes. The risk of injury from hang-gliding is directly proportional to the quality of
the hang-glider, the prevailing weather conditions, and whether the consumer actually
goes hang-gliding. For the most part, physical risk in product consumption is a known
factor (i.e. the risk of heart disease from fatty foods) that is traded against other benefits (owning a McDonald’s plastic toy) or time (the convenience of fast food).
• Financial risk: which is the potential risk that buying or using the product will incur
more expenses than expected. This does not cover any purchase where the consumer knowingly purchases a product that will have ongoing costs (if you buy a pet,
you should be expecting to have to feed it). This comes from the feeling that you’re
not going to simply be able to stop spending money once you own the product. This
sort of risk tends to arise where you start replacing clothes in a wardrobe (now all
your ‘good’ t-shirts look faded) or when setting up a house for the first time (suddenly the flat just needs a few more cushions, then another bookcase, and so on).
For the most part, the majority of products will already have some degree of tradeoff between the social price (and associated risks) and the benefits of the product. For
every rational decision made to avoid a high-risk product, there’s always someone who
can explain the desire to take a high risk for an apparently small reward with the words
‘It was worth it’, since the trade-off between risk and reward is a subjective measure.
From a tactical perspective, price can be used as a mechanism to adjust perceived
risk in the marketing business.

Psychic costs and risk: price as a risk reducer
Price can be used as a mechanism to modify the consumer’s perception of risk in several
ways. First, price can be associated with the extended product feature of the money-back
guarantee, where the consumer is offered a full refund if the product fails to meet the need.
The advantage to the producer is that the consumer feels that the financial risk associated
with the product can be negated should it fail. Unfortunately, there’s no easily developed
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method of offering an ego-back guarantee that promises to restore the user’s lost pride
and social standing in the event of a loss related to use or ownership of the product.
Second, lower prices can be used to reduce the consumer’s overall perceived risk if
they feel that the price saving will compensate for any of the other potential risks. This
form of risk reduction is often used in association with name-brand goods for nonstore distribution channels. For example, a discounted price on a name-brand pair of
sports shoes may encourage a buyer to purchase from a catalogue or web site, even
if they were feeling uncertain about the purchase.

Price setting

5

Setting the final price is a complex decision based in part on ensuring that costs are
met as well as achieving specific marketing goals, such as growth in market share. In
all cases the balance needs to be maintained between the needs of the organisation and
the wants of the final consumer. If you take an organisation-centric approach to pricing,
where you are totally focused on cost recovery and profit, it can be short-sighted if you are
alienating potential customers. Imaginative pricing tactics can be used to achieve a range
of marketing goals that go beyond the fundamental purpose of making a profit (although
they still do make a profit — creativity in that area shouldn’t be confined to the financial
auditing sector). In this final section, pricing tactics and options for different situations
and outcomes are discussed from both consumer and organisational perspectives.

Price and the consumer
Price, as has already been discussed, is the value that consumers place on a product
or service. As in all areas of consumer behaviour and human interactions, logic
doesn’t always come into it when people put a value on an object. Water, for
example, is essential to all life given that without water a person will die within a
matter of days. However, in many countries, including Australia and New Zealand,
there is an expectation that drinking water will be available for free (branded bottled
water is another issue — here we are referring simply to the availability of lifesustaining plain drinking water). Diamonds, on the other hand, are not essential to life
and contribute nothing to the average consumer beyond looking attractive. Yet diamonds are greatly valued by the buying public, who are prepared to pay exorbitant
amounts to possess a ring or necklace made of them.
The role of the marketer in the price-setting process is to understand not only what
value consumers put on different objects and services but also what influences their
perception of value. One very important concept for marketers to take into consideration when determining pricing strategies and tactics from the consumer’s perspective
is the idea of reference price. Reference prices for different products will vary considerably among consumers. For example, while some people may believe that $15 is
a fair price for a haircut, others are prepared to pay $60, $80 or even $100 or more.
Understanding the reference prices in the minds of your target market is clearly an
important element of price setting, as setting a price too high will exclude potential
customers while, conversely, setting it too low may diminish the perceived value and
quality of the product in the eyes of your market.

Reference price: the price
that consumers use as aen
basis for comparison whce
judging whether the pritoo
of a particular object is
cheap, too expensive or
reasonable.
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Price sensitivity
When working out a final price, you need to be aware of the sensitivity of the market to
price changes. Price-sensitive products are those that have relatively little brand
loyalty so that a change in the price is likely to lead to switching by consumers. Generally, price-sensitive products are those that have few points of clear differentiation from
their competitors and for which there are many effective substitutes. Commodity-type
products such as sugar fall into this category. On the other hand, specialist products
and services such as car engine components or corrective surgery are not price sensitive — if you need the product, then you will pay whatever is necessary at the time. If
the price of surgery were to increase dramatically, most people would still have the relevant operation because it is a necessity (it’s one thing to ask for reconditioned parts
for a car, it’s another to request the equivalent in cosmetic surgery). For the marketer,
recommendations in relation to how closely the pricing strategy will replicate that of
the competitors will need to take the price sensitivity of the market into consideration.

Price in the IMC message
What consumers consider a reasonable price for a particular brand or product will
depend on a variety of intrinsic and extrinsic cues. To sustain prices at a plausible
level (whether this is significantly higher or lower than the average reference price)
requires a consistent message throughout all marketing communications. With the
exception of catalogues or specific sales, most marketing communications messages
do not explicitly state the monetary price of a product. Rather, they imply the approximate level of pricing through a series of visual and other cues.
Extending the previous example of haircuts, a hairdresser located in a shopping
centre, where appointments are not necessary, and who advertises in leaflets distributed to local households, implies a cut-priced operation with low prices to reflect this
position. In contrast, a hairdresser in an exclusive location who advertises only in upmarket magazines (if at all) and relies heavily on word of mouth, industry reputation
and winning a string of hairdressing awards, implies an establishment that can charge
very high prices. If both outlets charged the same price for a simple haircut, the former
would be considered to be overcharging and the latter undercharging. Perceived value
is therefore a function not only of the technical specifications of the product or service
offered but also of the implied price, which consumers determine through consideration of the whole of the firm’s communications. This is particularly important in terms
of price being used as an indicator of quality.

Price as an indicator of quality
High-quality and high-demand goods are generally also expensive to produce. This
is because they are made from either high-quality, expensive raw materials or alternatively from materials that are in high demand (thus creating scarcity and increasing
prices). Similarly, services that are time dependent or require direct interaction with a
specific service provider will use pricing to limit and ration their availability. Again, this
usually occurs through the price mechanism, since service providers in high demand will
usually be quite expensive. Consequently, in the mind of the consumer, a high price usually
equates to high quality. Of course, to sustain high prices, it helps to actually deliver a highquality product. Consumers can be fooled once, but they won’t become loyal repurchasers
if their experience of the product doesn’t live up to expectations. What is worse for the
marketer is that they will have no problems telling others that they have been tricked.
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This association is particularly strong in cases where the consumer has little tangible evidence to prove the relative quality of one product offering over another (as in
the case of professional services) or where consumers are inexperienced in dealing
with the product category and do not know enough about a product to make an objective evaluation.
This tendency for consumers to make assumptions about the perceived quality and
value of your product (see chapter 7) based on price, in turn impacts on your overall
positioning strategy (see chapter 2), distribution policies (see chapter 8) and promotional activities (see chapters 9 and 10).

Pricing tactics

6

Consumers react to different pricing levels in different ways. In any market, there will
be a budget segment that is very price conscious, and a prestige or quality segment
that is looking for the ‘best’ in the category. Consequently, pricing policies need to be
implemented through a range of specific pricing tactics that vary according to the
marketing and financial objectives of the firm (and the needs of the customer). The
following represent some of the key tactical decisions that marketers need to make in
setting the financial price for a product at a given time.

New product pricing
New product pricing is a special area of pricing, since the firm’s objectives are
usually more complex than when pricing an established product. Depending on the
nature of the product, and how ‘new’ it is to the marketplace, the initial pricing
strategy may be focused not on financial goals, but rather on reducing the cost of
adoption to the consumer. In terms of the overall pricing policy for new products,
the key approaches of price skimming and penetration pricing have already been discussed. At this point, tactical decisions need to be made within the context of the
overall pricing policy.
The aim of pricing for new products is to encourage the consumer to try the new
product and, hopefully, become a regular user. While the simplest way of doing this is
to enter the market at a low price, this sets unrealistic expectations and reference
prices in the mind of the consumer. When prices are raised to a sustainable level (from
the firm’s perspective) consumers may feel the product to be overpriced and may stop
buying it. An alternative way of reducing perceived price, and therefore perceived risk,
is to offer introductory refunds or special offers with additional services. For example,
the perceived cost of trialing a new product can be reduced by offering a refund (of a
certain percentage, e.g. 10 per cent) on proof of purchase, or alternatively accessory
products or services can be included in the price for a limited time.
Price skimming will only be effective if market research has shown that there is a
substantial segment in the market that is not price sensitive and is willing to buy at a
premium. This approach more accurately reflects the cost structures for the firm, as the
financial price of the product is usually reduced due to developments in production
based around economies of scale and volume of sales. Tactically, the keys to successful skimming strategies are a thorough understanding of the size and scope of the
market and being able to determine the optimum point at which to drop prices to the
next level to maximise sales at each point.
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Bundling: the practice
of selling two or more
products together for a
single price.

Price bundling

One tactic that is common in both the fast-moving consumer goods area and in services is the concept of bundling. Often, the cost of buying each item separately is
greater than buying two together, thus adding value for the customer. An example of
price bundling in fast-moving consumer goods is selling shampoo and conditioner
bundled together at a single price (not just in single bottles either — those are two-inone products). Alternatively, the company can add in a trial-size new hand cream with
an existing body lotion for the same price as the lotion by
itself. Bundling is also very common in the services sector
Segment 1
Segment 2
where it is often difficult to separate out the exact cost of
providing individual services (due to the large number of
shared costs involved). Examples here include packaging in
breakfast with accommodation, complimentary car servicing
with the purchase of a new car and international call access
with a mobile phone deal. Basically, if you find it hard to
isolate individual costs, use a bundling tactic to demonSegment 3
Segment 4
strate your product’s superior integrated price to the customer — try slogans such as ‘All these features for one
price’.
Price bundling as a marketing tactic gives loyal customers
the opportunity to try new products while at the same time
allowing the firm to try to attract new buyers. For example,
in a situation where there are two existing products, A and B,
Figure 11.2: The bundling segments
there are four potential sources of customers (see figure
11.2):
• Segment 1: Customers who buy product A but not product B.
Segment 1
Segment 2
• Segment 2: Customers who buy product B but not product A.
• Segment 3: Customers who already buy both product A and
product B.
A
• Segment 4: Customers who buy neither product A nor
B
product B.
The most common objective of bundling two products
together is to encourage consumers to trial the products in a
Se
Segment 4
cost-effective way. Segment 1, for example, after trialing
product B through the bundling process may decide to purchase this product in addition to product A (see figure 11.3).
Segment 4 may be tempted to trial both products as the
A
B
combined value may be great enough to encourage short-term
brand switching. Based on this trial it is likely that at least a
proportion of each segment will continue to purchase the indiFigure 11.3: Effects of the price bundling process
vidual products, thus expanding the overall size of segment 3.
This type of bundling is most effective when using complementary products, either
from the same manufacturer or differentbrands that have made a short-term strategic
alliance (e.g. Coca-Cola and Mars).
The type of bundling outlined above is referred to as mixed bundling and represents
a situation where the products can be purchased either in the bundle or as separate
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items. Pure bundling differs in that there is no option to purchase items individually
— to get product B you must also purchase product A. This is more common in the
services sector due to the high level of fixed costs. An example of this would be a gym
membership that is inclusive of the use of showers and change facilities regardless of
whether or not you choose to use them.

Pricing online
As e-commerce becomes more common, and acceptable to consumers, firms must
make decisions as to how they are going to price their online products compared with
their products sold in traditional store-based environments. One of the major problems facing online marketers is that the open access to information on the Internet
means that online customers are more prone to being price sensitive, as they are
able to more easily and accurately compare prices from different suppliers. This, in
turn, is forcing many competitors to get involved in price wars, which ultimately is detrimental for both consumers and the organisations.
Apart from recognising that price-based competition is particularly strong on the
Internet, there are a number of key questions that must be answered by firms entering
e-commerce.
• First, if the company already pre-exists in a more traditional environment, should it charge the same
amount online as is charged in the physical store? For example, a major department store
like David Jones or Grace Bros needs to decide whether to offer the same price instore as online. One way around this is to offer a different product assortment
online and offline, but this is not always possible (or desirable, since effectively you
start competing with yourself).
• Second, the company needs to take into consideration the final cost or price to the consumer. Unless
you are dealing with an information-based product that can be directly downloaded,
the product still has to get to the consumer (see chapter 8). Consequently, the
apparently ‘cheap’ price online often translates to a more expensive overall product
if shipping and postage costs are added. While this is usually the consumer’s
responsibility, an online discount t-shirt-printing company based in the United
States loses any competitive advantage when the international shipping cost for a
single shirt works out to be approximately four times the value of the shirt. Since the
company established itself as a low-cost, short run t-shirt-printing service, the cost
of international distribution was clearly not considered.
• Third, the nature of the Internet is that it is a global medium. From a pricing perspective, companies need to decide how they will price in different markets. For example, will all prices
be in local currency (e.g. Australian dollars or Hong Kong dollars) or will they be in the
more commonly used currency of the US dollar? Similarly, while in most international
marketing strategies different prices are charged in different markets, is this feasible
when all markets can access each other’s pricing structures? Should you instead consider charging a single global price that, for some countries, will seem very cheap and
for others very expensive? Finally, how are you going to get the money? There are many
payment options available to the Internet seller, some of which involve electronic transfers online or through banking systems. Many buyers, however, prefer to use the more
traditional methods of cheques or cash payments. When dealing in international currency this will attract other fees and costs so that the apparently viable price that you
originally set may have profits eroded by these international monetary transactions.
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When going online all of these factors need to be taken into consideration in developing your pricing policies and tactics. Failure to realise that although the product
may be the same, the competitive and purchasing environment is considerably different may result in costly pricing mistakes.

Time-based pricing
Pricing tactics in the services sector are often used to help smooth out demand for
time-influenced services such as travel and hospitality. Several time-based pricing tactics include:
• ‘early bird specials’ for conferences and other events designed to ensure an upfront
cash flow for the organisers
• off-peak specials to encourage use of the service at unpopular times such as coffee and
cake specials between 9.00 and 10.30 a.m.
• premium pricing of services during periods of high demand such as accommodation
on the Gold Coast during Schoolies Weeks.
The purpose of this type of discrimination in pricing policy is twofold. First, it is used
to create demand in off-peak periods when the firm may be losing money. Even if there
are no customers in a coffee shop, it is still attracting the costs of staff, electricity, rent,
the excess capacity of unused machinery, and so on. The other use of this type of tactic
is to smooth out demand so that customers who have the flexibility to use a service at
a non-peak time are more likely to do so and thereby increase the ability of the firm to
satisfy a greater number of customers. While this type of pricing tactic is most commonly
used in the services sector it is also evident in time-dependent physical goods such as
Christmas trees and Easter eggs. It is cheaper to sell these products at minimal cost in
the off-peak times, such as the week after Christmas, than to store the excess product
for next Christmas when the trees, lights and decorations are once more in demand.
Time-based pricing is also influenced by the consumer’s temporal perspective (covered
in chapter 4) since the value of a foil-wrapped chocolate egg is directly related to whether
it’s Easter Thursday or the following Tuesday. Similarly, Valentine’s Day places a premium
price on roses, red-coloured toys and similar products that suddenly drop in value (and
price) on February 15. (Of course, handing a Valentine’s gift to your loved one on February
15 because ‘it was cheaper’ isn’t going to send quite the right message.)

Pricing for loyal customers
One tactical consideration on pricing products is to consider pricing changes based on
customer loyalty, customer relationship management and efforts to recruit new customers. A common suggestion for tactical marketing is to offer price incentives to
entice brand switching and non-brand loyal customers. Even this book has mentioned
how pricing tactics (e.g. penetration pricing) can be used to develop fast market share,
or increase the level of brand switching. However, one area often neglected in pricing
is specific pricing policies for loyal customers. The problem for many loyal customers
is that they find their brand loyalty to an organisation being strained, if not reduced
or lost entirely, as they receive no financial benefit for long-term membership, yet
any new arrival to the organisation can receive discounts and benefits.
One particular case in point revolves around a bank that offered a plush toy to anybody who opened a new account with a $500 deposit. Customers who currently held
accounts, and deposited $500, received absolutely nothing. One approach taken by a
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set of customers was to deposit the money, receive the bonus toy, then close the
account. For the following sales promotion, the rules were changed so that people who
held an account with the bank were ineligible for the bonus toy. In effect, the bank said
to the regular customers that they were less important to the organisation than a newcomer (all over the cost of a fluffy toy). If a random stranger to the organisation could
walk in and receive a bonus gift, why did the loyal customers get shunned?
In pricing terms, one aspect to consider for loyal customers is to establish a discount
process based on their length of time with an organisation. This requires a longer-term
marketing and accounting focus, as longer-term customers must still be priced to be
profitable — nothing will be worse than the loyalty program driving the company to
bankruptcy. (That’s really a bad way to say thank you to long-term customers.)
Of course, the most obvious technique to use when pricing for loyalty is to offer
the same incentives to loyal customers as are being offered to newcomers. If your
service is planning on giving away a free holiday to new members who sign up during
the month of July, give a second holiday away to existing members who are part of the
service in the same month. If the newcomers get 10 per cent off their first purchase,
then regulars get one 10 per cent bonus that month. Basically, use pricing to
encourage loyalty to the organisation at the same time that it’s used to gain new
customers.

Price markup tactics
There are a series of economics-driven methods for selecting a price for a product, and
they will be contained in an Introduction to Economics text. While economics is a useful
part of marketing, it’s best taught in economics courses (and textbooks), rather than
being politely introduced and largely ignored in a marketing text. This section overviews a short selection of marketing-driven price-setting measures based on the price
markup method (if this looks familiar, it’s because price setting tactics cover a related
area — and as the two areas are similar sounding with different content, you can bet
this will feature in an exam).

Percentage-based markups
Percentage-based markups are a price-setting mechanism whereby the price is set
on the basis of a markup of X per cent on the cost of acquisition. This is the markup
mechanism used in the cost-plus pricing strategy, and isn’t the strategy itself.
(Appreciating this distinction will save marks in the exams and help you in your
marketing career.) Unlike cost-plus strategy, percentage-based markups can be used in
any particular pricing tactic — for example, in price skimming, the percentage markup
on cost can be 300 per cent, with the intention to reduce the price to a 100 per cent
markup on the cost over the course of the product life cycle.

Margin-based markups
Margin-based markups are a price-setting tactic whereby the marketer determines the
amount of profit they want per product unit sold, and then sets a price based on the
cost of production plus the preferred profit margin. For example, a company may set a
margin of $5 profit on every CD sold, and a label price of $24.95. Consequently, a store
has to keep its total costs per CD unit below $19.95 in order to preserve this margin.
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Just as an added point
of confusion: buying a
product for $1 and selling
it for $2 is a 100 per cent
markup and a 50 per cent
margin. This is why
marketers are often keen
to leave pricing in the
hands of accountants. It
saves on the aspirin bills
and the headaches.

global
perspectives

This price-setting tactic is useful for achieving marketing objectives that are set in
terms of profit, or sales quotas. For example, a company may need to make $100 000
in sales on a product line to cover operational costs (wages, electricity). From a tactical
perspective, this target can be approached through using margin-based pricing, and
establishing how many units need to be sold at the current margin (e.g. which is $7.99
and equates to 12 515 units). In reverse, the margin can be used to estimate revenues
(expected sales of 100 000 pre-made sandwich units with a margin of $1.25 per unit for
a projected revenue of $125 000).

Chain of markups
The chain of markups refers to the fact that pricing in a marketplace is rarely ever the
responsibility of a single organisation. Chapter 8 demonstrated the different layers and
levels of the distribution channel mechanisms in marketing where each step of the
channel sold the product onto the next step (e.g. where a manufacturer sold computers to the computer wholesaler, who sold to the retailer, etc). In certain channel
structures where the initial product and the end product receive little (if any) value
addition along the channel, the increase in price at each point is known as the chain of
markups. This works from the assumption that the manufacturer/producer at the top of
the distribution chain sells their product to the next level, and the buyer-seller
relationships continue down the chain until the product reaches the end consumer.

One price for every market? Multiple
pricing strategies for multiple markets?

In all marketing, but most noticeably in services and international marketing, different segments of
consumers are charged different prices for the same product. This is a process that has to be carefully managed in that fairness is a major issue for consumers in deciding whether or not they have
been charged an appropriate price. In some sectors this type of multiple pricing strategy is reasonably well accepted by the marketplace. For example, airline tickets vary considerably based on
whether the traveller has booked ahead or has booked at the last minute, whether they are an individual or corporate traveller, part of a frequent-flyer program, travelling on a special offer as part of a
bundled holiday package, and so on. In other areas, however, such as restaurant meals, the differential pricing structures may cause resentment from those who are paying full price, compared
to those receiving discounted prices.
With increasing amounts of consumer information available due to improved communications networks, multiple pricing policies for different markets are becoming more transparent
to the buying public. Special offers and advance purchase fares are advertised openly, while
Q.1 What costs are
most web sites for hotel accommodation will have a section for corporate travellers, who
associated with setting different
receive discounts of up to 70 per cent as frequent users of the facilities. Although different
prices for different markets?
markets have different needs, and bargaining power in the relationship, when the differences
Q.2 Can a service industry
between them become too great perceived inequality may cause whole segments to move on
justify charging different rates
— not necessarily to the benefit of the organisation. Given that multiple pricing policies are so
to different clients for the same
common, the question for marketers is how do they manage this process to gain new cusservices?
tomers, while at the same time retaining loyal customers?
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Chapter summary
This chapter introduced the key principles that underpin pricing from a marketing
perspective. It deliberately focused on the marketing issues that tie the pricing of a
product into the broader marketing mix and the positioning strategy rather than
introducing the graphs and formulae to set specific price levels. In doing this, the
discussion highlighted the fact that pricing is not always a straightforward and logical
process designed to simply return the costs of the product to the company with a
profit. Numerous non-financial and intangible elements need to be taken into consideration when determining the actual price of a product to reflect prestige,
encourage adoption and reduce resistance to first-time use. Price setting in different
contexts, for example the special needs of new product pricing, was discussed along
with an overview of some of the major tactics used in setting the final price, including
the services-oriented approaches of time-dependent pricing and price bundling.
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Review questions
R.1 Free immunisations at local clinics are often offered to the public. In terms of
the total price concept, are these in fact free or are there other costs involved?
R.2 Briefly outline the following common pricing techniques: loss-leader pricing,
prestige pricing and competitive pricing.
R.3 If you want a consumer to try a new product, how can cost be used to minimise
the psychic cost and risk?
R.4 Outline the tactics used in price bundling. Why is price bundling used?
R.5 Airlines have online special offers that are often much cheaper than buying
through the offline sources. What are the advantages and disadvantages of
using this pricing technique?
R.6 Describe three types of methods for selecting an appropriate price for a product.
R.7 Explain the following terms: bundling, reference price and price skimming.
R.8 Loss-leader pricing may get the client into the store, but does it always achieve
the desired result? What are the hazards of using this pricing technique?
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R.9 Offering introductory price incentives encourages new customers to try the
product. Are there any downsides to this in terms of loyal customers?
R.10 What are the major advantages and disadvantages of using premium pricing?

Application questions
A.1 Current affairs programs regularly do blind tests on products such as personal
toiletries and household goods. There is rarely a major difference in the
performance between the most expensive and the cheapest items. In terms of
the total price concept, why would people continue to select the more expensive
product?
A.2 Price is based on more than the actual physical cost of manufacturing an item.
Many items are priced at a premium on the basis of the time that they save the
users. Not all potential users are time poor, but they can make the mistake of
equating high price with quality or desired lifestyle. Should this be an ethical
issue that marketers need to address or is it up to the individual to do their own
research and make their own assessment? Justify your answer.
A.3 Low-cost airfares have been greeted enthusiastically by the flying public
worldwide. In the last couple of years in Australia, some airlines have been
unable to compete on price, and have closed down as a result. What pricing
methods can be used, and what pricing methods should be avoided, for
companies to remain both competitive and viable?
A.4 ‘In magic it’s all smoke and mirrors. In pricing, whether you are looking for a
bargain or prestige it’s all pricing, perception and pride.’ While it’s all legal, how
morally sound are the pricing methods used to entice the buying public?
A.5 Can the price of a service or product stand alone? The role of presenting
integrated marketing communications has been discussed previously. In the
case of price, just how important is the role of price in IMC, and, if it is
important, does it apply equally across the range of pricing options?

Discussion questions
D.1 ‘The role of pricing in the four Ps of marketing is self-explanatory. No
manufacturer or retailer is prepared to carry a loss but they do want to maximise
their profits. Produce economically, sell reasonably and you will have a winner
every time.’ The new Volkswagen Beetle, the Holden Barina and the Mercedes AClass are all similar types of cars. Does this statement hold true for potential
purchasers of these vehicles or are there other factors the marketer needs to
consider? Discuss.
D.2 Selling tickets to the finals at the beginning of the football season, cheap
holidays to ski resorts in the middle of summer and high prices for Christmas
lunch at hotels are all examples of time-related pricing. Is this an acceptable
practice? Do you believe that there are ethical considerations that need to be
addressed for this type of selling? Discuss.
D.3 The maxim ‘there is no such thing as a free lunch’ is often quoted. In regards
to social issues, for example the provision of free health services or a free
education system, this has been seen as a major advance. In terms of what you
have learnt regarding pricing, are these services really free? Or are they still too
costly for the already socially disadvantaged? Discuss with examples.
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Does money change everything? Using the total
price concept in a price-sensitive marketplace
The total price concept is implicitly used by marketers and sellers
everywhere whenever they use a value-based, rather than a costbased, approach to marketing. Value-based pricing is evident
when the price is set at the value that the product has at that time
and place for the customer rather than the cost to the supplier.
Two common examples demonstrate how this happens day to day
in marketing practice.
First, consider a can of Coke. Chemically, and as an actual
product, there is no difference between the 300 ml Coke that you
buy in the supermarket and the can of Coke that you buy out of a
vending machine. Despite this, there is a huge variation in price for
the same physical product. In the supermarket, such as Coles, the
can of Coke will cost the least, probably around 90c. If, however,
you need a quick drink between lectures and go to the vending
machine, you will pay double this, usually around $2 for the identical product. What has changed though is the urgency of your
need. In the first case, timing is not an issue; in the second, you
need the Coke quickly. Consequently, you find yourself paying an
extra dollar or more for the same physical product because you
are also being charged for the non-financial component of time
and convenience. Careful planning, and a little bulk purchasing,
can feasibly halve your soft-drink bill (from a financial perspective),
yet few people actually plan that far ahead.
In the second example, imagine that you begin to feel ill in class
(and it’s not just the course content). Your options for medical
attention are threefold. First, you may choose to ignore it and
possibly even self-medicate by purchasing an over-the-counter
remedy. Second, you may choose to go to the student medical
centre, which offers services for minimal cost (or free) but which
takes up time due to high demand, and has an increased social
cost in that there is a perceived risk inherent in going to a new
doctor.
The third alternative is to go home and go to your normal family
doctor who will cost more on a purely financial basis. However, the
trade-off for the money is in terms of minimising non-financial
costs such as fear, embarrassment and the time inconvenience of
having to wait in line for an appointment. Combine that with the

need to then explain your health and family history to a new
doctor. In this case, it is financially much cheaper and more convenient on one level to go to the closest clinic, particularly if it is
subsidised, yet most will wait and go to a medical provider that
they are familiar with, even though financially it is a more expensive option, because the non-financial components of the total
price concept make the second alternative seem better value.

Q.1 Which is more valuable
— time or money? How often
are people willing to trade
convenience for higher prices?
Q.2 Does a social price
outweigh a financial price
where health services are
concerned?
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Chapter 12

People

Chapter outline
This chapter focuses on the important role that people play
in marketing. ‘People’ refers to the sales staff, any staff who
interact with the customers and the customers themselves.
Managing this component of marketing is particularly difficult due to the influence of other elements of the organisation, specifically the human resource management (HRM)
department. Unlike the other elements of the mix, which
deal with the inanimate and controllable, people have minds
of their own and act accordingly. Advertising can’t just show
itself when it feels like it. In contrast, a staff member can
choose to skip a function, call in sick for work or go to lunch
during the busy times. In this chapter we look at the variety
of roles that the ‘people’ element play in presenting and
delivering the final integrated marketing campaign. These
roles range from being the personal representation of the
company through to acting as informal collectors of
marketing information, selling the product and delivering
specific services. The chapter also addresses the importance
of the customer as a member of the whole process, and
explores the difficult task of managing the customers in the
marketing mix.

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Understand how the
people element of
the marketing mix
interacts with other
sections of the
organisation
Explain the role of
employees in
representing the
organisation
Know the various roles
that ‘people’ play in the
marketing function
Know the different roles
that salespeople play in
the marketing process
Appreciate how
boundary spanners can
contribute to the
development of overall
marketing programs
Understand the
importance of
managing customers.
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Introduction

People: represents the rol
of the employee and the e
customer in the marketing
exchange process.

1

Operations function: the
underlying support ny
structures in the compa
that allow service
employees to conduct their
jobs efficiently and
effectively.

People as an element of the marketing mix originated in the services marketing literature where the close connection between the people who deliver the service and
the customers they interact with was first explored. It was seen that the people providing the services (i.e. hairdressers, doctors, dentists, etc.) were are all in a position of trust as far as the customer is concerned — customers couldn’t tell whether
the service was high quality or not, even after they’d experienced it. Often, it’s the
relationship with the individual that makes the consumer decide to change providers or stay with the current provider. In some cases, even if the preferred service
provider changes firms, the client will follow, as it’s a trust in the person, not
necessarily the product or firm itself, that has kept them with the organisation. As
far as the consumer is concerned, it’s the person delivering the service who is the
service (a good hairdresser is hard to find, and the brand switching effort required
to follow that employee from company to company is less than the effort of picking
a new hairdresser).
People represents the role of the employee and the customer in the marketing
exchange process. It includes any person involved in the marketing of the organisation,
and not just the sales and front-office staff who deal directly with the consumer.

People, marketing and management
The inclusion of people as part of the marketing mix has significant implications for
the internal operations of the organisation. If people are part of marketing, how does
this fit in with the human resource function? Who should have the final say in how
staff are used? At times of conflict or disagreement who should be in control —
marketing or HR? (Given this is (a) a marketing text and (b) your first year in commerce, that was a rhetorical question. In reality, you would hope the answer is
marketing, but it’s more likely to be a lot more complex (and different) in each
organisation.)
Effectively managing the interface between the marketing and HR functions is
essential, particularly in services firms where customer satisfaction is dependent on
the direct experience with the firm’s employees. Happy, efficient employees will make
the service experience one worth remembering — and repeating. Conversely, unhappy,
unhelpful, surly staff may make for a memorable encounter, just not one that people
will be keen to repeat, and that will hurt the sales performance of the organisation.
To increase the complexity of the area, demarcation between marketing and HR is
very blurred in the people marketing context. The effectiveness of your employees is
also dependent on the support structures that underpin the service (known as the
operations function). The success of the process depends on the interaction between
the finance, operations, marketing and HR departments.
As figure 12.1 demonstrates, these functions ultimately serve the same goal of balancing organisational needs with those of the customer.
If the marketing concept is adopted as an organisational philosophy (the outer ring)
and if all departments focus on balancing organisational and consumer needs as their
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major objective (the inner ring), then this should reduce the level of conflict between
the various areas. However, if marketing is seen as a purely functional area, and the
other areas perceive themselves as isolated divisions with no overriding business philosophy, then the conflicting self-interests of each section (the middle ring) are more
likely to override the overall interest of the organisation. If an organisation simply sees
marketing as an isolated set of tactics or strategies, it may be difficult to convince the
finance division to support an initiative for improving customer service. Conversely, if
the marketing philosophy has been adopted by the whole organisation, it will be easier
to state the case to the finance and HR sections (it still doesn’t guarantee success —
it’s just one less barrier to overcome).

Figure 12.1: The spheres of marketing influence

People: the employee dimension
There are two types of people in marketing — employees and customers (the line about the
types of people who count is in accountancy texts). Employees fulfil three major functions:
• they provide the service product
• they present the image of the firm
• they are the conduit through which customers can feed information informally back
into the decision-making process.
Customers (a.k.a. consumers) are the reason the service exists in the first place, and
fulfil the necessary function of spending money on the company’s product or service.

2
Employees: people employed,
either on a volunteer or a
paid basis, by an
organisation.
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An important point to keep in mind when managing people as part of the marketing
mix is that a majority of employees, even if they are in high-contact, boundaryspanner roles, don’t think of themselves as marketers. With this in mind, they mightn’t
necessarily respond positively to being seen as part of the marketing mix, and you probably won’t want to mention to them that you think of them as product. As alluded to
earlier, the management of employees is a sensitive issue due to the overlapping
responsibilities of multiple organisational functions (usually between HR and marketing).
There are many different ways of thinking about staff and how they contribute to the
marketing effort. Some of these even include positive thoughts, and others include different classification systems that try to group employees according to different functions
(who they serve or what they do). Figure 12.2 breaks out another two-by-two matrix (the
lifeblood of marketing and management theory) to examine the role of employees.
The model lines people up from two perspectives
Involved with the
Not directly
— the extent to which they are involved in the
conventional
involved with the
marketing mix and the amount of contact they have
marketing mix
marketing mix
with customers. In true maths style, a two-by-two
grid returns four different types of employees, which
are defined as follows:
• Contractors are people such as salespeople and
Frequent or periodic
customer contact
customer service staff who are typically involved
directly with conventional marketing activities,
and are in direct, regular contact with customers.
Contractors need high levels of training in the
products and services that they are delivering, and
need to be motivated to understand and meet customer needs. They are the front line between the
Infrequent or no
organisation and the consumer, and if there is a
customer contact
failure here, the money will not be forthcoming
from the consumer. Many marketers will start their
career in an organisation as a sales assistant,
front-counter staff member or delivery person.
Figure 12.2: Employee
•
Modifiers
are
staff
such
as
receptionists
and credit officers who aren’t directly
influence on customers
involved in conventional marketing activities, but who play a vital role in preSource: Payne, A. and
Clark, M., 1995, ‘Marketing
senting the firm’s image to the public. These individuals have regular direct contact
services to external
with both current and potential customers, and often are the first points of contact
markets’, in Glynn, W. and
for a lot of services. Consequently, modifiers need skills (and training) in building
Barnes, J. (eds),
and maintaining customer relationships. For example, it’s rare to see a doctor before
Understanding Services
meeting their receptionist (and when that happens, the customer is usually in such
Management, John Wiley &
Sons, Chichester, UK, p. 356.
a bad state that they have little recollection of the event). Most services employ a
staff member at the front of the office to keep customers from just aimlessly wandering into the service production area and making a nuisance of themselves. Of
course, the front-counter staff do more than just stop customers, although this is
the most visible role they play as gatekeepers of the organisation.
• Influencers are those people who work in areas such as market research and
product development who have relatively little involvement in the implementation of the marketing mix yet still have contact with the customer base. Their skills
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lie in being able to decipher customer needs and then pass on this knowledge in a
useable form to others in the organisation. Of course, these staff also need people
skills as they tend to have direct contact with the organisation’s customers, and a
badly worded market research questionnaire can have a negative impact on sales.
• Isolateds are the people who don’t have a direct interaction with customers or any
real involvement in the marketing mix. For example, they include the people in
administration, data processing and purchasing who ensure that the tools and
environment necessary for effective marketing are available to provide critical support to those in more direct marketing roles.
In addition, there are two distinct categories of employee — service providers and
salespeople.

People: service perspective
Service providers are those employees who actually deliver the service to the customer.
They possess two types of skills that consumers use to evaluate service effectiveness:
technical skills and social skills. Technical skills refer to the ability of service personnel
to provide the service correctly. For example, a reservations clerk should take down the
correct spelling of the client’s name, make sure that they book the right type of room and
accurately record any customer preferences. Similarly, you expect your lecturer to have
a good, in-depth knowledge of marketing and be able to answer questions and give
examples. (There’s only one thing that can kill a service encounter faster than a host of
errors in the process, and that’s a lack of social skills.) Social skills, on the other hand,
refer to the manner in which service employees interact with customers and colleagues. People are willing to forgive a pleasant, yet inept, salesperson more readily than
they’re prepared to deal with a technically accurate, yet unpleasant salesperson. How a
service is delivered is as important to customers as whether or not it is technically correct
— are the service staff cheerful, bad tempered, excessively noisy or timid? (If a boring
lecturer gives you the education you need, will you cut their class, or the class of the
entertaining, yet inaccurate lecturer? Or is that a question you’d prefer we didn’t ask?)
Consequently, which skill set is most important in terms of a customer’s evaluation
of a service experience? As many services are so complex or specialised that the
average consumer doesn’t have the knowledge to evaluate them on a technical level,
the consumer can only go on what they know — social skills. (For once, style does
have a superior role to substance.) In general, as long as a service reaches a minimum
acceptable level of technical competence (e.g. the waiter doesn’t drop your meal in
your lap) customers are more likely to judge on the basis of social skills.
Doctors, for example, are usually judged not on their technical expertise but on their
‘bedside manner’. Most people will be able to give you an example of great service
that they received which, although technically not necessarily perfect, was enjoyable
because of the attitude and personality of the person providing it. However, this
does not mean that technical skills can be ignored — if a doctor misdiagnoses a
serious illness, being cheerful about it certainly doesn’t make up for the mistake. No
amount of kindly concern will make the patient feel more positively disposed towards
them if that patient has missed out on timely treatment for the condition (score one
for substance over style).
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Role theory: a theory that
uses the terminology of
drama and acting to
explain how people behave
when they are representing
an organisation to the
public.

Service script: an
established routine for
delivering a service, which
incorporates standardised
responses, questions and
cues for interaction with
the customer.

From the service staff’s point of view, the conflict between style and substance can
lead to a lot of stress. Staff are people too (no matter what being called a ‘human
resource’ does to depersonalise people). Some days, they can be depressed, hungover, tired or simply not in the mood for constant smiling. Further, what they are
expected to do at work, and how they are expected to behave, may be at odds with
their personal feelings and preferences. (The authors have never been expected to
smile constantly and say ‘have a nice day’ at the end of each chapter. For this, they are
grateful.) This aspect of understanding and managing people as an important part of
the marketing function is addressed in role theory.

Role theory
Role theory uses the terminology of drama and acting to explain how people behave
when they are representing an organisation to the public. Using the drama analogy,
service staff are seen to be playing a role each time they go to work that may, or may
not, be consistent with their own personality. (It’s called an act because it is an act.)
The service encounter is thus seen as a theatrical drama in which the stage is the service setting and the actors are the buyers and sellers. At the extreme, the players go
beyond a free form role-playing situation to a specific script (think McDonald’s —
‘Would you like fries with that?’). In organisations such as Disneyland, this is taken to
an extreme, where the staff are a group of actors (current or would-be) who have
explicitly designed characters to play as a part of the whole Disney experience.
The nature of these roles is determined by a combination of social conditioning and
situation-specific learning. Basically, the only reason why staff and customers alike are
prepared to play their roles is to maximise the benefits and outcomes of a specific service
experience. If everyone knows what to expect, and how to perform, the transaction will
go smoothly with minimum disruption. However, when one or more players in the scene
don’t know their role (or choose not to follow the script), then the value of the service
encounter decreases for everyone involved. Depending on how badly the service script
is broken, it can also impact badly on the service experience for other customers who
happen to be present at the time. (Exchanging the service script is also the basis of most
of those World’s Funniest Video-Taped Practical Jokes television programs.)
Consider the following examples — if you are hungry and don’t feel like cooking,
your choices of where and what to eat are almost limitless (assuming it’s before
closing time). At one extreme, you could decide to treat yourself and go to a five-star
restaurant; at the other, you could stop off at McDonald’s on the way home. Now compare the socially expected, and individually learnt, roles of customer and employee in
each case, with the following step-by-step guide.
• Uniforms and costumes: at McDonald’s, the staff wear company uniforms and the customers dress casually; at the restaurant the staff wear black suits and the customers
dress formally.
• The role of children: at McDonald’s, children are expected to make use of the complicated
combinations of pipes and plumbing known as the adventure playground. Five-star restaurants prefer the children to stay out of the plumbing, and rarely offer playgrounds.
• The ordering process: at McDonald’s, you go straight up to the kitchen bench, queue to
speak to a staff member and then place an order in full view of the kitchen (often
making your decision based on visibly available food). At the restaurant, you enter
the room and a waiter comes to you, escorts you to your seat, and then leaves you
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alone with the menu. After giving you a respectable time to contemplate the menu,
the waiter returns to take a drinks order, leaves you alone again, and then comes
back to take your main order — and even makes recommendations as to what the
best meals of the day are.
• Meal delivery: at McDonald’s, it’s a paper bag or a plastic tray, and the entire meal
arrives in a single setting. If you’ve gone the Fillet of Fish for entrée, Big Mac and
side of fries for the main course, and the sundae for dessert, you get the set in the
same takeaway bag, or on the same tray. At the five-star restaurant, you have to
specifically request the delivery of an entrée with the main meal. The fact the waiter
comes back after the meal is over to offer dessert just about rules out even ordering
it prior to the main course, let alone having it delivered beside the entrée.
• Payment: at McDonald’s, you pay for your meal before you are given it. At the restaurant, you eat your meal and then pay for it. At McDonald’s, we trust the staff; at
the five-star restaurant, the staff trust the customer.
• The customer’s role: McDonald’s expects you not only to find your own table and seat
yourself, but also to clean up after yourself when you finish eating. At the restaurant,
the staff are happy to wash up your dishes, and would look positively unhappy
should you start clearing your own table.
• Acceptable behaviour: at McDonald’s, you can draw on the placemats, join the dots or
do a crossword. Complimentary newspapers are available for reading, and the walls
are adorned with examples of placemat artwork. Just don’t even consider drawing on
the placemat at a five-star restaurant (even if you are part of a World’s Funniest VideoTaped Practical Jokes television show).
Without consciously being aware of it customers and contact staff play out these
roles on a daily basis. Some roles are very elaborate, others quite simple, but the real
interest comes if someone in the interaction decides not to keep to their role. You
would no more think of walking into a five-star restaurant, sticking your head into the
kitchen and placing an order than you would think of standing expectantly at the door
of McDonald’s hoping that someone will notice you, find you a table and recommend
a particularly tasty combination of burgers, fries and drinks.
Role theory is important in helping to focus the attention of marketers on what part
service employees play in the definition of the service product. The better that marketers understand the expected role that staff and customers play in the interaction,
the easier it is to develop strategies to communicate the benefits of the service.

Role stress
Role stress is the psychological stress caused by the conflict between the natural inclinations of the staff member and the expectations of their service role. It can arise from
two areas — from lack of role clarity and from role conflicts. One of the hardest parts
of people marketing is maintaining clear roles for the counter staff. For example, organisations need to determine whether the counter staff or the duty manager have the
authority to issue refunds, or offer price discounts in times of faulty service delivery.
Role conflicts are the clash between the personality of the staff member and the expectations of their service script. Despite the advantages of having clearly defined roles for
staff to follow to ensure consistency of product quality and organisational image, a
number of practical problems arise when implementing role- and script-driven
marketing. This is because roles are assumed to be extra-individual or, in other words,
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all staff are expected to play the same role regardless of individual preferences and differences. (You may be naturally sombre, and the role says ‘perky and cheerful’. Sooner
or later, something’s going to give.) Role conflicts are a major source of stress for staff
and if left unresolved can substantially diminish the quality of the service product and
customer satisfaction.
There are three key sources of role conflict and stress that marketers need to deal
with if they are to manage contact staff in a way that is consistent with the needs of
the organisation and its marketing mix. These are person-role conflict, organisationclient conflict and inter-client conflict.
Person-role conflict occurs when the staff member feels stressed because of a conflict between what they are asked or expected to do as part of their work role and their
personality, value systems or orientations. This conflict can be the result of any one of
three different factors:
1. Inequality dilemmas: which occur when the role required adversely impacts on the staff
member’s self-esteem or self-image. Alternatively, this arises where the service provider
believes that they are the equal, or superior, of the person they are forced to serve.
(Research into the airline industry discovered that flight attendants are prone to feeling
that they are ‘above’ the customer and shouldn’t be required to serve their every need.)
2. Actual feeling versus acted role: which is the inevitable conflict between how someone
feels on any given day and how they are expected to present themselves. It’s not
always easy to smile and appear cheerful, particularly if you’re under stress due to
upcoming exams, an argument with a friend or you simply feel ill. Similarly, if the
marketing arm of the organisation decides that for a festive feel at Easter, all staff
have to wear bunny ears and red noses, stress and embarrassment is more likely to
be the outcome than happy, helpful staff. If it looks like a great idea on paper, and is
greeted with a chorus of groans and curses by the staff, you’re just inviting personrole conflict to occur if you continue with the plan.
3. Personal space and workplace privacy: which is the lack of personal space and privacy that
are characteristic of boundary-spanning roles. Shop assistants have no privacy as
they walk around the floor for eight hours at a time, checkout operators are stuck in
a confined space with no personal touches for hours on end and bank tellers are on
constant show to the public, even when they are doing non-contact administrative
tasks. One simple tactic to reduce personal space stress is to have administrative
functions performed away from the view of the customers. People in long queues
become increasingly vocal in their commentary regarding the staff member performing their required administration duties at the checkout rather than serving the
customers (which is also an organisation-client conflict).
Organisation-client conflict, which is also referred to as the ‘two bosses dilemma’,
occurs when there is a discrepancy between what the client wants and what the
organisational rules will allow the staff member to deliver. To add to the stress levels,
most organisations cite the age-old catchcry ‘The customer is always right’. When the
reality of the customer being wrong occurs, or when the organisation may think that
despite the customer being right, the customer still isn’t going to get what they want,
it’s a source of stress to the front-line employee.
This situation is particularly problematic when the staff side with the client against the
organisation. The frustration of not being able to respond to what seems like a
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reasonable request results in either customer avoidance (reduce stress by just not
dealing with the customer) or results in a blatant breach of company policy (give the
customer what they want and be damned), which runs the risk of a formal reprimand.
Given that staff are usually in direct contact with the clients more often than they are
with their bosses, the tendency to sympathise with the customers is not uncommon.
Since most internal marketing campaigns emphasise the importance of strong customer
relations, and putting the customer first (particularly where there is an incentive scheme
such as tipping involved), the staff member is more likely to satisfy customer needs
ahead of organisational needs. If satisfying the needs of the client is placed at the top
of the employee’s priority list (by instruction and/or incentive), try not to be surprised
when they side with the customer against the organisation. Similarly, if the organisation
has a series of rigid management policies regarding placing the customer second to the
company, don’t ask the staff member to believe the customer is always right.
The final source of role conflict is inter-client conflict, which occurs between clients
but in front of boundary-spanner staff (the complex issue of managing customers is
dealt with in depth later). The main point to note is that it is often the case that staff,
by giving good service to one client, can upset other customers. Providing aboveaverage service to customer A often occurs at the expense of the time required for
customer B. In addition, having a manager inform the employee to ‘look after customer A’ (usually referred to by name) doesn’t actually make the nameless customers
any happier. Knowing that one day you’ll get the special extra service time for your
needs doesn’t solve the frustration felt by customer B, who is waiting impatiently in
line for their turn. When serving a large group of people, particularly during a rush
period, it is difficult, if not impossible, to fully satisfy all of their needs. At this point,
either deploy more staff (the best tactic) or accept that existing staff will use the timehonoured coping strategy of providing satisfactory service (with a rushed and harassed
look) rather than the best service (with a smile).

Inter-client conflict: a
dispute between two or
more clients in a service
encounter.

Marketing implications
The marketing implications of role theory for managing the person element of the
marketing mix are as follows:
• A clear definition of role assists in defining and communicating the benefits of an
intangible service product to potential and actual customers.
• An understanding of what role stress is, and what the various types and sources of
role stress are, helps marketers to ensure that they reduce the stress.
What seems like a good idea in the safety of the boardroom may not be perceived
in the same light by those who have to implement it. If an idea results in staff being
subjected to demeaning, degrading or offensive requests from management, role
stress and conflict will appear. This is particularly true for special occasions when
management regularly seems to think that its staff want to wear peculiar hats or outfits
to signify the time of year. Surprisingly enough, accountants, managers and the CEO
rarely feel the same urge to join them in these enforced fashion statements. Many of
the problems associated with the ‘two bosses dilemma’ and inter-client conflict can be
resolved with the careful planning of marketing activities. In addition, marketers who
work in conjunction with operations management and HR to ensure that staff have sufficient flexibility, empowerment and physical space to safely and comfortably
implement the program usually experience greater levels of success in their activities.
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The salesforce
Salesforce management is a topic usually covered in the promotional element of the
marketing mix under the general heading of personal selling. Given that ultimately
the purpose of marketing is to create a mutually beneficial exchange (or more simply
in the standard profit-oriented context of marketing, a sale), salespeople are of critical
importance to the profitability of the firm. For many buyers, particularly in B2B, the
only direct interaction that they have with the firm is through its sales staff.

The role of personal selling
Personal selling has an important role to play in the overall marketing process. Traditionally, it has been the only opportunity that the company has had to interact on
a two-way basis with its customers to explain product features and benefits and to
develop relationships with key personnel. Since the advent of the Internet, however,
this exclusivity of two-way communication with the potential buyer has been lost as most
customer questions can be answered by probing a sophisticated database rather than
an actual person (people aren’t quite so easily uploaded to web sites as databases). Personal selling should now be seen as something that goes beyond the primarily promotional function and is really part of a broader marketing management process.
The relative importance of the salesforce and the personal selling function varies
considerably according to industry and product characteristics. In general, the more
complex the product, the more suited it is to personal selling (when did you last need
a chocolate bar explained to you?). A simple, familiar product or service requires little
explanation. In contrast, most forms of complex new technology (e.g. new manufacturing equipment) will require explanations, personal demonstrations and on-site
training combined with opportunities for the potential customer to ask questions. This
is a major reason for the prevalence of personal selling in the B2B market — as the
B2B market tends to have fewer customers, and more complex/technically-oriented
products, there is a greater need for personal explanation and interaction.
Personal selling is also important in highly competitive markets and for unsought
products. However, because of the time it takes, and the concentrated use of human
resources, personal selling tends to be much more expensive on a per sale basis. Consequently, it is most often employed to generate and close sales that are of high value
so that the investment made recruiting the customer is recouped.
For all the preceding reasons, personal selling is more common in the B2B market than
the consumer market. For a manufacturer, the main focus of the salesforce is to sell the
product to channel members (see chapter 8), who in turn will push the product into the
marketplace or simply have it on hand to respond to a more broadly based advertising
campaign or pull strategy. For example, the publishers of this book employ a national
salesforce to sell the book to the academic community. The lecturers in turn prescribe it
for students undertaking their courses, and then instruct the bookstore to order the text.
It’s quite common for the bookstore to never receive the sales pitch, yet be responsible
for the actual order. Similarly, even though you (the reader) bought this book (we’re
excluding the library copies here) and are the final user, you didn’t receive a sales pitch
from the publisher. Instead, the efforts of the salesforce go towards the bulk order of the
university or college bookshop, made on the recommendation of your lecturer, rather than
trying to approach each of you individually and persuading you to buy the book.
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Contemporary salespeople in a marketing-focused organisation bear little resemblance to the stereotyped ‘sell at all costs’ used car salesmen of popular imagination.
While there are still remnants of this approach (particularly in used car yards) and in
those companies where compensation is heavily skewed towards commissions,
modern sales staff are more likely to be trained in marketing and have a tertiary education. Their functions have broadened from a sales orientation to include a range of
service functions that benefit both the organisation and the consumer. This includes
collecting and collating market intelligence, representing the views and desires of the
customers to the organisation, and actively contributing to the development of
marketing strategies.

The selling process
The selling process can be represented as a set of sequential steps but, in reality, it is
more of an iterative process. One step does not necessarily lead directly to the next
and, more importantly, once a step has been completed, it is possible to move back to
an earlier step. Like most of the rest of marketing theory, it’s acceptable to regard it as
a cyclical process rather than the linear diagrams in the book. That said, the linear diagram in figure 12.3 outlines the key stages in the selling process.

Set
objectives

Prospecting
and qualifying

Preapproach
plan

Presentation
and interaction

Close
sale

Selling process: the proces
of making a sale, which s
can be represented as a
of sequential steps or as set
an
iterative process.

Follow up

Figure 12.3: The selling process

The stages in the process (such that they’re linear) are as follows:
• Step 1: Set objectives: as is the case in all marketing endeavours, the first step in the
selling process is to set objectives. These objectives may be volume related (sell 10
tonnes) or financially oriented (make a profit of $500 000).
• Step 2: Prospecting and qualifying (find a customer): this step of the process is referred to
as prospecting for customers and requires the salesforce to set up a database of
likely customers. Prospects can be sourced from existing customers, purchased
databases, leads from salespeople or unsolicited inquiries.
In some industries this is fairly straightforward, such as in the case of selling university texts. There are a finite number of marketing courses, and it’s possible to visit
every marketing lecturer (making the whole target market accessible). In other cases,
such as selling photocopiers or stationery supplies, it is more complex and a process of market segmentation (see chapter 3) needs to be performed first to narrow
the field. This process of analysing potential customers and then determining which
ones to pursue is referred to as qualifying the prospects.
• Step 3: Pre-approach plan: once a decision has been made as to whom to approach, the
next step is to plan how to approach them. Again, this is a very individual process
and depends on a variety of factors such as previous contact with the prospect, the
structure of the industry, key organisational characteristics and other facts that may
be unearthed during the initial prospecting process. Preliminary introductions can
be made through telephone calls, personal visits, emails or letters. At this stage corporate entertaining can also be employed. An invitation to a corporate box gives the
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salesperson an opportunity to meet and sound out a prospect without launching
into a specific sales pitch or placing undue pressure on them to buy.
• Step 4: Presentation and interaction (deliver the pitch): the fourth step in the process is the
presentation itself. This is usually done formally in the first instance and provides
the seller with an opportunity to give a detailed outline of the product(s), its benefits and why the prospect should buy it. Samples, demonstrations and other props
often accompany the presentation. This is also the time when the prospective customer has the opportunity to ask detailed questions, raise objections and see how
the product fits into their current operations.
The style of presentation can vary from a formula approach, where a standard
presentation is given to all clients with time for questions at the conclusion, through
to a free-form presentation in which the salesperson modifies their presentation in
direct response to customer questions and espoused needs. The free-form pitch is a
more successful approach, as it demonstrates the client orientation of the organisation (if you’re pitching a direct solution to a client’s problem, that will get you
much further than a generic ‘If you have any of the following five problems’ pitch).
• Step 5: Close the sale (sign on the dotted line please): the next step is the most difficult —
closing the sale. While the salesperson will be keen to get the order signed, the
prospect is usually equally keen to delay the process so that they can negotiate
better terms and conduct further research into competitor offerings in the market.
Ideally, from the marketing point of view, the sale should be closed at the conclusion
of the presentation while the benefits of the product are still fresh in the mind of the
potential client.
• Step 6: Follow up (Hi. Remember us?): finally, to avoid cognitive dissonance and to
strengthen the relationship between the supplier and purchaser there should be some
form of follow up. This can be as simple as ringing and thanking the purchaser for the
sale or can involve regular ‘thank you’ interactions such as invitations to events and
seminars, regular meetings or contact via newsletters and personal emails.
Again, remember that this is a teaching tool, and that your mileage in real life will
vary with the type of product being sold and the marketplace. In the ‘seller’s marketplace’ where there’s a high demand and limited supply, the steps are likely to be quite
linear. In a ‘buyer’s market’ where there are more sales pitches than buyers, it’s likely
that the salesperson will need to go through steps 2 and 3 several times before getting
to the possibility of a sale.

Types of salespeople
As the selling function has become increasingly sophisticated, a number of different
types of salespeople have emerged. Some salespeople are multiskilled and perform
the roles of each of these different types of salesperson, while others are specialists
in one area. The four key types of salespeople are: order takers, order getters, support
personnel and relationship managers.
• Order takers are the salespeople who take a passive role in the sales process by
writing up and administering sales and are not actively involved in sourcing the sale
or persuading the customer.
• Order getters are those people who fulfil the standard image of a salesperson and
who focus on making the sale. They are the ones that do the presentations, take clients
to lunch and close the sale — which is then passed on to others for administration.
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• Support personnel are all those people in the firm who support the order getters
and the order takers. These include administrative staff, technical support and sales
support.
• Relationship managers are a special type of support personnel. The growing importance of relationship marketing has meant that the relationship building, and maintenance, function is too important to leave to chance. Relationship managers are
relatively new positions in many firms; however, they fulfil a vital role in maintaining
goodwill and providing a point of contact that clients are comfortable with in the
knowledge that they won’t try to sell them another product or accessory.
For the most part, sales personnel can occupy different sale positions for different
clients — for example, you may have worked closely with an organisation to the point
of being the relationship manager for them, and yet are still an order taker or getter for
other clients.

People as product
The way in which people are managed as part of the marketing process will differ
according to how they are seen to fit into the overall marketing process. One popular
approach is to regard people as part of the product offering. While this may seem a
little impersonal, it recognises one important fact — many customers believe that
the person they deal with is the organisation, product or brand. Everything that is
right (or wrong) with the company is reflected in the person who serves them. This can
also be a mixed blessing — a client happy with the service of the organisation is likely
to be more positive towards the staff, whereas a customer who’s had a bad experience
with the firm is likely to be less considerate. (It’s always worth teaching staff not to say
‘Have a nice day’ to a customer who’s scowling. They tend not to take it too well.) Similarly, if the customer has a bad experience with a staff member, they’ll blame the
organisation (‘I’m not dealing with W.D. Cax & Sons Ltd again. Their sales staff were so
rude’).
This is particularly true in the personal services sector. When discussing the role of
people as an organisation’s product there are two issues to consider:
1. the role that people play in presenting the brand and image of the firm
2. the importance of boundary spanners, or those staff who are in direct contact with
the customer base.
These are examined in depth below.

Brand and image

Boundary spanners: a
specific type of employees
who are in regular and
consistent contact with the
buying public.

Many organisations use a person, or a representation of a person, to portray their firm
and what it stands for. In some cases the person who becomes the brand and public
image of the firm is the founder, such as Colonel Sanders for KFC. In other cases it will
be an actor, such as ‘Amy’ from the AAMI advertisements, or a character such as
Ronald McDonald. Regardless of the character chosen, each of these companies uses a
person as the physical representation of the firm in order to convey a particular image
and feel.
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On a more mundane level, the perception that people are the firm is the logic
behind the use of uniforms, dress standards and codes of conduct in organisations
where staff have direct or indirect contact with customers. Those of you who have
worked in the retail or hospitality sectors would be familiar with the emphasis placed
on appearance and behaviour in delivering services. Pizza Hut goes to the extent of
emphasising the importance of its delivery personnel through the ‘Dougie the Pizza
Boy’ campaigns.

You are the brand: people in (civilian) uniforms

business
practice

One of the influences from strategic management’s development of the military has been the emphasis on uniforms
and the associated imagery of the uniform. While it’s nowhere near as important in the civilian fast-food delivery sector
to salute the shift manager, the attention to the corporate uniform rivals its military origins. In fact, it’s been the subject
of a series of television commercials in Australia and the United States, which
have taken the military origins of the service uniform and added the rest of the
back story with military-style training camps for service employees. (If you think
boot camps for pizza delivery is a strange concept, read the Disney University
case at the end of the chapter.) For example, in the pizza delivery service, one
popular approach in marketing communications is to show the ‘Pizza delivery
boot camps’ where would-be service staff are put through a constant series of
trials.
Mechanical dogs, automated doors and randomly detonating sprinkler systems
are all used to test the endurance of the sales staff. In Australia, Pizza Hut has
used this approach as the sequel to the successful ‘Dougie the Pizza Boy’
adverts of the late 1990s. ‘Dougie’ was sufficiently successful as a brand icon for
Pizza Hut to be able to demonstrate the Pizza Boot Camp challenges as a
chance for aspiring delivery staff to earn the coveted ‘Dougie’ name tag.
Similarly, other industries have adopted icon characters in their advertising.
The airlines rely heavily on the portrayal of their staff, with Singapore Airlines
using the ‘Singapore Girl’ character as
the enduring image and face of its serQ.1 Does the use of
vice and quality. Virgin Blue has taken
character-driven advertising
the relaxed approach to service, and
differ from celebrity
this is reflected in both its advertising
endorsement? What are some
and the use of quirky people-driven teleof the potential benefits of
vision commercials. In these adverts, Virgin Blue staff appear
using a human (or animal)
(out of context) to provide a range of services such as packing
actor as the face of the
people’s cars at the supermarket (using airline equipment), complete with
organisation?
ground crew to guide the driver out of the parking space.
Q.2 Do uniforms make that
The important thing to consider in developing a strong personality-driven
much of a difference to
campaign (like Dougie) is to ensure that the character doesn’t overwhelm the
people’s perception of an
brand. If you can comfortably spell Goggomobile (and know it’s not the Dart),
organisation?
but can’t remember the product being advertised (Yellow Pages directories),
then the advertising message has missed the mark.
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The role of the uniform
Irritating and restrictive though uniforms may seem at times to those who have to wear
them, they serve four key roles from a marketing point of view:
• They provide some clues or evidence as to what type of service the firm provides. Receptionists in
medical centres, for example, often adopt a white uniform consistent with the
public’s expectations regarding what doctors, nurses and other medical personnel
‘should’ be wearing. Similarly, lawyers and accountants tend towards business suits
rather than overalls. Having the image of the staff match the preconceived ideals of
the consumer goes a long way to reducing the consumer’s cognitive dissonance with
the service (see chapter 4 for cognitive dissonance).
• The style of the uniform sends a message to potential customers as to the quality and type of service that
they can expect from the firm. Five-star hotels often dress their porters and other front-line
staff in top hats to promote an image of old-fashioned service and exclusivity. Red
jackets with gold braid say quality faster than any other non-verbal message, and white
clothing inspires a sense of confidence in the cleanliness of an area. (Let’s face it — if
you can keep a white outfit clean, chances are there’s no dirt to be found for a mile.)
• Uniforms reduce risk in the mind of the consumer by making staff easily identifiable. Easy identification of staff through the use of uniforms makes it less intimidating and risky for consumers who are looking for assistance, as they know how to tell staff from fellow
customers. It also reduces the annoyance for customers of the store who are confident
shoppers (or who look like they should be staff) when other customers start asking them
questions. Nothing kills the mood of a shopping experience quite as much as being
harassed by another customer for not serving them.
• Uniforms not only make the appearance of staff consistent, they also portray a perception of stability
and reliability for the organisation as a whole. Uniforms, in effect, are the service industry equivalent of packaging for manufactured goods. If the people are the product (and consequently, also the firm), then the uniforms should be treated as packaging and given the
same emphasis as an IMC tool that you would use for conventional product packaging.
However, this doesn’t mean that the uniform requires the same level of packaging information (‘This employee is 80 per cent water’) or warning labels (‘Caution: contents of
uniform may settle during shipping’), nor does it entitle the customer to unwrap the
packaging (we’ll leave that one alone). The uniform is a tangible representation of the
service, and is used as a proxy measure for service quality in some consumer’s minds.
It is important that employees are comfortable with the style and image they are
projecting in order for them to perform well in the workplace. To encourage this, many
companies, such as those in the banking sector, have a variety of uniform styles to
choose from to reflect individual tastes yet still maintain an overall consistency of
image. A ‘one sizes that fits nobody’ approach to uniforms simply displays a poor regard
for the staff, and if the organisation isn’t going to care about its front-line people, the
implication to the consumer is that the company is unlikely to care for them.

Boundary spanners

5

Boundary spanners occupy a special role in marketing practice as they provide the interface between the customer and the organisation. Determining whether a position constitutes a boundary-spanning role depends on the level of interaction with the consumer.
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Only those that directly engage in two-way interactions can be considered boundary
spanners, as the role entails not only representing the company but also filtering information from customers back into the marketing information system. A distinction needs
to be made, for example, between the cabin crew and a pilot (who also wears a uniform
and is the personification of the airline). While the former are boundary spanners with
ongoing interactions with clients, the latter are important in representing the airline but
do not fulfil the same interactive role.
The boundary spanner is also in the unique position of being able to see problems from the perspective of the firm and the customer. Given that they deal with
both on a daily basis, this dual perspective often places boundary spanners under considerable stress and pressures — their sympathies may lie with the customer but their
loyalties (and pay cheques) are tied firmly to the firm. (This issue of roles and role
stress is examined in more detail below.)
Despite the critical role that boundary spanners play in representing the organisation and actually implementing the firm’s service products, they are usually
relatively low-paid and low-status positions within the hierarchy of the organisation.
For example, the CEO of the organisation, who never actually meets the customers, is
frequently paid the equivalent of several sales staff, a few receptionists and a handful
of delivery staff. Yet this person doesn’t actually directly bring in revenue. Instead, the
customer service staff, who occupy jobs such as waiters, shop assistants and receptionists, receive significantly less reward. Then again, at the other end of the spectrum,
are the professionals such as doctors, lawyers and accountants who are also boundary
spanners given that they do have direct interaction with clients. (Due to the status that
their training brings, however, many of the issues facing those in traditional boundaryspanning roles do not apply to professionals to the same extent — you tend not to
hassle strangers in suits on the off-chance they can do your tax. Yet people are willing
to randomly approach strangers in stores for assistance with the shopping.)

Listening posts: the people
in the organisation who
can pass on information
from the consumer to theto
organisation, and back
the consumer again.

Knowledge management
systems (KMS): market
research systems developed
capture incidental market to
research and marketing
information gained during
informal interactions with
the consumer.

Listening posts
Listening posts are the people in the organisation who can pass on information from
the consumer to the organisation, and back to the consumer again. Consequently, the
position of listening post tends to be part of the boundary spanner’s role in the organisation, since they have the closest contact with customers and tend to be able to
understand customer needs and requirements in detail. Unfortunately, the role of the
boundary spanner as a market research tool is often neglected during the marketing
information and research process. Some managers are more likely to employ an
external market research firm to conduct a survey or focus group rather than consulting with staff as to customer needs (see chapter 6).
However, other organisations such as the Ritz Carlton hotel chain are expert in training
staff to listen to customers as they have introduced knowledge management systems
(KMS). For example, a lot of valuable information about customer requirements and
potential problems occurs during face-to-face interactions with the customer — in the
hotel example, a customer is most likely to make a request of the nearest service person,
rather than writing a list of demands. A good KMS will enable the contact staff member
the opportunity to record this information (such as beverage preferences, etc.) into a
database that ties back to the customer’s main booking records. Once the information
is captured (it sounds so much like a National Geographic event), it can be integrated
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to provide a consistent service that isn’t dependent on the same person serving the same
customer next time. Unfortunately, without a well-designed KMS, that data never makes
it to the management level, and when knowledge about consumers’ personal preferences
resides with the staff member it exacerbates the issue of the person being seen to be the
product (or the organisation). Rather than AAA Service Providers Inc. being seen as the
party responsible for remembering the consumer’s personal preferences for their drinks
(shaken, not stirred), it tends to be the individual behind the bar. The problem by implication is that brand loyalty in these instances is often focused on the service provider
(the staff member who remembers your name and favourite drink) rather than the organisation. Consequently, if that staff member moves on, the client is likely to move with
them. (Nowhere is this more apparent than in personal services such as hairdressing.
Some people are willing to fly to different cities just to keep in touch with a preferred
hairdresser.)
Knowledge management is an increasingly important field of management
research and links in well with market research and marketing information systems.
By conducting non-obtrusive observational research, and training staff to listen to
customers, the need for formal research is radically reduced. Effective listening and
knowledge management therefore help to overcome the problems of customer resistance to surveys and market research previously discussed in chapter 6.

People as customers
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The final aspect of people is customers. While it is often difficult to manage service
and sales staff, it is even harder to manage customers (to start with, they don’t work for
you, and sacking a customer is more work that removing an employee). As previously
mentioned in the context of role theory, customers play an important role in the effectiveness of the service delivery. If they don’t know how to behave or choose not to do
so, the service experience (and the service product) is damaged. The behaviour of two
drunken soccer fans in a five-star restaurant outweighs the civilised behaviour of the
rest of the establishment (‘Ere we go’ isn’t a high-class way to greet the entrée). The
higher the levels of contact between staff and customers, the more power the customer
has to undermine the company’s marketing efforts.
The level of customer participation will vary according to the type of service and the
extent to which it is standardised or customised. Services that are fairly standardised
and where the role of customers is minimised include bus travel (you’re rarely asked to
take the wheel), staying in a motel (making your bed is optional) or eating at a fastfood restaurant (no cooking required). In all of these cases, the presence of the customer is required but their role is standardised and, once learnt, will have a reasonably
consistent outcome.
Other services, such as haircuts and medical examinations, require a higher level of
customer input for the service to be performed. The more detail a doctor has regarding
symptoms, the better the diagnosis will be. Similarly, unless you tell the hairdresser
how you want your hair to look, they can’t be held responsible if you don’t get what
you want. (‘Short back and sides’ is a default setting. Unless you customise, you’ll look
like an extra from a war movie.) In a more extreme example, certain high-end Japanese
restaurants offer expensive meals where the customers cook their own food at their own
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table. The restaurant provides the tools, the raw materials and the five-star ambience.
The rest of the work is done by the customers (it does allow for customisation, but the
idea of dining out is that someone else does the cooking). While in these cases customer
input enhances the outcome, in other cases, the active participation of the customer is
needed to create the product in the first place. Good examples of this include personal
training and gymnasium services. You can watch your personal trainer exercise to their
heart’s content, but that’s not going to make you fit. Unless you put in the effort, the
service product doesn’t exist. Similarly, counselling services require the client to work
with the counsellor as an active participant and to input into the production process.
You can’t drop off your psyche and come back in 45 minutes to pick it up.

global
perspectives

‘I’m not sure whether they meant to do that or not’: the
conflict between culturally biased services and customers

With the increasing globalisation of the services industry, many multinational companies are finding out (the hard way)
that the cultural components of their service environment don’t always match the culture of the target market.
McDonald’s, the world’s favourite case study for global reach, has extended menu options in various countries to suit
the local market, or to appease local customs. However, even the best prepared marketing multinational isn’t always
going to be able to handle every situation automatically — how many fast-food outlets contain prayer rooms
and directions to the relevant shrines for fundamentalist prayer times? In contrast, many international airports
offer a range of such features as part of their basic services.
In a less extreme situation, acceptable culinary practices vary around the world. In some cultures, presenting an intricate collection of knives at the dinner table is practically a formal insult;
in other nations, being expected to eat a formal dinner with your hands is viewed as an insult. The
problem for the marketer is when the customer who is used to the country of origin of the multinational encounters the unexpected cultural modifications. If the customer’s experience of dinner
has predominantly involved knives and forks, a pair of chopsticks isn’t what they expect from a
McDonald’s. This brings together both role conflict and role stress for the employees dealing with
clashes between local and corporate culture, and also creates a problem for the customer who
doesn’t appreciate the role that they’re supposed to play.
A person’s social upbringing can also have a
Q.1 Can organisations ‘train’
major impact on their perception of acceptable
new clients to appropriate
behaviour in a service encounter. If they’re used
behaviours? What are the risks
to self-sufficiency and looking after themselves,
and benefits of this approach?
a shop assistant hovering ‘helpfully’ nearby will
Q.2 Should the service
be more of a nuisance than a benefit. People
cultural environment be
from warmer climates who are overseas in
tailored to the lowest common
colder locations are often taken aback when
denominator (i.e. the largest
someone brazenly attempts to ‘steal’ their coat as they
group of customers) or to the
enter a restaurant. While it’s a source of amusement for the
most sensitive or the most
locals who are familiar with the cloakrooms, it’s not the best start to the
needy? Discuss with
service encounter for either the company or the customer doggedly clinging
examples.
to their coat.
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The role of the customer in service delivery
Customers play three key roles in service delivery, each of which has the potential to
impact either positively or negatively on the marketing outcomes of the firm. These
roles are as a productive resource of the firm, as a contributor to quality and satisfaction, and as a competitor.

Productive resources
The role of customers as productive resources of the firm, or partial employees, is
one that has been studied extensively in the services marketing literature. Ways in
which customers contribute to the quality of the firm’s service product are based on
the quality of the inputs that they provide into the product. This, in turn, influences
the ability of the service worker to do their job effectively. For example, prior to
meeting with a tax accountant the client is expected to collate and file their various
receipts for the previous year. Customers can also reduce the cost of a service by carrying out part of the service function themselves, such as occurs at airports with
automated check-ins. The major problem with using customers as partial employees,
however, is their unreliability and inconsistency in terms of quality and productive
output. (Strategies for managing customers, including training them, are addressed
below.)

Contributors to quality
Customers play an important role in enhancing quality and satisfaction. For those
service products that require a high level of customer input and interaction, the
final quality of the outcome is dependent on the amount of effort, and quality of
effort, that the client puts in. Education is a good example of this. No matter how
good an instructor is, or how interesting the text is, if you don’t attend the classes
or read the set material you will fail the exam. It doesn’t mean that the provider has
failed to provide a quality product, but rather that the client has not contributed in
their role. Similarly, if you are ill and fail to take the prescribed medication, then
your recovery will be impeded, and may not happen at all. The doctor’s advice is
objectively the same to you and to another patient with similar symptoms. If the
other patient recovers and you don’t, it’s not because the doctor doesn’t know what
they are doing, but because you as a partial employee did not fulfil your role in the
process.

Competitors
Finally, customers act in the role of competitors. While this varies according to the
product in question (not many customers are competing for the dentistry marketplace), for many personal services such as child care, or home services such as lawn
mowing, the choice for customers involves not just the selection of the provider, but
also whether to purchase the service at all. For marketers there are major pricing policy
implications in this decision (see chapter 11). These types of services must price themselves so that potential customers will decide to employ them to do an activity the
customers could easily do themselves. Basically, the marketer needs to demonstrate to
consumers that the time saved by the customers using the service is worth more than
the financial cost of the service.
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Servuction model

Servuction model: a model
the interactions between of
customers, boundary spa
and the organisation. nners

The servuction model, which demonstrates the interactions between customers,
boundary spanners and the organisation, is illustrated in figure 12.4. The model
encompasses all the elements of delivering a service product:
• the stage on which the service is performed (the visible service components)
• the contact staff
• the customers
• the backroom support (the invisible organisation and system)
• the service product or benefits received.
The model integrates the various aspects of the people element by explicitly demonstrating the relationship between boundary spanners (or contact staff) and customers
plus the inter-customer relationships and the critical role that support staff play in
ensuring that the service product can be created.
The servuction model

Inanimate
environment
Invisible
organisation
and
system

Invisible

Contact
personnel
or
service
provider

Customer
A
Customer
B

Visible

Bundle of sevice benefits
received by customer A
Figure 12.4: The servuction model Source: Bateson, J., 1996, Managing Services Marketing: Text
and Readings, third edition, Dryden Press, Fort Worth, p. 11.

From the customer’s point of view, the quality of the product is dependent upon
three factors: the environment in which the service is produced; the quality of their
interactions with the service staff; and the behaviour of other customers who are
simultaneously using the same space. The easiest way to demonstrate how the servuction model works in practice is by way of example. On an airline, the quality of the
flight experience of customer A is dependent on the comfort of the seats and leg room
(inanimate environment) combined with the quality of their interactions with the cabin
crew (contact staff) and the person sitting next to them (customer B — the crying
baby). However, the flight could not occur in the first place without the input of
support services such as the reservations systems, flight engineers, caterers, cleaners
and refuellers (the invisible organisation and system).
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Another benefit of this model is that it helps to show the interdependence of the
marketing function with other key functions in the organisation. The physical environment in which the service is performed is a result of the work of the facilities section of
the firm. Contact staff are recruited and trained by the HR department, and support
functions such as computing, delivery of supplies and payment systems are supplied
by the IT, operations and financial divisions of the company. The servuction model
gives a holistic view of the service product and helps marketers to work out which
other parts of the organisation are involved in the process. This then allows the marketer to focus attention on specific important elements that are critical to the
marketing success of the firm and draw the other relevant organisational bodies
(e.g. IT or HR) into the process.

Controllable aspects of the servuction system
Specific controllable aspects of the servuction system that marketing can influence are:
• the inanimate environment
• the appearance of contact personnel
• the marketing support that communicates with potential customers and sets their
expectations and knowledge of the firm.
Marketing’s role in designing the inanimate environment is to ensure that the
appearance of the firm’s venue is consistent with the level and type of service being
sold. Expensive, specialist retailers, for example, will have carpeted floors, discrete
lighting and possibly soft music to create atmosphere. Contrast this with a discount
store that has a tiled floor, fluorescent lighting and loud, upbeat music. Simply
changing the amount of lighting in a store conveys a significant volume of information
regarding the expected price of the goods — more lighting (fluorescent tubes) indicates cheaper products, whereas a darker store with spot lighting (those odd little
bulbs on the two metal rails) indicates an expensive shopping experience. The image
created by the physical environment implies a lot about other elements of the
marketing mix, such as the quality of the goods sold, the price of the goods and the
likely levels of personal service. The appearance of the staff can also convey messages
about service encounter expectations — for example, being greeted by a gentleman in
a top hat and long coat either says appalling dress sense or a doorman at a luxury
hotel. As mentioned above, clothing is a predictor of the likely service encounter
experience — for example, casual clothes should indicate a relaxed atmosphere. This
can also be reinforced and enhanced by the use of the promotional mix (see chapters
9 and 10) to establish service encounter expectations.

Marketing and customer selection
Marketing, as a support function to the organisation, is important in determining the
target market and producing a communications campaign to attract appropriate customers. The importance of attracting compatible customers with similar needs is
demonstrated in the model through the interactions of customers A and B. A mixed
message that appeals equally to incompatible customer segments will result in a suboptimal service experience for both groups. (Putting people in suits in the same place
as people in casual clothing only serves to unsettle both parties.) Having attracted
customers into the venue, however, there is a secondary issue involved in managing
customer behaviour to ensure that everyone gets the most out of the experience.
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Managing customer behaviour
Unlike the service environment or the communications campaign, which can be controlled directly by the firm and its marketing department, customers can’t be
controlled. Even in the extreme situations where a customer’s behaviour is so objectionable that you’ve got the legitimate right to have them physically removed from the
premises, you can’t fully control their departure. Kicking and screaming is usually the
customer’s last way of voicing disagreement with the service encounter. Instead, appropriate behaviour has to be taught to the consumers by way of positive encouragement,
either from marketing communications or education during the service delivery.
To do this effectively the organisation first needs to determine what input it wants
from customers. Even in the same industry, the level of customer input required will
vary considerably between companies, depending on how the organisations position
themselves and what type of customers they wish to attract. The greater the customer
input, the less control the firm has over the final product. As a general rule, therefore,
the higher the quality position that the firm wishes to take, the fewer functions it will
leave to the discretion and performance of its customers. Once the customer starts
getting involved, quality control is reduced and the degree of uncertainty for staff is
increased. Marketing’s role at this stage is to contribute to a better understanding of
the company’s position through market research and by responding to the information
collected through listening posts. This information, combined with the strategic
decisions of management, should then be communicated to the target market so that
they know the expected levels of customer responsibility.
Once the basic decision as to how much the customer can do (or is expected to do)
has been made, the next role is to communicate the company’s perceived role of the
customer to the target market. This can be done by educating customers as to how to
better serve themselves. For example, a self-service salad bar at a restaurant can be
advertised on television with people using the salad bar. In the restaurant, there will
usually be a selection of brochures explaining the new menu options of the self-service
salad bar (and the expectations of the customer — i.e. using utensils rather than their
hands).
It can also be done by explaining how to use new systems for a better service experience (bank staff explaining the virtues of Internet banking) or by persuading customers
to adopt a new role in the production process (getting audience participation at a theatre by telling the audience how and when to interact). Getting people to produce their
own products through your services requires a combination of communication (highlighting the benefits) and pricing policy (making it cheaper to do it yourself). One business sector that is in the process of changing the customer’s role from a passive to an
active one is the banking industry. The process began with an initial education campaign that simply noted that online banking facilities are available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. This was followed by campaigns encouraging the use of online
banking via targeted mail outs (with bank statements) and mass communications
(television advertising). Many banks then offered financial incentives such as free
online transactions and started to charge for each face-to-face transaction conducted.
In combination, the financial incentives, education campaigns and persuasive messages created a conducive environment for customers to adopt a self-service policy.
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As well as active participation in the service production process, customers have a
major influence on the organisation’s marketing success through their interactions and
communications with other customers (as demonstrated in the servuction model) and
potential customers (through word of mouth). Word of mouth is one of the most credible and effective forms of promotion for an organisation precisely because it is so
uncontrollable. If someone spontaneously tells you about how great a product or
service was, then you will take more notice. If the same person is later paid to get up
on television and say exactly the same thing, you take less notice of it. Viral
marketing is a variation on this theme, and occurs where the firm’s advertising and
communications are so innovative and interesting that they generate spontaneous discussion and transmission in the marketplace.
Managing word of mouth is difficult but it can be encouraged. Typical ways in which
this is done include referral campaigns, where existing customers are offered an incentive to get a friend to use the product or service (how many pieces of proverbial silver
are required to sign a friend into a new product promotion?). Alternatively, companies
try doing something out of the ordinary to reward loyal customers — such as sending
them flowers (if a strange company suddenly sends you flowers, that’s impulse). Such
a gesture is sufficiently unusual for the recipient to not only feel positively disposed
towards the firm and continue to do business there, but also to tell their friends and
colleagues about the unusually positive experience.
By acknowledging that customers can play an important role as ‘partial
employees’, firms then need to develop clear strategies for recruiting, educating and
training customers to fulfil their functions effectively. If the firm fails to do this, it
risks undermining both its positioning strategy and the effective implementation of
the marketing mix. Specifically, the elements of the marketing mix that are most
affected by inadequate customer training and control are product, pricing and
promotion.
The quality of the product, as we have discussed, is dependent on the compatibility
of customers in the same space as well as their knowledge of the correct role to play. If
a theatre act relies on audience participation, and the crowd is silent, then the product
is dying on stage. Similarly, mime isn’t known for the audience feedback element, yet
heckling is acceptable in much noisier environments (like at sporting matches). Promotions can be undermined by negative word of mouth, which runs contrary to the
image in the paid promotions.
There is also a problem, partially related to the pricing issue, that if promotional
pricing is used to attract new customers, this may bring the overall cost of the service
or product down to a level where people other than those in the preferred target
market may trial the product. For example, a luxury hotel that has a special off-peak
offer may attract a class of customers that is incompatible with the usual target
market. Interactions between these two groups may make the core market decide that
the hotel no longer holds the same appeal and thus they may move on to another,
more attractive competitor. Pricing is also affected by the level of personal service
versus self-service. The higher the level of self-service, the lower the price that a customer expects to pay. ‘Having it my way’, where the staff customise the product, is a
premium service. ‘Having it my way, and I had to make it myself’ creates a much lower
reference price in the consumer’s mind.

Word of mouth: spreading a
marketing message or
product recommendationions.
through social conversat
Viral marketing: occurs ere
the firm’s advertising anwh
communications are so d
innovative and interesti that
they generate spontaneong
us
discussion and transmissi
on in
the marketplace.
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Chapter summary
This chapter emphasised the role of people in the marketing mix, and how people as
customers, support staff and employees contribute different aspects to the organisation. In particular, it demonstrated the integration of the role of the customer in the
delivery of the final product, and how each element of the marketing mix can be influenced by the decisions made by the consumer. Chapter 13 continues this process by
demonstrating the interaction of the elements of the mix with the whole of the
marketing program.
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Review questions
R.1 Briefly outline the reasons why people should be included in the overall
marketing mix.
R.2 The word ‘uniform’ can be used to mean both consistency and a set of clothes.
What role do uniforms play in the marketing message of a firm?
R.3 Boundary spanners play an important part in the overall marketing practices of
an organisation. Briefly outline the tasks they undertake and the problems they
encounter.
R.4 Outline the social and technical skills needed by services providers. Of the two,
which is the more important to you when shopping? Illustrate your answer with
examples from your own experiences.
R.5 Define ‘role theory’. Is it an application of commonsense or an essential
component in making the service encounter a positive experience? Discuss your
answer.
R.6 What is role clarity? How does it assist in eliminating or minimising role stress?
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R.7 Give a brief outline of the selling process as shown in figure 12.3. Does
implementing all the steps ensure a coherent plan of action or create a system
with unnecessary actions?
R.8 Name the four types of salespeople and briefly outline their tasks.
R.9 What are the major differences in the role of the consumer in the sale of a
physical product and a service encounter?
R.10 Which model encompasses all the elements of delivering a service product?
Name and give examples of each of the elements the model encompasses.

Application questions
A.1 Is the concept of people as part of the total product offering dehumanising and
demeaning or acceptable as part of the overall inclusive model of marketing?
A.2 Employees do, at times, encounter periods of stress directly related to the role
expectation of their work. What are the conflict situations that can create these
stresses? If the role is clearly defined prior to appointment, is this stress less
likely to occur?
A.3 Client conflict is an ongoing problem for some employees. Teachers, for
example, are in the position of having three distinct ‘boss’ groups to service.
What may appear in the best interests of the parents is not necessarily so for the
children or for the school. How could this type of conflict be addressed?
A.4 Customers have three key roles in service delivery. Briefly outline each of them
and expand on the concept of customer as partial employee.
A.5 Is ‘managing customer behaviour’ an essential part of the overall service and
marketing function or an imposition on the customer that should be avoided?

Discussion questions
D.1 In professional areas, the business suit is the uniform of choice. In an effort to
move away from this traditional, conservative approach, some organisations
have introduced a ‘casual clothes’ day. What message does this send to clients?
Does the message differ between the normal day and the casual dress day?
D.2 Using the ‘employee influence on customers’ matrix as a focus (figure 12.2),
discuss the following statement: ‘As a general rule, those who make the
decisions regarding service encounters are in the group referred to as
“isolateds”. What information can they gather from other members of the matrix
that will improve the marketing function of the overall group?’
D.3 Most organisations have detailed role specifications for their staff, and these set
out what areas they are allowed to deal with and how they can react to the
customer. In a situation where there is a need for an instant decision as a result
of customer complaints or a service problem, is it more important to deal with
the customer’s complaint or adhere to the prescribed service role?
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Role-playing: the Disneyland educational experience
‘Who’s the Mouse?’ ‘YOU’RE THE MOUSE.’ ‘Who’s the
Mouse?’ ‘I’m the Mouse.’

range of customer service skills such as
conflict resolution and how to deal with the
usual problems faced by a theme park (lost
Disneyland has an internationally renowned brand, characters that
children, lost tourists, unruly customers — it’s not
are icons for several generations, and one of the best academies
like Goofy and Pluto can frogmarch a drunken
for training staff. Known as the Disney University, Disney’s staff
client down to Security). Similarly, good HR is
training literally does offer Mickey Mouse degrees (or, at least, full
required to assist the services marketing, as
training in being the Mouse).
staff must be matched to the best fit for their
Based on the idea of minimising role stress and maximising
potential characters — any aspiring actor who is
customer satisfaction, each of the positions in the Disneyland
180 cm tall is unlikely to be suited to the role of one
theme parks is part of an integrated service design, from the staff
of the seven dwarfs (though staff having a bad day
at the front counter where you buy the tickets through to the indiprobably line up for the position of Grumpy). Simividual staff (cleaners, food sellers) and character actors. If you
larly, the role of Snow White has a few prerequisite
consider it from a purely logistical perspective, Disneyland operfeatures that aren’t shared by Uncle Scrooge (or
ates a range of character actors (e.g. Mickey Mouse, Donald
either of the two talking ChipDuck) all of whom have known characteristics,
munks). In this way, marketing needs the supbehaviours and catchphrases (and one with its
Q.1 Does the need for
port
of the HR division for people placement
own language). Consequently, product consisconsistency in the key characters
and
people
management skills. The ongoing
tency means that you need a highly skilled and
in Disney decrease or increase
success
of
the
Disneyland franchise is attribtrained workforce that can portray these roles
the perception of the person as
uted in part to the success of the staff in being
consistently, cheerfully and over a 16-hour
the product? Explain.
able
to bring the ‘magic of Disney’ alive for the
period, seven days a week, during the height of
Q.2 How could role theory be
customers.
A big part of that ‘magic’ is good
the busy season.
used to teach potential theme
training
and
a strong people marketing focus
Disney rose to the challenge by developing the
park employees?
behind the scenes.
Disney University, where staff are educated in a
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Chapter 13

The integrated marketing
mix: marketing in
application
Chapter outline
This chapter uses the product life cycle (PLC) model as its
framework to demonstrate how the marketing environment
and different elements of marketing strategy and the
marketing mix are adapted and modified over time to ensure
ongoing relevance and profitability. While the product life
cycle model was briefly discussed in earlier chapters, this
chapter starts with a review of the basic model and a discussion of its application, practical relevance and variations.
It also addresses some of the key marketing issues that arise
during each phase of the product life cycle, although as discussed throughout the text there is no one ‘best’ way of conducting a marketing campaign. Success is based on the
extent to which the marketing campaign correctly identifies
and addresses the needs of its target market, while focusing
on achieving the overall goals of the organisation. While
each campaign and combination of marketing mix elements
is unique, there are certain approaches that tend to be more
common at different phases of the product life cycle given
the conditions prevailing at each phase. The guidelines given
in this chapter are simply that — guidelines — which serve
to highlight the types of decisions and approaches that are
likely to be successful in any given situation. Determining
what the specific details and message of the campaign will
be at the tactical level is based on a combination of market
research and balancing the needs of the customer and the
organisation.

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.

2.
3.
4.

Understand the
importance of
integration and
consistency in the
development of a
marketing strategy
Explain the concept of
the product life cycle
Describe the elements
of the product life cycle
Explain the strategies
and tactics required
during each phase of
the product life cycle
and how the marketing
mix is modified to
accommodate the
needs of the consumer
at each phase.
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Introduction

Product life cycle model:
model of how a typical a
product moves through the
marketplace from
introduction to eventual
removal from the market.

1

Integration: the extent to
which each element of the
marketing mix links in
with the other related
elements.
Consistency: the extent tox
which the marketing mi rce
elements are used to reinfo
the firm’s positioning ore
strategy, and are theref
focused on presenting the rs.
same message to consume
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Effective marketing is based on recognising the potential that exists within the
marketing environment and combining identified marketing opportunities with a
fully integrated marketing mix. It’s not just a question of developing a superior new
product or a catchy advertising campaign. For sustained success, the contribution of
each element of the marketing mix needs to be acknowledged — remembering that
there is no ‘ideal’ marketing mix combination. While marketing does not occur
according to a formula, there are a series of guidelines that can be followed which can
improve the likelihood of success. These guidelines have been derived from past
experiences, general principles and the considered opinions of marketing academics
and practitioners, and should help increase the likelihood of success for a marketing
campaign.
A good marketing strategy involves knowing what you want to achieve, when you
want to achieve it, and the strategies, tactics and campaigns required to achieve your
goals. An effective marketing strategy uses these predetermined strategies as guidelines (think of it as a road map) but is flexible enough to modify tactics in the light of
changing market conditions (detours and traffic congestion). While good marketers
need to be innovative and original, they’ve also got to avoid reinventing the wheel
(round is out this season, square wheels are the new black). In this chapter we use the
overall framework of the product life cycle model to show how marketing strategies
and tactics vary according to changing market conditions.

Integration and consistency: the key to
marketing success
Two key elements for the success of a marketing campaign are integration and
consistency. Consistency has been strongly linked with consumer perceptions of the
product and the organisation. As discussed previously in the chapters on the
marketing mix, any tactical decisions regarding a specific element of the marketing mix
will guide consumer expectations as to the quality of the product and its overall value,
and will influence the whole of the mix. This chapter explores how to integrate the
whole of the mix within each phase of the PLC for a consistent message over the life
span of the product.
Integration of all elements of the marketing mix to support and reinforce the company’s positioning strategy is critical at all phases of the product life cycle. While a
company can re-engineer its overall image, this takes a long period of time, and
usually involves changing a logo or three before people accept the ‘new look’ store.
For example, Copperart (the home of fine artworks of a copper nature and the
occasional piece of furniture) has managed to reposition itself as Homeart, by
changing its name, logo and the contents of its stores. However, if you look closely
enough at the stock, there’s still a transition period between expensive products (at
the front end of the store) and the old Copperart stock (cheaper quality at the rear)
taking place.
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The product life cycle concept

2

The product life cycle is an important marketing concept as it provides an overall
framework to understand where a particular product or product category is in its evolution, and how consumers are likely to respond to it. The PLC has arisen from the
amalgamation of long-term research and observation of consumer behaviour at different stages of time, and different points in the maturity of a product. As with any
model used in marketing, it’s far from perfect. However, it does a good job of outlining
various phases that a product is likely to encounter over time. The four most commonly accepted phases are:
• the introduction phase, which, as the name implies, refers to the early phases of
the product’s existence in the marketplace
• the growth phase, which is the period of rapid market penetration as consumers
become aware of and adopt the new product
• the maturity phase, which is generally a longer period where sales slow down but
demand is still fairly high due to the overall acceptance of the product by the market
• the decline phase, which is the period preceding the removal of the product from
the market due to the fact that it has been superseded by a new or better product
capable of satisfying the same market needs.
Another phase that is sometimes used in the product life cycle is saturation (see chapter
3 for further discussion of this stage).
The product life cycle concept is grounded in the biological sciences and typically takes
on a bell shape, as illustrated in figure 13.1. The length of the product life cycle, like that
of different living organisms, will vary according to the type of product. Some products
rapidly pass from introduction to decline in a matter of months (like some fast-lived organisms) while others remain in maturity indefinitely (unlike most known living organisms).

3

Sales and profit ($)

Sales

Time
Figure 13.1: Typical product life cycle

Kotler (1997) identifies four core requirements that the marketer needs to accept in
order to use the PLC. These are:
• Products have a limited life: which means that a product will move through the life cycle
from introduction to decline, unless it’s one of the very few staple products that
have survived for a very long time.
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• Product sales pass through distinct phases: which presents specific challenges and opportunities for the marketer. As a product moves from being a really new product to
being an older idea, this will change how people react to the product, what needs
are met by it, and how many competitor products will be fighting for the attention of
the same consumer.
• Profits vary in a consistent pattern across the phases of the PLC: given that the costs of introducing a product differ from the costs of manufacturing an older product with established economies of scale, there are a range of consistently observed variations in
profits according to the location of the product in the PLC.
• Products require different organisational strategies, including marketing strategies, at different
phases of the PLC: which means that the difference between promoting an innovation
to innovators (see chapter 4) and selling a mature product to late adopters (see
chapter 4 again) requires different tactics and strategies at each step of the PLC.
The product life cycle itself is a subset of the broader demand/technology life
cycle, which addresses underlying consumer needs and solutions that are independent of the form that the product takes. For example, the need for clothing is a consistent and ongoing demand; however, the way in which this need is satisfied will vary
considerably according to overall fashions, culture and individual preferences. The
overriding demand/technology life cycle applies to the overall demand for clothing and
within that cycle will be a number of individual product life cycles, for example the PLC
for denim jeans or flares or surf wear. Further, within the product life cycle there will be
a number of similarly shaped brand life cycles, each of which focuses on specific company offerings, such as Hot Tuna or City Beach or Mambo.

Product life cycle variations
As with any model, there are variations to the general model in order to cover a
specific application of the technique or a distinct subgenre of the work. In the case of
the product life cycle, Kotler (1997) outlines three distinct variations on the theme.
These three patterns are defined as:
• Fad, which shows a distinct PLC where a minimal introductory phase is followed by
rapid growth, peaking and declining in a relatively short time.
• Cycle-recycle pattern (see figure 13.2), where a product is introduced into the
market, follows a fairly predictable path but, as it starts to decline, is revived
through a focused promotional campaign, which leads to a second growth phase.
This pattern can be repeated several times depending on the product’s characteristics. Soft drinks such as Coke, for example, display this pattern on a seasonal basis
as promotion for the product peaks in summer, leading to increased sales, and
declines in the colder months.
• Scallop pattern, where a product starts out with a fairly ‘normal’ growth pattern but,
at the time when it would ordinarily enter maturity, a secondary use for the product
is found, leading to a second growth phase, and so on. Examples of this phenomenon are usually technologically based. For example, the silicon chip started off with
relatively few uses but is now used in a variety of applications, including the original
use. Consequently, the product has not yet entered maturity but rather has had a
series of growth spurts over time.
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As with any marketing model, these are general guidelines that will help the tactical marketer to determine a
rough rule of thumb for guiding their product at various
points in the PLC. For example, many manufacturers
attempt to deliberately create a scallop pattern by promoting alternative uses for their product once the initial
maturity phase becomes apparent. Consider the mobile
phone market. Once the mobile phone became mature as a
voice communications device, emphasis shifted towards
instant messaging, and now that this has reached a maturity
level, phone makers are pushing alternative uses for the
phone as a camera, data centre or personal organiser.

Sales
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y

Application of the product life cycle

y

Time
Figure 13.2: Variations to
the PLC

Although the concept of the product life cycle is simple, its application can be difficult.
When should the product life cycle be applied? How new does a product have to be to
be considered as a new entrant in the market (i.e. when is it in the introduction
phase)? One thing that it is important to understand is that the product life cycle
concept, and model, can be applied at a number of different levels. It can be
applied at the level of product category (communications technology), product form
(telephone), product (mobile phone) or brand (Nokia).
When applied at the level of the product category, PLCs have a long and, in some
cases, almost infinite life span. Mind you, to have a near infinite life span means
meeting a fairly generic need. The PLC is traditionally used for product level and
product form (the time frames are more realistic). At the brand level, most PLCs are
quite short and many brands disappear soon after entering the market (consider the
mobile phone market — each phone has a brand name, and as each new phone
replaces the old model, the old brand is retired).
Of course, having just established a rule, the exception must be applied. It’s possible to extend the life span of a brand name by using it to introduce new, related products into the market, and thus both extend the life of the brand and increase the
likelihood of success for the new product. Converse shoes have a specific ‘Converse All
Star’ brand for its shoes, which, when the shoes started to hit maturity, could have
been retired. Instead, the All Star brand was used to promote other clothing items,
which revitalised demand for the company’s shoes, and created a scallop pattern PLC.

Market entry and introductory phases
of the PLC

4

The main task of marketers during the first phase of the product life cycle (introduction) is to educate consumers as to both the existence of the new product and its
superiority over any existing products that could also satisfy the same need. During
this phase sales are low and profits are usually negative (which is industry speak for
running at a loss) as the firm tries to recoup its research and development costs. In
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Primary demand: the
initial demand in the
marketplace for a soluti
to a problem; expressed on
terms of products or in
solutions, rather than
brand names or companies.

addition, this is the phase of the innovators (see chapter 4) who are prepared to tolerate the high perceived consumer risk associated with the new product. Demand for
the product is also typically low and will remain so unless the target market (early
adopters to early majority) is convinced of the product’s superiority.
If the PLC is being applied at the product category level, that is the product being
introduced is a really new product (RNP) (see chapter 7), the task of the marketer is
strongly oriented towards educating the public. At this phase the most important task
is to promote primary demand for the product category rather than demand for a
specific brand within the category. Developing primary demand may result in a number
of competing firms reinforcing one another’s messages about, for example, the superiority of plasma TV screens over traditional screens, rather than necessarily focusing on
the superiority of Sony’s screens over Panasonic’s version. If, however, the PLC is being
applied at a lower level, product form or brand, then the market is assumed to be familiar with the benefits of the basic technology and the emphasis is more on the minor
variations that make a particular product superior to its direct competitors.

Introductory phase market research
Market research in the introductory phase of the product life cycle focuses on four key
areas:
• exploratory research to determine the approximate size of the market
• establishing consumer understanding of the product concept
• determining the likely market and sales potential of the product(s)
• post-product release research to determine awareness, understanding and sales.

Exploratory research
Undertaking exploratory research to determine the approximate size of the market is
the first phase for market research. Each market needs to be assessed for size and
profitability, and this is done usually through analysis of secondary data sources. For
example, an analysis of Australian Bureau of Statistics data concerning home occupancy will demonstrate a clear demographic and social trend towards more people
living in single-person households. This trend provides a variety of opportunities for
products to be repackaged in single-person serves, or for single person-sized technology to be developed. For a company such as Breville, this could represent an
opportunity to develop a range of small appliances such as the mini-food processor or
a single portion-size electric grill.
However, before the company heads into the R and D labs, the first task of the
market research division is to determine:
• how big this market actually is
• whether it is a geographically dispersed or concentrated trend
• what the demographic profile of the overall market is in terms of income, age and
gender.
Most of this type of data can be obtained from the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(www.abs.gov.au) or Statistics New Zealand (www.stats.govt.nz) and from the Census
figures. In addition, the use of secondary data from sources such as retailing trade
magazines will indicate whether the prevalence of single-person households has
increased demand for small serving sizes or increased the amount of takeaway meals
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sold. The information from this combination of data sources can be used to determine
market sizes and potential. Staying with the example of single-person households, if
the number of takeout meals being purchased is rising rapidly ahead of sales of
smaller food portions, the market demand for single person-sized cooking appliances
is likely to be low (and vice versa).

Consumer understanding
Second, if the product being introduced is radically different from current existing
technologies, then a major market research task will need to be focused on identifying the extent to which consumers:
• understand the product concept
• react positively towards it
• have concerns regarding the product.
This type of product concept testing requires primary research as the product
doesn’t already exist — without a pre-existing product, there’s no way the secondary
data can exist. Qualitative research such as discussions and demonstrations of the
new product in the context of a focus group is often valuable in gauging initial
thoughts and reactions.
‘In-home’ sampling of the product followed by a quantitative evaluation via a questionnaire can help companies to iron out any problems the product may have in the
end-use situation. For example, in a lab environment, a new vacuum cleaner may perform well in the simulated home environment, but when actually faced with the
accumulated dust and dirt of a family home (or shared student accommodation), the
vacuum cleaner may not be up to the task at hand. Alternatively, the home-use situations may require the use of special settings (vacuum cleaners always seem to come
equipped with settings for a variety of floor types that you don’t have in your house) or
the application of a range of add-on attachments that look like parts for a James Bond
gadget (while Q at the Hoover Labs could explain them, selecting which nozzle is the
‘Fine Fabrics and Drapes’ accessory is a much harder task at home).
Consequently, some products that perform well in the labs and field tests may not
perform under the consumer’s home-use conditions. Similarly, consumers frequently
discover new features, or enhanced performance, that weren’t uncovered during the
product testing phases. Follow-up surveys can be used to generate product use innovation strategies (see chapter 7) to broaden the target markets for the product. For
example, when synthetic chamois leather cleaning cloths were introduced to the
market, they were considered only as cleaning items. However, consumers’ innovative
use of them as a swimming towel led to them being sold as portable, quick-drying
swimming accessories (same device, different label).

Market size
The third aspect of introductory phase market research is to combine the findings of
the primary and secondary data outlined above to determine the likely market and
sales potential of the product. It’s possible to take this action at the second stage
where market size is determined before product concept testing occurs. Alternatively,
you can follow the path of assessing demand, making a product concept (and demo
version) then determining market size once a few end users have tried out the product
(and liked it).
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This is an important stage of the process as it will guide the segmentation and positioning strategies of the product, and also indicate whether or not the product is likely
to be commercially viable. Further details of this type of research will be covered in
later marketing subjects (you might also remember these concepts from other such
chapters as ‘Market research’ and ‘Contemporary marketing practice’) and in economics and accounting subjects. From the marketing point of view, the important factor
is whether the projected revenue from the new product will cover the costs of development, marketing campaigns and business operating costs.

Follow-up research
The fourth focus of market research in this phase occurs once the product has been
released onto the market. Tracking studies of awareness, interest and purchase of
the product are critical in developing the marketing mix tactics of the firm. As
indicated in chapter 6, market research feeds directly into the marketing decision
process and, as a result, research at this stage of the product’s development is
crucial to its long-term success. For example, Microsoft’s market research into sales
of the Xbox uncovered that the company’s initial offering was not sufficiently
popular with the target market — however, the target market was creating its own
alternative product bundle by buying the Xbox console and a specific game.
Consequently, Microsoft was able to redo its product bundle to provide the console
with the popular game, and increase its sales. In general, while the marketing mix
strategies at this phase need to be pre-planned, they also need to remain relatively
flexible to respond quickly to the actual needs of the market (if those needs have
varied from the planned/predicted needs). As consumers become aware of the new
product, and begin to trial it, they will generate valuable marketing information
regarding their reaction to the product, its marketing and pricing strategies. Being
able to adjust to these demands makes a difference for the longer-term success of
the product.

Introductory phase consumer behaviour

Market mavens: people who
have a wide range of
knowledge concerning
markets, pricing and the best
places to buy certain products,
services or goods, and who
will share this information
with their friends and peers.
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A new product is inherently a high-risk product. If you’re the kind of customer who
needs to know your friend’s opinion of a product before you’ll buy it, you’ll have to wait
until your friend tries the product (just hope your friend isn’t as cautious as you are —
the wait could go on for a long time). With a new product, the social risk of associating
with the new product is proportional to the extent to which the new product differs
from those already on the market (see chapter 11). Reducing the perceived risk of
buying a new product is a significant feature of consumer behaviour in the introductory phase of the product life cycle (see chapters 4 and 11).
In this way, the PLC also ties into the models of adopter categories (discussed in
chapter 4), in that those who adopt new products in the introductory phase of the
PLC tend to be innovators. (Innovators are those people who are less susceptible to
peer and public opinion and who enjoy the novelty value of trying new products for
the sake of trying new products.) The marketing task in relation to consumer
behaviour during the introductory phase is to reduce risk and encourage trial
among innovators and early adopters. There are two types of consumers who are
important targets during this early phase — the market mavens and the opinion
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leaders. Their use and endorsement of a product will have a flow-on effect to other
early adopters in the wider community, thus taking the product from introduction to
rapid growth.

Introductory phase segmentation and positioning
strategies
In the early phases of the product life cycle firms tend to adopt one of two segmentation strategies:
• a closely defined niche strategy to target a select group of consumers
• an undifferentiated approach (one-size-fits-all) to address the broad market need
that is being fulfilled by the new product.
Both strategies have the advantage of only requiring a single marketing mix and
marketing strategy. The difference lies in the extent to which this mix is designed to
focus on either the specific differentiated needs of a defined submarket (niche) or the
broad-based benefits of the product to appeal to the widest possible market (one-sizefits-all).
Given that education of the market is a major priority in the introductory phase of
the PLC the choice of a single market, whether tightly defined or broad based, allows
for a single, coordinated message to be presented to the market to minimise confusion. Variations and differentiation only become important once the market fully
understands the overall product concept — you don’t need three different colours to
choose from if you don’t know what a ‘Kwyjibo’ is in the first place (or why you need
one).
Positioning is a relative concept that places one organisation and its products in
comparison to another organisation (see chapter 3). Consequently, for consumers to
make sense of the new product they need to have a comparative frame of reference
within which to work. Loosely translated this means that if there’s nothing to compare
the product with, you can’t position it.
New product positioning strategies will depend on several things:
• the newness of the product concept
• the existing reputation of the firm
• the extent to which the new product complements the organisation’s existing
products.
If the product is new and the organisation is well established, and the product
complements rather than competes with the firm’s existing product range, the logical approach is to leverage off the existing perceptions of the firm and transpose
these onto the new product. If, however, the innovation has been developed by a
relatively new organisation, the firm is doubly disadvantaged. In such cases the best
positioning strategy is usually one that takes a relatively broad view of the competition (i.e. all products that can meet the same need rather than direct competitors)
and focuses on the product’s attributes, such as time saving, economy, and so on.
You can see why marketers usually have aspirins handy when it comes time to
develop new product positioning strategies — if the company is unknown, the
product is a RNP and nobody else has done anything similar, it gets really complicated really quickly.
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Introductory phase product issues
In the initial introductory phase products tend to be standardised with little variation.
At the first point of introduction, the products are basically selling themselves on
their merits of being a really new way of doing something, with a touch of the Henry
Ford principle of ‘any colour you like, so long as it’s black’. Although they may represent a fundamental breakthrough for the time, the first products on the market seem
quite basic when compared with the modifications that emerge later in the cycle. (If
you’ve seen the first Space Invaders machine, and compared it to the current generation video game consoles, you can be forgiven for wondering how on earth the Space
Invaders craze ever took off.)
In this phase the organisation, rather than the consumer, tends to drive the design
of many products, especially technology-related products. This is for two reasons —
first, consumers have insufficient knowledge or understanding of the new technology
to have an informed opinion (how do you describe the features you want in a product
that you don’t know exists yet?); and second, the company has the expertise in the
area of the product. Consequently, early product versions may be overly complex
(designed by engineers for engineers) or fail to address simple consumer needs (the
Furby, which was launched without an off switch). A lot of products fail during introduction and never make a profit because of the lack of consumer orientation in initial
design or the organisation’s unwillingness to adapt to consumer needs (see chapter 2).

Introductory phase pricing issues
The approach taken to pricing will depend on how ‘new’ the product is and also on the
availability of close substitute products. Products that have emerged as a result of
long-term research and development (usually technical or pharmaceutical products)
tend to enter the market at the highest price that the innovator market will bear in
order to recoup some of the original development costs. The assumption in this
strategy is that the costs of development can be partially (if not entirely) recovered
even if the product fails to progress into the new phase of the PLC. Following on from
this approach is the rest of the price-skimming strategy (see chapter 11) — as the
innovator segment is exhausted (financially), the price will be lowered progressively to
appeal to the next group of adopters (e.g. early adopters) until it is affordable for all
consumers in the target market.
The other common method of new product pricing (also discussed in chapter 11) is
penetration pricing. Penetration pricing strategies are designed with market share
objectives in mind as prices are set low at introduction to maximise trial among the
relevant target consumers. The plan here is to convert this trial adoption into ongoing
repeat purchases (and therefore market share).
Price skimming is only appropriate in situations where there are few close substitutes and where the product concerned offers a significant benefit over existing
technologies. You’ve got to have a really good product that’s worth the high price tag
to get the innovators to part with their money — knowing as they do that if they wait
six months, the price will drop dramatically. The key is to have a product that people
want now, and don’t want to wait six months for the discounted rates.
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Penetration pricing, on the other hand, is most appropriate when there are a variety
of existing, quality alternatives and where the product is subject to strong competition.
A third alternative for a new product entering the marketplace, in the case of individual
product life cycles as opposed to product category life cycles, is to enter the market at
the average market cost that consumers would expect to pay rather than varying significantly from the norm.

Introductory phase distribution issues
Distribution during the introductory phase of the product life cycle is usually very
limited. This is for two reasons — the high risk of new products, and the limited supply
of the newly developed products. New products are a high-risk proposition for all
involved in the process — from the consumers through to the B2B buyers and
retailers. This means that major retail outlets and other standard distribution methods
are often closed to products in the early phase of the product life cycle. A lot of
retailers and wholesalers prefer to take the low-risk option of finding out how the
market is reacting to the product prior to actually stocking it. New products made by
companies with established reputations have a higher likelihood of success in
gaining distribution through traditional outlets than new products from new firms.
In addition, in the initial stages of production there is a risk that demand will be significantly greater than supply, thus making it impossible for the firm to adequately service and stock the distribution outlets. For example, a producer of organic poultry (which,
at the time, was an innovation) ran afoul of supply problems when it attempted to
broaden its distribution range. Similarly, many computer games manufacturers have
experienced problems with matching supply for their products with demand from the
market — they simply could not produce enough units fast enough to meet the demand.
Increasingly, with the availability and acceptance of web-based commerce, new products can be distributed online as a trial adoption phase while more traditional distribution outlets are sourced and production capacity is enhanced. While online
distribution is most effective for digital and information-based products such as music,
software and reports, specialist or niche market products can start their sales this way
before being taken on by more traditional distributors. I-five, the manufacturer of Penguin caffeinated mints, for example, started its operations with purely online distribution. As acceptance of the product has grown, limited retail distribution channels have
been opened to use real-world outlets to supplement the online distribution network.

Introductory phase promotional issues
In the early phases of the product life cycle the main tasks of the promotional element
of the marketing mix are to raise awareness and to educate the target market. Much of
the promotional materials produced by the company will be heavily informational and
content driven. The focus of any persuasive element is on the development of the primary demand for the product category. If the ‘new’ product is entering a market where
there are a number of close competitors’ substitutes or where the product category life
cycle is further developed, then branding and differentiation take on a more prominent
role than in the case of the RNP.
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Assuming that you’re dealing with a RNP, the media selection is governed by the
amount of information that it can deliver, rather than how well it can portray an image
or be used for brand building. Publicity is important in reaching the mass market and
making people aware of the new product and its potential (see chapters 9 and 10). This
can be achieved by generating newsworthy material on how and why the innovation is
a major breakthrough or benefit for the consumer. The Segway people mover
(www.segway.com) generated a massive amount of publicity over a project codenamed
‘Ginger’, and by that project turning out to be a product that was radically different
from anything available in the marketplace (see the Business Practice vignette below).
Given the perception of risk associated with new products, the generation of positive word of mouth is critical to the wider acceptance of the product. There is also a
strong role here for print materials, primarily in the form of brochures, web sites, direct
marketing and any promotional method such as the use of trade show stands that
allow for direct interaction between buyer and seller.

Introductory phase people issues
People are particularly important in this early phase of the product life cycle. As with
promotion, a major role of the sales and promotional staff is to educate the
potential customers and market. To do this effectively, however, the staff need to be
highly trained and educated to be able to answer any questions that potential customers may have. This means that they must be familiar with both the technical
aspects of the product as well as the product benefits. It also helps for the staff to
have actually used the product, so that they can describe the benefits, features and
experiences from a personal perspective — nothing short-circuits a RNP sales pitch
faster than hearing the salesperson say ‘Well, I haven’t actually used it, but I’ve
heard that . . .’. It’s worth the cost of an extra couple of days of delay so that staff are
able to get hands-on experience with the product and improve their credibility with
the consumer.
The major objective in the introductory phase is to encourage trial of the product by
key influencers. It is during the introductory phase of the product life cycle that free
product samples or trials of new services are sent to influential opinion leaders like
magazine editors and newspaper columnists. The entertainment industry, for example,
is heavily dependent on generating publicity through reviewers sampling their products whether these products are films, plays or music (which is why the position of Arts
Editor is a much-coveted job in the media).
It is the role of the marketing staff to maximise the likelihood of a positive review
by ensuring that the opinion leaders’ needs are met, that they fully understand the
product or service being offered and that they have a positive experience. Of course,
it also helps to understand that if your product doesn’t deliver a positive and satisfactory experience to the opinion leaders of your target market, it’s time to revise the
product. Too many companies are prone to reaching for a lawyer if they get a poor
review rather than investigating whether the complaints raised are legitimate. (A
theatre once sued a reviewer who complained about the standard of acting in a play.
Strangely enough, while the theatre won in court, the play failed because patrons
thought the acting was terrible.)
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However, one issue with this type of ‘promotion from trial adoption’ is that it’s crucial for the success of opinion leadership that the opinion is given by a legitimate
source. A mobile phone company (which will remain nameless) hired a series of
models to sit around in nightclubs playing with its new phones as instigators of word
of mouth about ‘how great the new phone is’, and ‘how much fun you can have with
these new phones’. As a guerrilla marketing technique, this was a notable step forward
— if the same company hadn’t publicised how cool it thought it was for trying out this
new technique. As a result, consumer scepticism towards the artificial word-of-mouth
campaign (specifically, consumer resentment towards the phone maker) crossed over
into any situation where a stranger started talking about a great new product. Word of
mouth needs to be a natural phenomenon, generated by people who are opinion
leaders forming their own opinions and leading their peer groups.

Integration during the introductory phase
During the introduction phase of the product life cycle the main tasks facing the marketer are to raise awareness and encourage trial of the product. While every campaign
is different, the following are typical of the types of strategy that have been effective in
this phase:
• New product category or a radical new technology product (e.g. fax, home computer or mobile
phone): initial appeals will be to relatively high-income innovators with a focus on
building primary demand. Promotion is through publicity, word of mouth and
trained sales staff who can succinctly explain the benefits of the new technology.
Email, for example, was difficult to explain in the early stage of adoption as it
appeared to many people to offer no significant new benefits. Real-time communication was already possible using a telephone, instant sending of hard copy
messages was possible through faxes and phone, and faxes or letters could achieve
interactive communication. (Nowadays, try finding someone with email who thinks
they could probably survive without it.) Prices are set as high as possible to recoup
development costs, and distribution is restricted to specialist outlets.
• New product variation in an established product category market (e.g. cosmetics, cars or
films): where the product category is already well established, a new brand or
product will typically enter the market with a heavy promotional campaign. The
focus, however, remains on credible promotion through sales staff, word of mouth
and publicity. Samples of the product are made available either through in-store
promotions (as occurs in supermarkets nationwide on a Thursday night) or in
sample bags such as those that come free with the purchase of a supermarket magazine. Prices tend to be either lower than average, the ‘special introductory offer’, or
reduced in real terms through rebates for an initial purchase (e.g. buy this new
flavour of yoghurt, send in the lid and get a refund of two dollars — please clean the
lid first though). Although the product may be only a minor variation on existing
products, the difference is emphasised with sales staff trained to highlight the
added value or benefit of this difference. Cosmetics sales staff are well trained in
advocating the benefits of a new ingredient recently added to skin-care products
(and if these same sales skills were applied to the wheel, we’d have a constantly
reinvented supply of wheels — and we’d be happily buying them because this new
wheel has two radii, whereas the old wheel only had a single diameter).
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Treading gingerly: publicity for an RNP

business
practice

In November 2001, the ‘buzzword’ of the moment on everyone’s lips was Segway’s
‘Ginger’. From billboards to magazine adverts, and with a lot of Internet interest,
people around the world were trying to second-guess what (and who) was behind
the mysterious ‘Ginger’.
When the wraps came off in December 2001, nobody expected the RNP that
was the Segway Human Transporter (the Segway HT — see figure 13.3).
To say that the Segway HT is an RNP is close to an understatement. The
product, which is a motorised people mover that self-balances, could possibly be
seen as a cross between a scooter, a moped, a wheelchair and a shopping trolley.
With that in mind, the creators of the Segway HT had a difficult task in front of them
of explaining two things to the market — what the device was, and why we all
needed one of them.
To handle the first part, the manufacturer held a series of demonstrations with
key influencers in its primary target markets. While the creator of the Segway HT
had visions of the device as consumer-level personal transport, it has started its
sales campaigns with the business marketplace. Consequently, the manufacturer
has invited a range of organisations, including Amazon.com, several US police
departments and the US military, to trial the product for adoption. This has a twofold
bonus. First, corporate buyers have deeper pockets than consumers, and with tax
Figure 13.3: The Segway HT
advantages inherent in capital items that can be depreciated, they can afford the
Source: www.segway.com.
innovation’s high price tag. Second, two years of corporate roll out of the Segway
HT devices will help develop an initial demand in the consumer markets by people who see the Segway HT in action
(when US postal workers cruise past on a Segway HT, the pedestrian market will notice) and the people who get to use
one at work but feel like also having the same advantages of the Segway HT at home.
As for why people need a Segway HT? That has been handled through education campaigns with B2B buyers and
product demonstrations to reviewers. A key word search on Google brings up at least three personal experience
reviews of the Segway HT on the first page. Time magazine reviewers have spent a few days
reviewing the devices. And, of course, every technology magazine for the high-tech gizmo
Q.1 How important will word
market will be reviewing the consumer edition as soon as it’s ready to ship. Word of mouth from
of mouth be for the success
the reviews has already spread rapidly over the Internet for a product that was not scheduled to
of the Segway HT in the
begin consumer releases until nearly three years after the product was first made public. In the
consumer market?
meantime, Disney Cruise Line purchased Segway HTs for recreational use on its cruises. By
Q.2 How does the initial
doing this, the Segway HT will receive trial adoption at a greatly reduced cost, by people who
introduction of an RNP such
will then have a natural way to develop word of mouth — discussing what they did on their holas the Segway HT differ from
idays with their friends and family.
the introduction of a new
Source: Bricklin, D., 2002, ‘Impressions after riding a Segway HT: Part 2’
personal car into an existing
(www.bricklin.com/segwayride2.htm); Heilemann, J., 2001, ‘Reinventing the wheel’,
market? What are the
Time (www.time.com/time/business/article/0,8599,186660,00.html); Segway HT
advantages and
(www.segway.com); Vallone, C., 2001, ‘Inventor Dean Kamen introduces the Segway™,
the world’s first dynamic self-balancing human transporter’ (www.segway.com/
disadvantages for the
aboutus/press_releases/pr_120301.html); and Vallone, C., 2002, ‘Disney Cruise Line
Segway HT’s manufacturer
first to offer guests Segway™ Human Transporter experience (www.segway.com/
in this regard?
aboutus/press_releases/pr_091202.html).
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Growth phase of the PLC
During the growth phase of the PLC it can be safely assumed that a significant portion
of the population is familiar with the product concept and its benefits, even if some of
them have not yet directly experienced the product. Demand during this phase is
usually high, as initial market acceptance of the product by opinion leaders helps to
drive both interest and trust in the product. As sales increase dramatically, initial
investments in the development of the product are recouped and the firm starts to
make a profit.
Competition intensifies at this point as more firms enter the market with
variations within the product category. While specific elements of a product’s design
can be protected legally through patents, the broad concept or consumer benefit
that is represented by the overall technology can’t be protected, thus allowing
imitators into the market (this is to prevent potential monopolies developing
through the abuse of the patent system). Services are particularly vulnerable to
imitators due to the difficulty in legally protecting the intangible service product —
while you can register the design of the logo and uniform and patent the hardware
involved in the processes, you can’t actually patent the service script (see chapter
12). If you could, McDonald’s would have long since captured ‘service with a smile’
in a legally protected manner. You’d either be paying royalties to the company every
time you were pleasant to a customer, or you’d have to get your own patent on surly
service standards.
This second wave of competition has the advantage of learning from the mistakes
of the first wave, as well as the obvious advantage of savings in the initial research
that resulted in the breakthrough idea. In addition, the second wave products
usually contain the sought-after features that were missed on the first offering, and
frequently make use of new generation technologies to enhance the original design.
For example, the VCR began life without a remote control. In the second generation,
the ‘remote’ was tethered to the VCR by a black cable several metres long, and this
in turn was replaced in the third generation by an infrared remote, which needs to be
pointed towards the VCR. The next generation of wireless remotes can be controlled
from anywhere within range of the wireless receiver, with the fourth and hopefully
final generation offering control of the VCR via remote, wireless, mobile phones and
the Internet (after this point, the remote has to be replaced with some form of
psychic link to the VCR).
Brand-based competition also intensifies at this point as manufacturers attempt to
differentiate their specific product offering on the basis of features such as price,
quality and reliability. During this phase the production orientation is most prevalent
as demand regularly outstrips supply. Consumers realise that this is a product they
want, and they want it all and they want it now — which can occasionally create a
second ‘grey’ market in online auctions and web sites as people sell their stockpiles of
the high-demand products. In addition, with a range of competitor products available,
they’re less likely to accept the wait time for your product that the innovators regarded
as reasonable. (For the Segway HT there was a two-year gap between registering
details for the consumer product and the first product appearing for sale. How many
people have two years’ worth of patience for a back-ordered product?)
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Growth phase market research
During the growth phase of the product life cycle there is a tendency to slacken the
market research effort because of the relative ease with which sales are made. However, market research undertaken at this time can put the firm into a stronger position,
as the product enters the highly competitive maturity phase (and this isn’t just
because we’re supporting the market research industry here — good research during
periods of success can help you to gain bigger dividends, and even stave off
decline).
From a market perspective, the main focus of research is to monitor the successes,
failures and marketing activities of competitor firms. This involves a large amount of
competitor analysis, environmental scans and observations of rival companies (see
chapter 6). Regular monitoring of prices, consumer-friendly deals and sales promotions is needed to help guide tactical marketing decisions as to whether to follow
competitors or to focus on differentiating strategies. While many marketers will
instinctively want to enter a price war (the assumption being that if the competitor has
lower prices, then you’re automatically losing customers), the value of market research
in this phase is to discover whether your current customers are satisfied with your
price offering, due to either the superior features of your product or an established
brand loyalty.
Consumer-oriented market research will focus on issues such as:
• awareness of the product
• satisfaction with the product
• current and anticipated sales of the product
• consumer perceptions of the ‘ideal’ product type
• consumer desire for any product variations.
While consumer awareness is increasing during this phase of the PLC, market
research that helps determine the actual levels of consumer interest (and intention to
purchase) is important in helping to guide the content of promotional campaigns. If
the consumer is aware of the product but is just not interested, then the campaigns
need to become persuasive. If most people haven’t heard of the product, then information and awareness become the priority (particularly if the people who know about
the product are buying it — sales can be gained simply by people finding out that the
product exists).
A large portion of consumer-oriented research will be primary research and although
qualitative research remains important for the depth and quality of data it produces,
by this phase of the cycle higher levels of quantitative research, such as customer
satisfaction surveys, can be employed.

Growth phase consumer behaviour
During the growth phase of the PLC, the majority of users either trial or purchase the
product for the first time. Risk has been reduced, since the innovators and early adopters have been promoting the product either through formal (every-person product
endorsement — see chapter 9) or informal means (by using the product and discussing it with friends and family). This psychologically clears the way for the
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remaining early adopters and early majority to purchase the product. As a product
becomes more accepted or even a ‘must-have’ item, consumers are less concerned
about the detailed specifications of the product than they are about simply owning
it (this has implications for the promotion of the product).
At this phase of the product life cycle the consumer is in a self-imposed, relatively
powerless state as the imperative is usually to own the product. Some consumers will
settle for a suboptimal design or outcome simply so that they have the latest fashionable object (hence the prevalence of knock-offs and imitation goods at this point).
While there is increasing consumer choice due to the entry of new competitors in the
market, demand is usually still greater than supply at this phase of the cycle.

Growth phase segmentation and positioning strategies
During the growth phase, multiple segmentation strategies start to emerge as the
profitability of the product allows for experimentation with different market niches. For
example, during the introductory phase for home computers, most of the available
machines from any supplier looked remarkably the same — largely because of the cost
of making the different models. In the growth phase, the profits derived after the
R and D costs have been recovered can be used to fund further R and D into nichedriven needs — for example, in the PC market the office PC developed specialisations
such as word processing, statistics and graphics, whereas the new sub-branch of home
PCs also appeared (with an emphasis on games, entertainment and word processing
for homework).
As the market expands, it generates the capacity and the demand for variations in
the base product. At the same time, the organisation should also have overcome any
initial production problems (e.g. difficulty in sourcing parts, convincing B2B suppliers
to develop custom components). By the middle of this phase, most companies are
making significant profits on their products, so they have the additional resources
(financial and non-financial, e.g. sales teams) available to move away from the budgetconscious single marketing mix strategy to a broader budget-conscious strategy for a
variety of markets with a range of marketing mixes (we were never going to advocate
moving into a reckless budget mode).
From the firm’s perspective the growth phase is one in which profits are relatively
easy to achieve (when compared with other phases — ‘easy’ profits are usually the
result of a lot of hard work, so technically, they’re not ‘easy’). The upside to this more
profitable period is that there’s greater potential for experimentation in the marketing
mix, and in terms of opening up new markets and developing innovative positioning
strategies.
Positioning during the growth phase is very flexible. As the number of participants
in the market increases, clusters of firms tend to form around specific market positions. For example, while in the initial introductory phase of the mobile phone
market, phones and the service packages attached to them were expensive and relatively uniform, but during the growth phase new entrants to the market developed
positioning strategies around price, flexibility and reliability. Some larger organisations, such as Telstra and Optus, adopted multiple product lines with multiple
segmentation strategies to satisfy the needs of different target markets such as
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business users, frequent users, occasional users, and so on. Other organisations,
such as Virgin and the now defunct One.Tel, chose to concentrate on the single-need
markets, focusing on flexibility and cost, respectively. (One.Tel went a little too far on
the low-cost front — remember, you’re supposed to charge more than it costs to
make a product.) By the end of the growth phase consumers generally have formed
an attitude towards the different product and service options in the market based on
this initial positioning strategy. Although sales are relatively easy during the growth
period, a lack of attention to the development and support of a clear positioning
strategy can have long-term adverse effects as the firm moves into the more competitive maturity phase.

Growth phase product issues
As consumer acceptance of the product concept grows and more firms enter the
market, the variety of different offerings within the overall product class starts to
expand. At this phase production still tends to be more organisation driven than consumer driven (though it still should have a consumer focus — this is marketing, after
all). Newer models of the product tend to be more refined as the initial problems (or
bugs and misfeatures) within the design are ironed out. It is during this phase that
positive returns on investment are made and that initial economies of scale are
achieved. As can be imagined, this is usually the most fun phase to be associated with
in the PLC of a product. (You can see why a lot of companies just appear in the marketplace during the growth phase.) Many of the variations of the product that emerge
during the growth phase do not meet any defined market need and therefore cannot be
sustained as a profitable line in the longer term. There is a strong tendency during
the growth phase to simply introduce new features into a product because they’re
new features.
Depending on how great consumer demand is, and how steep the growth curve is, a
major focus at this point will be on developing faster, more effective production processes. Again, this can often occur without necessarily referring too closely to consumer demand. Hence, while there may be a variety of different products on the
market, with high levels of sales being achieved, it does not necessarily follow that
these products are fully satisfying customer desires, even if they are fulfilling the initial
need for ownership.

Growth phase pricing issues
Pricing at this phase starts to become more flexible. Once the initial innovator and
very early adopter markets have been saturated, the next groups of adopters tend to be
more price-sensitive. Further, as a great deal of the development costs have been
recovered and companies start to make profits, offering lower prices to appeal to a
wider cross-section of the market becomes viable. At this phase market share objectives start to predominate as each new competitor attempts to carve out a sustainable
position. It goes without saying that sustainability is the key to pricing during this
phase — which means that profit has to be the motive, and that any plans of selling at
cost or below cost have to have an inbuilt sunset clause.
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High-price strategies for new brands can still exist during the growth phase —
however, there is a significant difference between price skimming and prestige pricing.
The price-skimming strategy of a high entry price during the introductory phase of the
PLC has the objective of keeping prices high for a limited period to saturate the innovator market and recoup some initial development costs. Prestige high-pricing strategy
is more common in the growth phase where the initial price is set high and then kept
high so that the expense is part of the overall image and positioning strategy. To lower
the price of a prestige product will undermine the positioning strategy of the organisation and potentially result in fewer, rather than more, sales.

Growth phase distribution issues
As the product category begins to gain acceptance in the wider marketplace, distribution starts to build from a selective to a more intensive system. This is in part also
due to the effectiveness of consumer demand and pull strategies that the initial promotion through publicity generates. In response to a combination of consumer
demand and the growth and ability of suppliers to match demand, mass distribution
starts becoming a viable option.
One of the problems for outlets such as department stores is that, before accepting
a product for distribution, the buyers must be certain that the supplier can manufacture sufficient quantities to stock the entire chain and to satisfy customer needs. If a
customer consistently goes to a department store such as David Jones or Grace
Brothers to buy a product and is told that it is out of stock, it is the retail outlet, and
not the manufacturer, that is held to blame in the eyes of the customer.
One way around this, particularly in the growth phase where there is still an element
of risk attached to committing to a supply relationship, is to explicitly limit the availability of the product to key outlets. By openly advertising to consumers that a certain
brand is only available at three CBD outlets nationwide, customer expectations are
managed and the risk of disappointing customers by not having an item in stock is
reduced. There’s also the added bonus of focusing the demand into one or two stores,
and maintaining an artificial scarcity through the limited distribution. (‘Hurry! Only
available while stocks last in our CBD store’ implies two or three items on a shelf, and
a lot of empty space. The reality could be a dozen warehouses loaded to the roof with
pallets of the product, but the consumer doesn’t know that.)

Growth phase promotional issues
Promotional objectives during the growth phase move from product awareness and
primary demand into developing selective demand for specific brands. In the initial
phases of the product life cycle, the mass education strategies that result from publicity and generating positive word of mouth through opinion leaders is best classified
as a pull strategy in which consumers actively seek out the product. As growth progresses the emphasis starts to move more towards a push strategy in which the manufacturers and distributors actively promote products through the distribution chain
and in-store. The move from a push to a pull strategy is closely linked to the broadening of the distribution network. However, pull strategies can still be used during this

Selective demand: deman
for a specific branded d
product, rather than the
broader product category.
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period, given that soft-drink makers have continued success with their pull strategybased campaigns.
Advertising during this phase is aimed at building interest in the wider market and
has a broader appeal based on image, lifestyle and other intangibles rather than information and technical specifications. As mentioned above in the section on consumer
behaviour in the growth phase, people are now at the point of wanting the product for
the sake of the product. In these situations, just sell them the product without
worrying whether they’re about to experience all of the features or not. (Sometimes,
it’s more important to own a surround stereo because everyone who’s anyone has one,
rather than because you want it to appreciate the technical specifications and superiority of the Surround 5.1 system.)
Sales promotions are also less important at this phase as demand from consumers
is high. Unlike the introductory phase, when sales promotions were necessary to
reduce risk and encourage trial, in the growth phase the bigger risk is that demand will
exceed supply. Consequently, demand management also becomes a factor in the
marketing (and possibly de-marketing) of a product. It’s vital that customers are
focused into times and places that fit the distribution schedule of the company so
that out-of-stock errors and delays can be actively controlled and minimised. For
example, the launch of a major new movie (e.g. Star Wars Episode III: The Merchandise Catalogue, Lord of the Rings Episode III: So, When’s The Hobbit Coming Out? and Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Unfinished Scripts) will see a concerted effort by the film distributor to manage
the demand for the film by controlling the number of cinema screens available on the
launch weekend. The first Harry Potter film controlled something close to 90 per cent
of available cinema screens on the opening weekend in the United States. Control
systems include advance bookings for later screening sessions, reserve lists and price
premiums for opening night (coupled with discounts for the expected initial lull points
in the distribution).

Growth phase people issues
People issues during the growth phase remain similar to those in the introductory
phase. While the perceived overall risk of the purchase has been diminished, individual consumers still may either need a lot of information on a one-on-one basis
before they commit to a purchase (as prices may still be relatively high) or just simply
want to walk away with the product without needing a sales pitch. Also, the introduction of product extensions and variations has the potential to confuse the market (and
the staff) so sales staff need to be aware of the whole of the market, in order to compare the features and benefits of their products against competitors’ products. While
education remains important, the focus begins to change and move towards greater
persuasion in the messages sent by the salespeople. This is also the point where the
organisation needs to invest in second-level support staff structures for things such as
help lines, technical support desks, and product returns and complaints. Because of
the increased size of the market, the sheer maths of the situation will result in a larger
number of failed products than in the initial phase. (99.9 per cent accuracy sounds
great until you start to deal in terms of millions of units of goods produced. That’s
when 99.999999 per cent starts being the target figure for production accuracy.)
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Integration during the growth phase
The growth phase represents an almost paradoxical point where the integration of
the marketing mix occurs by developing separate marketing mixes for divergent
markets. As paradoxes go, it’s quite an intriguing one to deal with for the tactical
marketer. Basically, as the market grows, and opportunities exist for the organisation
to address diverse and divergent markets, the key to an integrated strategy is to
ensure that the organisation’s objectives stay as the overriding goals for the diverse
marketing mixes.
At this point in the company’s progress, the relative ease of making profits, selling
products and making new product variations may lull the organisation into a false
sense of security. Maintaining the same stringent controls over the marketing mix,
keeping up the market research and constantly paying attention to the market at this
point in the development of the organisation will see the company harvest the available profits (remember, the going is easy at the moment, so working hard on the easy
section will return better rewards than just cruising through it) and put itself into a
better position for the highly competitive mature market phase.
The most effective ways for a company to capitalise on the growth phase tend to
be:
• Staying focused: during periods of growth, there will be a temptation to try every new
option and market that comes past and looks half decent. Keeping a focus on the
main objectives of the organisation, and using the same methods for developing the
new options that were used to develop the initial offering (e.g. NPD from chapter 7)
will help minimise unnecessary products that may need to be cut back during the
maturity phase.
• Maintaining market research: many organisations neglect market research during
periods of success, only to find themselves blindsided by sudden (and to them)
unexpected failure. Using market research as a monitoring point during the growth
phase can help prevent the organisation from drifting away from the needs of the
market.
• Diversifying to meet the market needs: opportunities presented by the rapid growth of the
marketplace allow the organisation to develop separate strategies for its various
target markets.

Mature markets: extending the cycle
Maturity tends to be the longest and the most competitive phase of the PLC, given
that by this phase most of the products have achieved general market acceptance,
with stable demand and sales being driven by product replacement or ownership of
multiple products. Good examples of markets that have moved from growth into
maturity during the past decade include mobile phones and computers. Given that
both started as luxury items and status symbols in the late 1980s and early 1990s,
mobile phones are now considered by many to be a necessity. Not only do most
people now have a mobile phone but some now have two — one for business and
one for personal use.
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Creating demand
Are there ethical considerations to address when extending the life cycle of a product? As with much of the ethics of
marketing, the answer ‘it depends’ seems to be the most common response to this question. In marketing, whether the
extension of a product life cycle is ethical or not depends on the following questions:
• Does the product create harm? Manufacturers of legal products such as tobacco and
alcohol are frequently criticised for extending the product life cycle of their products, or for
seeking new markets or uses for their products.
• Is the new market ready for this type of product? One factor in the rapid expansion of the
mobile phone market was the positioning of the mobile phone as a fashion accessory for
younger consumers, many of whom were not able to either understand the complexity of
the mobile phone contract or appreciate the total cost of the product.
• Does the introduction of this product to a new market create social problems or other
predictable negative outcomes? This represents a situation where the expansion of a
product into a new market causes harm to the market. For example, as McDonald’s
and Coca-Cola have been steadfastly trying to hold off their respective product’s
decline phase, they have sought to expand into markets where the introduction of
these products can have an adverse impact on the society.
The main factors in examining the ethical implication of the decision to extend the life cycle of a product by
expanding the market reach of the product comes largely from the same moral imperatives that are used to determine
whether or not to bring a new product to the market. The advantage for the marketer trying to determine the ethical
impact of their decision is that they have the experience of their current market to examine to
establish whether their decision to move to a new market is an ethically sound proposition.
Q.1 Should the burden of
Of course, in the devil’s advocate role is the idea that marketers should allow the market to
responsibility be on the
determine whether a product is beneficial or harmful to their market. It’s easy to say that a
marketplace or the product’s
society without access to ‘Western’ television, food products and materialism is a pristine
developer in deciding whether
society that should be preserved from the ravages of the consumer culture. However, that para product should be released
ticular society may not feel that it needs ‘preserving’ and may actually want to have McDonald’s,
into a market?
US-made sitcoms and Pepsi, rather than its current lifestyle. Similarly, how would you feel if you
Q.2 What are the ethical
were told that a product that was available in the United States wasn’t to be released into the
considerations for and against
Australian and New Zealand markets because ‘the intrinsic culture of these island nations’ should
delivering a declining product
be preserved? It’s a difficult balance to strike between allowing the market to choose its own desto a new market?
tiny and deciding that your product is not ethically suited to a marketplace.

During this phase the number of competitors in the market starts to decline. The
easy sales of the growth phase are no longer available, since the initial demand for the
product class has been met — and, depending on the durability of the product, may
stay met for an extended period. Firms that will thrive and survive during the maturity
phase are usually the ones that have a genuine marketing orientation, providing the
products and services that the consumer wants, combined with quality customer service. Those firms that take a production orientation usually find that they are unable to
sustain success in the increasingly complex and competitive environment of the
maturity phase, and often focus their tactics more on an aggressive sales orientation in
an attempt to sell off excess or outdated stock.
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Maturity is a very interesting phase of the PLC from a tactical marketing perspective. Repositioning is one of the effective strategies that can be employed by firms
during this period. Successful repositioning and extending the maturity phase of the
product life cycle have saved many a firm by introducing the firm and its products to
new and often growing markets. For example, having hit the maturity phase of the
fast-food market and survived successfully with a standard ‘burger and fries’ product
line, McDonald’s has begun to reposition itself by introducing ‘New Tastes’ meals of
non-burger options including salads and healthier alternatives (not that a toasted
cheese and tomato sandwich can really qualify as ‘healthier’).

Repositioning: a marketing
technique whereby the
positioning strategy of the
product is altered to eitheroffer a
address a new market orct.
new image of the produ

Maturity phase market research
The main market research activity during the maturity phase is primary data collection
from actual users, with an emphasis on determining what will encourage consumers to
repurchase the product. During the maturity phase, repurchase is the main source of
sales and income, so the market research tends to focus on asking consumers what
minor product variations (if any) will encourage them to buy the product again. If you’ve
wondered why the chocolate bar you’re used to eating suddenly offers a white chocolate
variant, then chances are that you’ve been snacking on a mature product (the addition
of other flavours such as orange, peppermint, mocha or ham and pineapple may also
indicate that the makers of the Crunchie have a new flavour development lab).
Research is strongly oriented towards understanding and modifying the overall
marketing offer at the tactical level with a particular focus on product and promotional
issues. Consumer wants and needs are constantly monitored and analysed to find out
what extra feature will help either boost short-term sales or assist in repositioning the
product and thereby extend the overall product life cycle. Of course, monitoring the
competition remains a standard and important part of the marketing information
system, even during the maturity phase — especially if competitors have begun their
own repositioning strategies.
It is during maturity that the use of experimentation and data mining become
increasingly important (see chapter 6). Experimentation may take the form of pretesting a variety of advertising and promotional strategies in an attempt to optimise
appeal to a particular target market. It can also take the form of an analysis of different
sales promotion strategies in a controlled environment to determine what approach
results in the highest level of sales. Mining and analysing scanner data is another technique that is particularly appropriate during this phase, which is characterised by:
• multiple alternative brands
• high consumer acceptance of the product
• highly selective customer needs.
Quantitative data tends to dominant this phase of the process since marketers need
to know more about the ‘how many’ and the ‘what’ style of questions than the ‘why’
and the ‘how’.

Data mining: a techniqu
exploring the database fore of
recurring patterns in pu ases.
Unlike traditional marketrch
earch,
data mining is performed res
wi
tho
a preconceived set of hypotheses, ut
which allows for more exploratory
analysis of the data.

Maturity phase consumer behaviour
By maturity most people who are going to purchase the product category have done so.
If you don’t have a VCR or refrigerator by now, it’s unlikely that you ever will buy one. This
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is the period that is synonymous with the late majority adopter category. Due to the large
variety of product alternatives, and the easy accessibility of different brands, consumers
during this phase are increasingly selective about the ‘perfect’ product. Minor product
variations are made on a range of criteria from the technical (faster processing speed for
computers) to the cosmetic (mobile phones in a variety of fashion colours). During
maturity consumers reach their highest level of power in the consumer–marketer relationship. This is the point where consumers have experienced the product themselves, seen
their friends with one or just about had enough of the advertising of the product.
Sales during the maturity phase are derived from four bases:
• Upgrading the technology: in the case of technology, there may be a desire on the part
of consumers to upgrade their products, for example changing from a dedicated CD
player to a multi-entertainment unit that plays both CDs and DVDs.
• Updating the fashion: there is a desire on the part of consumers to update the product,
particularly in the case of publicly consumed goods such as cars and fashion items.
Most second-hand cars still perform the core function of getting people from where
they are to where they want to be, but many consumers will change cars every two to
three years to ensure that the model they have is current and, therefore, desirable.
Strangely enough, this phenomenon swept through the whitegoods industry when
square-edged fridges became the height of fashion, and fully functional round-edge
fridges were demoted from the kitchen to being the beer fridge in the laundry.
• Multiple copies of the same products: as consumers get used to a particular product they
decide that they need more than one to fulfil their needs. Televisions are a good
example of this. Most households now own multiple televisions — one for the lounge,
one for the bedroom, another for the family room, and so on. Since there are now multiple TV sets, each of the sets is likely to have an accompanying VCR, and eventually,
an accompanying DVD player. Even in single-person households where it is not possible to watch more than one TV at a time it is not unusual to have at least two (you
may not watch more than one, but carrying the TV from the lounge to the bedroom to
the kitchen gets to be annoying after a while — even using TV tables with wheels).
• Product replacement: the final source of sales during maturity is replacement as the early
purchase either stops working, becomes incompatible with new related products and
technologies or simply falls apart or wears out due to excess use. At each purchase
opportunity, the consumer has the option of purchasing increasingly specialised and
differentiated products to meet their very specific desires. For example, a digital
camera that was purchased in the introductory phase is most likely to simply have the
capacity to take photos. By the maturity phase, the camera can take photos, film video,
act as an mp3 player and sometime even goes so far as to pretend to be a mobile
phone. (Or are they mobile phones that pretend to be cameras, mp3 players and personal organisers? Eventually, the market is going to have difficulty telling them apart.)

Maturity phase segmentation and positioning strategies
Competition in the maturity phase is at its most intense. Markets face the double
problem of demanding consumers and pre-existing product solutions. Sales become
harder to achieve, since the bulk of the market that planned to buy your product did buy
it and now have a fully functional product that meets their needs. Microsoft noticed this
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problem when sales of the WindowsXP operating system were sluggish: it wasn’t having
problems competing against Linux or the Macintosh operating system — it just couldn’t
seem to beat Windows98 and Windows2000. (There were some rather unfortunate comments made by Microsoft that it was its own biggest rival. This is not the thing to say
when there are court cases pending determining whether your company is a monopoly
or not.) However, the basic principle Microsoft encountered holds true for any form of
durable good — the further the organisation moves into maturity, the greater the number
of pre-existing product solutions (that it has provided) it now has to compete against.
For every new car Holden produces there are still the older Holdens that run well, haven’t
been written off and are still roadworthy. In fact, the worst-case scenario for a company
in maturity seems to be the development of a ‘classic’ car that consumers won’t relinquish, won’t replace or will buy second-hand at an inflated price. (The real VW Beetle
comes into this category. That new version isn’t quite the same.)
The maturity phase is also well suited to both concentrated and multiple segmentation strategies. The choice of strategy will depend largely on the firm’s financial and other
resources (remembering that this is a highly competitive phase, and failure here will
bring about the product decline phase). Multiple segmentation strategies are valuable
in that they allow the firm to address specific communications or distribution needs of
different markets while taking advantage of economies of scale in the production process
(which should result in a very profitable process — if the markets like the organisation’s
offering). The downside to the strategy is that it is a more expensive approach than a
single segment strategy. Consequently, it tends to be more common in larger, wellestablished firms that can afford to take a loss on a failed market. New entrants into a
mature market, and small businesses serving specialist needs, will concentrate on developing a highly focused strategy for a clearly differentiated market niche. This can be a
cost-effective (and hopefully profitable) way of remaining in a highly competitive market
against competitors with deeper pockets. It’s also a useful way to establish a quick and
clean positioning strategy, and a clear understanding of the needs of the customer. If
you’re just serving the one profitable (to your organisation) niche market, you know who
the customer is, and you can tailor your IMC and product offerings to their needs.
Positioning strategies during maturity usually consolidate the initial position achieved
during the growth phase. However, if the period of maturity is very long, or if the firm is
starting to lose market share, then it may choose to undertake a conscious re-branding
and re-positioning strategy. In order to do this, the organisation needs to establish a gap
in the market, usually through market research, and then develop an IMC program to
address the re-branding of the product to this new market. The danger with
re-positioning is that it is possible that the new position will fail to attract the new
(profitable) segment and, at the same time, alienate the core traditional supporters and
users. For some reason, this seems to be the benchmark of television show repositioning
— first take a popular show with a slight ratings decline, then rework the concept so that
it no longer appeals to the core fan base, and fails to offer anything to the new target
market. Thus, at the end of the process the firm can be worse off than when it started.
Regardless of whether the firm chooses to consolidate its original positioning
strategy or re-position itself to appeal to a new or wider market, it is critical that
throughout the maturity phase consistent market research is undertaken to ensure
that the company and consumers both have a similar understanding of where the
firm and its products are positioned in the market.
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Maturity phase product issues
Complementary products
range of products that are: a
sold separately and that
add new functionality to
an existing product.

It is during the maturity phase of the product life cycle that the diversity of product
variations reaches its peak. Complementary products are also often introduced at this
phase of the cycle to improve the effectiveness or use of the existing product. If you’ve
ever noticed the proliferation of add-ons for products like food processors so that they
can double as juicers, paper shredders, meat grinders and mobile phones, you’ve
experienced the complementary product phenomenon.
Extensions to the product line are also common with the introduction of new,
similar, specific-purpose products. Dove, for example, started out with a single
product, its moisturising soap. Recently, under the Dove label, the company has introduced moisturisers and moisturising shampoos and conditioners (and chocolate).
Introducing the product to a new market can extend the maturity phase of the cycle
as well, though technically that probably restarts the PLC for the new market (if they’ve
never seen it before, it’ll be a new product). Packaging changes can also help to boost
sales and extend a product’s appeal during maturity. The biscuit market, for example,
has suffered from the increased variety and availability of snack foods and the propensity for consumers to eat on the run. In a bid to reverse the trend of declining sales,
biscuit manufacturers now package single serves of biscuits such as Tim Tams and
reposition them into the snack market.
Successful product strategies in the maturity phase are based on flexibility and variety and responding to consumer demands for increasingly differentiated features. The
danger at this time though is that, in a bid to satisfy increasingly diverse needs, the
company may produce too many different variations on the product to remain profitable. One thing for the tactical marketer to remember is that the organisation doesn’t
have to be everything to everyone — market selection, market segmentation and
focusing on the core business are as relevant during multiple segmentation strategies
as they are for a single segment approach.

Maturity phase pricing issues
Pricing during maturity tends to focus on matching or beating competitors’ prices (which
has the propensity to create price wars). Unless the firm’s positioning strategy is
extremely strong, with an accompanying brand value attached to the product, the firm’s
pricing will be strongly influenced by close competitors. The less differentiated the
product is on intangible attributes and the more easily it can be substituted, the more
constrained marketers will be in terms of how far they can vary from expectations in price.
For example, Pepsi and Coke need to maintain comparable prices, whereas Bollinger
doesn’t need to worry about price competition in the luxury champagne market because
it has a strong brand value in the marketplace. Lower prices are possible during maturity
because marketing costs, including production and promotion, on a per customer basis
are at their lowest point. However, as mentioned above, if your organisation has been
focused on a prestige pricing strategy, you are better off raising prices and reducing
distribution (and production) during the maturity phase to hold onto your exclusivity
positioning. Dropping the price will damage the exclusivity and prestige, and once damaged during the maturity phase, it is very difficult to recover.
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Maturity phase distribution issues
Distribution is also at its most intensive during the maturity phase, meaning the product
can be purchased from a wide range of convenient outlets and the full range of distribution methods can be employed. With large numbers of consumers with diversified
needs, it is during maturity that companies can position themselves primarily on adding
value through their methods of distribution. Home-delivered pizza is an example of how
adding an alternative distribution method has added value for consumers. (Remember
when pizza was something that you went out for? No? In that case, the value addition is
no longer a positioning strategy, but a functional element of the distribution process.)
Distribution objectives during maturity focus on maximising convenience for the
consumer as, in most cases, customers will tend to purchase from the nearest and
most convenient outlet. The exceptions to this are those products and services that
remain high risk or highly specialised regardless of product life cycle phase, such as
dentists or hairdressers. Medicine has realistically been parked in maturity for
centuries, yet it still remains a high-risk proposition so that people will travel extended
distances to get to a preferred supplier (even if some doctors now do home delivery).

Maturity phase promotional issues
Promotion during maturity is diverse, highly differentiated and often tied into database marketing and direct mail campaigns to maximise appeal to different market segments. While no particular form of promotion or media dominates at this phase, the
objectives of promotion tend to be more focused on reinforcement of brand image and
aimed at repurchasing rather than on education. For many tactical marketers, this will
also be a period of database consolidation as customers who acquired (and registered)
their product purchases during the introductory and growth phases will be seeking
replacement products (usually just after the expiry of the initial warranty period).
Persuasive messages are more common than information-based communications
and it is at this time that loyalty programs are particularly important. The aim of promotion is to at least maintain, if not grow, market share. Advertising tends to focus on
the differences between products, and, in particular, how these differences deliver
superior benefits. Comparative advertising is also used during maturity as there is an
assumption that the average consumer is familiar with a range of product choices
within the category. Unlike the growth period where demand often outstrips supply,
during maturity supply tends to be greater than demand, and thus sales promotions
are very common. The main objective of these promotions is to encourage brand
switching away from competitors.

Maturity phase people issues
As demand slows the role of salespeople moves from information and education to a
high level of persuasion. Due to the competitiveness of the market and the tendency of
some organisations to employ a sales, as opposed to a marketing, orientation, it is
during this period that the stereotypical hard selling and high-pressure techniques
emerge. Although there is a temptation to adopt these high-pressure techniques, the
longer-term objectives of the organisation are better served by resisting this
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temptation and adopting a customer-focused marketing orientation. Sales staff should
be kept up to date with product variations and competitors’ offers so that they can
continue to give sound advice to potential customers.
While the role of the salesperson is to persuade people to purchase, an additional role,
which is important at this point, is to formally incorporate contact staff into the marketing
information system and use them as listening posts. (The concept of listening posts was
discussed in chapter 12.) People are also important in adding value through customer
loyalty and reward programs. For example, some department stores have special private
opening sessions for brand-loyal customers to sample and pre-order new products. Alternatively, stores may have ‘members only’ offers for sale to loyalty cardholders (with the
added bonus of the offer being immediately available if you join the loyalty program then
and there). Other firms may put on entertainment events at which key staff interact with
valued clients on a more informal basis (corporate boxes at sporting events are a useful
method here). Such corporate entertainment is particularly important in retaining loyalty
in high-value service firms such as law, accounting and advertising firms.

Integration during the maturity phase: extending the
cycle and preparing for decline
Mature markets present the tactical marketer with a range of options for the future of their
product. Unfortunately, these options tend to be non-complementary, which means that
once you set to work on one of the choices, the other options are no longer available to
you. In general terms, the mature market represents the fiercest battleground for the
hearts and wallets of the consumer as competition is at its peak, product ranges are at
their maximum and the consumer already has one (or more) of the products you’re trying
to sell to them. Consequently, there are a range of options to choose from, which are:
• Diversify, diverge and develop new markets. This approach sees the organisation attempting
to restart the PLC by taking its product to a new market, either another niche in the
domestic market or untapped international markets. If this succeeds, it effectively
moves the PLC for the new market back to introduction/growth, and staves off the
decline for a period of time. Examples of this include movie releases that are staggered
across the world (the US market first, then UK/Europe, followed by Australia/Asia).
• Reinvent and reposition the product. This is where the organisation attempts to revive sales
in the product by changing how it (the product and even the company) is perceived
in the marketplace, or changing its target clientele. Successful repositioning strategies have seen McDonald’s, KFC and Pepsi maintain ‘youth’ focuses by adjusting
their IMC and product offering to meet the ever-changing 15–24 target market. Other
companies such as the Commonwealth Bank have repositioned from being a conservative enterprise to attempting to appeal to a younger, less conservative market.
• Hold steady and serve the loyal customers. This is an often-overlooked concept in the
maturity phase where loyalty incentive schemes, customer focus and producing the
same old product time and time again are what the market wants from the company.
Providing the product that the consumer bought the first time and is trying to buy
again can be a profitable approach for the organisation. VW came close to achieving
this when it released the VW Beetle (if only the company had gone back to the
classic model). Foxtel and Optus are finding that the nostalgia-driven channels
showing ‘classic’ episodes of shows from people’s youth (and there’s a range of
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‘youth’ time periods involved) is helping with subscription sales. Finally, there’s the
old faithful standby of the Coca-Cola corporation learning that ‘Classic’ Coke is what
the market wants — and since that’s been a product parked in maturity for decades,
this can be a very profitable approach.
• Prepare for decline and develop exit strategies. The final alternative is to assess the market,
the projected profitability and the desire of the organisation to continue producing
the mature product, and wrap up the operations. It’s often a better tactic to depart
from the market with good grace and customers wanting more of the product than to
exit via the discount bargain bins.

Decline: the end of the cycle
For the vast majority of products, there is a time when superior technology supersedes
the ability of the product category to meet the underlying needs of the consumer.
No product is immune from the potential for its category to fall into decline regardless
of the underpinning need that it satisfies. While food is in constant demand in society,
what constitutes ‘food’ can vary dramatically. Bread is often considered to be a product
that will never go into decline. (To start with, phasing out bread would ruin so many
phrases — what would be the next benchmark if sliced bread ceased to exist? What would
anyone do for a crust?) However, despite holding a place in the food pyramids of healthy
eating that should guarantee longevity (for the eater and the producer), the early 1990s
saw many bread manufacturers in Australia facing declining sales. In order to combat the
decline, the manufacturers introduced product variations (new bread products, such as
pita bread and focaccia) as well as bread substitutes (non-wheat, non-yeast specialist
health breads), the product life cycle for bread was revitalised and the decline was
reversed. Similar campaigns and new product variations are ongoing for other staples
such as dairy products and meat. While fuel is an ongoing fundamental need, the way in
which the need for fuel will be met in the future has energy companies worldwide looking
at alternatives to fossil fuels in an attempt to extend their brand and company life cycles.
For the tactical marketer, there are two lessons that are important to consider from
the problems that staples such as bread and milk have faced:
• Products do not last forever, but needs and wants can be constant. One mistake that many
marketers can make is to think of their organisation in terms of products (goods and
services) rather than solutions (meeting needs and wants). This is often referred to
as marketing myopia. The effect of marketing myopia is to blind the marketer to
seeing that revising the product to meet the changing needs of the market is the key
to long-term survival.
• Entry into the decline phase can be reversed. While sometimes there’s nothing a marketing
campaign can do to beat a superior product solution (we don’t care how good the
campaigns for horse and buggies could’ve been, the car had the edge in the marketplace), changes can often be made to move the product out of decline and back into
maturity. Changes to the product, introducing line extensions and focusing on needs
solutions can allow the organisation, if not always the product, to survive beyond
maturity and decline. (The horse and buggy provided transport; the car provides
transport. If you’re in the transport business, then the car is a progression and line
extension. If you were in the horse and buggy business, the car was bad news.)

Marketing myopia: the of the
propensity to see the role
organisation in terms ofvices,
products, goods and ser m the
rather than viewing it frotomer
perspective of meeting cusl goals.
needs and organisationa
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During the decline phase the big strategic question is: should we stay or should
we go? If the company decides to withdraw from the product market, the next big
questions are when to leave, and how to leave. Demand at this phase of the cycle is
low as most consumers will have shifted their buying patterns and are most likely
boosting the growth phase of the competing product category at this point. However,
regardless of the overall drop in the market, there often remains a pocket of specialist
needs within the market from those who, for whatever reason, decide to stay with the
old technology. The most high profile case in contemporary years has to be NASA, and
its need for ‘antique’ computer components to service the Space Shuttle fleet. NASA is
in an awkward position in that refitting the Shuttles with modern equipment will actually cost more in total than maintaining the specialist niche of 1980s computer parts
(refitting the Shuttles with contemporary systems will also require the total refit of the
ground control centres, plus development of software to control all of the new
systems).
Consequently, for an extended period after the overall decline of the product, it can
be profitable for one or two companies to continue to produce and operate within the
market. Overall, however, firms will at this point start to reinvest their marketing and
production dollars in the development of products to meet the demand generated by
the replacement technology.

Decline phase market research
When a product is in decline, investment in market research is negligible, if it exists at
all. If the decision has been made to withdraw the company and product from the particular market, then further investment in research is not justified. If, however, the firm
decides to continue to have a presence, then it still needs to know the level of sales,
company market share and the size of the market. This requires more secondary data
than primary research, since the collection of primary data on issues such as customer
satisfaction during this phase is almost non-existent. If the company has decided to
continue producing despite declining sales, there’s a tendency to lapse into production orientation mentality in which the firm’s needs are served at the expense of
the consumers.

Decline phase consumer behaviour
In decline the power balance once more shifts to the marketer and producer. Consumers who decide to continue using a product in decline do so for one of two
reasons:
• First, they may be particularly brand or product loyal and do not believe that the
new technology on offer is sufficiently superior to justify making the change. A case
in point here is when CDs were initially introduced. Those who were used to vinyl
records did not, on the whole, make the switch to CD technology immediately due to
a combination of cost and the fact that the new technology did not represent a sufficiently different and perceived better product. The mass adoption of the CD was
driven more by the decision of recording companies not to produce new material on
vinyl than it was by consumer demand.
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• Second, they may form a specialist niche market within the overall market. Again, in
the case of vinyl records, while the vast majority of people who listen to music for
recreational purposes no longer have the desire or means to play vinyl records, there
continues to be a demand for vinyl recordings among specialist niches, including
collectors and DJs.
Companies that decide to continue to operate in a market in decline are generally
either small, low-cost operators that have identified a specific niche that they can
profitably fill or alternatively are at the other end of the spectrum. Given that the
production capacity and equipment are already in place, it is often still viable for the
market leader to produce reduced quantities of a declining product rather than close
down the operation altogether.

Decline phase segmentation and positioning strategies
Segmentation strategies in declining markets are basically the same as those in the
introductory phase. As with the start-up of the product, the shutdown phase sees the
most cost-effective options chosen, simply because the budgets are starting to tighten
due to the limited appeal of the product. Usually this is operationalised as a single
marketing mix for the whole of the market, or focusing on a single specific niche within
the market. Positioning strategies in the decline phase are more clearly defined since
the company can work from the history of products to leverage off the reputation built
during growth and maturity. Thus, a firm with a reputation for reliability will retain this
through the decline phase ahead of another company that may be better known from
the past for lower quality or low prices (assuming the low-cost competitor is still
around in the market). There is little to be gained at this point from repositioning
strategies, so the most common action to take is to simply continue ‘as is’ until the
product is finally withdrawn from the market.
Alternatively, for products that have only just entered the decline phase, a brand
champion (normally a person with both a passion for the product and sufficient organisational influence to get away with supporting the declining product) may decide to
resurrect the product to bring it back into maturity. This is done using techniques
similar to those found in the maturity phase (repositioning, new markets). However, by
the time a product is in the decline phase in a company, it’s often effectively abandoned by the organisation until the final stock has been sold out.

Brand champion: a person
the firm with a passion forina
declining product who
actively supports the product
during the decline phase
works to return it to and
maturity (and profitability).

Decline phase product issues
Assuming that the product or product category has in fact been superseded by a
superior product or technology, then during decline many products will be phased out
of the market. For those companies that choose to remain in the market the range of
products and accessories within the category are similarly scaled back to provide only
those that are essential to keep the market niche profitable.
For the consumer the situation is not dissimilar to the early phase of introduction
where their needs are less important than those of the firm and it is very much a
case of take it or leave it when it comes to purchasing the product. Let’s face it — if
you need a buggy whip for your horse and buggy, and there’s only one supplier,
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you’re not going to get a lot of choice where you buy. The decline phase usually produces small, natural monopolies as the market is only large enough to support one
provider.

Decline phase pricing issues
Pricing will vary depending on the overall objectives of the firm. If the decision has
been made to withdraw from the market, then the usual strategy is to slash prices in
order to off-load excess stock. If, however, the firm decides to stay in the market and
service a particular niche, then it is not uncommon for prices to rise once the competitors have left the market. Again, this is very much a decision that is driven by the best
interests of the company. A small market is more expensive to service and so to keep
the line profitable prices often have to increase as well. From the consumer’s perspective the limited availability of the product means that they are in a weak bargaining
position as there are few alternative manufacturers or suppliers.
The final factor in pricing is to consider the basic economics of supply and demand
in that scarcity creates value, and if the product is now only produced by one or two
companies, whatever demand exists can only be serviced by these organisations (or a
secondary market). Similarly, if the product is no longer in production, as stockpiles
decline, the value of the individual items rises, often to the point that the product
costs more in real terms in the decline phase than it did in the introductory phase.

Decline phase distribution issues
Distribution moves from being intensive, where the product is available conveniently
at a large number of outlets, to selective, as what was once a commonplace product
becomes a specialty one. Alternative distribution channels such as mail order, the
Internet and direct selling once again become dominant distribution channels for
products during the last phase of the cycle.
Since major retailers depend on volume and high turnover to be profitable, once a
product moves into the decline phase of the PLC it is no longer profitable for them to
continuing stocking the product. For most products in the major retail chains, this means
the bargain bin. Interestingly enough, one line of thinking promoted by a fad manufacturer recommended that an organisation withdraw its products from distribution in the
retail stores rather than let the product be sold in the bargain bins. The line of thinking
was that the creation of immediate scarcity, coupled with the preservation of the integrity
of the brand (being sold off in a fire sale hurts the brand image), could restimulate
demand for the product. While this may not work in every instance, it may be worth considering preserving the integrity of the brand from the fate of the discount bargain bin if
the company wants to try moving out of decline and back into maturity.

Decline phase promotional issues
Minimal expenditure on promotion is required during the decline phase. First, low
sales mean that it is not cost-effective to undertake major promotional campaigns,
and second, consumers who want specialist products are generally prepared to make
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the effort required to seek out suppliers. While some ongoing communication with
strongly loyal customers may continue, overall the level of expenditure on declining
products is reduced to a minimum. Direct mail to existing customers is often the best
approach at this point in the cycle — particularly if the decision to drop the product
has been made, it’s always worth informing the loyal customers directly. That way, they
can either buy enough of the product to see them through, or buy enough to make the
product profitable again.

Decline phase people issues
While a knowledgeable salesperson may reinforce an already loyal customer, at this
phase of the cycle there is little to be gained by any additional staff training. The main
information that needs to be conveyed to staff, which in turn can be passed on to customers, relates more to logistics issues such as:
• whether or not a product or part is still produced
• where it can be obtained
• whether there are any support services available for that particular product.
During this phase contact staff are still valuable in terms of gauging ongoing
demand for the product and assisting in making recommendations as to whether or
not it is worth continuing in a particular market segment.

Integration during the decline phase: making the
decision to go or stay
Integrating the mix in the final phase of the product life cycle is a balancing act
between maintaining loyal customers (so as to shift the remaining stock) without
incurring excess costs. There are two ways to view the decline phase:
• Develop and implement an exit strategy. This is the ‘thank you and good night’ part of the
product life cycle where the order to cease production is given, and the capital
equipment is shut down or redeployed to work on other products in the portfolio.
For many marketers who have had a strong emotional investment in the product,
this will be the hardest business decision to make (particularly if this product was
part of the foundation of the organisation). For example, IBM has increasingly
moved out of computer manufacturing and has been steadily divesting its equipment production portfolio over the last decade. For any marketer who joined IBM
back when it made computers, this would be a very difficult transition.
• Revive the product back to maturity or growth. While this section of the chapter appears
to be advocating flogging a dead horse (and buggy), the emphasis here is on
straight business logic. Take the case of the VW Beetle (which has been recurring
throughout the chapter) and the strong level of emotional attachment people have
with the original concept. When VW decided to relaunch the Beetle range, it chose
to bring out a ‘new and improved classic’ rather than to take the original design out
of decline (and cancellation) and into production. If, after a product has been
retired and cancelled, a demand in the market returns to a profitable level, the
organisation should be prepared to consider reviving the product to meet the new
demand.
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Chapter summary
This chapter focused on the integration of the marketing mix, and how the different
phases of the product life cycle impact on marketing strategy and tactics. It overviewed
the product life cycle, and explored how the four phases of the PLC are interrelated.
Particular emphasis was placed on exploring the impact of marketing tactical decisions
and strategic decisions on the marketing mix, consumer behaviour and the market
research needs of the organisation when dealing with products in introduction,
growth, maturity and decline.
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Review questions
R.1 How important are the elements of integration and consistency to the success
of a marketing campaign? Define and give an example of each of these
elements.
R.2 At the primary demand phase of the PLC, would organisations be better
promoting the product itself or their specific brand name? Give reasons for your
answer.
R.3 Outline some of the common introductory phase pricing strategies and the
reasons for their use.
R.4 ‘In the growth phase of the PLC, market research tends to be neglected because
there is no real need to find out why sales are being made. It is far more
important to just get the product out there.’ Does this approach have
implications for the future of the product?
R.5 Outline the role of a repositioning strategy in relation to products and
determine at what phase of the PLC it is most likely to be used.
R.6 Define the term ‘complementary products’ and give examples of products that
could be classed under this heading and at what phase of the PLC they are most
likely to be used.
R.7 How important is the role of the salesperson when dealing with the mature
market and people issues?
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R.8 During the decline phase of the PLC, how important is it for organisations to
develop exit strategies? Give examples of these strategies that might apply to
high- and-low priced products.
R.9 During the growth phase of the PLC, what strategies are most likely to be used
in terms of distribution, product and pricing?
R.10 Define ‘price wars’ and state at what phase in the PLC they are most likely to
occur. Briefly outline the major problems for organisations that become
involved in this tactic.

Application questions
A.1 Briefly outline the product life cycle concept and the four most commonly
accepted phases, and provide examples of a product at each of the phases.
A.2 Compare and contrast the segmentation and positioning strategies of a product
in the introductory phase of the PLC and the decline phase.
A.3 At each phase of the PLC there are different issues that need to be addressed.
Using a fad product such as the Tamagotchi or the Furby as an example, show
how the various phases of the PLC apply.
A.4 At what point in the PLC process does the use of experimentation, data mining
and repositioning become particularly important? Give examples of products
that are at a stage when these processes would benefit the marketing strategy
and also any examples with which you are familiar.
A.5 In your opinion as a potential marketer, which of the phases of the PLC is the
most difficult to develop and promote taking into account both the internal and
external strategies that would most appropriately fit a product’s development?

Discussion questions
D.1 ‘In terms of a marketing orientation, it is important to remember that profit
generation is one of the most essential items for the accounts and sales
departments and the marketing department should concentrate on what it
knows best.’ Discuss this statement.
D.2 ‘In many organisations strategic planning is seen as a necessary part of the
management and organisational process. While the vision and mission
statements may sound admirable, they are basically only window-dressing and
do not need to be developed further for action to take place.’ Do you agree with
this statement? Give your reasons for its validity or otherwise.
D.3 ‘The first decline phase shouldn’t be seen as the end for a product. It should be
seen as an opportunity for expansion into a new market.’ Do you agree with this
statement? Discuss whether the movement from maturity to decline is an
opportunity or threat for the longevity of a product.
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Should I stay or should I go now? Planning to exit the market
One of the most challenging aspects of marketing for businesses
is knowing when to leave the marketplace. For most marketers,
the telltale signs will be declining profits, stagnating or declining
sales or the development of a product that supersedes the current
offering. However, sometimes the decision to drop a product may
not be as simple as that — what do you do with a product that has
been the mainstay of the organisation for the past decade, yet has
reached a plateau in maturity?
Coca-Cola initially thought it had
reached a maturity plateau with the
original recipe Coke, and spent a fortune developing New Coke, which it
introduced into the market while
simultaneously dropping ‘Old’ Coke
from the line-up. The resulting consumer backlash forced Coca-Cola to
return ‘Classic’ Coke to the market,
and eventually consign ‘New Coke’ to
the pages of history — and
marketing textbooks.
However, sometimes a product that has been dropped from the
market can perform surprisingly well against the new competitors
— Sega’s decision to abandon production and sales of the Dreamcast gaming unit didn’t stop the Dreamcast from outselling the
Xbox during Microsoft’s first week of sales in Japan. Similarly, Betamax, the failed standard for personal videos, was only dropped
from the professional video line-up in 2002 as Sony tried to refocus
its efforts in the professional market towards digital video. Other
products that have long passed maturity and staked a permanent
position on the edge of decline have been returned as ‘classic’
products in order to revamp their sales to an acceptable level again.
A planned exit from the market can be done in a range of ways,
such as:
• Scheduled end points: announcing that a product or service
has a limited season is a popular method of preventing a
product from dragging beyond the point the company feels it is
still worth pursuing. McDonald’s has a habit of doing this with
various hamburger styles, which are only available for a limited
time.
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• Upgrades and trade-in offers: software manufacturers have
found that offering a new version of a product at a discount in
exchange for master disks of a previous version does have a
twofold effect of getting the new product adopted (familiarity)
and dragging the old product out of the hands of the consumer.
• ‘Gold editions’: which is a method of repackaging existing
mature and declining goods for one last sales burst before
removing them from sale entirely. Most users take
the hint that it is the end of the line for a product
when the product they’re using is referred to as a
‘gold edition’ or a sale is advertised as a ‘Never to
be repeated end-of-model run-out clearance of a
classic product’.
• Public statements of withdrawal of product support:
Microsoft has tended to be the leader of the field
when it comes to telling people who own its products
that they’re now totally on their own. In 2002, Microsoft officially announced an end to any further development of support, patches or anything else that
would be compatible with Windows98.
At the other end of the spectrum, some advances in technology
have rendered certain products irreplaceable as the ‘features’ that
made the product a classic have been ‘fixed’ in
the more modern versions. This is a
Q.1 Which method do you
major factor in electric musical equipment manufactured in the 1980s, which
feel is the best way to
claimed to sound like pianos and
withdraw a product from the
instead had a distinct ‘piano’ sound of
market — direct statements or
their own. With the current modern prosubtle pressures? Does the
duction techniques, electric pianos
type and nature of the product
sound like pianos, and these older items
influence your decision?
of equipment are now sought-after
Q.2 Should sales figures
technologies (years after being dropped
and revenue be the only
by their manufacturers) for the distinct
determinants as to whether a
sounds they make. The question for the
product stays or goes? What
makers of these original products is
other factors do you believe
whether there’s a large enough demand
are relevant in making the
in the market to return to producing a decision?
product they dropped decades ago.
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Chapter 14

Implementation and
control: taking marketing
to the marketplace
Chapter outline
After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

understand the role
and importance of
marketing planning
explain the BASIC
model of marketing
planning
know the different types
of marketing plan and
when to use them
understand and apply
the different analyses in
the marketing planning
process
know the different
elements of a typical
marketing plan
explain the key issues
in the implementation
of marketing strategies
understand the
importance of control in
the implementation
process.

This chapter brings together the material covered in the preceding chapters and demonstrates how marketing is implemented within the context of the organisation. In doing this,
the focus is on integrating the different strategic and tactical
elements of marketing discussed in previous chapters. Marketing planning, and the creation of marketing plans, is a
critical ongoing process for any successful organisation. The
process of marketing planning is continual and incorporates
the full range of marketing activities and tactics discussed to
date. The BASIC model is used as a framework for the
chapter, although there are other models of marketing planning and implementation examined to supplement this
model. Marketing plans serve different purposes for different
targets and there are three different types of plan that should
be considered: the strategic marketing plan, the tactical
marketing plan and the illustrative marketing plan. Underpinning any good plan is a detailed analysis of the company
and the forces it interacts with. While tactical marketers are
primarily concerned with the detail of what to do and when
to do it as part of the implementation aspect, effective
implementation can only take place once all those involved
in the marketing process are fully aware, not only of the tasks
set, but also how they were arrived at and what they should
achieve.
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Introduction
Marketing planning combines the outcomes of the analyses and processes of
marketing (such as segmentation and positioning) with strategies and tactics developed to meet the market’s needs and give the organisation the best chance of success. The direction of the marketing planning process is derived from the strategic
direction of the firm, so if the organisation is focused on developing new markets for
its products, then the role of the marketing planning process is to lay the plans to
make this happen.

Prelude to implementation: the planning
process
Marketing plans and the marketing planning process are the industry equivalent of
the chicken and egg question. While there are a range of arguments as to the
relative importance of plans versus the planning process (see the Contemporary
Issues case study at the end of the chapter for the highlights of this debate), this
section of the book looks at both aspects of the process in the order of the planning
process (the chicken) and the plan (the egg). Anyone now thinking ‘you have to
break a few plans to make an omelette’ should be more careful with their metaphors
in future. In general, however, marketing planning and marketing plans should be
considered as a joint function, where the process (the planning) produces a
document (the plan) that guides future processes (more planning).

1
Marketing plans: the
written statements of thes,
marketing strategy, tacticd
timetables, objectives an
goals of an organisation.

2

The BASIC marketing planning process
Brooksbank (1996) has developed a marketing planning process specifically for the
small-to-medium-sized business. It works using a combination of a catchy acronym,
‘BASIC’, and a set of 10 tasks. Starting with the acronym, the process has five phases,
which are:
• Business-customerising phase
• Analysing phase
• Strategising phase
• Implementing phase
• Controlling phase.
The five phases (and their accompanying aims and tasks) are illustrated in figure 14.1.
The BASIC marketing planning process begins with an assumption that the firm
has adopted a marketing orientation and that the implementation of the marketing
planning process will ultimately result in optimising market results. Further, the
model differentiates between the aims that the organisation is attempting to achieve
in each phase and the tasks that must be completed before moving on to the next
phase. The checklist in figure 14.2 highlights the questions that need to be asked
within each phase to ensure the ongoing effectiveness of the marketing planning
process.

Marketing planning: the
process of developing a series
of objectives, strategies an
tactics that are recorded ind
a marketing plan.
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Marketing
philosophy
Aims

Tasks

Business-customerising phase
To encourage a company-wide
commitment to customer
satisfaction (leading)

1. Build a marketing-led company
culture
2. Develop a customer-driven
mission statement

Analysing phase
To define where the company is
now and where it could go in
the future (analysing)

3. Conduct marketing research
4. Analyse and chart SWOT
profile(s)

Strategising phase
To determine where the company
is going to go, and how best to
get there (planning)

5. Set marketing objectives for
each product/service
6. Formulate a positioning strategy
for each product/service

Implementing phase
To translate the strategy into
action (organising)

7. Assemble the four Ps mix for each
product/service
8. Organise the marketing effort

Controlling phase
Strategic
control
Figure 14.1: The marketing
planning process Source:
Brooksbank, R., 1996, ‘The
BASIC marketing planning
process: a practical
framework for the smaller
business’, Marketing
Intelligence and Planning,
Vol. 14, No. 4, p. 17.
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To maintain efficiency and
effectiveness over time
(controlling)

9. Design a marketing
information system
10. Prepare a performance
tracker

Optimum
market
results

Tactical
control
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Business-customerising phase
Does the company have a marketing orientation and/or customer focus?
Is the marketing orientation and/or customer focus reflected in the
organisation’s mission statement?
Analysing phase
Does the organisation have enough market research data to perform the
required analysis? Is extra research needed?
Has the organisation conducted an internal and external analysis? Has the
organisation’s SWOT analysis been prepared on the basis of the market research
and analyses? Is it necessary to go back to step 3 to complete the SWOT?
Strategising phase
What are the marketing objectives of the organisation? Have these objectives
been set for each product offered by the organisation?
Does the organisation have a positioning strategy for each product? Are these
positioning strategies consistent with the overall position of the organisation?
Implementing phase
Has the organisation created a marketing mix for each of the products on
offer? Does the mix address all five elements?
Have the marketing plan objectives been translated into sales objectives and
communications objectives? Do staff understand the task at hand? Are there
plans in place for producing the marketing effort? Have staff started yet?
Controlling phase
Has the organisation developed a marketing information system (MIS)? Has
the MIS been set up to integrate with a knowledge management system? Does
the system integrate with the organisation’s formal market research data and
informal data from boundary spanners?
Has the organisation established performance tracking measures? Are these
measures comprehensive? Do they cover all the objectives of the
organisation’s business plan and marketing plan?

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Figure 14.2: Planning process checklist

Business-customerising phase
The first step of the process is to reinforce, create or enforce a marketing orientation
across the whole organisation (see chapter 1). For those marketers working in a
marketing-oriented environment, this should be a quick process of confirming that the
company is still focused on consumer needs. It’s easy for a company to slip into the
assumption it’s still serving customer needs when it’s actually started to have a sales
or production orientation. Also check to see that the organisation’s mission statement
reflects a focus on the consumer (see chapter 2).
Those marketers working in less marketing-oriented companies may need to educate
others involved in the planning process as to the value of the customer focus — for
example, the accounts department may not see a point in having a customer orientation
since they’re not in direct contact with customers. When dealing with a part of the company that is non-customer oriented, the key to gaining acceptance of the value of the
marketing orientation lies in demonstrating two things. First, show the value of the
consumer orientation to the overall success of the firm. Second, and more directly,
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demonstrate what specific aspects of the area’s current tasks impact on customer satisfaction either directly (telephone calls) or indirectly (easy-to-read invoices). Some marketers, in particular those best described as marketing evangelists, tend to forget the
role of internal marketing (see chapter 2) in educating non-marketers within the firm.
Consequently, the role that marketing can play is often misunderstood in other operational areas. For the tactical marketer, a note of caution in this phase — ensure that the
firm is adopting a customer orientation, not customer domination (see chapter 1).

Analysing phase

SWOT analysis: a
marketing planning tool
where the organisation
examines its strengths and
weakness, and the
opportunities and threats
it faces in the marketplace.

The analysis phase occurs when the organisation reviews its previous performance
and current situation and starts looking to the future. This involves market research (see
chapter 6), analysis of previous marketing plans (assuming this isn’t the company’s first
plan) and the use of a SWOT analysis. (Details of the SWOT analysis are covered later in
this chapter.) The value of the SWOT analysis technique at this stage is as a summary of
the market conditions, organisational capacities and issues that need to be resolved
(weaknesses and threats) and potential avenues to be explored (opportunities). On its
own, the SWOT analysis has little inherent value, unless it’s supported with good market
research (see chapter 6), realistic portrayals of the state of the organisation and effective
scans of the marketing environments (see chapter 2). It is important as a reporting and
summary tool in the analysis phase to assist in decision making during the strategy phase.

Strategising phase
The third phase in the process is the creation of the organisation’s strategic outlook,
and this includes setting goals and making strategic-level decisions regarding positioning strategies, branding and corporate direction. This is the ‘big picture’ approach
to marketing where the emphasis is on setting the ‘whole of organisation’ directions and
making core decisions as to how to get there from here. As this is a strategic-level
decision, and this book has a tactical-level focus, the emphasis for the tactical marketer
should be on understanding why the decisions made at this level have been made and
how they will be implemented (since you’re the person who’s going to be doing the
implementing). For the most part, the tactical marketer will be involved in the strategic
phase, either through direct representation or through indirect representation by a manager. However, it’s unlikely that you’ll find yourself making these tactical decisions by the
time you’ve finished this book (if you are, we recommend a copy of Aaker (2001), Strategic
Marketing Management, as a must-read).

Implementation phase
This is the first part of the process where the tactical issues come into play, and, as such,
represents the application of the tactical marketing techniques outlined in the book thus
far. Implementation translates strategies into tactics, and it is here that the marketing
mix is brought into operation. The implementation phase is a combination of creating
tactical-level plans and then actually going out and doing what you’ve been talking
about in the meetings. On the one level, you’ll still need to have a planned approach;
on the other, this is where prices are set, products are shipped and the sales should start
to happen.

Controlling phase
The final phase of the BASIC process is to ensure that the roll out of the marketing
plan, along with the actual marketing activities, is conducted in an efficient and
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effective manner. Control is the most common point of breakdown between the plan
and the actual marketing activities as the organisation’s counter staff, boundary spanners and sales teams pursue the sales objectives (X units sold in Y days) while the
organisation considers the grand picture (quality products in limited quantity for
quality people). The control phase requires two elements:
• a marketing information system with an integrated knowledge management system
and regular marketing research
• a performance tracking system that measures the whole of the marketing plan’s
objectives, and not just the short-term sales figures.
What must be remembered during the control phase is that the whole of the plan’s
objectives, including objectives related to positioning strategies, awareness and brand
recognition, should be measured alongside the financial objectives of profit, sales and
losses. If the organisation only focuses on control and information gathering in the
sales area, it stands to lose out in the longer term as it will only know what is happening (sales rising or falling) and will fail to capture enough information to try to
determine why it is happening.

A plan for all seasons: when to make a marketing plan

business
practice

The timing of a marketing plan is something for the tactical marketer to consider. While there are no hard and fast
rules on the timing, it’s often mapped to the yearly calendar, rather than the financial year (it’s not
like there’s a Government Department of Marketing that expects the firm to submit a marketing
plan each year). In general, though, there are a few consistencies within the marketing discipline
regarding the ‘ideal’ (read, usual) timing for the strategic marketing planning process, as follows:
• March: kicking off the process, creating the planning teams and setting the guidelines for the
process of developing the three-year plan.
• March to May: preparing the marketing audits and SWOTs and developing the marketing
objectives.
• End of May: holding the ‘stage 1 meetings’ where the plans and proposals are first raised.
• October: preparing the current one-year marketing plan.
• November: presenting the plans to the planning team.
• December: consolidating the three-year strategic plan and the current one-year plan.
• January: putting the plans into action.
At first glance, the planning process may appear to be overkill — given that it takes from
Q.1 Does the marketing
March to December to produce a document, you might be wondering what happens in
planning process take too
between times. For the most part, the timetable expressed above is indicative of the time
long? What are the relative
required to develop a three-year strategic marketing plan. In the interim time, the shorter, tacadvantages and
tical one-year plans are being used to convert the longer-term goals and overall organisational
disadvantages of a long and
visions into shorter-term applications (and sales figures). One of the keys to developing a strong
a short planning process?
marketing planning and operational culture in an organisation is to have a regular cycle of develQ.2 Do a series of shortoping and reviewing the plans. However, there is an inherent danger that an annual process
term plans (e.g. one year or
may simply be perceived as a ritual. (‘Here we go, planning time. Now that’s done, let’s get back
to the real work.’) The important factor here is to communicate the value of the outcomes of the
less) negate the need for a
process, rather than the process itself. It’s more important to arrive at a good set of strategies
long-term plan? Discuss.
and tactics than to tick all the boxes in a checklist of ‘How to write a marketing plan’.
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Internal marketing: the
process of using the
marketing mix to delive
organisational reform tor
employees through pricin
distribution and internalg,
promotional materials.
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Marketing plans
This section of the chapter looks at the different types of marketing plans that can be
produced from the same process, and the elements of the marketing plan. The different
types of plans are based on the outcomes they seek to achieve and their target audience.
The nature of the marketing plan consequently differs according to these two variables.
In general, there are three types of plans:
• Strategic marketing plans are the longer-term plans that guide the overall direction of the organisation’s marketing operations.
• Tactical marketing plans are the translation of the visions of the strategic plan into
a series of actions and specific marketing behaviours.
• Illustrative marketing plans are marketing plans that contain the strategic guidance of the strategy plan, sample tactical outcomes, and explanations of decisions
and tactics based on the underpinning marketing theory.
Illustrative plans are often used for the purposes of internal marketing or for
dealing with people who do not have the benefit of a marketing background. These
plans are created on the basis of merging the content of a strategic marketing plan
with a range of explanations of the underlying marketing strategy (e.g. when a section
first mentions market segmentation, a brief two- to three-sentence description of
market segmentation is given). Similarly, where a strategic plan talks about marketing
tactics, it would usually refer to a separate tactical marketing plan. In an illustrative
plan, a selection of these tactics would be included in the section where they’re first
mentioned, along with any necessary explanation of the marketing concepts used in
the development of the tactics.

The components of a strategic marketing plan
A strategic marketing plan is a document that lays out the medium- to long-term
marketing strategy of an organisation. What constitutes medium to long term varies
considerably by industry — a year may be a long time in a rapidly developing technology field, while medium term may be as long as five to seven years in an industry
such as mining. On average, the strategic marketing plan usually addresses a three- to
five-year time period. As a strategic document, it looks at the broader applications of
the marketing mix to the whole of the organisation’s operations rather than at the
microlevel of implementation. This document contains the guidelines and the overall
corporate direction needed to develop the implementation-level tactical plans, and, as
illustrated in table 14.1, usually consists of a common series of components.
Cohen (2002) offers a detailed overview of the development and nature of a strategic
marketing plan, which is outlined as having the following sections:
• Executive summary
• Table of contents
• Introduction
• Situation analysis
• The target market
• Problems and opportunities
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•
•
•
•
•

Marketing objectives and goals
Marketing strategy
Marketing tactics
Implementation and control
Summary.
These sections are explored in detail in the following pages. (For an in-depth treatment of the marketing plan and the plan-generating process, read Cohen (2002), The
Marketing Plan and McDonald (2002), Marketing Plans: How to Prepare Them, How to Use Them.)
Table 14.1: When a plan comes together: a summary of marketing plan elements
Proctor (2000)

McColl-Kennedy
and Kiel (2000)

Kotler (1997)

Cohen (2002)

Executive summary

Executive summary

Executive summary

Executive summary

Current marketing
situation

Situation analysis

Current marketing
situation

Situation analysis
Target market

Opportunities and
issue analysis

Opportunity and
issues analysis

Problems and
opportunities

Objectives

Objectives

Objectives

Marketing goals and
objectives

Marketing strategy

Strategies and
tactics

Marketing strategy

Marketing strategy

Plan of action

Action plan

Action program

Marketing tactics

Projections of profit
and loss

Forecasts and
budgets

Projections

Implementation

Controls

Controls

Controls

Executive summary
The executive summary is the first part of the document to be read, and the last part
to be written. This is the synopsis of the entire plan, and contains the most important facts, figures and statements of the main goals and objectives of the plan. Unlike
a good murder mystery, a marketing plan gives away the details of the ending at the
start of the document.

Table of contents
While it might seem like overkill to list a table of contents page as a separate heading,
the importance of this part of the document is often understated. If the marketing plan
is likely to be read by people who aren’t from the marketing division, or who have a
specific area of interest, they need to be able to be directed to their particular section
of interest as quickly and easily as possible.
This section also plays a psychological role in the eventual success of a marketing
plan by satisfying a need held by the reader of the document — to be able to find relevant information quickly and easily. As with all marketing activities, keep your
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eventual target market in mind when preparing your planning documentation — by the
time you finish the marketing plan, you’ll know it inside and out, which gives you the
advantage of being able to find anything in the document instantly. The readers of
the document won’t have this advantage, so ensure the plan is checked for accessibility by someone who either has not been working on the project or has had limited
involvement in the final document. If they can locate the information quickly, and find
it to be readable, chances are you’ve developed a good plan.

Introduction
This is not an executive summary. The purpose of the introduction is to set the scene
for the rest of the marketing plan by describing the project for which the plan has
been developed. As part of this, any pertinent history of prior plans, products or
related information regarding the product should be included so that the reader
understands what the project is about, briefly how it has come into play, and what
product(s) are involved in the operation. For example, if J-Vamp Clothing is developing
a new line of young children’s clothing, the introduction to their plan will feature a
brief background on related prior product development (the Sweetvamp teenage
clothing line) and relevant information on the current project’s product. This section
also includes the explanation of what the organisation wants to do with the project,
and the role of the current plan in achieving that objective.

Situation analysis
Situation analysis: an
analysis of the current oss
marketing conditions acr :
a range of five situations
market, product,
competitive, distribution
and macroenvironment.
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Situation analysis is the first point in the plan where ‘new’ content comes into effect.
Kotler (1997) and Proctor (2000) overview situation analysis, which is an analysis of
the current marketing conditions across a range of five situations. These five situations
are as follows:
• Market situation, which is an analysis of the target market in terms of the size of the
market, the growth of the market and the trends observed in the market. Many books
on marketing plans refer to the use of ‘data on the target market’, which in this case
refers to any information (statistical or otherwise) that has been analysed and
reported (see chapter 6 for the difference between data and information).
• Product situation, which is a report of the sales, prices, contribution margins and net
profits for the products being targeted in the plan. The types of information to be delivered include sales figures for the whole of the industry, the company’s market share,
the estimated value of the total market, the average price per unit and details of expenditure on the product (see chapters 7 and 11, and to a lesser extent chapters 9 and 10).
• Competitive situation, which is a report on the type and nature of the competitors for the
target market. It should include details of the nature of the competitors, assessments
of their size, their market goals (if possible, access the competitor’s annual reports and
other business documents that they’ve posted to their web site — any information on
a web page is public information and can be invaluable in gaining an insight into the
competitor) and other characteristics. The more information that you can gather, and
the more accurately you can assess your business opponents, the greater your ability
to deal with them as rivals (see environment scans in chapter 2, and chapter 6).
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• Distribution situation, which is the analysis of the distribution channels to be used,
including current, new and potential methods of getting the product to the market
(see chapter 8). This should include analysing emerging trends in distribution as
well as the traditional methods previously used, or currently in use by competitors.
For example, there is an increasing level of online ordering that is either handled by
personal pick-up (e.g. order parts from JoeyTech Computers, and pick-up from the
wholesaler’s store) or through courier delivery (order online for same-day courier
shipping). This approach can replace the traditional practice of product choice,
order taking and order processing as a simultaneous event and can even reduce the
need for shop frontage, and separate retail and wholesale locations.
• Macroenvironment situation, which is where environment scans (mentioned in chapter
2) are reported. The scans should look at the impact of the respective marketing
environments on each product line’s potential for success. If the scans indicate a
potential impact, it then needs to be considered whether any modifications are
going to be needed to
– the product,
– the organisational goals, or
– the objectives
as a result of forthcoming changes in the environment. For example, a company that
produces components for digital television sets would need to pay attention to the
political environment (government regulation for digital broadcast standards),
technological changes (improved technologies, cheaper alternatives) and sociocultural factors (increases or decreases in television consumption).
Cohen (2002) offers an alternative situation analysis technique, which looks at four
specific environs that need to be addressed:
• Situational environs relate to the situations (communication, purchase and consumption) discussed in chapter 4. Cohen advises looking at what influences the customer’s decision-making process for the product and what major environmental
factors (sociocultural, economic and technological) influence the purchase of the
product. This section also includes the interesting approach of reviewing the success
of new products in the market — do the newer products frequently replace older
products? If so, does that indicate a shorter product life cycle (see chapter 13)
requiring different strategies than when established brands can hold off the new
competitors?
• Neutral environs are those groups or organisations that are outside of the organisation, but that have a significant influence on the project. Examples of these
include lobby groups, the media and the government. Lobby groups should be
examined specifically to see whether there are any groups that are likely to oppose
your products and what planned interaction will occur with these groups. Similarly,
there is a need to examine publicity and media opinion of the product that’s under
review to judge the potential reaction of the media. Finally, what role does the
government have in the product? Are there any laws or regulations (current or forthcoming) that would have an impact on the success of the plan? For example, a
government law to ban the use of non-recyclable products in fast-food manufacturing would pose a threat to the food industry, but would be an ideal opportunity
for a company producing recyclable food storage products.
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• Competitor environs are the rival providers who are trying to address the same market
needs that you are addressing with this marketing plan. In a competitor environ, it’s
always worth examining the relationship customers have with your competitors. Are
your competitors providing transactional or relationship marketing exchanges? If it’s
transactional, then you could work with strategies based around encouraging shortterm switching behaviours from consumers (alternatively, you could offer a loyalty
scheme — but if customers simply want to make transactions, let them). If customers have developed ongoing relationships with competitors, then your strategies
need to be oriented towards longer-term behaviours culminating in switching the
relationship from competitors to your organisation (unless, of course, the customers
actually want quick transactional deals and are frustrated about being stuck in
ongoing business relationships — in which case, you know what to do). Other than
the addition of the customer focus (unique to this book), this is fairly similar to the
Kotler/Proctor competitive situation discussed above, and should feature similar
analysis and outcomes.
• Company environs are the internal environment of the organisation. This should be
scanned to assess the available resources, including the level of support for
marketing in the company. Treat this as a competitor analysis of your own company
in terms of assessing the strengths and weaknesses of the organisation from the
point of view of resources, expertise, product and customer relationships.

The target market
This section of the plan outlines the target market(s) for the organisation’s product(s).
Plural(s) are an important part of marketing plan discussion, as it’s important to
remember that a product can have multiple target markets or a single market, just as a
market can be served by multiple products or a single product. (Target market selection was first raised in chapter 3.) The focus of this section of the plan is to define the
target market and justify the selection of the market (you’ve already made the selection during the planning process — this is the explanation for the people who
weren’t at that meeting). It’s also useful to include the strengths of your organisation
and product in relation to the target market.
Describing the target market usually takes the following form:
• Demographics: who they are, what they earn and what education levels they have.
• Geography: where they live and what logistics issues may be involved in serving that
market. Basically, the key to geographical analysis is knowing where the market is,
and what that’s going to do to the distribution strategies (see chapter 8). For
example, JoeyTech might be based in Melbourne, with a target market niche that
is geographically diverse (New York, Paris, London, Munich) but that can all
be reached by conventional postal deliveries. In contrast, a target market based
in Tokomaru Bay (on the east coast of the North Island of New Zealand) will be an
awkward delivery run for a furniture shop based on the Otago Peninsula (south of
Dunedin, on the South Island of New Zealand).
• Psychographics: which is the way the target market thinks, and their attitudes, values
and beliefs. Psychographics are valuable in the creation of marketing communications strategies for the product (and the plan). Understanding the target
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market’s thought processes will assist in developing communication strategies
that close the gaps in the shared frame of reference (see chapters 9 and 10). For
example, if the target market is value conscious (they want maximum benefit per
dollar spent) rather than price conscious (desiring the cheapest price), the
marketing messages should compare the product with competitors’ products.
Price-conscious markets are addressed by demonstrating the product is the
cheapest on offer, and so forth.
• Lifestyle (see chapter 3): which should include enough information to show where the
organisation’s product will fit into the target market’s lifestyle. For example, if the
target market has an extreme sports lifestyle, then the Xanderzone shock-absorbing,
unbreakable digital video camera will be able to be slotted into their lifestyle needs.
However, if the target market is more into lawn bowls, it’s going to be an uphill
struggle to show them the benefits of a digital camera that can survive a 30-metre
fall off a cliff or be submerged in saltwater (excluding the participants in Pepsi
Extreme Sea Bowling, and the newly formed BaseJump bowling).

Problems and opportunities
This section of the marketing plan summarises the marketing analysis into three key
components:
• opportunities for the organisation
• problems that are currently facing the organisation
• critical issues that might impact on the organisation’s ability to follow the plan.
The first two are often covered in the SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats).

SWOT

Internal

External

The SWOT analysis is a much maligned and misunderstood
device. It’s a very complicated mechanism that’s designed to
simplify the process of reporting the marketing research information in a useful and usable way. The SWOT analysis is a Internal
Strengths
Opportunities
summary reporting mechanism for making sense of the issues
facing an organisation, and is shown in figure 14.3. As illustrated by the figure, the SWOT analysis is a combination of
internal and external forces that break down as:
• Strengths: which are the positives of the company, the
product and the marketercontrolled aspects (purely
internal).
Threats
Weaknesses
External
• Weaknesses: which are the negatives of the company,
including areas where a competitor provides a superior
alternative or where the company lacks resources or capacity
to deliver (internal-external).
• Opportunities: which are the possible areas of gain for the organisation that arise from Figure 14.3: A two-by-two
SWOT matrix
external factors in the environments (internal-external).
• Threats: which are the external influences that are likely to have a negative impact on
the operation of the organisation, the marketing plan and the proposed outcomes of
the plan (purely external).
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Figure 14.4: The SWOT
process Source:
Brooksbank, R., 1996, ‘The
BASIC marketing planning
process: a practical
framework for the smaller
business’, Marketing
Intelligence and Planning,
Vol. 14, No. 4, p. 18.

For those who believe ‘there are no threats, only opportunities’ it’s a nice motto, but
it still leaves a blank square in the summary process. You can’t turn a threat into an
opportunity until you’ve noticed it’s a threat. In order to make the SWOT analysis a
useful part of the plan (rather than just a nifty diagram) it should follow the process
illustrated in figure 14.4.
Figure 14.4 illustrates the need to
recognise
that the SWOT analysis is in
Conduct
Conduct
Conduct
fact a summary of the existing analyses
internal
competitor
market
analysis
analysis
analysis
that were covered in the previous section
of the plan. This is probably the most
misunderstood aspect of the SWOT
Evaluate
Evaluate
analysis — it’s not actually about data
strengths and
opportunities
gathering, it’s about analysing and sumweaknesses
and threats
marising the existing data. For example,
in order to fill out the box marked
‘STRENGTHS’, you’ll already need to
Chart
have prepared
SWOT
• the internal analysis
profile
• combined with the competitor analysis,
which can produce a range of areas where the organisation can demonstrate that it is
the market leader (or has a strength compared to the competition). The same analysis
can also help you to fill out the ‘WEAKNESSES’ box, since you’ll know where the competitors have natural advantages or superior performances (i.e. anywhere that’s not a
strength or an equal). Similarly, the market analysis (target market + situation analysis
= market analysis) merged with the competitor analysis helps uncover areas for the
boxes marked ‘THREATS’ and ‘OPPORTUNITIES’.
Presenting these four areas in a single matrix allows the marketing plan to deliver a
quick overview of:
• what the company does well, what it could do better and where it stands to gain in
the market (strengths + opportunities)
• where the company can defend a market (strengths + threats)
• where the company needs to refocus efforts defensively (weaknesses + threats)
• where the company needs to reconsider its priorities (weaknesses + opportunities).

Issues analysis

Issues analysis: relates to
the key questions of what
the marketing plan should
address.
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Issues analysis is the point where the previous layers of analysis (e.g. SWOT analysis,
etc.) are narrowed down to a single series of points to be addressed in the remainder
of the plan. Until now, the materials in the plan have consisted of measures of what
has happened (introduction, situation analysis) whom it could happen to (target
market), what capacity we have to make it happen (SWOT) and what other people are
doing (competitor reports). This is the starting point where the organisation begins to
set out what it wants to achieve, and follows through with how it plans to achieve it.
Issues are usually stated in the form of questions, such as
• Should the organisation stay in the current market?
• Does the new product have sufficient viability to make it worth pursuing?
• Can the organisation compete effectively in the current marketplace?
• Are the current marketing mix strategies and tactics sufficient or do they need changing?
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The answer to these questions is then set out through the rest of the plan. The complexity and detail of this analytical process underlines why the executive summary and
the table of contents are vital — look at how much information needs to be provided
to make the issues make sense, and you’ll see why a good summary at the start is vital.

Marketing objectives and goals
Objectives and goals are the first of the statements of intent for the marketing plan.
This is the point where the reader (and the marketer) know what the company wants
to achieve and what form the achievements will take. There are two different types of
objectives in a marketing plan:
• Financial objectives are marketing speak for ‘show me the money’ and contain the
statements of how much revenue needs to be made by each of the plans. These are
usually stated in terms of return on investment (ROI), desired net profit (e.g. a net
profit of $100 000 in 12 months) or cash flow figures.
• Marketing objectives are the translation of the financial outcomes (increase profits
by 15 per cent) into marketing behaviours, strategies and tactics (e.g. increasing
profits by 15 per cent will be achieved by increasing prices by 5 per cent, selling
10 000 more units to regular customers and developing a new market of 5000 buyers).
Marketing objectives reappear in the marketing communications plan (see chapter
9), in the design of the marketing strategies (see the next section) and in the tactical
marketing plans (see later in the chapter). Consequently, the objectives have a significant impact on the success of the business and related planning documents. In order
to make marketing objectives more useable, they need to meet certain criteria.
McDonald (2002) points out that marketing objectives must only be about products
and markets, and should be stated as a quantitative measure of a performance standard, or an operating condition, to be achieved by a certain date. For example, they
should be along the lines of ‘1000 customers served during standard trading hours
each week day by October’. It cannot be emphasised too strongly that objectives, if
they are to be useful in an applied situation, need to have the following characteristics:
• Specific: objectives need to clearly specify what the organisation is trying to achieve
by designing and implementing a particular strategy.
• Measurable: objectives need to be quantified in some way so that they can be
measured, otherwise the tracking of success or failure becomes guesswork.
• Actionable: objectives must be action oriented, or, in other words, they should be
written in such a way as to imply the ‘how’ as well as the ‘what’.
• Realistic: goals must be both reasonable and realistic.
• Timetabled: time lines are essential if objectives are going to provide real direction to
the company.
The next step in the process is to translate these objectives into strategic guidelines.

Marketing strategy
Both Kotler (1997) and Proctor (2000) agree on an 11-point approach for setting
marketing strategies, which is set out in list format in table 14.2. This table uses a
specific example, the textbook you are currently reading, to demonstrate how these
strategies are applied in practice.
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Table 14.2: An eleven-point marketing strategy
Purpose

Example (Wiley textbook)

Target market

Who the target market will be (see chapter 3)

First-year university students

Positioning statement

How the product will be positioned in the
minds of the target market (see chapter 3)

The Australian Marketing Textbook

Product line

Indication of how the product line will be
changed as a result of the plan

Addition of a locally produced Introduction to
Marketing text to the marketing textbook
range

Price

Indication of the proposed pricing strategy
(see chapter 11)

Competitive pricing (see chapter 11)

Distribution outlets

What changes will be required to the
distribution as a result of the product line
and pricing strategy (see chapter 8)

Additional wholesale stockists
Textbook sales through direct sales web site
(one level), university bookstore (retail level)
and sales staff (see chapter 12)

Salesforce

What changes will be needed regarding the
motivation, compensation or size of the
salesforce to achieve the desired objectives
(see chapter 12)

Increasing the number of direct visits to the
gatekeepers (see chapter 5) of textbook
ordering (lecturers)

Service

The types of service levels that will be
required, and whether they need
improvement, reduction or can they be
maintained as they are

Increasing the availability of supplement
materials through self-service web sites;
maintaining current service levels

Advertising

Indication of the nature of the marketing
communications campaign (see chapters 9
and 10)

Direct mail campaign to key influencers and
gatekeepers (see chapter 5); direct sales
calls (cold calls and follow up calls); free
product samples

Sales promotion

The types and nature of the sales promotional
materials that will be used to influence
purchase patterns

Offering product bundles of multiple Wiley books
for a discounted price; bulk discounts for
single orders over 500 books; providing
limited edition statuettes of the authors to
early adopters

Research and
development
(R and D)

Indication of any additional R and D needed
on the product, and what budget will be
available to continue developing, modifying
or redesigning the product

Continuing to develop additional support
materials over the life span of the book;
allocating budget for increased development
of support materials if supported by market
demand

Marketing research

Indication of what budget is available for
market research, and the type and nature
of the research to be conducted (see
chapter 6)

Follow-up surveys to key adopters to assess
product satisfaction; personal interviews with
gatekeeper positions through sales staff
(listening posts — see chapter 12)

Marketing tactics
The marketing tactics section of a strategic plan will often refer the reader to the organisation’s tactical marketing plans rather than specifying each tactic in detail. (For those people
who are developing illustrative plans, this section would contain much of the detail in the
‘Summary of marketing activities and costs’ from the tactical plan. See below for details.)
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In general terms, this part of the plan covers microlevel implementation concerns
such as:
• What will be done? (specific details of the modifications of the marketing mix)
• When will it be done? (timetables, deadlines and due dates)
• Who will do it? (names, ranks and serial numbers)
• How much will it cost? (financial projections and budgets)
It’s harder to give details of the tactical section of a plan because each plan’s tactics
should be specific to the organisation and the nature of the product, the objectives of
the plan, the conditions of the market and the skill set of the marketer. Broadly, this
section will contain details of the tactical plans and their budget implications, along
with timetables and lists of the members of the organisation who are actually going to
do the work.

Implementation and control
This is where financial skills come into play as the plan outlines the break-even points,
expected monthly costs and revenue, and lays out a detailed set of benchmarks to
assess the monthly performance of the plan against the financial and marketing objectives. The art of a well-implemented plan is to be able to look at a monthly progress
report and assess where the implementation is exceeding expectation or not meeting
targets. Where you’re doing better than expected, review the area to see whether the
success is situational (a one-off opportunity) or can be replicated (an unexpected
strength). If performance is below par, it can be examined to see whether it’s a situational factor (a one-off failure), can be adjusted and controlled for (an unexpected
threat or competitor advantage) or represents a failure of the organisation’s capacity to
deliver (an unexpected weakness). Without these benchmark measures to review and
observe the progress of the marketing plan towards achieving the goals, it becomes
difficult to maintain successes or rectify failures.

Summary
The final part of the strategic marketing plan is the summary section, which overviews
the plan with an emphasis on the key points of:
• the advantages of your plan
• the profits
• the costs
• the competitive advantage your organisation will gain from the plan.

Components of a tactical marketing plan
McDonald (2002) has developed a smaller, faster marketing plan derived from the
larger three-year plans to use as a tactical one-year plan. It requires less detail in the
area of overall direction (since it can refer back to the three-year plan) and can concentrate on defining the micro issues of the implementation process such as price setting
(see chapter 11), selecting distribution channels (see chapter 8) and creating market
segments.
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•
•
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A tactical marketing plan consists of six parts:
Overall direction
Product/market-specific information
Summary of marketing activities and costs
Contingency plan
Operating results and financial ratios
Key activity planner.
These are outlined in detail below.

Overall direction
The first part of the plan consists of setting the overall direction for the plan, including
details of the objectives to be achieved and the general strategies that are in place
from the three-year plan. Remember, tactical plans are based on the organisation’s
existing strategic plans.

Overall objectives
Overall objectives give a focus to the plan, so that strategies and tactics from the subobjectives can be related back to a specific objective that was derived from the
strategic plan. These objectives are usually stated in terms of the volume or value of
sales based on previous years, estimates of current and future sales, and the current
budget. In addition to the volume/value of sales figures, this part of the plan usually
contains a short explanation of each of the objectives.

Overall strategies
Having established an objective (e.g. +5 per cent growth in sales), the overall strategies section gives a summary of the planned strategies. The strategies can include:
• new product development
• increased direct-response advertising
• acquisitions of new customers
• improved customer retention
• sales promotions, etc.
The purpose of this section is to convert the objectives (+5 per cent growth in sales)
into a specific strategy (increased direct-response advertising).

Product/market-specific information
Step 2 in the plan is to produce a series of sub-objectives for each product, market,
segment or major customer, depending on the nature of your organisation. For
example, a B2B provider may be able to develop a specific set of sub-objectives for each
client. In contrast, a B2C store will develop marketing plans for each store, or market
segment, rather than on a consumer-by-consumer basis. Most tactical plans will contain a number of these sections since one will be required for each product or market
that has a separate set of objectives, strategies and actions.

Sub-objectives
The sub-objectives break down the larger strategic objectives into more specific subobjectives for each of the products or markets. Continuing with the previous example,
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converting the strategy ‘increased responses to direct advertising’ could be converted
into sub-objectives such as ‘increased coupon availability to regular customers’ or
‘increased direct sales from current customers by offering sales incentives’.

Strategies
Strategies are the means by which the sub-objectives will be reached — this section of
a tactical plan is very similar to the strategy section of the strategic plan. For the most
part, this section is often taken from the strategic plan, and, as a result, students
should refer back to that section for advice. In terms of generating a strategy, if the
sub-objective is to ‘increase direct sales from current customers’, then a strategic
response could include ‘offer 10 per cent discount vouchers to purchasers who have
spent $500 or less with the company in the last six months’.

Action/tactics
The action and tactics section reduces the strategies to the specifics of the time and
place of the events. For example, the offer of the 10 per cent discount voucher would
be translated as: ‘Generate copy for voucher by 12 July. Insert voucher into August
billing cycle, mail out by July 27. End discount offer in November. Estimate maximum
potential cost of 10 per cent discount voucher on margins. Incorporate print costs into
margin cost as total cost of program.’ This section also includes the details of who is
responsible for the project, from managing it (Erica), to implementing it (Errol), to
handling the budgets (Irving) and evaluating the impact of the activities (Beryl).

Summary of marketing activities and costs
This section brings together a summary of the previous section and collates the activities of the marketing plan, along with the total costs associated with the whole
application. In the discount vouchers example, this may coincide with the release of a
new product, product line extensions or the increased availability of the product
(either through a new distribution channel or increased production). All these factors
would be summarised in this section, along with the total cost of the operations.

Contingency plan
The contingency plan is a factor in all marketing operations, and is essential in a oneyear marketing plan. A contingency plan is a fallback plan if the main plan fails or if
circumstances change dramatically (but in a manner that was predicted by the plan).
McDonald (2002) sees the four most important aspects of the contingency plan as
being:
• What are the assumptions that the tactical plan is based on?
• What are the financial consequences of these assumptions not coming true?
• How are the assumptions measured?
• If the assumptions fail, how will the financial shortfall be recovered?
Assumptions take the form of expectations of continuing trends (e.g. the idea that the
patterns from the last few years will continue — such as constantly rising real estate
prices) or projections based on established behaviours. This is an unavoidable part of
marketing plans (both tactical and strategic) since the plans are based on research, most
of which observes past behaviours rather than investigating future intentions.
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The trick to an effective contingency plan is to be able to forecast a ‘what-if?’ scenario that allows the company to survive a negative period. For example, if the assumption is that the market will grow by 10 per cent in the next 12 months, contingency
plans should be set for growth rates below 10 per cent, no growth and negative growth
(also known as decline). Some organisations operate on assumptions of levels of
growth that are unsustainable (see the dotcom economy for examples) or on assumptions based on poor research (or wishful thinking). The whole point of a marketing
plan is to develop a concrete set of plans, tactics and actions to perform for specific
outcomes based on gathered information and informed assumptions. Contingency
planning is the insurance policy that allows an organisation to cope in the event of an
assumption failing to come true (as assumptions occasionally do).

Operating results and financial ratios
The operating results and financial ratios section of the tactical plan is the first part
of the plan where results are reported. Prior sections of the plan address future activities (objectives) or current operations (actions/tactics), whereas this section reports
actual achievements, real costs and results. Results from this section should be formatted according to the organisation’s financial recording systems (this is the time to
ensure that the marketing and finance/budgeting divisions are on good terms, and can
coordinate this section together).

Key activity planner
The last part of the process is to assemble a summary of the key activities and their
respective start dates, end dates, and success or failure. Unlike the previous summary
(‘Summary of marketing activities and costs’), the purpose of this section is to act as a
monitoring and control function. With a list of key dates, objectives, achievements
and who’s responsible for producing what by when, the tactical marketer can keep
track of the progress (and relative success) of their tactical marketing plan. In
addition, this information can be used to feed back into the strategic plan’s controls
and reviews.

6

Issues of implementation in marketing
In a chapter titled ‘Implementation and control’, it’s useful to address some of the
issues the tactical marketer is likely to face in trying to put a marketing plan into
operation. This section is divided into the most commonly perceived barriers to implementation, and how tactical marketers can resolve these issues.

Barriers to implementation
Barriers to implementation take the form of those impediments provided by personnel inside the organisation, organisational resistance and lack of resourcing, that
prevent the marketing plan from being implemented as originally designed. Simkin
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(2002), as part of an ongoing series of studies (headed back as far as the early 1990s),
notes that the core barriers to implementation are:
• poor internal communications in the organisation
• deficiencies in the information required to develop the plan
• insufficient resources to develop, implement or support the marketing plan, or
recommendations of the plan
• inadequate involvement by management or ineffective management
• lack of integration of the plan and planning process into the organisation
• overemphasis on the tactical-level plans at the expense of the strategic-level
planning.
In addition, Simkin (2002) outlines a series of barriers to implementation that have
arisen in the last decade, including:
• difficulties in harmonising initiatives across operational sites where multiple
marketing departments need to coordinate — this can occur any time there is more
than one set of marketing departments working in an organisation (e.g. in a network
of franchises or a global business)
• failure to address the ‘whole picture’, and focusing on narrow sub-issues
• current success, or a near monopoly and market domination leading to a decreasing
customer focus and lack of planning — the attitude ‘Why bother? We’re already the
best’ normally sees the second best take over the lead very quickly
• misalignment of corporate strategy and the strategies of the marketing plan
• ethical imperatives and managerial honesty, where individuals in the planning process withhold information that would benefit the marketing plan, but that would
either undermine their current power in the firm or they feel would endanger their
jobs.
These barriers to implementation undermine the integrity of the overall marketing program. One particularly frustrating aspect of implementing a marketing plan, especially
in an organisation that is not marketing focused, is the tendency for management to
only partially implement strategies and tactics. An integrated marketing plan will only
succeed if the interrelated sub-elements are simultaneously implemented.

Resolving the barriers I: immediate requirements
The fastest way to begin resolving the potential barriers to implementing a
marketing plan is to recognise that the barriers are real, do exist and will need to be
resolved, rather than being steamrollered into the ground (resolution means the
problem ceases to exist, whereas the steamroller method just creates a thin, wide
and very flat problem that still needs resolving). There are five common areas that
tactical marketers need to consider when looking to smooth the roll out of a
marketing plan. These are:
1. Communication and coordination: marketers need to ensure the marketing plan ties into
the broader business plans, and that the marketing plan fits the corporate goals,
objectives and plans. Remember, marketing is about striking a balance between the
needs of the customer and the needs of the organisation. This is the first point
where the needs of the organisation should be integrated into the marketing plan
that was developed to serve the needs of the customer.
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2. Resourcing: marketers need to recognise the time, money and resource implications
of the marketing planning process as well as the implications of the plan. Nothing
occurs without an opportunity cost, and time spent by an employee in the development of the marketing plan is time that needs to be budgeted for as part of the process. If the planning process is going to require an individual to not only perform
their current job, but also take on the extra work of preparing materials for the plan,
there needs to be some compensation for the excess workload. A common mistake
in resource allocation is to assume that data collection and information preparation
for a marketing plan are cost-neutral (i.e. they don’t cost anything or are free) and
so resources do not need to be budgeted for this part of the process.
3. Senior management: this is probably the toughest part of the process for the junior tactical marketer. Senior management (and junior management) need to be supportive
of the process, and aware of the whole resource implications of the planning task
(nothing will derail the process like a senior manager reprimanding a sales employee
who’s working on materials for the marketing plan rather than being out in the field
selling products). Some tactical marketers may find themselves in organisations
where senior management is less supportive of the process (than you’d necessarily
like) and may need to engage in internal marketing (see later in the chapter) to
increase support among senior staff. Remember, senior staff who don’t see the value
of a marketing planning process may just not be aware of the benefits, or may have
not studied marketing at university. The emphasis here becomes a case of diplomacy
and persuasion. Declaring the boss to be an idiot only works in Dilbert. That’s
because the boss in Dilbert is an idiot, demonstrated by him never noticing his
staff calling him that or mercilessly parodying him for comic benefit. Unless you live
in a cartoon strip, the recommendation is to work on emphasising (and demonstrating) the benefits of the process, not denigrating the person who pays you.
4. Longer-term perspective: this is why there are two types of plans in the chapter — a
strategic plan for the three- to five-year time frame and the shorter, action-driven
one-year plans. Focusing on the short term may assist survival, but only immediate
survival. There has to be a level of forward planning to guide the organisation into
the future.
5. Increasing complexity: this relates to the fact that the marketing planning process is
getting harder. More information is available than ever before, and there’s a sinking
sensation that it’ll only get worse before it’ll improve (if at all). Access to the
Internet, and major reservoirs of secondary data, has created a data-rich environment for marketers conducting external scans. Complexity has also increased as
businesses face increased self-regulation, government control and ethical considerations that need to be factored into the implementation of a business plan. While
some ideas may look good on paper (sell toys to children), actually negotiating the
ethical, moral and legal minefields of producing a viable product to market makes
for added complexity.
In addition to the complexities listed above, the advent of high-powered desktop
computers has provided the opportunity to perform more and more complicated statistical analyses, search for brave new marketing life forms and micro-market segment
data to the point of seeing individuals as two or more market niches. (The last part is
a little extreme, but once you start overlapping the various ‘segment of one’ data sets
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from companies, the individual ends up looking more like half a dozen marketing
niches rather than a person.) When basic statistical analysis took several hours (in this
case, a simple correlation), marketers would be selective about the data they chose to
analyse, and only looked for the key links or major groups. Once the same analysis
could be performed in a matter of seconds (courtesy of a pull-down menu in SPSS, and
about six mouse clicks), more analysis was conducted on the same data. Whether the
large amount of analysis now conducted actually produces more information is yet to
be seen (see chapter 6 for the difference between information and data).

The best-laid plans of mice (and marketing)
go oft astray
One of the biggest potential barriers to implementing a marketing
plan will be the individual ethics of the marketer and their associated
staff. This should be considered a bonus feature of a good marketing
department, since if the marketing crew are having doubts about the
ethics of their strategies, you can safely bet the corporate profit that
the firm’s critics will also have plenty of questions regarding the ethics
of the situation.
Keep in mind that if the developers of the plan feel uneasy about
the implementation of the project (e.g. ‘Should we really be selling
this product to children?’), then the project needs to be reviewed for
two reasons. First, there’s a good chance that the project could be
unethical, or even illegal, and the gut feeling of the marketer that
there’s something wrong with the project is worth investigating (if for
nothing else than to allay the fears of the internal market). Second, if
the marketer (drawing a salary from the firm, and involved in the process) perceives the product as unethical, then the market may also
see the product in the same light.
The greatest value in the personal ethics of the marketer comes
from the fact that the concerns felt by the marketer may be a question
of their own perception, and that investigating the cause of their discomfort can lead to a beneficial resolution. In the case of products
targeting children, a marketer may feel uncomfortable with the process, which requires the
selection of the ‘most receptive’ market segments (who could also be described as the ‘most
vulnerable’). However, the product itself may actually be objectively ethical (e.g. children’s
cough medicine), yet the process may be the source of discomfort. Similarly, a marketer
could feel that any products sold to the children’s market are a source of exploitation, yet the
children themselves feel that their choice in buying these products is informed and voluntary.
They know that they don’t need a Conformity Meal Burger to be part of the in-crowd; they just
like the plastic figures that go with them. In any case, investigating internal concerns about
the ethics of implementing the plan is a worthwhile exercise, in as much as it will strengthen
the internal marketing of the product and will possibly prevent external criticism.

Q.1 Is it possible to get
an ethical product from an
unethical process? Can
an ethical process deliver
an unethical product?
Q.2 What steps can you
identify to reduce the risk of
producing an unethical
product?
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Resolving the barriers II: overcoming the obstacles in
the longer term
If you think of the implementation of a marketing plan as being akin to running a hurdles race (an athletic event where somebody clogs up a perfectly good running track
with a selection of fences), there are two ways to proceed. Either you can rely on brute
force and run through the obstacles or you can actually hurdle them for much less
effort, and a more productive outcome. In business, the brute force approach to the
marketing plan is to produce a document (with or without consultation), exclaim that
‘it will be done’, and punish those members of the organisation who disagree. This is
generally considered to be a bad idea among writers of this text and others, who see
this approach as being counterproductive and likely to require more energy fighting
internal resistance than making external gains.
Alternatively, the tactical marketer can make use of internal marketing and develop
real solutions to the problem. Of course (and as usual), as each company is different,
each organisation will have various unique barriers to implementation (such as a guy
named Ted who owns the place) that can’t be covered in generic advice in a marketing
textbook. However, there are four broad methods of resolving barriers to implementation. These are:
• internal marketing
• infrastructure requirements
• robust processes
• facilitation of the implementation.

Internal marketing
The basic premises underlying internal marketing are first, that employees within
the firm should be respected and treated as a client group in their own right and
second, that unless employees fully support and understand the reasons behind a
marketing strategy decision, implementation will be at best flawed. Before communicating a marketing decision with external customers, it is first necessary to develop a
systematic marketing and communications plan that incorporates all employees likely
to be involved in the final implementation of the marketing decision.
This is particularly important in the case of services marketing where staff directly and
frequently interact with customers. However, to limit an internal marketing process to only
those in direct contact with the customers is a mistake. All workers, to a certain extent,
identify with the organisation that employs them. For any strategy to be fully and effectively
implemented, it must be supported by all staff, even those who are not, on the surface,
directly connected with the process. This level of support can be achieved by emphasising
the role and importance of all employees in the chain that creates value for the consumer.
There are a variety of methods that can be used in the internal marketing process.
However, the key to successful marketing, like successful marketing to external clients, is to systematically analyse the needs of the ‘market’ and respond to these
needs. Proctor (2000) identifies 27 different methods that can be employed in the process of internal marketing, including the following:
• using marketing tools and concepts (e.g. segmentation) internally with employees
• getting managers to accept the need to understand employee capabilities such as
their attitudes, know-how and skills
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• getting managers to participate in an internal marketing strategy
• continually practising internal market research by assessing and understanding the
attitudes of employees
• continually keeping employees informed of new developments within the organisation
• using mass communication techniques (e.g. newsletters, videotapes) to provide
employees with useful information about new marketing strategies, etc.
• encouraging employees to innovate without fear
• ensuring there are sufficient objective indicators of internal marketing results to be
able to judge its overall usefulness.

Infrastructure requirements
Any marketing planning process, if properly conducted, will be very invasive and will
impinge on the firm’s existing processes and activities. That’s a feature of the process.
The full implementation of the marketing concept affects more than just the marketing
department — other functional areas (such as HR) will need to be refocused to achieve
the desired outcomes (profit).
Thus, to implement a marketing strategy effectively, adequate resourcing for all
elements of the organisation is essential, ranging from increased funding for communications through to ‘buying out’ the time of staff from different departments and
functional areas so that they can make a full contribution to the marketing effort by
being incorporated into cross-functional strategic units. The infrastructure requirements of effective marketing planning are based on a combination of:
• robust processes, including leadership, participants, process management, resources
and clarity of purpose
• resources and tools, including skills, personnel, information, communication and other
resources
• culture, including developing a marketing culture, and understanding the corporate
culture, the leadership, awareness of capabilities and facilitation of the implementation process.

Robust processes
Effective marketing strategy development and implementation is based on the existence of strong and robust processes for the underpinning support activities of information gathering and market research. There is a strong need for integrated processes
which ensure that analysis, strategy development and program implementation are
seen as part of the organisation, and a part of the day-to-day life of each relevant function of the organisation. For example, if collecting market research information from
informal contacts with customers is seen as a commonplace task, it assists in overcoming resistance to marketing strategies that require an expansion of this data
collection method rather than starting from scratch. Again, the effectiveness of the
processes requires the support of those who are undertaking them, along with the
resources to do the job properly. In some cases, there is sufficient internal expertise to
guarantee robust processes; however, in many situations it is more effective to hire in
expertise. This is particularly the case when undertaking significant market analyses or
market research activities, as external consultants will bring an alternative perspective
that is not moderated by internal organisational culture or politics.
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Facilitation of the implementation
Finally, the overt support of management (in terms of both time and attention to
ongoing implementation) is required to facilitate effective implementation. A one-off
speech by the CEO at the launch of a new product or marketing strategy does not
guarantee that employees will have faith that upper management levels genuinely support the initiative. Ongoing attention to detail and following up the processes of implementation are necessary to create and maintain an atmosphere of support for strategic
marketing activities. Simkin (2002) identifies a set of activities as being critical in the
ongoing facilitation of implementation, and these are outlined in table 14.3.
Table 14.3: Ongoing facilitation of implementation
Audits and
appraisal

Audits of the business’s track record for tackling marketing initiatives,
available marketing intelligence, people skills, marketing expertise
and ease of internal communication

Specification and
support

Detailed specification of the marketing task; personnel involvement,
reporting procedures, leadership schedules and resources
allocated; plus external support and roll-out requirements for the
resulting marketing strategy or plan recommendations

Orientation and
Set-up orientation sessions for participating line managers and their
communication
seniors, skill training, progress reviews and debriefs for final
recommendations with internal marketing and communication of
their requirements
Authorisation and
empowerment

Task authorisation and senior ‘sign-off’ for team selection, budgets,
access to information and key personnel, time, the overall process
and expected deliverables

Reviews and
remedial
actions

Ongoing reviews with progress meetings, senior managerial
assessments, remedial actions for evolving problems or
inadequacies and determination of final recommendations

Source: Simkin, L., 2002, ‘Tackling implementation impediments to marketing planning’,
Marketing Intelligence and Planning, Vol. 20, No. 2, p. 125.  Dr Lyndon Simkin.

All the above techniques and approaches are designed to assist the process of
implementing the marketing strategy. What this table doesn’t address is what happens
if the outcomes achieved are not those that are desired.

7

Issues of control in marketing
Control of the marketing plan refers to matching anticipated outcomes with actual
outcomes and then analysing any discrepancies that have emerged (positive or
negative). When marketing forecasts do not meet expectations, the reasons behind
this must be investigated to determine whether it relates to:
• a failing in the implementation of the plan
• a change in the competitive position
or alternatively, whether the forecasts were made on flawed assumptions.
If the plan yields greater rewards than expected, it’s also of equal importance to determine why forecasts have been exceeded. Marketing strategies are implemented in volatile external environments within the contexts of ever-changing, short-term company
objectives. Whenever the results of an implemented strategy vary from the intended
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or planned strategy, efforts should be made to find out why this has occurred. The
firm can either try to capitalise on an unexpectedly successful return or alternatively
address the threats that are facing it as a result of the lower than expected returns.

Measuring success
The success of a marketing strategy is measured in terms of how closely the outcomes
of the strategy match the predicted outcomes. Exceeding expectations doesn’t necessarily equate to success if the reason for this success cannot be adequately determined.
For example, if the reason for unexpectedly high sales in one quarter is due to an
external issue such as the failure of the major competitor due to a fire at its production
plant, which is a problem that can subsequently be resolved, then the high sales are
an aberration that can’t be relied on in the longer term.
If, however, in the absence of any real attempt at analysis, the firm decides that the
high level of sales must be due to the promotional campaign or expanded distribution
strategy, then the temptation will be to manufacture more units for the next quarter,
most of which will remain unsold and will be a burden to the organisation once the
competitor has resolved its problems. Knowing why you’re exceeding the mark is as
important as knowing why you’ve missed the mark — both help you to get a realistic
assessment of where the mark should be for the next plan.
Measuring success effectively is dependent on the clarity of the original specifications of the objectives. This is why it is so important for the key marketing objectives to be quantified and timetabled. If the objective is to ‘increase awareness’, then
measuring the success or failure of the campaign becomes problematic if there are no
indications of:
• what current awareness is
• how much of an increase is desired
• how awareness was determined or measured in the first place.
Many marketing objectives are straightforward and can be measured from existing
reporting structures within the marketing information system. For example, increases in
sales, profit objectives and so on can be tracked through normal accounting and record
keeping. In cases where the objectives are more qualitative, such as those relating to
brand awareness, market research needs to be employed to establish a benchmark of
where you are, and whether you moved up or down.

Market research
Ongoing market research is one of the key characteristics of a firm that has adopted the
marketing orientation. By monitoring key marketing outcomes through an ongoing program of market research, those marketing objectives that cannot be measured easily
by existing reports or data can be tracked. The nature of this research will depend on
the objectives that are set. For example, the decision to sponsor a car racing team might
be taken with the intention of increasing brand awareness among motor racing fans. To
measure this outcome, you’d need a baseline market research study of the current
awareness levels of the fans, prior to the sponsorship. You’d follow that up with a replication of the research once the sponsorship program had been implemented to determine the extent to which brand awareness had increased during the campaign.
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Market research is also important during the control process in helping to determine
why certain outcomes have (or have not) been met. While existing sales and other
financial data may point to a failure to achieve the objective (sales didn’t reach the
target), it only provides limited information — that is, that a failure has occurred. The
role of market research is to then find out why the failure occurred. Focused qualitative
and quantitative market research can lead to a greater depth of understanding of a particular situation so that appropriate modifications can be made to the marketing plan
as part of the overall control process, and assist the development of subsequent plans.

Chapter summary
This chapter highlighted the importance of marketing planning, marketing plans and
the issues facing marketers in the implementation and control of these plans. Starting
with an explanation of the BASIC model of marketing planning, the chapter highlighted the issues involved at all stages of the marketing process and, in particular,
during the analysis stage. While there is only one corporate strategic plan in any
organisation, there may be several marketing plans. These range from strategic
marketing plans, which set out the marketing direction for the whole of a product line
or market over the course of three years or more, to short-term tactical plans designed
for specific products and markets. The planning process, while complex, is relatively
contained and controllable; however, the
implementation of the plan is likely to run
into a number of problems. Key organ‘chicken and egg’ arguments,
marketing objectives, p. 403
isational issues that block the effective
p. 418
marketing planning, p. 391
implementation of marketing plans were
contribution margins, p. 398
marketing plans, p. 391
discussed, along with solutions to these
customerising, p. 391
price conscious, p. 401
problems. Finally, the issue of control was
financial objectives, p. 403
situation analysis, p. 398
covered, which links back into the imporillustrative marketing plans,
strategic marketing plans,
tance of setting effective objectives in the
p. 396
p. 396
initial stages of the planning process.
internal marketing, p. 396
SWOT analysis, p. 394
Without knowing precisely what you are
issues analysis, p. 402
tactical marketing plans, p. 396
trying to achieve, and by when, the success
marketing evangelists, p. 394
value conscious, p. 401
or otherwise of a marketing strategy cannot
be adequately measured or controlled.

Review questions
R.1 Define and briefly outline the terms market planning and the market plan.
R.2 What are the five components of the BASIC marketing planning process? If you
are using this process, what major assumption will you need to make?
R.3 What is the role of the tactical marketing plan in terms of the organisation’s
overall strategic marketing plan?
R.4 Define the term ‘situation analysis’ and outline three of the five situations
referred to in the text.
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R.5 Briefly outline the elements that are used to describe the target market. In your
opinion, which is the most significant of the elements?
R.6 Identify the component parts of the acronym SWOT and briefly outline them.
Which of the parts relate to the external environment and which to the internal
environment?
R.7 If the marketing plan is to be implemented successfully, how important are
specific objectives? Give examples of useful characteristics to be included within
the objectives if they are to be used in applied situations.
R.8 List the six component parts of the tactical marketing plan and briefly outline
the role of three of them.
R.9 In your opinion, what are the greatest barriers to the implementation of the
marketing plan?
R.10 Select three of the obstacles that can occur when implementing a marketing
plan and suggest methods that could be used to overcome them.

Application questions
A.1 Briefly outline the potential barriers to the implementation of a marketing plan.
Give examples of methods of resolving these barriers.
A.2 Outline the use and value of the three types of marketing plan. In your opinion,
are they really necessary or is this ‘overkill’?
A.3 Outline the major differences between the introduction and the executive
summary of the marketing plan. What elements would you include in these
parts of the marketing plan?
A.4 What is the role of situation analysis within the marketing planning process and
what are the five situations outlined in the chapter?
A.5 What infrastructure requirements will ensure effective marketing planning? Is
the marketing concept important for an organisation or is there a good reason
why it should not be confined to the marketing department?

Discussion questions
D.1 How important is the written plan to an organisation when determining its
approach to marketing?
D.2 In your opinion, is the tactical marketing plan really necessary if there is already
a strategic marketing plan? Discuss your answer in terms of the relative merits
of the plan for day-to-day operations.
D.3 Which of the arguments proposed in favour of the importance of marketing
plans and the marketing planning process is the most relevant? Discuss.
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Plans or the planning process?
One of the more common ‘chicken and egg’ arguments in marketing is the value of the marketing
plan against the value of the marketing planning process.
In marketing circles there is debate as to
whether there is greater value in having a
marketing plan or whether going through the
marketing planning process is sufficient
reward in itself.
One real-world problem encountered in
the marketing planning process is resistance
to either the process or adherence to a plan.
Resistance to the process is often based on
arguments such as:
• Time spent planning could be time spent
doing something useful. This is used as
an ongoing excuse to continue muddling through during periods of success rather than attempting
to develop a longer-term approach.
• Our industry is too dynamic/unstable/fast moving for a plan to be effective. This is like saying there’s
no point looking at the road when you’re driving at top speed (everything passes in such a blur, you
can’t tell what you didn’t hit).
To some extent, these arguments are the result of the poor application of marketing plans in
various industries. In particular, there was a propensity to make the marketing plan into an
Q.1 Can the planning
annual ritual (it’s February, it must be marketing planning season), and the plan wasn’t inteprocess be separated from
grated into the rest of the organisation’s activities. Other problems arose from the use of the
the plan?
marketing plan as a de facto measure of corporate success (or brinkmanship) as various facQ.2 What arguments can
tions in an organisation vied for control of limited resources.
you make in favour of not
In general, however, the planning/plan debate effectively boils down to the basic issue of
having a marketing plan or
whether a plan can be produced without a planning process, and why, having just conducted a
using the planning process?
planning process, an organisation would not write down the results of its hard work. While these
As a marketer, how would you
seem like logical statements on this page, it’s often in the pressure of the business environment
counter those arguments?
(deadlines, budgets and sales figures) that marketing plans and the planning process tend to be
overlooked.

‘Chicken and egg’
arguments: arguments
that are circular and
unresolvable —
derived from the
question ‘Which came
first, the chicken or the
egg?’.
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Chapter 15

Conclusions, future
directions and
limitations of marketing
Chapter outline
After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Know what the major
criticisms of marketing
are and be able to
respond to marketing’s
critics
Understand the
importance of ethical
marketing practice
Know the limitations
of marketing
Refute the extravagant
claims of marketing’s
critics, particularly in
relation to marketing’s
supposed power over
the consumer
Acknowledge when
marketing should be
used and when its use
may be inappropriate
Discuss the future
directions of marketing.

This chapter rounds off the book by looking at some of the
important issues of marketing practice. After 14 chapters discussing the benefits of marketing and specific tactics that
can be used to maximise marketing effectiveness, this final
chapter is important in that it discusses some of the key
criticisms of marketing and acknowledges that some have a
valid basis. In this discussion of marketing’s critics both
sides of the argument are addressed. The chapter goes on to
examine some of the excessive claims regarding marketing’s
power over the individual, as well as taking a serious look at
the potential damage that misapplied marketing can cause.
There are some areas that marketers should think very carefully about before going into, but unfortunately many
marketers have embraced the marketing concept with such
enthusiasm, the very real limitations are often forgotten.
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Introduction
Welcome to the final chapter of the book. As with most marketing textbooks, chapter
15 contains summaries, reviews and the ethics of the textbook. Like most students,
you must be considering skipping this chapter in favour of doing something more
interesting (or more examinable). Unlike most marketing books, this section of the
text is in the exam, and we did go out of our way to incorporate it into the exam and
recommended assessment materials (sorry, but this happens to be important).

1

Criticisms of marketing
Marketing as a social science has to endure a range of criticisms from fellow social
sciences and, often unfairly, from the general public. Because many people regard
marketing as little more than applied commonsense, or see it as just advertising,
they believe that they are in a position to pass critical judgment on the performance
of the discipline, and on marketing’s impact on society. From a societal point of
view, marketing does leave itself open to a significant amount of criticism by trying
to be the ultimate solution to everything. In particular, the widespread development
of ‘non-traditional’ marketing through areas such as health, government, education
and the not-for-profit sector has led to the misapplication of marketing, the misunderstanding of marketing, and marketing simply missing the point. The purpose
of this section of the text is to explore the general criticisms of marketing and
address some of the more specific (and unfair) accusations levelled against the
discipline.

Five generic criticisms
There are a range of specific criticisms that can be applied to individual aspects of
marketing, but there are also five broader issues that can be targeted across the discipline. While this section of the book outlines both the criticism of marketing and a
counterargument, these five criticisms are legitimate commentary against the
marketing discipline. No area of social science is perfect, and marketing shouldn’t pretend that it is or that there are no downsides to its day-to-day operations. The five
generic criticisms of the discipline are that:
• marketing is unfair
• marketing is manipulative
• marketing is wasteful
• marketing plays favourites
• marketing is intrusive.

Is marketing unfair?
Marketing by its very nature is unfair. Fairness in marketing would require that prices
be equal for all customers, all products be available to everyone who wanted them,
and priced according to what people could afford. What marketing uses instead is differential pricing, based on the willingness of the consumer to pay, rather than their
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actual capacity to afford the product. Market segmentation works to divide the market
into ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’ as people are arbitrarily assigned a classification based on
age, gender or the behaviour of their ‘peers’ in focus groups.
Another aspect of marketing’s unfairness is the use of mass media advertising,
which displays products to people who can never hope to afford them, simply so that
these products acquire and maintain an elite social status. If nobody wanted a diamond ring as a sign of wealth, the diamond ring itself wouldn’t be a symbol of wealth.
If brand names didn’t convey social meanings, then generic brand products (which can
provide superior service) would be as acceptable to the marketplace as the exclusively
logoed alternative.
Is this criticism of marketing fair? Possibly — depending on your perspective. Marketing is unfair as it does selectively promote one group ahead of the rest of society,
but it usually does so on the basis of carefully considered information. The choice of a
target market, a media star or a selective distribution strategy is made deliberately,
based on information, research and the desire to have the maximum impact for the
organisation.

Is marketing manipulative?
Marketing is manipulative, but realistically, that’s what marketers are paid to do.
It’s like accusing logic of being rational, or mathematics of being objective
(imagine subjective maths — one plus one feels like a three). The whole point of
marketing communications is to be persuasive, informative and educational, and,
in that role, it’s understandably manipulative. Prices are set to trigger responses
($19.95 is cheaper that $20), and the study of consumer behaviour is based on
understanding the triggers that drive and motivate people — and positioning our
products to press those buttons. (It makes marketing out to be quite a wretched
trade, doesn’t it?)
However, while marketing can be manipulative, it’s just not as good at it as it would
like to be, or as powerful as many critics believe (see the section on unbelievable
powers below). What marketing does do is attempt to meet consumer needs by
matching their needs, motivations and desires with features of the products. In doing
this, marketing can emphasise some needs (the need to belong, the need to look cool)
ahead of other, higher-priority needs (the need to save money, the need not to smoke).
In this respect, marketing is a manipulative discipline and, realistically, it’s both a mark
of pride (we’re that good) and shame (we really shouldn’t do that). However, the fundamental nature of the consumer is such that marketing can’t make them do anything that they’re not already predisposed towards doing — no matter how many
advertising campaigns are run targeting children, chocolate will always outweigh
brussel sprouts as a priority food choice.

Is marketing wasteful?
The accusation of marketing being wasteful is based on three elements. First,
marketing is accused of being a waste of money from the organisational perspective. This particular criticism stems from the perceptions of marketing as being
‘easy’, ‘applied commonsense’ and ‘just advertising’. Of course, when the applied
commonsense of marketing fails to save the company, product line or manager’s
ego, it’s always the fault of marketing as being a waste of money (not the fact that
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it’s a difficult and skilled area to apply). Quite often marketing is also seen as getting in the way of actually doing something (i.e. producing a product) since the
product designer believes that market testing is a waste of time, as they ‘know’
already that their widget is clearly what the market needs. Similarly, in not-forprofit sectors such as charities and health campaigns, the money spent on
marketing (particularly market research) is often described as wasted, since that
money could have been spent on providing more services. What is being missed is
that the whole point of spending the money on market research is to find out what
services are needed, what parts are well delivered or poorly delivered, and to create
the best match between what the target client needs and what the organisation can
provide.
Second, marketing, as part of capitalism, encourages consumerism, and consumerism is a wasteful activity that has people buying things they don’t need. This is
a fair call by many marketing critics, particularly where successful marketing campaigns result in people readjusting their priorities (food and shelter first, then luxury
goods). Further, marketing is often criticised for creating goods of value (i.e. luxury
brands) from things that have no intrinsic value to society. For no apparent reason,
every Christmas, there is one particular toy that every child must own, and people
believe that they are bad parents if they fail to provide this toy (if you owned a
Power Rangers White Ranger, a Cabbage Patch Kid, a Pokémon Mew and Mewtoo,
and a Christmas Barbie as a child, your parents are either exceptional shoppers or
own a toy store). Is this the fault of marketing? Possibly, although again that’s crediting the discipline with an awful lot of influence. What tends to happen is that there
is an artificial shortage (i.e. only 10 000 White Rangers are produced compared to
150 000 for each of the other five characters — rumours of this being a deliberate
decision probably covered up a disastrous error at the manufacturing plant) or a
secondary market is created (Christmas Barbies are stockpiled by dealers to sell on
the Internet) or there is a media-driven publicity hype (hands up anyone who actually felt less of a person for not owning a pet rock?).
Marketing can attempt to create the conditions for this sort of demand, but ultimately, it requires the consumers to participate — the secondary market for
Christmas Barbies was created because people were prepared to go online and pay a
premium for a product they could buy from the stores. Further, this argument treats
products as existing solely on their objective worth, and removes the subjective
value of the goods. For some consumers, the psychic benefits of owning a limited
edition product are worth the sacrifices that need to be made to buy the product.
The question is whether marketing has a right to deny this psychic satisfaction or a
responsibility to ensure that psychic satisfaction is only achieved after basic survival
needs are met.
Third, marketing is accused of being wasteful with resources as it’s prone to
producing a large amount of physical material that is discarded by the end user —
for example, unsolicited advertising material, direct mail and magazine inserts.
Given that unsolicited mail-outs have an expected success rate of approximately
2 per cent, and figures of 5 to 10 per cent are regarded as an exceptional success,
that’s a lot of misdirected effort. However, when marketers attempt to improve the
success rate of direct marketing, so as to reduce general wastage, a major problem
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arises — as accuracy improves, consumer privacy decreases. As privacy decreases
and marketers gain the capacity to profile individual consumers, the inevitable
conclusion is that certain consumers will become the ‘favourite’ targets of
marketers, due either to their disposable income or their susceptibility to
marketing, or by having needs that are easily met by the market — thus impacting
on the earlier unfairness argument.

Does marketing play favourites?
Market segmentation is a key element of the strategic and tactical application of
marketing. But what is market segmentation? It’s a technical term for playing favourites, as marketers select those markets that will be the most responsive to their
message and that will be of greatest value to them. In commercial marketing, this isn’t
always a major problem — after all, if you’re not into country and western, you’re
usually quite grateful when a market segmentation led strategy takes songs of dogs
and 18-wheeled trucks out of your life. But when market segmentation declares that
you’re not eligible for health insurance, or have to pay a higher car insurance premium,
or invalidates your access rights to key public services, market segmentation isn’t so
benign.
The problem of playing favourites with the market has increasingly come under
scrutiny with Internet marketing, and the steady flow of services into the digital
world. As more banks, financial services and government services move into purely
digital delivery, people on the outside of the technology-enabled market segments
find themselves without access to these services. Market segmentation, from a
purely commercial orientation, would determine that the people who best respond
to a service are the people who should have the service targeted for their needs.
However, when that service is a community counselling service, the violent offenders
who most need counselling tend to be the ones who are least interested in it and
the target market that a commercial orientation would regard as not being worth the
effort. In societal terms, prevention of violence is a socially beneficial outcome that
requires the target market that is least likely to be the ‘favourite’ to receive the most
marketing effort.
In contrast, however, is the often-overlooked problem of market segmentation — the
loyal markets. For a large number of industries, segmentation is a means of breaking
up non-purchasers into categories that can be targeted to expand the market.
Although some industries undertake studies of their current purchasers, the emphasis
is often on targeting those customers who have the capacity to increase their rate or
amount of purchase.

Is marketing intrusive?

Ambient media: the idea t
marketing is a ubiquitoustha
force
that can be displayed
everywhere in society, fro
product placements in momvies
through to spray-painti
slogans on supermarketngfloors.
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Finally, marketing is frequently accused of being intrusive — we interrupt this
thought for a brief word from our sponsors — which is a fairly valid point. Advertising
communications have expanded from the relatively small arenas of television, print
and radio into ambient media, outdoor advertising and direct marketing. Ambient
media brings forward the idea that marketing is a ubiquitous force that is everywhere
(so much for going home from the job on weekends). Ambient advertising appears
where the consumer either least expects it, or, realistically, thought was off limits to
the advertiser.
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Thankfully, ambient market research isn’t as well developed as ambient advertising. However, market research in the current format is sufficiently intrusive to be
a major concern for critics of marketing. In theory, market research exists in isolation as the company talks to the target market, finds out what the market needs,
and then goes off to produce something to meet these needs. In reality, market
research is an ongoing phenomenon that attempts to track consumers throughout
their daily purchase activities in order to develop a comprehensive profile that can
be aggregated into larger market segments, or narrowed down for individualised and
personalised offers. The difficulty here is twofold — first, as market research
improves, it creates the ability to profile an individual, and second, it creates a
major privacy concern. With the rise in database marketing, where diverse market
research elements are drawn into a single database, and this database is examined
through data mining, it is possible to create a complex profile of the target
adopter(s).
Numerous questions arise from this situation:
• Who has the legal and moral ownership of the data profiles? Should the market research profile be the possession of the individual who created it through their actions, or the
possession of the company that developed it from the disparate databases? Ownership of the data becomes increasingly more complicated where a consumer has
opted-in on certain programs (Flybuys) but unwittingly (or unwillingly) generated
this information through daily activities (using an EFTPOS card). Similarly, as the
value of data profiles increases, should consumers be entitled to buy and sell their
own data profiles?
• Should the database be available to non-commercial bodies? For example, a purchasing profile database could be tied into the Taxation Office and credit company records to
determine whether the individual is spending within their tax-declared means.
Anyone spending above their apparent ability to earn would then be subjected to
tax auditing.
• Should the predictive nature of the profile be used to determine access to services? For example,
if the predictive pattern that emerges from a consumer’s purchase behaviours is
that they will be prone to health problems at an early age, should this database
information be used to deny the consumer access to health insurance, even if the
consumer is currently healthy? As illustrated in chapter 4, consumer behaviour
models based on research are an inexact science at best — should these models,
backed by this profile database, be used to exclude access to services? Or should
consumers with above-average chances of health problems be pre-emptively targeted for health education campaigns (or sales brochures for drugs and natural
remedies)?
The issue of intrusiveness in marketing is becoming an increasing problem as more
companies believe that they have a natural right to collect consumer information to
‘better understand the consumer’, even when the consumer may not wish to be understood. With the predicted widespread adoption of the Internet, personal digital assistants in the form of enhanced mobile phones (or other hand-held devices) and a range
of automated data-capture systems, the intrusiveness of marketing may become worse
as companies attempt to break through the clutter by increasing the volume of the
output, rather than collectively reducing the noise.

Data mining: a technique
of exploring a database for
recurring patterns in
purchases. Unlike
traditional market
research, data mining is
performed without a
preconceived set of
hypotheses, which allows
for more exploratory
analysis of the data.
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Marketing as exploitation
Marketing’s heritage as a cross between strategic management and psychology has
left it with a few unfortunate characteristics — not least of which is a tendency to use
strategic management’s militaristic terms in ordinary marketing. Strategic management’s influence on marketing, and the influence of military tactics on strategic management, has left two clear marks in the marketing lingua franca. First, marketing has a
propensity to use the word ‘exploit’ to describe just about anything that involves
money and customers. Second, marketing tends to be accused of exploiting vulnerable
populations for financial gain.

The language of marketing: exploiting the target markets
The Collins Dictionary gives three meanings for the word ‘exploit’:
1. to take advantage of a person or situation for one’s own ends
2. to make the best use of
3. a notable deed or feat.
It’s safe to say that a large collection of marketing theory and literature isn’t discussing notable deeds or feats (no matter how incredible or unlikely it seems that we
found a market for Celine Dion; or that we brought back John Travolta’s film career —
twice). Instead, most marketing academics tend to argue that they meant to use the
second meaning of exploit, whereas the critics contend that the first definition is most
likely. Marketing itself can’t help but shoulder the blame for using the collection of
phrases such as:
• ‘create and exploit new markets’ (a very popular phrase in strategic planning)
• ‘exploit these growth opportunities’ (one of the most common uses of definition 2)
• ‘exploit the unique properties of the Internet’ (possibly the most common phrase in
Internet marketing).
In some cases, quotes from marketing research can be misleading in themselves,
given that researchers tend to use accepted industry shorthand, which doesn’t always
match commonly understood definitions of the same words. For example:
• ‘The information from all sectors along the chain can be manipulated to exploit
growth opportunities.’ Ouch. If this reworded as ‘the information from all sectors
along the chain can be presented so as to make the best use of the growth opportunities’, it wouldn’t seem half as bad.
Marketing isn’t innocent in this situation, insofar as it can be used in the first
sense of the meaning, and many decisions in marketing have been made to exploit
(sense 1) the target market. However, exploitation-based marketing tends to be
short-lived, and is becoming an increasingly poor business decision as consumer
sovereignty, and the strength of the consumer movement, increases the ability of the
market to reject these business approaches. Not to mention the ever-present threat
of current affairs shows needing foot-in-the-door specials on shonky business operators. As consumers become more powerful in the marketplace, either through a
wider range of choice or greater knowledge of their consumer rights, exploitationbased marketing tends to damage the brand equity and long-term viability of the
business. For example, many companies that have employed exploitative business
practices (i.e. child labour, environmentally damaging practices) have found that
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consumer boycotts have had a larger negative impact on their sales than the savings
made from the exploitative behaviours.

Picking on the weak
Marketing is often charged with targeting susceptible audiences with persuasive messages to make them buy products. This particular criticism is hard to defend, since
marketing does target audiences that are (a) most likely to respond positively to the
marketing message and (b) predisposed towards the product, since selling products to
people who want them is a sensible business strategy. How often has medicine been
criticised for treating only the sick people? If this attitude were applied to medicine,
doctors should be performing surgery on healthy patients, rather than waiting until
they’re vulnerable by being ill or injured.
Strangely enough, many social critics of marketing also run a very wide spectrum
on whom they declare as a ‘vulnerable’ audience. It usually includes the elderly, the
young, teenagers, ethnic minority populations (please note: this means that a Greek
advert shown in Greece is fine, but the same advert in Australia is exploiting an
ethnic minority) and women. This doesn’t give marketing a really big target market of
people who aren’t declared ‘vulnerable’. Of course, should marketing choose to deal
only with this finite 20- to 40-something dominant ethnic male population, two
things would happen. One, a lot of firms would go broke, since this target market is
very narrow, and doesn’t require a large number of bras, women’s clothing or much
in the way of old age pensions, nappies or child-care programs (to pick a few cases).
Second, marketing would be targeted for racial, sexual and age discrimination by not
offering products, services and advertising to the rest of the population. Some days
you wonder whether marketing can win — if we produce products desired by target
markets, we’re exploiting vulnerable populations. Should we ignore the needs of
these markets, or leave them out of the marketing communications, then we’re discriminating against them.
Again, on the flip side, there have been numerous cases of marketing-led programs
that have targeted genuinely vulnerable populations for exploitation — the difficulty
being that while these programs might have rolled out the full marketing tool kit, are
they within the boundaries of the marketing philosophy? If an alcohol company sells
products to people who are predisposed to drinking, are they exploiting the market?
Yes if they’ve bought a mailing list from an alcohol recovery centre, no if they have no
reason to know that their customers have a weakness for alcohol (of course, stern
words should also be had with the recovery centre for selling the address list). This is
an aspect of marketing that needs to be viewed as a series of grey areas rather than
one with definitive ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ actions.

Ethics in marketing: shades of grey
Ethics in business is one of those areas that tends to be cyclical in terms of profile, but
in reality is essential at all times. Ethics, in simple terms, refers to the moral basis of
society and what is considered appropriate behaviour. It’s not the soft area of study
or practice that many people believe it to be — instead, it’s a complex and difficult
area of application in business and theory. For the purposes of this discussion, it is

2
Ethics: the moral basis
of society and what is considered
appropriate behaviour.
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important to recognise that ethics are a moral, not a legal, requirement and that what
is considered ethical is based on societal norms where the company is operating.
What is legal may not be moral, and conversely, what is moral may also be illegal
(entire systems of social change theory exist to assist people challenging laws that
support immoral practice). The complication of marketing ethics is due largely to the
fluid nature of what constitutes society’s ethical standards, and the time period in
which the decision was made.
As discussed in chapter 2, monitoring the ethical environment is as important as
scanning any of the other marketing environments. Because they are intangible, conceptual and difficult to define, ethical standards vary considerably across time and
across cultures. What was ethical and acceptable in the 1980s may be no longer
acceptable in the new millennium. Similarly, changing societal standards dictate that
what is ethical and reasonable in the twenty-first century may have been frowned upon
in the 1970s (which is why judging the decisions of the past on contemporary morality
is a dangerous mistake to make). It is easy to miss out on the subtle changes in social
attitudes that in turn dictate ethical standards unless a conscious effort is made to
stay in touch. The increasing diversity of the Australian and New Zealand populations
and sensitivity to multiculturalism have also had a significant impact on the ethical
standards of contemporary society.
Marketing ethics are also difficult to apply in practice simply because they are a
very personal thing. Attitudes as to what is right and what is wrong are formed as a
result of an individual’s upbringing, religion, personal experiences and social interactions. No two people are the same and so it is not unusual for marketers working
together on a specific project to differ significantly in terms of their views as to
whether or not a particular action is ethical. What one considers to be ‘a breakthrough sales promotion technique’ the other may consider to be ‘exploitative and
unethical’.

Deontology: a system of
ethical thought based on
the concept of absolute g.
right and absolute wron

Teleology: a system of ethical
thought that judges action
in terms of the consequencess
of the action rather than the
action itself.
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Systems of morality: defining ethical thought
This book examines two broad systems of ethical thought that can be used to determine whether or not an action is within a moral guideline. These are:
• Deontology, which judges individual actions in isolation as being either ‘good’ or
‘bad’. Deontological frameworks are based on the concept of absolute right and
absolute wrong and judge that certain actions can never be justified regardless of
circumstance.
• Teleology, which judges actions in terms of the consequences of the action rather
than the action itself. Under these general frameworks, context and circumstance are
viewed as critical in determining whether or not a specific action is ethical.
Within each of these broad approaches there are a number of more specific frameworks that help to guide the actions of business. Deontological approaches comprise
a combination of rules-based ethics, which specify what actions to take under a
specific circumstance, and categorical imperatives, which view an action as ethical
if the action taken can be equally applied to all situations. For example, the Ten
Commandments take this approach in making clear rules and statements such as
‘Thou shalt not kill’ and ‘Thou shalt not steal’ that are absolute standards to be
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applied at all times. This provides a narrow range of alternatives, because an act that
involves an initially immoral behaviour but that would ultimately bring a moral outcome is prohibited. No matter what the outcome, rules-based ethics judge the individual action — killing in self-defence is still killing, and killing in the defence of
others is still killing. (Although teleological theory would argue that the saving of
many by the death of one is an acceptable outcome, deontological theory still sees
the death of one as wrong.)
Most business ethics are based on the teleological approach and, within this, the
most popular subset of ethical frameworks is the utilitarian approach. Utilitarian
ethics judge an action to be ethical if it leads to the greatest good. In other words,
utilitarian ethics is based on the idea that the means to the end is less important
than the end in itself. If your company is involved in a range of transactions that are
morally questionable in nature initially, but that ultimately result in a moral outcome, then it’s the outcome that makes the initial behaviour worthwhile. While most
people would argue that child labour is wrong (deontological theory), where it
results in the family of the child being fed and, ultimately, more money in an impoverished region, utilitarian ethics can argue for the morality of using child labour.
(Given how sensitive this topic is, readers are reminded that this is an example. The
authors aren’t arguing in favour of child labour, they’re just showing how utilitarian
ethics can be used to justify an outcome.)

Utilitarian ethics: an
ethical system that judges
an action to be ethical if
leads to the greatest good.it

The point of moral business behaviour
For many people, the main question is ‘Why bother with ethics?’. Contrary to
popular opinion that ‘if it’s legal, it’s ethical’ and ‘it’s only unethical if you get caught’,
good ethics has consistently been proved over time to be good business. There is
nothing more damaging to a business than a sustained international boycott initiated
because of a perceived unethical action.
A second reason why ethical standards in business are important is that they
reflect the moral standards of society. Failure to conform to these standards usually
ultimately ends in some form of sanction. A lot of legislation is only in place
because of the failure of a sufficiently large number of companies to conform to selfregulated ethical standards. For example, Australia and New Zealand both have
legislation relating to the production of dangerous goods, and for the regulation of
business practices such as deceptive advertising or product claims. Legislation to
protect consumers is usually only lobbied for (and passed) if there is a perception in
the marketplace that practitioners are behaving unethically and taking advantage of
consumers.
Occasionally, the misunderstanding of the power of marketing has led to some
unusual (and unnecessary — see the subliminal advertising Ethics and Marketing
vignette later in this chapter) pieces of legislation. For the most part, these laws are
passed as a result of the consumer (target markets) rejecting the behaviour of the
companies, and requesting assistance from the government to prevent these
unethical behaviours from continuing. Given it’s usually consumer driven, bad
ethical practice is often poor marketing (a lack of customer focus) and is certainly
not a good way to raise market share.

Subliminal advertising: a
discredited theory that
proposed you could plant
a command into a
consumer’s mind by
subconscious messaging
strategy.
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global
perspectives

The customer never forgets: the long-term
implications of an unethical act

One of the most sustained and successful boycotts of a major firm as a result of a perceived
unethical action is that which still continues against the Nestlé corporation. Between 1974 and
1984 a high-profile international product boycott of all Nestlé products was enforced by consumers in reaction to the company’s practice of promoting infant formula over breast milk in
developing nations. These products included not only the obvious chocolate and confectionery
lines but also those produced by companies owned by Nestlé, including:
• Maggi food products
• Findus frozen foods
• Allen’s Confectionery
• Vittel and Perrier mineral waters
• pet foods such as Friskies and Go Cat.
Briefly, the situation arose because Nestlé has as one of its successful product lines a
wide range of baby foods including infant formula, which substitutes for breast milk. With
the relatively high birth rates in developing nations these countries were seen as a viable
and profitable international market and Nestlé aggressively promoted the formula to new
mothers in hospitals as well as to doctors and more generally in the media as being
superior to breast milk in terms of convenience and nutrition. Although the World Health
Organisation advises that babies should be breastfed exclusively, if possible, up to at least
four months of age, the company’s position is that it is ethical and appropriate to offer an
alternative. The convenience of infant formula means that women can return to work sooner (critical to the incomes
of many families in developing nations). Nestlé also contends that the poor state of nutrition of many women in
developing nations means the production of breast milk takes a heavy physical toll on the women and that formula
provides a safe alternative.
However, there were significant unforeseen consequences of this campaign that encouraged new mothers to use
infant formula ahead of breast milk from birth:
• First, the mothers, in general, were poorly educated and unable to fully understand the nature
of the product — they weren’t sure whether this product was a supplement to breastfeeding or
Q.1 How effective do you
a substitute.
believe this type of boycott is?
• Second, this lack of education puts these women into the category of vulnerable consumers
Should Nestlé continue to be
who are protected by Codes of Conduct and legislation in most developed countries, but this
‘punished’ for wrong doing, or
form of consumer protection did not exist in the targeted countries.
should the company be
• Third, and most important, the effective use of the formula requires a consistent supply of clean water,
rewarded for making positive
which is a commodity in the developed world, but is a relative luxury that is not available in many
changes?
countries. Many children died as a consequence of making up the formula with unsafe water because
Q.2 Have you actively
of diseases contracted through the water. Statistics suggest that in developing nations there is a 14
boycotted a company or firm
times greater risk of a baby dying from diarrhoea when fed on milk substitutes rather than breast milk.
because of its unethical
As a result of the publicity and the boycott Nestlé modified its practices and the World Health
actions? Did you boycott the
Organisation implemented strict standards governing the marketing of infant formula. However, in
offending company, or all of
1988, the boycott was resumed due to apparent breaches of the standards. The Nestlé case is
the companies associated
probably the most famous example of how a perceived unethical, but not at that time illegal, act can
with it?
have ongoing adverse consequences for a company.
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Limitations of marketing I: drawing the
boundaries

3

One of the most frustrating aspects of being a marketing professional has to come
from defending the discipline against accusations of mind control, omnipotence and
persuasiveness above and beyond the call of duty. (A curious thought is why the
people who accuse marketing of being overly manipulative have never questioned why
we’ve never managed to persuade them not to criticise marketing.)
Marketing is not the universal solution to all business problems and all business
needs, and simply ‘giving it a quick bit of marketing’ as a cure for an ailing business is
as useful as ‘giving it a swift kick’ when trying to fix a broken leg. For some reason, the
business community has come to believe in the power of marketing as the ultimate
persuasion tool (probably the fault of the discipline’s promotional materials) and the
universal cure for bad business. While marketing can do a lot to improve the prospects
of the average business, sometimes non-marketing approaches are more valuable and
lead to greater business success.
Does this mean that we should abandon marketing entirely? (Rough question to ask
14 chapters into the book. You could’ve saved a lot of time if we’d asked this earlier.)
No, and not just because this book has to justify the existence of the other 14 chapters. Marketing, like most sciences, needs to be able to draw boundaries and limits on
its application. Nobody thinks less of physics for the fact you don’t use it for budgeting
purposes (e = mc2 isn’t a savings equation), and chemistry isn’t totally dismissed out
of hand because you don’t use it for every aspect of science. However, when marketing
attempts to withdraw from selected sections of the business process, people often
question whether it should have been in any part at all.

The role of a production orientation
The production orientation is a business strategy whereby a company manufactures
products because it can do so efficiently, and then seeks a market to buy these goods.
It’s often associated with new technology goods, where there’s no existing demand for
the new product (who knew they needed Internet access until they experienced the
Internet?). There are many occasions when, not only does the production orientation
work, and firms succeed through its rigorous application, but it is in fact the most
appropriate way to do business. The production orientation has a specific role to play
in business and is most appropriate in the following situations.
There are occasions where the consumer’s desire for choice needs to be subsumed
into achieving more important outcomes for the public interest. A marketing orientation
in many ways is a luxury that can only be afforded by economies where basic needs have
already been met. Currently in Australia and New Zealand the range and quality of different foods that are available in supermarkets and restaurants is staggering. For
example, soup not only comes in a wide variety of flavours, it also comes in different
sizes and different compositions such as fresh soup, canned soup and dried soup. Each
of these serves a different market niche and customers will often claim that they only
buy Brand X or that they could never drink Brand Y. However, in extreme situations such

Production orientation: aa
business strategy where
company manufactures do
products because it can
so efficiently, and then
seeks a market to buy
these goods.
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as times of famine, war or natural disaster, no hungry person is going to turn down a
meal because it doesn’t meet their flavour or brand preferences (even if they do it once
or twice, they won’t be around long enough to mount a decent argument for brand loyalty
in a starvation situation). While this may be an extreme example, in times of shortage
(following floods or natural disasters) or high demand (emergency supplies such as candles during an electricity crisis) firms should switch to a production orientation.
In times of market opportunity, the most effective (read: profitable) focus for the firm
is to produce as much as possible, as quickly (and cheaply) as possible to fill the
market demand. In these environments, it’s the production orientation that provides
the framework within which to achieve this — during a flood, asking the customer
what type of boat they want is less use than making rafts in hurry.
At different times in the product life cycle a production orientation is relatively more
or less effective than a selling or marketing orientation. In the early stages of the life
cycle, when competition is less intense, product variations are minimal, and when
relatively few brands are available, a production orientation tends to be more effective.
With limited choices available to them, consumers must necessarily take what is available to fulfil their need. Hence the power reverts to the manufacturing firm with a
production orientation that can focus on low cost per unit of production.
The relevance of a production orientation is also partly influenced by the nature of
the product in question. Products that have relatively little scope for customisation or
differentiation rely on cost economies to gain market share. If you’re producing a standardised product, then focus on manufacturing and processing the product at the
highest quality for the cheapest price. For example, photocopying paper is primarily
about volume purchase and consumption, and a production orientation that can
deliver acceptable quality at a low cost will outweigh any marketing approach.
As can be seen from these scenarios, a production orientation is not inherently
wrong and can often be used successfully by organisations as a short-term solution.

The role of a sales orientation
Sales orientation: the
principle of offering deals to
customers to increase the
amount of product moved,
without actually offering
customisation of the produact
or using the marketing mix.
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A sales orientation works on the principle of offering deals and discounts to customers
to increase the amount of product moved, without actually offering a customisation of
the product or using the marketing mix. Like the production orientation, the sales orientation is usually frowned upon by marketing texts that are, by their nature, designed to
convert people to the marketing way of thinking. In many ways the sales orientation gets
the worst of the publicity in that it is implied that an organisation has to resort to shortterm sales promotion, heavy advertising and so on to offload excess stock. Usually this
is seen as a sign that not only does the company not understand its customers, but also
doesn’t understand the market. These criticisms are not always valid and, like the production orientation, there are times when the sales orientation should take precedence.
The sales orientation as a pro-active management approach is most common when a
firm’s products are about to lose relevance in the marketplace due to some innovation
either from within the firm (e.g. the PlayStation 1 when the PlayStation®2 was launched)
or from its competition (e.g. the PlayStation®2 when the GameCube was launched). Price
reductions, heavy advertising and other aggressive sales techniques are most appropriate in a situation where the stated need of the organisation is to sell off excess stock
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at the best possible price and as soon as possible. A constant example of this happens
every season in car sales. End-of-model run-out sales are sufficiently common in the car
industry to be seen as the norm. Car and electronics manufacturers frequently use a sales
orientation to clear the current models in preparation for the release of a new model.
Consequently, a sales orientation is most appropriate towards the end of the maturity
phase of the product life cycle, just before decline becomes inevitable (due to the fact
there’s something better, faster or newer meeting the customer’s need).
Although a sales orientation can be employed pro-actively, it is more commonly a
reactive response to competitor activity. If it is used only as a short-term fix for a specific
problem, this should not be a concern for the organisation. Basically, don’t become
reliant on reactive selling, ahead of having a pro-active approach. If a reactive sales orientation becomes the organisational norm, then it becomes unsustainable for the organisation in the long run. Most marketing texts tend to focus on this outcome — as they
see marketing, production and sales orientations as either/or statements. — you can use
a mixture of all three when they can (and may) maximise organisational outcomes.

Limitations of marketing II: if only we
could do that . . .
Marketing’s main critics, particularly those who get most emotional about the whole
debate, actually flatter marketing professionals by attributing to them powers and
skills that quite frankly they don’t have. At the extreme is the banning of subliminal
advertising — a technique whose powers, like those of many psychics, have never
stood up to any rigorous testing. Similarly, legislation regulating the use of advertising
is common in most countries, particularly when that advertising is directed at ‘vulnerable groups’ such as children. Again, much of the concern is based on a belief of what
advertising can do, rather than on any objective study of the extent of its powers.
Unfortunately, as has been pointed out again and again in this text, advertising alone
is relatively ineffective — it has to be part of an integrated marketing campaign but,
even so, it can’t do half of what the concerned public thinks that it can do.

The unbelievable powers of marketing

4

It’s called unbelievable because we can’t believe that people still think marketing is
that powerful. The following criticisms of marketing are based on public perceptions of
marketing, rather than on actual elements of marketing. As with many perceptionbased criticisms, marketing would willingly accept the criticism (and blame) if it came
with the resulting power over the consumer and the marketplace.

Subliminal advertising: buy a hotdog
Subliminal advertising is a form of discredited information transfer that proposes you
can plant a command into a consumer’s mind by subconscious messaging strategy. Buy
a hotdog. Simply put, the theory is that if you insert a key command into a single frame
of a film or television show, that one frame will be seen and processed subconsciously.
Buy a hotdog. In order for this to work, the receiver must process the single command
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frame (buy a hotdog), which is one frame out of 20 frames in a single second of 90-minute
film. Buy a hotdog. This command must then go through the consumer decision-making
process (must buy a hotdog), convert into a behavioural intention (I shall buy that
hotdog), and patiently wait for the end of the film (must remember to buy that hotdog).
Basically, if subliminal comments work, you’d still be reading this sentence, but
you’d find a hotdog in your hand as well. (Please check your hands now. Thank you.)
Where the idea of subliminal advertising came from in the first place is a mixture of
psychology and urban myth.

The story of subliminal cola
The urban myth aspect of the success of subliminal advertising claimed that a cinema owner (an unspecified cinema
owner, who was a friend of a friend who swears it was true) inserted a series of single-frame images of Coca-Cola and
‘Hungry? Eat popcorn’ images into a film, and recorded a massive boost in Coca-Cola sales. From the story, it was
implied that the cause of the increase in sales was the single-frame Cola logos that inspired people to feel thirsty and
want to quench that thirst with a Cola.
Leaving the logistics of the operation aside (getting the Coke logo frames, and running the messages over the top of the movie), three interesting facets for the counterargument against subliminal advertising emerged from the marketing literature:
1. A lack of replication makes it chance, not science. Faced with an incredibly potent sales tool,
every self-respecting subliminal marketer undertook their own test of the method, and universally reported no sales movements. The author of the original study was unable to replicate the
event in subsequent efforts.
2. Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day? One of the urban legends that has been handed down
by word of mouth is that the ‘success’ of the sales were related to the original experiment running
during summer and the water fountain in the cinema lobby being broken. Heat and thirst combined
with a lack of product alternatives to drive up Cola sales. Dance clubs have since realised that cutting off water supplies in bathrooms can also drive up bottled water sales (dancers collapsing from
heatstroke and dehydration can also drive up lawsuits and personal injury claims, as well as bottled
water sales). Running the subsequent survey in winter
with a working plumbing system would work against the
Q.1 Given that subliminal
success of ‘subliminal’ advertising.
advertising has no impact on
3. Just because it’s not real doesn’t stop people outlawing it.
the individual, what are the
The final twist to the tale of subliminal advertising comes
ethical implications of
from the fact that as a practice, it has been legislated against
promoting subliminal
in the United States, and remains a popular controversial topic for
advertising as a marketing
criticising advertising.
technique?
Oddly enough, the original study demonstrated two important facets of adverQ.2 Assuming that the
tising theory — first, that awareness (even at the subliminal level) does not equate
subliminal advertising
with action; and second, as raised in chapters 9, 10 and 13 (recurring theme
technique were effective, what
anyone?), advertising without supporting action is ineffective. Where a message
reasons would marketers have
is portrayed (however ineffectively), if there is a secondary mechanism at work
for not wanting to use it in their
(i.e. pricing if the Coke was on sale, or situational characteristics such as a heatcampaigns?
wave), the advertising is credited with greater success than it deserved.
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The confusion over subliminal advertising comes from the psychology field (if in
doubt, place the blame firmly on the neighbours), and the power of suggestion.
(Disclaimer: The following section is written from a marketing perspective, and students of psychology should feel free to make any comments they see fit.) In marketing,
a large portion of the efforts of IMC goes towards creating mental short cuts and
training consumers to react in a consistent manner to roughly equivalent stimuli. For
example, decades of marketing effort has been put into creating a stimulus-response
reaction that perceives $9.99 as being cheaper than $10.00 — in the age of rounding
up exactly how a one-cent difference has maintained this influence is beyond the
scope of this book. Similarly, marketing has used the principle of suggestion — that
is, the creation of a message, or piece of information, by implication rather than
explicit statement. Take figure 15.1 for example.
Most people reading this text will be able to see two
cats — one fairly obvious silhouette of a cat, and one pale
silhouette fading in and out of the coloured dots (if the
one on the right isn’t showing up, look at it from the
corner of your eye, or stare at the black silhouette). It’s
fairly easy to see that this isn’t a subliminal cat and is
similar to the 3D stereogram posters and books. From a
commercial marketing perspective, there’s not a lot of use
for this technique (other than selling stereogram posters), beyond using it in advertising copy where the body text forms a shape. However, having examined figure 15.1,
now draw your attention to figure 15.2.
A few readers at this point will immediately be able to see two cats. One fairly
obvious silhouette of a cat, and one pale silhouette fading in and out of the coloured
dots. These readers quickly adapt to visual cues and messages, since there is no cat in
the second panel. (Please don’t start arguing. The authors were responsible for both
pictures. There is no cat.) If a cat has appeared for you, it’s a case of you taking the
previous information and logically assuming that the cat would be there. It’s a suggestion, not a subliminal message.
No matter how hard people stare out of the corner of
their eye or stare at the black silhouette, a cat simply won’t
appear in the dots. Nor will the letters S-E-X be spelt out
in the dots, no faces will appear, and there are no hidden
ice cubes with body parts in there either. The bottom line
for subliminal marketing is quite simple — if it was a
useful, legitimate or even functional technique in
marketing, there would be a chapter in this book devoted
to its tactical application. What a lot of the critics of subliminal advertising are actually
tending to find is that the artists who are responsible for these adverts can see extra
mileage for their campaigns if an accusation of subliminal inserts can be even
remotely proven. For the artists, all publicity is on their art portfolio and résumé,
whether or not the publicity is good publicity for the brand.

Suggestion: the creation of a
message, or piece of
information, by implication
rather than explicit statement.

Figure 15.1: The box with
the dots

Figure 15.2: The other box
with the dots

All you need is advertising (la da da da da)
Following on from the general public’s faith in subliminal advertising comes the widespread belief in the power of the communications message. If the Beatles believed that
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all you need is love (la da da da da), then most people who only have a peripheral
involvement in marketing must equate love with advertising. According to the myths of
marketing, the fastest way out of a tight business situation is to advertise, since advertising changes people’s behaviour and attitudes (even if it doesn’t happen over night,
it will happen — just ask Rachel Hunter). If this were the case, the armed forces would
have invested in giant billboards long before guns and ammunition were considered.
And when police were faced with a crime wave, they could simply put an advert in the
local paper saying ‘DON’T STEAL’ and suddenly crime would be on the way down. And
marketing lectures could be replaced by a brief series of sponsors’ messages and promotional materials (see figure 15.3).

Study hard
for the exam
Figure 15.3: Testing a theory

Unfortunately, advertising just isn’t that powerful. If it was, the last figure should be
enough to get everyone’s head down and learning. Frankly, enough questions are being
asked about whether advertising actually does anything at all, let alone whether it has
the ability to control the minds of the consumer.
One of the points of circular logic noted in chapter 10 was in regard to the need for
advertising to be supported by some other marketing action for advertising to be valuable. If all you need is advertising (la da da da da), then supporting aspects such as
pricing, product design or distribution would be unnecessary, and certainly wouldn’t
be worth three chapters in a textbook.

5

Adventures in misplaced marketing
The title of this section comes from the Rotfeld (2001) text of the same name (Adventures in Misplaced Marketing). While this section can only give a highlights package of the
ideas encompassed in misplaced marketing, students are recommended to read Rotfeld’s book at least once before embarking on a career in the marketing workforce.
There are two ways to look at the incorrect view of marketing — either as inappropriately applied marketing or as misplaced marketing.
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Inappropriate applications of marketing
While marketing can be powerful and is, for many situations, the most effective
business philosophy and strategy to employ, it is not infallible, nor is it always
appropriate. The broadening of the marketing concept beyond the commercial goods
sector has been both a blessing and a curse. When marketing concepts are modified
appropriately and used correctly they can be invaluable in developing more effective
social campaigns. However, more often than not marketers misunderstand that there
are fundamental differences between taking a consumer orientation and pandering to
the whims of the client group. Specific growth areas of misplaced marketing, where
enthusiastic new marketers are applying the consumer orientation without regard to
the consequences, include education and politics. A little knowledge can be a
dangerous thing and this is very much the case in the marketing field where regulation
has not yet caught up with the increasing demands of the profession.

I can’t believe it’s not marketing
It’s not butter either. Marketing is unfortunate in that it has become a term that is
heavily misunderstood, and frequently misapplied in the workforce. The position of
‘Marketing Manager’ doesn’t automatically require a marketing degree qualification.
Nor, for that matter, does the Australia and New Zealand Academy of Marketing
(ANZAM) require practising marketers to hold an academy-approved licence or the
Australian Marketing Institute require any specific entrance exam. In medicine, the
Australian Medical Association approves the licences for doctors before they are
allowed to practise in the community. In marketing, anyone can call themselves a marketer and go into business. While we’re not saying that the unrestricted practice of
medicine is a good idea, there’s a lot of ‘marketing’ being performed by people who
aren’t marketers, and who certainly haven’t ever met the marketing mix in person.
In a nutshell, marketing isn’t just:
• advertising
• scantily clad men or women handing out promotional samples
• scantily clad or naked people on printed material — that’s something else
entirely, and some sections of it may use marketing, but it’s not marketing’s core
business
• selling things to people
• a way of making people buy things you made and they don’t need.
Marketing is the philosophy, the strategy and the tactics that involve the marketing
mix, a focus on the consumer and a planned approach to business. Anyone who is
heading into marketing for the scantily clothed people may want to try another discipline. In the meantime, the majority of marketers will remain dressed and working
within the frameworks outlined in the rest of this book.

Don’t go there
Having learnt about marketing for the last 14 chapters, you are possibly experiencing a
great faith in the power of the marketing concept. Many people who convert to
marketing (the religious analogy is deliberate) often feel that marketing is the solution,
and it’s simply now a matter of finding the right problem. Unfortunately, this has led to
the formation of an evangelical style of marketing that believes that a customer focus
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is all important, and the overarching priority of every situation. The problem is that
marketing was never intended to be used everywhere — in fact, the whole discipline
was designed to improve profitability in the manufacturing sector. Rather than
building products and hoping people would buy them, marketing was there to ask
people whether they wanted anything specific and, if they did, to produce something
that was the best fit between what they wanted (gadgets) and what the organisation
could produce (widgets).
However, few people would have been able to describe the Internet prior to actually
using it, and certainly even fewer people felt a need for instant and real-time messaging between themselves and total strangers (whose real names they may never
know). Market research, and the marketing orientation, can only describe the needs
the consumers already have, or the products that consumers already know. Sometimes marketing has to take the back seat to innovation. In these cases, the role of
marketing is to identify the needs of the consumer, and explain to the consumer how
the new product meets these needs. When instant messaging was designed, marketing
could point out the need for communication with family and friends to the consumer,
and use this need as a leverage point to get people involved in the new software.

Who asked you? Marketing research and major issues
A key area of potential misuse in marketing is the widespread adoption and reliance
on inadequate market research. While good quality market research is invaluable in
the development of marketing campaigns and modifications to existing products, it
can’t answer every question. Further, any market research that claims to answer every
question isn’t good research. The whole issue of market research is vexed once it
moves away from asking the relatively simple ‘what colour would you like it in?’ style of
question to actually trying to tap into the underpinning trends and issues that guide
behaviour.

Measuring the consumer
While measurement tools are becoming increasingly sophisticated, survey participants
still have difficulty expressing themselves as a range number when confronted with
emotional issues. Right now, you’re not thinking of how you feel as a ‘4’ on a 7-point
Likert scale. Respondents may, in good faith, try to answer the question posed by
market researchers, but in reality they just don’t think like market researchers.
A market researcher will pose questions such as ‘If Brand X were a person, where
would they live and what sort of car would they drive?’, with a straight face and serious
intent. As marketers, they may understand the question and why it is being asked. As
far as the customer is concerned, they’re far more likely to think that the market
researcher is insane. Similarly, statistically valid and reliable scales often make no
sense to the person filling in the survey, as they are too long, use archaic language or
simply seem irrelevant. If the researcher wants to know about the extent to which a
person believes that television advertising influences other people, they’d ask questions such as:
‘To what extent do you believe that television advertising messages have a moderating influence on the behavioural intentions of other members of your socioeconomic
group?’
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Real people (those not associated with market research) tend to use shorter questions, and more natural language, such as:
‘Do you feel that other people are influenced by advertising?’
Of course, the fact the market researcher asks for a response between 1 and 7, and a
real person expects a verbal response, also helps make the market research seem so
archaic. Unfortunately, where a person receiving the research questions can’t understand what the question is, the quality of the data (and any decision-making processes
based on it) are severely compromised (see chapter 6).

The backwards focus of market research
Another issue, rarely considered, which limits the value of market research is the fact
that it is mostly restricted to issues or products within the customer’s sphere of experience. Customers can only really comment on things that they are familiar with or that
are sufficiently similar to their current products that they have a point of reference
from which to work. Consequently, market research tends to be of less value when
trying to make major leaps in product development.

Market research on the small picture
Finally, market research that concentrates on minor variations of what is already in
place can miss the bigger picture altogether. This is particularly true for market
research in the social sector and in politics. While political parties constantly poll (or
conduct market research) in the electorate, the questions tend to be about minor
changes to programs or specific details of policy such as ‘Should the government privatise 25 per cent or 30 per cent of the electricity industry?’ rather than the big issues
of ‘Would you prefer an interventionist government or a free market economy?’. By
concentrating market research on the small issues and the detail of policies, rather
than on the big picture policies themselves, major changes to the structure and functions of government, particularly in the field of privatisation of government assets, has
occurred with relatively little public debate.

Marketing when what the customer wants is stupid,
dangerous or plain ludicrous
There are three major areas of concern for misapplying the marketing concept to the
demands of the consumer. These are:
• meeting the needs of an ‘inappropriate’ market: teenage demand for ‘soft’ alcoholic
drinks
• education marketing: learning the client-focused way
• political marketing: driving policy by public opinion.

Meeting the needs of an ‘inappropriate’ market: teenage demand for
‘soft’ alcoholic drinks
The customer may always have an opinion but this doesn’t mean that the customer
is always right. When marketing is misplaced and applied without due consideration
to the unique needs of the specific industry or situation in question, then meeting
the customers’ needs, even if they are well expressed, may be inappropriate. For
example, there is a clear and articulated desire in the teenage market for cheap,
tasty alcohol that gets you drunk quickly and effectively. Marketers who overtly
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respond to this demand (or are even suspected of covertly responding to the
demand) from customers find themselves the focus of multiple newspaper and
magazine articles and in the middle of exploitation exposés on popular current
affairs shows. The fact that the market wanted the product seems not to be a defence
in the court of public opinion.

Education marketing: learning the client-focused way
The first question of education marketing is ‘Who is the customer?’. Is it the student?
Society? Or the potential employers of the student? If marketing takes the student to
be the perceived ‘customer’, the needs of the student are usually along the lines of
wanting:
• ‘an entertaining yet simple subject’
• college life as it is shown in the movies
• a degree with minimum work and maximum outcomes
• a job placement that will lead to a highly-paid job after three years of fun.
Face it. Who wouldn’t want this sort of dream ticket? You pay to play, then get paid
to be entertained by fun work at the end of it. Unfortunately, reality is a lot harsher
than this dream run, and what many students feel they get from university is dull and
complicated subjects in degrees of maximum work, minimum visible outcomes, only
to find themselves in a low-paid and boring job. Depressing, isn’t it? Before you
abandon your degree in despair, remember that higher education is supposed to be
difficult. The challenging nature of the content and the complexity are the features of
the degree you’re paying for — the outcomes you receive are intangible (education is a
service), and often won’t manifest for several years after the degree (when you can suddenly, and easily, understand the marketing plan presented to you, the effort put into
this subject will have been worthwhile).
Continuing with the ‘student as consumer’ theme, one other constant market
request has been the demand for higher grades, usually expressed in terms of concerns about grade point average (GPA) and employability. Market demand here says ‘If
my GPA is low, I won’t get the highly-paid fun job’. The production orientation answer
is to say ‘Study harder’, yet the marketing orientation would look to creating a method
of presenting higher grades. If this marketing approach is taken to give the ‘customer’
what they want, without considering the broader purpose of higher education, it
undermines the entire industry. If the person who studied hard, worked hard and
topped the subject has a GPA that isn’t discernibly different from the students who
failed the subject, the overall quality of the degree is compromised. Ultimately, discrediting the degree product is hurting the student ‘customer’ more than not giving
them an easy, entertaining series of subjects with inflated grades.

Political marketing: driving policy by public opinion
In politics, the reliance on following public opinion (i.e. the customer orientation) has
resulted in a convergence of political party policies. If you ask the same people the
same question about the same issue, they come up with the same answer (this is the
whole point of good market research and polling — consistency). If you then base your
product design on this information, you and your competitor will launch basically the
same product. In commercial marketing, that creates competition (two sources for the
same need). Unfortunately, this approach in political marketing reduces competition
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as the policies of the governing party and the opposition party head towards being the
same product. By the end of the process, consumers have what they claim to want on
a range of individual issues (i.e. the people who were surveyed have outcomes that
match the survey). However, the basic product of politics becomes lost — political
leadership (also known as political production orientation).
This process of ‘governing by market research’ also has the unfortunate consequence of opening ‘market opportunities’ at the extremes of the political spectrum.
Since the major players are basically a duopoly, extremist niche political parties arise
to meet unmet needs. Again, in commercial marketing, this is a fine example of the
marketplace working properly. Politically, extremist parties bring more problems than
they solve, and since government is rule of the people by the elected group, a minority
interest faction that reaches power will not ultimately address the majority of the
voters.
That said, a marketing orientation and customer focus is valuable in certain aspects
of politics, particularly where marketing can be used to explain political products
(e.g. tax reform) to the voter by showing the match between the voter’s needs (lower
tax rates and a fairer taxation system) and the political product (Goods and Services
Tax).
The value of marketing in politics must be carefully assessed — there are times
when knowing the needs of the community means creating policies that benefit everybody, and then there are times when the voting public needs to be saved from themselves. Developing political policy based on market research to give people what they
want may be dangerous, inappropriate or not in the best interests of society as a
whole. Determining the best interests of society is the role of political leadership,
ideology and the political production orientation.

Target marketer’s burden
Imagine the following situation: You have a product that’s in high demand with an
affluent target market that can afford it. However, there’s a distinct possibility that in
20 years time, you’re going to find health problems associated with the heavy use of
the product over a sustained period of time (say, 20 years). Do you have an obligation
not to sell your product? Should you sell it with a warning? Should you just sell it and
invest part of the profits in a fund for the upcoming lawsuits? This particular ethical
consideration doesn’t actually arise from cigarette sales (although it’s quite similar),
but rather the common steak. Medical research has shown that extensive consumption
of high-quality, grain-fed marble steak will lead to eventual heart problems. In between
now and the heart attack, the consumer will enjoy many years of a high-quality product
that will bring much enjoyment to their lifestyle. Is the sale of a potentially dangerous
good still ethical, even when the consumer is going to enjoy benefits but may suffer a
serious consequence?

It’s not a bug, but it’s also not a feature: product
improvements for the sake of quite new products
Rotfeld (2001) describes the notion of creating a geek to human interface where the
designers of a technology allow a user of the technology to actually be involved in
the last stages of making it work. The problem facing a lot of mature products is the
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perceived need to reinvent themselves as either new or improved (no, you can’t be
both) so as to reignite declining sales (see the product life cycle in chapter 13).
The downside to the reinvention strategy is the development of a mind-set that
equates adding new features with making improvements, and any form of change as
being beneficial.
For the most part, this has been the domain of the electronics industry, but
recently the fast-moving consumer goods sector has become enthralled with new or
improved food products. For example, the humble Cheese Twisties and Chicken
Twisties have been a constant staple on the snack-food aisle shelves. However,
Twisties has recently released chilli, butterscotch and blueberry flavoured Twisties in
an effort to be both new and improved. Thankfully, the basic cheese and chicken varieties were maintained, so loyal customers weren’t disadvantaged by the company’s
mid-product-lifecycle crisis. However, other snack-food fans have been less fortunate
as product designs have been modified to create new taste sensations — having a
potato chip that tastes like a pepper steak isn’t a step forward for society. Finding your
favourite flavour removed from the marketplace to make room for pepper steak and
butterscotch corn chips is even worse.
The problem from a marketing perspective is a question of whether the new product
developments have been based on market demand (consumers feel a need for a sweet
cheese-based snack with blue food colouring) or the improved technical capacity of
the organisation (‘New! Stringless spaghetti!’). If the former is the case, then the
product development is a consumer-driven initiative, and one that reflects the
marketing orientation. It doesn’t actually count to develop quite new products, test
them in focus groups and then claim the revised quite new products are the results of
market demand.

Good business is good ethics (and no ethics is bad
business)
Ethical marketing is financially rewarding, since if you’re giving a consumer what they
want, at a price they can afford (over the longer term), which meets their needs and does
minimal damage to the consumer or the environment, then you’re doing good business.
In the 1980s, a select group of marketers misunderstood the concept that the film Wall
Street was, in fact, a work of fiction and not a documentary. In that film, the central character (played by Michael Douglas) stood at the podium of an investors’ meeting and
incited a chant of ‘Greed is good’ among the actors playing shareholders. Throughout
the film, the emphasis was on the ‘bad guy’ showing how his reprehensible moral standards and absence of ethics had made him rich (for a similar lack of morals, see police
action movies in Hollywood where the ‘good’ cops played by Mel Gibson kill more people
than any individual villain does, and the ‘good’ cops get rewarded and star in the sequel).
Unfortunately, many aspiring businesspeople believed that they were Michael Douglas,
and that ethics-free business operations were the key to financial success (thankfully,
they didn’t feel they were Mel Gibson). Consequently, a section of business activities and
business mind-sets is based around the ‘win at all costs’, exploitation-driven, ethics-free
operations that work in the movies, and tend to result in bankruptcy, legal action and
government regulation. Reality is a lot less fun than life in the movies.
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Following this approach to business came the catchphrase ‘Good ethics is good
business’, which replaced the previous slogan of ‘It’s only illegal if you get caught’.
Given how many of these business operators were caught, the slogan should’ve said
when, not if. At the same time that the business world started to shift back into ethical
behaviour, there was also a rise in consumer-driven interests in green marketing,
environmental protection and non-exploitative workplaces.

Future directions of marketing

6

As a profession and a field of academic study marketing is a relative newcomer. One of
the strengths of marketing is also its biggest weakness. Marketing as a discipline is
highly derivative. Most of the models of marketing theory are derived from other social
sciences such as psychology, economics and sociology. While this gives marketing an
advantage in that it broadens its base of knowledge, at the same time it is a significant
weakness, for three reasons:
• First, the boundaries of the discipline are blurred. Unlike all hard sciences, and most
social sciences, it is difficult to draw the boundaries around marketing. Consequently, it is hard to clearly define the minimum skills set required to be a marketer.
For psychologists, dentists, medical doctors and engineers the basic skills required
for registration are clear; for marketing they are not. This, in turn, adds to the confusion in the marketplace as to what marketing is, what marketers do and whether
they in fact add value.
• Second, the borrowing of models from other disciplines was most prominent in the
earlier stages of the development of the discipline. Over time, other disciplines
have moved on and developed new models and theories, yet the out-of-date
borrowed models are those that marketing still focuses on. Relying first on other
discipline’s models and second on models that have lost currency in the disciplines
from which they were borrowed undermines the perceived rigour of the marketing
discipline.
• Third, the multidisciplinary base has the potential to lead to fragmentation, rather
than integration, within the marketing discipline. Are quantitative marketers who are
derived from economics backgrounds more or less valuable than qualitative marketers from sociological or anthropological backgrounds? In an emerging discipline,
integration is critical if the profession is to present a united front to the rest of the
business world.
Over the past two decades the availability of marketing courses and education has
grown exponentially. In the 1980s it was common for universities to have only one
marketing unit, which was undertaken as a compulsory first-year element of commerce
or business courses. Now there are few universities that do not offer at least a major, if
not a full degree, in marketing. Postgraduate marketing courses are also now the norm
rather than the exception. All of this has meant that the profession is becoming
increasingly skilled. Pressures for formal recognition of marketing expertise are
increasing and this is partially addressed by the introduction of a Certified Practising
Marketer accreditation by the Australian Marketing Institute. However, even with this
accreditation it is still legal, and common, for anyone with an interest in the area to
set up as a marketing consultant without any formal qualifications. The higher levels
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of education and sophistication within the marketing profession, combined with the
increasing recognition of marketing as a valuable, if not essential, part of any business,
mean that the future for those currently studying marketing is getting better all the
time. Marketers are no longer confined to limited roles, usually combined with selling,
in the profit-oriented manufacturing sector, but can now be found throughout the business and non-business sectors opening up a range of opportunities unheard of a
decade ago.

Chapter summary
This chapter discussed some of the limitations of marketing and addressed a number
of criticisms levelled at the marketing discipline and the marketing profession. Marketing is not perfect and does not claim to be. Nor is it as dangerous or detrimental to
society as some critics would have everyone
believe. Marketing is a business philosophy,
a management strategy supported by a set
of tools and tactics to achieve mutually beneficial outcomes for the organisation and its
rules-based ethics, p. 428
ambient media, p. 424
clients. It can be used in a range of profit
sales orientation, p. 432
categorical imperatives, p. 428
and not-for-profit situations but is not
subliminal advertising, p. 429
database marketing, p. 425
always appropriate. Recognising not only
suggestion, p. 435
data mining, p. 425
the benefits but also the limitations of the
teleology, p. 428
deontology, p. 428
marketing profession ultimately strengthens
utilitarian ethics, p. 429
ethics, p. 427
its position in management as marketers
production orientation, p. 431
focus on what they can do effectively rather
than trying to be all things to all people.

Review questions
R.1 What are the five generic criticisms of marketing? Are these criticisms valid?
R.2 What is database marketing and how useful is it to the marketer? Are there any
inherent problems with using this information?
R.3 What are some of the difficulties encountered when using the terminology of
marketing, particularly terms such as ‘exploit’, when dealing with the wider
community who may not recognise these words as technical terms?
R.4 Ethics in marketing is an ongoing issue. What are the major reasons firms would
choose to behave in either an ethical or an unethical manner?
R.5 The terms ‘deontology’, ‘teleology’ and ‘utilitarian’ all refer to forms of ethical
behaviour. Briefly outline the meaning and give examples of each.
R.6 Define ‘ambient advertising’. Which of the five criticisms of marketing can be
applied to ambient advertising?
R.7 Is there a place for a production orientation and a sales orientation in the
provision of goods for customers or should marketing always be the first choice?
R.8 The idea of subliminal advertising as a potentially dangerous method of
advertising is widespread. Is this fear justified?
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R.9 Despite popular beliefs that advertising is marketing, how important a part can
it play in breathing life into a dying product?
R.10 What are some of the dangers of relying on market research to influence future
production, particularly in the new product area?

Application questions
A.1 ‘Successful marketing creates demand, demand creates jobs, jobs create wealth,
and marketing helps to meet the needs of those with money.’ If this statement is
correct, how can the five generic criticisms of marketing possibly apply?
A.2 What are the benefits of applying a moral perspective to marketing issues? Do
these benefits outweigh the profit motive or assist in achieving profit targets?
A.3 A production orientation, a sales orientation and a marketing orientation are
all valid views of getting the goods to the customer. Give practical product
examples of each and justify your reasons for choosing them.
A.4 In the hype surrounding the importance and efficacy of advertising it seems to
have been forgotten that there are products that people want to know about.
Does advertising still fulfil the information role or has it become a panacea for
all ills in the sales world?
A.5 In your opinion and experience, which market research methods are the most
irritating, insidious, useful and invasive?

Discussion questions
D.1 (a) ‘Ethical behaviour is inherently right, therefore it should be used in
marketing and for that matter all other disciplines.’ (b) ‘Ethical behaviour in
marketing is a misnomer, as marketing is inherently lacking an ethical basis.’ Are
either of these statements justified? Discuss.
D.2 Marketing, well done, is an extremely useful aid to promoting businesses and
increasing customer bases. Is it always the right approach to provide goods for
the general public or are there times when other more appropriate methods can,
and for that matter should, be used?
D.3 ‘The “research this, ethics check that, measure this, assess that impact”
approach to marketing is over the top.’ Are constant revisions and planning
sessions a hindrance rather than a help? Does an ideas person, rather than a
planner or the checker, make a better marketer? Discuss.
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Ambient advertising as intrusive advertising
Imagine waking up to see a billboard
painted on the ceiling of your room. Getting out of bed requires rolling back the
logo-covered quilt and slipping your feet
into a branded pair of advertising slippers. Each step you take through the
house brings another promotional messaging system — right down to the toast
you eat for breakfast being printed with a
sponsor’s logo courtesy of a toaster with
Internet access (and a developer that has
heat-transferable, edible designs). If this
sounds like a nightmare, it’s the future
vision for ambient advertising, where
marketing just doesn’t leave you alone.
Of course, if you’ve started salivating at
the thought of this much IMC space,
you’ll probably love the Internet-enabled
fridge (complete with LCD screen playing nonstop grocery adverts).
The rest of us will want to see some sanity
prevail in the marketplace. Ambient advertising
has risen to the fore as marketers seek more
and more ways to ‘cut through the clutter’ and
reach the target market. Unfortunately, this has
meant that someone has had the bright idea to
create even more clutter in search of the breakthrough strategy. When consumers were

Q.1 Is ambient advertising
more or less likely to get your
attention? Can you recall the
last ambient advertising
campaign that caught your
attention?
Q.2 What are the ethical
implications of ambient
campaigns that deface public
property (i.e. pavements) in
the name of promoting a
commercial product?

routinely tuning out the billboards, some
marketers decided that skywriting was
the answer. Once consumers didn’t look
up to the sky to read the latest adverts,
other marketers took to the streets (literally) and sprayed their logos over the
pavements.
When that brought only council
cleaning bills, others looked to tie in familiar shapes to their products — a New
Zealand campaign promoting the television release of Star Wars advertised on
coffee scrolls in bakeries (think Princess
Leia’s hairstyle). Musak in the elevators
started playing common television jingles
instead of poor instrumentals of popular
music.
In the end, ambient marketing starts to lose
the point of marketing communications — picking
the appropriate communications situation
(chapter 10) to deliver the right message (chapters 9 and 10) is more likely to create breakthrough than randomly attacking a stranger in the
street with a printed flyer. Intruding into people’s
lives at random intervals is accepted as part of the
conditions of radio and television consumption —
it shouldn’t necessarily become part of the commute to work, or when you’re trying to buy lunch.
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Glossary
Accessory
equipment: minor equipment
required for the operation of the business, but
that does not directly contribute to the final
manufactured product. (p. 133)
Actual product: the physical good or intangible
service that delivers the core product. (p. 190)
Additivity: the process where the final sum is
produced by totalling the component parts; this
is an assumption in pricing that can only hold if
each of the subcategories of price is independent and they do not influence each other.
(p. 309)
Advertising: any form of non-personal communication paid for by an identified, or identifiable,
sponsor, and targeted towards persuading or
informing members of a particular market segment. (p. 282)
Agent intermediaries: those members of the
channel who facilitate the selling process
without actually buying the goods themselves.
(p. 228)
Ambient media: the idea that marketing is a
ubiquitous force that can be displayed everywhere in society, from product placements in
movies through to spray-painting slogans on
supermarket floors. (p. 424)
Antecedent states: momentary and passing
moods and conditions that exert a temporary
influence on a person. (p. 94)
Arts providers: a person, or a group of people,
engaged in the production of primarily visualbased artistic works for commercial gain. (p. 129)
Aspirant group: the social groups that the consumer wishes they were a member of, and for
which they aspire to be like. (p. 108)
Atmospherics: the physical properties of a
selling environment, including elements such as
colour, music, temperature and crowding.
(p. 116)
Attention: the level to which the message is
received, and the extent to which the consumer
is focused on the message itself, rather than any
other factor. (p. 105)
Attractiveness: a factor in the effectiveness of an
endorser, which is the extent to which a person
finds the endorser to be attractive. The attraction
is based on a combination of similarity and likeability. (p. 261)
Auction companies: companies that provide a
venue where buyers and sellers can come
together to transact business in a competitive
environment. (p. 229)
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Augmented product: the bonus component of
the product consisting of any additional benefits.
(p. 190)
Baby Boomers: a category label for people born
between 1946 and 1964. (p. 62)
Behavioural response: a type of response to a
marketing stimulus that results in the consumer
performing an action. (p. 189)
Behavioural segmentation: dividing the market
on the basis of attitudes towards, knowledge of
and use of a particular product. (p. 75)
Benefit: the needs solution that the consumer
derives from the core product. (p. 190)
Blind taste tests: a method of market research
whereby a consumer is given a taste of two or
more competing products from unmarked containers, and then is asked to nominate which
they prefer. (p. 160)
Boundary spanners: a specific type of
employees who are in regular and consistent
contact with the buying public. (p. 337)
Brand champion: a person in the firm with a
passion for a declining product who actively supports the product during the decline phase and
works to return it to maturity (and profitability).
(p. 383)
Brand loyalty: the situation where the consumer
will only buy a specific branded product, and will
avoid or delay purchasing if the branded product
is not available. (p. 64)
Brand personality: the consumer’s impression
of the brand as a sum of personal experience,
marketing communications messages and the
company itself. (p. 84)
Brand positioning: the statement of what the
brand does, and who (or what) its primary competitors are, and what market need(s) it
addresses. (p. 83)
Brand switching: the situation where a brand
loyal customer makes a semi-permanent shift
from their current brand to a new brand. (p. 64)
Branding: the creation and maintenance of a
mental association of a product or company with
an image, logo or statement. (p. 62)
Brands: identifying markers, usually a name or a
logo, that a consumer could use to recognise a
product, company or service. (p. 62)
Bricks and mortar: an industry slang term for
retail outlets with physical locations. (p. 224)
Brokers: agents that bring buyers and sellers
together in a temporary relationship for contract
negotiation. (p. 229)
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Bundling: the practice of selling two or more
products together for a single price. (p. 316)
Business adoption perspective: a view that
looks at how the role of the marketing orientation drives the strategic direction of the organisation. (p. 35)
Business organisations: includes individuals
trading as consultants, governments, non-profit
organisations or other commercial entities.
(p. 12)
Business to business (B2B) marketing: all
transactions and relationships conducted
between two or more business organisations for
the supply of goods, services or ideas. (pp. 12,
119)
B2B products: those types of products that are
exchanged in business to business transactions.
(p. 121)
Business to consumer (B2C) marketing:
marketing transactions and relationships conducted between business organisations trading
with individual people who are consuming the
product or service for personal or non-business
purposes. (p. 12)
Buying centre: the people inside the organisation responsible for the purchase of goods
and services from other organisations. (p. 136)
Capital equipment (capital expenditure
items): large-scale investment purchases in
equipment required for manufacturing or providing the core business service. (p. 132)
Capitalism: an economic system in which the
means of production and distribution are privately or corporately owned and development is
proportionate to the accumulation and reinvestment of profits gained in a free market. (p. 7)
Catalogues: printed materials offering a range of
products; include a self-service ordering system
to allow the customer to order directly from the
company. (p. 228)
Categorical data: see nominal data. (p. 173)
Categorical imperatives: an ethical system that
views an action as ethical if the action taken can
be equally applied to all situations. (p. 428)
Category killers: stores that specialise in one
particular product category and only retail products within that category. (p. 226)
Causal relationships: a form of relationship
between two variables where changes in one will
result in changes in the other. (p. 169)
Causation: the phenomenon whereby a change
in one variable causes the change in the other.
(p. 174)
Celebrity endorsement: endorsement of a
product or service by someone famous. (p. 262)
Central business districts (CBDs): the areas of a
city that contain both retail and commercial outlets. (p. 227)

Channel players: the key institutions that can be
clearly identified as important elements of the
distribution channel. (p. 222)
Channels: the links between the organisations
associated with the manufacture, distribution,
wholesale and retail of a product. (p. 215)
‘Chicken and egg’ arguments: arguments that
are circular and unresolvable — derived from the
question ‘Which came first, the chicken or the
egg?’. (p. 418)
Clicks and mortar: an industry slang term for
retail stores that have an online (clicks) and a
physical (mortar) presence. (p. 224)
Client centred: a philosophy where a balance is
sought between the organisation’s attempts to
address the needs of the consumer and the
objectives and capabilities of the organisation.
(p. 16)
Client dominated: a situation where the needs
of the client are put ahead of the needs of the
organisation, even if the client’s needs are contrary to the goals of the organisation, or the
satisfaction of the client’s needs will harm the
organisation. (p. 16)
Closed-ended questions: questions that have a
limited range of responses that the participant
must choose from. (p. 155)
Cluster sample: a sample where the population
is divided into mutually exclusive blocks or areas
and a random sample is drawn from a random
samples of these blocks. (p. 172)
Cognitive dissonance: feelings of self-doubt and
uncertainty that immediately follow a purchase.
(p. 102)
Cognitive response: a reaction to a marketing
stimulus where the consumer thinks about the
product, rather than performing any specific
behaviour. (p. 189)
Commercial service products: B2B services that
form part of the core business of the organisation but are outsourced to a specialist company. (p. 133)
Commodities: products with very little difference
between the tangible nature of the products or
very low consumer perception of the difference.
(p. 82)
Communications objectives: objectives that are
designed to guide the development of the promotional copy by producing a set of messages or
ideas that should be communicated to the target
market. (p. 291)
Communications situation: the situation and
environmental conditions under which the consumer first receives the information. (pp. 92,
280)
Complementary products: a range of products
that are sold separately and that add new functionality to an existing product. (p. 378)
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Complex exchange: combination of indirect and
direct exchanges where value moves throughout
a complicated system of multiple participation.
(p. 22)
Component parts: the elements of a final consumer (or B2B) product that can be integrated
into the end product without further refinement.
(p. 123)
Concentrated
segmentation:
see
niche
marketing. (p. 76)
Concept testing: where potential consumers are
given a description of the product, and its benefits, and asked to evaluate how likely they would
be to actually purchase the product if it were
real. (p. 209)
Confirmatory research: a type of research performed as a validation of quantitative research
findings by using qualitative techniques to
ensure that the analysis of the statistics was a
representative portrayal of the respondents’
reactions. (p. 167)
Consistency: the extent to which the marketing
mix elements are used to reinforce the firm’s
positioning strategy, and are therefore focused
on presenting the same. (p. 354)
Consumer perspective: a view that looks at the
tactical-level implementation of the marketing
orientation. (p. 35)
Consumer to consumer (C2C) marketing:
marketing activities conducted in transactions
between individual consumers in non-business
and non-commercial trading activities. (p. 13)
Continuing products: stable products that are
not subject to radical reinvention, upgrades or
significant changes in product use. (p. 203)
Contractors: staff who are typically involved
directly with conventional marketing activities,
and are in direct, regular contact with customers.
(p. 328)
Contractual vertical marketing systems: contractual agreements between smaller organisations to support each other and gain the
economies of scale that are open to larger organisations. (p. 233)
Contribution margins: the sales price minus the
variable cost. (p. 398)
Convenience products: the types of goods that
are purchased regularly, with little thought and
usually at low cost. (p. 193)
Convenience samples: samples that consist of
the easiest to reach members of the population,
such as friends, work colleagues and university
students. (p. 172)
Core products: the central sets of benefits that
the consumer is buying to meet their needs.
(p. 190)
Corner stores: stores that stock a wide range of
products for customers in the immediate geographic area. (p. 225)
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Correlation: the phenomenon whereby as one
variable changes it has a consistent impact on
another variable. (p. 174)
Cost-based pricing: price setting that involves
calculating the actual financial cost of creating
the product and then adding a fixed percentage
premium. (p. 308)
Credence products: intangible service products
that are sufficiently specialised that it is difficult
for the consumer to determine the quality of the
product, even after it has been bought and used.
(pp. 102, 194)
Credibility: the inherent believability of a statement, or a person, which is a combination of perceived expertise and trustworthiness. (p. 261)
Customer-dominated marketing: marketing that
ignores organisational objectives (including
profit) in the pursuit of following each and every
request of the customer. (p. 41)
Customerising: the process of growing a company-wide commitment to satisfying customers
(within the bounds of organisational objectives).
(p. 391)
Customers: the people who fulfil the necessary
function of spending money on the company’s
product or service. (p. 327)
Cycle-recycle pattern: a PLC pattern where a
product in the decline phase is revived through a
focused promotional campaign, which leads to a
second growth phase. (p. 356)
Data: the raw and analysed elements of the statistics without the benefit of any interpretation;
can be in the form of numbers, statistics or lists
of qualitative statements. (p. 147)
Data mining: a technique of exploring the database for recurring patterns in purchases. Unlike
traditional market research, data mining is performed without a preconceived set of hypotheses, which allows for more exploratory analysis
of the data. (pp. 375, 425)
Database marketing: (1) a market research
technique where a computerised database of the
consumer’s purchase patterns and personal
details, such as income, previously accepted
product offers and preferences is used to generate lists of potential respondents to a direct
mail campaign. (2) a direct marketing technique
that uses computerised databases of consumers’
prior behaviours to generate lists of potential
respondents to a direct mail campaign. (pp. 13,
283, 425)
Decline phase: the period preceding the
product’s removal from the market because it has
been superseded by a new or better product
capable of satisfying the same market needs.
(p. 355)
Demand/technology life cycle: a product life
cycle model of the broad categories of product
that satisfy a particular generic demand. (p. 356)
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De-marketing: the process of reducing demand
for a product by using marketing techniques to
persuade people not to use the product. (p. 251)
Demographic influences: the influences on the
market arising from objective characteristics
such as age, gender, nationality, geographic
location, incomes, literacy levels and physical
household structure. (p. 103)
Deontology: a system of ethical thought based
on the concept of absolute right and absolute
wrong. (p. 428)
Department stores: stores that group their retail
offerings into departments operating within the
same store under the same organisation. (p. 225)
Depth interviews: one-on-one interviews
between the researcher and members of the
sample population; usually ranging in length
from a minimum of 30 minutes through to an
hour and a half. (p. 165)
Derived demand: demand for B2B products that
is based on demand for the end-user consumer
goods. (p. 134)
Descriptive: a term used in marketing to
describe the questions that simply report the
amount, location or frequency of an event or
activity being measured. (p. 146)
Descriptive statistics: the numbers generated
that answer the ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’ and ‘how
many’ type of questions. (p. 173)
Destination marketing: the marketing of places
as a product, and offering them as an integrated
experience to consumers. (p. 13)
Differentiated marketing: see niche marketing.
(p. 76)
Direct marketing: the selling of goods or services directly to the customer using catalogues,
telephone sales, the Internet or home shopping
television channels. (p. 13)
Direct marketing activities: offering products
and services to market segments in one or more
media at a more personalised level. (p. 283)
Direct questions: a research method that asks
the respondent to answer a question directly
about their own motivations. (p. 166)
Disposal situation: the relatively recent concern
of how to get rid of the used product, or replace
the previous product with a new product. (p. 93)
Distribution: the movement of a product from
the point of production to the consumer (and
point of consumption). (p. 215)
Diversification: improving growth by spreading
out activities or investments into new markets or
products. (p. 47)
Double handling: where a set of goods is loaded
onto one form of transport, then moved to a
second (or more) form of transport as it moves
through the distribution channel. (p. 238)
Duopoly: (1) a market system dominated by only
two suppliers. (2) the unsuccessful sequel to one

of the best selling board games of all time.
(p. 203)
Echo-Boomers: see Generation Y. (p. 62)
Economic influences: the economic realities of
the purchase decision. (p. 103)
Economies of scale: reductions in the cost per
unit of production that occur as a larger number
of objects are produced. (pp. 202, 218)
Effort: the amount of energy and personal
activity the consumer needs to put into the final
outcome of the product. (p. 310)
Electronic data interchange (EDI): the use of
computerised stock control, which links checkout
scanners to computerised inventory control
systems, which in turn are linked to computerised and automated ordering systems. (p. 236)
Emergency purchases: purchases that are made
when the need for the product is strong, and
time to shop around is limited. (p. 194)
Emotional-involvement products (EIPs): products that can create an immediate emotiondriven purchase response; usually considered to
be medium- or high-involvement goods. (p. 199)
Emotional response: a reaction to a marketing
stimulus that is neither behavioural (e.g. performing an action) nor cognitive (thinking) and
that stimulates the user’s emotions. (p. 189)
Employees: people employed, either on a volunteer or a paid basis, by an organisation. (p. 327)
Encoding: the process of converting an idea into
a series of message components. (p. 255)
E-nouns: the propensity of marketers to add the
letter ‘e’ at the front of words to indicate that
they might have some relevance for Internet
marketing. (p. 14)
Equipment support services: B2B service functions that are focused on providing support staff
to maintain, repair, upgrade and train operators
for capital or support machinery. (p. 133)
Ethics: (1) the moral basis of society and what is
considered appropriate behaviour. (2) a grey
area. (p. 427)
‘Every person’ endorsement: endorsement of a
product or service by ordinary people. (p. 262)
Exchanges: swapping something of value for
something else of value. (p. 6)
Exclusive distribution: the deliberate use of
limited distribution outlets for a product. (p. 221)
Experience products: those types of products,
specifically services, which can be judged only
after they have been experienced. (p. 194)
Experimentation: a form of market research
methodology in which two or more groups are
subjected to an experiment where one critical
factor is changed between each group. (p. 154)
Experiments: manipulating one or more
marketing variables and measuring the results on
the subject of interest. (p. 169)
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Expertise: is the degree to which a person is
believed to be knowledgeable about the subject
matter that they are presenting. (p. 261)
Explanatory (research): describes a type of
research that tries to understand and explain an
issue, rather than count the number of times the
issue occurred. (p. 146)
Exploratory (research): describes a type of
research undertaken when the marketer is aware
of the general problem area but not the specific
problem; the purpose is to investigate general
trends and refine the research question prior to
undertaking more directed research studies.
(p. 161)
Exposure: an encounter with a message,
stimulus or source of information. (p. 105)
Facilitating services: B2B service products that
assist the organisation without providing a direct
input into the final outcome. (p. 133)
Factory direct outlets: shops where manufacturers sell certain items from their stock directly
to the public at wholesale-style prices. (p. 227)
Fad: any product that has a limited, short-term
appeal based primarily on its novelty value.
(p. 356)
Fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs): products that have a very high turnover, generally are
cheap to buy and involve relatively little thought
or risk in the purchase. (p. 193)
Feature: an element of the core product
installed by the manufacturer or service provider.
(p. 190)
Feedback: the direct interpretation of a
response in a manner useable (and useful) to the
marketer in the form of sales figures, market
research or listening post data. (p. 256)
Field experiments: market research experiments
conducted in real life. (p. 169)
Field of experience: the total life experience of
the receiver, and the degree of overlap it shares
between the consumer and the message creator.
(p. 256)
Filter questions: an element of a market
research survey that guides the respondent to
answer questions relevant to their experience.
(p. 163)
Financial objectives: statements of how much
revenue needs to be made by each of the plans.
(p. 403)
Financial risk: the potential risk that buying or
using the product will incur more expenses than
expected. (p. 312)
First mover: the company first to the market with
the RNP. (p. 201)
Focus groups: a structured discussion between
six and 12 people on a particular issue led by a
trained moderator. (p. 163)
Forward buying: the practice where the channel
member buys products or materials at a lower
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price since they anticipate that the price will rise
over time. (p. 239)
Franchise operations: systems whereby the
originator of an idea, service or product licenses
the use of the product, service or idea to business owners, but maintains control through strict
guidelines. (p. 233)
Functional risk: all the risks associated with
actually using a product. (p. 312)
Generalised exchange: exchanges between
multiple parties where the transfer of value
moves between three or more parties and all parties receive indirect rewards from the exchange.
(p. 22)
Generation X: the generation born between
1961 and 1981 who are usually children of Baby
Boomers. (p. 62)
Generation Y/Echo-Boomers: the universal
category for anyone born after 1981, and a child
of either Baby Boomers or Generation Xers.
(p. 62)
Geographic exclusivity: the rights to sell products that are limited to one dealer within a set
geographic area. (p. 230)
Globalisation: the increasing interconnectedness of countries worldwide. (p. 67)
Goods: mainly physical objects; can have an
associated service or idea function, but depend
on having some tangibility. (p. 186)
Government/public sector marketing: the allencompassing term for any marketing activities
of governments but excluding political parties.
(p. 13)
Growth phase: the period of rapid market penetration as consumers become aware of and
adopt a new product. (p. 355)
Haggling: a form of trading where the consumer
and the producer negotiate a price. (p. 307)
Hidden shopper test: a form of market research
where a researcher poses as a customer to
examine the organisation from the consumer’s
perspective. (p. 275)
High-involvement products (HIPs): products
that require the consumer to think hard about
the product, are often complicated to use and
have a range of features, benefits, advantages
and disadvantages that cannot be processed
quickly or instinctively. (p. 195)
Horizontal conflicts: conflicts that occur
between institutions at the same level in the
channel. (p. 222)
Horizontal networks: networks of groups that
combine their expertise to form strategic alliances across a single level of the distribution
channel. (p. 234)
Hypermarkets: an extension of the supermarket
concept, providing products ranging from basic
foodstuffs through to quite specialised goods.
(p. 225)
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Hypotheses: statements that the researcher
attempts to either prove or disprove through the
evidence gathered in the market research process
(singular = hypothesis). (p. 146)
Idea commerce: a form of e-commerce that
specialises in the exchange of intangibles such
as music or cultural goods such as art and literature. (p. 119)
Idea recycling: the process of taking an existing
concept and reworking it to the point that it
appears new to a new market, yet retains most of
the features of the original. (p. 204)
Ideas: absolutely intangible concepts that are
experienced without the need for a supporting
tangible product. (p. 187)
Illustrative marketing plans: marketing plans
that contain the strategic guidance of the
strategy plan, sample tactical outcomes, and
explanations of decisions and tactics based on
the underpinning marketing theory (p. 396)
Import/export agents: manufacturers’ agents
that specialise in international trade. (p. 229)
Impulse purchases: (1) small, low-cost products
that are bought on the spur of the moment
without any preplanning or intention. (2) purchases that involve no thought other than to
respond instinctively to a stimulus. (pp. 194, 198)
Inconsistency: the fact that no two service
encounters will be identical due to human influence and the high level of variability between the
consumer, the service provider and the service
environment. (p. 189)
Indirect competition: a type of competition
where a substitute product can be used to meet
the needs of the consumer. (p. 44)
Indirect questions: a research technique that
asks the respondent to describe the motivations
of another person of a similar nature to the
respondent. (p. 166)
Industrial distributors: intermediaries of the
B2B supply chains; they buy from one set of businesses to on-sell to another. (p. 130)
Industry collectives: organisations that represent the interests of a business sector, either to
other buyers or to the government. (p. 128)
Influencers: staff who have relatively little
involvement in the implementation of the
marketing mix yet still have contact with the customer base. (p. 328)
Information: data that has been processed
through both analysis and interpretation and is
presented as a useable answer to a research
question. (p. 148)
Inseparability: the simultaneous consumption
and production of services that requires the consumer/recipient and the service delivery mechanism to be in close proximity during the service.
(p. 188)

Intangibility: a characteristic of services in that
they cannot be touched, tasted, seen, heard or
observed before performance occurs. (p. 188)
Intangible: the state of having no physical characteristics (e.g. cannot be touched, tasted, seen,
heard or stored). (pp. 6, 187)
Integrated marketing communications (IMC): a
marketing promotions approach that uses a comprehensive plan of image and message strategies
to present a consistent message across a range
of communications methods, to provide consistency and clarity to maximise effectiveness.
(p. 273)
Integration: the extent to which each element of
the marketing mix links in with the other related
elements. (p. 354)
Integrative marketing: the principle of applying
the marketing concept, marketing mix and
marketing orientation as an integrated system
rather than as an isolated set of individual tools.
(p. 38)
Inter-client conflict: a dispute between two or
more clients in a service encounter. (p. 333)
Intermodal transportation: the term used when
more than one method of transport is required to
take the product from its originator through to
the final user. (p. 238)
Internal marketing: the process of using the
marketing mix to deliver organisational reform to
employees through pricing, distribution and
internal promotional materials. (pp. 42, 396)
Internet marketing: all marketing activities conducted via the Internet. (p. 14)
Interpretation: the process of turning the stimuli
into a message, and turning the message into a
meaningful piece of information to the consumer. (p. 106)
Interval data: data that indicates the order of
the values in units of equal value. (p. 174)
Interviews: qualitative discussions between the
researcher and one or more respondents. (p. 154)
Introduction phase: the early phases of a
product’s existence in the marketplace. (p. 355)
Involvement: the extent to which a consumer is
interested in a product combined with the extent
to which the product (or product choice) is relevant to the consumer. (pp. 99, 194)
Isolateds: staff who don’t have a direct interaction with the customers or have any real
involvement in the marketing mix. (p. 329)
Isolationist marketing: a form of marketing that
creates a product, attempts to sell it, and then
‘uses marketing’ (which normally means advertising) to try to increase sales. (p. 38)
Issues analysis: relates to the key questions of
what the marketing plan should address. (p. 402)
Joint demand: demand for products that are
used together. (p. 134)
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Judgment samples: samples that consist of
potential participants chosen according to the
expert judgment of the researcher. (p. 172)
Just-in-time (JIT) delivery: a form of delivery
where both raw materials and finished products
are provided when they are needed, rather than
forcing suppliers to hold excess stocks. (pp. 136,
235)
Knowledge management: a method of integrating market research and marketing information systems to conduct non-obtrusive
observational research and train staff to listen to
customers. (p. 341)
Knowledge management systems (KMS):
market research systems developed to capture
incidental market research and marketing information gained during informal interactions with
the consumer. (p. 340)
Lifestyle: the combination of attitudes, learning,
behaviour and the way a person lives that is both
the end result of behaviour and the creator of
needs and wants. (p. 104)
Lifestyle costs: costs incurred when the purchase or use of the product results in a significant change in some aspect of the individual’s
personal habits or lifestyle. (p. 311)
Lifestyle segmentation/psychographic segmentation: the practice of dividing a market
according to activities, interests and opinions.
(p. 74)
Likeability: the extent to which the receiver feels
positively towards the endorser, and actually
likes the person who is promoting the product.
(p. 261)
Likert scale: a scale that asks a respondent to
agree or disagree with a proposition according to
a 5- or 7-point scale. (p. 149)
Listening posts: the people in the organisation
who can pass on information from the consumer
to the organisation, and back to the consumer
again. (pp. 340, 380)
Lobby groups: groups that represent the wishes
of an industry sector to the government. (p. 129)
Location-based administration: where the
survey is left at the location of service delivery or
product use and it is up to the client or user to
fill in and return the survey voluntarily. (p. 161)
Logistics: the process of getting a product from
the manufacturer to the end buyer; applies to
both physical and service products. (p. 216)
Logistics management: managing the planning,
implementation and control of the efficient and
effective flow and storage of goods, services and
related information from the point of origin to
the point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements. (p. 234)
Loss-leader pricing: a retailing tactic that
involves reducing one or more product lines in a
store to a discounted rate to encourage the
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consumer to purchase at that particular outlet.
(p. 306)
Low-involvement products (LIPs): common purchases that do not require more than routine
thought to remember when and where to purchase them. (p. 197)
Mail-out surveys: self-completion surveys used
when researchers are working from a distinct
database. (p. 158)
Mall intercept interview: a questionnaire
administered in a face-to-face interview in a
shopping centre. (p. 157)
Manufactured materials: materials that a business has converted from raw elements. (p. 132)
Manufacturers’ agents: people or organisations
that sell similar products for non-competing producers on a commission basis. (p. 229)
Margin-based markups: a price-setting tactic
whereby the price is based on the cost of production plus the preferred profit margin. (p. 319)
Market: the total population of potential buyers
for a product, which is not necessarily the same
as the total population. (p. 75)
Market development: expanding the distribution of existing products into new markets.
(p. 47)
Market mavens: people who have a wide range
of knowledge concerning markets, pricing and
the best places to buy certain products, services
or goods, and who will share this information
with their friends and peers. (p. 360)
Market penetration: heavily investing in
marketing, sales and promotions functions to
increase the number of customers or usage rates
of existing customers. (p. 47)
Market research: the systematic gathering of
data for business purposes, either to answer a
business question, or to learn more about a
target market. (pp. 19, 144)
Market segmentation: the practice of dividing a
heterogeneous market into a series of homogeneous submarkets. (p. 73)
Marketing: the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and distribution of ideas, goods and services to create
exchanges that satisfy individual and organisational objectives. (p. 6)
Marketing environments: a complex series of
factors derived from society that influence the
effectiveness of the marketing mix in a range of
ways. (p. 44)
Marketing evangelists: marketers who have converted from another discipline area into
marketing and now believe marketing has to be
used everywhere, spreading the message of
marketing as if it were a religious event. (p. 394)
Marketing genres: a term used for the systematic labelling and grouping of different types of
marketing practice. (p. 13)
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Marketing information system (MIS): a systematic method of collecting marketing information,
including market research, sales reports and
competitor information, which is used to inform
business decisions. (p. 144)
Marketing mix: the factors (product, price, promotion, place and people) that marketers can
control. (p. 19)
Marketing myopia: the propensity to see the
role of the organisation in terms of products,
goods and services, rather than viewing it from
the perspective of meeting customer needs and
organisational goals. (p. 381)
Marketing objectives: (1) the translation of the
financial outcomes into marketing behaviours,
strategies and tactics. (2) these objectives form
the core foundation for the business’s marketing
direction and outline what the marketing plan is
supposed to achieve within a given time frame.
(pp. 291, 403)
Marketing planning: the process of developing
a series of objectives, strategies and tactics that
are recorded in a marketing plan. (p. 391)
Marketing plans: the written statements of the
marketing strategy, tactics, timetables, objectives
and goals of an organisation. (p. 391)
Marketing research: research that advances the
knowledge of the marketing discipline. (p. 19)
Marketing tactics: specific instances where the
organisation uses the marketing tasks, tools and
techniques to directly address a customer’s
needs. (p. 13)
Mass customisation: the notion that high-end
technology can allow for individually customised
products at that same cost as mass-produced
products. (p. 77)
Mass marketing (undifferentiated segmentation): the use of undifferentiated marketing
strategies, which regard the entire market as a
single group to address with a single message.
(p. 76)
Maturity phase: the phase where sales slow
down but demand is still fairly high due to the
overall acceptance of the product by the market.
(p. 355)
Medium-involvement products (MIPs): products that require a reasonable amount of thought
to decide between competing alternatives.
(p. 196)
Mere puffery: a degree of exaggeration in an
advertising promise that was clearly never
intended to be taken seriously, or as a reflection
of reality. (p. 11)
Message burnout: a situation where the celebrity becomes overexposed by dominating the
advertising medium and as a result has limited
value for endorsing the message. (p. 265)

Message clarity: the ease with which the communicated ideas are received and understood by
the target market. (p. 247)
Message confusion: a situation where the message being portrayed in the advertising is misinterpreted by the consumer due to it being
similar to other competing messages. (p. 265)
Message interpretation: how the consumer takes
the marketing message and turns it into their own
understanding of the product on offer, and how
well this offer meets their needs. (p. 247)
Modified rebuy: a type of B2B buying behaviour
where minor modifications are made to the
product for the subsequent shipments. (p. 135)
Modifiers: staff who aren’t directly involved in
conventional marketing activities, but who play a
vital role in presenting the firm’s image to the
public. (p. 328)
Monetary price: the value of the product in local
currency terms. (p. 308)
Monopoly: (1) a market dominated by only one
supplier. (2) a board game based on the principles
of commerce. Oddly enough, the Monopoly game
starts as a multiplayer game, whereas most commercial monopolies arise from markets where only
one player starts the game. (p. 203)
Multiculturalism: the acceptance of multiple
ethnic, religious and social subgroup cultural
values into a society to form a hybrid culture
where all of the independent cultures can function together and contribute to a shared culture.
(p. 67)
Multilevel product concept: the concept that
the product is a combination of core benefits to
be received, the actual physical product or service event, and an extended level of associated
benefits. (p. 189)
Multiple segmentation: the use of separate
marketing strategies, including market research
and the marketing mix, for different subpopulations in a target market. (p. 76)
Needs: a primary basic force felt when the consumer is deprived of something important (e.g.
food, shelter). (p. 105)
New product development: developing new
products to serve existing markets. (p. 47)
New task: a type of B2B buying behaviour where
a new product purchase is commissioned. (p. 135)
Niche marketing (differentiated marketing or
concentrated segmentation): where the marketer meets a very specific (and usually very
small) set of needs in a specific segment of the
marketplace. (pp. 14, 76)
No-involvement products: see impulse purchases. (p. 198)
Noise: any form of interference between the original idea and the reception of that idea by the
target audience. (p. 256)
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Nominal data (categorical data): data that has
been coded into descriptive categories. (p. 173)
Non-probability sample: a sample where the
probability that any given person will be selected
to take part in the study is not known. (p. 172)
Non-profit marketing: marketing conducted by
groups focused on a non-profit oriented outcome. (p. 14)
Non-store channels: any form of retailing that
does not rely on a physical shop front, office or
distribution location. (p. 228)
Not-for-profit (NFP) groups/organisations:
organisations that exist to service an ideological
or social goal at the expense of focusing on a
profit orientation. (pp. 33, 128)
Objectives: statements of direction and intent
for the business. (p. 290)
Observation: a form of market research in which
the researcher watches consumers behaving in a
natural environment or in a controlled lab setting. (p. 154)
Observation-based techniques: market research
activities where the researcher watches the consumers behaving in a natural environment or in a
controlled lab setting. (p. 167)
Oligopoly: a market system dominated by three
to four competitors. (p. 203)
One-to-many communications: broadcast-style
communications where a single person or
organisation transmits a message to a large
group of recipients. (p. 252)
One-to-many-to-one communications: where
both the sender and receiver of the message can
interact with the message, and each other.
(p. 252)
One-to-one communications: direct interactions
between individuals across a medium. (p. 252)
Online surveys: those market research functions
carried out by web page or email-based surveys.
(p. 162)
Open-ended questions: questions that have a
wide range of responses that could be given by
the participant. (p. 156)
Operations function: the underlying support
structures in the company that allow service
employees to conduct their jobs efficiently and
effectively. (p. 326)
Opportunity cost: the cost of the opportunity or
outcome forsaken in order to pursue the chosen
behaviour. (p. 309)
Order getters: those people in the organisation
who fulfil the standard image of a salesperson
and who focus on making the sale. (p. 336)
Order takers: salespeople who take a passive
role in the sales process by writing up and
administering sales and who do not actively
source sales or persuade the customer. (p. 336)
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Ordinal data: data that shows where a value
stands in comparison to an order of values.
(p. 173)
Organisation-client conflict (‘two bosses
dilemma’): occurs when there is a discrepancy
between what the client wants and what the
organisational rules will allow the staff member
to deliver. (p. 332)
Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs):
those companies that compile stand-alone operational equipment from a range of component
parts. (p. 126)
Original service providers (OSPs): businesses
that are predominantly focused on providing services to other businesses. (p. 128)
Outsourcing: the method whereby an organisation contracts an outside company to perform
tasks for it, as part of the value chain. (p. 129)
Owner endorsement: endorsement of a product
or service by the manufacturer of the product.
(p. 262)
Packaging: any material used to secure the
product against damage, spoilage or loss
between production and consumption. (p. 230)
Pedagogical teaching tool: pertaining to the art
or profession of teaching, particularly in respect
to frameworks or examples that are developed
for the purposes of instruction, and may not
necessarily apply in the real world. (p. 5)
Peer group: the people the consumer feels are
their equals. (p. 108)
Penetration pricing: setting a low introductory
price for the product in the hope of alleviating
adoption risk. (p. 305)
People: represents the role of the employee and
the customer in the marketing exchange process.
(pp. 20, 326)
Peoplemeters: a device that records what a
household is actually watching on television
rather than relying on individuals to remember
to manually fill out a booklet on a daily basis.
(p. 168)
Perceived risk: the consumer’s assessment of a
negative outcome, how likely it is to occur, and
whether it will be too unbearable as a result of
buying, using or consuming the product. (p. 311)
Percentage-based markups: a price setting
mechanism where the price is set on the basis of
a markup of X per cent on the cost of acquisition.
(p. 319)
Perceptual map: a tool that takes two key
attributes of importance to the positioning
strategy and uses them as the axes of a map to
plot the company’s and its competitors’ products. (p. 79)
Perishability: the fact that services cannot be
stored, stockpiled or used once the service
opportunity has passed. (p. 189)
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Permission marketing: marketing direct to consumers who intentionally ask to be informed,
persuaded and on the receiving end of regular
promotional updates. (p. 14)
Personal delivery: a method of data collection
where the survey is distributed and collected personally by the researcher. (p. 159)
Personal selling: a personal communications
technique where products are sold to individuals
in a personalised, face-to-face environment.
(pp. 286, 334)
Personally administered surveys: questionnaires administered in a face-to-face interview.
(p. 157)
Person-role conflict: conflict between what a
staff member is asked or expected to do as part
of their work role and their personality, value
systems or orientations. (p. 332)
Physical risk: the inherent danger of personal
harm associated with the use or ownership of a
product. (p. 312)
Physical surroundings: the geographical location,
sounds, aroma, décor, weather conditions and any
element of the shop design. (p. 93)
Pilot tests: small, trial applications of a market
research instrument such as a survey, where the
purpose of the test is to ensure that the questions are easily understood by the respondents,
and that there are no fundamental flaws in the
data collection instrument. (p. 167)
Place: the distribution mechanism used to take
the marketing offer (product) from the business
to the consumer. (pp. 20, 215)
Point of sale (POS) /point of purchase (POP)
displays: in-store displays designed to influence
the consumer’s choice at the point of purchase.
(p. 287)
Political marketing: marketing activity relating
to elections or election issues. (p. 14)
Population: in marketing terms, represents the
total number of people of interest to the
researcher. (p. 148)
Positioning: how the consumer perceives the
product, service or organisation relative to other
providers in the marketplace. (p. 78)
Power: the extent to which the consumer
believes the endorser has the power to enforce
their recommendations. (p. 262)
Prestige pricing: setting the price of a product
at a deliberately high level so as to imply quality,
exclusivity and desirability as a status symbol.
(pp. 277, 304)
Price: the cost to the consumer incurred by
acquiring and using the product; includes the
financial costs of consumption as well as the
non-financial social costs of time, effort, psyche,
risk and social prestige. (pp. 20, 303)
Price conscious: a term used to describe those
customers who want the cheapest price. (p. 401)

Price skimming: setting the highest price a
market will bear when a product is introduced so
as to recover development and promotional
costs as quickly as possible. (p. 305)
Price wars: where competitors in a market
reduce their prices to match their opponents;
often result in situations where the firms sell
their products below cost price. (pp. 306, 378)
Price-sensitive products: products that have
relatively little brand loyalty, so that a change in
the price is likely to lead to switching by consumers. (p. 314)
Primary data: data that is collected to answer a
specific research question. (p. 151)
Primary demand: the initial demand in the marketplace for a solution to a problem; expressed
in terms of products or solutions, rather than
brand names or companies. (p. 358)
Primary qualitative data: results of commissioned interviews and focus groups. (p. 148)
Primary quantitative data: results of commissioned surveys regardless of method of collection and experiments. (p. 148)
Private good: a good that is used only away from
the general view of society. (p. 279)
Probability sample: a sample where each
member of the population has a known probability of being selected. (p. 171)
Problem: the underlying factor that is creating
the symptoms and the negative situations which
need addressing. (p. 145)
Product: the total bundle of benefits that the
seller offers the consumer. (pp. 20, 186)
Product concept: a clear and concise statement of
the characteristics of a potential product. (p. 160)
Product endorsement: a marketing communications mechanism designed to appeal to
belongingness needs by associating a product
with a social pressure group, peer icon or celebrity figure. (p. 262)
Product life cycle (PLC): a mathematical portrayal of how a typical product moves through a
marketplace from introduction to eventual
removal from the market. (p. 70)
Product life cycle model: a model of how a
typical product moves through the marketplace
from introduction to eventual removal from the
market. (p. 354)
Product orientation: a business approach that
focuses on developing better and more complex
products whether or not there is a real demand
for them. (p. 50)
Product portfolio: a collection of products that
an organisation currently sells to the marketplace and that delivers outcomes for short- and
long-term corporate objectives. (p. 186)
Product testimonials: statements from users of
the product about their experiences of using the
company’s products. (p. 262)
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Production orientation: a business philosophy
that focuses on the product rather than the consumer, but in this case, the emphasis is on
efficient manufacturing of the product. (2) a business strategy where a company manufactures
products because it can do so efficiently, and
then seeks a market to buy these goods. (pp. 10,
50, 431)
Professional associations: the equivalent of
unions for businesses; can range in nature from
collective bargaining groups down to share support networks. (p. 128)
Profit: the positive difference between the cost
incurred and the revenue earned from the operation of the business. (p. 32)
Profit orientation: a business strategy in which
an organisation seeks a financial situation where
revenue exceeds costs. (p. 32)
Promotion: the use of audio and visual elements
of marketing to send a message to the marketplace. (p. 20)
Promotional mix: a seven-piece tool kit of
marketing communications techniques that can
be used to relay the marketing message.
(pp. 247, 273)
Promotional objectives: the specific tasks for
how and what the promotional mix will achieve
over a set period of time (also known as IMC
objectives). (p. 291)
Psychic cost (psyche costs): the potential loss
of self-esteem, privacy or pride, or any aspect of
the product purchase which could adversely
impact on the individual’s self-esteem. (p. 311)
Psychographic segmentation: see lifestyle segmentation. (p. 74)
Psychological influences: the internalised
motivations and mental processes that influence
end-purchase decisions. (p. 97)
Psychological risk: the degree to which buying
and using a product presents a mental risk (frustration, embarrassment, confusion) to the user.
(p. 311)
Public good: a good that is used in general view
of society. (p. 279)
Public relations (PR): the deliberate, planned
and sustained effort to institute and maintain an
understanding between an organisation and any
group with which the company needs to communicate. (p. 289)
Publicity: any form of non-personal, mass promotional activity that is not paid for by the
organisation. (p. 287)
Pull strategy: a strategy that incites the consumer to ask the retailer for the product. (p. 100)
Purchase situation: the context in which the
consumer actually buys the product. (p. 92)
Push campaigns: campaigns where the producers encourage suppliers to stock their products through the distribution mix so that the
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product can be accessed by the consumer in the
consumer’s preferred retail outlet. (p. 100)
Qualitative data: data that cannot (or should
not) be reduced to a number. (p. 150)
Quantitative data: data that can be reduced to a
numerical format. (p. 148)
Questionnaires: a series of questions that are
answered by a respondent. (p. 148)
Quite new product (QNP): a product that is a
significant modification and improvement to an
existing product, but not such a radical departure
from the original as to make it a new product.
(p. 201)
Quota samples: samples where the eligibility of
the participants is determined using some kind
of filter. (p. 172)
Ratio data: data that assigns absolute rather
than relative values. (p. 174)
Raw materials: the sort of products that are
taken in their raw form and only processed to the
point that they can be transported for processing
into either manufactured materials or component parts. (p. 123)
Really new product (RNP): the sort of innovation that is ground shaking, revolutionary and
extremely likely to fail in the marketplace.
(p. 200)
Recall: the extent to which the consumer can
remember the product (the easier it is to recall
the message, the more likely it is to be considered in the evaluation). (p. 247)
Reference price: the price that consumers use
as a basis for comparison when judging whether
the price of a particular object is too cheap, too
expensive or reasonable. (p. 313)
Relationship managers: a special type of support personnel who are responsible for managing
and maintaining customer relationships. (p. 337)
Relationship marketing: where the marketer
develops an ongoing relationship with their customer for the mutual benefit of the consumer
and the organisation. (pp. 14, 124)
Reliable: a measure that indicates that the
research method can be used multiple times in
different circumstances, or over time, and will
perform with a high level of consistency. (p. 158)
Replication: the method of repeating the same
surveys every week, month or year so that
changes can be effectively tracked to discern significant trends over time. (p. 150)
Repositioning: a marketing technique whereby
the positioning strategy of the product is altered
to either address a new market or offer a new
image of the product. (p. 375)
Research question: a statement of the research
to be undertaken, formed in the manner of a
question that can be answered after collecting,
analysing and interpreting the requisite market
research. (p. 145)
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Respondent fatigue: the technical term to
describe the lack of desire of the average person
to answer any more market research questions,
fill out surveys or give a few minutes of their
time to answer questions from a telemarketer.
(p. 151)
Response rates: the amount of surveys returned
from a data collection exercise. This is usually
reported as a percentage of the total number of
surveys sent out (e.g. a response rate of 25 per
cent means that 75 per cent of the surveys were
not returned). (p. 151)
Responses: any reaction to a marketing message, from purchasing a product through to
returning a survey or phoning an operator to
place an order. (p. 256)
Restocking: where the consumer meets an outof-stock error need by repeating a previous purchase strategy. (p. 198)
Restricted exchange: transactions that involve
only two parties, and result in clear and direct
exchanges of value. (p. 22)
Retail clustering: where a series of retail outlets
offering competing solutions locate themselves
as a cluster of stores, rather than placing themselves in a geographically isolated area or away
from rival competitors. (p. 224)
Retailers: the broad term that covers all those
organisations and individuals that are involved
in the final sale to the consumer. (p. 216)
Roadblock: the bulk purchase of television time
across the world for a simultaneous advert
launch. (p. 297)
Role clarity: the extent to which the staff
member knows the limits of the authority of their
position, their expected behaviours and how they
fit into the chain of authority in the organisation.
(p. 331)
Role conflicts: the clash between the personality
of the staff member and the expectations of their
service script. (p. 331)
Role stress: the psychological stress caused by
the conflict between the natural inclinations of
the staff member and the expectations of their
service role. (p. 331)
Role theory: a theory that uses the terminology
of drama and acting to explain how people
behave when they are representing an organisation to the public. (p. 330)
Rules-based ethics: an ethical system that specifies what actions to take under a specific circumstance. (p. 428)
Sales objectives: objectives based on the extent
to which the promotional campaign encourages
and creates sales in a set time period. (p. 291)
Sales orientation: a business philosophy where
the company makes the product and then
focuses on finding a buyer for the product. (2)
principle of offering deals and discounts to customers to increase the amount of product

moved, without actually offering a customisation
of the product, or using the marketing mix.
(pp. 6, 50, 432)
Sales promotions: marketing activities conducted to stimulate short-term growth in sales.
(p. 287)
Salesforce: the staff of the organisation who
actively engage in delivering sales pitches and
making the deals in the selling process. (p. 334)
Sample group: a small subgroup of the overall
population of interest to the marketer. (p. 157)
Sampling unit: the subset of the population
actually used for the market research data collection. (p. 170)
Satisficing: purchasing a product or service that
is exemplified by the ‘near enough is good
enough’ attitude. (p. 95)
Scallop pattern: a PLC pattern where a product
starts out with a ‘normal’ growth pattern but, at
the time when it would ordinarily enter maturity,
a secondary use is found leading to a second
growth phase, and so on. (p. 356)
Scanner data: actual sales figures from retail
stores, collected in real time as barcodes read
and processed at the checkout. (p. 152)
Secondary data: data that has been collected
for any purpose other than the research at hand.
(p. 151)
Secondary qualitative data: opinions, attitudes
and non-statistical trends published in, or broadcast over, any of the media. (p. 148)
Secondary quantitative data: includes any statistical reports collected for other purposes.
(p. 148)
Selection: the process of choosing the preferred
product/needs solution alternative. (p. 100)
Selective demand: demand for a specific
branded product, rather than the broader
product category. (p. 371)
Selective distribution: a technique that limits
the number of places where a product is available. (p. 229)
Selling agents: agents that are similar to manufacturers’ agents, but perform a stronger
marketing role than simply selling; also involved
in developing pricing and promotional strategies.
(p. 229)
Selling process: the process of making a sale,
which can be represented as a set of sequential
steps or as an iterative process. (p. 335)
Semi-structured format: an interview format
where the interviewer has between three and
eight key points or questions they want to cover,
but will be able to ask further, more detailed
probing questions according to the respondent’s
answers. (p. 165)
Sender: the originator of the marketing message. (p. 252)
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Service encounter: the interaction of the customer and service provider in the delivery of the
service. (p. 329)
Service providers: those employees who actually deliver the service to the customer. (p. 329)
Service script: an established routine for delivering a service, which incorporates standardised
responses, questions and cues for interaction
with the customer. (p. 330)
Services: involve intangible events occurring to
someone or something in return for money (or
something else of value). (p. 186)
Servicescape: the physical environment of the
service encounter. (p. 116)
Services-oriented B2B sector: that part of the
B2B sector that includes service providers
offering everything from physical services
through to personal services and idea services.
(p. 129)
Services marketing: the marketing of intangible
products where there is a strong people presence
and a limited amount of physical product. (p. 14)
Servuction model: a model of the interactions
between customers, boundary spanners and the
organisation. (p. 344)
Shared field of experience: the common
ground between the life experiences of the
sender and the receiver of the message. (p. 256)
Shopping centres: specific-purpose, large-scale
shopping locations with a core series of department stores and a range of specialty shops and
smaller retail outlets. (p. 226)
Shopping products: products purchased less frequently that are usually more expensive and
involve a degree of comparison shopping. (p. 194)
Similarity: the extent to which the receiver of the
message identifies with the sender, and believes
that they are like them, or can be like them.
(p. 261)
Simple random sample: a sample where every
element of the population has a known and
equal chance of being selected. (p. 172)
Situation: the external influence on a decision
process. (p. 91)
Situation analysis: an investigation of the current situation in which the firm finds itself. (2) an
analysis of the current marketing conditions
across a range of five situations: market, product,
competitive, distribution and macroenvironment.
(pp. 145, 398)
Situational influences: factors impacting the
consumer’s behaviour particular to a time and
place that are not a part of the product or a
recurring part of the person. (p. 91)
Skills-based products: B2B products that provide a specific set of desired skills or competencies, which either contribute directly to a
product outcome or are used in the development
of the original product. (p. 133)
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Snake oil: promises in promotional material
that can be politely described as false claims.
(p. 11)
Social influences: the pressures exerted by
society, friends, family and peers on the individual’s decisions and behaviour. (p. 104)
Social marketing: the application of commercial
marketing tools for social change. (pp. 14, 34)
Social meanings: the social messages portrayed
by the product and the intended use of the
product. (p. 93)
Social price: the non-monetary aspects of the
cost of acquiring a product, measured in terms of
time, effort, lifestyle and psyche. (p. 309)
Social risk: the risk to the individual’s reputation
among their family, friends and peers as a result
of buying, using or consuming the product.
(p. 312)
Social skills: the manner in which service
employees interact with customers and colleagues. (p. 329)
Social surroundings: the other people present
in the purchase situation or environment,
including peers, friends, family, shop staff or
random strangers. (p. 93)
Socialism: any of various theories or systems of
social organisation in which the means of producing and distributing goods is owned collectively or by a centralised government that often
plans and controls the economy. (p. 7)
Specialty products: products that are highly
specialised, sparsely distributed and actively
sought after by specific target groups. (p. 194)
Specialty stores: a type of smaller store that
serves the specialist needs of a particular target
market. (p. 226)
Spin doctors: people who publicise favourable
interpretations of the words and actions of a
public figure or corporation. (p. 289)
Staple products: (1) products that are considered
as essentials for everyday living. (2) product used
for binding assignments. (p. 194)
Statistical manipulation: the technical term for
a range of analysis and interpretation techniques
that convert raw data into useful business statistics. (p. 148)
Stockpile purchasing: a type of consumer
buying behaviour where the consumer buys a
bulk supply of a discounted product with the
intention of consuming the product over an
extended period of time. (p. 170)
Straight rebuy: a type of B2B buying behaviour
where an existing order is repurchased. (p. 135)
Strategic marketing management: involves
implementing quality systems to help put the
marketing philosophy into practice and provide a
framework for the development of specific
marketing tactics. (p. 18)
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Strategic marketing plans: the longer-term
plans that guide the overall direction of the
organisation’s marketing operations. (p. 396)
Stratified sampling: sampling where the overall
population is divided into strata based on some
key criterion and a random selection of potential
respondents is chosen from each stratum. (p. 172)
Street-level marketing (SLM): marketing
activity undertaken by a member of a niche
market for a product they’ve developed for their
niche. (p. 14)
Subliminal advertising: a discredited theory that
proposed you could plant a command into a consumer’s mind by subconscious messaging
strategy. (p. 429)
Suggestion: the creation of a message, or piece
of information, by implication rather than
explicit statement. (p. 435)
Sunset clause: a predetermined period of time
after which an offer will expire. This is used to
protect the organisation from incurring unsustainable costs as a result of offering a product
below cost. (p. 370)
Supermarkets: shops that offer a range of fastmoving consumer goods, usually food and
household products, in a single, convenient
location. (p. 225)
Support personnel: those people in the firm
who support the order getters and the order
takers. (p. 337)
Surveys: usually printed or web-based selfadministered sets of questions requiring written
(or electronically entered) responses. (p. 154)
SWOT analysis: a marketing planning tool where
the organisation examines its strengths and
weakness, and the opportunities and threats it
faces in the marketplace. (p. 394)
Symptom: a visible and observable outcome of a
problem. (p. 145)
Systems buying: the purchase of a comprehensive
solution of products, processes and capital equipment to solve a specific corporate need. (p. 135)
Tactical marketing plans: plans that translate
the visions of the strategic plan into a series of
actions and specific marketing behaviours. (p. 396)
Tangible: having a physical presence that can be
observed with any or all of the basic senses (e.g.
touch, sight). (p. 187)
Task definitions: the intentions and motivations
behind the selection of a specific product or service. (p. 94)
Technical skills: the ability of service personnel
to provide the service correctly. (p. 329)
Teleology: a system of ethical thought that
judges actions in terms of the consequences of
the action rather than the action itself. (p. 428)
Television shopping: includes both infomercialtype programs and shopping channels that are
devoted to online shopping. (p. 228)

Temporal perspective: the influence of time,
such as how much time is available to complete
the task at hand and the time of the day or the
season of the year. (p. 93)
Tender: the process of attaining a contract to
supply goods or services through an open competitive process. (p. 123)
Tendering: the process of applying for work via a
competitive tender. (p. 127)
Three-letter
acronym
(TLA)/Three-letter
acronym (TLA) marketing: describes the
marketing discipline’s love of using three-letter
acronyms for marketing terms. (pp. 13, 125)
Time: (1) the measure of how many other consumption activities have been foregone;
expressed in terms of the benefits gained or
opportunities lost by using the product. (2) a
news magazine. (p. 309)
Time to market: the time it takes for a product
to go from being a prototype to being available
to the market; the time it takes for a product to
go from manufacturing to the retail shelves (or
end consumer). (p. 69)
Time-shift: tape-recording a television program
to watch at a later time. (p. 66)
Total distribution concept: an integrated
approach to distribution that views the process
as an overall system designed to get goods from
the manufacturer to the consumer in the most
effective and efficient way. (p. 216)
Total price concept: an idea that includes both
the financial cost and non-monetary factors such
as time, effort, pride and social prestige in the
cost of a product. (p. 304)
Transaction cost analysis: a method of examining the cost of controlling the distribution or
outsourcing it, based on the relative efficiencies
and economic advantages provided by both
options. (p. 218)
Transactional marketing: marketing that
focuses on fostering current and continuing purchases of goods and services. (p. 15)
Transportation: the physical movement of goods
between the producer/supplier and the retailer/
purchaser. (p. 237)
Triangulation: a research method that uses multiple techniques from qualitative and quantitative research to measure the same phenomena.
(p. 166)
Trustworthiness: the extent to which the
recipient of the communication believes that the
person delivering the message is acting in the
best interests of the recipient, and is not acting
for personal gain. (p. 261)
24-hour convenience stores: a group of retailers
that offer similar services to the convenience/
corner stores and trade 24 hours a day. (p. 227)
‘Two-bosses dilemma’: see organisation-client
conflict. (p. 332)
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Undifferentiated segmentation: see mass
marketing. (p. 76)
Univocal reciprocal relationships: the relationships between at least three actors, who benefit
only indirectly. (p. 22)
Unprompted recall: the extent to which the consumer can remember the product and the
marketing communications message without
prompting or cues. (p. 296)
Unsought products: products that consumers
either have no awareness of or do not realise
that they need. (p. 194)
Usage situation: the situation where the product
will be consumed, which includes a wide range of
factors such as personal expectations, social
pressures and social rituals. (p. 92)
Utilitarian ethics: an ethical system that judges
an action to be ethical if it leads to the greatest
good. (p. 429)
Valid: a description that indicates that the
research actually answers the question that it
was designed to address. (p. 158)
Validity: the extent to which an instrument can
be determined to actually address the research
question it was developed to answer. (p. 162)
Value: goods, money or the symbolic transfer of
tangible and intangible entities and symbolic
goods, services and ‘ideas’. (p. 6)
Value addition services: those services that
incrementally add value to a product through a
series of steps, but do not create a final product.
(p. 123)
Value conscious: a term used to describe those
customers who want maximum benefit per dollar
spent. (p. 401)
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Value-based pricing: where the total package of
the production costs plus the expected consumer
benefits are calculated as part of the pricing process. (p. 307)
Variables: elements of the marketing situation
that need to be researched in order to determine
potential effects, interactions and influences they
may have on a marketing question. (p. 145)
Vertical conflicts: conflicts that occur between
organisations at different levels of the channel.
(p. 222)
Vertical marketing systems: occur where organisations within the marketing channels group
together to provide an integrated approach from
producer to final consumer. (p. 233)
Viral marketing: occurs where the firm’s advertising and communications are so innovative and
interesting that they generate spontaneous discussion and transmission in the marketplace.
(pp. 15, 347)
Volatility: the effective range of movement in
demand for a B2B product used in the process of
developing a B2C product. (p. 134)
Wants: secondary desires that can be lived
without, but which are sought after for additional
levels of comfort and satisfaction. (p. 97)
Warehousing: involves both the physical storage
of goods and materials and their movement
through the channel system. (p. 239)
Wholesaler: the intermediary between the producer and the marketplace. (p. 215)
Word of mouth: spreading a marketing message
or product recommendation through social conversations. (p. 347)
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Index
accelerated product life cycle 72
accessibility (target market) 77
accessory equipment 133, 193
action groups 42, 43
actual product 190–1
ad-execution thoughts 260
additivity 309
advertising 281, 282–3
ambient 446
effectiveness of 435–6
subliminal 429, 433–5
advertorials 282–3
agent intermediaries 228–9
airfreight 238
ambient advertising 446
ambient media 424
analysing phase (planning process) 394
antecedent states 94, 97
appealing to needs 109
belongingness needs 111–12
esteem needs 112–13
physical/physiological needs 109–10
safety needs 110–11
self-actualisation needs 113
appeals, types of (promotional copy) 294
arts providers 129–30
aspirant group 108
atmospherics 116
attention 105
attitude towards advertisements 261
attitudes and beliefs 104, 107
attractiveness 261
auction companies 229
audio 294
augmented product 190, 191
Australian Marketing Institute 141
B2B see business to business
B2C see business to consumers
Baby Boomers 62
barriers to implementation of marketing
plans 408–9
resolving
immediate requirements 409–11
overcoming the obstacles in the longer
term 412–14
BASIC marketing planning process 391–3
analysing phase 394
business-customerising phase 393–4
controlling phase 394–5
implementation phase 394
strategising phase 394
behaviour (Belk’s model) 95
behavioural response 189
behavioural segmentation 75
Belch and Belch’s cognitive response model 260–1
Belch and Belch’s communications process
model 255–9, 289
Belk’s simplified model of consumer behaviour 91–5

person 94–5
product 94
situation 91–4
belongingness needs marketing 111–12
benefit 190
benefits sought (behavioural segmentation) 75
blind taste tests 160
Boston Market 310
boundary spanners 337, 339–41
interaction between customers and the
organisation 344
brand 30, 53, 62, 82–3
and image 337–9
and the use of uniforms 338–9
global versus local 81
brand attitudes 261
brand champion 383
brand loyalty 64, 197–8
brand marks 294
brand personality 84
brand positioning 83–4
brand preference 197
brand sustainability 83
brand switching 64, 65
branding 62, 80–4
components 83–4
scope of 82
successful 82–3
bricks and mortar 224, 225–7
brokers 229
Brooksbank’s BASIC marketing planning
process 391–5
bundled product offers 288
bundling 316–17
business, from a non-marketing orientation 50–1
business adoption perspective 35–7
business-customerising phase (planning
process) 393–4
business organisations 12
business principles 32–5
business to business (B2B) buyers 121–2
business to business (B2B) commerce 121–5
organisation as an entity 124
organisational buying based on prediction 124–5
business to business (B2B) consumers 126
government bodies 127–8
institutional users 128–30
original equipment manufacturers 126
product users 126
business to business (B2B) demand 133–4
derived demand 134
joint demand 134–5
business to business (B2B) marketing 12
and relationship marketing 125
characteristics 121–4
definition 119
international 120
key assumptions 124–5
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business to business (B2B) products 121, 132–3,
193
accessory equipment 133, 193
capital equipment and capital expenditure
items 132, 193
commercial service products 133, 193
component parts 132, 193
facilitating services/equipment support
services 133, 193
manufactured materials 132, 193
raw materials 132, 193
skills-based products 133, 193
business to business (B2B) purchases 122–3,
135–8
buying behaviour 135
purchase decision making 136–7
role of relationship marketing versus transaction
orientation 138
business to business (B2B) relationships 22
business to business (B2B) transactions 131
types of demand 133–5
types of products 132–3
business to consumer (B2C) marketing 12
business to consumer (B2C) products 193–4
business to consumer (B2C) purchases, differences
from B2B 136–7
business to government restrictions 127–8
buying behaviour, B2B purchases 135
buying centre 136
capital equipment 132, 193
capital expenditure items 132, 193
capitalism 7
cash rebates 288
catalogue marketing 286
catalogues 228
categorical data 173
categorical imperatives 428
category killers 226
causal relationships 169
causation 174
celebrity endorsement 262, 263–4
central business districts (CBDs) 227
chain of markups 320
changing consumer 62–5
channel (communications process) 257
channel players 222
agents 228–9
retailers 223–8
wholesalers 223
channel roles and behaviour 222
channel structure 218–20
channel theory 217–18
channelling networks 233
horizontal networks 234
vertical marketing systems 233–4
channels see distribution channels
‘chicken and egg’ arguments 418
classic products 204–5
clicks and mortar 224, 227–8
client centred 16
client dominated 16
closed-ended questions 155
cluster sample 172
cognitive dissonance 102, 293
cognitive response 189
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cognitive response model (Belch and Belch) 260–1
cold calling 283
collaboration and interdependence (B2B
commerce) 122
colour (promotional copy) 295
combining data types 154
commercial resellers 130–1
commercial service products 133, 193
commercialisation 209
commodities 82
communications aspects of marketing see marketing
communications
communications models 255
endorsement theory 262–7
general model of communications
process 255–9
how marketing communications work 260–1
source-oriented thoughts 261–2
communications objectives 291
and tactical creativity 291–2
communications process model (Belch and
Belch) 255–9, 289
communications situation 92, 280–1
communications type models 252
one-to-many communications 252, 253–4
one-to-many-to-one communications 252,
254–5
one-to-one communications 252–3
company environs 400
compensatory price formulation 308
competitions 288
competitive situation 398
competitor environs 400
competitors 44
complementary products 378
complex exchange 22, 23
component parts 123, 132, 193
concentrated segmentation 76
concept testing 160–1, 209
confirmatory research 167
consistency 354
consumer behaviour
and marketing communications 246–8
atmospherics influences 116
Belk’s simplified model 91–5
decline phase of the PLC 382–3
growth phase of the PLC 368–9
in action 109–13
influences on 103–13
introductory phase of the PLC 360–1
maturity phase of the PLC 375–6
model citizens 90–1
consumer decision process 96
evaluation and selection 96, 99–100
information search 96, 98
post purchase 96, 100–3
problem recognition 96–8
store choice 96, 100
consumer goods 193–4
consumer marketplace
changes 62–6
decline of brand loyalty 64
individual wealth and collective wealth 65–6
labelling generations 62–3
consumer movements 65
consumer-oriented market research 368
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consumer perspective 35, 37–8
consumer power 64–5
consumer to consumer (C2C) marketing 13
consumer understanding 359
consumers
and price 313–15
measuring 438–9
see also customers
consumer’s time, demands on 66
contemporary marketing practice 62–72
contingency plan (tactical marketing plans) 407–8
continued information search 95
continuing products 203–4
continuous innovation adoption 202–3
contractors 328
contracts 137
contractual vertical marketing systems 233
contribution margins 398
control
marketing plans 414–15
market research 415–16
measuring success 415
strategic marketing plans 405
controlling phase (planning process) 394–5
convenience factors (logistics) 237
convenience products 193–4
convenience samples 172
convenience stores 227
co-production 40
core products 190
corner stores 225
correlation 174
cost-based pricing 308
cost factors (logistics) 236–7
costs 217
creating demand 374
creativity see tactical creativity
credence products 102–3, 194
credibility 261
culturally-biased services 342
customer behaviour, managing 346–7
customer-dominated marketing 41
customer feedback 40
customer-focused marketing 35, 37–8
customer selection, and marketing 345
customerising 391
customers 327, 341–7
and culturally-biased services 342
as competitors 343
as contributors to quality 343
as productive resources of the firm 343
employee influence on 328–9
interaction between boundary spanners and the
organisation 344–5
role in service delivery 343
see also consumers
cycle-recycle pattern 356
data 147
combining data types 154
primary versus secondary 151–3
qualitative 150
quantitative 148–50
types of 147–8
data analysis 173–5
data mining 375, 425

database marketing 13, 283, 425
databasing, market research and privacy 179
deciders 137
decline phase (product life cycle) 71, 355, 381–2
consumer behaviour 382–3
distribution issues 384
integration during 385
market research 382
people issues 385
pricing issues 384
product issues 383–4
promotional issues 384–5
segmentation and positioning strategies 383
decoding 257–8
delivery schedules 217
delivery times 216
Dell computers 87
demand, creating 374
demand structures, B2B marketing 121
demand/technology life cycle 356
de-marketing 251
demographic influences on consumer
behaviour 103
demographic segmentation 74
demographics 400
deontology 428
department stores 225–6
depth interviews 165–6
derived demand 134
descriptive statistics 173
descriptive-style questions 146
destination marketing 13
development (new product) 209
differentiated marketing 76
direct email 283
direct mail 283
direct marketing 13, 283
direct marketing activities 281, 283–6
direct purchasing 121
direct questions 166
direct response feedback 297
discontinuous innovation adoption 200–1
discouraging the consumer 251
Disneyland educational experience 350
disposal situation 93
distribution 20, 215–41
and purchase situation 231–2
channel players 222–9
definition 215
ethical issues 240
logistics 234–40
market exposure 229–30
tactical decisions 230–4
three-step guide 243
total distribution concept 216
distribution channels 215, 216–22
and the IMC message 278–9
beyond three levels 221
globalisation 231
multiple level 220–1
nature of 218
one-level 221
three-level 221
two-level 221
zero-level 220–1
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distribution issues
decline phase of the PLC 384
growth phase of the PLC 371
introductory phase of the PLC 363
maturity phase of the PLC 379
distribution medium for the message 295–6
distribution situation 399
diversification 47, 380
double handling 238
duopoly 203
dynamically continuous innovation
adoption 201–2
e-commerce, and pricing 317–18
e-nouns 14
Echo-Boomers 62
ecologically friendly products 43
economic influences on consumer behaviour 103
economies of scale 202, 218, 239–40
educating the consumer 249–50
education marketing 440
education providers 128
effort (non-monetary cost) 310–11
electronic data interchange (EDI) 236
electronic delivery 239
emergency purchases 194
emotional appeal (brands) 84
emotional-involvement products (EIPs) 199–200
emotional response 189
employees 327
influence on customers 328–9
employment rates 65–6
encoding 255, 257, 294–5
encouraging and supporting the consumer 251
end-of-quarter goals, versus mission
statement 53
endorsement theory 262–7
endorser, selecting the 266–7
entertaining the consumer 251–2
entertainment providers 129
equipment support services 133
esteem-needs marketing 112–13
ethical standards 429
ethical thought 426–7
ethics 427
and distribution 240
and good business 442–3
and moral business behaviour 429–30
in marketing 101, 374, 411, 427–30
rules-based 428, 429
utilitarian 429
evaluation 99
and selection 96, 99–100, 247, 292
‘every person’ endorsement 262
exchange 6
conditions of 21
meanings of 23–4
types of 22–3
exchange theory 7, 21–4
exclusive distribution 221, 230
executive summary 397
exit strategy 381, 385
experience products 194
experimentation 154, 169–70, 375
experiments 169
expertise 261
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explanatory (research) 146
explanatory-style questions 146–7
exploiting target markets 426–7
exploitive nature of marketing 426–7
exploratory research 161, 358–9
exploratory stage (research tool) 161
exposure to advertising 105, 260
extended product, and the IMC message 279
extending the product life cycle 373–81
external forces affecting marketing 44–7
facilitating services 133, 193
facilitation of implementation 414
factory direct outlets 227
fad 356
family influence 108
fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) 193
feature 190
feedback 256, 296–7
field experiments 169
field of experience 256, 258–9
filter questions 163
financial objectives 403
financial ratios (tactical marketing plans) 408
financial risk 312
findings (market research) 175
first mover 201
five Ps of marketing 19–21, 215
focus groups 163–5
follow-up market research 296–7, 360
forward buying 239
franchise operations 233–4
franchise operators 131
functional risk 312
funnel process from marketing plan to marketing
messages 290
future directions of marketing 443–4
gatekeepers 137
general model of communications process
channel 257
decoding 257–8
encoding 257
field of experience 258–9
receiver 258
sender 256
generalised exchange 22–3
Generation X 62
Generation Y 62
geographic clustering 123
geographic exclusivity 230
geographic segmentation 73
geography 400
give-aways 288
global brands 81
global consumer, and country of origin
effects 106
global marketing 8, 46–7, 206, 320
globalisation 67
of distribution channel 231
goods 186, 188
goods-oriented small businesses 131
goodwill 264
government activity 45
government bodies 127–8
government/public sector marketing 13

255–6
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growth phase (product life cycle) 70–1, 355, 367
consumer behaviour 368–9
distribution issues 371
integration during 373
market research 368
people issues 372
pricing issues 370–1
product issues 370
segmentation and positioning strategies 369–70
haggling 307
hidden shopper test 275
high-involvement products (HIPs)
horizontal conflicts 222
horizontal networks 234
hypermarkets 225
hypotheses 146–7

195–6, 212

idea commerce 119
idea evaluation 209
idea generation 209
idea products 187, 189
idea recycling 204, 205
ideas 187, 189
identification influence 109
illustrative marketing plans 396
image and brand 337–9
implementation
barriers to 408–14
strategic marketing plans 405
implementation phase (planning process) 394
implementing the research methodology 170–2
import/export agents 229
improved products 202–3
impulse purchases 194, 198–9
inappropriate applications of marketing 437–8
‘inappropriate’ market 439–40
incentives (surveys) 159
inconsistency 189
indirect competition 44
indirect questions 166
individual wealth and societal wealth 65–6
industrial distributors 130
industry collectives 128
influencers 137, 328–9
information 148
information search 96, 98, 247, 292
informational influence 109
informing the consumer 248
infrastructure requirements 413
initiators 137
innovations and product types 200
classic products 204–5
continuing products 203–4
new and improved products 202–3
quite new products 201–2
really new products 200–1
inseparability 188
instant product position 264
institutional changes 45–6
institutional users 128–30
intangibility 188
intangibles 6, 187
integrated marketing communications (IMC) 273–4
and channels 278–9
and extended product 279
and pricing 276–7, 314

and product use 279–80
checklist 276
practice 274–6
theory 274
integrated marketing mix 354–86
integration 354
during decline phase of the PLC 385
during growth phase of the PLC 373
during introductory phase of the PLC 365–6
during maturity phase of the PLC 380–1
integrative marketing 38–43
integrating the customer 40
integrating the employee 41–2
integrating the marketing mix in the
organisation 39
integrating the marketplace 42–3
integrating the organisation 40–1
inter-client conflict 333
intermodal transportation 238–9
internal marketing 42, 396, 412–13
international B2B on the Internet 119
international market research 153
international marketing, difficulties 46–7
Internet 70
and viral marketing 270–1
Internet marketing 14
B2B on 120
Internet surveys 162–3
interpretation 106
interval data 174, 175
interviews 154, 163–7
focus groups 163–5
limitations 166
one-on-one interviews 165–6
triangulation use 166–7
intrinsic desires 97
introduction phase (product life cycle) 70, 355
consumer behaviour 360–1
distribution issues 363
integration during 365–6
market research 357–60
people issues 364–5
pricing issues 362–3
product issues 362
promotional issues 363–4
segmentation and positioning strategies 361
introduction (strategic marketing plans) 398
intrusive nature of marketing 424–5
intrusive research techniques 166
involvement 99, 194–200
emotional-involvement products 199–200
high-involvement products 195–6
low-involvement products 197–8
medium-involvement products 196–7
no-involvement products/impulse
purchases 198–9
isolateds 329
isolationist marketing 38
issues analysis 402–3
joint demand 134–5
judgment samples 172
just-in-time (JIT) delivery

136, 235–6

key activity planner (tactical marketing plans) 408
knowledge management 341
knowledge management systems (KMS) 340–1
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learning 104, 107
lifestyle 104, 105, 107–8, 401
lifestyle costs 311
lifestyle segmentation 74
lighting (promotional copy) 295
likeability 261
Likert scale 149
limitations of marketing
drawing the boundaries 431–3
role of production orientation 431–2
role of sales orientation 432–3
unbelievable powers of marketing 433–6
listening posts 340–1, 380
lobby groups 42, 43, 45, 128–9
location-based administration (surveys) 161–2
logistics 216, 234–40
in physical goods and distribution 235–7
transportation 237–40
logistics management, definition 234
logos 294
long-term strategy, versus short-term tactics 52–3
loss-leader pricing 306–7
low-cost advertising 277
low-cost, high prestige price advertising 278
low-involvement products (LIPs) 197–8
loyal customers
pricing for 318–19
serving 380–1
loyalty programs 152
loyalty status 75
macroenvironment situation 399
mail-out surveys 158
overcoming low response rates 158–9
mall intercept interview 157
manipulative nature of marketing 422
manual observation 167
manufactured materials 132, 193
manufacturers’ agents 229
margin-based markups 319–20
market 75–6
market development 47
market entry and introductory phases of the
PLC 357–66
market environment 66–7
market exposure 229
exclusive distribution 230
selective distribution 229–30
market mavens 360–1
market penetration 47
market research 19, 40, 144–77
backward focus 439
based on the small picture 439
control process 415–16
databasing and privacy 179
decline phase of the PLC 382
growth phase of the PLC 368
introductory phase of the PLC 358–60
maturity phase of the PLC 375
measuring the consumer 438–9
market research process 144
conducting the research 147–72
defining the parameters 145
determining the problem 145
specifying the question 145–7
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reporting the findings 175
reporting the outcomes 173–5
market research proposal, evaluation 176
Market Research Society of Australia (MRSA) 179
market segmentation 73–7
market segments, attributes 77–8
market situation 398
market size 359–60
market versus marketing 19
marketers
in market-oriented firm 48
in non-market-oriented firm 49
in not-so-market-oriented firm 49
marketing 6
and customer selection 345
as exploitation 426–7
as intrusive 424–5
as manipulative 422
as selling 10
as snake oil 11–12
as unfair 421–2
as wasteful 422–4
by genre 13–15
contemporary portrayal 9
core concepts 16–21
criticisms 421–7
definition 6–7
ethics in 101, 374, 411, 427–30
evangelical style 437–8
external forces 44–7
flavours of 12–15
future directions 443–4
in the twenty-first century 62–72
inappropriate applications 437–8
limitations 431–6
misplaced 436–43
misunderstanding of 7–12
myths of 9–10
plays favourites 424
what it isn’t 437
when what the customer wants is stupid,
dangerous or plain ludicrous 439–41
marketing communications 36
and consumer behaviour 246–8
how they work 260–1
models of communications types 252
one-to-many communications 252, 253–4
one-to-many-to-one communications 252,
254–5
one-to-one communications 252–3
practical role 273–81
purposes 248
discouraging the consumer 251
educating the consumer 249–50
encouraging and supporting the consumer 251
entertaining the consumer 251–2
informing the consumer 248
persuading the consumer 249
see also integrated marketing communications
marketing competition, and brand switching 64–5
marketing environments 44–6
marketing evangelists 394
marketing genres 13
marketing goals 403
marketing influence, spheres of 327
marketing information system (MIS) 144
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marketing message process 289–90
planning the process 290–1
tactical creativity and message
development 291–4
marketing message tactics
tying to communications situations 280–1
tying to marketing mix 276–80
marketing messages 97–8
feedback/response 296–7
medium selection 295–6
marketing mix 5, 19–21, 215
and profit 35–6
tying marketing message tactics to 276–80
marketing myopia 381
marketing objectives 54, 291, 403
marketing orientation 35
business adoption perspective 35–7
customer focus 37–8
marketing philosophy 16–17
marketing planning 391
marketing planning process (Brooksbank) 391–5
marketing plans 6, 391, 395–6
barriers to implementing 408–14
‘chicken and egg’ arguments 418
control issues 414–16
illustrative 396
strategic 396–405
tactical 396, 405–8
marketing research 19
marketing strategy 18, 47–8, 403–4
marketing tactics 13, 18–19, 404–5
marketing within the organisation
business adoption perspective 35–8
integrative marketing 38–43
markup tactics 319–20
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs 105, 109–13
mass customisation 77, 87
mass marketing 76
maturity phase (product life cycle) 71, 355, 373–5
consumer behaviour 375–6
distribution issues 379
integration during 380–1
market research 375
people issues 379–80
pricing issues 378
product issues 378
promotional issues 379
sales during 376
segmentation and positioning strategies 376–7
measurability (target market) 77
measuring success, marketing campaigns 415
measuring the consumer 438–9
media 42, 43
for promotion 295–6
medium-involvement products (MIPs) 196–7
mere puffery 11
message burnout 265
message channel 295–6
message clarity 247
message confusion 265–6
message interpretation 247
misplaced marketing 436
good business is good ethics 442–3
inappropriate applications of marketing 437–8
marketing research 438–9

marketing when what the customer wants is
stupid, dangerous or plain ludicrous 439–41
product improvements for the sake of quite new
products 441–2
mission statement, versus end-of-quarter goals 53
mixed exchange 23, 24
mobile phone technology 66
modified rebuy 135
modifiers 328
monetary price 308
monopoly 203
moral business behaviour 429–30
motivation 104, 105
motivation marketing 109
appealing to needs 109–13
movement (promotional copy) 295
multiculturalism 67
multilevel product concept 189–92
actual product 190–1
augmented product 190, 191
core products 190
putting it all together 191–2
multiple copies of the same product 376
multiple pricing strategies 320
multiple segmentation 76, 77
needs 105
appealing to 109–13
neutral environs 399
new and improved products 202–3
new messaging technologies 286
new product category 365
new product development 47, 207–9
definition 208
speed of 69
steps 209
tactical marketing role in 208
value to tactical marketing 208–9
new product pricing 315
new product variation 365
new products, concept testing 160–1, 209
new task 135
niche marketing 14, 76
no-involvement products 198–9
noise 256
nominal data 173
non-marketing orientation 50–1
non-monetary cost 309–13
non-probability sample 172
non-profit marketing 14
non-store channels 228
non-verbal messages (promotional copy) 295
normative influence 109
not-for-profit (NFP) groups 128
not-for-profit (NFP) marketing 57
not-for-profit (NFP) organisations 33–5, 128–9, 141
objectives 290
types of 290–1
observation 154, 167–8
manual approaches 167
technology approaches 168
observation-based techniques 167
oligopoly 203
one-level distribution channels 221
one-on-one interviews 165–6
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one-to-many communications 252, 253–4
one-to-many-to-one communications 252, 254–5
one-to-one communications 252–3
online pricing 317–18
online surveys 162–3
open-ended questions 156
operating results (tactical marketing plans) 408
operations function 326
opinion leaders 360–1
opportunity cost 309
order getters 336
order takers 336
ordinal data 173–4
organisation-client conflict 332–3
organisational goals, integration of tactical plans
into 54
organisational marketing 35–43
organisational-level marketing 48–51
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) 126
original service providers (OSPs) 128–30
out-of-stock error 96–7
outcomes (market research) 173–5
outsourcing 129
overall direction (tactical marketing plans) 406
overall objectives 406
overall strategies 406
overt advertisements 282
owner endorsement 262
packaging 230
and shipping 232–3
pedagogical teaching tool 5
peer group 108
penetration pricing 305–6, 362, 363
people 20–1, 326–48
as customers 341–7
as product 337–41
marketing and management 326–7
salesforce 334–7
service perspective 329–33
the employee dimension 327–37
people issues
decline phase of the PLC 385
growth phase of the PLC 372
introductory phase of the PLC 364–5
maturity phase of the PLC 379–80
peoplemeters 168
perceived needs 97
perceived risk 311
percentage-based markups 319
perception 104, 105–6
perceptual map 79
perishability 189
permission marketing 14
person (Belk’s model) 94–5
person-role conflict 332
personal delivery and collection (surveys) 159–61
personal selling 281, 286, 334
role of 334–5
personally administered surveys 157
persuading the consumer 249
philosophy, marketing as a 16–17
physical goods 188
physical/physiological needs marketing 109–10
physical risk 312
physical surroundings 93
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pilot tests 167
pipelines 239
place 20, 215–41
planning 6
planning process 391–5
Brooksbank’s BASIC model 391–5
plans see marketing plans
playing favourites 424
PLC see product life cycle (PLC) model
point of sale/point of purchase 281, 287
political influences 45
political marketing 14, 440–1
population 148
positioning 78
and perceptual mapping 78–9
positioning statement 80
positioning strategy
decline phase of the PLC 383
growth phase of the PLC 369–70
introductory phase of the PLC 361
maturity phase of the PLC 377
post purchase behaviour 96, 100–3
rejection 103
renewed problem solving 102
repurchase 101–2
and re-trial 102–3
post purchase marketing communications
power 262
pre-paid envelopes 159
preferred suppliers 136–7
prestige pricing 277, 304–5
price 20, 303–21
and the consumer 313–15
as a risk reducer 312–13
as an indicator of quality 314–15
role of 303–4
see also total price concept
price bundling 316–17
price conscious 401
price markup tactics 319–20
price-sensitive products 314
price sensitivity 314
price setting 313–20
price signalling 53
price skimming 305, 315, 362
price wars 306, 378
pricing 39
and the IMC message 276–8, 314
for loyal customers 318–19
principles of 303–8
pricing issues
decline phase of the PLC 384
growth phase of the PLC 370–1
introductory phase of the PLC 362–3
maturity phase of the PLC 378
pricing online 317–18
pricing policies 304–8
pricing tactics 315
new product pricing 315
price bundling 316–17
pricing for loyal customers 318–19
pricing online 317–18
time-based pricing 318
primary data 151, 154
primary demand 358
primary qualitative data 148
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primary qualitative research 153
primary quantitative data 148
primary quantitative research 153
privacy
databasing and market research 179
to potentially embarrassing private goods 280–1
private good 279, 280–1
prizes 288
probability sample 171
problem recognition 96, 247, 292
marketing messages 97–8
out-of-stock error 96–7
perceived needs 97
social pressures 97
problems 145
product 20, 186–210
Belk’s model 94
definition 186
multilevel product concept 189–92
people as 337–41
product continuum 186–9
types of 192–205
product concept 160
multilevel 189–92
product continuum 186–9
idea products 189
physical and tangible goods 188
service goods 188–9
product development see new product development
product endorsement 262
celebrity endorsement 262, 263–4
‘every person’ endorsement 262
owner endorsement 262
selecting the endorser 266–7
tactical uses 264–5
versus product testimonials 267
why does it work for some products and not
others? 265–6
product features, versus product benefits 206–7
product identity 264–5
product improvements for the sake of quite new
products 441–2
product issues
decline phase of the PLC 383–4
growth phase of the PLC 370
introductory phase of the PLC 362
maturity phase of the PLC 378
product life cycle (PLC) model 70–2, 354
application 357
core requirements to use the model 355–6
decline phase 381–5
growth phase 367–73
market entry and introductory phase 357–66
maturity phase 373–81
phases 70–1, 355
variations 356–7
product/market-specific information (tactical
marketing plan) 406–7
product marketing, tactical decisions for 206–9
product/message thoughts 260
product orientation 50
product placement 282
product portfolios 186, 206
product rejection 95
product replacement 376
product situation 398

product testimonials 262
versus product endorsement 267
product types 192
and innovations 200–5
by involvement 194–200
by target market 193–4
product use, and the IMC message 279–80
product users 126
production orientation 10, 50, 51, 191
role of 431–2
professional associations 128
profit 32
and the marketing mix 35–6
roles for 33
profit-focused marketing orientation, six-step
philosophy 36–7
profit orientation 32–3
profitability (target market) 78
promotion 20
practice 273–98
theory and communication 246–68
promotional activities 281–9
promotional copy 294–5
promotional issues
decline phase of the PLC 384–5
growth phase of the PLC 371–2
introductory phase of the PLC 363–4
maturity phase of the PLC 379
promotional media categories 296
promotional messages
and empowerment 293
and social change 293
as news 293–4
providing support and encouragement 294
to answer a dream 294
to share experiences 294
promotional mix 247, 273, 281–9
advertising 281, 282–3
direct marketing activities 281, 283–6
medium selection for distributing the
message 295–6
personal selling 281, 286
point of sale/point of purchase 281, 287
public relations 281, 289
publicity 281, 287
sales promotions 281, 287–8
promotional objectives 291
promotional objects 288
psychic costs 311–12
and risk 312–13
psychographic segmentation 74
psychographics 400–1
psychological influences on consumer
behaviour 97, 103, 104–8
attitudes and beliefs 104, 107
learning 104, 107
lifestyles 105, 107–8
motivation 104, 105
perception 104, 105–6
psychological risk 311–12
public good 279
public opinion 440–1
public relations (PR) 281, 289
publicity 281, 287, 300
for a really new product 366
pull strategy 100
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purchase and repeat purchase 95
purchase decision making 136
differences between B2C and B2B
participants in B2B process 137
purchase intention 261
purchase procedures 136
purchase situation 92
and distribution 231–2
purchasing agents/buyers 137
push campaigns 100

retail clustering 224
retailers 130–1, 216
types of 224–8
retailing 223–8
domain of retailers 223–4
types of retailers 224–8
re-trial, and repurchase 102–3
revival industry 205
reviving the product 385
risk, and psychic costs 312–13
road transport 238
roadblock 297
robust processes 413
role clarity 331
role conflicts 331–3
inter-client conflict 333
organisation-client conflict 332–3
person-role conflict 332
role stress 331–3
role theory 330–3
marketing implications 333
role-playing 350
rules-based ethics 428, 429

136–7

qualitative data 150
qualitative–quantitative–qualitative
structure 166–7
quantitative data 148–50
questionnaires 148–9, 155–6
questions (research) 145–7
quick-fix tactics 53
quite new product (QNP) 201–2
quota samples 172
quotes 137
rail transport 238
ratio data 174
rational appeal (brands) 84
raw materials 123, 132, 193
really new product (RNP) 200–1
publicity 366
recall 247
receiver 258
reciprocity 123
redeemable coupons 288
reference group pressure 108
types of pressure 109
reference price 313
reinventing products 380, 442
rejection 103
relationship managers 337
relationship marketing 14, 124
and B2B 125, 138
reliable 158
renewed problem solving, and repurchase
replication 150
repositioning 375, 380
repurchase 101–2, 198
and re-trial 102–3
and renewed problem solving 102
reducing cognitive dissonance 102
rejection 103
supply and distribution 101
research methodology 154
experimentation 154, 169–70
implementation 170–2
interviews 154, 163–7
observation 154, 167–8
surveys 154, 155–63
research parameters 145–7
research questions 145–6
descriptive-style questions 146
explanatory-style questions 146–7
respondent fatigue 151
response rates 151
responses 256
responsiveness (target market) 77
restocking 198
restricted exchange 22
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safety needs marketing 110–11
sales objectives 54, 291
and tactical creativity 292–3
sales orientation 6, 50
role of 432–3
sales pitch 54
sales promotions 281, 287–8
salesforce 334
role of personal selling 334–5
selling process 335–6
salespeople, types of 336–7
sample group 157
sample size 171
sampling (market research) 170–2
sampling plan 171–2
sampling unit 170–1
satisficing purchase 95
saturation (product life cycle) 71
scaling (questionnaires) 149
scallop pattern 356
scanner data 152, 168
screening 209
seaborne transport 238
seasonal variables 280
second-hand markets 307
secondary data 151, 152, 153, 154
secondary qualitative data 148
secondary quantitative data 148
segmentation 73
approaches to 75–7
behavioural 75
concentrated 76
demographic 74
geographic 73
lifestyle/psychographic 74
multiple 76, 77
undifferentiated 76
segmentation strategy
decline phase of the PLC 383
growth phase of the PLC 369
introductory phase of the PLC 361
maturity phase of the PLC 376–7
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segments of one 77
selection 100
selective demand 371
selective distribution 229–30
self-actualisation needs marketing 113
self-completion surveys 157
selling, as marketing 10
selling agents 229
selling process 335
steps 335–6
semi-structured format (interviews) 165
sender 252, 256
sensual appeal (brands) 84
service encounter 329
service goods 186, 188–9
service interaction 40
service providers 329–30
role stress 331–3
role theory 330–1
service script 330
services 186, 188–9
services marketing 14
services-oriented B2B sector 129
services-oriented small businesses 129
servicescape 116
servuction model 344–5
controllable aspects of servuction system 345
shared field of experience 256
shipping, and packaging 232–3
shipping speed 69–70
shopping centres 226
shopping products 194
short-term tactics, versus long-term strategy 52–3
similarity 261
simple random sample 172
situation 91, 92
types of 92–3
situation analysis 145, 398–400
situational environs 399
situational influences on consumer behaviour 91,
92, 93–4, 104
skills-based products 133, 193
SMS advertising messages 286
snake oil 11–12
social change marketing 7
social/cultural environments 44
social influences on consumer behaviour 104,
108–9
family influence 108
reference group pressure 108–9
social marketing 14, 34
social meanings 93
social pressures 97
social price 309–13
effort 310–11
lifestyle costs 311
psychic costs 311–13
time 309–10
social risk 312
social skills 329
social structure change 67
social surroundings 93
socialism 7
societal wealth and individual wealth 65–6
society, and marketing 5
source-oriented thoughts 260, 261–2

special interest groups 42, 43
specialty products 194
specialty stores 226–7
speed of product development 69
speed of shipping 69–70
spin doctors 289
sponsorship 282
sports associations 129
standards of product quality 136
staple products 194
Starr Art and Design 130
statistical manipulation 148
stereotyping 43
stockpile purchasing 170
store choice 96, 100, 247, 292–3
straight rebuy 135
strategic direction 54
strategic marketing 18, 47–8
strategic marketing management 18
strategic marketing plans 396
components 396–7
executive summary 397
implementation and control 405
introduction 398
marketing objectives and goals 403
marketing strategy 403–4
marketing tactics 404–5
problems and opportunities 401–3
situation analysis 398–400
summary 405
table of contents 397–8
target market 400–1
integration of tactical plans into 54
strategic vision 54
strategising phase (planning process) 394
strategy
integration into tactics 52
long-term versus short-term tactics 52–3
stratified sampling 172
street-level marketing (SLM) 14
subliminal advertising 429, 433–5
successful branding 82–3
suggestion 435
summary (strategic marketing plans) 405
summary of marketing activities and costs (tactical
marketing plans) 407
sunset clause 370
supermarkets 225
supply and distribution 101
supply chain, steps in 121
support personnel 337
survey administration methods 157
survey delivery 157–63
Internet surveys 162–3
location-based administration 161–2
mail-out surveys 158–9
personal delivery and collection 159–61
surveys 148, 154, 155–63
limitations 166
triangulation use 166–7
sustainable competitive advantage 83
SWOT analysis 394, 401–2
symbolic exchange 23, 24
symbols 294
symptoms 145
systems buying 135
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table of contents (strategic marketing plans) 397–8
tactical creativity 291
and communications objectives 291–2
and sales objectives 292–3
six tenets of promotion 293–4
tactical decisions in distribution 230–4
channelling networks 233–4
distribution and purchase situation 231–2
packaging and shipping 232–3
tactical marketing 52–4, 102
tactical marketing plans 396, 405–8
components 405–6
contingency plan 407–8
key activity planner 408
operating results and financial ratios 408
overall direction 406
product/market-specific information 406–7
summary of marketing activities and costs 407
integration into strategic plans and
organisational goals 54
tactical product marketing 206
features versus benefits 206–7
new product development process 207–9
tactics
integrating strategy into 52
of marketing 18–19
quick-fix 53
short-term, versus long-term strategy 52–3
tangibles 187, 188
target market
associating product with 265
attributes 77–8
strategic marketing plans 400–1
target marketer’s burden 441
task definitions 94
technical skills 329
technological change 45
technology, and 24×7 access 68
telemarketing 283–5
teleology 428, 429
television marketing 51
television shopping 228
temporal perspective 93
tendering 127
tenders 123, 137
third-party completion surveys 157
three-letter acronym (TLA) 125
three-letter acronym (TLA) marketing 13
three-level distribution channels 221
time
as non-monetary cost 309–10
changing perception of 68–72
declining product life cycle 70–2
technology and 24×7 access 68
time available to read the message 280
time-based pricing 318
time-shift 66
time to market
speed of development 69
speed of shipping 69–70
total distribution concept 216
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total price concept 304, 308–13
in price-sensitive marketplace 323
monetary price 308
social price 309–13
transaction cost analysis 218
transaction orientation 138
transactional marketing 15
transportation 237
economies of scale 239–40
types of 237–9
trial purchase 95
triangulation 166–7
trustworthiness 261
24-hour convenience stores 227
‘two-bosses dilemma’ 332
two-for-one offers 288
two-level distribution channels 221
undifferentiated segmentation 76
unemployment rates 65
unfairness of marketing 421–2
uniforms, role of 338–9
unique identifier (brand) 82–3
univocal reciprocal relationships 22
unprompted recall 296
unsought products 194
updating the product 376
upgrading the technology 376
usage rate 75
usage situation 92
user status 75
users 137
utilitarian ethics 429
utilitarian exchange 23, 24
valid 158, 166
validity 162
value 6
value addition services 123–4
value-based pricing 307
value conscious 401
variables 145
verbal components (promotional copy) 295
vertical conflicts 222
vertical marketing systems 233–4
viral marketing 15, 270–1, 347
visual components (promotional copy) 294
volatility 134
wants 97–8
warehousing 217, 239
wastefulness of marketing 422–4
‘what’, ‘where’, ‘who’ and ‘how many’
questions 146
wholesalers 215, 223
Wicked Wines 17
women in the workforce 65, 66
word of mouth 347
zero-level distribution channels
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